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Continuous-energy Version of KENO V.a for
Criticality Safety Applications

Michael E. DUNN,' N. Maurice GREENE and Lester M. PETRIE
Oak Ridge National Laboratory� P. 0. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 3 7831-63 70, USA

KENO V.a is a multigroup Monte Carlo code that solves the Boltzmann transport equation
and is used extensively in the criticality safety community to calculate the effective
multiplication factor of systems with fissionable material. In this work, a continuous-energy or
pointwise version of KENO V.a has been developed by first designing a new continuous-
energy cross-section format and then by developing the appropriate Monte Carlo transport
procedures to sample the new cross-section format. In order to generate pointwise cross
sections for a test library, a series of cross-section processing modules were developed and
used to process 50 ENDF/13-6 Release 7 nuclides for the test library. Once the cross-section
processing procedures were in place, a continuous-energy version of KENO V.a was
developed and tested by calculating 21 critical benchmark experiments. The point KENO-
calculated results for the 21 benchmarks are in agreement with calculated results obtained with
the multigroup version of KENO V.a using the 238-group ENDF/B-5 and 199-group ENDF/B-
6 Release 3 libraries. Based on the calculated results with the prototypic cross-section library,
a continuous-energy version of the KENO V.a code has been successfully developed and
demonstrated for modeling systems with fissionable material.

KEYWORDS. Monte Carlo, continuous energy, KENO Va

1. Introduction structure of the MCNP cross-section data inherently
dictate the transport procedures used in the random

Monte Carlo (MC) methods are used extensively walk, the previously developed continuous-energy
to model complex nuclear systems because such KENO V.a is not completely independent from the
methods have the capability to solve the integral form MCNP transport procedures. For criticality safety
of the Boltzmann transport equation with little or no applications that do not have applicable benchmark
approximations. Typically, MC methods are experiments, completely independent calculational
classified according to whether a continuous-energy or methods are essential for establishing and verifying
multigroup representation of the cross-section data is subcritical limits. By using MCNP cross-section data,
used to solve the transport equation. In general, the previously developed pointwise version of
continuous-energy or pointwise methods are preferred KENO V.a could not provide an independent
because the continuous-energy treatment avoids many verification of systems having fissionable material.
of the assumptions and approximations inherent in As a result, this work has focused on the development
multigroup methods. KENO V.a') is a multigroup MC of a production-level continuous-energy version of
code that is used throughout the world to analyze KENO V.a that is completely independent of other
fissionable systems for criticality safety applications. pointwise MC codes (e.g., COG, MCNP, MONK,
The KENO series of codes is developed and RACER, TART, VIM, etc.). The research initially
maintained at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory focused on the design and development of a
(ORNL) as part of the SCALE') (Standardized continuous-energy cross-section format for KENO
Computer Analyses for Licensing Evaluation) system. that necessitated the development of new continuous-
The objective of this work is to develop and test a new energy cross-section processing modules. The second
version of KENO V.a that utilizes pointwise cross phase of the research focused on the development of a
sections to model the radiation transport. pointwise version of KENO V.a that uses the

Previous work') has focused on the development continuous-energy data to perform the radiation
of a prototypic version of KENO V.a that performs the transport.
random walk using continuous-energy MCNp3) cross
sections. Although the previous work successftilly 2. Cross-Section Processing Development
demonstrated the use of MCNP cross sections with the
KENO V.a transport package, the prototypic The nuclear data within the ENDF. system are
KENO V.a is not available for widespread distribution voluminous in nature and cannot be used directly in
and is limited to ENDF (Evaluated Nuclear Data File) radiation transport codes. As a result, a cross-section
data prior to Version 64) Because the format and processing system must be used to process the ENDF

*Corresponding author, Tel.+1-865-574-5260, Fax 1-865-574-3527, E-mail: dunnme�omi.gov
t Managed by UT-Battelle, LLC, for the U.S. Department of Energy under contract No. DE-AC05-00OR22725.
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data and generate nuclear data libraries that can be sequence can be developed to post-process the
accessed by radiation transport codes. At ORNL, the existing data for another application. As a result, the
AMPX-) code system has been used since the early ENDF/B files do not have to be accessed multiple
1970s to process the full range of ENDF/B formats times to generate cross-section libraries for different
used to describe the physics associated with neutron, radiation transport codes. As an example, one of the
gamma, and coupled neutron-gamma interactions up newest additions to SCALE is a continuous-energy
to 20 MeV. In order to facilitate the development of I-D discrete ordinates capability (CENTRM) that is
independent transport procedures, a new continuous- used to calculate pointwise neutron spectra for
energy cross-section library structure has been generating problem-dependent resonance self-shielded
designed for KENO, and multiple AMPX processing multigroup cross sections.6,7) Prior to the Point KENO
modules have been developed to generate cross- development, AMPX-2000 was used to generate
section data in the new pointwise format. All of the prototypic -D temperature-dependent continuous-
new AMPX modules and point KENO V.a have been energy cross-section data [i.e., YE, T)] for CENTRM
written in accordance with the free-forin FORTRAN using ENDF/13-5 and ENDF/B-6 Release 7
90/95 standard. The details of the continuous-energy evaluations. After the point KENO library format was
library format are beyond the scope of this paper; defined, additional AMPX processing modules were
however, the essential components of a point KENO developed and tested for post-processing the D
cross-section library include the following: temperature-dependent data that served as the
(1) average number of neutrons (delayed and prompt) foundation for the prototypic CENTRM cross-section
produced by fission, -0 (E) 2 -dimensional (I D) libraries. Note that point KENO data are not
continuous-energy cross sections as a function of generated directly from CENTRM data; rather, the
temperature, cr(E, T); 3 2-D pointwise joint temperature-dependent data used to generate
probability distributions that describe the energy and CENTRM cross sections can be stored in a general
angle of particles emerging from a collision, fE-+E', format and post-processed for a specific transport code.
g) 4 probability tables for sampling the cross In addition to the I-D cross-section processing
sections in the unresolved-resonance region. The capabilities, one of the novel and robust features of the
following discussion provides an overview of the latest AMPX system is the treatment of the collision
cross-section processing development effort that was kinematics that provide secondary energy and ngle
performed to support the development of a distributions for particles emerging from a reaction of
continuous-energy version of KENO V.a. interest. In AMPX a uniform kinematics structure

Although the current point KENO development (i.e., data have the same structure independent of
represents a complete redesign from the "ground up" reaction type) has been developed to describe all
(i.e., redesigning the base cross-section format and possible secondary energy-angle distributions
associated transport procedures), a significant amount including thermal scattering collisions. Because of the
of cross-section processing work had already been uniformity in the collision kinematics data, pointwise
completed prior to the development of point KENO. cross-section libraries can be produced that are
Beginning in the mid 1990s, the AMPX code system independent of ENDF laws and procedures. Some
was completely redesigned to process the latest continuous-energy radiation transport codes have the
ENDF/B formats through Version 6 The latest ENDF laws and procedures programmed in the code.
version of the cross-section processing system Unfortunately, as changes are made to the ENDF
(AMPX-2000) can be used to generate a variety of formats, the radiation transport code and associated
multigroup and/or continuous-energy cross-section cross-section processing code system must be updated
libraries. The preceding and concurrent AMPX-2000 to process the new ENDF laws and procedures.
development effort has provided the foundation for a Because of the novel AMPX processing procedures,
significant portion of the continuous-energy KENO the burden of treating the ENDF formats in the
development. As a result, the point KENO cross- transport code has been transferred solely to the cross-
section development did not have to begin with the section generation code.
base ENDF/B data formats. A majority of the cross- For the point KENO development, existing AMPX
section processing work for point KENO involved the modules were used to process the ENDF/B collision
development of new modules to post-process data kinematics data and generate energy and angle
from existing AMPX modules to generate MC data distributions for secondary particles in a general
libraries. pointwise format. AMPX is used to process S(cc, P)

Because AMPX-2000 is extremely modular in data for thermal moderators in addition to secondary
construction (i.e., more than 80 distinct processing energy and angle distributions for particles emerging
modules), cross-section processing sequences can be from collisions [e.g., elastic scattering, (n,2n), (n,3n),
tailored for a specific application. Moreover, if cross- etc.]. In addition, AMPX can be used to generate ree-
section data have already been processed from gas S((x, data for materials not having thermal
ENDF/B files for a specific application, an AMPX scattering law data. The free-gas S((x, P) data are also
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post-processed to generate pointwise kinematics approach.') As op osed to using the conventional
distributions that can be used in a variety of transport "ladder" approach, AMPX uses MC procedures to
applications. As for the I D continuous-energy cross- sample pairs of resonances for each spin sequence
sections, the AMPX-generated pointwise kinematics around the reference energy provided in the ENDF/B
data can be post-processed for a specific transport evaluation. The resonance spacings are sampled from
application. In particular, the kinematics data have a Wigner spacing distribution, and the parameters for
been successfully post-processed with additional each resonance are sampled from a Chi-square
AMPX modules to generate multigroup transfer distribution. In addition, the Dyson and Mehta A3-
matrices for group-dependent cross-section libraries statistics testlo, 1) is used to determine the number of
that can be used by various multigroup transport codes resonances to sample in the probability table
(e.g., XSDRNPM, KENO V.a, KENONI, etc.). calculation. Using the sampled resonance parameters,

For the current work, additional AMPX modules the total, capture, fission, and elastic scattering cross
were developed to post-process the pointwise collision sections are calculated at the reference energy using
kinematics data and generate continuous-energy joint the single-level Breit-Wigner formaliSM4) with
(i.e., coupled in energy and angle) probability density appropriate treatment for temperature effects. Cross-
functions (PDFs) and cumulative distribution section probability tables are generated based on the
functions (CDFs). In AMPX, all of the pointwise different MC estimates of the total and corresponding
kinematics data are exported in the lab system frame partial reactions.
of reference, and the joint PDFs and CDFs that are As indicated above, different AMPX modules are
generated for point KENO are also in the lab system. used to generate each component of a point KENO
By adhering to the lab coordinate system, point library for a specific nuclide, and a subsequent module
KENO does not have to transforin between different was developed to combine the different components to
coordinate systems during the random walk; however, create a point KENO cross-section file for each
the energy and angle distributions for elastic and nuclide.
discrete-level inelastic scattering become more
complex in the lab system. For example, an angular 3. Radiation Transport Development
distribution that is isotropic in the center-of-mass
system is anisotropic in the lab system. In addition, KENO V.a has been used extensively in the nuclear
the secondary energy distribution as a function of exit community to model fissionable systems for various
angle cosine in the lab system can be double-valued criticality safety applications. In an effort to allow
(i.e., two possible exit energies with respect to a single experienced KENO users to easily convert existing
angle cosine) for certain incident energies above KENO input files to the new point KENO input
threshold for discrete inelastic-level reactions. format, one of the design objectives for the new code
Likewise, a similar double-valued -distribution is is to minimize the number of changes to the user
observed for elastic scattering with hydrogen in the interface. From a user interface perspective, the
lab system if the actual mass ratio is used (i.e., A = changes are essentially transparent, except for the
0.99917 as opposed to A = .0). In the generation of material format specifications used in a problem. This
joint PDFs and CDFs for point KENO, special phase of the research focused on the development of a
attention is exercised in the construction of the stand-alone pointwise version of KENO V.a. Future
secondary angle and energy distributions in the lab work will focus on the development of a new CSAS
system. The point KENO cross-section fon-nat (Criticality Safety Analysis Sequence) module for
provides the flexibility to represent secondary angle SCALE that integrates the material information
and energy distributions with either equal probable or processing capabilities that are available in SCALE
nonequal probable bins. with the material specification requirements of the

For resonance isotopes in a neutron cross-section pointwise version of KENO V.a.
evaluation, the unresolved-resonance region is an To utilize continuous-energy cross sections,
energy region in which the experimental resolution is modifications were made to the input processing
inadequate for determining the resonance parameters routines in KENO V.a. Several new subroutines were
of individual resonances. As a result, energy- developed to read and process the new pointwise
averaged unresolved-resonance parameters are cross-section library structure that is discussed in the
typically provided for the unresolved region. Because previous section. In the stand-alone version of
of the statistical nature of the unresolved parameters, KENO V.a, the user must specify a mixing table that
probability tables can be used to provide cross-section defines the mixtures for a problem. Moreover, each
probability distribution functions for energy ranges at mixture has a nuclide specification along with the
specific temperatures within the unresolved region. appropriate atomic number density. In point ENO,
Prior to the point KENO development, a new AMPX- the user has the capability to specify different nuclides
2000 module was developed to generate probability from different evaluation sources. As a result, the
tables for the unresolved region using an MC user has more control and flexibility with the new
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material specification options relative to the where x is the spatial variable and x(E) is the
multigroup versions of KENO. Regarding other
changes to the user interface, additional parameters macroscopic total cross section for a mixture at energy
have been defined that are specific to the continuous- E. If any of the isotopes in the mixture have
energy transport. For example, the user has the option probability-table data and the incident energy is in the
to disable the probability table treatment if the impact unresolved region of the isotope, the macroscopic
of the unresolved-resonance region treatment is to be total cross section for the mixture is adjusted based on
investigated for the problem. Also, the user must the sampled probability table. Because the pointwise
specify an energy group structure that is used to collision treatment is modeled on a per-nuclide basis,
tabulate calculated quantities (e.g., flux, leakage, etc.) the total cross section and corresponding partial
during the random walk. In addition, the current reactions (i.e., elastic scattering, fission, and capture)
group-dependent biasing schemes (e.g., roulette and from the probability table are stored for each isotope
splitting) in KENO V.a are maintained in the that is sampled during the collision site selection.
continuous-energy version of the code. Because the At each collision site, the collision is modeled by
pointwise version of KENO uses the existing selecting the th isotope/nuclide in the mixture from
KENO V.a geometry package, existing KENO V.a the following equation (energy variable suppressed):

geometrical models can be used in the new 1_1 N I

continuous-energy version of KENO V.a. Future V < R E < LEJ (3)
work will also focus on the development of a t 2: t I
pointwise version of KENO-VI. j=1 j=1 j=1

Because the cross-section library format dictates
the random walk procedures, the cross-section where E' is the macroscopic total cross section for

processing development, which is described in the the 1h isotope/nuclide in the mixture. Once the
previous section, provided the foundation for the collision nuclide is selected, the nonabsorption,
subsequent point KENO radiation transport absorption, and fission probabilities are calculated.
development. For the first generation in a calculation, Absorption is modeled implicitly by reducing the
an estimate of the initial source distribution is made particle's weight by the nonabsorption probability.
based on the nature of the problem. The six start-type Depending on the particle's weight, splitting, roulette
options that are available in the multigroup version of or both are performed as necessary. In the pointwise
KENO are maintained in the continuous-energy random walk, an explicit collision treatment is
version of the code; however, the starting energy modeled, and the reaction is selected from NR
distribution is sampled from a continuous-energy possible nonabsorption reactions based on the
fission spectrum, X(E), of the fissionable isotope microscopic cross-section data for the target nuclide:
present in the mixture. If N fissionable isotopes are
present in the mixture, the th fissionable isotope to k-1 MR k

sample is selected from a relation of the form E cri < R Y CTJ Irj (4)
j=1 j=1 j=1

< where cj is the cross-section value for the
E' < RJ, f f nonabsorption reaction at incident energy E.

j=1 j=1 j=1 As noted in the previous section, the point KENO

cross-section libraries are prepared by generating
where R is a random number between and I and EJ tabular joint kinematics distributions in the lab system.f
is the macroscopic fission cross section. Linear-linear Moreover, the coupled distributions are constructed
interpolation is used to determine intermediate cross- such that the angular cosine, �t, is selected first. Once
section values between energy gtid points. In general, the angular cosine is sampled, the exit energy is
the starting direction cosines are sampled uniformly sampled from the conditional probability distribution
from an isotropic distribution. In the first generation corresponding to the sampled E and [t. Note that for
of the MC simulation, fission points are generated that isotropic angular distributions, the exit cosine is
will serve as the source distribution for the next sampled uniformly from -1 to 1, and a single exit
generation. The source distribution for each energy distribution is sampled for the exiting neutron

successive generation is generated from the fission energy.
points from the preceding generation. For neutron-producing reactions other than fission

Once the starting distribution is sampled, the next [e.g., (n,2n), (n,3n), etc.], the weight of the exiting
collision site in a mixture is sampled from the neutron is adjusted by the reaction multiplicity to
following CDF: account for the additional neutrons. In other words,

Y,-'(E)x nonfission neutron-producing reactions provide a
F(x) = I - e (2) source for the current generation. The fission

treatment in point KENO is implicit in nature. At
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each collision site, the code determines whether NJOY 91,14) and fW]-energy-range Bondarenko,
fission occurs and how many fission points are factors are provided in the library to perform
generated based on the fission probability. For each resonance self-shielding. As a result, the narrow
fission point generated, the angle cosine and energy of resonance approximation is used throughout the
the fission neutron are sampled from the kinematics resonance region with the 199-group library. The
distribution, which is generally isotropic in nature. failure of the narrow resonance approximation in the
The fission points are stored in a "fission bank" which resolved region is observed for the 199-group library
serves as the source for the next generation. with the green block cases in Table 2 (i.e., cas82

In each generation, all of the histories are tracked through cas85), and these results are consistent with
until death or the particle leaks from the system. the results provided in Ref. 12. As noted in Ref. 12,
When the specified number of histories is complete the narrow resonance approximation in the 199-group
for the current generation, an estimate of the library provides too much self-shielding of the 238U

eigenvalue of the system is made in addition to other capture cross section and the capture cross section is
requested quantities (e.g., flux, leakage, etc.). too low, thereby causing an overprediction in kff In
Subsequently, the next generation is processed based contrast, the 238-group results and point KENO
on the source estimate from the previous generation. results are closer to critical compared with the 199-
The calculation is complete when all of the specified group values because of improved modeling of the
number of generations have been processed. resonance self-shielding of the 211U capture cross

section. The point KENO results for the remaining
4. Testing cases in Table 2 are consistent with the multigroup

KENO V.a results and demonstrate the computational
Using the AMTX modules developed specifically capability of the new continuous-energy version of

for this work, prototypic point KENO cross sections KENO V.a.
were generated for 50 ENDF/B-6 Release 7 nuclides At this point in the development, extensive CPU
(i.e., includes all the uranium and plutonium isotopes, timing studies have not been performed with the
in addition to thermal data for H in H20 and H in continuous-energy version of KENO V.a; however,
CH2). In an effort to demonstrate and test the timing comparisons relative to the multigroup version
computational capability of point KENO, 21 critical of KENO V.a have been performed for the 21
benchmarks were selected from the work by Bowman benchmark problems in Table 1. The differences in
et a]. 12) and modeled with the continuous-energy CPU times between the pointwise and multigroup
version of KENO V.a. A brief description of each versions of KENO V.a are directly correlated to the
benchmark is provided in Table 1, using the case complexity of the problem. Based on testing during
designation specified in Ref. 12. The first 13 the point KENO development and testing with the 21
benchmarks in Table I involve light-water-reactor benchmarks, the multigroup version is 6 to 133 times
(LWR)-type U02 fuel pin lattices with various faster than point KENO. One of the recognized
absorber and reflector configurations. The next four strengths of the multigroup version of KENO is the
benchmarks in Table I (i.e., cas82 through cas85) are speed of the MC simulation. Fast execution times for
the "green block" experiments that involve 23 wt % multigroup KENO V.a are attributed to the building-
enriched homogenized uranium in paraffin blocks. block" type of geometry package coupled with the
Cases cas86 through cas88 involve uranyl fluoride and multigroup collision treatment. In the multigroup
uranyl nitrate solutions at 93.2 wt % enrichment, and approach, a collision is modeled with the entire
cas9I consists of uranyl fluoride solution at 489 wt % mixture, and the collision treatment does not require
enrichment. the selection of the interacting nuclide or reaction type

The new version of point KENO was used to (i.e., elastic versus nonelastic) as in the continuous-
model each of the benchmarks presented in Table 1, energy approach. As a result, particle collisions in
and the calculated results for each benchmark are multigroup KENO are treated much faster than in the
provided in Table 2 All of the calculations were continuous-energy treatment. The large range of
performed on a DEC Alpha XP1000 workstation. For differences in CPU time for the 21 benchmark cases
comparison purposes, the 21 benchmarks were are attributed to the aount of H in H20 material [i.e.,
modeled with the multigroup version of KENO V.a kinematics distributions based on S(ctp) data] as
using the 238-group 13) ENDF/B-5') and 199-group either a moderator or reflector. The point KENO
ENDF/13-6 Release 3 cross-section libraries. The particle collision treatment requires that the exiting
199-group and 238-group libraries are general- energy and angle be sampled from tabular kinematics
purpose data libraries with adequate group structures distributions. Consequently, the continuous-energy
for most fast and thermal criticality safety applications. approach requires extensive table searches for the
One limitation of the 199-group library is the method collision treatment. Problems that have extensive
used for self-shielding the resonances in the resolved thermal collisions require multiple sampling of the
region. The 199-group library was generated using H20 tabular kinematics distributions. For example,
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Table Descriptions of selected critical benchmark cases

Enrichment Lattice
Case (wt %) Description water/fuel

volume ratio*

cas 1 2.35 No absorber plates 2.92

casO7 2.35 Uranium reflector 2.92

casO9 2.35 No reflector 2.92

cas19 2.35 Uranium reflector 1.6

cas2 1 2.35 No reflector 1.6

cas34 2.46 Core YX: 1675 ppm soluble boron 0.999

cas36 2.46 Core IX: No 134C pins, four pitches between assemblies 1.84

cas37 2.46 Core XIII: 16 wt % Boral, one pitch between assemblies 1.84

cas38 2.46 Core XXI: 0 I wt % Boral, three pitches between assemblies 1.84

cas46 2.35 1.562 cm pitch, 464 ppm soluble boron 1.196

cas47 2.35 1.905 cm pitch, no boron 2.408

cas48 2.35 1.905 cm pitch, 568 pprn soluble boron 2.408

cas5O 2.35 2.2 1 0 cm pitch, 286 pprn soluble boron 3.687
cas82 2.0 Homogenized uranium in paraffin, unreflected H/135U = 293.9

cas83 2.0 Homogenized uranium in paraffin, plexiglass, and paraffin H/231U = 406.3
reflector

cas84 3.0 Homogenized uranium in paraffm, plexiglass and paraffin W35U = 133.4
reflector

cas85 3.0 Homogenized uranium in paraffin, unreflected H/215U = 133.4

cas86 93.2 U02172 solution sphere, no reflector W31U = 1112

cas87 93.2 U021`2 solution sphere, 1420 reflector W31U = 1270

cas88 93.2 U02(NO3)2 solution, 142.9 g U/1, cylinder, no reflector Hj23_1U = 186

cas9l 4.89 U02172 solution sphere, 42.54 g 235U/1 , Al box, H20 reflector H/235U = 524

* Unless designated as H/ 231U ratio.

problems cas36 and cas37 involve U(Z.46)02 fel pin 5. Summary
lattices that have separation differences of I and 4
pitches, respectively. The increased water moderation The objective of the research is to develop and
between assemblies in cas37 leads to 2.5 times demonstrate a continuous-energy version of the MC
longer point KENO CPU time compared with cas36. code KENO V.a. The initial phase of the research
As a result, more CPU time is spent sampling the focused on the design and development of a
tabulated CDFs in cas37 than in cas36 as a neutron continuous-energy cross-section format and the
thermalizes in H20- Improved CPU times in the point associated cross-section processing modules for the
KENO simulation can be obtained by improving the AMPX-2000 code system. After defming the cross-
sampling efficiency of the tabular kinematics section format, the transport procedures were
distributions. developed and implemented in a pointwise version of

KENO V.a. Using the processing modules that were
developed in the initial phase of the research, 
ENDF/13-6 Release 7 nuclides were processed with
AMPX to create a test pointwise cross-section library.
In an effort to demonstrate and test the new transport
capability, 21 critical benchmarks have been
calculated with the continuous-energy KENO V.a.
The point KENO-calculated eigenvalues for the
different benchmarks are in agreement with the results
obtained with KENO V.a using the 238-group
ENDF/13-5 and 199-group ENDF/13-6 Release 3
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Table 2 Calculated kff for selected critical benchmark cases

Case Point KENO KENO V.a KENO V.a
ENDF/B-6 Re]. 7 199-group ENDF/B-6 Rel 3 238-group ENDF/B-5

cas 1 0.9925 ± 00016 0.9947 ± .0015 0.9937 ± 0.0015

casO7 1.0048 00016 0.9934 ± 00016 0.9956 ± 0.0015

casO9 0.9936 00014 0.9908 ± 0.0015 0.9956 ± 00014

casl9 0.9999 ± 0.0015 0.9937 ± 00022 0.9903 ± 00014

cas2l 0.9955 00017 0.9890 ± 00017 0.9941 ± 00016

cas34 0.9990 0.0018 0.9973 ± 0.0011 0.9925 ± 0.0015

cas36 0.9908 ± 00016 0.9896 ± 00014 0.9934 ± 00014

cas37 0.9975 ± 00020 0.9979 ± 00020 0.9931 ± 0.0015

cas38 0.9924 ± 0.0015 0.9859 ± 0.0015 0.9901 ± 00016

cas46 0.9967 ± 0.0018 0.9948 ± 00017 0.9942 ± 00014

cas,47 0.9959 00012 0.9924 ± 0.0010 0.9952 ± 00012

cas48 0.9984 ± 00012 0.9972 ± 0.0011 0.9981 0.0010

cas5O 0.9999 ± 00021 0.9973 0.0011 1.0033 00014

cas82 1.0027 ± 00016 1.0241 0.0015 1.0021 ± 00016

cas83 1.001 + 00019 1.0194 ± 00017 0.9992 ± 00017

cas84 1.0129 00021 1.0357 ± 00017 1.0118 ± 00017

cas85 1.0137 ± 00017 1.0407 ± 00020 1.0123 ± 00020

cas86 1.0043 ± 00016 1.0026 ± 00022 1.008 ± 00016

cas87 1.0014 ± 0.0018 1.001 ± 00014 1.0039 ± 00013

cas88 0.9981 ± 00020 1.0029 00025 1.0090 0.0021

cas9I 1.0025 ± 00014 1.0120 00012 1.0064 0.0013

libraries. In addition, the point KENO results 3) "MCNP A General Monte Carlo - Particle
obtained with ENDF/B-6 Release 7 data are in much Transport Code," Version 4C, LA-13709-M, J. F.
better aeement with critical than were previously Briesmeister, Ed., Los Alamos National
calculated results obtained with the 199-group Laboratory 2001).
ENDF/B-6 Release 3 library for the green block 4) "ENDF- 1 02 Data Formats and Procedures for the
experiments. With regard to future development, Evaluated Nuclear Data File ENDF-6," BNL-
additional testing for a wide variety of benchmarks NCS-44945, Rev. 10/91 (ENDF/B-6) 1991).
should be performed. Moreover, additional work 5) M. E. Dunn and N. M. Greene, "AMPX-2000 A
needs to be performed to improve the calculational cross-section processing system for generating
efficiency of the code. Although additional research nuclear data for criticality safety applications,"
is planned, a continuous-energy version of the KENO Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. 86, 118-119 2002).
V.a code has been successfully developed and 6) M. Williams and M. Asgari, "Computation of
demonstrated for modeling systems with fissionable continuous-energy neutron spectra with discrete
material. ordinates transport theory," Nucl. Sci. Eng. 121,

173-201 1995).
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SCALE 5: Powerful New Criticality Safety Analysis Tools
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Version of the SCALE computer software system developed at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory, scheduled for release in December 2003, contains several significant new modules
and sequences for criticality safety analysis and marks the most important update to SCALE in
more than a decade. This paper highlights the capabilities of these new modules and
sequences, including continuous energy flux spectra for processing multigroup
problem-dependent cross sections; one- and three-dimensional sensitivity and uncertainty
analyses for criticality safety evaluations; two-dimensional flexible mesh discrete ordinates
code; automated burnup-credit analysis sequence; and one-dimensional material distribution
optimization for criticality safety.

KEYWORDS. SCALE, TSUN"I, SMORES, Javapeno, STARBUCS, NEWT, TRITON,
CENTRM, AENO, sensitivity, uncertainty, optimization, burnup credit

1. Introduction in only one unit cell. All materials not specified in a
unit cell are processed as infinite homogeneous media.

The SCALE (Standardized Computer Analyses for NITAWL-111, an upgrade of NITAWL-II, has the
Licensing Evaluation)'� computer software system capability to process multipole data, thus enabling it to
developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) process an ENDF/B-VI cross-section library with the
is widely used and accepted around the world for Reich-Moore resonance parameters converted to
criticality safety analyses. Version of SCALE, multipole parameters. NITAWL uses the Nordheim
scheduled for release in December 2003, contains Integral Treatment to process cross-section data in the
several significant new modules and sequences for resolved resonance range. Each resonance is
criticality safety analysis and marks the most processed individually, not accounting for the change
important update to SCALE in more than a decade. in the background cross section due to other
This paper highlights the improvements to existing overlapping resonances. Also, a flux spectrum in the
SCALE modules and the capabilities of new modules fuel lump is calculated based on the moderators and
and sequences. absorbers in the fuel lump and assuming a /E flux

spectrum outside the lump as well as the

2. Improvements to Existing SCALE Modules slowing-down source above each resonance.

The following sections describe enhancements in 2.2 KENO V.a / KENO-VI
SCALE to currently existing SCALE modules. The KENO V.a and KENO-VI Monte Carlo

criticality safety codes have been extensively modifled
2.1 Cross-Section Processing Enhancements for SCALE 5. Most of these modifications are

The cross-section processing capabilities in transparent to the user. First, the codes have been
SCALE have been expanded over the capabilities completely rewritten in Fortran9O. The large array
currently in SCALE 4.4a. Currently in SCALE 4.4a, that previously contained the cross-section and
only one unit cell can be specified and all other geometry data has been eliminated. In SCALE the
materials are treated as an infinite homogeneous memory needed to store data in arrays is allocated
medium. Resonance data must be manually added to dynamically as needed and deallocated when no
the MORE DATA block to account for the geometry longer needed. This greatly simplifies the overall
and lattice effects of materials not specified in the unit program logic and removes the need for
cell. In SCALE 5, the user may specify multiple unit supergrouping. As a result, the supergrouping option
cells. Each unit cell specification contains the cell has been eliminated.
type (infinite homogeneous medium, multiregion, or A new algorithm is now used to determine the
lattice cell), cell geometry type, and appropriate standard deviation associated with the system kff
material and geometry data. Any number of unit based on work by Ueki et al.') This algorithm
cells may be specified, but each material may appear accounts for the serial correlation between successive

Corresponding author, Tel. 865-574-5263, Fax. 865-576-3513, E-mail: bowmansm�oml.gov
Managed by UT-Battelle, LLC, for the U.S. Department of Energy under contract No. DE-AC05-00OR22725.
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generations, thus producing a more realistic standard
deviation.

The codes now calculate a system mean-free path.
This is done by first calculating a mean-free path for
each generation. An average mean-free path over all
generations and its standard deviation are then
calculated. Region mean-free paths can also be
calculated using the region macroscopic total cross
section and the region fluxes.

The criticality search capabilities in SCALE have
been expanded to allow each unit cell to be explicitly

identified with either a unit or a material that is being Fig. I Hexagonal array (SCALE 4.4a and SCALE 5).
modified in KENO V.a. A search case may alter the
material densities, the pitch of the cells in a lattice, or
simple geometry boundaries. Since multiple unit
cells are now allowed, a critical search may now be
perfon-ned on lattices containing more than one fuel
pin type. As the geometry or material in KENO V.a
is modified, the unit cell is similarly modified, thus
ensuring that the cross sections for the material are
appropriately processed. Cell-weighted materials
may now be included in the searches, updating the
geometry, material, and cross sections as the search
progresses.

Several new geometry and array types have been
added to KENO-VI. New geometry types include
X-cylinder, Y-cylinder, Z-cylinder, pentagon, Xplane,
Y-plane, and Z-plane. Three additional array types
are available: dodecahedral, which is a Fig. 2 Standard hexagonal array (SCALE 5).
three-dimensional (3-D) stack of dodecahedrons;
standard hexagonal, which differs from the current
hexagonal array type as shown in Figures I and 2 and
rotated hexagonal, which is a standard hexagonal
array rotated 90 degrees (Figure 3.

3. New Modules in SCALE 

The following sections describe the modules that
are being released in SCALE .

3.1 CENTIRM: Continuous Energy Flux Spectra
for Multigroup Cross Sections

The resolved resonance processor modules
CENTRM') (Continuous Energy ransport Module)
and PMC (Pointwise Multigroup Converter) provide a
significant new capability in SCALE 5. CENTRM is
a one-dimensional (I D) discrete ordinates code that
uses a pointwise continuous energy cross-section
library to produce a set of pointwise continuous

energy fluxes at discrete spatial intervals for each unit Fig. 3 Rotated hexagonal array (SCALE 5).
cell. Using these fluxes, PMC collapses the

pointwise continuous energy cross sections into Discrete-level inelastic cross-section data can also
multigroup cross sections for each nuclide in each be processed by CENTRM/PMC. Down-scattering
material in the unit cell. CENTRM can be used to from inelastic continuum data and thermal
explicitly model fuel or absorber materials in up-scattering into the pointwise range are optionally
subdivided regions, such as concentric rings in a fuel available by a multigroup treatment. CENTRM/PMC
pin, to more precisely model the spatial effect on the avoids many of the inherent assumptions in NITAWL
flux and cross sections. Other modules in SCALE by calculating a problem-dependent flux profile, thus
such as KENO, can then use these multigroup cross making it a far more rigorous cross-section treatment.
sections. Effects from overlapping resonances, fissile material
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in the fuel and surrounding moderator, anisotropic 3.3 SMORES: Material Optimization for
scattering, and inelastic level scattering are explicitly Criticality Safety Analysis
handled in CENTRM/PMC. A new SCALE control module named SMORES8)

A separate set of CENTRM and PMC input files is (SCALE Material Optimization and REplacement
required for each unit cell. For a SCALE sequence Sequence) has been developed as part of the
utilizing CENTRM/PMC, the control module Applicable Ranges of Bounding Curves and Data
produces the input files for CENTRM and PMC based (AROBCAD) Task undertaken by the U.S.
on the unit cell data specified in the problem. If a Department of Energy Nuclear Criticality Safety
lattice unit cell is specified, the code converts the cell Program. The purpose of SMORES is to perform
description to an equivalent Wigner-Seitz cell for automated I-D optimization for criticality safety
processing. When the CENTRM/PMC option is analysis.
specified, the WORKER utility module is initially run The SMORES sequence consists of three major
to produce a working format cross-section library. steps that are repeated as needed: (1) preparation of
Then CENTRM and PMC are executed for each unit the cross sections and mixing table used for the
cell specified plus an additional time to process all the transport and optimization calculations; 2 I-D
nuclides contained in materials not specified in a unit neutron transport calculation of the angular forward
cell. When all nuclides have been processed, and adjoint fluxes; and 3) calculation of effectiveness
WORKER is called again to convert the final master functions and optimization of the system with respect
format library to a working format library. to a parameter, either the calculated kff value of a

system or the minimum amount of fissile material in a
3.2 TSUNAMI: Sensitivity and Uncertainty for system that will yield a desired kff value.

Criticality Safety Analyses The cross-section processing is performed using
ORNL has invested a significant effort in the either BONAMIINITAWL-III modules or

development of sensitivity and uncertainty (SIU) BONAMI/CENTRMIPMC. The processed cross
analysis capabilities for criticality safety. Both -D sections are then used to create a problem-dependent
and 3-D sequences plus several auxiliary codes have self-shielded macroscopic cross-section library that
been developed into a new suite of S/U analysis codes corresponds to the most recent configuration in the
called TSUNAMI (Tools for Sensitivity and optimization process.
UNcertainty Analysis Methodology Implementa- The forward and adjoint neutron transport

4,I)tion). calculations of the system are performed using the
TSUNAMI contains a number of codes that were XSDRNPM module. This module performs the I D

developed primarily to assess the area of applicability criticality calculation that provides the neutron fluxes
of benchmark experiments for use in criticality code that are used to determine the effectiveness functions,
validations. However, the S/U data produced by as well as the kff of the current system.
these codes can be used in a wide range of studies. Finally, SMORES calls the SWIF functional
Sensitivity coefficients produced by the TSUNAMI module, which has been developed at the University
sensitivity analysis sequences predict the relative of California, Berkeley. SWIF optimizes a specified
changes in a system's calculated kff value due to parameter (kf or minimum fissile mass) by calculating
changes in the neutron cross-section data. the effectiveness functions (equal volume replacement
TSUNAMI produces sensitivity data on a groupwise reactive worth) using the forward and adjoint fluxes
basis for each region defined in the system model. calculated by XSDRNPM and problem-dependent
The TSUNAMI-ID control module generates cross sections. Since the optimization process is
sensitivity coefficients using XSDRNPM. The iterative, the above steps are repeated until
TSUNAMI-3D control module is based on KENO Va. convergence is achieved or the maximum number of

Both TSUNAMI-ID and TSUNAMI-3D fold the iterations is reached. If the maximum number of
sensitivity data with cross-section covariance data to iterations is reached before convergence, a restart
calculate the uncertainty in the calculated kff value option can be used to optionally change the
due to tabulated uncertainties in the cross-section data. convergence criteria for continued optimization with a
Multigroup cross-section covariance data libraries for new maximum number of iterations. Along with a
available nuclides and reactions will be included in standard output file, several plot-oriented output files
SCALE 5. are created to allow rapid processing for visualization

The applicability of benchmark experiments to the using Jav4peno (Lava Plots Especially Nice Output),
criticality code validation of a given application can which is included with SCALE and described in the
be assessed using S/U-based integral parameters. 4,6) next section, or other standard plotting packages.
The TSUNAMI-IP (Integral Parameters) code utilizes Hence, the system ff, material concentrations, and
sensitivity data and cross-section covariance data to fissile mass as a function of iteration number can
produce a number of relational integral parameters easily be plotted. Figure 4 shows a plot of fissile
that can be used to assess system similarity. Some mass vs iteration for minimum critical mass search.
example of uses of the TSUNAMI techniques are

7)given in a companion paper.
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Fig. 4 SMORES minimum critical mass search.

3.4 Javapeno: Interactive Plotting of Calculated while the second experiment is much more sensitive in
Results the resonance and fast ranges.

Javapeno is a Java program originally designed to

plot data from the TSUNAMI sensitivity sequences. Table 1. MOX polystyrene compact critical
It has been expanded to plot the SMORES mater .ial experiments
optimization sequence results and the groupwise
reaction-rate and flux data calculated by Experiment nse55t4-01 nse55t5-01

KENO Va/KMART and KENO-VIXMART6. H/(U+Pu) 30.6 2.8

Javapeno plots sensitivity, reaction-rate, or flux Pu/(U+Pu) 0.146 0.303

data as a function of energy group normalized by the wt % Pu-240 7.97 11.5
unit lethargy for each group, thus eliminating the
relative group width from the analysis. EALF* 0.143 39.7

Figure contains a Javapeno plot of the Pu-239 *Energy of average lethargy causing fission.
fission sensitivity profiles for two mixed oxide
(MOX) polystyrene compact critical experiments.9) Javapeno plots can be printed directly from the
The red curve called nse55t4-01 is the first experiment software package or can be exported to a variety of
in Table 4 of that reference, while the blue curve graphics forinats to use in reports or presentations.
called nse55t5-01 is the first experiment in Table of Because of the cross-platform capabilities of Java,
that reference. The characteristics of these Javapeno can execute on any computer for which the
experiments are given in Table 1. The plot shows Java Runtime Environment is available.
that the first experiment is much more sensitive to the
Pu-239 fission cross section in the thermal range,
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Fig. 5 Javapeno plot of Pu-239 fission sensitivity profiles from MOX polystyrene compact critical experiments.

3.5 STARBUCS: Burnup-Credit Analysis cross sections to determine the neutron multiplication
Sequence factor for the system.

STARBUCS10) standardized Analysis of 'The STARBUCS control module is designed to
Reactivity for Eurnup gedit using �CALE) is a new facilitate burnup-credit criticality analysis by
sequence to perform criticality calculations for spent automating and linking the depletion analysis and
fuel systems employing burnup credit. STARBUCS criticality calculations. The input format has been
automates the criticality analysis of spent fuel designed around the existing depletion analysis and
configurations by coupling the depletion and criticality safety sequences of SCALE. Only a
criticality aspects of the analysis, thereby eliminating minimal amount of input beyond that typically
the need to manually process the spent ftiel nuclide required for a fresh-ftiel calculation is needed to
compositions into a format compatible with criticality perform a burnup-credit calculation.
safety codes. STARBUCS automatically prepares STARBUCS has been designed specifically to
the input for all codes in the analysis sequence, allow analysts and reviewers to assess the major
executes the codes through the SCALE driver, and burnup-credit phenomena identi d the U. S.
performs all module interface and data management Nuclear Regulatory Commission Interim Staff
ftinctions for the user. Guidance 8 (ISG8).") Specifically, STARBUCS

STARBUCS performs a depletion analysis allows the user the following capabilities:
calculation for each spatially varying burnup region I An arbitrary axial and/or horizontal assembly
(if an axial burnup profile is specified) of a spent fuel burnup gradient can be input. The spatial burnup
assembly using the ORIGEN-ARP methodology of distribution may be controlled entirely by the user.
SCALE. The ORIGEN-ARP methodology serves as Optionally, built-in "bounding" axial profiles may
a faster alternative to the SAS2H depletion analysis be selected by the user. A maximum of 100
sequence in SCALE, while maintaining calculational axial and IO horizontal zones may be defined.
accuracy. The spent ftiel compositions are then used 2. Any or all of the spent ftiel actinide or fission
to generate resonance self-shielded cross sections for product isotopes may be included in the criticality
each burnup-dependent fuel region using the SCALE calculation. The user may select from any of the
!Criticality Safety Apalysis Sequence (CSAS). more than 1000 nuclides in the ORIGEN-S
Finally, a KENO V.a or KENO-VI criticality libraries, Provided cross sections are available for
calculation is performed using the spatially varying the KENO calculation. This allows the fission

product margin to be readily evaluated.
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Optionally, the user may request all nuclides to be NEWT's automated grid-generation scheme, based
included to obtain "best-estimate" results. on the placement of simple bodies within a problem

3. The burnup calculations can specify any desired domain, allows rapid development of a model without
operating history. The user may specify the the need to manually input a complex and irregular
assembly-average specific fission power, cycle grid structure. Figures 6 and 7 show two
lengths, cycle downtime, and post-irradiation computational grids generated by NEWT for a
cooling time. This allows the user to readily hypothetical fuel assembly. The geometry input
evaluate power history and cooling time effects. specifications are identical, but a more refined grid is

4. Isotopic correction factors may be input to adjust specified for the second model. Note that these
the calculated isotopic inventories to account for models contain no curved surfaces but instead consist
known bias and/or uncertainties associated with of arbitrary polygons computed by NEWT in which
the depletion calculations. volumes are conserved.

5. Virtually any arrangement of spent ftiel may be
simulated. STARBUCS is not restricted to spent
ftiel transport and storage cask analysis. Any
KENO geometry model is permissible. For
example, spent fuel arrays in a storage pool could J-t I I
be easily simulated. W I I

%J14 W
3.6 TRITON/NEWT: Flexible Mesh 2-D Discrete AN it,%

Ordinates w w w
SCALE 5 introduces two-dimensional (2-13)

analytical capability via the NEWT (NEW Transport
algorithm) flexible mesh discrete ordinates code.
Unlike traditional S. codes, NEWT is not limited to
Cartesian or cylindrical coordinate systems. I
NEWT's arbitary geometry, or flexible mesh, allows P_[��
users to combine orthogonal, radial, and other more I I I Zt%
unusual geometry shapes in the same model. ff L% 4 0_1 1. W_ Ise N�

NEWT is unique in the domain of discrete L7P=F= ---+-+-
ordinates methods because it is based on a Fig. 6 NEWT coarse grid for fuel assembly.
nonorthogonal, flexible mesh scheme that allows
accurate representation of complex geometric
configurations that are normally impossible to model
with discrete ordinates methods without significant

12)approximations. Using a discrete ordinates
approximation to the transport equation on an
arbitrary grid, NEWT provides a robust and rigorous
deterministic solution for nonorthogonal
configurations. Lower-order detenninistic methods
typically applied in lattice analyses (e.g., integral
transport and collision probability methods) do not
provide the angular resolution necessary to treat
strongly anisotropic fluxes, such as those in the
vicinity of strong absorbers or in high-leakage cores.
This limitation may be exacerbated in MOX fuels due 9 I ILI

to the increased sensitivity of such ftiels to the thermal
spectrum. NEWT has already been used to
demonstrate the effect of minor assumptions on the
thermal spectra of MOX fuels. 13) Fig. 7 NEWT refined grid for fuel assembly.

NEWT offers several calculational options. It
may be used to calculate the eigenvalue of a system, The TRITON control module (originally developed
to perform a fixed source calculation, or to calculate as a prototype named SAS213) performs the task of
the critical (X-Y) buckling of a lattice. It allows the coordination of data transfer between various physics
specification of an axial buckling or calculates an codes, and in invoking those codes in the proper
axial buckling from a specified height to account for sequence for a desired calculational type. 14) TRITON
axial leakage effects. NEWT can collapse cross brings to NEWT the automated and simplified
sections to an appropriately weighted group structure approach for setting up and performing complex sets
subset, in the form of an AMPX working-format of calculations, a hallmark of the SCALE system.
library. TRITON provides multiple sequence options,

depending on the nature of the problem to be analyzed,
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including a single NEWT transport calculation (with Criticality Safety, ICNC 2003, Tokai-mura, Japan
problem-specific multigroup cross-section generation) (2003).
and a 2-D depletion calculation that iterates between 8) S. Goluoglu, L. M. Petrie, C. M. Hopper, Y. Karni,
NEWT-based transport calculations and ORIGEN-S D. Regev and E. Greenspan, "SMORES - A new
depletion calculations. The rigor of the NEWT SCALE sequence for the determination of
solution in estimating angular flux distributions bounding curves and date," Proc. of ANS 2002
combined with the world-recognized accuracy of Annual Meeting: The Revival of the Nuclear
ORIGEN-S depletion gives TRITON the capability to Energy Option, Hollywood, Florida, June 913,
perform rigorous burnup-dependent physics data with 2002. Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. 86, 114-116
few implicit approximations. Such rigor may be (2002).
necessary to capture the unique attributes of MOX 9) S. R. Bierman and E. D. Clayton, "Critical
fuel behavior as well as that of advanced, highly experiments to measure the neutron poisoning
heterogeneous fuel assembly designs being deployed effect of copper and copper-cadmium plates,"
in current-generation reactors. Nucl. Sci. Eng. 55, 58-66 1974).

10) I. C. Gauld and C. E. Sanders, "Development and
4. Conclusions applications of a prototypic SCALE control

module for automated burnup credit analysis,"
SCALE5 contains many new capabilities for Proc. 2001 ANS Embedded Topical Meeting on

criticality safety analysis, including continuous energy Practical Implementation of Nuclear Criticality
flux spectra for processing multigroup Safety, Reno, Nevada, Nov. 11-15, 2001,
problem-dependent cross sections, ENDF/B-V1 35238.pdf 2001).
resonance processing for multigroup cross sections, I 1) Spent Fuel Project Office Interim Staff
I-D and 3-D SIU analyses for criticality safety Guidance-8, Rev. 2-Burnup Credit in the
evaluations, 2-D flexible mesh discrete ordinates Criticality Safety Analyses of PWR Spent Fuel in
code; automated burnup-credit analysis sequence, and Transport and Storage Casks, U.S. Nuclear
I-D material distribution optimization for criticality Regulatory Commission (Sept. 27,2002).
safety. These features will finther enhance SCALE's 12) M. D. DeHart, "An advanced deterministic
ability to provide a powerfal but easy-to-use set of method for spent-ftiel criticality safety analysis,"
criticality safety analysis tools. Proc. ANS 1998 Annual Meeting and Embedded

Topical Meeting, Nashville, Tennessee, June 71 ,
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Current Status and Future Direction of the MONK Software Package
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This paper provides a view of the MONK criticality software package in terms of recent
and current developments and future plans aimed at meeting the short and long-term needs
of the code user community.

KEYWORDS: MONK, Codes, Software Development, Validation

1. Introduction Since the completion of MONK813, development of
the package has continued aimed at the next major

This paper describes the main recent and on-going version, in line with the forward programme
developments to the MONK package and outlines the assembled as outlined above.
proposed development programme for the next four
years. This programme comprises a mixture of the 2. Recent and On-going Developments
continuation and further evolution of some current
activities, a selection of well-understood new The recent and current developments cover a range
activities and more general broad directions to be of areas of activity and are presented below under the
filled out by specific activities as we move forward. following seven headings: Physics Modelling,

The Monte Carlo code MONK is a well-established Geometry Modelling, Source Convergence, Nuclear
criticality tool with a proven track record of Data, Validation, Supporting Tools and Customer
application covering the whole of the nuclear fuel Services.
cycle. The development of MONK is performed and
managed within NCD (Nuclear Codes Development), 2.1 Physics Modelling
a collaborative arrangement between Serco Assurance For many years, MONK has used a module called
(as part of its ANSWERS Software Service) and DICE for its nuclear collision processing, together
BNFL. with DICE format nuclear data libraries. These

The MONK package comprises not only the Monte libraries exist from various sources TKNDL, JEF2.2,
Carlo code itself but also nuclear data libraries, ENDF/B-Vl, JENDL3.2) and store the nuclide cross-
validation data, documentation, geometry model sections on a fixed hyperfine energy grid of 13,193
visualisation tools, productivity tools of various kinds groups. The neutron collision processing comprises a
and user support services. In identifying the continuous energy and angle treatment of the
development direction for the package, input is neutron/nucleus interactions.
obtained not only from the two collaborating partners The DICE module has served the MONK code well
but also from others customers of the ANSWERS for many years (and is also used in the ANSWERS
Software Service. Indeed such input is welcomed and general transport code MCBEND1)) and has proven
actively sought such that a balanced programme is itself to be reliable and robust in practical industry
defined, and one that meets industry application application. However, as part of a wide programme of
needs. The development programme also seeks to regeneration and renewal, a replacement module
maintain a balance between short-term and longer- (internal name BINGO) has been under development.
term requirements and small and larger developments. The aims of BINGO have been threefold:
An example of how this is managed is the system of 0 to further improve the underlying physical
Long-Term Technical Requirements that has been realism available in MONK for both criticality
established by NCD to ensure more substantial and and reactor physics applications;
longer-term developments are sufficiently well a to develop and document a modem package in
represented in the programme. keeping with modem software language

The current production version of MONK is capabilities;
MONK8B, issued in December 2001. MONK813 was 0 to provide a major development programme
a relatively minor upgrade to the major new version that would facilitate the development of key
MONK8A, the latter release bringing the major skills in the younger generation.
enhancement of combining the previously separate The major physical realism benefits realised to date
criticality and reactor physics variants of the code. include: finer cross-section representation for key

Corresponding author, Tel. 44 1305 203260, Fax 44 1305 202194,
E-mail: nigel.smith�sercoassurance.com
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nuclides; improved variable temperature treatment; provide a particular generic geometry type, the User
enhanced thermal scattering modelling; better Hole provides a means by which a MONK user can
representation of ENDF correlated energy/angle laws; effectively provide a geometrical definition of a new
and more detailed representation of the off-peak parts hole type. The input is in terms of simple
of the fission spectrum. mathematical functions - the output is a custom-build

The BINGO module in MONK is now undergoing geometrical option for your particular need. Example
field testing in readiness for its formal release. applications to date include multiple interlocking
Further details can be found in a companion paper spiral ducts (See Figure 1), innovative fuel element
presented at this conference. 2) grid designs and irregular waste packing

configurations.
2.2 Geometry Modelling
2.2.1 Fractal Geometry

The MONK geometry modelling package
comprises two complementary components: Fractal
Geometry, employing conventional 'ray tracing'
algorithms through defined geometrical bodies, and
Hole Geometry, using the powerful and versatile
Woodcock Tracking.

MONK has a particularly rich set of ray tracing
options, with a large selection of body shapes and a
number of combination options linked to application
requirements. A further development has now bee
implemented however, that of the Window Part.

A MONK geometry model is constructed as
geometry hierarchy, with small components being
combined to form larger items, and these larger items
being themselves combined, and so on. At present,
the hierarchical relationship demands that the outer
shape of a combined set of items itself matches one of
the MONK body shapes. For the Window Part this
restriction is removed, providing yet more flexibility
of construction for the MONK modeller.

As an example of the additional capability
provided, the new Window Part has proven itself to be
helpful in simplifying models of transport flasks and Fig.1 Example of the new hole option to produce
storage containers subject to internal local variations concentric coiled ventilation ducts
due to potential damage caused by impact.

2.2.2 Hole Geometry 2.3 Source Convergence
The Woodcock tracking algorithm in MONK is a MONK uses its indigenous Superhistory Powering

powerful adjunct to the conventional body modelling method for managing the convergence of the fission
provided by Fractal Geometry. Implemented via the source. This has stood the test of time well and has
Hole Geometry package, Woodcock tracking brings proven its reliability and robustness in a number of
significant additional modelling power to the user, as difficult applications.
well as providing convenient short-cuts to common There is current renewed interest in source
modelling situations. convergence issues with an OECD Expert Group 3)

Over the years, additional hole types have been being established to investigate and compare methods,
added to MONK in response to particular industrial their strengths and limitations.
needs and tis will continue as new requirements MONK has been used as part of this exercise and in
emerge. A recent development has been a new bole parallel further developments are in progress for the
type to model Pebble Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR) code. The main new MONK developments so far
type fuel. This is a complex problem, given the quasi- have been initiated with two objectives in mind:
random nature of the fuel distribution but is one well to introduce automation into the selection of
matched to the Woodcock algorithm. This method the number of discounted neutron generations
has enabled MONK to be used to validate at the start of calculation (i.e. where the source
deterministic methods of PBMR fuel design and is transformed from the initial estimate to a fit-
burnup. for-purpose approximation of the real

Another development has been to add a so-called distribution);
User Hole to the set of available options. Rather than to introduce additional monitoring and
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reporting so that should source convergence reported via extensions to the MONK User Manual.
issues be suspected, the user is alerted in an Requests for additions the MONK validation
easy to understand manner. database are received from the user community and

The results to date have been encouraging, with the this drives the prioritisation of the database expansion.
outcomes scheduled for the next release of MONK. In addition, an annually-updated summary document

is produced bringing together the extant validation
2.4 Nuclear Data results and drawing broad conclusions with regard to

Part of the philosophy of the MONK package has accuracy for particular application types.
been to provide the user community with choices.
The underlying nuclear data used by the code is 2.6 Supporting Tools
ultimately the determinant of the accuracy that is Whilst the Monte Carlo code itself is clearly the
achieved. The representation of the data for use front line calculation component of the MONK
within the code and the associated nuclear collision package, additional tools are also routinely used.
models clearly also impact the accuracy to a These tools cover geometry model visualisation and
significant extent (and this is being enhanced via the verification (VISAGE and VISTA) and calculation
BINGO development described above), but the basic parameter control and job submission (LaunchPad).
sources of nuclear data ultimately drive the accuracy. VISAGE and VISTA are mature codes in their own

In recognition of this, it has been the policy for right and development has continued to meet
some time to provide alternative nuclear data libraries additional customer requirements. The most recent
from established sources, so that inter-comparisons developments have been focussed on improved three-
can be readily performed. These inter-comparisons dimensional images via enhanced shading algorithms,
can be used to provide additional confidence in certain new transparent filter options and the ability to
application areas or can be used to investigate overlay a display of source regions. An example of a
uncertainties due to nuclear data. By keeping the VISTA image is shown below.
underlying energy structure and collision processing
system identical (the DICE module and library as
described above), the inter-comparison available with
MONK is a true test of underlying data library
differences.

The MONK code is currently issued with four
continuous energy/angle libraries, bast, on the
following original sources: UKNDL, JEF2.2,
ENDF/B-VI and JENDL3.2. The libraries have
matching contents, currently containing over 160
isotopes.

To facilitate inter-comparisons, the MONK input
for material compositions has been made independent
of the library used. Hence, a simple menu selection
from the MONK LaunchPad user environment (see
Section 26) will enable the same calculation to be run
with a different nuclear data library.

2.5 Validation
Validation remains an issue at the eart of

criticality code usage. Whilst improvements to the
efficiency of the methods coupled with the seemingly
never-ending computer hardware enhancements
enable us to calculate ever more precisely, the real
concern remains accuracy, and to test accuracy
requires validation.

MONK has a well-developed and evolving
validation database that supports its use in practical
applications. Many hundreds of experimental
configuration descriptions ave been taken from the
handbook of the International Criticality Safety
Benchmark Evaluation Project (ICSBEp4)) and
quality-assured MONK models produced. These
models are then computed using the range of nuclear Fig.2 Example of a VISTA image of a transport
data libraries currently available and the results flask
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LaunchPad is a relatively new addition to the meeting the present and future needs of its myriad
MONK package and provides a convenient tool to industrial activities, both in the UK and elsewhere.
check, visualise and edit an input file, select major From these inputs, a programme is discussed,
options (e.g. nuclear data library) and launch and reviewed, agreed and then implemented. In addition,
monitor the progress of sets of MONK calculations. some flexibility is retained in the programme to cope
Further development of the LaunchPad concept is now with urgent issues that need to be accommodated.
planned. A recent change to the formulation of the

Another new development, CODEMORE, has been programme has been the setting up of a system of
produced to optimise the use of MONK on a network Long-Term Technical Requirements (LTTRs). A
of computers. This development has been particularly review of recent activities led to the conclusion that by
helpful for scoping calculations, where tens of the very nature of current application needs, the
thousands of calculations have been performed by MONK development programme would tend to have a
making best use of a large network, taking due note of relatively short-term focus. The system of L'I7Rs
the power of the individual nodes of the network and was set up to encourage members of the partner
their loading, and bringing together the results in a organisations to propose and champion longer-term
convenient form. ideas concerning the direction of development. Each

LTTR may be an individual development (but by
2.7 Customer Services definition, one that would take significant resources to

The ANSWERS Software Service has now been in achieve) or just a particular desired outcome, that may
existence for almost twenty years, with the service take one or more complementary developments to
starting in 1984 and MONK being incorporated in reach. The champion of each LTTR is then
1987. During that time, the service has continued to responsible for overseeing the item as it progresses,
evolve and develop to meet the expectations of its inputting requirements as appropriate and ensuring
customers as their needs have changed and new that the desired outcome is obtained. Although a
requirements emerge. relatively new process, the LTTR system has already

Recent changes to the service have included: produced a broader focus to the overall development
• Increased use of the internet for distribution of programme and led to more widely supported generic

software and documentation, including the development themes.
development of a password-protected customer
area; 3.2 Development Plans

• Adoption of a commercial standard software Section 2 of this paper described both recent and
licensing system, for increased flexibility and on-going developments for MONK and the
ease of use; development of the code package over the next four

• Adoption of a commercial help-desk system, to years is envisaged to include further work on some of
enhance the tracking and reporting of customer those items already discussed:
enquiries, and to make available to help-desk 0 Completion of the BINGO module and its
staff customer and code-specific historical data validation, followed by its release to customers
to improve the delivery of the service at the as part of a new version of the MONK package
point of delivery; (MONK9);

• Extension of the standard system platforms 0 Further evolution of the geometry modelling
supported to cover PC Windows and Linux, in capabilities, to reflect the changing industry
addition to various Unix workstations. needs (e.g. new fuel designs, waste

optimisation);
The business world continues to change at a rapid 0 Finalisation of the source convergence

rate and by maintaining close relationships with its developments into a fit-for-purpose algorithm,
customers, the ANSWERS Software Service will backed up by clear supporting guidance;
continue to strive to provide codes and services that 0 Additional nuclear data libraries, in response to
match the needs and expectations of industry. developments in that area. For example, a

MONK library incorporating some JEFF3
3. Future Plans evaluations has already been produced for

testing purposes;
3.1 Formulation of the Development Programme 0 Extensions to the validation database;

The development programme for MONK is formed 0 Improvements to the established supporting
from a number of inputs. As collaborators in the tools and the development of new tools;
development, Serco Assurance and BNFL both 0 Further extension and refinement to the
contribute requirements. Serco Assurance's ANSWERS Software Service itself.
requirements are derived from discussions with its
customers, coupled with foresight regarding emerging In addition, new items have been outlined and work
generic needs or issues. BNFL's input is focussed on has commenced in certain areas.
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A new supporting utility ModelBuilder is in envisaged, by inclusion of a geometrical sensitivity
production. ModelBuilder is a fully interactive option (similar to that used in MCBEND) and by the
MONK model construction tool, with real time development of an uncertainty module, which would
visualisation and checking. The new tool will not automatically combine sensitivities and cross-section
only be used to construct new models, but advantage uncertainties to yield total k-effective uncertainties.
will be taken of the MONK input structure to facilitate Nuclear data will also remain at the forefront of the
the use and re-use of the large investment in existing development programme. Within the UK, JEF2.2 has
models. An example of the ModelBuilder prototype been adopted by a number of organisations as a
user image is shown below: 'standard' source of data for many applications

(including criticality). For MONK, we have also
made available other libraries, both to represent the
interests of other customers and to provide the useful
cross-check capability described above.

As developments in nuclear data are progressed, it
is the intention that MONK will provide new
capabilities as and when appropriate. The JEFF
project continues to move forward and a provisions
version of the JEFF3 library is being assessed within
the collaborating countries. MONK is being use as
part of this activity. Libraries for MONK to evaluate
for criticality purposes the major changes to this (and
other) libraries will continue to be produced as part of
our development activities. However, it is recognised

RUM that, due to the potential safety case update
implications, major changes to something as

Fig.3 Example of a prototype ModelBuilder screen fundamental as the standard MONK nuclear data
library should appear only at relatively infrequent

Another development that has recently commenced intervals, unless major errors or limitations are
is the Integrated Scoping Tool. As mentioned earlier, uncovered. Hence decisions on the adoption of
the use of MONK for system scoping purposes on a additional standard libraries will be taken in
network of computers has recently been facilitated by consultation with those stakeholders most affected.
the use of the package CODEMORE. For use of the
code on a single machine, large-scale soping studies 4. Conclusion
can be overly time-consuming. Prototype This paper hassurnmarised the current status of the
developments have already commenced aimed at MONK code, outlining recent and on-going
integrating a deterministic flux solution algorithm developments and envisaged directions for the future.
from the WIMS5) code with the MONK geometry MONK continues to be focussed on meeting the
package, thereby providing a 'single model-multiPle current and future needs of its customers and the
solution method'capability. This will provide the user programme is assembled from such stakeholder input.
of MONK with the option of a rapid deterministic tool In addition, we look forward to new requirements
for soping and survey purposes, but one that retains emerging over the coming years that do not yet feature
the same geometry description used by the definitive in the envisaged programme, and it is intended that
Monte Carlo calculation. sufficient flexibility will be retained in the planning

Uncertainty analysis remains an important and implementation processes such that these items
consideration for criticality assessment and sensitivity can be agreed and accommodated as appropriate,
methods have a potentially important role to play.
MONK813 contains an option that enables the code to
calculate the sensitivity of k-effective to uncertainties
in cross-section values. These uncertainties can be for
particular energy ranges, specific reactions, r Acknowledgernents
specific nuclides in one or more materials. Material The authors wish to acknowledge the other
density sensitivities can be obtained by considering members of the MONK package development team:
the whole energy range for each reaction and nuclide Adam Bird, Christopher Dean, Geoff Dobson,
in a material. This option has already been used to Malcolm Grinistone, David Hanlon, Chris Maidment,
good effect to investigate the sensitivity of calculated Ray Perry, Ted Shuttleworth, Toby Simpson, George
MONK result to uncertainties in the cross-sections o Wright (all Serco Assurance), David Bendall, Reg
relatively unusual nuclides (i.e. ones not commonly Brissenden, Simon Connolly, David Dewar, Paul
featured in significant quantities in validation Hulse, Richard Neal and Keith Searson (all BNFL).
experiments). Further extension of this option is
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Application of Distinct Element Method to Criticality Evaluation
of MOX Fuel Fabrication Facility
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A criticality evaluation method considering granular flow is developed by coupling a Distinct
Element Method simulation code with a continuous-energy Monte Carlo transport code to study
the affect of MOX fuel powder mixture to a criticality evaluation. Criticality evaluations are
performed under mixing the MOX fuel powder in a stirred vessel. The effective multiplication
factors of the heterogeneous distribution of the MOX powder were compared with that of the
uniformity distribution. The evaluation results revealed that the effective multiplication factor
with the uniformity condition was not exactly conservative.

KE YWORDS. MOX Fuel, Particulate System, Granular Flow and Distinct Element Method

1. Introduction power industry, the criticality evaluation of MOX
(Mixed plutonium-uranium oxide fuel) fuel

Criticality evaluations in particulate systems fabrication facility needs to be reflected the MOX
have been carried out with regarding particulate fuel particle behavior A homogenization bender
system as a homogeneous substance'. This evaluation operation is focused on the criticality evaluation. In
could satisfy when the evaluation objective was the homogenization operation, the MOX fuel powder
something regarded as homogeneous or certain is agitated with another powders, and how lopsided
degree of uniformity. But this conventional method particle distribution affects the criticality evaluation
could be difficult to estimate how heterogeneous is one of important issues. To resolve this issue, we
particle distribution affect the criticality evaluation. have developed a novel criticality code by coupling
An appropriate granular flow model should be the DEM simulation code with a criticality evaluation
incorporated in the criticality evaluation to overcome code. The DEM was applied as the granular flow
this difficulty. The criticality evaluations of model in mixing the MOX powder.
particulate systems could not be done until The criticality evaluations have been carried out
appearance of appropriate discrete particle models. under the solids mixing. We compared the effective

Recently multiphase flow models that can multiplication factor (kff) of the heterogeneous
estimate granular flow have been suggested by some particle distribution with that of the uniformity
investigators'-5 . The multiphase flow models for the distribution by using the novel coupling code.
granular flow have been applied to various industrial
particulate systems, commencing with fluidized beds. 2. Criticality Evaluation of MOX Fuel Powder
The continuum model based on kinetic theory Mixture Process
approach and the Distinct Element Method (DEM)
have been well used as the granular flow model. The homogenization blender operation that is

Such an appearance of the granular flow models the final operation of powder conditioning process is
has contributed to the development of criticality focused on the criticality evaluation of the MOX fuel

6evaluation. Pain et a]. has developed the FETCH fabrication facility. It is due to that this operation has
code, the coupled neutronics/multi-phase maximum total amount of MOX fuel powder in all
computational dynamics code, and carried out the the operations. The powder conditioning process
transient criticality evaluation for a conceptual adjusts plutonium enrichment by loading/agitating
helium-cooled fluidized bed thermal reactor. The not only MOX fuel powder but also Uranium dioxide
kinetic theory approach was used as the granular flow (UO2) powder and Zinc Stearate (Zn-St, molecular
model in this code. formula: [CH,(CH2)16CO012Zn) powder in a stirred

Extremely few criticality evaluation codes that tank. Agitating these powders causes granular flow in
can treat particle movement were developed although the tank. The flow under regular operation is
there are various complicated subjects requiring classified into gas-solid flow including dense
particle dynamics for criticality evaluation. Taking granular media because the facility adopts dry
single example of particulate systems in nuclear operation method throughout overall processes.

*Corresponding author, Tel. 81-29-282-5398, E-mail: mikio-sakai�melodytokai.jaeri.go.jp
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dx (1)

3. Granular Flow Model di

Pp d = VP + Pp (FC + FD)+ Pp9 (2)
The DEM, that is one of Lagrangian approach, is di M

regarded as an epoch-making approach for dense F = , Fj (3)

granular flow, especially the particle where v is the particle velocity, pp is the density of
contact-dominated flow. The particle motion is the particle, M is the particle mass and g is the
induced by the drag force and the trajectories of acceleration due to gravity, respectively. The contact
individual particles affected by the presence of other force is the sum of the force of normal direction (F.)
particles and gravity. The discrete modeling has and tangential direction (F,) where n and t designates

4 nal and tangential direction.
fashioned after Cundall and Strack's pioneering job . non
Relatively recently, Tsuji et al. have expanded this The normal contact force is written as Eq. 4),

model to include fluid drag effects. Fn = kbn - M, (4)
When two particles collide, they actually deform. where k is the spring constant, is the damping

The overlap displacement is assumed in the DEM coefficient and Sis the particle displacement.
as shown in Fig. I (a). The DEM is composed of a When the absolute value of tangential force is
spring, a dash-pot and a friction slider as shown in less than the product of the normal force and particle
Fig. I (b). The DEM simulation demands large friction coefficient, the tangential component of the
calculation load for industrial processes due to contact force is given by Eq. (5). When the tangential
Lagrangian approach that can trace all particles in a force surpasses the product, it is given as Eq. 6).
system. Besides, over billions of particles are needed F, = -W - v, IF, I <#IF. 1 (5)
to simulate the industrial processes, although at most
one million particles can be calculated by using latest F, = -#IF,, I V, lIv, I IF, I > plF. 1 (6)
PC. Therefore similarity models have been suggested

M7,8
to resolve the fatal proble 3.2 Fluid Motion

The DEM formula and the incorporated models Following the analyses of Anderson and
9in the simulation are addressed below. Jackson the continuity and momentum equations for

the fluid phase can be written in terms of locally
St averaged variables as

a--Pf + V (Cpf U)= 0 (7)
at

acpf U + Vkpf U
al (8)
= - eVP - FD + epf g + V -(WVU)

FD = 6(m - V) (9)

1 where is the void fraction, pf, u and P are fluid
density, fluid velocity and pressure, respectively. is
the fluid-particle interaction coefficient, which is
given by Ergun's equation's for the dense region and

(a) Displacement of two particles in contact the equation derived by Wen and Yu" for the dilute
region.

df)[15�1-E)+I.75Rep1 c<0.8)
d2e

Dash-pot (TI) j6 3 P AL!�E_2.7 Re (10)
-CD 2 p (e > 0.8)4 dp

c on The drag coefficient for an isolated particle

Spfing (k) depends on the particle Reynolds number (Rep) as Eq.
(I 1).

(b) Spring-damper system to contact force 0.68724(1+0.15Rep )/Rep (Re, <I 000)
Fig. Contact Force Model CD 0.43 (Rep > I 00) O )

3.1 Particle Motion the instantaneous Rep Iv - ulpf e dp
In the DEM simulation, (12)

velocities and positions of the particles are to be
calculated by taking account of the sum of the fluid
drag force (FD), the contact force (Fc) and the gravity 3.3 Similarity Model
acceleration as The representative particle model (RPM)
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7suggested by Kuwagi et a] . was known as one of the the particle distribution into the criticality evaluation
similarity models and used widely 7, ". The motion of exactly. The kff was evaluated by giving cross
the group of small original-particles is assumed to be sections as well as the data of the atomic number
calculated by using large model-particles in the RPM. density.

As a tentative condition, 115 kg of MOX
3.4 Model of the Particle Shape powder, 6.4 kg of Zn-St powder and 206 kg Of U02
In performing the criticality evaluation, the volume powder were loaded into the stirred tank. These
fraction of solid is one of most dominant parameters. powders were stacked in layers at the initial condition
When particle shape is assumed as an ideal as illustrated in Fig. 4 To investigate the affects of
mono-sphere, the volume fraction becomes the range the heterogeneity of the solids mixing to the
of approximately 55% at random loose packing' 3 to criticality evaluation, three mixture conditions, that is
approximately 64% at random close packing". initial condition, the mixture condition with agitating
Miyoshi et a]. 1 5have carried out the criticality for 20 sec and the uniformity condition, were chosen
evaluation by assuming the bulk density of MOX fuel and compared with these effective multiplication
powder as 2800 (kg/m 3), i.e. the volume fraction was factors.
approximately 25%. The shape of MOX particle is
extrapolated as one of reasons that the volume DEM Simulation

fraction of MOX particles is smaller than that of the Boundary Grid on gurat
mono-spherical particle. Fig. 2 designates the SEM Condition Generation of a Stirred

micrograph of the MOX particle. The shape of the
MOX particle is rough and far from sphere. To reflect
the shape effect of the MOX fuel particle into the C F

DEM simulation, the particle diameter and the
contact diameter should be set separately. The contact Analysis Result

diameter should be adjusted that the maximum Particle distribution, etc

packing limit equals to that of the experimental value. I

Converter

Criticality Evaluation

Atomic Numb Ss
r en

Density in each �0] e.Crtin on

Monte Carlo Transport Code

Multiplication Factor

Fig. 3 Procedure of the criticality evaluation

Gas hase Air)
Fig. 2 SEM micrograph of the MOX particle

4. Strategy of the Criticality Evaluation

The criticality evaluation under mixing the creW

MOX fuel powder in a conceptual tank has been

carried out by coupling the DEM simulation code and

the Monte Carlo transport code MCNP. The criticality

procedure is shown as Fig. 3.

In this criticality evaluation, the conceptual

agitated tank is used as illustrated in Fig. 4 The DEM

simulation was performed to calculate the spatial solid c S

distribution of each particle, i.e. the volume fraction

of each phase. The volume fraction was converted to

the atomic number density via the converter. The

atomic number density was transferred strictly to the

divided domains of the criticality evaluation to reflect Fig. 4 Schematic ofthe DEM simulation
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4.1 The DEM Simulation Conditions
The conceptual tank dimension was illustrated in 01207

Fig. 5. The vessel whose shape was inverted corn had k� N

a screw rotated at 30 rpm. The conditions of the
DEM simulation are shown in Table .

All the particles were assumed to be the
spherical body whose size was 400 m. As far as the
MOX fuel particle and the U02 particle are
concerned, the original particle diameter and the
contact diameter were set separately to consider the
particle shape. The contact radius of MOX particle
and U02 particle was set 500 gm by assuming that
the volume fraction of those powders were 32 at
the maximum packing limit. The particle size
distribution was not assumed but mono size spherical
particles were applied in the simulation. The density
of the MOX fuel particle were calculated based on
the assumption that the P02 enrichment was 50 w%, Side View Ton View

and the Pu isotopic vector were
239PU/240PU/241 Pu=71/17/12 (wt%). The density of Fig.5 Dimension of the conceptual stirred tank

U02 particle were calculated assuming that the
uranium isotropic vector was 25 U/ ... U=0.71/99.29 4.2 The MCNP Conditions
(wt%). The density of Zn-St was measured by the . The criticality evaluations reflecting the particle
liquid displacement method at room temperature. distribution in the initial condition, agitating for 20
Serni-eMpiTical values were applied to the other sec and uniformity condition have been carried out to
parameters (The coefficient of restitution is used for compare these effective multiplication factors. kff
determining the coefficient of viscous dissipation). was evaluated based on the atomic number density
The particle-particle adsorption was not assumed in analyzed by the DEM simulation. The conditions of
the simulation. The RPM9 was applied to the the criticality evaluation by the MCNP code are
simulation with the similarity rate 25 times since too shown in Table 2.
numerous particles were needed in using the actual The criticality evaluation model was illustrated
size particle. in Fig. 6 The criticality evaluation domain was

The fluid in the vessel was air and the physical divided into 720 A water reflector (25mm-thickness)
property at 300 K was used in the simulation. The was attached to the stirred tank sidewall to take into
fluid was assumed to be inviscid and its flow was account of the neutron reflections by surroundings.
solved taking into account the interaction between The volume fraction calculated by the DEM
particles and fluid. simulation was converted to the atomic number

density via the converter, and Mreover the atomic

Table Conditions of the DEM simulation number density was transferred strictly to the divided
Parricle domains of the MCNP cells. P02 enrichment of the

Spring Constant 30,000 (N/m') MOX fuel (PU02/(PU02 +UO2)) was assumed to be
Restitution Coefficient 0.80 50 wt% and the plutonium isotopic vector assumed to

be 231pU/240pU/241 Pu=71/17/12 (wt%). The Uranium
Friction Coefficient 0.15 isotropic vector assumed to be the same as the natural

Particle Contact abundance , 23SU/IIIU=o .71/99.29 (wt%).

Diameter MOX 400 gm 500 gm The criticality evaluation was carried out by
(Mono-sphere) Zn-St 400 m 400 m using a continuous energy Monte Carlo code

U02 400 gm 500 m MCNP4C 16 and a point wise cross section library
MOX Particle Density 11,213 (k g/M3) JENDL-3.2" and ENDL-92.

Zn-St Particle Density ],I 00 (kglm')

Table 2 Conditions of the criti lity evaluation
U02 Particle Density 10,960 (kg/m')

MOX 115 (kg)
Similarity Ratio x 25

Total 66,640 Mass Zn-St 6.4 (kg)

Particle number Mox 19,600 (115 kg) U02 206 (kg)

(Applying the RPM) Zn-st 11,200 6.4 kg) Neutrons per generation 10,000

U02 35,840 206 kg) Total generation nurnber 300

Fluid Skipped generation number 100

Density 77 1.176 (kg/m') Cross section library Atoms except Zn I JENDL-3.2

Viscosity 18.62 x I " (Pa s) Zn T�rNDL-92�
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Water Reflection eventually.
The results of MCNP calculations are shown in

Table 2 The kff in the mixture condition of agitating
the powder for 20 see was higher than the other
conditions. On the contrary, the kff with the
uniformity mixture condition was lower than all the
conditions. It was extrapolated that spread of the
Zn-St powder and expansion of the MOX layer made
the kff increase. The Zinc Stearate includes
lightweight atoms as H, C and so that it played as
moderator when it spread to the MOX layer due to

TER the solids mixing.
These results revealed that the multiplication

Vertical Section Cross Section factor could not become maximum when the powder
distribution was unifon-nity.

Fig. 6 Criticality Evaluation Domain The keff depends on the amount of powders, the
powder layout order, etc, that are correlated to the

5. Results and Discussion flowability of powder. We continue to investigate the

correlation between the solids mixing and the
The result of the DEM simulation is illustrated criticality evaluation.

in Fig. 7 The interface of the powders was not
horizontal during mixing as shown in Fig. 7 (a). Table 3 kff of each analytical co ition
When the powders were agitated for 20sec, small Initial Agitation Uniformity
amounts of Zn-St powder were spread to the MOX Condition condition time 20 see Condition
powder layer as designated in Fig. 7 (b). Fig. 7 (c) ke
shows the volume fraction of all the powders in each 0.64 0.65 0.48

condition. This results implied that the volume
fraction become approximately 30% 35%

(a) verview

�M ll�'

...... .....

(b) Vertical Section

U"I
000

!Phillips

0 mo

000.)
(c) Volume Fraction

Inithil Condition Agitation time 20 see Uniformity condition

Fig. 7 DEM simulation results
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criticality evaluation considering the particle 10) S. Ergun, Fuid Flow Through Packed
distribution by coupling the DEM simulation code Columns," Chemical Engineering Progress, 48 89
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MORIET: Version 4.B
A Multigroup Monte Carlo Criticality Code

Olivier JACQUET*, Joachim MISS, G6rard COURTOIS"
Institut de Radioprotection et de Sfiretj Nucliaire (IRSN), BP 17, 92262 Fontenay-aux-Roses, France

MORET 4 is a three dimensional multigroup Monte Carlo code which calculates the
effective multiplication factor (keff) of any configurations more or less complex as well as
reaction rates in the different volumes of the geometry and the leakage out of the system.
MORET 4 is the Monte Carlo code of the APOLL02-MORET 4 standard route of
CRISTAL, the French criticality package. It is the most commonly used Monte Carlo code
for French criticality calculations. During the last four years, the MORET 4 team has
developed or improved the following major points: modernization of the geometry,
implementation of perturbation algorithms, source distribution convergence, statistical
detection of stationarity, unbiased variance estimation and creation of pre-processing and
post-processing tools.

The purpose of this paper is not only to present the new features of MORET but also to
detail clearly the physical models and the mathematical methods used in the code.

KEYWORDS. Monte Carlo code, simulation, perturbation, stationarity

Transoort cask
niodelin

1. Introduction a To treat the overall heterogeneity and geometrical
complexity with 3D Monte Carlo tracking without

MORET is a multigroup Monte Carlo neutronics wasting computation time in treating local details
code developed by IRSN to perform criticality since they have been taken into account in the
calculations. previous step.

It has been used for the last thirty years for most of In the framework of the standard route of
criticality-safety studies in France and is now widely CRISTAL'), the MORET 4 code is used in
used by the French criticality safety community conjunction with the deten-ninistic assembly code
(IRSN, CEA and French nuclear companies). APOLL02 and with the CEA93 library 172 groups

The MORET code has been designed in order to structure from JEF2.2 nuclear data library).
obtain accurate calculations of effective multiplication The new 4.13 version of MORET takes benefit from
factors for complex geometries in a reasonable this successful experience and brings further
calculation time. It is thus especially well suited for enhancements to the physics and to the engineering of
requirements of criticality surveys performed for fuel the code. Many developments were performed in the
cycle facilities and plants and for fissile material last few years in order to still better help users to carry
transport packaging, which usually requires many out criticality safety analyses: modernization of the
calculations. geometry, implementation of perturbation algorithms,

The efficiency of the MORET code is based mainly source distribution convergence, statistical detection
on the powerful association of deterministic and of stationarity, unbiased variance estimation and
Monte Carlo approaches, namely: creation of pre-processing and post-processing tools.
o To treat the local heterogeneity that could be This paper presents not only the innovations but

represented in simple ID or 2D cells by also the whole characteristics of the physical and
deterministic methods Pj or S and to apply mathematical models implemented in the code.
related models for self-shielding and possibly
homogenisation.

Corresponding author, Tel. 33-1-58-35-89-15, Fax. 33-1-46-57-29-98, E-mail: olivier.jacquet�irsn.fr
G. COURTOIS died on January 2003.
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2. Physical Models and Mathematical Methods e uniform distribution of a specified number of
source neutrons in specified fissile volumes,

2.1 Simulation strategies e automatic sampling of starting points in all fissile
Five strategies are available in the MORET 4 code: volumes, by generating the same number of

the conventional method, the stratified sampling�', the neutrons in each volume and by uniformly
super-history powerin g3), the use of fission matriX4) distributing them in each volume.

6)and the use of importance function",
The common principles of all the strategies except 2.3 Neutron tracking

for the superhistory powering are: The life of a neutron is a succession of separated
• each cycle comprises only one generation: the events in space: birth, elementary motion, collision,

starters of one generation are simulated one at crossing of surfaces, leakage or absorption.
the time from their 'birth' to their 'death' The energy group of the starting neutrons is drawn
(absorption or leakage) and their progeny is randomly from the fission spectrum of the medium
simulated during the next cycle, supplied by the APOLL02 code. The motion direction

• each collision site in a fissile volume is of the starting neutrons is drawn randomly from a
considered as a potential fission site; the uniform angular distribution.
probable nmber of produced neutrons and the If the distance to the closest surface in the direction
coordinates of the collision point are stored, of the neutron is smaller than the probable distance to

• the positions of the starters of the new cycle are the next collision drawn randomly, the neutron leaves
sampled among the collision sites of the the volume otherwise a collision takes place.
previous cycle, If the neutron leaves the volume and enters a new

• since the progeny is not considered, the number one, a new probable distance is drawn randomly,
of simulated neutrons is equal to the number of accounting for the different material environment. The
starters, which is kept constant at each cycle. direction of motion is kept the same.

In the case of the superhistory powering: If the neutron reaches one of the outer boundaries
• each cycle comprises L generations: the starters of the system, depending on the type of boundary

of the fst generation of the cycle and their conditions, it can be reflected or leak out. If the
progeny are followed one at the time from their neutron leaks out of the system, the neutron 'dies' and
'birth' to their 'death' (absorption or leakage), the tracking is stopped.

• each absorption site in a fissile volume during If a collision takes place, the choice between
the last generation of the cycle is considered as absorption and scattering is randomly determined.
a potential fission site; the probable number of In the case of scattering, the (nxn) reactions are
produced neutrons and the coordinates of the accounted for by introducing a weight to the neutron
absorption point are stored, - which is increased at each collision by the factor:

• the positions of the starters of the new cycle are + 2Z.,(.,2. 3.,(.,3.) +

sampled among the absorption sites of the last + 2.'(.,2.) + F(n,3.) + 

generation of the previous cycle, with nm) being the cross section for the (nxn)
• the number of starters is kept constant but the reactions.

number of simulated neutrons is variable at A new energy group is selected from the
each cycle since the progeny is considered. cumulative transfer probability distribution. This

These strategies differ from the point of view of the group-to-group transfer determines an angular
estimation of the source distribution between the scattering distribution, usually expressed as a
cycles (see section 24). Legendre expansion of the cross section transfer array

Some of these strategies have been compared on a supplied by the APOLL02 code. According to the
modified version of the configuration studied by order of expansion available, the MORET 4 code uses
Kadotani et al. (a x 5 x I array of metal spheres in one of the three following methods preserving the
vacuum) in which the initial source is chosen to be far

7) moments of the Legendre expansion of the angular
from the converged source distribution. scattering distributions):

They are currently tested in the framework of the * theCoveyousemi-linearmethod(PI),
Expert Group in Source Convergence Analysis, which . the Lux semi-continuous method (M),

was set up by the NEA.8) 9 or the discrete angle method (P5 and higher).

2.2 Sources description In the case of absorption, the neutron 'dies' and the
The MORET 4 code provides three automatic tracking is stopped.

options to describe the first generation source
2.4 Source distribution estimationneutrons:

punctual distribution (which requires specifying At each cycle, the number of neutrons is not
the coordinates of source neutrons, an operation rigorously renormalized to the initial number of

that may be tedious),
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starting neutrons, Mo, but the total weight of the the reaction rates (collision, track-length and
starters is renormalized to Mo. absorption) and two cycle keff definitions:

At the end of a cycle, the proportions of neutrons * "source" keff = fission productions sources,
Pv to be emitted in each fissile volume V are * "balance" keff = fission productions neutron
determined in the following way: balance (absorption leakage - excess),

P = fission productions in V M, MORET 4 has 6 individual keff estimators, computed
total fission productions as the average of cycle keff estimates at each cycle.

The fission productions are estimated either with In the case of superhistory powering, a
the collision estimator (conventional strategy), or with supplementary keff estimator based on the absorption
the track-length estimator (stratified sampling, use of estimator is used (average of fission productions at
fission matrix and importance function), or with the each cycle average of sources).
absorption estimator (superhistory powering). The All the keff estimators have the same expected
track-length estimator guarantees a non-null estimate value but not the same standard deviation. This
of the fission productions in each fissile volume if at implies that, depending on configurations, a keff
least one neutron is emitted in each fissile volume. estimator can require more or less cycles than the

In the case of the use of fission matrix, the others to reach a fixed uncertainty. In other words, no
calculation of Pv differs from the usual way every N estimator is universally better than others.
cycles (N is fixed by the user). In this case, the The linear combination of estimators allows
proportions of neutrons Pv to be emitted in each fissile creating a higher performance estimator whose
volume V are given by the components of the variance is equal to the minimum of individual
eigenvector associated to the highest eigenvalue of the variances, in the worst conditions.
fission matrix which is calculated all N cycles. Thus, the MORET 4 code evaluates:

The fission matrix is a square matrix of size the on each step, two combinations of three keff
number of fissile volumes defined as follows: estimators (the combined "source" estimators and
ki = PjSj, Pj being the cumulative (over all the the combined "balance" estimators); the simulation
cycles) fission production in fissile volume i due to stops when the minimum number of cycles is
neutrons emitted in volume , Sj being the cumulative achieved and as soon as the standard deviation of
(over all the cycles) weight of sources emitted in one of the available keff estimators is lower than
volume j. Pj is estimated with the three combined the precision level wished by the user,
estimators (collision, track-length, absorption). on the ultimate step, a more general combination

In the case of the use of the importance fction, of keff estimators (the 3 "source" estimators and
the fission productions are estimated with the track- 2 "balance" estimators: collision and track-length)
length estimator but not in the usual way. The and of 2 control variables (neutron balance
contribution of a neutron bom in the; volume j and estimated with the collision estimator and the
moving in volume i is multiplied by the ratio of the track-length estimator).
importance of volume i over the importance of volume
j. The estimation of the importance function is 3. New Features of MORET
renewed all N cycles (N is fixed by the user). It is the
eigenvector of the highest eigenvalue of the adjoint of 3.1 Modernization of the geometry
the fission matrix. Since the first releases of MORET, the geometry

The number of starting neutrons for the next cycle has been described in a combinatory manner, via
in a fissile volume V is: Mv = NINT(Pv). simple-shape convex elementary volumes (sphere,

In the case of stratified sampling, if Mv is null (i.e. cylinder with any direction axis, parallelepiped box,
Pv < 0.5), Mv is set to 1, in order to have at least one cone with axis parallel to a reference axis, semi-solid
neutron in each fissile volume. limited by a plane, prism with hexagonal section) and

If Mv differs from 0, all starters in volume V have geometric operators derived from the theory of sets
the weight Pv / Mv. (inclusion, intersection, union, penetration, truncation).

The Mv starters in fissile volume V are sampled The whole system is placed in an external volume
from the potential fission sites (either collision sites or whose surfaces may totally or partly reflect the
absorption sites in the case of superhistory powering) neutrons.
in volume V stored during the previous cycle. The Up to the previous version, only one rectangular
probability to pick a potential fission sites is array could be described in the geometry. The
proportional to its weight. description of hexagonal arrays is now available. As

The weights of all starters are possibly multiplied explained below, several arrays and arrays in arrays
by the same correction factor in order to keep the total are now allowed thanks to the new modular geometry.
weight of all starters equal to Mo. The modular geometry, implemented in
2.5 Keff estimators MORET 4.13, allows to model more complex

An aspect that deserves a lot of attention is the geometries. It is based on the use of basic building
estimator of keff.'O) Using the three usual estimators of blocks (parts of the whole geometry), called
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,'modules", that can be embedded one in another (via 3.2 Implementation of perturbation algorithms
holes) to form sub-systems usable from one study to The correlated sampling method was implemented
another without modifications. The geometry of each in the MORET 4 code. This new feature allows
sub-system is always described in a combinatory estimating during the same simulation the keff and the
manner via simple-shape volumes. variation of the keff due to "low" perturbations of

Here are summarized the features of modules: chemical compositions, while not noticeably
• There is one main module (numbered 0) for -the increasing the calculation time. The validity extent of

whole geometry (see examples Figure 1). this method is currently being studied.
• The way of modelling the geometry within each A numerical and physical validation of MORET 4

module is unchanged compared to the previous perturbation calculations against 'Physical' type
versions. fission products experiments is exposed in a paper of

• Modules have their own local coordinates and can Anno et al. in this conference.")
be used from one calculation to another without
any modification. This is particularly interesting 3.3 Statistical detection of convergence
for users who can choose modules or add their The settling of the source distribution convergence
own modules in a common database. can require a very variable number of cycles during

• Modules can be embedded one in another without which the estimation of keff can be erroneous.
any restriction via holes (keyword TROU: hole in The suppression of non-converged cycles is
French). necessary to obtain an accurate determination of the

• Modules allow modelling several arrays, and keff confidence interval but the checking of the source
arrays in arrays (one array per module) whereas convergence is a longstanding difficulty of Monte
only one array could be described with the Carlo calculations.
previous versions of the code. Up to the last release of MORET, the user could

As illustrated in Figure 1, suppose sub-modules 1, check the convergence of the calculation only by the
2 and 3 have been already modelled for the study I following different indicators:
and stored in a database, the writing of the geometry a chi-square tests performed by the code to check
part of the input file for the study 2 would consist in the normality of the distribution of the cycle keff
pasting the description of sub-modules 1 2 3 and in (for each keff estimator),
writing the following description of the main module: e the recalculation of the fal keff and its standard
MODUle 0 deviation after the suppressing of a variable

TYPE I BITe 15. 10. 10. number of initial cycles,
TYPE 2 BITe 2 2 2 * the plot of the distribution of the cycle keff in
TYPE 3 SPHEre 3 order to be visually compared to the theoretical

VOLUme I 0 1 1 0. 0. 0. normal distribution (Figure 2,
* Hole 1: in vol. 1, of type 2 filled with module 2 * the plot of the cumulative keff versus the number
* at coordinates (-8.,5.,O.) of active cycles in order to visualize the presence
TROU I 2 2 -8. 5. 0. of an initial transient (Figure 3.
* Hole 2 in vol. 1, of type 2 filled with module 2 N-h..fq� kW

* at coordinates (7.,O.,O.) Ito by

TROU 2 2 2 7 0. 0.
* Hole 3 in vol. 1, of type 3 filled with module 3 In-
It at coordinates (-5.,-5.,O.)
TROU 3 3 3 -5. -5. 0.

17114N[odule 76

OR

Fe W EC W
191161 10101 Folf 40

0 0 10101 30

0 0 In le0 0 Modul 0 10

IJW A45 1�0 I

mG A Iw 1.723 I9 1 " A" Im 

Module I Module 2 Module 3 (made by wing Module 1) Fig. 2 Part of the postscript output file:

0 0 Comparison of the distribution of the cycle keff with

MO the theoretical normal distribution

Fig. I Example of modular geometries Statistical tests based on the Brownian bridge
theory have been implemented in MORET 4.B and its
post-processing tool (OPOSSUM) to automatically
suppress the initial transient of the cycle keff
series. 12,13)
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1.9"3 C.-Nd" ff ith a.2,(,=0, a:- 2p NP+1 N N -I)] and
. ..... 003" a c�. 596

923 1 1INK186 I ( 2 N

2 P - i)a(i)N_I)Y(N

When the number of cycle N is about a few
Cy.k. hundreds, a is very small and the number of iterations

0 66 igll� 160 210 260 31� 360 0 410 U 4 510 needed is very low: I or 2.
F . art of the p stscript utp t file: An improvement of the method of Ueki et al.

Cumulative keff versus the number of active cycles consists in estimating directly the limit I of the

3.4 Unbiased standard deviation estimation sequence I = a -I + b
Various methods have been proposed to better take +�

into account the correlations between generations in u
the calculation of the standard deviation of any Monte N(N-1) N(N-1)

Carlo results (batching method, method of Ueki et al.,
use of time series methodology... .14) One of the major difficulties of the method of I 'eki

At present, none of them gives really satisfactory et al. is the fact that al. can be negative! Indeed, due

results. Developments are still in progress in this area. to the uncertainties on the estimates 6(i) of the first p

Nevertheless, the method proposed by Ueki et al. autocovariance coefficients, the corrective term
has been chosen because, without a great effort of
adaptation, it gives a more realistic estimation of the 2 (N-i)E(i) can be negative and greater in
standard deviation than the conventional method N(N - ) =1
assuming no correlation. absolute value than &2

The principle of the method of Ueki et al. and the An adaptation has been made to the method of Ueki
adaptations of the method are explained hereafter. et al. consisting in initialising the number p of

Let consider a cycle keff series of length N. autocovariance coefficients taken into account to 
Ueki et al. established the theoretical expression of and in decreasing p while y. is negative.

the bias of the conventional estimation of the variance

of the mean of the cycle keff series, denoted as 
2 N-1 3.5 Creation of pre-processing and post-processing

B(,& = -�7(- - i)c(i) , tools
i=1 The new tools for the MORET code are written in

c(i) being the true autocovariance coefficients of the JAVA and are available on all environments
cycle keff series. (Windows, Linux, Unix).

Ueki et al. also established the theoretical
expression of the bias of the conventional estimation 3.5.1 Pre- rcessing Tool EM
of the autocovariance coefficients of the cycle keff EJM 13fis a text editor offering users the possibility

series, denoted as a i) , for the small values of i: to display the construction of their geometry at the

-al same time as they write it. Its principal panel is
divided into two parts: the left part is used to write the

CT' being the true variance of the mean of the cycle modelling of the geometry and the right one to
keff series. visualize it with various cuts (in the three directions)

Ueki et al. consider only the first p (p = lo) at various levels in real time.
autocovariance coefficients, assuming that the
autocovariance fimction c(i) quickly decreases to 3.5.2 Post-processing Tool OPOSSUM
when the lag i increases. OpOSSUM13) is a post-processing tool allowing

The method of Ueki et al. consists in iterating the users to visualize the results of their MORET 4

estimation of the variance of the mean : calculations through graphs and curves and to
2 P compare several calculations results. This new tool

-j�-( - i)c(i) will include three main features to help users to
i=1 analyze the calculations results:

with c(i = a(i) for the first iteration and , a tool displaying the curves from the output data

C (i = i) + C2 for the next iterations. (cross sections, reaction rates, fluxes ... ,
U 0 a graphical tool giving 2D representations of

So the successive estimates of the variance of the various tallied parameters (source distribution,
mean with te method of Ueki et al. define a linear reaction rates) in the MORET geometry model,
recurring sequence of order 1 cu,. = a u,, b 0 a statistic tool used to determine the well-done

stationarity of the Monte Carlo calculation.
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3.5.3 Post-processing tool to assist code bias 5. Conclusion
estimation

The three main ftinctionalities of this tool") are: This paper has introduced the main improvements
• definition of the characterization's working implemented in the Monte Carlo code MORET 4.B.

database (user selected experiments), The "kits" approach for the geometry making is an
• graphical visualization of a practical case among original way to improve the efficiency of users to

the experiments of the working database, build and verify their criticality safety models.
• bias estimation with statistical uncertainty Future developments of MORET will particularly

evaluation. concern:
a the diversification of the origin of cross sections,

4. MORET project * the development of source convergence criteria,
At present, the MORET team regroups at least * the improvement of simulation algorithms to

persons for the development of the code and guarantee the source convergence,
associated tools, verification, experimental validation, * the development of pre-processing and post-
installation and user support. processing tools.
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Validation of MORET 4 Perturbation
against 'Physical' Type Fission Products Experiments

Dr. Jacques ANNO1, Olivier JACQUET, Dr. Joachim MISS
Institut de Radioprotection et de Sfiretj Nucliaire IRSN, BP 17, 92262 Fontenay aux Roses Cedex, France

After shortly recalling one among the many pertinent recent features of the French criticality CRISTAO
package i.e. the perturbation algorithm (so called MORET 4 'Perturbation' or MP), this paper presents
original MP validations. Numerical and experimental validations are made using close fission products (FP)
experiments. As results, it is shown that, all being equal, MP can detect FP's absorption cross-section
variations in the range 03 - 12

In MORET 4 perturbations can be made on systems
1. Introduction having the same geometry, but varying by the

chemical composition in one or more media.
MORET 4 'Perturbation' (MP) is based on the Two perturbation types are possible:

2) - Changing one nominal chemical mixture byCorrelated Sampling Method (CSM) . It allows
calculating easily, accurately, simultaneously and another,
without an important increase of calculation time, the - Changing the density of one nominal mixture.
Keff of a benchmark and the effect in Keff difference Some geometrical perturbations are possible, when
(AK) of small perturbations on the data, especially they can be considered and described as chemical
atom densities and mixture concentration. perturbations.
After other 2000 numerical various validation cases MORET 4 can simultaneously manage perturbed

against deterministic Sn Keff differences, a new type of systems.
validation was recently performed using results of

French critical FP experiments. The paper hortly Nominal System Modified System
recalls the CSM interest. Then numerical and ml
experimental MP validations using FP benchmarks are M 2
presented. Taking into account the sensitivity of these
MP validations, the detection limits of small absorption M 3
cross-section variation are determined.

2. Correlated Sampling Method

The keff difference of two independent Monte Carlo
calculations (keff ki ± ai, i = 12) is given by: Ml, M2, M3

Akeff = k,-k2 4(G12 + Y2 2) (1) Materials
The variance of the difference:

Var kl-k2) = CT] 2 + G2 2 (2) Reference System

is never null. On te contrary, when using CSM, one
tak .es advantage of the variance of difference: Fig. I Schematic Principle of a Perturbation

CFI 2 CV22 - 2P(yl(72= ((Tl - CT2)2 - 2l-P)CF1U2 (3)

with -1 p +1 being the correlation coefficient. Results are keff values of the nominal system,
This variance can be zero when p - I for two close calculated according 6 individual and 3 combined
systems. But, greater is the difference between the two estimators and their related standard deviations, the
calculated systems, lesser is the correlation and larger asked Akeff and its standard deviation cy for each
is the variance and the uncertainty on the calculated perturbation, also according 6 individual and 3
Akeff. Thus, it is sometimes preferable to perform the combined estimators.

neutron life Monte Carlo sulation process in an For checking the perturbation calculation rightness,
intermediary (reference) system, between the nominal MORET 4 also gives the correlation coefficients p and
and perturbed (modified) systems. the asymptotic slope values of Akeff probability density

function for each individual Akeff estimator.

Corresponding author, Tel 33 1 58 35 81 15 Fax 33 46 57 29 98, E-Mail: jacques.anno�irsn.fr
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During the implementation of the perturbation only differ on FP concentration and on solution acidity.
calculation in MORET 4 many numerical validation Others differ on FP nature in slightly acidic aqueous
calculations were performed: solution.
- 500 during the preparation phase on various fissile

media, as U02 or P02, in crystal or powder tate, 3.2 Method

with 5 types of changing: density, isotopic, Thus the difference in water height AH, which is the
moderation ratio, small thickness variation of a sub-critical approach parameter, is correlated to Keff
fissile material, replacing small fissile thickness difference. With the relationships KF(H) and its
material by water. derivative, it is easy to obtain mathematically the AK

- 1500 during the validity limits determination, by value resulting from AH, when changing a mixture with
variation calculations on the most encountered
cases in criticality calculations. Among them, IN another one for the same FP and the same geometry.

calculations cases were performed on critical I
experiments, such as for determining uncertainties Keff

K Watet
weights of the published LEU-COMP-THERM-05 Ole FP0 ......... ..................

benchmark compared against deterministic Wate
calculation differences. Especially, it was shown
that MORET 4 Perturbation is a very convenient,
accurate, efficient and fast toot to determine FPl
uncertainties weights and parameters sensitivities of
critical experiments. F112

3. Experimental Validation

A He
3.1 Data Base KT FPI ............ Z

(He Wm z JExperiment)
IRSN has a large database of French experiments

3)
made in Saclay and VaIduc . Recent Fission Products X FPI

4) W.I.,; Tangente
experiments are very accurate Refer to this Slope - Keff A H

publication for the description and some results, which
principle is shortly described in the following Figure 2 H Water

(Driver Array)

H o- Level Measurentent Device He Water Ile FP2
Hi R2 - 1- I A W

keff-F(H)

-Rod Driver Array Fig. 3 Keff Variation against H Water (Driver
Rod

0 When, H .-Upper Level Array) for the same Driver Array Geometry
0] ofthe Fissile Zone
0 -

C(/(1-keff) -FP Solution
in Zr Tank The Figure 3 displays the principle of the

t
Neutron Count Rate C perturbation validation based on experimental

Lower Level exploitation of so-called 'physical type' experiments.
Neutron Counter .... of the Fissile Zone Indeed, in the series of these 47 performed

Pedestal
experiments, many are related to the same geometries
with the same FP. They exactly have the same number

Input and Output of rods in the driver array.
Thus, for two different solutions FPJ and FP2 of the

Fig. 2 Sub-critical Approach Principle: At each water same FP, by using the critical heights difference
level height H, neutron count rates C depend on Keff. H,2 - 1, = AHe, one can obtain AKeff knowing the

When Keff increases towards 1, I/C decreases to zero. value 5/5H at H,:
Thus, the intersection with the abscissa of the AK 6K/6H) Hcl x AHc (4)
extrapolated tangent of the curve I/C = F(H) from the 8K/6H is obtained by deriving the representative
last measured points determines the critical level H. function Keff, K = FH). This latter one is determined

by mathematical fit on independent MORET 4 keff
calculations (with standard deviation = 33.10-5) of the

In particular, experiments in the same driver array benchmark for various array water heights. For H, one
configurations (23x23-25 to 25x25-25, the latter 25 obtains: 8K/8H H = [5F(H)/8H1 H (5)
rods being removed for making place to the central
tank) and the same fission product solution only differ Thus, the derivation method gives:
by this fission product mixture in the central tank. They AK = [8F(H)/5H] Hcl x AH, (6)
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Table I Results of Experimental Validation
If AH is not too large, i.e. the tangent slope at the of MORET 4 Perturbation against FP critical

curve K = F(H) does not vary or slightly between H Experiments
and H,2, this AK calculation method is correct (see
Figure 3 If not, it is preferable to use the integral - Fl? case ��p (mm) AK Calculation I 0'3 P

between Hcj and Hc2, classically giving: - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

CS05 CS10 49.95 612 652 691 0.99233

AK = I 8F(H)/8H] dH = F(H)H,,2 - F(H)Hcl (7). csO7 csO77 103.85 509 723 745 0.99210

csO77 csO7 -103.85 -670 -762 -747 0.99511

For example, the Figure 4 displays Keff variations CS09 cSl I - 29.8 -673 -660 -656 0.99548

of some FP experiments, against water height, csO9 csl2 -5.69 -135 -134 -90 .98557

performed in the same driver array 25 x 25 - 25. csO9 csl7 -3.85 -79 -78 -87 .98756

cs10 csO5 -49.95 -633 -600 -701 .99509

Phy3M7ypeFWzimdswW. 25x2S-2SD#mAirW CS1 1 CS09 29.8 605 645 689 .99282
K�ftVadAon&j*9VMwHh*M cs I csl7 25.98 527 558 575 .99246

CS I cs 12 24.14 490 516 570 0.99159
------------

csl2 cs 1 -24.14 -484 -460 -568 0.99967
DS

Ms (.0.) cs 12 csO9 5.69 130 132 8 7 0.98332
IN -tffl!

No M csl2 cs 17 1.84 3 7 3 7 5 0.99988
I

!01 %1 csl7 csll -25.98 -521 -493 -575 .99405

csi7 csO9 3. 7 7 7 0. 8531

csl7 csl2 -1 4 7 -37 -5 0.99990

rh34 rh35 67.1 1002 1171 1075 0.97842

rh3 5 rh34 -67.1 -1079 -895 -1085 0.98885
gp�

Note also the correlation coefficient values: for the

very small H value of 184 mm, p = 099990 while the
5

4W M Soo %D 6� 6M 7GO RD corresponding AK values (37.10- ) based on derivation

N $"of D*MAffWi1WM or integration are larger than the MORET 4 Perturbation

Fig. 4 Determining curves K = F(H) for the AK value (5. 10-5). In this case, the accuracy of the

same array 25x 25 - 25 with various FP and calculation made by the above relationship 6) or 7)

water in the central tank. depends on measurement uncertainty on the heights (by

their differences and the height value of the calculation

point), and on the uncertainty of the determination of the

two expressions used K = F(H) and F(H)/5H which

3.3 Results and Comments derive from independent MORET 4 keff obtained with

standard deviation = 33.10-5. Thus, we assume that the
The following Table I presents some calculation MORET 4 Perturbation value is correct, while the other

results, based on derivation (column 4 integration AK values are larger due to experimental uncertainties.

(column 5) and MORET 4 Perturbation' (column 6 When H > 2 mm (see for example the 385 mm

against the experimental difference of critical heights case), all AK values agree very well and the

AH (column 3 The initial (nominal) FP in column I experimental and statistical uncertainties do no longer

is perturbed (changed) by the FP of column 2 The have any effect.

lowest value of correlation coefficients p (among the By quadratic combination of measurement

6) obtained for each MP calculation is also given. uncertainties on the heights difference and their

As can be seen, symmetric cases (for instance, csO5 reproducibility, one obtains 06 mm at 2a levels.

changed by csIO and csIO changed by csO5) give Taking into account the slopes values 8H,

results of fairly equal but with opposite values. determined to be from 9 to 24.10-5/mm, one translates

The Figure displays these AK variations against the measurement uncertainty into reactivity weights
between 54 to 14.4. 1 05.

AH when AH < 70 mm. One experiment (with water, instead of FP solution)

As it can be seen on Figure 5, for small variations was also exactly repeated. This reproduced experiment

of AH, the variations of AK against AH are quite linear showed against the reference one a difference height AH

and can be approximated by line 1, slope of which is = 187 mm. When quadratically combining this latter

24.10-'/mm. When AH increase, AK can be value with the former one of 06 mm, the uncertainty

approximated by line 2 slope of which is 9 1 0"/mrn or rises to 2 mm, giving AK between 18 to 48.10-5.

more precisely by a fitted curve of degree 3 Thus, we assume an average value of ± 20.10-5 of

experimental methodology uncertainty for the
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experimental validation of MORET4 Perturbation. They are under 2 for 20.10-5 and their average are
As seen by the 184 mm case, MORET 4 Perturbation respectively 12% and 03% for 20.10-5 and 5.10-'
itself is more accurate. limits.

4. Numerical Validation
6. Conclusion

4.1 Method

Calculation results from MORET 4 Perturbation In MORET 4 is implemented the calculation
are compared with deterministic APOLLO S 2D possibility of perturbation based on Correlated
code results, when applying the same variation Sampling Method. 2000 calculations were already
(+ 10% of FP concentration). TRIPOL14.2 performed to validate numerically its use against
Perturbation is also used. For Monte Carlo 3D codes, deterministic APOLL02 calculations, Here, results of
MORET4 and TRIPOL14.2 the same geometrical an experimental validation are given. The principle is
model is used. For APOLL02 Sn, the 3D geometry is the exploitation of critical heights differences of close
described in an equivalent 2D geometry, which gives Physical Type experiments, in the same geometry and
a Keff near that obtained by Monte Carlo codes. with the same nature of FP, differing in concentration

and acidity.
Results prove the adequacy of MORET 4

4.2 Results and Comments perturbation well suited for the reactivity weights of
uncertainties evaluations in FP experiments.

Table 2 gives a sample results over 32 analysed Moreover, the study shows that small absorption
Physical Type FP experiments. cross section variation of FP 12 - 03 %) can be

Differences calculated by deterministic code detected by MORET 4 Perturbation, all being equal.
APOLL02 S 2D for 10% variation of FP TRIPOL14.2 Perturbation results, less accurate, should
concentration C) agree quite well with results for the be deeper analysed.
same variation obtained by MORET 4 Perturbation,
with standard deviation (a) very small. AK are
between 100 and 200. 10-5 and close to each other References
(differences 20.10--). Thus, with the former
experiment validation, and those performed with 2000 1) J.M. Gomit, P. Cousinou, A. Duprey, C. Diop, J. P.
calculation cases carried out during the CSM Grouiller, L. Leyval, H. Toubon & E. Lejeune,
implementation, we have a very good confidence in "The new CRISTAL Criticality-Safety Package",
the use of MORET 4 Perturbation, especially for FP Proc. Int. Conf. on Nuclear Criticality Safety,
experiments evaluations. On the contrary, ICNC'99, Versailles, France, Sept. 20-24, 1999 I,
TRIPOL14.2 Perturbation results are larger (- x 1.5) 308 1999).
than APOLLO S 2D reference calculations and with 2) A. Le Cocq, A. Nouri and P. Reuss, "Review and
larger a (- 45). These TRIPOL14.2 results must be Variance Analyses of Monte-Carlo Perturbation
deeper analysed. Algorithms", Proc. Int. Conf. on Nuclear

To complete the comparison, some calculations are Criticality Safety, ICNC'99, Versailles, France,
also intended with MCNP Perturbation. Sept. 20-24, 1999, I, 288 1999).

3) F. Barbry, P. Grivot, E. Girault, P. Fouillaud P.
Cousinou, G. Pouliot, J. Anno, J. M. Bordy D.

5. Detection of FP Concentration Variation Doutriaux, Criticality Experiments Performed in
Saclay and VaIduc Centers - France 1966-2002),

With all these results, it is possible to predict the to be published in a ICSBEP special Nuclear
detection limits of MORET 4 Perturbation, all being Science and Engineering 145, Sept. 2003).
equal in the FP Physical Type benchmarks, related to 4) J. Anno, G. Pouliot, E. Girault, P. fouillaud D.
Concentration variation of FP, or, which is practically Hynek & H. Toubon, "Status of the joint French
the sme, absorption cross section variation of FP. In IPSN/COGEMA Qualification Programme of
Table 2 results of 10 variation are simply applied Fission Products", ANS Winter Meeting, Reno,
by proportionality for reactivity limits of 20.10-' and USA, Nov. 2001).
5. 10-5, in each last column of the two half-tables.
Indeed the values depend on the case and FP (nature
and concentration).
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Calculation
Method

Delta K 10 Line 2
0 Integral

ret P.

Line I

-60 -60 -40 -20 1 1 20 40 60 0.6

Defta H Experiment (mm)

Fig. Variation of various calculated AK against the experimental AH

Table 2 Numerical Validation of MORET 4 Perturbation. Detectability of Variation of FP Concentration.

AK 10-5) Calculations C FP variation AK (I 0-5) Calculations C FP variation
for C FP + 10% 4 % for limit for C FP + 10% � % for limit 

case MORET 4 Sn TRIPOL14 20.10-' 5. 1 0-' case MORET 4 Sn TRIPOL14 20.10" 5. 1 0-'

((T) I (CF)

rh33 187 189 1.07 0.214 1nd22 128 131 451 43) 1.56 0.390

rh34 178 1.12 0.280 sm23 188 1.06 0.265

rh35 129 190 45) 1.55 0.388 sm24 186 170 1.06 1 0.265

rh37 1 147 1 1.36 0.340 sm25 198 1.01 0.253

csO5 148 254 46) 1.35 0.340 sm26 183 417 45) 1.09 0.273

csO7 158 138 221 47) 1.27 0.318 sm27 185 1981 1.09 0.273

CS11 139 238 45) 1.44 0.36 gd28 152 387 44) 1.32 0.330

csO77 118 1.69 0.423 gd29 159 160 1.26 0.315

csO8 122 1.64 0.410 gd3O 160 1.25 0.315

CS09 105 1.90 0.475 gd3l 127 1.54 0.385

CSIO III 217 46) 1.80 0.450 gd32 125 1.60 0.400

cs 12 101 1.98 0.495 mix44 173 1.16 0.290

csI7 100 2.00 0.500 mix45 191 1.05 0.263

cs18 122 1.64 0.410 mix46 190 197 1.05 0.263

nd2l 112 1.79 0.448 sm47 179 184 1.1

sm48 143 394 45) 1.40 0.350

Average i.2 0.3
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CRISTAL V1: Criticality Package for Burn up Credit calculations

Jean-Michel GOMIT'*, Patrick COUSINOU', Cheikh DOp2,

Guy FERNANDEZ de GRAD02 , Frangoise GANTENBEIN1, Jean-Paul GROUILLER 3
Andrd MARC4 , Dominique MIJUIN 2and Hervd TOUBON5

'Institut de Radioprotection et de Sfiretj Nucliaire, BP 17, 92262 Fontenay aux Roses Cedex, France
2COMMissariati VEnergie Atomique, BP 28, 91191 Gifsur Yvette Cedex, France

3Commissariat i) VEnergie Atomique, 13108 Saint Paul lez Durance Cedex, France
4SGN I rue des Hirons, 78182 Saint Quentin en Yvelines Cedex, France

sCogema 2 rue Paul Dautier, 78140 Vilizy Villacoublay, France

The first version of the CRISTAL package'), created and validated as part of a joint
project between IRSN, COGEMA and CEA, was delivered to users in November 999. This
fruitful cooperation between IRSN, COGEMA and CEA has been pursued until 2003 with
the development and the validation of the package CRISTAL VI, whose main objectives are
to improve the criticality safety studies including the Burn up Credit effect.

1. Introduction - Probabilistic calculations with "APOLL02
As part of their respective activities in designing MORET 4;

and operating nuclear facilities, CEA, EDF, - Deterministic calculations with the Sn modules of
FRAMATOME and COGEMA are interested to take APOLL02 (I D or 2D geometries) or for the
into account Bum up Credit, which is the reactivity standard worths at one dimension.
margin due to the formation of actinides and fission The "standard" route, managed by the Graphical
products during the irradiation of nuclear fuels. On its User Interface (GUI), integrates the know-how of
part, IRSN needs tools for assessing the operator criticality engineers. The linking of different codes is
safety analysis. It was decided to develop and validate done according to procedures adapted to each
a computer code of the "evolution of material and configuration, the procedures integrating
criticality balances" based on a coupling between the recommendations related to calculation schemes.
packages dedicated to nuclide material depletion 2.2.2 "Reference" route
calculations DARWIN package and CESAR code) With the "reference" route, calculations are done
and to effective multiplication factor calculations with the continuous-energy Monte Carlo computer
(CRISTAL). code TRIPOLI-4. The main principle of the

"reference" route is to use a minimum of physical
2. CRISTAL V1 Package Description approximations and of modeling for the kff

determination.
2.1 Presentation

The CRISTAL VI package is composed o 2.3 CEA93 Neutron Library
- Libraries (JEF 22 and CEA93) containing basic The CEA93.V6 library, based on the EF2

2)nuclear data common to all the routes, evaluation ,is available to the user in two standard
- Procedures based on recommended calculation multigroup formats: the 99-group energy mesh and the

schemes (APROC and APROC-CRISTAL Xmas 172-group structure. The library was obtained
libraries), by processing JEF2 data with the NJOY systeM3) and

- Specific neutron transport computer codes has no cross-section adjustment. The CEA93.V6
(APOLLO2, MORET 4 and TRIPOLI-4), library contains data for 279 isotopes and

- And interface softwares (CIGALES, EGM, self-shielding data for 56 resonant isotopes.
SYCOMORE and a characterization system). The CEA93.V6 library was extended to integrate

essential nuclides for the criticality calculations (e.g.
2.2 Functional architecture chlorine, calcium, zinc, tin) knowing that these

The functional architecture of the CRISTAL nuclides are not very used in the nuclear reactor field.
package, Figure 1, is organized according to two More, for the needs of CRISTAL V I package, a
routes for the kff determination: the standard" route specific library is available with multigroup transfer
and the "reference" route. cross-sections at Legendre order 9 for Uranium,
2.2.1 "Standard" route Plutonium and Americium isotopes.

The "standard" route with the multigroup
cross-sections formulation allows realizing:

Corresponding author, Tel. 33 1 58 35 74 30, Fax. 33 46 57 29 98, E-mail: jean-miche1.gomit�hnfr
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and to provide automatically data files for the
2.4 Procedures libraries APROC and APOLLO2.5 code:
APROC-CRISTAL - For cell and multi-cell calculations for arrays with

With regard to criticality, the wide scope of Pij method of APOLLO2.5 code,
applications, the variety of geometric configurations - For the calculation of the effective multiplication
and chemical media processed, and the abundance of factor keff (ID or 2D calculations) with Sn
neutronic spectra require general and robust method,
formalisms. Recommended calculation schemes, - For calculation of standard worth with S method.
consisting, for each situation, on the selection of the
optimum sequence of calculation options. The Moreover, the CIGALES computation code allows
GIBIANE control language and the modular design of to use in APOLLO2.5, the isotopic data issued from
the APOLL02 code make possible to draw up depletion codes (DARWIN package and CESAR
procedures. These procedures, called APROC, code).
simplify the user approach by creating operation
sequences. A specific APROC - CRISTAL library was The CIGALES computation code, developed with
developed for the CRISTAL-VI package for the Visual Basic 5.0, is available on Windows NT
description of geometry, self-shielding and Sn environment. Input data are provided in an interactive
calculations. way, using the arborescent structure of panels with

predefined fields.
2.5 APOLL02 Code

The APOLL02 code 4), modular tnsport code 2.6.2 EGM graphic editor
developed since 1983 by CEA in a joint development The EGM 3D graphic editor 7) allows to model
effort with Electricitd de France and Framatome-Anp, graphically and interactively 3D complicated
allows assembly transport computations using the configurations. The user draws the configuration with
collision probability method. In the CRISTAL VI different menu bars, popup menus and icons. EGM is
package, the main functionalities of the APOLLO2.5 an application based on CAS.CADE Object Libraries
code used are: using geometric primitives and topological operations

- The self-shielding module, (intersection, union, ... ) to apply to the 3D geometry.
- The collision probability method (PiJ method) for

flux calculations, 2.6.3 SYCOMORE System
- The collapsing and homogeneisation of the The SYCOMORE system 5) comprises two main

cross-sections, modules: EJM and OPOSSUM modules.
- The discrete ordinates method for Sn calculations.

The EM module is a useful and powerful editor to
The APOLLO2.5 computer code allows preparing display automatically the MORET geometry model.

homogenized and self-shielded macroscopic This too] is developed with JAVA 2 to ensure the
cross-sections for MORET 4 and Sn calculations. portability in different environments (Windows, Unix

and Linux).
2.6 Graphical User Interface (GUI)

The main aim of the GUI is to offer users a high The OPOSSUM module is a post-processing
level of user-friendliness and flexibility in the data toolbox that:
description of codes of the CRISTAL VI package. - Display curves from output data (cross-sections,

reaction rates, fluxes);
The main components of the Graphical User - Give a 2D representation of parameters in the

Interface (GUI), developed by RSN, are: MORET geometry model to know for example
- The CIGALES code, a data generator, the most populated neutrons area, materials
- The EGM 3D graphic editor, where absorption is the most prevalent;
- The SYCOMORE system with a graphical editor - Use different statistic tests to determine the

to display automatically the MORET geometry convergence rate of the MORET simulations.
model (EJM) and a post-processing toolbox. for
the MORET computer code (OPOSSUM), 2.6.4 Characterization system")

- A characterization tool to assist code bias Accurate predictive estimation of the effective
estimation. multiplication factor kff and associated errors

determination are essential for users of neutronic code
2.6.1 CIGALES code systems, like CRISTAL VI package.

The CIGALES Version 30 computer code is
used to calculate isotopic compositions by means of The characterization system allows reaching these
dilution laws for the fissile material 6 and predefined two objectives and is assigned:
materials (such as steel and concrete) for the others, - To locate a criticality calculation among a group
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of similar experiments whose bias are known. abundance of each nuclide, taking into account the
The critical experiments have been calculated detailed history of the fuel assembly (in the reactor
with the CRISTAL VI package to obtain and during cooling) for the fuel cycle of any reactor
"code-experiment" bias; type (PWR, BWR,).

- To determine an estimation of the overall bias of The CRISTAL VI package, devoted to perform
the CRISTAL VI package for the particular automatized criticality calculations using bum up

14)situation studied. credit , contains an interface coupled with the
depletion code and designed to issue automatically

2.7 MORET 4 Code data files for the criticality calculations. This interface
The MORET 4 code 1) is a three dimensional takes into account:

multigroup Monte Carlo code which calculates the - Correction factors (of actinides and fission
effective multiplication factor kff) of any more or products concentrations) determined by the
less complex configurations as well as reaction rates validation of the evolution calculations and by
in the different volumes of the geometry, and the the validation of cross-sections,
neutron leakages. - The axial profile of burn up,

- The number of axial zones chosen.
The MORET 4 code is a modular code, well suited

for requirements of criticality surveys performed for 4. Validation of the CRISTAL V1 package
fiiel cycle facilities and plants and for fissile material
transport packaging. The validation database of CRISTAL VI package

contains approximately 2000 experimental
Recent developments and improvements of the configurations with:

previous version of MORET have led to include the - The CRISTAL VO update database 516
new version MORET 4.B in the CRISTAL VI experiments),
package. The new features concern: - Experiments involving slabs, arrays Of U02 and

- he modernization of the geometry with regard to MOX ftiel rods, fuel-pin lattices in nitrate
the previous version. A modular geometry solutions, uranyl nitrate solutions, mixed
structure allows constructing complex plutonium and uranium nitrate solutions,
geometries using particular zones, called units. uranium nitrate solutions, uranium metal and
The new geometry structure enables the plutonium metal, uranium powders,
description of arrays in arrays and hexagonal - Experimental programs dedicated to Bum up
arrays; Credit

- The implementation of perturbation algorithms e Programs carried out in criticality laboratory at
based on the correlated sampling method; Valduc,

- The source distribution convergence; 0 Experimental programs carried out at
- The statistical detection of stationarity; Cadarache by the CEA on Bum up Credit.
- The unbiased variance estimation.

The experiments of the CRISTAL VI validation
Moreover, the MORET 43 version is connected base have been selected to have an extensive

with post-processing tools to help users to analyze the representation of media and geometries encountered in
simulation results. the nuclear fuel cycle. The validation database,

composed of about 2000 experiments, is presented by
2.8 TREPOL14 Code medium type: solutions, interaction , 23U (solutions),

The TRIPOL14 code 11), developed by CEA/DEN, powders, arrays, dissolvers. metallic system, as shown
is a three-dimensional, continuous energy, particle in Table .
transport calculation code (neutrons and gamma),
based on the Monte Carlo method. The TRIPOLI-4.3 Table CRISTAL VI Validation Base Selected
code is the "reference" route of CRISTAL VI. This experiments
code avoids describing complex geometry like arrays
in arrays, and is used to determine the keff as well as Classes No of No of
the neutron flux, reaction rates and fission rates, for Series Cases
example. Solutions 6 470

Interactions 24 262
3. DARWIN-CRISTAL and CESAR-CRISTAL I.JJ U 6 43

Couplings Powders 8 170

Arrays 77 937
The DARWIN"' and CESAR") packages upstream Dissolvers 7 81

of the application of the CRISTAL package are used -Kietals 72 129
to calculate changes in the physical parameters such as Total 295 2092
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The experimental data are taken from: 2) C. Norborg, M. Salvatores, "Status of the JEF
- The OECD/ICSBEP Handbook, Evaluated data Library," Proc. Int. Conf on
- The experiments performed by IRSN in the Nuclear Criticality Safety, ICNC'99, Jackson Hole,

Valduc facility, partially with the financial France, Sept. 20-24, 1999,1, 447 1998).
support of COGEMA Company, 3) R.E. MacFarlane et al., "NJOY A Code System for

- The experiments performed by CEA in Producing Point wise and multigroup Neutron and
Cadarache facilities Minerve and Eole). photon Cross-sections from ENDF/B Evaluated

These experiments are used for the validation of Nuclear data," LA-UR 89-2057, LANL, USA
the "standard" route 15,16'(APOLLO 2 - MORET 4 (1994)
and APOLL02 Sn) and the "reference" route 4) R. Sanchez, J. Mondot, "APOLL02 a
TRIPOLI 4 17, ") with the following repartition as User-Friendly Code for Multigroup Transport
showed in the Table 2 Calculations," Topical Meeting on Advances in

Nuclear Engineering Computation and Radiation
Table 2 CRISTAL VI Validation Base: Shielding, Santa Fe, April 913, 1989.
Experiments by route 5) L. Heulers, et al., "The Graphical User Interface for

CRISTAL V I," Proc. Int. Conf on Nuclear
Classes "Standard" "Reference" Criticality Safety, ICNC'2003, Tokai Mura, Japan,

Route Route Oct. 20-24, 2003.
Solutions A - M4 A2 Sn T4 6) N. Leclaire et al., "Isopiestic Density Law of
Interactions 426 341 265 actinides Nitrates applied to Criticality

7TU___ 255 3 163 Calculations," Proc. Int. Conf, on Nuclear
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CRISTAL V.1 a French calculation package for criticality-safety studies, has been
developed and validated as part of a joint project between IRSN, CEA and COGEMA. This
package includes two calculation routes: on the one hand, the "standard route" dealing with
the nuclear data library CEA93 (derived from JEF2.2 evaluation), the APOLL02 cell code
and the Monte Carlo MORET4 code, and, on the other hand, the "reference route" using the
Monte Carlo TRIPOLI4 code with a JEF2.2 continuous-energy cross-section library.
Last years, an extensive validation work has been performed by CEA and RSN using a
large experimental database (more than 500 critical experiments) taking into account most
of the different operations encountered in the nuclear fuel cycle.
In this framework, a significant effort has been devoted to provide CRISTAUs users a
comprehensive and useful synthesis of the different validation studies.

1. Introduction Finally, the recommended calculation schemes
were introduced in procedures libraries to keep easier

The CRISTAL VO.1 package" includes two the use of the "standard route".
calculation routes using JEF2.2 nuclear data:

• A pointwise route ("reference route") using the 2. Validation of CRISTAL VO.1 package
3D Monte Carlo code RIPOL14 with its
continuous-energy library. Meanwhile, an extensive validation work has been

• A multigroup route ("standard route") using the performed by CEA and IRSN with a common
combination of the nuclear data library experimental database for the different calculation
CEA93-V4, the cell code APOLL02 and the routes.
Monte Carlo code MORET4. The application
library CEA93 using the 172-group Xmas 2.1 Validation Database
energy structure was derived from JEF2.2. The
assembly code APOLL02 is used for Validation is based on calculation-experiments
self-shielding treatment (generalized comparisons. The observed discrepancies are then
Livolant-Jeanpierre formalism) and for flux interpreted and eventually transposed to actual
calculations (Pij method). Then, self-shielded, configurations.
homogenized and eventually collapsed Therefore critical experiments were selected to
cross-sections, are used in the Monte Carlo code investigate all the operations encountered in the
MORET4 for 3D calculations with a general nuclear ftiel cycle (including fabrication, transport,
Pri-like anisotropy representation or in S storage, and reprocessing).
calculations with APOLL02 code. Moreover, for each class of media, the important

parameters (lattice pitch, fuel concentration, uranium
Regarding the different calculation options of the and plutonium enrichment ... were represented and

"standard route", an important validation work was their variation ranges were covered.
performed in order to optimize CRISTAL package Furthermore, for a given kind of configuration,
accuracy and calculation time. For example, a P3 experiments taken from different laboratories were
anisotropy representation and a 20-groups energy investigated, in order to avoid systematic errors that
structure were used for APOLL02 S calculations, might affect a whole experimental program.
whereas a P5 anisotropy and a 172-groups energy Quality of the data provided in benchmarks was
structure were involved in MORET4 calculations. In also a criterion for the database selection.
fact, these approximations do not significantly Since few years, a huge effort has been devoted in
increase the Monte Carlo calculation time and give the framework of the OECD/ICSBEP project to select
more accurate results. and to evaluate critical experiments from different

Corresponding author, Tel. 33.1.58.35.74.17, Fax. +33.1.46.5729.98, E-mai1:isabe1Ie.duharne1�irsnfr
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laboratories. Therefore, this reference 2) is the main 3. Validation Studies
source of the benchmarks selection.

Among the 540 benchmarks retained in the initial
Finally, more than 500 benchmarks (see table 1) validation database (Table 1):

were selected for the CRISTAL V.1 validation - 431 benchmarks were investigated with the
database (called DO), including: 14 standard route" APOLLO2-MORET4 (A2-M4) ),

• Low enriched uranium solutions 39 cases) - 80 with the "standard route" APOLL02 Sn
• High enriched uranium solutions 64 cases) (A2_Sn)4),

• Plutonium solutions 124 cases) - 186 experiments, with the "reference route"

• Mixed uranium and plutonium solutions 31 TRIPOLI 4 (T4)

cases)

• Array of low enriched U02 pins (I I I cases)

• Array of mixed uranium and plutonium oxides Table Nuniber of experiments investigued wh the

pins 73 cases) different CRISTAL VO I's calculation routes.

• Uranium, plutonium and mixed uranium and

plutonium powders (respectively 18, 13 and 6 Numberof"periments

cases) Physical Fissile A2- A2-

• Array of uranium or mixed uranium and Form material DO M4 Sn T4
plutonium rods in a fissile solution (respectively

8 and 18 cases) LEU 39 25 0 13

• High enriched uranium metallic systems 17 MixedU-Pu 31 19 9 19

cases) Solutions HEU 64 61 8 10

• Plutonium metallic systems (I cases) P11 79 72 18 18

2.2 Validation Method UO� rods III 91 21 34
Arrays

First of all, the validation work involved U02-PU02 rods 60 44 4 1 1

calculation-experiment comparisons. Thus, critical Arrays in U(�_pUO2 rods 1 8 0 0 3

experiments were investigated with the different fissile U02 rods 8 0 6 2

routes of CRISTAL VO. 1. Calculations were soh6m

considered in good agreement with the benchmark UO� 1 8 1 8 0 18

when the discrepancies between them are in the Powders N02 13 13 0 13

4,72. U0ZPuO2 6 6 0 0
uncertainties margins (a 1.dlia + 0'bnh.., )-

U 17 9 5 13
Systematic inter-code comparisons were also NtWlic

performed to uncouple the different sources of code Pu 18 15 9 10

biases and to evaluate the effect of models inaccuracy Fissile Pu solutim 45 45 0 22

(multi-group treatment, anisotropy representation, media in
self-shielding, collapsing, homogenization ... ). This IInteraction U02-PU02 r0dS 13 0 0

study helped to identify and to remove different TOTAL 540 431 80 186
sources of discrepancies between the multigroup and I I I I I I

the pointwise schemes. Once calculation-experiment 3.1 Main Results

discrepancies are proved to be code independent, it

allows to question one of the other sources of

discrepancies: experimental biases or uncertainties For the different configurations investigated, the

and nuclear data inaccuracy. validation work has pointed out:

Thus, for a similar configuration, different A relative good k-effective prediction for

experimental programs are investigated in order to plutonium and low enriched solution 3 (except

check the consistency of the information provided. for SHEBA experiments -UO2F2 with an

Our investigations have already shown that this uranium concentration (Cu) of about 980gtl-,

desired consistency is not always fulfilled and that which lead to a high overestimation);

possible biases in the experimental data could be An overestimation of the k-effective for
high-enriched uranium solutions, due to tile

expected. JEF2.2 235U 9)
Finally, possible trends of calculation-experiment cross sections

discrepancies with iportant parameters (composition, - Inconsistencies between some investigated

spectra indices ... are investigated. It allows us to experimental programs involving mixed uranium

have more information about nuclear data accuracy. and plutonium solutions;
- A good calculation-experiment agreement for the

U02 and MOX ftiel rod arrays in pure water;
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- High discrepancies between "standard route" and - Number of cases investigated,
4i reference route" for rods arrays ) with high flux - Mean values of calculation-experiments
heterogeneity. These discrepancies are mainly discrepancies (C-E),
due to the homogenization step in the "standard - The dispersion in relation with the mean value
route" and might be decreased with the new (am) or the minimal and maximal values of
version of CRISTAL, thanks to multi-cell (C-E).
calculations; - Main conclusions, which are reminded in the last

- An under-estimation of the k-effective for bare, column "comments".
water-reflected or CH2-reflected uranium and
plutonium metallic system 60) ; 4. Conclusion

- A k-effective over-prediction with the "standard
route" for stainless steel reflected configurations. In the framework of CRISTAL VO.1 development,
This overestimation increases with the reflector an extensive validation work was performed.
thickness or proximity. Further analyses have New calculation procedures and models were
highlighted that this over-prediction is linked to validated thanks to critical experiments and reference
the multi-group treatment of the iron isotopes calculations.
(predominantly 16 Fe). The calculations allow evaluating the effect of the

approximations used in the standard route, the nuclear
3.2 Synthesis data accuracy, and the reliability of experimental data

benchmarks by verif�tirig the consistency of different
CRISTAL is a customers oriented calculation experimental programs.

package. Therefore, in order to help users to better Thus, the analyses of experiments involving
identify codes validation ranges, a report summarizing high-enriched uranium solutions have highlighted the
the different validations studies was published. necessity of improving the '35U capture cross section

This document describes briefly the different in JEF2.2 library.
CRISTAL's calculation routes. Then, the several Moreover, inter-codes comparisons for steel
options adopted for calculations are reminded. Finally, reflected experiments have shown the need of
the validation studies results are presented in synthesis improving the multi-group treatment of iron isotopes.
tables, dealing with: Besides, configurations involving U02 or

- High-enriched uranium solutions W02172, U02-PU02 rods arrays with high flux heterogeneity
UF6-HF and U02(NO3)2), have pointed out the need of performing APOLL02

- Low-enriched uranium solutions 2F2, and multi-cell calculations.
U02 (NO02), Furthermore, experiments dealing with bare,

- Plutonium solutions (PU02 (NO02), water-reflected and CH2-reflected metallic media U
- Mixed uranium and plutonium solutions or Pu) have highlighted a slightly under-prediction of

(UO2(NO3)2 - PU02(NO3)2), k-effective for all CRISTAL VO. I calculation routes.
- U02 rods arrays, in pure or poisoned water, with

or without neutrons absorbers and with different Finally, it must be emphasized that the validation
reflectors, work is still in progress. In fact, the experimental

- U02-PU02 rod arrays dealing with several database is being extended for the new CRISTAL
configurations, VLO version 10-11); This aims covering other kinds of

- Low-enriched uranium powders, configurations (slabs aays , 233U systems ... ) and to
- Plutonium powders, validate new options for Bum up credit (fission
- U02-PU02 powders, product nuclear data) and multi-cell calculations (rods
- U02 fuel rod arrays in uranyl nitrate solution and arrays with strong flux gradients...

MOX fuel rod arrays in fissile solution (mixed
and plutonium nitrate),

- High-enriched uranium metallic systems, References
- Plutonium metallic systems.
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Table 2 Synthesis table for high-enriched uranium solutions

Main characteristics of APOLL02-MORET4 APOLL02-Sn TREPIOL14
experiments Comments

Fissile qif4.v Studied Cases Trend Studied Trend Studied Cases Trend
Media (C-E); Cf. 10' Cases (C-E); G�. 10-5 (C-E); cy. 10'

U02F2 II exp. 2 exp. 3 exp.

Cu: 20 to 0,067 to Cu: 20 to 69( Cu: 443 et 1,,35 H/U 500 (C-E) � 423

700 g 0,806 700 g/1 :::.310 679 g/1 400 H/LJ < 1200 25W�(.C-E)-:680

(13 exp.) Reflector Reflector Reflector

water DO water

UF,-HF 6 exp.

CU: 115 to CU: 115 to HiA Ovcr-
73OgA 0,201 to 730 g/I

estimation
(H/U 99 to 0,472

82) Reflector (3500 to 5)(X))

water
(6 exp.)

44 exp. 6 exp. 7 exp.

UOI(NO3)2 Cu: 20 to

450 g (C-E) 71 Cu: 300 to

Cu: 20 to Reflector 3oo 359 g/I

none' water, HAJ 1300 (C-E)-:- 305 some experiments

450 g/I 0,419 to concrete (C-E) 230 have high

0,832 Poisons: HAJ: 64 to 580 H/U 400 (C-E)� 1645 experimental

77 uncertainties

B : to (C-E) 145

(45 exp.) 0,23 g/1 0 = 85 Reflector

Ov;�i predMIOD none water -640.<(C-E)< t,

Gd:Oto2gA

I

qj�f_4,v: slowing down current in the infinitefissile media(humber ofneutrons that slow downpast 4 e, perfission)
(C-E) : Mean value ofcalculation-experiment discrepancies(calculated kff minus benchmark ko

a. : dispersion ofcalculation-experiment discrepancies in relation with the mean value

CU.- Uranium concentration /1)

HIU: moderation ration(Hydrogen atom density over uranium atom density)
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Table 3 Synthesis table for Metallic media

Main characteristics APOLLA)2-MORET4 APOLL02-Sn TRIPOL14
ofexperiments Comments

Fissile Media qit4.v Studied Trend Studied Trend Studied Trend
Cam (C-E) ; 0�. OO-) Cases (C-E) C. 104) Casa (C-E) ; cf. (IO-)

9 exp. 5 exp. 12 exp.

Slightly Under-estimation

U Metallic Reflecto Reflectors for bare and water-rellected
cases

None (C-Q�510 None (C-E�-770 -520��C-E�< 350

U: 89 to Water cy� = 80 Water a. 160

97,7 % 0 CH, CH, Problems vAth multigroupe

treatment ofFe
Steel 1300 C-E vz:3600

(16 exp.) depending n
reflector thickness

Be Nuclear Data inaccuracy
Graphite IOW (C-E)� 070 (Be) in EF2.2

15 esp. 9 exp. I ep.

Re Reflecto Refl Slightly Under-estimation

Pul Metallic None (C-E)�-700 None (C-E) I 0 None for bare or water-reflected

Water a�, = 20 Water (Y. = 250 Water -56L-4C-E)<130 cases

"Pu 18 to CH2 CH, CH2

20,1%

0 steel -340<(C-E)<4(0) Problems with multigmupe

(18 exp.) (1.5 cm to 20 depending on treatment of 56Fe

cm thick) reflector thickness

Graphite 6004C-F) < 700 Th (C-EY-1900 Th Nuclear Data inaccuracy

(2 cm to 45 dqxndingon in JEF2.2

cm thick) refleiorlhickne"S.

q,,,,:.4v: slowing down current in the infinitefusile media (number ofneutrons that slow downpast 4 e V, perfission)

(C-E) : Mean value ofcalculation-experiment discrepancies(calculated kff minus benchmark

q.: dispersion ofcalculation-experiment discrepancies in relation with the mean value
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SWAT2: The Improved SWAT Code System
by Incorporating the Continuous Energy Monte Carlo Code MVP
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SWAT is a code system, wich performs the burnup calculation by the combination of the
neutronics calculation code, SRAC95 and the one group burnup calculation code, ORIGEN2 I.
The SWAT code system can deal with the cell geometry in SRAC95. However, a precise treatment
of resonance absorptions by the SRAC95 code using the ultra-fine group cross section library is
not directly applicable to two- or three-dimensional geometry models, because of restrictions in
SRAC95. To overcome this problem, SWAT2 which newly introduced the continuous energy
Monte Carlo code, MVP into SWAT was developed. Thereby, the burnup calculation by the
continuous energy in any geometry became possible. Moreover, using the 147 group cross section
library called SWAT library, the reactions which are not dealt with by SRAC95 and MVP can be
treated. OECD/NEA burnup credit criticality safety benchmark problems Phase-113 (PWR, a single
pin cell model) and Phase-11113 (BWR, fuel assembly model) were calculated as a verification of
SWAT2, and the results were compared with the average values of calculation results of bumup
calculation code of each organization. Through two benchmark problems, it was confirmed that
SWAT2 was applicable to the burnup calculation of the complicated geometry.

KEYWORDS. SWAT2, MVP, Burnup Calculation, Burnap Credit, OECDINEA Burnap Credit
Criticality Safety Benchmark Problems

1. Introduction calculation model for large geometry, such as a fuel
assembly array. It may be overcome by introducing a

With the progress of computer performance in procedure that makes few group cross section sets
recent years, burnup calculation using Monte Carlo based on the single-pin cell model, using the precise
method becomes possible Japan Atomic Energy treatment resonance absorption option. However, this
Research Institute (JAERI) developed MVP-BURN introduces approximation due to cell model boundary
code based on the continuous energy Monte Carlo condition, and it would be difficult to develop suitable
code, MVP.'-') Another example of implementation is models for arbitrary geometry.
MCODE (MCNP-ORIGEN depletion program) which Continuous energy Monte Carlo code, MVP,
has been developed at Massachusetts Institute of developed at JAERI, can treat any geometry and
Technology. 3 calculate cross section and neutron flux for arbitrary

SWAT is a burnup calculation code system by region. These features of MVP code will give
combination of neutronics calculation code, SRAC95 advantages to SWAT from the view point not only of
and one-group depletion code, ORIGEN2. 1.4-7) SWAT resonance absorption treatment in arbitrary geometry
performs the burnup calculation by ORIGEN2.1 using and but also of utilization of complicated geometry.
the effective one-group cross section based on the Therefore, we introduced capability to drive MVP
SRAC95 calculation SWAT library is a 147 oups code into SWAT. This new version, SWAT2, can
cross section library based on JENDL-3.2.1fThis perforrn neutronics calculations for a given geometry
library contains (ny), (n,2n), (n,3n), (nfission), (na) to obtain the neutron flux and the effective cross
and (np) reactions. sections by the MVP code instead of the SRAC95.

SRAC95 is used for neutron calculation in 107 And, by the utilization of the SWAT library, it is
groups, using the collision probability calculation possible to treat (nct), (np) and (n,3n) reactions can
module (PIJ). For major resonant nuclides, ultra-fine not be treated on MVP.
group collision probability calculation by the PEACO
module is available. At present, PEACO module is not 2. Calculation Method
directly applicable to two- or three-dimensional
geometry models, because of restrictions in SRAC95. SWAT2 handles ORIGEN2.1, SRAC95 and MVP
This restriction makes it difficult to prepare a as an outside module. By handling each code as an

Corresponding author, Tel. 81-3-5217-3861, Fax. 81-3-5217-3862, E-mail: mochi�tyo.scijri.cojp
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outside module, SWAT2 became independent from energy structures same as the SWAT library.
updating of each code. MVP is executed at the eigenvalue calculation

Figure I shows the flow of analysis of SWAT2. It is mode for every bumup step, and 147 groups neutron
possible to choose MVP or SRAC95 for the neutron flux, microscopic cross section data are obtained. 147
spectrum calculation According to Figure 1, bumup groups cross section is contracted using this neutron
calculation method by SWAT2 is explained in the flux, and one group cross section data are obtained.
following. (n,(x), (np) and (n,3n) reactions which are not

For each bumup step, the neutron spectrum and treated by MVP, and all reaction data of miclides
effective multi group cross section are evaluated by which are not treated by MVP are included in the
either MVP or SRAC95. SWAT library in the form of a 147 groups inflnite

After the MVP or SRAC95 calculation, the dilution cross section. By condensing these cross
LIBMAK routine is called. It makes the one-group sections with the neutron flux from MVP, effective
cross section data file for the ORIGEN2.1 using one group cross sections of all reactions which are
calculated neutron spectrum and cross section by needed for the ORIGEN2.1 library are obtained.
MVP or SRAC95. For miclides and reactions can not ORIGEN2.1 performs the bumup calculation using
be treated in MVP or SRAC95, infinite dilution cross these one group cross section.
sections stored in the SWAT library are condensed by
the neutron flux. Fission yield data of233U, 235u, 239PU, 3. Validation of SWAT2
and 241pii for thermal neutronsdecay constants and
branching ratios for FPS are taken from NDC FP For the verification of SWAT2(MVP)
library second version. 9 Using the library prepared OECD/NEA burnup credit criticality safety
by LIBMAK a one-step bumup calculation by benchmarks Phase-113 and Phase-IIIB are analyzed.
ORIGEN2.1 is carried out. Then, the TABMAK
routine makes input files for VP or SRAC95 and 3.1 OECD/NEA Phase-1B Benchmark Problem
ORIGEN2.1 using the geometry data and burnup OECD/NEA bumup credit benchmark Phase-IB is
calculation results. Up to the fal bumup, that a series of single pin-cell burnup calculation problems
procedure is repeated in every bumup step. based on PIE data of the PWR 14 x 14 assembly

burned in Calvert Cliffs Unit 110) The lattice geometry
is shown in Figure 2 Bumup periods are 4 cycles and

SWAT Library power densities and boron concentration of each cycle
147 Group Cross Section File JENDL-31) are given. For verification of SWAT2, one PIE sample

Decay and Fission Yield (JNDC IR Library 2nd) of 27.35 GWd/t was selected ad aalyzed. For
JENDLA2 comparison with SWAT2(NIVP), SWAT2(SRAC95)

and MVP-BURN were used for the analysis. The
neutron histories at each bumup step in SWAT2(WP)
and MVP-BURN was set to 1,000,000.

0

ORIGEN2 Format
Cross Section H20

Library

or P0 0
�O 00 0000 in

Input

SP -- ------
Daft of

Bur"Y Figure 2 Lattice geometry of Phase-113 benchmarkC.1c a,.on

problem

Figure I Flow diagram of SWAT2. The results are shown in Table 1. In the table, the

ratio of SWAT2(MVP) or SWAT2(SRAC95) results to

2.1 MVP Calculation Method averaged value shown in Ref.10 are shown. This
MVP can deal with the energy range from 20 MeV comparison shows that the difference of results

to .OE-5 e, and it is possible to make neutron flux, obtained by using the MVP code or the SRAC95 code
cross section and reaction rate with arbitrary energy in the SWAT2 code system is small. Similar results to

group structure. In order to utilize the SWAT library
for bumup calculation, the output of the neutron flux
and cross section by MVP has be made with 147 group This means that SWAT 2 drives MVP code for

neutron spectrum calculatin
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MVP-BURN code were obtained by SWAT2. In the in Figure 4 from the difference among burnup
actinides, especially in Pu isotopes, SWAT2(MVP) is conditions. From difference of void fraction 0%, 40%
small rather than the average value. For some isotopes and 70%) and difference of cooling time (no-cooling
such as "'Sm, "'Gdthe differences from the average and 5-year cooling), there are 6 kinds of calculation
of other codes became large. However, some of the cases (See Table 2 The neutron histories at each
measurement values including 151 Sm and "'Gd are not burnup step in SWAT2(MVP) was set to 600,000.
listed in Ref 10. Moreover, burnup chain model each The calculation results of k-infinity to each void
code is different from each code. All things fraction are shown in Figure 5. In these figures,
considered, it is impossible to make a direct discussion average values over all participating calculation codes
about difference of calculation results of 15'Sm and in Ref. II are also described. The SWAY2 calculation
155Gd. results agree well i with the average value.

Comparison of burnup distribution in the assembly

Table I Comparison of calculation results of is shown in Table 3 The burnup distribution of

OECD/NEA/NSC Phase-113 benchmark SWAT2(MVP) agrees comparatively well, though
obtained by using SWAT2 and MVP-BURN there is a difference a little for the average value. The

Ratios of calculation results to burnup of a fuel rod with Gd2O3 is decreasing as the
void fraction rises in the in-channel. The burnup of

average value in Ref IO fuel rods beside the water rod such as 7 and 9, are
Isotope 27.35 [GWd/MTU] larger than 40 GWd/tHM of assembly average value,

(after 1870 days ooling) contrary to the fuel rod around Gd2O3 fuel. Calculation

SWAT2 MVP-BURN results of nuclide compositions are shown in Table4.
MVP" SRAC95"

234u 0.99 0.93 1.00

1.01 1.01 1.01 Table 2 Benchmark cases of Phase-IIII3

238u 0.95 0.98 0.96 Case Void Fraction[%] Cooling
- 1.00 1.00 1.00 Time[year]

_"Pu 0.89 0.96 0.90 1 0 0
239pu

0.96 1.00 0.97 2 0 5
0.95 0.98 0.95 3 40 0

"Tu 1.02 1.01 1.00 4 40 5
_"Pu 1.05 1.01 1.00 5 70 0

PTAm 1.00 0.99 0.97 6 70 5
237 Np 0.84 0.95 0.87
14 'Sm 1.05 1.06

_T'Sm 0.85 0.87 0.89
7WSm 0.97 0.96 0.98

-T-'rSm 0.79 0.81 0.78 2Q2 3152sM 0 � .(D:!:0.91 1.05 0.93 . .... .
-"TNd 0.99 0.99 0.98 3 Q2.GG 111 DG Q
__r'�d 1.01 1.01 1.00 GQU I G 2-3-TEu 1.04 1.02

-7'5'Gd 0.67 0.62 0.66 2 (ID 01 01�! Q2
Calculation results of WAT2 using MVP module.

*2 Calculation results of WAT2 using SRAC95 module. I 01 I GI )Q2
*3 Q 0 ..Not obtained due to the limitation of the applicable
nuclides. G I I GI Q2. .. ...... .

2 G 01 01 G). Q(Do
3.2 OECD/NEA Phase-111B Benchmark Problem

The calculation model of OECD/NEA burnup
credit criticality safety benchmark Phase-11113 is I3VrR
8 x assembly which have aranged one water rod at 4.9wt-/.UO, 2.3wt-/.UO,

the center.") In this assembly, five types of fuel rods
having different initial uranium enrichments are 3.6wr/.UO, �) 3.0wt1/U02+4.5we/Gd2C

allocated. Only one type of ftiel rods is with 30 wt% 3-0Wt'/U02 (�) Water Rcd

of Gd2O3. The lattice geometry is shown in Figure 3.
The channel box is surrounded by 8.5-mm-thick water,
and the reflective boundary condition is imposed Figure 3 Lattice geometry of Phase-IIII3 benchmark
outside the 15.24 cm-square ftiel assembly cell. Fuel problem
rods are classified into nine kinds of fuel rods shown
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1.25

-SWAT(MVP)
#2 (3 �i. 3 2 1.207 0 SWAT(SRAC95)......... ...''. & ]R :-�5 .. ... . EB Average

&#6.(B 1.15D2� #5 #6 7 #5:1��
Z' 1.10 ..... .....

#6 g#8 #9 #6 3
....... ...

#7 #89 #9 #4
1.00

#7 9 #40
..... 0.95

#6: R#i #9 #9 R#8 3
0.90

0 5 1 0 1 5 20 25 30 35 40

8 �1 7 #6 #5 13umup[GWd/fl-1h4]

(a) 0% void condition

1.25

-SWAT(MVP
Figure 4 Position number of fuel rods for lattice 1.20 ....... .. . 0 SWAT(SRAC95)

EB Averagegeometry of Phase-IIIB benchmark problem
1 .1 .............. ......................

I. Io

4. Conclusion 1.05i ......

1.00
We revised SWAT code system to develop SWAT2,

the new version of SWAT, by incorporating the 0.95

continuous energy Monte Carlo code, MVP. It enables
0.90

us to conduct detailed burnup calculation using 0 5 10 I L5 2L 2L5 3'0 3'5 40

ORIGEN2.1 code with latest nuclear data and precise Bumup[GWd/tHM]

treatment of neutron absorption in arbitrary geometry. (b) 40% void condition
For the verification of SWAT2, the burnup calculation
was carried out on OECD/NEA burnup credit
criticality safety benchmark problem$ Phase-113 and 1.25

Phase-11113, and the calculation results were compared SWAT(MVP)
1.20 SWAT(SRAC95)

with the average value of calculation results of burnup Average
calculation code of each organization. In Phase-113 1.15 . ...........

calculation, Pu238 calculation result by
.4a, ].Io

SWAT'2(MVP) became about IO% low compared with
the average value of Re I . This trend was similar to 1.05 ............

the tendency to MVP-BURN. Moreover, it became
237 1.0010%ormorelowerthantheaveragevaluefor Npin

SWAT2(MVP) and MVP-BURN calculation results. 0.95

In the Phase-11113 calculation, k-infinity and the
0.90burnup distribution showed the almost same tendency 0 10 IL5 2L 2�5 k A 40

as the average values of Ref H. The nuclide Bumup[GWd/tHMj

composition calculation results have lowered more (c) 70% void condition
than the average value for 238PU, 237NP, and 243 Am as

well as Phase-113. It is necessary to perform the
verification by comparison with the post irradiation Figure Comparison of k-infmity in Phase-11113
examination data, and to understand the characteristics benchmark result of WAT2
of a nuclear data file.

The following two improvements are in scope:
(1) building the SWAT library based on the

JENDL-3.3. ")
(2) introduction of the predictor-corrector method in

preparation of cross section data required for
bumup calculation.
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Table 3 Pinwise burnu p results for Phase-IIIB bench ark problem

Position 0% void 40% void 70% void

No. SWAT2 Average 13 S 2 Average SWAT2 Average
MVP` SRAC95 MVP SRAC95 MVP,1 SRAU957

#1 37.8 35.4 36.9 39.6 37.3 38.5 41.4 39.3 40.1
#2 38.7 38.3 39.0 39.5 39.4 39.9 40.1 40.5 40.6
#3 42.2 41.2 41.2 42.8 41.9 41.6 43.4 42.5 41.8
#4 40.3 40.9 40.4 40.6 41.4 40.6 40.7 41.9 40.7
#5 38.9 39.1 39.0 39.0 39.0 39.0 39.0 38.8 38.9
#6 31.0 31.0 31.7 30.7 30.6 31.6 30.5 30.1 31.4
#7 43.6 44.7 43.6 42.9 43.6 42.7 42.1 42.4 41.9
#8 42.3 44.0 43.1 41.3 42.7 42.1 40.7 41.4 41.4
#9 44.2 45.4 44.5 43.0 44.2 43.6 42.2 43.0 43.0

Average 39.9 40.1 40.0 39.9 40.1 40.0 39.9 1 40.0 1 40.0
I --- w2

*3 Result from SWAT2 using MVP module. Result from SWAT2 using SRAC95 module.
The average value of the calculation result shown in Ref I .

Table 4 Results of calculation for Phase-IIIB benchmark pro lem (5 year cooling)
0% void 40% void 70% void

Nuclide MVP/ SRAC95/ MVP/ MVP/ 51 MVP/ MVP/ SRAC95/ MVP/
Average" Average"' SRAC95*' Average SARvAerCa9ge SRAC95 Average Average SRAC95

234U 0.99 1.04 0.95 0.99 1.05 0.94 0.99 1.06 0.94
235u 1.00 1.04 0.97 1.00 1.03 0.97 0.98 1.02 0.96
236u 0.98 0.98 1.00 0.98 0.98 1.00 0.98 0.98 0.99
238u 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

238PU 0.89 0.95 0.94 0.88 0.94 0.94 0.86 0.91 0.95
239PU 1.04 1.00 1.04 1.03 1.00 1.03 0.99 0.98 1.01
240PU 1.11 1.05 1.06 1.11 1.05 1.06 1.11 1.04 1.06
241PU 0.95 1.05 0.90 0.93 1.04 0.90 0.90 1.01 0.89
242PU 0.95 1.04 0.91 0.95 1.04 0.92 0.96 1.04 0.93

24 'Am 0.96 1.06 0.90 0.94 1.05 0.90 0.91 1.02 0.89
243 Am 0.80 1.03 0.78 0.79 1.02 0.77 0.79 1.02 0.77
237 Np 0.98 0.97 1.01 0.97 0.96 1.01 0.95 0.94 1.01
95MO 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

99TC 1.03 1.01 1.02 1.04 1.02 1.02 1.04 1.02 1.02
10'Ru 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00
103Rh 1.02 1.03 1.00 1.03 1.03 1.00 1.03 1.03 1.00
I09Ag i.09 1.14 0.96 1.09 1.14 0.96 1.10 1.14 0.97
133cS 1.01 1.02 0.98 1.01 1.03 0.98 1.01 1.03 0.98
147sM 1.02 1.03 0.99 1.03 1.03 0.99 1.04 1.04 1.00
149sM 0.96 0.92 1.04 0.94 0.92 1.02 0.89 0.89 1.00
150sm 1.01 0.94 1.07 1.01 0.94 1.08 1.01 0.93 1.08
151sm 0.90 1.04 0.87 0.88 1.03 0.85 0.82 0.99 0.83
152sM 0.92 1.10 0.83 0.90 1.12 0.80 0.88 1.15 0.76
143 Nd 0.98 1.01 0.97 0.98 1.01 0.97 0.98 1.01 0.98
145Nd 1.00 1.01 0.99 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.00
153 Eu 1.01 0.94 1.07 1.01 0.94 1.08 1.01 0.93 1.09
155 Eu 1.00 0.93 1.07 0.94 0.86 1.09 0.87 0.79 1.10
155 Gd 1.40 1.23 1.14 1.31 1.15 1.14 1.21 1.06 1.15
156 Gd 1.40 1.40 1.01 1.39 1.39 1.00 1.39 1.39 1.00
157 Gd 1.37 1.55 0.88 1.42 1.58 0.90 1.42 1.58 0.90
158Gd 1.41 1.41 1.00 1.41 1.41 1.00 1.41 1.41 1.00
13 1Xe 0.99 1.03 0.96 0.99 1.03 0.96 1.00 1.05 0.96

-2 Ratios of WAT2 calculations result using MVP module to average value in Ref IL
-3 Ratios of WAT2 calculations results using SRAC95 module to average value in Ref. H.

Ratios of SWAT2(MVP) calculations results to SWAT2(SRAC95) calculations results.
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Development and Verification of Monte Carlo Burnup Calculation System

YoshihiraANDO", Kenichi YOSHIOKA', Ishi MITSUHASHI1, Koichi SAKURADA1 and Shungo SAKURAJ2
'Toshiba Corporation, 41 Ukishima-cho, Kawasaki-ku, Kawasaki 210-0862, Japan2T

oshibaCorporation, 8Shbmgita-choIsogo-kuYokohmna235-8523,Japan

Monte Carlo burnup calculation code system has been developed to evaluate accurate
various quantities required in the backend field From the Actinide Research in a Nuclear
Element (ARIANE) program, by using, the measured nuclide compositions of fuel rods in
the file] assemblies irradiated in the commercial Netherlands BVrR, the analyses have been
performed for the code system verification.

KEYWORDS. burnup calculation, spectrum calculation, ARL4NEprogram, JENDL-3.Z
JNDC- V2, MCNP code, ORIGEN2 code

1. Introduction PC-method enable us to retain good accuracy in
coarse burnup step even in geometry with large ab-

Accurate evaluations of fuel composition, neu- sorber such as Gd rod.
tron/gamma production, radioactivity and decay heat The system flow diagram is shown in Fig.l.
for a spent fuel are requested in the backend field.
Fuel compositions of spent fuels are basic quantities Mc
for the criticality safety analysis. Neutron/gamma pec ross

production and decay heat evaluations are important Cale ra

for the spent fuel transportation cask shielding design
and the spent fuel management in a storage pool Ra-
dioactivity evaluation of irradiated structure material eutron pectrum
is needed in the economical radioactive disposal. 0-20McV n te 0

Accurate radiochemical measurement for actinide, 147 groups Cross Section
0 - 2OMeV, 147 grofission and activation products for MOX and U02 404 nuclides

ftiels irradiated at various burnups in PWR ad BWR Data Base

conditions were carried out in te ARIANE program') JENDL-3.2, JEF-2.2

To meet various demands in numerous nuclear BROND-2

fields, we have developed a Monte Carlo burnup cal-
culation code system in which Monte Carlo neutron MCNPAS IRESAS

p2and photon transport code MCN ) and a versatile Effective one group Infinite ution one
tion for group Cross ctio

code for calculating the buildu ad decay of nuclides nuchoess scoccisidered in fiir nuclide not

in nuclear materials ORIGEN2 ) are used. This system MCNP considered in4CNP

has been verified through the analyses for measured
nuclide compositions of BATR ftiel rods examined in
the ARIANE program. We participated in the rary
ARIANE program as a member of the collaboration
study with Japanese BVrR utilities.

ns an

2. Features of the System decay Decay Data
Library

(JNDC.V2

To prepare the system applicable to wide fields
from the present WR reactor analysis to various ORIGEN2

analysis related to backend fields and future reactor Buildup and decay

studies is the major purpose of our study. Calculation

To have no restriction in the treatment of geometry, Fig. System Flow Diagram
burnup chain and nuclides, the MCNP code and the

ORIGEN2 code are selected in the system. Further- The procedure of the calculation will be explained
more, parallel process management is applied to im- along the flow diagram shown in Fig.l. Firstly, MCNP
prove the calculation efficiency and Predic- calculates neutron spectrum with the groups structure
tor-Corrector method (PC-method) is adopted as inte- (147 groups) corresponding to infinite dilution cross
gration method in the burnup calculation. The section library and effective one group cross section.

Corresponding author, Tel. 81-44-288-8132, Fax. 81-44-270-1806, E-mail: yoshihira.ando�toshiba.coJp
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Secondly, the IRESXS code prepares one group cross Table 2 Fission Products considered in Neutron
sections in the infinite dilution condition for all reac- Spectrum Calculation for standard LVVR fuels

tions of nuclides considered in ORIGEN2 and install Category Nuclides
them in the public ORIGEN2 cross section library. In HI, 16, Se79, Kr83,Rb85,Y89
this step, fission product yield (FP yield) data in the Zr9 Zr92,Zr93,Zr95,Zr96,Nb95
public ORIGEN2 cross section library are optionally

4) Mo95, Mo96, Mo97, Mo98, Mo99,
replaced by them evaluated in JNDC-V2 . Thirdly, M0100,

the MCNPXS code install effective one group cross Tc99, RuI00, Rul0l, R002, RuIO3,
sections in the modified ORIGEN2 cross section li-
brary prepared in the second step. Cross sections and R004,
FP yields in the public ORIGEN2 cross section ibrary RuIO5, RuIO6, RhIO3, RhIO5, PdIO4,
are almost updated by the processing of lRESXS and PdIO5,
MCNPXS. Finally, ORIGEN2 calculation is per- MM, PdIO7, Pd108, AgIO9, U10,
formed using the ORIGEN2 cross section library pre- FPs Cdlll,
pared in the third step. These steps are repeated till the (93) Cdl 13, Inl 15, TeI29m, I 127,1129,113 ,
target burnup with PC method. 1135, Xel3l, XeI32, XeI33, XeI34,

The cross section library for MCNP is prepared by Xel35,
NJOY'). XeI36, CsI33, CsI34, CsI35, Cs]37,

Special features of this system are summarized as BaI34
follows BaI37, BaI38, Ba140, aI39, CeI40,

(i) Free geometrical restriction Ce]41,
(ii) Latest neutron cross sections and FP yield data CeI42, CeI44, rl4l, rI43, NdI42,

are available NdI43,
(iii) All decay chains and FPs can be explicitly Nd 144, Nd 1 45, Nd 146, Nd 147, Nd 1 48,

considered in the burnup calculation, NdI50, PmI47, Pml48g, Pml48m,
(iv) PC-method is adopted as the integration PmI49,

method in the burmip calculation Pm, 1 5 1, Sm 147, Sm 48, Sm 149, Sm 1 50,
(v) Parallel process managements are applied. Sm]51, Sm152, SmI54, EuI53, EuI54,

3. Design of the System Eul55, EuI56, GdI54, Gdl55,Gdl56,
GdI57, GdI58, Gdl6O, Tbl59

3.1 Neutron Spectrum Calculation In the MCNP calculation, neutron spectrum between
A large number of miclides except nuclides in- 0 and 20 MeV and effective one group cross sections

cluded in the initial composition arebuild up in the
fuel irradiation. However the most part of nuclides for production, absorption, (nfiss), (n,2n) and (n,,y
have small influence on the reactivity and neutron are calculated. (nfiss), (n,2n), (n, y 9 and (n, -y in
spectrum because buildup concentration is small. the ORIGEN2 cross section library are updated to the
Cross section for these nuclides can be calculated in values based on MCNP calculation, in which branch-
the infinite dilution condition.. These nuclides are ing ratio data for meta stable state in (n,,y ) reaction
determined so that the absorption rates of them is less are same as those used in SWAT code 6). One group
than 0.1% of total absorption rates in all bumup steps. cross sections except (nfiss), (n,2n), (n, -y 9 and (n,
In the neutron spectrum calculation for standard LVVR y )" for nuclides considered in the MCNP calculation
fuels, 28 actinides shown in Table and 93 Fps are prepared by the IRESXS code, in which one group
shown in Table 2 are considered. cross sections are calculated by the combination of

neutron spectrum obtained in the MCNP calculation
Table Actinides considered in Neutron and cross sections included in the infinite dilution

Spectrum Calculation for standard LVrR fuels cross section library. The infinite dilution cross section

Category I Nuclides library includes 404 nuclides taken from JENDL-3.2,
Th228,Th230,Th232 ENDF/B-VI, JEF-2.2 and BROND-2. This is prepared
Pa231,Pa233 by the CRECTJ5 7) code in 147 group structure be-
U232, U233, U234, U235, U236, U237, tween and 20 MeV based on point wise cross sec-

Actinides U238 tions for 300K and 900K prepared in JAERI nuclear
(28) Np237, Np238, Np239 data center. Neutron spectrums required as CRECTJ5

Pu236, Pu238, Pu239, Pu240, Pu2411 input data were evaluated by the SRAC8) code for
Pu242 various ftiel types such as BWR, PWR, FBR and

Am241, Am242, Am242m, Am243 ADS.
Cm242, Cm244, Cm245 MCNP cross section libraries for the most part of

nuclides are prepared at 300K and 900K and those for
special important nuclides such as U235, U238, Pu239,
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Pu240, Pu241 and Pu.242 are prepared at 300K and condition is assumed as 40 bum up steps 32 cpus in
5OK-wise temperature points between 800K and parallel process and 0.5 million neutron sources at
1250K so as to consider accurately Doppler effect. each burnup step 

3.2 Burnup Calculation 4. Verification of the System
In a burnup calculation, the PC-method is applied

as the integration method. The PC-method enable us This system was verified by the analysis of meas-
to use coarse burnup step even in the calculation for a ured fuel compositions of sample rods from fuel as-
BVv'R fuel assembly with Gd bearing fuel rods. The semblies irradiated in the commercial Netherlands
comparison of K-Infinity between PC-method and BVrR examined in the Actinide Research in a Nuclear
Step-wise method (SW-method) in typical BWR fuel Element (ARIANE) program.
assembly is shown in Fig.2.

4.1 Measured BWR Fuel Samples

1.2 Measured BWR ftiels comes from the Dodewaard
0 PC-Method plant. Segmented U02 and MOX ftiel rods are fabri-

1.15 0 SW-Methodo- Reference cated by Japan Nuclear Fuel and
0 BELGONUCLEAIRE respectively.

Control blade location1.05 0

1 1.8 2.6 3.2 1 3.2 3.2 2.6

0.95 8 2.6 U021 Gd 3.2 3.2 3.2

0.9 . . . . . I 3.2 Gd 3.2 3.2 Gd 3.2
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Burnup (Gwd/t) 3.2 13.2 1 3.2 W 3.2

Fig.2 Comparison of K-Infinity in BATR Fuel 3.2 3.2 Gd IMOV

Assembly Calculation
2.6

Figure.2 shows PC-method agree well with refer- Segmented Ro&

ence calculation, but SW-method bring about large W- Water Hole

error in burnup with active Gd effect, in which refer- Fig.4 Enrichment Distribution
ence means the calculation by the fuel design code in Dodewaard Assembly
TGBLA9) well verified.

3.3 Parallel Process Management The samples proposed for analysis have respective
Calculational scheme with parallel process man- burnups from 35 to 55 GWd/Mt. Enrichment distribu-

agement is shown in Fig.3. tion in Dodewaard assembly is shown in Fig.4. Main
characteristics of measured rods is shown in Table 3
and the cutting positions are located from the bottom

0 C-w-him C--.", with low void histories to the top with high void his-

tories in sample rods as shown in Fig.5.

MCMC.kdMi-

Table 3 Main characteristics of measured rods

Group DM DU

Sample DMI DW OM3 DMA Out

0. Z.W i- S.6- 11. AU B-.p Rgk. Iffaidialicin DODEWAARD BWR

Fuel ype Mox U02

FW manufacturer BELGONUCLEAIRE JNF
P-Wm P M-%-Mf

CW.WA.. f- All .0- Fuel cluvaclarislics:

2% / U (W%) 0.2 4.9
Pu / U N (W%) 6.4

Pu rL& Li u (w %) 71

Assembly of origin Y014 Y012 Y013 Y013

Fig.3 Calculational Scheme End of irradiation 01193 01192 OV93 01193

Fuel rod identification MD9 MD5 W7 U004

Parallel process managements are applied to MCNP Calculated sample burnup 55.6 33.546.5 81 54.4

and ORIGEN2 calculations. Standard calculation time GWdAM)

needed in the bumup calculation for typical BWR fuel Source Laboratory CEN CEN

assembly is about hours, in which the calculational
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Q=V"RD
YOU Y012 Y013 M We perform the analyses with some 50 burmip
map MD5 U07 UW4 steps and cooling period between operating cycles, in

which 0.5 million neutron sources are generated in
MCNP code at each burmip step. Statistic errors in

W4

absorption rates for each nuclide are almost within 1.
The number of regions tallied in fuel pellets is I for

DMI -R regular rods and 24 6 regions along radial with 4x9O
deg. sections) for Gd rods.

13-up C"Wti- ith 1-.di.6- Nt.

U U

Fig.5 Cutting Positions in Sample Rods
1&-d Qm i AR[AMF &am

f. P- D-ty

Selected isotopes for ARIANE program are 18 ac-
tinides and 31 FPs as shown in Table 4.

CIE I <

Table 4 Selected Isotopes in ARIANE program

Major Actinides

U U232,U234,U235,U236,U238

Pu I Pu238,Pu239,Pu240,Pu24lPu242 Fig.6 Analytical Flow Diagram

Minor Actinides In the comparison with calculated and measured

NP Np237 values are performed at end of life (EOL date 

Am Am241,Am242mAm243 discharged date from the core) Measurements were
performed at the different dates different from the

Cm Cm242,Cm243,Cm244,Cm245 EOL date. Experimental data corresponding to EOL

Fission Products date were estimated at BELGONUCLEAIRE in

Volatiles 1129, Csl33,Csl34,Csl35,Csl37 ARIANE program. We discussed the decay correction
- for the isotopes with precursors). In the evaluation of

Metallic Sr9OMo95,Tc99,Ru I 1,Ru I 06,Rh 1 03, EOL data, the concerned nuclides and their precursors

AgIO9,Sbl25 were considered in the decay period. For some nu-

Cel44,Prl47,Ndl42,Ndl43,Ndl44, clides, it was cleared the effect of precursor without
measured data was important in our study. So, we re-

Lanthanides Ndl45,Ndl46,Ndl48,Ndl5O, evaluated EOL data independently from measured

Sml47,Sml49,Sml 50,SmI5 1,Sml52,- data by ORIGEN2 calculation considering the con-

Eul53,Eul54,Eul55,Gdl55 centration for the precursor without measured data, in
J which the concentration was calculated by the neu-

FP) tronics code. These calculations were performed for
The transuranium. (TRU) and fission products several nuclides such as Sm 149 and Gd 1 55. For theses

are accumulated in the spent fuels and these reactivity nuclides, reevaluated EOL data are used in the com-
effects are significant in high burnup fuels. Accurate parison.
measurements by using various methods of analysis

and by exchanging aliquots between laboratories for 4.3 Analytical Results
cross checking have been performed in ARIANE pro- We discuss on the results for a U02 sample
gram and these measured data are useful for the veri- (DU- 1) and four MOX samples DM 12,3,4) exposed
fication of bumup calculation system. in the Dodewaard BWR (located in Netherlands). In

4.2 Analytical Method our analysis, measured values at SCK-CEN laboratory
In the analysis, we adopt the assembly model with are compared with the calculated values.

the actual enrichment distribution shown in Fig.4, in (I)Actinides
which irradiation histories such as power density, void Figures.7,8 and 9 show the result for U-isotopes,
fraction are given in the ARIANE program. And the Pu-isotopes and TRUs. The error bars on these and
reflective boundary condition is assumed. The assem- subsequent plots refer to 95% confidence level.
bly average power density used in the analysis are Accuracy for U and Pu isotopes is well satisfactory
adjusted so that the calculated Nd-148 concentration except U234 in DU-1. It may come from the assump-
agree with the measured one. Analytical flow diagram tion of initial U234 composition not shown in
is shown in Fig.6. ARIANE program report. Accuracy for Pu-isotopes is

well satisfactory
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2.0
U O-1 It seems that there is a correlation between C/E's for

+ MOM-10 DM-2 Cm-242 and Am-241 shown in Fig. 10.
13DM-3

E D-4
2.0

.0 D4'

1.7
-60.5

0.0 W1.4 13 M-2
U234 U235 U236 U23B C)

Fig.7 CIE atios for U-isotopes �2 0
DU-1

2.0 1.0
13DU-1 0.5 DA 0.1 0.9 0.9 1.0
Dc:.i 1 WE f C.242
13 DM-2

1.5 El DM-3 Fig.10 Relation between C/E's
MDM-4

for Cm-242 and Am-241

(2)Fission Products
Figures.11-1 and 11-2 shows the result for se-

lee ed 14 FP (major FPs) nuclides to be considered in
0.0 13)

the bump credit application to the spent WR fuels
Np237 M241 A.242. A.243 C�242 C.244 .245 Accuracy for major FPs is well satisfactory except

Fig.8 C/E ratios for Pu-isotopes RhIO3.

On the other hand, on the accuracy for Figures.12-1 and 12-2 shows the result for other 14
TRU-nuclides, it is remarkable that the C/E ratios FP (minor FPs). Accuracy for major FPs is well satis-

show the overestimation about 50%, 20% for Am24I factory except Ag 09.
and Cm245 respectively and the underestimation Mass numbers of FPs with large errors suc as
about 15% and 5% for Cm.242 and Cm244 respec- RhIO3 and AgIO9-are located around 100. The errors
tively. It was observed in CEA experiment") the cap- for theses FPs may be caused by the uncertainty of FP
ture cross sections for 24I and Am243 might be yield data in addition to the uncertainty of cross sec-

underestimated about 20% and those for Cm244 tions.
might be overestimated about 8% in JEF2.2. Capture 2,5 C3DU-1

cross sections for Am24I in JENDL�3.2 used in our M DM-1
0 DM-2

analyses are smaller about 3% in 2200 m/sec and 10% 2.0 13 DM-3
43 0 DM-4

in resonance integral than those in JEF2.2 The overes- E
CLtimation of Am24I will be caused by the underestima- X

tion of capture cross section in JENDL-3.2. The over-
estimation of Am24I is also observed in the PIE
analysis for measurement Of U02 fuels irradiated in
Japanese commercial ATRs. It was shown that the
underestimation could be well solved by the adjust- 0.0

12) M.95 T-99 RuI01 RhIO3 C.133 Nd143 NdI45
ment of Am241 capture cross section in JENDL-3.2 .
The underestimation of Cm.242 may be also caused by Fig.11-1 C/E ratios for major FPs (Part I)
the underestimation of capture cross section of Atn24 1.
The C/E ratios for Cm.244 and Cm245 may be also 2.5

0DU_1
caused by the uncertainty in cross sections of these D_1

M DM-2nuclides. � 20 DDM-3

NDM-4
E

2.0 C
ODU-1 Q 1.5
ODM-1
0 DM-2 W
E3 DM-3
M DM-4E

75

W10

O..
10.5 S.149 S.150 S.151 S.152 Eu 1 53 E.154 Gd155

(,.O
Fig.11-2 C/E ratios for major FPs (Part2).

N238 Pu239 P.240 P.241 P.242

Fig.9 C/E ratios for TRU-nuclides
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Monte Carlo Criticality Source Convergence in a Loosely Coupled Fuel
Storage System

Roger N. Blomquist* and Ely M. Gelbard
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL, 60439 USA

The fission source convergence of a very loosely coupled array of 36 fuel subassemblies with
slightly non-symmetric reflection is studied. The fission source converges very slowly from a
uniform guess to the fundamental mode in which about 40% of the fissions occur in one comer sub-
assembly. Eigenvalue and fission source estimates are analyzed using a set of statistical tests simi-
lar to those used in MCNP, including the "drift-in-mean" test and a new drift-in-mean test using a
linear fit to the cumulative estimate drift, the Shapiro-Wilk test for normality, the relative error test,
and the "IIN" test. The normality test does not detect a drifting eigenvalue or fission source.
Applied to eigenvalue estimates, the other tests generally fail to detect an unconverged solution, but
they are sometimes effective when evaluating fission source distributions. None of the tests pro-
vides completely reliable indication of convergence, although they can detect nonconvergence.

KEYWORDS. Monte Carlo, source convergence, criticality calculations

1. Introduction and/or more neutron generations used to converge the
fission source, 2) perform similar calculations with a

Loosely coupled systems provide special chal- different initial source and compare the solutions, and
lenges for Monte Carlo analysts because of difficulties (3) apply statistical tests that provide the analyst
in convergence of the unaccelerated power method warnings when the fission source is insufficiently
normally applied to the fission source iteration and converged. In this report, we apply several tests that
because of inaccuracy of the usual variance computa- may be used in criticality calculations to assess their
tionS. .2.3 Source convergence difficulties can be due sensitivity and reliability, using as a test problem the
to the inherent unsuitability of the unaccelerated checkerboard problem from the OECD/NEA bench-
power iteration method, because of undersampling, or mark set.
because of other statistical problems. The fission
source iteration acceleration methods available in de- 2. Checkerboard Benchmark Configurations
terministic codes do not always work well because of
the noise inherent in the Monte Carlo method, al- The checkerboard benchmark problem is an array
though some mitigating algorithmS4,5,6 are in use. of spent ftiel subassemblies stored in a rectangular
The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency Expert Group on 3x24 array. Half of the array cells are empty (wa-
Fission Source Convergence in Criticality Safety ter-filled), and the 36 subassemblies are arranged in
Analyses has specified four source convergence the array in a checkerboard pattern, alternating with
benchmark problemS,7 each of which has some com-
bination of adverse stochastic and deterministic fission
source convergence characteristics. The first of these
problems, a loosely coupled spent fuel storage array, is LM LM LM I kq U
studied in this work; it exhibits deterministic slow --M VI Pq 6q M

convergence and rather complex stochastic behavior 30andi&wahm;420=tA

in a particularly difficult combination.
Slow convergence, by itself, is not a problem in Ridposbm(1�136DerntA27ansWm (23�)

Monte Carlo or deterministic calculations unless it is
undetected and mistaken for convergence by the ana- 0.5anstedvAn

lyst. When this happens, the estimated fission dis- 2,5anYduW

tribution will be in error, and in some problems, the
estimated eigenvalue can be substantially un- Sq_ * wfi- (15xjW 4an pfthl W

der-predicted, with adverse implications for criticality
safety analysis. There are several obvious remedies:
(1) perform additional calculations with more histories Fig. Checkerboard spent ftiel layout

Corresponding author, Tel. 630) 252-8423, Fax. 630) 252-4500, E-mail: RNBlomquist�anl.gov
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water channels (Figure 1). The top and bottom of the to the Monte Carlo algorithm, exacerbated, as we shall
system are 30cm water reflectors, three of the sides see, by the very low coupling between nearest ftiel
are 40cm concrete reflectors, and the fourth (long) bundles. Because the eigenvalues of these systems
side is a 30cm water reflector. depend only on the flux sape inside a subassembly

In accordance with the benchmark Monte Carlo and not on its distribution among subassemblies, the
parameter specifications," the problem was run using eigenvalue should converge fairly quickly, even if the
the VIM Monte Carlo code9 with 1000, 2000 and 5000 global fission source distribution does not.
histories per generation, and, for every given number The simplest test problem is one in which only
of histories per generation, results were computed for two columns of the checkerboard are explicitly in-
500 active generations with 20, 40 and 100 genera- cluded. Thus in this problem the whole configuration
tions skipped. In all the above problems, the starting contains only two fuel cells alternating with two water
source was selected randomly with uniform probabil- cells. The most complicated in this series involves 12
ity distribution throughout each fuel cell, and uni- fuel cells alternating with 12 water cells in 12 columns
formly among the 36 fuel cells. The checkerboard and 2 rows. All calculations were done with 500 active
benchmarks were also run with starting sources only generations, skipping 20 and 100 generations. The net
in certain individual cells. In our calculations, genera- number of starters per generation, in each test, is the
tions were collected into batches of 20, and, unless closest integer to N,
otherwise specified, all means and variances were
computed on the basis of this batching. These cal- N = 5000 M3 6, (1)

culations and those made at other institutions, reported so that the mean number of starters per fuel cell is
elsewhere, 0 are not analyzed here because a) probably nearly the same in all test problems, and nearly the
no analyst would run the problems this way, and b if
any did it would quickly be seen from the evolving same as in the original checkerboard benchmark with
fission distributions that such runs were very far from 5000 histories per generation. In order to introduce
converged in all cases. Instead, we will examine the flux-shape drifts, which turned out to be important in
source convergence behavior of a few of the specified the checkerboard benchmark series, the guessed
cases and some simplified systems. source was raised in the left half of each problem con-

The NEA source convergence benchmarks are figuration and lowered in the right half, so that the
unusual in that it is not the exact solution of the phys- ratio between the two halves was I.S.
ics problem that is of interest. Instead, the focus is on One of the important characteristics of the check-
the rate and extent of convergence, the accuracy of erboard benchmark problem is the influence of the
uncertainty estimates, and the efficacy of statistical concrete reflector on the fundamental mode. The
tests. Therefore, in our work, we used a simplified geometrical arrangement of the fuel subassembly lo-
version of this problem both for the benchmark com- cations in the array is uniform, so one would expect a
parisons and for the additional analysis of its conver- fairly uniform flux shape from one end of the array to
gence properties and the statistical tests reported here. the other. Initial observations of the flux distribution,
The subassembly pin lattice was homogenized by however, indicated a flux peak in the only cell with
volume weighting, but the surrounding water and two faces adjacent to concrete 1,3). To bound the
structure in each cell in the pool array were retained to effect of the surrounding materials, two calculations
preserve the inter-cell coupling. The reflectors sur- were completed for a single subassembly cell sur-
rounding the storage array were also retained as speci- rounded on four sides by 40cm of either concrete or
fied. The homogenization no doubt changes the ei- water. Those eigenvalues, 08778 /- 00012 and
genvalue and perhaps the converged fission source 0.8285 +/- 00012, respectively, confirm that cell 1,3)
distribution somewhat, but should not have a large ought to contain a large peak reminiscent of that in the
effect on the rate of convergence or the utility of sta- Whitesides probleml and that the fission fraction in
tistical tests. that cell is the parameter that most directly indicates

For our own purposes we performed several other fission source convergence.

analyses. We reran the uniform source problem with 3. Statistical Tests and Results
25,000 histories per generation, again with the same

three alternative numbers of skipped generations, all Monte Carlo codes normally attempt to provide
with 500 active generations (identified as cases 37-39). information sufficient for conclusions about the statis-
Additional analysis was performed on an even more tical validity of the Monte Carlo estimates, and some
simplified problem set with a xM (M even) array provide warnings when tests indicate computational
with periodic boundary conditions in the x-y plane and results may be untrustworthy. In MCNP, 1 1 for example,
reflection in z. These systems represent an infinite one set of these tests is intended for general use, while
lattice, so the true fission fraction for each of the M a second group is aimed at eigenvalue problems; but
subassembly locations is precisely I/M, and even if a in principal, all the tests could be used for both eigen-
non-uniform source guess is used, the salient feature value and fixed source calculations. We discuss, here,
of the Monte Carlo solution is statistical variation due five tests, all of them variants of tests in MCNP, and
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describe their weaknesses when applied to eigenvalue vided into halves, but now means are computed, sepa-
problems. It would seem on theoretical grounds that rately, over each half If, for example, k- is the mean
they can all be misleading when estimates from suc- of k over the first (top) half of the run, and kB the
cessive generations are very strongly correlated. This mean over the last (bottom) half, define the eigenvalue
weakness is particularly troublesome in difficult difference in standard deviations, AkT = k7 - kB)1ajk,

problems (like the checkerboard benchmark problem) where ak is the standard deviation in this difference.
because so many eigenvalue problems are difficult AkTB is used, in this test, as the parameter whose value
precisely due to strong intergenerational correlations. determines the acceptability of the eigenvalue estimate.
Thus in using these tests it is necessary to proceed In MNP a computed mean is acceptable if the mag-
with caution, relying on a background of empirical nitude of kT - kB is within the 99% probability limit,
studies. assuming that kT - kB is normally distributed. This

All tests will be applied, here, to the checkerboard means here that kT - kB < 2.6cdk, where 2.6alk is the
problems specified in the criticality safety benchmark approximate width of the 99% confidence interval. In
series. In addition we examine their performance in the case of fission fraction in fuel cell i we use the
simplified problem configurations described above. corresponding parameter AFTBj.

The quantities of interest in all of our studies are ei- The results of the drift tests described above are
genvalues and fission fractions, i.e., the ratios of the both listed in Table I for the simplest of this series of
fission rates in each fuel cell to the total fission rates. tests, computation of the system with only two fuel
In all tests the active generations were grouped into cells, skipping 20 generations (one batch). Here j

batches, each consisting of 20 consecutive generations. is the Monte Carlo estimate of the standard deviation
The basic data in all tests were averages of estimates of the mean fission fraction, using all active batches.
over each of the 25 active batches. Variances in all Interpreting ffttj), as the amount of drift along the
tests will be estimated without regard for inter-batch fitted line we see that, over and above statistical fluc-
correlation. tuations, the Monte Carlo estimates in the later

batches of the iterative process have drifted by about
3.1 Two Drift-in-Mean Tests 4.4% and 4.4%, respectively, in the two fuel cells.

Two drift-in-mean tests will be considered. Both These drifts, by our standards here, are only slightly
involve separate consideration of Monte Carlo esti- larger than the quoted standard deviations. Further we
mates over the first and second halves of a Monte note that both values of AFTBj lie in the acceptable
Carlo run. Both are designed to determine whether range. We don't know what would happen if the num-
Monte Carlo estimates are fluctuating randomly about ber of generations were increased, so it isn't possible
a stable mean, or about a mean which has drifted sig- to make a rigorous connection between the computed
nificantly during the active generations of the Monte drift-parameters and the errors due to nonconvergence
Carlo computation. of the power iterations. The most we can hope for is

The first drift test is a variant of the test in which that there will be a useftil correlation between these
the averages from each half of a calculation are com- parameters and the magnitude of such eors. In col-
pared to detect drift. In our variant, we compute a cu- umn six of Table I the .4F6(ttj),'s give remarkably
mulative mean for each tested variable (i.e., eigen- good estimates of the true errors in the Monte Carlo
value or fission fractions) after each generation. Then means, but one can't expect that this will be true in
we construct a linear least-squares-fit (with slope a) to general. We note also that both values of A.FTBj lie in
the cumulative means in the last half of the Monte the acceptable range.

Carlo calculation. Strictly speaking (again because of Table 1. Cell fission fractions for a 2-fuel cell s tem
intergenerational correlations) no statistical interpreta-
tion can be assigned to the fitting coefficients. Still the Q�
fitting parameters do give us some indication as to the

SZE W. -.,- 0 extent to which cumulative means are drifting. The Li. 1. W -4 - U Q

expression 1 0.478 0.013 2.8 -4.4 4.2 0.74 2.0

JF(fitj) = 13 a)IF(i,25) (2 2, 0.522 0.013 2.7 4.4 -3.8 0.74 -2.0

is the relative drift in fission fraction; F(ij) being the In the fitting process one computes the covariance

average of the fission fraction estimates in fuel cell i, between cumulative means and generation-numbers,

taken over all active batches up through active batchj. and the corresponding correlation coefficient is a good

Here, because there are 25 active batches, the halves measure of the goodness-of-fit. In fact suppose we

into which the active batches are divided are the first denote the cumulative mean afterj generations as Xp

12 and the last 13. The same test is also applied to and the variance of this running mean as 02(X) . Let

cumulative eigenvalue estimates. yo) = a*j + be the equation of the linear fit to X,

In the second drift test we have copied one of the and (F2 (y) be the variance of this line. In other words

MCNP tests which examines drifts over all active g2(y) would be the variance ofX if all the cumulative

generations. Here again the Monte Carlo run is di- means lay exactly on the linear fit. The magnitude of
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the correlation coefficient is, then, the ratio of the happen if the run were continued. Both tests can be
standard deviation of y to the standard deviation of X, misleading as indicators of the reliability of means in
i.e. the correlation coefficient tells us how much of the individual cells. Thus in cell 4 the large values of
standard deviation of cumulative means is attributable AF(fiti) and A.FTBi indicate, incorrectly, that the
to linear drift. Monte Carlo standard deviation is much too small,

It wil I be seen that the signs of Affit, i) and AFTB, i while in fact it's reasonably accurate. Clearly both
are the same, suggesting that each ofthe (iffs have, tests are misleading in this one cell, but taken as a
in effect, drifted in a single direction throughout the whole they both agree, and do tell us that the Monte
run. Generally Affitj),, and A.FTBi give complemen- Carlo power iterations are still far from convergence
tary information The latter parameter gives us infor- after 600 generations.
mation as to a general drift in Fij) throughout the run, We note also that the correlation coefficients are
while (fitj) characterizes the behavior of the n- very large, except in cell 6 This means that in most
ning averages, (ij), nearer the end of the run. Thus cells the generation-to-generation changes in fission
one may find that ATBj is relatively large while fractions are not random but very systematic, and al-
AF(fiti) is small. In such a case it may be that the most linear ftinctions of the iteration number. Such
power-iteration process is close to convergence by the behavior is not at all what one would expect of a set of
end of the run. On the other hand if AF(filj) is large, means nearing convergence, and is an important indi-
particularly if the magnitude of the correlation coeffi- cation that, in fact, that the Monte Carlo power itera-
cient is close to one, then this process is probably still tions are far from convergence.
far from convergence.

Table 3 Eigenvalues in idealized systems with 2 4 ,
Table 2 Cell fission fractions for a 12-fuel cell and 12 fuel cells
system F

PU y U
U U

I 0.111 7) 6.4 33 21 0.90 2.1 2 500 0.8608 3) -0.02 -0.56 0.00 -0.08

2 10.116 (5) 4.4 139 16 10.98 4.6 (ref.)
3 0.110 4) 3.9 32 5.2 0.85 1.0 2 20 0.8582 25) -0.50 -0.94 -0.30 -1.9

2 100 0.8568 24) -0.31 -0.88 -0.46 -2.0
4 0.0860 44) 5.1 3.2 16 0.94 5.1 20 0 -0.42 1.2
5 0.0853 49) 5.8 2.4 4.2 0.76 1.4 4 .8572 (15) 0.10 0.83

6 0.0654 59) 9.1 -21 -0.7 -0.08 -7.7 4 100 0.8585 16) -0.05 0.86 -0.11 -0.57
7 0.0667 64) 9.5 -20 -32 -1.0 -4.9 8 20 0.8607 13) -0.07 -0.43 0.00 0.17

8 100 0.8606 13) -0.16 -0.83 0.00 -W
8 10.0699 (58) 8.3 1-16 -20 1-0.97 -2.4 1 12 20 0.8613 (10) -0.13 -0.53 0.05 -1.8

9 0.0650 44) 6.7 -22 .- 15 -0.95 -1.7 12 100 0.8614 (10) -0.08 -0.78 0.11 -1.8
10 0.0619 52) 8.5 -26 -28 -0.91 -4.8
I 0.0724 68) 9.4 -13 -4.0 0.54 -0.68
12 0.0903 (58) 6.5 8.4 14 0.84 in Table 3 we list similar results for eigenvalues

in a range of simplified test problems, including a

Table 2 lists the same data for the corresponding reference two-cell computation with 1000 active gen-
problem with twelve fuel cells, again skipping one erations, 500 skipped and 5000 histories per genera-
batch. On comparing Tables I and 2 what stands out tion. Generally, on examining both sets of test-results
most clearly is that (1) the quoted relative standard in Table 3 we would be led to conclude that the ei-
deviations in the computed fission fractions are much genvalue computations are pretty well converged.
larger in Table 2 than in Table 1, and 2) that in Table Thus, for example, the magnitude of the net drift in k
2 the true errors are much larger than the standard in the last half of the iterative process is everywhere
deviations estimated by the Monte Carlo code. Both of less than twice the computed standard deviation. It
these observations are consistent with our a priori seems surprising, therefore, to fd such large correla-
assessment that the Monte Carlo process in the second tion coefficients in cases I and 2 of Table 3 since Ta-
problem should be much noisier and more slowly ble I suggests that the flux shape in case I is well
convergent than in the first. But we see also that 3) converged. One might speculate that such strong drifts
AFOWi)j, when it is much larger than oFilF(i,25), could be caused, somehow, by the tilt in the
might provide a useful warning that the computed source-guess. We find, however, that the computed
mean may be grossly incorrect. Again we see that the correlation coefficients remain just as high in magni-
signs carried by ffiti) and ATR,, tend to be the tude when the tilted source-guess is replaced by a flat
same, though they do differ in cell 6 Thus here a drift source-guess. At this point the high correlation coeffi-
in the bottom half of the run again indicates an overall cient is not understood. It will be seen, however, that
drift in the same direction. As before, we note that the approximate error generally decreases as the net
results of both tests depend on drifts over generations number of histories increases, again suggesting that
already run, and don't necessarily tell us what would the errors are primarily due to statistical effects, per-
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4haps of the nature observed by Yamamoto ,rather than shapes in case 25, probably the increase in numbers of
to incomplete convergence of the power iterations. results deemed acceptable by the drift test indicates
Again we see that the direction of drifts seems to per- deterioration in the test's performance due to the
sist throughout the calculation, and here we find that smaller sample size. Again we fimd that both drift tests
both tests agree everywhere. give very similar results.

We turn now to the original benchmark problem. In Table 5, we show corresponding results for a
In Table 4 we list data similar to those listed in Table 2 "best estimate" calculation with 1000 active genera-
but for the benchmark case 25, in which the source tions, I 00 skipped and 25000 histories per generation.
guess is uniform over all fuel cells, the computation is Results shown in Tables 4 and are more or less con-
run with 5000 histories per generation, and there are sistent, in the sense that fission fractions in cell 2 and
500 active generations after 20 generations skipped. its neighbors have risen while, except for cell 4 fis-
Here fuel cells are grouped according to the rows in sion fractions in all other cells have dropped. On the
which they are located. Thus cells 1 4 7 and 10 are other hand, it seems that our best-estimate computa-
the left-most four ftiel cells in row 1, etc. To avoid a tion has still not converged very well, particularly in
very lengthy table we have listed data only for the I I cells far from comer-cell 2 It's a plausible guess that
cells nearest to the left-hand boundary of the check- fission fractions in these cells are still too high, though
erboard. We hope it will become apparent later that the overall accuracy does appear to be much higher
this is a particularly interesting area of the checker- than those listed in Table 4.
board.

Table 5. NEA benchmark "Best Estimate" Fission
Table 4 NEA benchmark problem fission fractions Fractions in cell i
for uniform start ng source in cell i F(i,25) OFIF AF Corr. AFkifi

aFIF AF Corr. AFTBi i (i,25) (flli) Coeff.
i F(i,25) (425) (ri 1, i) Coeff. (%) (%) (%)

(%) (%) 1 0.091 1.8 -5.6 -0.97 -12.
1 0.018 I 3 4 0.70 2.0 4 0.053 2.2 0.04 0.11 -1.5
4 0.0027 7.7 -14 -0.77 -0.5 7 0.015 3.5 -12 -0.98 -25
7 1 0.031 1 -34 - .0 1 -5.5 1 0 0.0043 II. -20 -0.84 -40
1 0 0.017 9.0 -26 -0.95 -5.4 3 0.16 1.1 3.1 0.96 6.6
3 0.047 7.9 3 0 0.96 3.6 6 0.048 2.2 -3.8 -0.85 -10.
6 0.055 4.0 2.1 -0.34 -1.2 9 0.011 8.1 -22. -0.98 -48.
9 0.042 1 0 3 5 1.00 -4.6 2 0.46 0.08 2.3 0.96 5.0
2 0.083 1 0 47 0.00 6.9 5 0.11 1.6 5.4 0.98 9.7
5 1 0.051 7.9 26 1 0.97 1 1.6 8 0.028 5.6 -16 -0.94::t -34
8 0.066 6'6 -7.3 4.87 -1.5 11 0.0050 7.0 -6.� -0.85 1 -23
1 1 0.028 8.6 -28 -0.89 -2.3

Next, in Table 6 we list eigenvalues and drift pa-
It will be seen that here the absolute values of ra- rameters for a few of the benchmark cases, now using

tios of theJF(fi1j),'s to the computed relative standard the best estimate eigenvalue 0.85875) to compute an
deviations are generally pretty large. In Table 2 the eigenvalue error. As one would expect, given the be-
maximum absolute value of this ratio is 36. Here this havior of the flux shape, all eigenvalues in Table 6 are
maximum is 47, taken on in cell 2 The average of all too low, and don't get substantially more accurate as
these absolute values is 22 in Table 2 36 here. Our the number of histories increases. Apparently the drifts
drift-in-mean criteria suggest that the case 25 results in fission rates per cell, here as in the idealized check-
are still far from converged. Further we see that, in the erboards, make canceling contributions to the eigen-
lower half of the ran the fission fractions are rising in values. It seems plausible that there is an upward drift
cell 2 and its closest neighbors, and failing elsewhere. in all the eigenvalues, corresponding to what appears
In this case results of both drift tests agree everywhere to be a shift in fission source towards the most reac-
except in cells and I . We see from Table 4 that in tive fuel cell. The first test detects this drift in cas6s 13,
both cells the first test is right. Both tests, however, 27, 37 and 39, while the second test sees the drift only
strongly suggest that the Monte Carlo iterations have in the last cases, cells 37 and 39. It seems that in cell
not converged. Thus for example, the first test indi- 15 the drift reverses and tends upward in the lower
cates that the computed fission fractions are accept- half of the run. At any rate it's clear that neither drift
able in only three out of 36 cells. test reliably indicates that the eigenvalues have not yet

The same analysis has been performed for case 1, converged in cases 1 3 15 and 25 A user would have
with only 1000 histories per generation. n this case to take note of the drifts in source shape to infer that
we found, according to the first drift test, that fission these eigenvalues might not have converged.
fractions are acceptable in out of 36 cells, again
suggesting unsatisfactory convergence. Since case I
flux shapes are probably no better converged than the
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Table 6 Selected Benchmark Series Eigenvalues for cepts a sample-set of any size, but in its original form
several benchmark cases the test is intended for use with sample-sets of no

more than 50 elements. This is no difficulty in our
present application since the sets we treat will be, here,
samples from 25 active batches.

For 25 gaussian samples the 95% limits for W areU -.t W
I 1000 20 0.8524 0.19 0.34 1.8 -0.74 0.918 and 0985, and the expected value is about 095.

(16) Considering the eleven cells listed in Table 4 we fd
3 1000 100 0.8529 0.28 0.17 0.81 -0.69 6 cells for which W is in this range. These are cell 2,

.(18) with W = 095; cell 5, in which W = 092; cell 6 W =
13 2000 20 0.8516 0.32 0.06 0.90 -0.83 0.98; cell 9 with W = 093; cell 10, W = 096; and cell

(10) I I with W = 094. Yet we have seen that for these cells
1 52000 100 0.8518 9) 0.22 0.09 -0.57 -0.82 the VIM standard deviations grossly overestimate the
25 5000 20 0.8529 7) 0.14 0.22 0.94 -0.68 accuracies of the computed fission fractions. The
27 5000 100 0.8538 6) 0.18 0.59 1.8 -0.58 Shapiro-Wilk test is, however, not without value in
37 25000 1 20 10.8527 3) 0.11 0.51 3.8 -0.71 this case in that it rules out as unacceptable cells 1 4

25000 1 100 10.8532 3) 0.10 0.34 3.4 -0.65 and 8, three of the four cells acceptable according to

Concluding this section we note that here, in most the drift tests.
cases, both drift tests give the same results, with the In Table 2 one finds that, by the Shapiro-Wilk test,
first test slightly better than the second. It will-be re- the fission fraction estimates are unacceptable only in
called that, according to our first test, an estimate is cells and I though we know that the computed
unreliable if the "relative drift" is greater than twice fission fractions are substantially incorrect in most
the estimated standard deviation while, according to cells. In Table 4 all but the case 15 eigenvalue are ac-
the second test, it is suspect if the drift-to-uncertainty ceptable, according to this test, though in fact they are

ratio is greater than 26. It can be shown that the test all substantially too low.
ratios in both tests are closely related, and one might One difficulty here, seems to be that the
argue that the tests should be inter-compared with the Shapiro-Wilk test (if one can judge from the discus-
same critical values of test-ratios in both. Where one sion of Ref. 12) is intended for use with uncorrelated
of the tests fails it is usually not strict enough, so one samples. A priori it can't be assumed to give us any
might be inclined to reduce the critical information about correlations, or their effects on con-
drift-to-uncertainty ratio from 26 to 2 The test results fidence intervals, but we see in Table 3 that the corre-
for both tests would then become still closer. Gener- lation coefficients are high in of the 6 cells where
ally the drift parameters do seem to give useful infor- the Shapiro-Wilk test is satisfied. In cells 9 and I I the

cumulative fission fractions in the lower 13 batches
mation as to the state of convergence of the flux are very nearly linear functions of the batch number.
shapes. We see however, from Table 6 that test results It's easy to see what would be the value of W for sam-
for eigenvalues are much less satisfactory. ples exactly linear in batch number, and to show that

3.2 Shapiro-Wilk Test this value would not depend on the slope or intercept
Here, the successive estimates of fission fractions of the line on which the samples lie. For 10 and 25

and eigenvalues are subjected to the Shapiro-Wilk test such samples we find that W = 097, and for 20 sam-
for normality. ples W = 096. Furthermore one can show that, if x(i)

This test is intended to tell us whether or not a = a*i + c, and if c is a normal random variable, then W
Monte Carlo estimate is non-nally distributed. There may well be in the acceptable range. We conclude that
are two reasons for checking normality, both con- the Shapiro-Wilk test is of questionable value if suc-
nected with confidence intervals. First, if an estimate cessive iterates are strongly correlated. Here it should
isn't normally distributed the distribution may be be noted that we have applied this test only to 25
pathological. It might, for example, have a very long, batches of generations, not to the generations them-
low tail, in which case one could run into scattered selves, and the test may be used differently in MCNP.

outliers (i.e., estimates very far from the mean), so 3.3 Relative Error Test
that the true variance may be very difficult to estimate. The MCNP manual" suggests that, in a
But even if outliers aren't a problem, and even if indi- fixed-source problem, a Monte Carlo mean should be
vidual samples are drawn from Gaussian distributions, regarded as untrustworthy if R, the relative standard
the probability that the true answer is outside of the deviation, is greater than 10%. In difficult problems
stated confidence interval may be underestimated estimated standard deviations are often too small, and
when successive estimates are strongly positively cor- this is true both for fixed source and eigenvalue prob-

related. 12 lems; but, in fixed source problems, as the number of
The Shapiro-Wilk test takes a set of values of a sample particles increases the relative eor in esti-

random variable and computes a corresponding variate mated standard deviation goes to zero. This will not be
W. There is at least one variant of this test which ac-
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true in eigenvalue calculations if intergeneration cor- from correct. In contrast, a converged mean can be
relations are strong enough. If intergenerational corre- notably incorrect only when Monte Carlo biases are
lations are very strong and positive, relative standard significant. Although it's not completely clear when
deviations will continue to be strongly underestimated this will be true, there seems to be no indication that,
even as the number of starters per generation goes to in practice, such biases have affected neutronics ei-
infinity. For this reason the R test will tend to be much genvalue calculations.
less useful for eigenvalue problems than for fixed Here perhaps the worst failure of the preceding
source problems. Still there seems to be no reason tests is their failure to detect nonconvergence in four
why an estimate that fails the R test should not be of the eight eigenvalues listed in Table 6 For this rea-
flagged as unreliable. In our computations, however, son we list values of ACTB for these cases in Table 7.
the R test would have only one effect, i.e., it would We see that the observed relative drifts in C can be
lead us to label as questionable the cell-I fission frac- very small, certainly too small to warn. the user that
tion in Table 4 ruled acceptable by both drift tests. the stated confidence intervals for eigenvalues are

grossly underestimated. Thus in case I the computed
3.4 IN Test R, R=ulk, is incorrect by 074%: but the relative drift

Finally, we consider a test we'll call "the I IN test" in R is only 002% of R. Such a small shift in the
in which one looks for a IIN behavior of the relative estimated relative error is much too small to warri the
standard deviation during N batches. The IIN test is user that the computed eigenvalue may be in error by
used to see whether the estimated uncertainty is de- as much as 074%.
creasing at a rate consistent with increasing sample
size. In our implementation, it is applied only to the Table 7 Relative drifts ACTB, in C = R*sqrt(N), for
bottom half (the last 13 batches) of the calculation to computed eigenvalues for several benchmark cases
determine the behavior of the cumulative mean. Let Approx. AC,, R
NT 14 if we skip one batch) be the batch-number of Error M
the first of the final 13 active batches of a Monte M
Carlo run that skips Nkp batches, and NB = Nkp + N 1 -0.74 -0.02 0.16
be the number of the last of the active batches, where 3 -0.69 -1.1 0.18
N 25, here) is the net number of active batches. It's 13 -0.83 -2.1 1 0.12
the purpose of this test to determine whether, in the 15 -0.82 3.8 0.11
final batches, the relative standard deviations, R6), of 25 -0.68 -4.4 0.11
the estimates x6), decrease like lsqrt(N6)), where 27 -0.58 0.35 0.08
NO) = j + I - NT is the number of batches in the 37 -0.71 28 0.04
range from NT down to and includingj. 39 -0.65 2 0.04

For this purpose we first compute the cumulative 4. Conclusion
mean of x, XY), where j ranges from NT through NB.

Let RB6) be the standard deviation of the mean of all We've seen above that, in dealing with eigenvalue
x's with batch-numbers in the range from NT throughj, problems, none of the tests we've discussed can tell us
and define the relative error R6 = RB6)IX6). Define reliably that specific Monte Carlo computational re-
Qj = RU)*sqrt(j-NT+1), which ought to be constant sults are trustworthy, though some tests can give us
for normally distributed x's produced from a con- useful warnings when they're not. We are not inter-
verged fission source distribution. Now, given QA ested here in difficulties due to weaknesses in model-
we fit the line ing, or in Monte Carlo biases. Generally we mean by

"untrustworthy results" results which, from the user's
)V = ac*(i-NT+1 + bc (3) point of view, are unacceptably inaccurate, stated with

to the values of the C's. Finally, we compute the misleadingly small confidence intervals.
relative change in C6), ACTB = a*131Q, over the Thus anomalies in source shapes are, here, often
range of the fitted line (the bottom half of the Monte associated with detectable drifts in local source densi-
Carlo calculation). The magnitude of ACTB is then to ties. We see, however, fi-om Table 6 that anomalies in
be taken as a measure of the fractional change in C eigenvalues do not necessarily reveal themselves
and correspondingly, a measure of the magnitude of through corresponding drifts in the computed eigen-
the uncertainty of R, due to the drift in C. Here, h,,, values. In Table 6 all the computed eigenvalues are
is the mean of C over the active batches. too low, and are presumably drifting upwards as the

It should be noted that, even if the computed computation progresses; but apparently the eigenvalue
value of R has converged, we still have no assurance drift is often too slow to detect, being hidden by noise.
that the converged value gives us a valid confidence The computation of confidence intervals is gener-
interval. If successive values of x have a high correla- ally based on the assumption that specified samples
tion coefficient then, even if the MacMillan correc- are drawn from a normal distribution. Since we are
tion 13 is applicable (i.e., even if the x's are eigenvalue mainly concerned here with the validity of confidence
estimates), computed confidence intervals may be far intervals, it might be expected that the Shapiro-Wilk
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test for normality would be particularly valuable. This analysis of other sorts of difficult eigenvalue prob-
is very likely true in fixed-source problems where the lems.
samples are independent; but the Shapiro-Wilk test is
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To improve the slow convergence of fission source distribution, fission source
acceleration methods have been so far developed and incorporated in the ordinary Monte
Carlo calculations by using the fission matrix eigenvector. In ICNC2003 a convergence
judgment method involving an effective initial acceleration procedure is proposed by the
authors in the poster presentation, and here, the proposed convergence judgment method is
practically applied to the OECDINEA source convergence benchmark problems. In this
application process, some difficulties arise and are investigated to derive a solution to them.

KEYWORDS. con vergencejudgment method, benchmark problem, Monte Carlofission
source, slow convergence, acceleration methodfission matrix

1. Introduction To estimate the convergence of the obtained kff
quantitatively, the convergence judgment method is

In the criticality analyses for a loosely coupled proposed at our poster presentation in ICNC2003').
system by using Monte Carlo calculations, the slow This convergence judgment method involves 2 steps
convergence and the "lost unif' problem should be of criticality calculation for kff estimation called
taken into account because they sometimes spoil the Batch I and Batch 2 with three suppositions. First,
adequacy of the calculated results of criticality. the initial fission source distribution in Batch I is
Because of loose-coupling in the system, the slow preset by the result of the acceleration stage and the
convergence appears with week restoring force of an one in Batch 2 is produced to reverse kff trend.
effective multiplication factor kff) and fission source Second, the number of cycles in Batch I and 2 is
distribution toward the convergence in the source estimated by the result of the acceleration stage.
iteration'). The "lost unit" is a phenomenon that Third, the kffs in Batch I and 2 is judged to be
insufficient histories per cycle in the random sampling converged in a certain range. To verify the
process produce a unit in which there are no fission suppositions, in this paper, the convergence judgment
source points, therefore, the calculation might render method is applied to the OECD/NEA source
erroneous behavior as if the unit is absent from the convergence benchmark probleMS6).

whole system. If the "lost unit" happens at a certain
reactive part in a large system, the calculated kff will 2. Brief Description of Benchmark Problems
be underestimated, that is referred to the "kff of the
'world" problem'). Tree different systems are selected from the

The slow convergence could be iproved by the OECD/NEA source convergence benchmark problems
fission source acceleration method using the fission as shown in Fig. I to 3.
matrix eigenvector if the matrix elements are
approximately obtained at a certain cycle in which the 2.1 5x5xi Array of Highly Enriched U Spheres
fission source distribution has not converged yet. Figure I shows the geometry of benchmark
The "lost unit" could be avoided usually by employing problem No. 4 The system consists of 5x5xl array
sufficient histories per cycle with flat initial guess of of 95wtO/o enriched uranium metal spheres and the gap
fission source distribution, but an unacceptably large between the spheres is filled with air. All spheres
computing time might be required for the skipped have the same composition. The radius of the sphere
cycles to converge the fission source distribution in only at the center is 10cm and the others are 871 cm.
the ordinary Monte Carlo calculation. Therefore, the The pitch is 80cm. The interactions in neutron
previously described acceleration method is also reactions between the spheres are weak because of
supposed to be effective to avoid the "lost unit" or the small solid angle.
"kff of the world" problem, if the approximately
converged fission source distribution is obtained at an 2.2 Infinite Pin Cell Array with Irradiated Fuel
initial stage of Monte Carlo calculation. Effective Figure 2 shows the geometry of benchmark
fission source acceleration methods such as the source problem No. 2 The system consists of infinite array
generation method and the acceleration repetition of spent fuel pin with axial bumup profile, which is
method are proposed and the calculated results are realistically modeled by the non-equidistantly divided
shown in Reference 3 and 4 9 nodes. The burnup at the top part is set to be lower
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than that at the corresponding bottom part. These Therefore, kW' at the left-top comer of location 1,3)
reactive parts are divided by the middle of less is largest of all 36 assemblies, because only the
reactive part and coupled each other very loosely. assembly location at this comer is adjacent to concrete

on its 2 side surfaces as shown in Fig. 3.
95wt% enriched

5 0 O Q O iurn sphere
i Air 80cm Horizontal Cross Section

O' Location 1,3): Most reactive assembly with concrete wall on 2 sides
Z. ius of central 728 (cm)

sphere = Ocrn
3 rt--O ...... .... ........ . . .........no re te �i: ........ ........r. Radius of the other ....... .. 40

spheres = 871 cm
81

2 0 0 (1/8 symmetry could be TIR M MA ......
31 12 13 14 15 17 19 ZD 21 22 23modeled in calculation) 30

A

Y 44d' *4Cr
ElFuelaasemblylocation lwaterchannelwaterreflecW

1 2 3 4 5
Water gap: 2 1 Sxl 5 lattice Pitch: 27cm

Fig. 1 OECD/NEANSC benchmark problem No.4 4- -WaW rnod"ed I-
(5x5xl array of highly enriched uranium metal spheres)

:0.44cm
radus 049an Water Channel 27cm

Horizontal boundary: reftective Virtical boundary: vacuum
Light Water Wl�h BUMUP

(GWdR)

........................ L4 Virtical Cross Section
Zirce 10 30 (cm)..... 20 40r--0.475cm Water reflector 30

A
im ::allies::! 285.7fuel 65 360

r--0.412cm ....
20 55

5 3U
24 30

LLJ

Cell pitch = 1.33cm (vacuum) Fig. 3 OECD/NEA/NSC benchmark problem No. I

Fig. 2 OECD/NEA/NSC benchmark problem No.2 (Checkerboard storage of fuel assemblies)

(Infinite array of spent fuel pin with axial bumup profile)

3. Calculated Results

2.3 Checkerboard Storage of Fuel Assemblies All calculations in this paper are performed with
Figure 3 shows the geometry of benchmark using the continuous energy Monte Carlo code

problem No. 1. The system consists of 36 fresh fuel MCNP4B27) and the cross section library ENDL3.2").
assemblies loaded in 240 array of ftiel rack Table I shows the calculation conditions for the initial
alternately, which is referred to checkerboard storage. acceleration stage and the both Batches, and total
The fuel assemblies are filled with water, divided by calculation time of each problem. The acceleration
steel wall of 0.5 cm thickness, water gap of 5cm and procedure is repeated once and tree times in the initial
water channel of 27cm width, and very loosely acceleration stage of the problems No. 4 and No. 2,
coupled each other. The system has water boundary respectively. And the source generation method is
of 30cm thickness on the top, bottom and I side adopted for the problem No. 1. Calculated results of
surface of the fuel rack, and concrete boundary of 40 ke
cm thickness on 3 side surfaces. Although all ff and the fission source distributions are shown in

assemblies are fresh and have the same specification, the following sections.

kff of a isolated single assembly (k.,y") with
different boundary condition is different each other.

Table Calculation conditions for initial acceleration stage, Batch I and 2 and total calculation time
Problem No. Initial acceleration stage' Batch I and Batch 2 Total calculation time'
4 (Chap. 2 1) 125,000 x 3 + 1) x I acceleration 125,000 x (N+ =20) + 80) 1 1.0 hour
2 (Chap. 22) 10,000 x 3 4 x 3 accelerations I 00,000 x (N (=20) + 50) 19.4 hour
I (Chap. 23) 50,000 x (5 + 5) x 36 units source generation 200,000 x (N (=I 10) + 50) 4.7 day

Calculation conditions are shown by the number of "histories per cycle x (skipped cycles scored cycles)"
5)+: N is the number of skipped cycles in Batch I and 2 estimated by the formula of "N = l log (c) log (p)"

Actual calculated results on a Sun OS/SolarisTm8 machine (Blade I 00)
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3.1 5x5xl Array of Highly Enriched U Spheres
The initial acceleration stage for the problem No. 4 In Fig. 5, it is found that the reversed kff trends in

gives the dominance ration p=0.9061 1, and the Batch I and 2 are recognized by the mean value
number of cycles required for convergence is change, and the convergence is confinned in the range
estimated to be 40 (here, assuming =0.5 and C= 0-3). of about 2; as shown by the fal results of
As shown in Fig. 4 the cumulative keff trend (the best cumulative kff. Besides, Figure also shows the
estimation by MCNP) without skipped cycles in Batch difficulty to judge convergence by using individual
I and 2 shows the asymptotic curve of reversed kff kff with large statistic fluctuation in each cycle.
trend as theoretically considered in Reference 5. The unit-wise fission source distribution at each
Nevertheless, the kff deference between Batch I and 2 stage is sown in Fig. 6 As shown in Fig. 6 the
results in about 4a at 40th cycle. This relatively initial acceleration gives almost the same result of
large deference is caused by statistic kff estimation fission source distribution as that in Batch 1. The
involving klls in initial cycles, and it is necessary to revision of the fission source distribution for reversed
set an adequate number of skipped cycles in both kff trend is adequately performed with multiplying the
Batch I and 2 Accordingly, we propose that the lower fission source levels by a factor P =0.5) and
formula of N=T1Iog(e)/1og(p) should be adopted for counterbalanced by increasing the higher source level.
the estimation of the number of skipped cycles. It is found that the fission source distribution in Batch

2 redistributes toward the convergence and results in
1.128 good agreement with that in Batch .

1.126

1.124 10

1.122

1.120 ------

0.1
i 116
1 114

0.01
11`12 iz

(Error rmt�nslo) -W Before Initial Acceleration

0 0: 0.001 -E3- After Initial Acceleration1 0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 -6- R s of Batch I
L N (�O) yd. swd N (-40) yd.. - -0- C=ian for Reversed kelf Trend

4K- Result of Batch 2
Said, I Bateb 2 0.0001

Fig. 4 Cumulative kff trend without skipped cycles (3,3) (3,2) (2,2) (2.1) (3,1) (1, 1)

(5x5x I array of highly enriched uranium metal spheres) Locabon of Spheres in Consideration or 1/8 Symme"

Fig. 6 Fission source distribution at each stage
The cumulative kff after N =20) skipped cycles (5x5x I array of highly enriched uranium metal spheres)

(here, assuming T=0.2 and C= 1 0-3) is shown in Fig. .
Figure also shows kff's of collision, absorption and
track length estimators in each cycle during skipped 3.2 Infinite Pin Cell Array with Irradiated Fuel
and scored cycles. To show the k trend in each When the effective acceleration method 4) is applied
cycle, the mean value is obtained by the average of in the previous stage to Batch I for the problem No. 2,
three estimators during ten cycles before and after the the units are defined as axially non-equidistant nodes.
concerned cycle as shown by solid line in Fig. 5. The upper region of more reactive part with a peak of

fission source distribution is divided into fine zones,
1.130 C- A AW-� X m� �� and the lower region of less reactive part with a very

k_-1-1_il67a*D.DDo1 Lm�=M 1722±0-DD021 low source level is divided into coarse zones. The
i125 acceleration procedure in the initial stage is repeated 3

0 times, and the dominance ratio changes to be 093,
1.120 a 0.91, and 090 after each acceleration procedure.

This suggests that the fission matrix elements and the
1.115 fission matrix eigenvalue for the ftmdamental ode

6 and the higher order mode are iproved by the
A

1.110 repetition of acceleration procedure. The number of

skipped cycles is estimated to be 20 (here, assuming
1.105 -q=0.5 and =10'3

0 20 40 so 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
NP201 W=2D11 The revision of fission source distribution for

S.p�d y�. so � rcI.. -Ikwpd y.W. W -. d

Beth I - 7� 1 reversed kff trend in the previous stage to Batch 2 is
Fig. kff of various estimators in each cycle and performed with multiplying the lower fission source

cumulative kff trend with skipped cycles estimated per unit length (because the definition of unit is
(5x5xl array of highly enriched uranium metal spheres) axially non-equidistant) by a factor P =0.5) and
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counterbalanced by increasing the higher source formula of N=T1Iog(e)/1og(p) to be 2090 (here,
levels. assuming r=1 and &=10-'), and it suggests the very

The relative fission source distribution at each stage slow convergence in the ordinary Monte Carlo
is shown in Fig. 7 The vertical axis in Fig. 7 shows calculation for the problem. For convenience' sake,
the relative fission source per unit length in log scale. the number of skipped cycles in the convergence
As shown in Fig. 7 the very low source levels are judgment method is set to be I 0 (here, assuming
estimated to be zero in the lower part of fuel. Hence, n=0.02 and 6= 03 ). The T1 value is determined by
the statistic precision for these low source levels is engineering judgment in consideration of
unreliable, however, it is supposed that it might nt effectiveness of the initial acceleration method.
affect te keff estimation because of low source levels. The cumulative kff and the kff's by the three

estimators at each cycle are shown in Fig. 9.
110 Although the final results of keffs in Batch I and 2 are

coincident with each other as shown in Fig. 9 care
should be taken that the fluctuation of kff at each
cycle is so large that the change of mean value of
them is also fluctuated. To show the kff trend
clearly, the number of histories per cycle should be

0.01 increased to be very large (for example 1,000,000),
accordingly, calculation time increases proportionally.

LL Z A Initial Acceleration
0.001 -&AftorlnkkgAcoolaration(3,times)

-6- Result of Batch 0.900 -- L -�-n. �.n . T-�[.-�-..n-Cu-�m.
-G- CnMCUDn for Reversed keff Trend k-."'=0.89043±0.00023 k_.�"=0.B903B±0Q0024

0.0001 _W Result of Batch 2 - 1 0.898

-150 -100 -.50 1&.) So 100 150 (T�1?0 0.896 0
Axial Position rn) .8 "'t ox.

0 894 0
Fig. 7 Fission source distribution at each stage

10.892(Infinite array of spent fuel pin with axial bumup profile)
0.890

The cumulative keff and the kff's by the three 0.888 O A 0 e�b.0 0
estimators at each cycle are shown in Fig. 8. The '0

0.886
change of mean value of kcff's at each cycle is not as
drastic as that shown in Fig. (problem No. 4, but it 0.884

0 so 100 150 200 250 3W
shows the reversed kff trends similar to the theoretical I N(=110)~dqd- 50-.dyd4 N=110).WPPd.0- 50 -.. d ,d.�
consideration in Ref 5, and the convergence is �Bt�h I Bth 2

confirmed in the range of about I c. Fig. 9 keff of various estimators in each cycle and

1.075 cumulative kff trend with skipped cycles estimated
K-."'=l 05783±0.00027 k_.�"=1.05818±0,WW (Checkerboard storage of fuel assemblies)

1.070
The relative fission source distribution at each stage

1.065 i> 0 is shown in Fig. 10. In Fig. 10 a reference case is
0 ax 0

0 x 0 also shown based on the ordinary Monte Carlo
on NX6_,1 .0so X`� -1 A&AL. 4 calculation in which the calculation condition is 1,000

.55 77)! AN-7-1 �r�M d skipped cycles, 200 scored cycles and 50,000 histories
0 per cycle. As shown in Fig. 10, the maximum point

1.050 of fission source level occurs at the location 1,3 of
MOthe upper-left comer where kaY is the maximum.

1.045
20 40 7W 100 120 140 The assembly-wise fission source levels decrease

0 exponentially as far from the comer because of the
?WWd Yd. very loose coupling between assemblies.

-F Batch 2

Fig. kff of various estimators in each cycle and The revision of the fission source distribution for
cumulative kff trend with skipped cycles estimated reversed kff trend is performed in the same way of the
(Infinite array of spent fuel pin with axial bumup profile) problems No. 4 and No. 2 with multiplying the lower

fission source levels by a factor P =0.5) and

3.3 Checkerboard Storage of Fuel Assemblies counterbalanced by increasing the higher source level.
The source generation method 3) is adopted for the Because of a lot of very low source levels in the

effective acceleration method in the previous stage to opposite area to the upper-left comer, the fission
Batch I for the problem No. 1. The dominance source change by the revision for reversed kff trend
ration is obtained to be 09967. The number of becomes a little at the comer and its neighborhood
cycles to attain convergence is estimated by the which is principal part for the kff estimation.. This

small fission source change may cause small keff
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deference between Batch I and 2.
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On a Fast Numerical Tool for Nuclear Accidental Dynamic
Phenomenology

and Application to the Real Time Simulation of Lady Godiva

Laurent BINDEL*, Andr6 GAMESS, Fr6d6nc JASSERAND and S6bastien LAPORTE

GALTNEO (MILLENNIUM Group), Versailles, France

(Sent August 15, 2003)

This paper present a modem numerical method, implemented in a TUI-code named MacDSP, for
solving any set of differential equations and in particular phenomenological accidental dynamic
calculations The speed efficiency of such an appmach, thanks to the use of the hybrid-level
power offered by C+ and an ad-hoc design, make it possible to construct the first kid of a family
of real time simulator employing the video games technology DirectXTm : Lady Godiva Real Time
Simulator.

KEYWORDS: nuclear accidental dynamic, criticality accident, MacDSP, phenomenological
code, Lady Godiva, real time simulation.

1. Introduction 2. Method

In order to solve non-standard flux problems posed by its For the time being, MacDSP can handle general non-linear
customers, GALINEO, the newly created scientific first order differential stiff set of equations like
engineering within the MILLENNIUM group, has developed dsi
among other applications, a flexible multi-purpose system. 77- (Di(tsi) ij- [,..,N] (1)

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate its applicability to
the domain of accidental dynamic calculations in nuclear with lsi)the N dependent variables and J(Di), N non-linear
area, and to give substance to the idea of Research/Industry (but non-singular) functions. The algorithm used to solve (1)
transfer made by engineers trained in the high technology is an adaptative RK-like one. It's capability to solve very
atmosphere of French Nuclear Industry. quickly any stiff set of ODE of medium order 20) make it

Our approach, in the name of MacDSP for Masked possible to construct a family of realistic real time simulators
compilation of Differential Stiff Problems, can be as exemplified in the following.
synthesized as being a direct (and fast) numerical solution of MacDSP runs on PC platform, is written in C+ idiom,
evolutionary equations of neutrons population thanks to the makes use of the best practice in scientific object-oriented
conjunction of very efficient numerical algorithms and high design, and turns TNT framework to good account (use of
speed computing on low cost desk platform. linear algebra objects, LU-decomposition and solving, ... ).

This system can serve the exploration of a large variety of MacDSP is a GUI application that consist in several
phenomenological models ad have practically no limit in Textual User Interface JUI) containing the input data
the field of point kinetic reactor because the coupling (initial value of state variables, time integration domain and
between neutron field and others fields like thermal one or step parameters, ...), set of ODE, associated Jacobian vector
stress one can be handled by reduction of Partial Differential and Hessian matrix.
Equation (PDE) to a set of multi-points or linear oscillators
Ordinary Differential Equations (ODE) as Kolesov et al.1) in CoTimik Model
their 1997 FKBN-VNIEFF (Sarov) metal assembly accident (DLL)
rebuilding have exemplified.

As a sequel of this work upon fast numerical differentia I J i d In" '.
solver, it was tempting to create a Real Time Simulator Hessian
(RTS). After performances and data availability ------
verifications, our scientific code development team decided ----- Solver

(EXE)to numerically revive the so-called highly enriched uranium SC Il IC ----
metal equipment nicknamed Lady Godiva. I S

Fig. I MacDSP's flow overview.

The Input data are written in an ASCII file, the ODE set
Corresponding author, Tel. 33 - 3950-9779, Fax. +33-13- and derivatives are compiled, in the fly, as a Dynamic Link

950-8195, E-mail: laurent.bindel�millennium.fr
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Library (DLL). These files are addressed by the numerical The model showed by Figure 2 is among the simplest ones,
solver (standard EXE) which execute the algorithm and ie a Fuchs-Hansen like with heat coupling via surrounding,
spool at the end an output ASCII file in a standard column that of a divergent equipment symbolized by the ODE set
format for use in various visualization tool (in particular below:
Graphlt!, developed by our team based upon a free LIB 3) on dP m.t-P-f.(E(t)-Eo)
the WWW). P(t)+± xipi(t)'

One of the particularities of our system consists, beyond its d t A
simplicity, in its versatility: one digital framework and many m#O if O<t<T
domains of applications thanks to the possibility of masked dpi _XP,(t)+ P, p(t)
compilation. In fact, a specialist can exert it's expertise by (2)
modifying parts in the entire physical model while it is also _TF A
possible in a less expert use to simply modify the data or dE
parameters of a particular model. The management of data dt =P(t)-g.(E(t)-Eo)

files and model files is natively coded so that it is easy to where P is the power generated, E the energy, the six
recover an old case study. power-equivalent delayed groups, in is the reactivity

At first sight, it seems that the major domain limitation of insertion rate, f an over-all counter-reaction coefficient, g an
such a method in physics applications is the necessity to put er-all thermal coupling with surroundings, and other
the problem at hand as a set of ODE. In fact, Kolesov et al.') ov
have demonstrated the possibility with this approach to solve symbols the standard ones.
a coupled neutron dynamic/then-nal propagation problem by Note that it is possible with MacDSP to code directly an if
the use of a tricky mult�points approximation to the heat then-else statement or over C-language like statements since
transport PDE part. In their approach, the neutron kinetics the model is handled by a parser before d -compilation.
equations are, more classically, extended with additional The results of a run can be visualized by a general purpose
'groups' in order to take account of environment reflections, graphic application named GraphIt! screenshoted in Figure 3

the parameters of which are obtained by the use of a general below.
purpose Monte Carlo code.

Um I
Ftf�

3. Application

The phenomenological codes developed around the world
for the treatment of industrial or research criticality accidents
are often dedicated to a specific fissile object phase, like
solutions (liquids), metals, wetted powders or heterogeneous
medium in the point reactor theoretic frame. MacDSP can in
principle treat in a unified way all these phases by the
upstream mathematical formulation of at hand problem in a
ODE form. In a sense, MacDSP is a platform for testing toy-
models, for building preliminary code versions and even, if
encapsulated, for generating numbers in safety studies.

MacDSP, as a general solver, can also usefully serve the
phenomenologist in his model's identification work by
making easier the parametric studies once the cori -- I

phenomenological model has been found. Fig. 3 Graphlt!'s GUI graphical results of model 2)).
A screenshot of MacDSP's TUI interface is showed below:

As another example, let's see how the without delayed
neutrons problem of one group neutronic mechanically
coupled with a ID oscillator can be handled.
The evolutionary equations are:

dP Po-P-f.(uQ)-uo)
PW7t A

d'u
2 dE=p(ttT+(O U(t)= g.E(t) , (3)

d t Y

P'" ir, The formal analytical solution of second order displacement
equation is the convolution integral below:s�

Fig. 2 MaeDSP's GUL U(t)= 9 ,fsin[ 0#-'r)1_E(r)dr
( 0
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In the case of very large mechanical inertia, Shabalin 4) components and oscilloscope-like traces of principal state
showed that the oscillator displacement variable u(t) can be variables (power, energy, temperature, reactivity).
written as the triple integral below:

U(0=9.fd4d'r-fdr-P(r`)
0 0 0

so that the h-order system 3) can be synthesized in the
formula:

PO-0-f UWR = R.R with R(t)= (4)
A

where one dot means one time-differentiation.
Thanks to a first integral of 4) in the form of

... R2 f
R = R.�- _ gR

2 A
the system 3 can be rewritten for MacDSP in the
computationaly very efficient P _order set of ODE:

�=R(t)p(t), p (t) Fig. Simulator interface.
A

12f.9 R(t We hope that there will be as many numerical burst as the
P(t)-A- ) EW) number of participants of this conference...

A A
This model can treat explosive expansion regime in fast 5. Perspectives
metal equipment.

Scientific simulation has proven its relevance for a long
4. Lady Godiva simulator time in giving good numbers for use in engineering purpose

at a broad level, and we think that there is also now a new
Due to the speed efficiency of calculation algorithm coded possible use in high-level technical training via te

in MacDSP, maximum of 13 nis CPU to calculate a 'real' conjunction of computer science technology diffusion and
40 ins time interval, it was conceivable to build a real time industrial context knowledge.
simulator. Our choice fall onto the simplest phase and the It is planed to make MacDSP resolve stiff systems of
widely known experimental equipment to begin, namely the Delay Differential Equations (DDE) in order to treat
Godiva I pulsed reactor. dynamical problem with partial memory forgetting.

We employed the C+Builder IDE from Borland to make A forthcoming boiling equipment simulator is also planed
the job because of: once the phenomenological model able to reproduce some

- high velocity of Borland's C+ compiler, known equipment will be ready to be coded.
- possibility to create our own object-components,
- natural embedding of DirectX video game technology. References

The application use two synchronized threads that

communicates via a RAM segment: 1) V.F. Kolesov, M.I. Kuvshinov, I.G. Smirnov, V.Kh

GINE THRE Khor-uzhi "Experimental and Calculational Investigations of
the Long-Term Dynamics of Fast Reactors Subjected to

New values a nother cycle Super-Prompt-Critical Step Reactivity Insertions and

max 77 Hz RAM of 40 ms can Applications for the 17 June 1997 Accident," Proc. Int.

structure start Conf. On Nuclear Criticality Safety, ICNC'99, Versailles,

Extraction of ew values France, Sept. 20-24, 1999, 1, 890 1999).

new state to be (user action) at

displayed max 25 Hz 2) R. Pozo, "Template Numerical Toolkit (TNT v.9.4):

Linear Algebra Module", National Institute of Standards and

Fig. 4 Simulator dialog between theads. Technology (NIST), Gaithersburg MD USA.
TNT homepage, http://rnath.nist.gov/tnt

A screenshot of the simulator is given hereafter showing 3) R. Hong, "TgraphWin Component for C+ BUILDER

on the bottom the control panel with handles (upper and ver 20 

lower spheres sections, control rod), the reactivity insertion Contact: hong�hpl.crestech.ca

rate control, and the burst rod red button with its transparent

hood. The blue area serves to accelerate the simulation in 4) E.P. Shabalin "Fast Pulsed and Burst Reactor", Pergamon

order to restart promptly. At the right of the interface is Press - I st edition, 1979.

positioned the restitution panel composed of LED-like
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New SCALE Graphical Interface for Criticality Safety

Stephen M. BOWMAN' and James E. HORWEDEL

Oak Ridge National Laboratory! P. 0. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6370, USA

The SCALE (Standardized Computer Analyses for Licensing Evaluation) computer
software system developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory is widely used and accepted
around the world for criticality safety analyses. SCALE includes the well-known KENO V.a
and KENO-V I three-dimensional (3-D) Monte Carlo criticality computer codes.

One of the current development efforts aimed at making SCALE easier to use is the
SCALE Graphically Enhanced Editing Wizard (GeeWiz). GeeWiz is compatible with
SCALE and runs on Windows personal computers. GeeWiz provides input menus and
context-sensitive help to guide users through the setup of their input. It includes a direct link
to KEN03D to allow the user to view the components of their geometry model as it is
constructed. Once the input is complete, the user can click a button to run SCALE and
another button to view the output.

KEN03D has also been upgraded for compatibility with SCALE and interfaces directly
with GeeWiz. GeeWiz and KEN03D for SCALE are planned for release in late 2003.
The presentation of this paper is designed as a live demonstration of GeeWiz and KEN03D for
SCALE5.

KEYWORDS. SCALE, KENO, GUI, visualizadot4 GeeWlz

1. Introduction visualization tool.2) In addition, SCALE has
several important new features that are not available in

The SCALE (Standardized Computer Analyses these GUls:
for Licensing Evaluation)') computer software system e multiple unit cells for cross-section processing,
developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) * new criticality sequences using the CENTRM
is widely used and accepted around the world for continuous-energy module, and
criticality safety analyses. SCALE includes the * new geometry and array options in KENO-VL
well-known KENO V.a and KENO-VI To address these needs, ORNL has developed a
three4mensional (3-D) Monte Carlo criticality new integrated GUI called GeeWiz. The GeeWiz GUI
computer codes. is compatible with KENO V.a and KENO-V in

The primary objective in the initial development SCALE and runs on Windows personal computers
and ongoing enhancements to SCALE is to provide (PCs). GeeWiz provides input menus and context-
easy-to-use calculational tools for performing accurate sensitive help to guide users through the setup of their
safety analyses of nuclear facilities and packages input. It includes a direct link to KEN03D to allow
using current computing techniques. One of the the user to view the components of their geometry
current development efforts aimed at making SCALE model as it is constructed. Once the input is
easier to use is the SCALE Graphically Enhanced complete, the user can click a button to run SCALE
Editing Wizard (GeeWiz). and another button to view the output.

Criticality safety analyses often require detailed KEN03D has also been upgraded for
modeling of complex geometries. To improve the compatibility with SCALE and interfaces directly
ease of use, especially for new and occasional users, with GeeWiz. GeeWiz and KENO31) for SCALE 
the CSpAN21 (Criticality Safety Input Processor fr are planned for release in late 2003.
Analyses) and CSPAN-VI graphical user interfaces
(GUIs) were previously developed to assist users in 2. Description
the input setup and execution of KENO V.a and
KENO-VL respectively. The CSPAN GUI for GeeWiz provides a simple user interface with
CSAS/KENOV.a, written in Visual Basic, did not toolbar buttons to access the primary functions of the
have the usability features or the robustness of the program (Figure 1). Two toolbars are always active.
newer CSPAN-VI for CSAS6/KENO-VI, written in The Main Toolbar at the top of the screen has buttons
Visual C+. In particular, CSPAN did not have the that invoke a variety of commands and options,
CSAS search capability for criticality searches and including creating a new problem, opening a file,
could not interface with the KEN03D 3-D

Corresponding author, Tel. 865-574-5263, Fax. 865-576-3513, E-mail: bowmansm�oml.gov
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saving the problem, executing SCALE, viewing 0 Unit Cell
output, viewing plots, accessing on-line help, and 0 More Data
activating KEN03D. In addition, many of the forms 0 Parameters
have toolbars that become visible when the associated 0 Geometry
form is activated. 0 Arrays

The Forms Toolbar has buttons that may be used 0 Start
to view or create the CSAS/KENO Va or . Bias
CSAS6/KENO-VI data blocks. This toolbar, which is 0 Plot
permanently "docked" on the left side of the main 0 Search
window, contains the following buttons: The forms activated by these buttons are discussed

• General
• Compositions in detail in the following sections.

Fig. GeeWiz toolbars.

2.1 General user may use arbitrary materials to construct other
compositions by specifying the content in weight

The Gneral button starts a dialog for general percent (Wt %) or as a chemical formula of elements
problem information such as title, calculational and/or isotopes. SCALE automatically alculates the
sequence, execution options, and cross-section library. number densities for each isotope and provides

problem-dependent resonance self-shielded cross
2.2 Compositions sections.

The Standard Compositions window (Figure 2)
The Compositions button opens the Standard displays a list (in spreadsheet format) of the

Compositions window, which contains the input compositions and their properties created by the user.
menus for the three types of composition data that are Pressing the Create button and scting "Basic
common to the SCALE control sequences: basic Compositions" allows the user to dfine mixtures by
standard compositions, arbitrary materials, and fissile selecting valid basic standard compositions from a
solutions. The SCALE Standard Composition multiple-choice menu. If the composition contains a
Library contains over 600 basic standard compositions multiple-isotope nuclidc, GeeWiz displays the isotopic
with alphanumeric names (e.g., "UO2" or "H20"). distribution and allows the user to modify it
Default densities and isotopic compositions are (Figure 3.
provided but may be overridden by the user. The
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Fig. 2 Standard Compositions window.
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Fig. 3 Basic Standard Composition input form.
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The Arbitrary Materials form allows the user to 2.5 Parameters
define arbitrary material mixtures by selecting valid
nuclides from a multiple-choice menu. 'Me nuclide The Parameters form is a tabbed input screen for
distribution can be specified by atoms per molecule or the KENO parameter data. The parameters are
by weight percent (wt %). divided into four groups: (1) Key Parameters that

The Solutions form contains three fissile solutions users most often specify, 2 Numeric Parameters,
available in SCALE. The window is very similar to (3) Logical Parameters that have "Yes" or "No" values,
the Standard Compositions window. and 4) 1/0 Unit Numbers.

2.3 Unit Cell 2.6 Geometry

The Unit Cell forms are available for infinite The Geometry form (Figure 4 allows the user to
homogeneous medium, lattice cell, and multiregion easily navigate through the units that define the
unit cell types. The data are used for resonance geometry model. This form includes all the options
processing of the problem-dependent multigroup cross for specifying KENO Va or KENO-VI geometry
sections. models. The user may view, create, and edit unit

.The data on the lattice cell form define the data in the geometry data block. The user may select a
dimensions and compositions of the fuel, clad, and unit to edit by using the drop-down list displaying the
moderator in the fuel assembly lattice. The data on unit number. Alternatively, the user may navigate
the multiregion form describe a one-dimensional through the units using the next, previous, first, and
(I-D) model for resonance processing of cross last buttons.
sections for geometries other than lattice cell. The Geometry Builder toolbar includes buttons for

creating geometric objects and defining regions within
2.4 More Data the model. The geometry portion includes a button for

each KENO Va or KENO-VI geometry type. Each
The More Data button activates a tabbed dialog geometry button invokes a dialog that allows the user

form that includes optional input for NITAWL and to specify the geometric parameters and the
XSDRNPM, primarily related to cross-section modification data such as rotate, translate, and
processing. truncate (Figure 5).

F777770 C. bJuk

cylw&r 1 03%: 24C C� L
61��dei 20,U,4582 24 A

7 24

CWWS

r"22 )O 10
faW6 1 26

Fig. 4 Geometry form.
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Fig. 5 Geometry dialog for KENONI hexprism.

2.7 Arrays 2.9 Bias

The Array button presents a form for creating and The Bias Data button is used for entering optional
modifying arrays to be used in the KENO geometry data that relate bias identifiers to built-in weighting
(Figure 6. functions in KENO for automated reflector biasing.

When an array is displayed and a "Fill Unit" is
selected, the contents of selected clls in the array may 2.10 Plot
be changed to the fill unit by using the Fill Tools
toolbar on the right side of the screen. The Hand too] Plot button assists the user in generating 2-D
enables the user to click on individual cells to fill them color plots in KENO. The user can customize the
with the fill unit. The Line tool allows the user to plot by selecting colors for one or more of the
drag the mouse across the cells to be filled. The materials plotted. A sample plot generated with
Rectangle and Circle tools permit the user to drag the KENO is shown in Figure 7.
mouse to fill the array cells within a rectangle or circle.
The Fill All button fills all cells in the displayed plane. 2.11 Search
The Move button shifts the array fill data horizontally
and/or vertically The Undo button cancels any The Search form is available only for KENO Va
changes made since the last fill tool was selected. cases in which the CSAS4 or CSAS4X search

sequence is selected. It is a tabbed dialog form that
2.8 Start allows the user to select from optimum, critical, or

minimum kff searches by varying either nuclide
The Start Data button allows input and display of concentrations or geometry dimensions.

the optional data block for specifying the starting
neutron distribution.
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2.12 KEN03D References
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tool to provide interactive 3-D viewing of the KFNO Evaluation," NUREG/CR-0200, Rev. 6 ORNL/
geometry model. Figure displays a KEN03D NUREG/CSD-2/R6, Vols. 1, 11, and III 2000).
cutaway view that has been invoked via GeeWiz. 2) S. M. Bowman, J. E. Hor-wedel, D. L. Barnett and

L. M. Petrie, "SCALE Graphical Developments
3. Conclusion for Improved Criticality Safety Analyses," Proc.

Int. Conf. on Nuclear Criticality Safety, ICNC'99,
GeeWiz provides a complete and robust Versailles, France, Sept. 20-24, 1999, 1, 278-287

interactive user interface to enable new and (1999).
experienced KENO V.a and KENO-VI users to
perform model setup, execute SCALE, and view
output and plots.

Fig. KEN03D cutaway view.
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The Development and Validation of a New Collision Processor for MONK
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This paper summarises the progress with a major development project for the MONK
Monte Carlo criticality code, namely the development of a new collision processing
modelling package and nuclear data library.

KEYWORDS. MONK, Codes, Software Development, Nuclear Data, Validation

1. Introduction version of which was developed at AWE Aldermaston
in the 1960s, was incorporated into MONK more than

MONK') is a well-established Monte Carlo code twenty years ago following a development programme
for the assessment of nuclear criticality safety that enabled it to be used for general criticality
problems, with over thirty-five years of successful applications. One improvement was to represent the
application across the whole of the nuclear fuel cycle. cross-sections on a fixed hyperfine energy grid of
Over the last decade, the development of MONK has 8220 groups. This provided a good representation of
been performed by a collaboration comprising British the resonance structure up to about 70 eV, and a
Nuclear Fuels pic (BNFL) and Serco Assurance, with subgroup method was incorporated to treat resonance
the MONK code being distributed and maintained in shielding at higher energies.
use by Serco Assurance's ANSWERS Software Another development was to include modelling for
Service. the scattering of thermal neutrons by bound hydrogen

Over the last few years, a substantial programme of atoms in water.
regeneration and renewal has been in progress, to A pre-processing program called MOULD was
update and enhance various aspects of the MONK used to generate the MONK nuclear data library from
methods, data and software. The current production the basic data in the UK Nuclear Data Library
version of the code MONK8 2) was the culmination of (UKNDL), which was the only data source used by
one major strand of this programme, leading to the the code at that time. Data adjustments were made to
unification of two previously separate versions of the improve agreement with critical experiments.
code (one for criticality, another for reactor physics). During the 1980's, when the UKNDL had been
Another major srand, scheduled to appear in MONK9 ftozen and the Joint Evaluated File (JEF) was being
next year, has been the development of a completely developed, measures were adopted to accommodate
new neutron collision processing system and data from EF and other ENDF-format files within the
associated nuclear data library. DICE system. These included a new pre-processing

This paper outlines the historical development of route using the NJOY code. For these more modem
the nuclear collision processing methods within nuclear data libraries, data adjustments were no longer
MONK and the reasons for undertaking the present required.
upgrading. It describes the structure of te new Further improvements have been made since then.
system and some of the important features of the The hyperfine energy grid has been revised to produce
methods used. Finally it summarises the results to a scheme with 13193 groups, which provides
date of on-going validation studies in which results improved modelling of resonance self shielding
obtained using the new collision processor have been effects in the unresolved resonance range and a more
compared with results from experiments or from other accurate representation of cross-sections at thermal
methods of calculation. energies. Further enhancements have also been made

to the modelling of thermal neutron scattering by
2. The Evolution of Collision Processing Methods bound atoms. DICE format nuclear data libraries
and Data in MONK derived from various sources (UKNDL, JEF2.2,

ENDF/B-VI and ENDL3.2) are now available.
2.1 The Development of DICE Validation evidence achieved by comparing

For many years the nuclear collision processing has MONK against experimental benchmarks supports the
been handled within MONK by the DICE module, in conclusion that with modem nuclear data libraries, the
conjunction with associated DICE nuclear data MONK code provides good agreement with
libraries. The DICE collision processor, the original measurement, generally within two standard

'Corresponding author, Tel. 44 0)1772 764025, Fax 44 0)1772 762470,
E-mail: simon.m.connolly�bnfl.com
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deviations (combined calculation and experimental processor is a program which is used to create a
uncertainty), and often within one standard deviation. MONK nuclear data library by taking evaluated
Given this current strong position, what were the nuclear data files in ENDF-6 format and converting
driving forces for embarking on the major project of these data into a form suitable for Monte Carlo
producing a new collision processing system for sampling. The collision processor is the module
MONK? which forms part of the MONK code and which

performs all the operations concerned with the
2.2 The Need for a New Collision Processing modelling of neutron-nucleus collisions during the
System. Monte Carlo process.

Although various factors contributed at the time, The components of the BNGO package are shown
there were three main reasons that led to the initiation in Figure .
of this major programme of activity: The pre-processor is a program which takes

• An on-going objective of the BNFL/Serco evaluated nuclear data files in ENDF-6 format and
Assurance collaboration is to strive for cost- converts these data into the BINGO library format.
effective iprovements to the underlying Cross-section reconstruction and broadening are
physical realism available in MONK for both currently handled by NJOY, which is run as an
criticality and reactor physics applications. external program. However, the GENEX code,
This objective can lead (and has led) to the originally written in the 1960's for use with UKNDL,
provision of short-term user benefits in terms is being re-written and will eventually be available to
of new facilities to solve immediate issues, or the pre-processor as an alternative to NJOY.
to more strategic developments aimed at A BINGO nuclear data library consists of a
providing longer-term capability, confidence collection of files, each one containing the data for a
and security. With the passage of time, such particular nuclide at a particular temperature. The
developments in the collision processing area data within each file are organised using a specially
are made more difficult within the DICE written database system.
system by the fact that it was designed The collision processor is a module within the
originally for an evaluated data format that MONK code. Its main functions are as follows:
differed substantially from the modem ENDF once the compositions of the materials present
format. Hence for the long-term, replacement in the current case have been determined from
rather than further enhancement was a clear the input, it reads the required data from the
requirement. library and sets up pointers to enable items of

• Given its role, it is important that the MONK data to be accessed quickly;
software can take advantage of modem during the tracking of neutrons, it is called to
developments in computer languages and determine the mean free path of a neutron at its
systems and does not become frozen in time. current energy in the current material, so that
Again with the passage of time this becomes the code can sample for the position of the next
increasingly difficult for the existing DICE collision;
system because its basic structure was designed once a collision has occurred, it is called to
for very early Fortran language versions and determine the outcome of the event, such as the
for computers with tape-based data storage and energy and direction of emergent neutrons.
limited memory capacity. Again for the long-
term, replacement rather than further
enhancement was a clear requirement.

• Finally, and again looking to the long-term,
both BNFL and Serco Assurance are 19�
committed to maintaining expertise in the PRE-PROCESSOR
Monte Carlo and nuclear data modelling areas.
With personnel succession planning and
sharing of expertise in mind, a major
programme of activity provides a valuable
framework to ensure expertise is passed on to
the younger generation. MONK

COLLISION
3. The BINGO Package PROCESSING

MODULE

3.1 Structure
The new collision processing system for MONK Fig.1 Components of the BNGO package

has been named BINGO and consists of two parts: the
pre-processor and the collision processor. The pre-
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3.2 Methods required, but no such application is pnned in the
short term. Of more relevance for MONK is the fact

3.2.1 Cross-section Representation that, even for statics calculations, the presence of the
Cross-sections are stored in the BINGO library as delayed neutron data allows the use of the correct

point values on an energy grid chosen so that spectra for delayed neutrons. For back compatibility,
intermediate values are adequately represented by at present MONK is still using the prompt neutron
linear interpolation. A different energy grid is used spectrum for all fission neutrons, but it is planned to
for each nuclide. This allows cross-section variations introduce the option to make use of the delayed
to be represented accurately in the resolved resonance neutron data in the BNGO library.
regions for individual nuclides, while minimising the
amount of data needed to represent smooth cross- 3.2.5 Thermal Neutron Scattering
sections. Numbers of energy points range from about For then-nal neutron scattering by bound atoms, the
600 for hydrogen to 212000 for 238 U. data pre-processing is carried out by the BINGO pre-

processor itself rather than by NJOY. This includes

3.2.2 Unresolved Resonance Region the processing of the S(ap) data to calculate cross-
A subgroup method is used to treat resonance self section values and to generate the probability

shielding effects in the unresolved resonance region. distributions to be used for sampling the a and 
It is a 2-subgroup technique, in which the cross- values from which the secondary energies and angles
section in a narrow energy interval is represented as are calculated. The methods used in BINGO are, for
having two possible values. These values are the most part, similar to those used in the current
calculated so that they produce the correct average version of DICE, but a number of improvements have
cross-section in the interval when the nuclide is been introduced. The main enhancement has been to
present at "infinite dilution" and at one other chosen introduce the modelling of coherent elastic scattering,
dilution. The aim is to ensure that these cross-sections which occurs in crystalline materials and which was
will also give an adequate representation of the not treated in DICE. It is iportant, in particular, for
resonance self shielding effect at intermediate thermal neutron scattering in graphite.
dilutions. The two subgroup cross-sections are stored As in DICE, thermal neutron scattering in most
just like normal cross-sections over appropriate nuclides will be treated by a free gas model, but the
subdivisions of the interval, so that no special aim is that BNGO libraries will include bound atom
sampling procedure is required. This technique is scattering data for a wider range of nuclides, to the
similar to the one used in DICE, but is adapted for use extent that these are available in the evaluated nuclear
with point-energy cross-sections and its accuracy has data files.
been improved by allowing the subgroups to be of
unequal width. 3.3 Status

The BINGO module has been incorporated into a
3.2.3 Temperature Treatment development version of the MONK code and this code

For any given nuclide, a BINGO library may version is now undergoing field testing in preparation
contain cross-sections for a number of discrete for its formal release as MONK9.
temperatures. It is envisaged that, in practice, BINGO The pre-processor has been used to generate a
libraries will provide multi-temperature data for a set BINGO library from JEF2.2 data. This library
of the most important nuclides, while the data for the contains data for 155 miclides. Multiple-temperature
remaining nuclides will be for "room temperature" data are provided for 35 of these nuclides. In general,
only. It is assumed that secondary energy and angle a standard set of 23 temperatures from 293.6 K to
distributions are not dependent on the temperature, 5000 K is used, but for nuclides with bound atom
except at thermal energies. Thus the BINGO library scattering data the set of temperatures for which
files for elevated temperatures contain only the cross- S(ap) data are given in the evaluated data file is used.
section data (together with thermal scattering data in Further developments to BNGO will allow it to
the case of bound atoms), and the code automatically model photon production and photon and electron
refers to the room temperature file for the secondary collisions, enabling it to be included in the general
distributions. At present, BNGO does not have the transport code, MCBEND.
capability to interpolate between the temperatures
given in the library. If the MONK user specifies an 4. Validation
intermediate temperature, the code selects the data for
the nearest available temperature. 4.1 General Plan

MONK has a large validation database comprising
3.2.4 Delayed Neutron Spectra MONK models for experimental configurations, based

The BNGO library includes data for delayed mainly on specifications from the handbook of the
neutrons from fission. These would enable the International Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation
BINGO module to be used for kinetics calculations if Project (ICSBEP).4) At present the database contains
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over 80 experiments, and with most experiments In general, the differences between the calculations
including a number of separate variants of the using BINGO and DICE are small and do not
geometry or materials, there are several hundred significantly alter the overall trends in the comparison
experimental configurations in total. with experiment, which are associated more with the

In order to obtain a full assessment of the accuracy basic evaluated nuclear data than with the
of MONK using the JEF2.2-based BINGO library, representation of the data in the code. For example, it
calculations for the complete validation set are now in has been found that MONK with JEF2.2 data over-
progress. However, in order to obtain an initial broad predicts the value of k-effective for plutonium
overview of the capabilities of the new system, a sub- solution systems by about 0.5%, and this can be seen
set of calculations has been performed, with just one in the results from the cases included in the present
case chosen from each of the experiments. The study, for which the mean k-effective value for
calculated k-effective values could then be compared plutonium solution systems is 10063 using DICE and
with the experimental values and with the results from 1.0056 using BINGO. Larger differences are
MONK calculations already carried out using the observed for metal systems and a particular example is
JEF2.2-based DICE library. discussed in more detail below.

In addition to the broad survey provided by

calculations for cases from the validation database, a Compound Systems
number of other comparisons are being carried out in 1.05

more detail and to a higher precision. In particular,
these include several benchmark problems that have BkW= Dice

1.03 Ubeen defined for international intercomparisons of N
+ Uftcriticality codes. Results for two of these are

presented below; others are in progress. 1.01-
Finally, a number of special studies are being

undertaken to examine particular aspects of the
nuclear data modelling in BINGO. One such study, on
described below, involves the calculation of the
diffusion length for thermal neutrons in water.

0.97
The results of the calculations performed to date are

included here for completeness but until the
completion of the BINGO development programme 0.95

and the release of MONK9, they should be regarded 0.95 0.97 0.99 Dice W1.01 1.03 1.05

as provisional values only. Fig.2 Results for Compound Systems

4.2 Cases from the Validation Database
MONK calculations using the new collision 1.05 Solution Systems

processor have been run for one case from each of the
85 experiments in the current MONK validation

Birw=Dow
database using the data library generated from EF2.2 1.M 0 U

0 PUdata. The results have been compared with those + YU

obtained with the DICE collision processor using the
JEF2.2-based DICE library. The cases in the database 1.01
are divided into classes according to the physical form

of the fissile material 3 09 * Jk

• compound (e.g. oxide)
• solution

• metal 0.97

and according to the fissile element
• uranium

• plutonium 0.95 0.97 0.99 1.01 1.03 1.05

• mixed (U + Pu). Dice Koff

The results for these different classes are shown in Fig.3 Results for Solution Systems
Figures 2 3 and 4 The deviation of the points from
the diagonal line indicates the difference between the
k-effective values obtained using BINGO and DICE,
while the deviation from a k-effective value of 1.0
shows the difference between calculation and
experiment.
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4.4 The GODIVA Experiment
1.05 Metal Systems The Los Alamos critical sphere experiments,

GODIVA and JEZEBEL, were adopted as benchmark
WOO= Dke cases for an intercomparison of calculation methods
U

0 PU using a common data source, JEF2.2 6) For GODIVA,

L-t a sphere of highly enriched uranium metal, it was

4 found that MONK with the standard DICE collision
1.01 processor gave a k-effective value which, although

closer to unity, was about 03% higher than the values
a 099 given by a number of other codes. Investigations into

the methods used in DICE showed that the
discrepancy was caused mainly by some shortcomings

0.97 in the method used to represent the dependence on

incident neutron energy of the secondary energy
distributions from fission and inelastic (continuum)

0.95
025 0.97 0.99 1.01 1.03 1.05 scattering. Only by using a special version of the

Mm Koff collision processor and data library, modified to

Fig.4 Results for Metal Systems remedy this deficiency, was it possible to obtain a
consistent result. k-effective values obtained from
these calculations and from new calculations using

4.3 LWR Pin Cells BINGO are presented in Table 2 together with the
A number of simple light water reactor pin cell result from an MCNP calculation carried out by ECN,

models have been defined for intercomparisons of Petten, as part of the intercomparison. This shows
different calculation methods using a common source that the improved methods used in BINGO have
of data, JEF2.2 . These benchmark models include eliminated the previous discrepancy.
cases with uranium oxide and mixed oxide fuel, and
the effects of changes in temperature and water
density are considered. Results from MONK (using Table 2 Results for the GODIVA Experiment
the DICE collision processor) were included in this Code k-effective
intercomparison, although its limited temperature MONK(BINGO) 0.9952 0.0001)
modelling capabilities restricted it to the cases with all MONK(DICE - standard) 0.9985 0.0001)
regions at 293 K. MONK with BINGO has now been MONK(DICE - modified) 0.9953 0.0001)
applied to several of these pin cell cases, including MCNP 0.9951 (±0.0001)
those with elevated temperatures. Table I shows the + numbers are Monte Carlo standard deviations
k-infinity values obtained from MONK and from
MCNP calculations performed by the University of

Stuttgart as part of the intercomparison. The 4.5 Thermal Neutron Diffusion Length in Water
differences between the calculated k-infinity values One method of validating the treatment of thermal
are small, but the effects of the temperature changes neutron scattering for bound hydrogen is to calculate
calculated by MONK are slightly smaller than the the diffusion length for thermal neutrons in water and
effects calculated by MCNP. to compare this with measured values. MONK has

been used to calculate the diffusion length by
performing a fixed source calculation in one-

Table Results for LWR Pin Cells dimensional plane geometry. An infinite plane source
Fuel Fuel Water k-infinity of thermal neutrons was modelled, with a thickness of
type temp. temp. MONK MONK MCNP water sufficient to allow the thermal neutron flux

(K) (K) BINGO DICE attenuation to settle down to its asymptotic form,
UOX 293 293 1.39015 1.38910 1.38994 exp(-x/L), where L is the diffusion length.

±0.00010 ±0.00010 ±0.00060 Results calculated with JEF2.2 data for three
UOX 900 550 1.30860 - 1.30678 temperatures are shown in Table 3 These include the

+0.00010 ±0.00060 effect of the change in the water density. Measured
MOX 300 300 1.22607 1.22600 1.22700 values are also shown: the 20'C figure is a mean value

±0.00010 ±0.00010 ±0.00030 derived by Butland from a survey of published
MOX 560 300 1.21338 - 1.21270 measurements, while the values for 100'C and 250'C

±0.00010 ±0.00050 are measurements by Bowen and SCott.7.8)

numbers are Monte Carlo standard deviations The results obtained using BINGO and DICE are
very similar; this was expected since the methods used
in DICE for hydrogen in water have been extensively
upgraded over recent years and are largely unchanged
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in BINGO. The calculated diffusion lengths are about
3% lower than the measured values, but further Acknowledgements
studies will be needed to determine whether this is due
to the methods used in the code or to the basic The authors wish to acknowledge the other members
evaluated data. of the BINGO development team: David Bendall, Reg

Brissenden, Richard Neal and Keith Searson (all
Table 3 Thermal Diffusion Length in Water BNFL), Adam Bird, Christopher Dean, Ray Perry,
Temperature MONK MONK Experiment Nigel Smith, George Wright (all Serco Assurance).

(0c) BINGO DICE
Diffusion length (cm) References

20 2.670 2.673 2.75 1) N. R. Smith, M. J. Armishaw and A. J. Cooper,
± 0013 0.004 ± 0.05 "Current Status and Future Direction of the MONK

100 3.113 3.186 Software Package", Proc. Int. Conf on Nuclear
± 0.010 ± 0031 Criticality Safety, ICNC2003, Tokai-mura, Japan,

250 4.307 4.295 4.438 Oct. 20-24 2003).
± 0.015 ± 0006 0.044 2) N. R. Smith, M. J. Arinishaw, J. L. Hutton and J.
Calculation/Experiment Sidell, "The Unification of MONK - Extending the

20 0.971 0.972 Monte Carlo Horizon", Proc. Int. Conf. on Nuclear
± 0019 0.018 Criticality Safety, ICNC1999, Versailles, France,

100 0.977 Sep. 20-24 1999).
± 0.010 3) G. A. Wright, E. Shuttleworth, M. J. Grimstone and

250 0.970 0.968 A. J. Bird, "The Status of the General Radiation
± 0.011 ± 0.010 Transport Code MCBEND," Proceedings of an

numbers include Monte Carlo standard deviations International Topical Meeting on Industrial
and experimental uncertainties Radiation and Radioisotope Measurement

Applications, Bologna, Italy, June 914 2002).

5. Conclusions 4) OECD Nuclear Energy Agency, "International
Handbook of Evaluated Criticality Safety

This paper has described the background, capability Benchmark Experiments", NEA/NSC DOC(95)03

and results to-date for a major new development for (2002).
the MONK code, namely the production of a 5) J. L. Rowlands (editor), "LWR Pin Cell Benchmark
replacement collision processor and nuclear data Intercomparisons", OECD Nuclear Energy Agency,
library. Te development has now reached the final JEFF Report 15 1999).
validation stage and ffirther results will become 6) J. L. Rowlands (editor), "Intercomparison of
available over the coming months in the period Calculations for GODIVA and JEZEBEL", OECD
leading up to the release of MONK9. However, the Nuclear Energy Agency, JEFF Report 16 1999).
results to date are very encouraging, and coupled with 7) A. T. D. Butland and C. T. Chudley, "Thermal
the additional benefits that have been and will be Neutron Diffusion Data and the WIMS Scattering
achieved by the code stakeholders, the MONK Models for Light Water", AEEW - R 701 1970).
BINGO project looks set for a successftil conclusion 8) R. A. Bowen and M. C. Scott, Brit. Joum. Appl.
that will serve its user community well over the Physics, Ser 2 Vol. 2 401 1969).

coming years.
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Experimental Validation of the APOLL02-MORET4 Standard Route of the
French CRISTAL V1 Package

Isabelle DUHAMEL'*, Eric LETANG1, Agn�s COSSENET', Gilles POULLOT 2

1 Institut de Radioprotection et de Aireig Nuclgaire, BP 7 - 92262 Fonlenay aux Roses Cedex, France

2 retiredftom Institut de Radioprotection et de SiirW Nuclgaire

CRISTAL VI, the new version of CRISTAL package, is being developed and validated by
the Institut de Radioprotection et de S&etd Nucldaire and the Commissariat A FEnergie
Atomique, in collaboration with the COGEMA Company. Meanwhile, an extensive
validation work is being perfonned to appreciably improve the validation database, which
was currently composed by about 500 benchmarks,

Thus, more than 1900 experiments were selected to cover the different configurations
encountered in the nuclear fuel cycle. Regarding the APOLL02-MORET4 standard route,
about 1200 experiments have already been investigated by IRSN. The first trends of this
validation point out that the calculation results are in relative good agreement with the
benchmark kff and that the new calculation schemes improve the validation results.

The results of the 1200 critical experiments of the validation database will then be used in
the new MORET tool to assist end-users in the estimation of the code bias.

1. Introduction storage, and reprocessing).
The different criteria of the database selection were

The CRISTAL package') includes two calculation the fissile media, the diversity of configurations (to
routes which use JEF2.2 nuclear data: on the one hand, cover a wide moderation ratio range and to validate
the "standard route" dealing with the multi-group different structure materials), the variety of
nuclear data library CEA93 (derived from JEF2.2 laboratories (to detect experimental biases) and the
evaluation), the APOLL02 cell code (used for quality of benchmark's data.
self-shielding, flux calculations, collapsing and The main sources of the benchmarks selection are
homogenization) and the MORET4 Monte Carlo code, the OECD/ICSBEP Handbook 4) and others available
and, on the other hand, the "reference route" using the experiments performed by IRSN in the Valduc facility,
TRIPOL14 Monte Carlo code with a continuous JEF2.2 some of them with the financial support of COGEMA
energy library. CoMpanY5).

In the framework of CRISTAL V 12), new versions of The validation database, which was made up of
cross sections library, computer codes and calculation more than 500 critical experiments for CRISTAL VO
schemes have been developed. package, is being extended for the new V 1.0 version.

Meanwhile, an extensive validation work has been This aims:
performed. Thus, the initial validation database of * to take into account the needs highlighted by the
CRISTAL VO'), which was made up of more than 500 users during last years (mainly configurations
critical experiments, is being extended to about 1900 involving slabs arrays or interacting metallic
benchmarks. systems),

* to validate the new "multi-cell Pij flux
2. Validation Database calculation" option,

- to validate bum up credit calculations (nuclear
Validation is based on calculation-experiments data of 6 major Fission Products),

comparisons. The observed discrepancies are then - to investigate inconsistencies detected in the
interpreted and eventually transposed to configurations CRISTAL VO validation studies (for example, two
used in the criticality studies. experimental programs were added in the

Therefore critical experiments were selected to CRISTAL VI database to explain the
investigate all the operations encountered in the inconsistencies observed for mixed uranium and
nuclear fuel cycle (including fabrication, transport, plutonium solutionS3)).

'Corresponding author, Tel.+33.1.58.35.74.17, Fax.+33.1.46.57.29.98,E-mail:isabelle.duhamel�irsn.fr
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Finally, CRISTAL VI validation database will be Table I Number of experiments investigated with the
composed of about 1900 critical experiments (see table APOLLO2-MORET4 "standard route".
1). CRISIAL tNAft VI
3. Validation Method matpriaI Widation already

First of all, the validation work consists in Low-enriched 82 73
calculating the C-E value, which is given by Uranium
APOLL02-MORET4's kff minus benchmark's kff, High-en .riched 172 95
and its combined standard deviation SOLUTION Uranium

Plutonium 263 146
2 2

kalculanar + orbenchmak Mixte U-Pu 52 46
233u 42 21

Calculations were considered in good agreement Uranium 117 77
with the benchmark when the discrepancies between POWDER Plutonium 34 34
them are in the uncertainties margins. Mixte U-Pu 33 33

U02 rods 463 171
This initial work is completed from case to case by ARRAYS U02-PU02 rods 254 230

inter-code comparisons to uncouple the different Slabs 135 82
sources of code biases with: Uranium metal 32 6

a comparison with the CRISTAL's "reference U02 rods' 8 8
route" which allows evaluating the effect models DISSOLVER* U02-PU02 rods 73 67
inaccuracy (multi-group treatment, anisotropy Uranium 71 25
representation, self-shielding, collapsing, Plutonium 53 21
homogenization ... ), METAL Mixte U-Pu 28 0
a comparison with others codes (KENO, MCNP, 233u I I

MONK ... which can point out nuclear data 237 Np I 0
inaccuracies.

TOTAL 1914 1136
Finally a comparison with others experimental *Fuel rods arrays infissile solution

programs in the same field (similar media and

configurations) allows highlighting experimental overestimation. Similar results were obtained with
biases. other codes (TRIPOL14, MONK and MCNP). Thus,

this ensured that the discrepancy observed is code

4. Main Results independent.

4.1.2 High-enriched Uranium solutions (95
Among the 1900 benchmarks retained in the experimentsftom 16 ICSBEP series)

validation database, about 1200 have already been The experiments involved U02F2. U02(NO3)2 and
investigated with the "standard route"
APOLLO2-MORET4 (see table 1). UF6-HF solutions with uranium concentrations ranging

respectively from 20 g/I to 700 g1l, from 20 g/ to

The main results of the validation are presented by 400 g/I and from I 10 to 970 g/l. Some cases involved
medium type. gadolinium (O to 10 g/1) and boron (O to 2 g/1) in the

uranium solutions.
Calculations showed a general tendency to kff's

4.1 Solutions over-prediction, especially for high Uranium

4. 1.1 Low-enriched Uranium solutions 73 experiments concentrations. This slightly overestimation is mainly
jrom 15 1CSBEP series) due to the JEF2.2 235U cross sections 6.

The investigated experimental programs involved 4.1.3 Plutonium solutions 146 experiments from 17
10 enriched U02(NO3)2 solutions with an uranium series)

concentration ranging from 170 g/I to about 460 g/I and These experiments covered a broad range of
5 enriched U02172 solutions with a concentration of plutonium concentration (from 9 to 410 g/1) and
about 450, 500 and 980 g/l. Different tanks and included variou 20pu content.
reflectors were studied. Compared with the experimental values, the

The different studies showed a relative good keff calculated results are consistently on average 0.005
prediction for low enriched solutions, except for high. There is no discernible trend neither with
SHEBA experiment (UO2F2 with an uranium plutonium concentration nor with the ... Pu content.
concentration of about 980 g/1), which leads to a high
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Given the diversity of the systems studied and their APOLL02-MORET4 calculations showed good
origin and the different code systems used in our agreements with benchmark kff for the
analysis, it is concluded that this slightly well-thermalised U02 and U02-PU02 lattices; in fact,
over-prediction is a code-independent commentary on the discrepancies were within the uncertainty margins,
the accuracy of the JEF2.2 files for plutonium data. with no discernible trend with moderation ratio. The

4.1.4 Mixed Uranium and Plutonium solutions 46 good agreement between calculations and experiments
experimentsfrom 6 series) was confirmed by TRIPOL14 calculations.

However, differences between the two codes were
The experiments were carried out in different tanks found for rod arrays with high flux heterogeneity (for

with homogeneous mixed U-Pu nitrate solutions. The cases involving canisters). These discrepancies were
plutonium concentration ranged from IO to 190 g/I with tracked down to the approximations used in
a ratio of plutonium Pu/(U+Pu) varying from 20 t APOLL02-MORET4 for array calculations, which led
97 Two 24OpU content was studied (about and to over-predicted kff. New schemes involving
19 APOLL02 multi-cell calculations (based on the

There was no discernible trend with plutonium interface current method) are currently being studied;
concentration but some possible indication of an first results seemed to show an improvement in the keff
increase in calculated results for cases with the higher prediction for such configurations.
"'Pu content - however, as this marks the difference Finally, a large overestimation could be noticed (up
between laboratories, this apparent discrepancy may to 1.5 %) for steel reflected experiments, which
have other causes. Besides, the experimental program
involving the 24OpU content of 19 has not been increases when the reflectin i walls are close to the
reevaluated yet; in fact, some uncertainties exist on assemblies. Further analyses have highlighted that
experimental data concerning more particularly zero this over-prediction is linked to the multi-group
level measurement for critical height and water density. treatment of the iron isotopes (predominantly 56Fe) In

fact, the pointwise Monte Carlo code TRIPOL14 gives
4.1.5 233U solutions 21 experiments from 4 ICSBEp better results without any trend with core-reflector
series) distance.

The investigated experimental programs involved
98 % 233 U enriched U02(NO3)2 or U02172 solutions. 4.3 Slabs arrays 2 experiments from 3 ICSBEP
The 213U concentration ranged respectively from 17 to series)

The investigated experimental pro arns involved
62 g/I and from 570 to 870 g/l. water-moderated high enriched 93 % Y3.5U) UAI plate

A good calculation-experiment agreement was
observed for uranyl nitrate solutions. Thus, the 233U or Uranium metal slabs moderated with polyethylene,
nuclear data seemed to be relevant in the thermal Plexiglas or Teflon.
energy range. If the spacing between the fuel elements is small,

However, the experiments involving U021`2 led to APOLL02-MORET4 calculations led to satisfying
an important under-prediction of k. results, except for Teflon moderated cases, which gave

,ff. Several high over-predictions. However, for larger spacing
comparisons with VIM and MCNP codes showed that
calculation-experiment discrepancies are code between the fel elements, an under-prediction could
independent; thus it allows questioning one of the other be observed; these discrepancies might be reduced
sources of discrepancies (experimental biases or when using the new calculation scheme for plate
uncertainties and nuclear data inaccuracy in this energy lattices, which is currently being developed in
range). collaboration with CEA in the framework of CRISTAL

project.

4.2 Fuel rods arrays 401 experiments from 35 4.4 Metallic systems 47 experiments from 29
series) ICSBEP series)

The investigated experiments involved arrays of High-enriched uranium and plutonium metallic
low-enriched U02 (with an uranium enrichment systems were studied. Different reflectors with varying
ranging from 235 to 47 %) or U02-PU02 (with a Pu thickness were investigated (none, water, CH2, steel,
content varying from 1.5 to 20 % and with to 25 of
24OpU) pins. Different square and triangular lattices of graphite, aluminum).
water moderated (lattices with pitches ranging from Main results have pointed out:
1.075 cm to 25 cm for U02 rods and from 09 to -A slightly under-estimation of the kff for bare,
2.6 cm for U02-PU02) were considered in order to water-reflected or C112-reflected uranium and
cover a wide range of moderation ratio. plutonium metallic systems;

Some of these configurations involved soluble -An important over prediction for steel and
poison (boron or gadolinium), canisters (borated steel, graphite reflected cases, which increases with
boral, haffiium, cadmium) and different kinds of the reflector thickness. As said previously, the
reflection were also investigated (water, CH2, concrete, over-estimation with steel reflector is linked to
steel and lead). the multi-group treatment of the iron isotopes.
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Regarding the discrepancies observed with
graphite reflectors, which were not shown with Table 2 Actinides anisotropy representation effect
TRIPOLI4 code, studies are still in progress. for metallic sys s.
First conclusions engaged the graphite
anisotropy treatment (in PI order) in Zases PI 6mer P$ Wor' Ma
APOLL02-MORET4 calculations. n M- I)

PMF-00I.cOI 0.99361 0.99530 0.00169
New calculations were performed for the metallic 0.00100 0.00100

mediums with the use of the new CEA93 cross section PMF-002.c 1 0.99527 ± 0.99634 ± 0.00107
library, which contains the P9 anisotropy order 0.00050 0.00050
actinides cross sections. Preliminary results (all PMF-Oll.cOl 0.99122 ± 0.99334 ± 0.00212
calculations were performed with self-shielded cross 0.00100 0.00100
sections) revealed a small ipact on the kff (less than PMF-022.cOI 0.99175 ± 0.99072 ± _0.00 103
0.3 %, see table 2, but we can notice a slightly trend to 0.00100 0.00100
reduce the calculation-experiments discrepancies. PMF-023.cOl 1.00536 ± 1.00464 ± _0.00071

0.00100 0.00100

Moreover, configurations involving several metallic PMF-024.c 1 0.99575 ± 0.99663 ± 0.00089
systems in interaction have been studied. They 0.00100 0.00100
involved arrays of uranium or plutonium metal PMF-027.cOI 0.99822 ± 0.99781 ± -0.00041
cylinders reflected or not by water or paraffin. 0.00050 0.00050

These configurations showed good PMF-029.cOI 0.98945 ± 0.99175 ± 0.00230
0.00100 0.00100

calculation-experiment agreement. PMF-03 Lc 1 0.99799 ± 0.99917 ± 0.00118

233 0.00100 0.00100
Finally, the only experiment investigated with U 1.00496 1.00606 ±

(bare sphere enriched with 98 % of 233U) pointed out PMF-032.cOI 0.00100 0.00100 0.00110

the same trend as other metallic systems; in fact, an HMF-00l.cOI 0.99394 ± 0.99732 ± 0.00338
slightly under-prediction (of about 0006) was noticed. 0.00100 0.00100

HMF-008.cOI 0.98961 ± 0.98880 ± _0.00081
4.5 Powders (144 experimentsfrom 6 ICSBEP series) 0.00100 I 100

The investigated experiments concerned: FIMF- I Lc 1 0.99581 ± 0.99443 ± _0.00138
- low-enriched (5 %) uranium oxide powder with 0.00100 0.00100

an atomic ratio of 2 25 or 3 reflected by HUT-013.01 1.01030 ± 1.01210 0.00180
polyethylene, 0.00100 0.00100

- high-enriched 93 %) uranium oxide powder HMF-019.cO] 1.0100 ± 1.0110 ± 0.00108
reflected by polyethylene, 0.00100 I 0.00100

- low-enriched 2 and 3 %) UF4 powder HMF-020.cOI 0.99504 ± 0.99530 ± 0.00026
moderated by paraffin with an atomic ratio 0.00100 0.00100
ranging from 4 to 20 and reflected by HMF-02I.cOI 1.03546 ± 1.03607 ± 0.00061
hydrogenous materials paraffin, polyethylene, 0.00100 0.00100

plexiglas),

- plutonium oxide powder moderated by 4.6 Fuel rods arrays in issile solution (75
polystyrene (with an atomic ratio ranging from experhnentsfrom 6 series)
0 to 50), bare or plexiglas reflected, These experiments concerned U02 or U02-PU02

- U02-PU02 powder moderated by polystyrene fuel rods in uranium, plutonium or mixed U-Pu nitrate
(with an atomic ratio ranging from 30 to 50), solutions. Different lattices pitches and various
bare or reflected by plexiglas. solutions' concentrations were tested.

powders, These configurations allowed validating mainly the
Regarding plutonium and U02-PU02 APOLL02 calculation options for self-shielding,

APOLL02-MORET4 results showed an important taking into account the resonant isotopes in both the
over-estimation as other codes MCNP, TREPOL14 ... ). fissile solution and the fuel rods.
Nevertheless, as some experimental data are weak or For the 8 cases involving U02 rods,
missing, these discrepancies are presently difficult to under-estimation, depending on the configuration, was
explain. observed. Notice that these experiments, which were

Considering the experiments involving uranium the only experiments available, had not been
powders, APOLL02-MORET4 calculations are in reevaluated yet (experimental data are weak). Besides,
good agreement with benchmark keff, in fact, most of calculations performed with TRIPOL14 code for two of
the calculation-experiment discrepancies are in the these cases were in good agreement with
uncertainty margins. APOLL02-MORET4. So it was difficult to conclude

about models or nuclear data accuracy.
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The 67 experiments performed with U02-PU02 rods calculation" option developed in the VI version.
in plutonium or mixed U-Pu solutions showed an Firsts results show a better kff prediction.
over-estimation of the kff. Notice that two the "global dissolution type" fission products
experimental programs have not been reevaluated yet classified experiments performed in VaIduc
and that some uncertainties subsist on experimental facility.
data concerning more particularly zero level
measurement for critical height and water density.

Moreover, "reference" calculations have to be done, 5. Conclusion

in order to conclude if this over-prediction is mainly In the framework of CRISTAL VI development, an
due to self-shielding options or if it is code important validation work is being performed.
independent; thus, it will allow questioning one of the The extension of the validation database allows
other sources of discrepancies (experimental biases or covering nearby all the different kinds of
uncertainties and nuclear data inaccuracy). configurations encountered in the nuclear ftiel cycle.

4.7 Fission products Validation studies highlighted the effect of the
These classified experiments were performed in approximations used in the standard route and the

VaIduc with the fancial support of COGEMA nuclear data accuracy. New calculation procedures and
company 5). models are being validated thanks to critical

A solution containing fission products, alone or experiments and reference calculations.
mixed, with or without interactions actinides was

placed in a Zr tank in the center of a rods array driver. The first trends of the validation work, which
The first series of experiments, called "Physical" currently involve 1200 experiments, point out that the

type experiments, which involved only fission products,
is representative of storage and transportation calculation results are generally in good agreement
conditions. with the benchmark kff and that the improvements in

To iprove the 'dissolution' qualification, a second the calculation schemes allow obtaining best validation

series of experiments, named "Elementary results.

Dissolution" type, has been performed. Fission Finally, it must be emphasized that the validation
products were then in close interaction with the U, Pu work is still in progress and will concern more than
and Am isotopes of inner array. This second series is 1900 experiments for the CRISTAL VI package.
itself divided in two cases: fission products in acid

solutions or in depleted uranyl nitrate solution. Finally, the results of the 1900 critical experiments
Other experiments were performed on natural Gd

5MO of the validation database could be used in the new
solution, on 9 in thin slices of CH2/natural metallic MORET toof) to assist end-users in the estimation of
Mo, and on F as polytetrafluorethylene solid block. the code bias.

Currently, 156 experiments have already been
performed in VaIduc facility; some of them (with
149 Sm) are available in the ICSBEP handbook References
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A MORET Tool to Assist Code Bias Estimation

F. FERNEX*, Y. RICHET and E. LETANG
Institut de Radioprotection et de Sfiret� Nucliaire, BP] 7 92262 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex, France

This new Graphical User Interface (GUI) developed in JAVA is one of the post-processing
tools for MORET4 code. It aims to help users to estimate the importance of the kff bias due
to the code in order to better define the upper safety limit. Moreover, it allows visualizing the
distance between an actual configuration case and evaluated critical experiments. This tool
depends on a validated experiments database, on sets of physical parameters and on various
statistical tools allowing interpolating the calculation bias of the database or displaying the
projections of experiments on a reduced base of parameters. The development of this tool is
still in progress.

1. Introduction base. However the number of accessible parameters
obtained at the end of a calculation is huge: reaction

Criticality safety is notably assessed on physical rates by media and isotopes, leakage, all these values
parameters issued from calculation codes, the most given for each group of the energy mesh. This number
important being the neutron effective multiplication is too important, compared to the number of
factor (kff). Codes are able to predict the value of this experiments in validation database, to perform a
parameter with an error margin 6 k,,,, due to statistical statistical analysis. Therefore a parameters
means used (Monte Carlo method) and also a optimization method must be applied to determine the
calculation bias due to the approximations needed to most important parameters, in order to calculate
modelize the neutron flux behavior. Usually, the distances between calculation case and experiments.
following condition must be demonstrated for normal
and credible off-normal operating conditions: 2. Characterization Database definition

where kff + 6 k,, < I - 6 kn,.,g - kbias - Gbias, The validation database contents average kff results

-kff is the value of the best estimator of the and associated standard deviation for all experiments
MORET4 calculation, coded into the MORET4 format in order to have an

- 6 k,, is the statistical uncertainty: user has to extensive representation of media and geometries
check the normality of the kff distribution obtained encountered in the nuclear fuel cycle. The
by the Monte Carlo calculation. Once checked, the characterization database (BdC: "Base de
user usually retains a value equals to 3 ;, where Caractdrisation") is an extension of the validation
represents the standard deviation of the database, which contains an increased number of

distribution 3 a is related to a level of confidence parameters.
equals to 99.73%), The already existing outputs in MORET4 code are the

- 6 k.ugin is the safety margin, following: flux, leakages, reaction rate for total,
production and absorption cross sections. These data

- kbia, represents the calculation accuracy of the are given per energy group and for a given calculation
calculation package (it includes the bias of zone. The addition of macroscopic cross-sections per
different calculation approximations as well as isotope and per zone allows obtaining to isotopic
uncertainties of data) and Gbi. is the statistical reaction rate:
uncertainty linked to the evaluation of bias. The la.

value of 6 kU,, has also to take into account an T a P"'g -TcE
Ox Y a. Pgextension of the area of applicability.

Because of the wide range of media encountered in P1119
criticality studies, estimation of the calculation bias is where
not easy. The only cases, for which this bias is known, -T is the reaction rate,
are the experiment evaluated for the MORET4 - YS is the macroscopic cross-section,
validation database'). Almost all of these experiments -cc is the calculation zone,
are issued from the ICSBEP program') and all follow -p is the type of reaction,
the ICSBEP classification. -i is the specified isotope
In order to evaluate the calculation bias of any -g the energy group.
criticality calculation, a distance between validation The number of accessible data is too important (see
database experiments and the studied case must be Table 1) and must be reduced. A first reduction
evaluated. The distance notion implied a parameters

corresponding author, Tel. 33-1-58-35-99-40, Fax. 33-1-46-57-29-98, E-mail: frederic.femex�irsn.fr
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consists in regrouping on the one hand the fissile To avoid these constraints, a new method, based on a
zones and on the other hand the structures. Then all database reduction is being defined.
these information are stored in a MORET 4 output In order to detennine a characterization working
XML CARA-file (.cara.et). database as a part of the total database, the choice has

been made to sort the experiments in three groups
Table number of accessible param ters following on the one hand the ICSBEP criteria and on

I.sotopic action the other hand aspects linked with the MORET4
concentration Flux Leakage rate validation work. The ICSBEP criteria are the

Groups 172 172 172 following:
Fissile 0 the isotopic content of fissile materials (IJ, Pu,
zones I<nb<20 I<nb<20 I<nb<20 mixed U-Pu, U233 others),

Reactions 5-1 0 the physical form of the fissile media

Isotopes (metal, solution, compounds ... ,
I<nb<20 I<nb<20 0 the slowing down factor, which is a neutron

= Mia spectrum indicator.

Moderator I<nb<20 I<nb<20 I<nb<20 Moreover, MORET4 validation work has highlighted
zo some biases either due to material properties

Reactions 22 (absorption or scattering) for several isotopes (for

Total 40 6880 1 172 13508801 instance Iron in the 172 groups mesh) or to the
ITotal, production, absorption, excess, fission in approximations used (homogenisation step for

fissile zones. configuration with high flux heterogeneity). This work
ZTotal, absorption in moderator zones will be completed with the new experiments of the

validation database and some other biases may appear.
In order to keep the maximum number of parameters, The first group contains all the experiments satisfying
the new base consists of two XML files. both ICSBEP and validation criteria. The second
The first file contains ICSBEP information: group gathers experiments satisfying the ICSBEP

• type of fissile media, criteria only and the third contains all the other
• form of fissile media, experiments. Then, the user will determine his
• slowing down factor working base by selecting the experiments according

and some specific information related to specific to his own knowledge and need.
behaviour of the code. This concerns more particularly This step allows reducing the nurnber of experiments
absorbers with cross-section uncertainties. in the database but it also enables to adapt the set of
The second file contains all the other parameters: parameters to the actual case. For instance, a specific

• reaction rates (total, fission, absorption, energetic collapsing mesh may be defined in relation
production and excess) on the whole fissile to the different isotopes involved in the media and
media (the isotopic reaction rate are given), considering the neutron spectrum (the 172 groups
and on the structures, mesh does not suit to macroscopic comparison).

• flux by media,
• leakages.

The parameters contained in the second file are
S3) _ lbavailable on the 172 groups XMA mesh. This file is

a huge one and is never used in its entirety.
Presently, the characterization database contains

,Ealmost all the experiments results of the VO validation
.2base 379 over 399) and will be extended in parallel le

with the new validation base containing over 1200
experiments').

lo' le lo' lo' 10 1� I lo' lo' le le le
3. The parameters reduction process Energie (W)

As shown in Table 1, the number of available Fig. Uranium 238 capture cross section

parameters is too large compared to the number of
experiments in the validation database. Therefore a The neutron flux can be divided in three distinct
selection of parameters is required. A frst proposal domains (Fig. ):
has been made by E. GAGNIER 5) that lead to a set of 1. In the thermal domain, the cross-sections vary
35 physical parameters (essentially obtained by slowly with the energy.
combining reaction rates collapsed on a energy- 2. In the epithermal domain, the cross-section
groups mesh). Unfortunately, these parameters are variations are very important with the energy of
correlated and are the same for every kind of media. incident neutron. A broad mesh is not sufficient to
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describe precisely all the resonances and a self- P defines a new base and the visualisation only keeps
shielding treatment is needed. the thfee first axes of this new base and projects each

3. At high energy the resonances are so numerous experiment in this new three-dimensional space.
that they cannot be separated. The cross section is
continuous. 5. Bias evaluation

A specific energetic collapsing may define the relative Even if the number of parameters has consequently
importance of the flux in each energetic domain. The decreased, this number remains too important to
collapsing may be adapted in relation with the interpolate with classical tools like linear regression.
isotopes present in the fissile media. A second The Sliced Inverse Regression (SIR)7.8) is designed to
parameter reduction can be proposed in relation with reduce large number of parameters while keeping
the composition of the fissile media. All the isotopes maximum amount of information.
have not the same neutronic weight, therefore, only Let us define aj the parameters values of the id'

the most iportant isotopes are retained. experiment and Akffi the corresponding calculation
bias 

4. Visualisation a,, ... aln Akeff.1

X_ :One required capability of the tool is to display the and Y
position of a practical case among the experiments of aml ... a. Ak,.ff,.
the BdC. In this case, the parameters set is given in
relation to the ICSBEP classification of the practical n number of parameters, m number of experiments.
case and the user has to define the set of experiments The SIR method allows to define a new database W
on which the statistical method will be applied. Either resuming the major part of information of X with a
the whole base can be selected, or only a part of it in minimum parameters number W.
relation to user parameter choice (for instance b1i ... bin'

ICSBEP). The database representation is projected in W= with n<< n
a Principal Components Analysis (PCA) base, which
stores most of information. This technique of b.1 ... b..

multivariate analysis provides a set of parameters that The bj parameters are obtained by the following
are linear combinations of the given parameters. All method. The initial database is divided into
the new parameters are uncorrelated and are sorted in homogeneous groups regarding Y values ig.3).
relation to the ratio of information kept.
The PCA method6) is equivalent to building a new Xi AL

base where axes are sorted in terms of carried
information.

&X3 +4-

+

Y

X ALX7
+ ++ / +..!��++

++

Fig.2 PCA method representation

x1i ... Xin Y

X= C=eovX=PDP-' Fig.3 Groups definition

XMI ... Xmn Then the Principal Components Analysis is performed
where P is C eigenvectors and D is C eigenvalues on the centres of the above-defined groups.
matrix.
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Y eD atabasc groups C M Cs
in (X,,Y) f an

[411- 4,Yo e
f(XlX2)= : ( =X� XO...... ---- w ith

Y.
ej

X,F [41 )'J,'�)]C
6. The graphical user interface (GUI)

Fig.4 PCA on groups centres The GUI of the tool is developed in JAVA in order
to rim on most operating systems (Windows, UNIX,

The SIR matrix is defined as follows: Linux). The different panels of the GUI resume all the
steps of the method presented above and allow user to

sij S1'P access to the three main functionalities:
XI

W = X SIRXY definition of the characterization's working

s"I S"P database user selected experiments with 2 first

where the Sp are the p first principal components. panels Fig.6 and 7,
p is chosen to keep a defined amount of information e graphical visualization of a practical case
(for instance 80%). among the experiments of the working
Once the dimension reduction has been performed, database (PCA panel Fig.8),
classic interpolation method may be used. In present a bias estimation with statistical uncertainty
case, Kernel Smoothing method has been retained to evaluation (SIR-KS panel Fig.9).

evaluate calculation bias.

6.1 The ICSBEP parameters selection panel

The first panel (Fig.6) allows reading the CARA-
Y file. The user must specify the ICSBEP parameters of
Yi its practical case and indicates the presence, or not, of

specific isotopes. Once done, the validation button
YM gives accessto the database panel.

Yo

XO Xi x x�

Range a

Fig.5 Kernel smoothing principle

Our goal is to evaluate y the ordinate of point x. The y
value is a weighted average value of y where the
weights are the inverse exponent of the distances
between x and the xi considered.

E (Oiyi 2

Y f W = I I where = e(X ai Fig.6 ICSBEP parameters panel

k is a user-defined smoothing parameter. For instance,
the interpolation function fx) for a two p-parameters 6.2 The database panel (Fig.7)
case is defined as follows: The second panel allows the user to define the

characterization's working database. The BdC is
divided into three parts:
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The first contains the nearest experiment in the On each axe, the quantity of information stored by the
ICSBEP classification. parameter is indicated in per cent.
The second contains the experiments The total amount of information restored on the three
satisfying the ICSBEP parameters but differs axes is given in a box below the graph.

on the extra isotopic parameters.
The third part contains all the other It is also possible to select an experiment in the list
experiments. that appears in green on the graph.

To build the working database the user can choose
experiments in the three parts of the database. A A further evolution will allow calculating the distance
graphical tool is also available to help the user to between the practical case and the center of all the

select the experiments. experiments.

Fig.7 Data selection panel Fig.8 PCA display panel

This tool allows comparing the different 172 groups
parameters, such as flux, leakages and reaction rate, of 6.3.2 Bias evaluation panel (Fig.9)

the practical case and of te experimental cases This SIR-KS panel allows evaluating calculation
contained in the whole database. Advanced bias by means of statistical tools. Depending on the
capabilities are integrated such as zooming, scale number of experiment retained, the calculation method
changing (linear and logarithmic), printing data in a varies. If the number of experiments is too small
file or in a dynamic table. The three parts of the BdC (smaller than 1.5 times the number of parameters), a
are accessible through the tabbed panel surrounded simple average on the Akff is performed; else a SIR-
with red. The experiments selected in the working KS interpolation method is used.
database are surrounded with green.

These first two panels aims to define a working
database (reduced or not) on which elaborated
statistical method are going to be applied in order to
visualize or evaluate a bias and its uncertainty.

6.3 The statistical tools panels

Once the working database has been selected, two
options are available. The first option is to display the
practical case among the experiments of the reduced
database. The second option is to evaluate a
calculation bias from the reduced base of experiments.

63.1 Visualization panel (Fig.8) ANOMMON"Fig.9 Bias evaluation panel
In the PCA panel, the parameters are projected on

the base defined by the PCA method. The practical These both methods give results but need farther
case appears in red and the experiments of the reduced developments. Presently, these methods only give a
database appear in blue. On the left side of the panel, value of calculation bias, but another parameter has to
all the selected experiments are displayed and the set be evaluated. This parameter is the uncertainty on the
of parameters used in the PCA are detailed with the result of the method. The SIR-KS method is a quite
type of energetic condensation. precise way to proceed and the uncertainty on the
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result is small, but for the average calculation, the References
uncertainty may be very important depending on the
concerned number of experiment. A method to 1) 1. Duharnel, J.M. Gornit, Y. K. Lee,
determine this bias is in progress. C. Venard.

Surrounded with blue (see Fig.9), the experiments of "Synthesis on the Validation of the CRISTAL VO
the working database are displayed with the associated Package," Proc. Int. Conf, on Nuclear Criticality
Akfr (results of the MORET4 validation work 1) ). The Safety, ICNC'2003, Tokai Mura, Japan, Oct. 20-24,
detailed set of parameters is surrounded with green 2003

and the interpolation panel is surrounded with blue. 2) J. Blair Briggs, Virginia F. Dean, Lori Scott,

7. Evolutions foreseen "Status of the International Criticality Safety
Benchmark Evaluation Project

The future evolutions are the following: (ICSBEP)," ICNC'99 Versailles, Sept. 1999

- Three database are foreseen to be used by this
tools: 3) C. J. Dean, R. J. Perry,
• the BdC (already created), "Weighting spectrum for the XMAS group scheme",
• the 35 parameters database deten-nined by E. Winfrith Technology Center, 1990)

Gagnier,
• the ISCBEP parameters9) database. 4) I. Duhamel, E. Ldtang, A. Cossenet, G. Poullot,
The two latter bases have to be created and will "Experimental validation of the APOLL02-MORET 4
automatically benefit from the increase of the Standard Route of the French CRISTAL VI
number of experiments present in the validation Package," Proc. Int. Conf. on Nuclear Criticality
base. Safety, ICNC'2003, Tokai Mura, Japan, Oct. 20-24,

- In the three bases the number of experiments will 2003.

reach approximately 1200. 5) E. Gagnier, L. Carraro, A. Antoniadis,
- An industrial database will be defined to assist

developers in validating this tool. This database A. Nouri, P. Reuss,
will contain industrial application cases provided "The Characterization System: a Statistical Approach
by the CRISTAL users in order to cover the largest for the determination of the range of code
range of cases that could be encountered in all the applicability," ICNC'99 Versailles, Sept. 1999

nuclear fuel cycle and during the fissile material 6) I.T. Jolliffe,

transport. "Principal Component Analysis," Springer Series in
- This extensive validation will lead to improve the Statistics, 1986

capacities of the codes concerning:

• the choice of the parameter sets, 7) J. Saracco,

• the applicability range of the statistical ,Contributions A la r6gression inverse par tranchages",
methods, Thesis, Universitd Paul

• the statistical methods themselves Sabatier, Toulouse 111, 1996
(uncertainty on the bias estimation).

8. Conclusion 8) K.C. Li,
"Sliced Inverse Regression for Dimension
Reduction," Journal of the American Statistic

This Graphical User Interfaced tool for MORET4 Association, Vol. 86, N' 44, Theory and Methods,
allows evaluating bias and displaying comparison 1991
between actual cases and experiments of a validated

database. Statistical tools are available and set of 9) Y. Rozhikhin, Dr. A. M. Tsiboulia,
parameters is defined. A validation database is T. Ivanova, J. B. Briggs, Dr. V. F. Dean
foreseen containing user practical cases in order to "Detailed Spectra Data for the International
improve the choice of parameters sets and the Handbook of Evaluated Criticallity Safety Benchmark
statistical methods. Experiments," ICNC'99 Versailles, Sept. 1999
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1. Introduction
0 homogeneous or heterogeneous media,

To carry out their everyday tasks, it is very useful 0 media with homogeneous moderation or
for nuclear criticality engineers to be able to quickly heterogeneous moderation,
and reliably retrieve data usually used to value 0 poisoned media,
criticality risks. These data are 0 media taking into account Bum-Up Credit or

not.
• Fissile materials properties, such as the infinite

multiplication factor k, the material buckling Besides accessing data, CALICE v2.0 can also
2factor M, tabulated as a function of the perform the following tasks:

moderation ratio or the concentration,
• Criticality parameters (safe, permissible or 0 graphically display parameters as a ftinction of

critical values) which correspond to one moderation ratio or concentration,
dimension geometries infinite height cylinder, 0 interpolate between two values stored in a
spherical volume ... database,

0 compute simple one energy group theory
This information is widely used in criticality safety calculations,

analysis, in technical meetings with French Nuclear 0 export data to ASCII files,
Safety Authorities and also, during crisis management. 0 generate pre-formatted documents,

These data are calculated by means of one- 0 import data from formatted ASCII files,
dimensional deterministic transport codes which lead 0 edit and modify data stored in the database.
to the production of documents called "Criticality
standards".

The aim of the CALICE project is to store all these 2. Technical specifications
data (more than one million) into a database wh To develop a tool working under WINDOWS and
be accessed through a useftil tool with a of intuitive use while privileging robustness and
graphical interface. perpetuity, the reserved solution was to develop this

As a result, version 20 of the CALICE software application with the environment of development
allows access to the criticality parameters and the DELPHI from BORLAND.
fissile properties calculated with various codes such as The choice of DELPHI 7 allows exploiting the
CRISTAL'), SCALE or MCNP or collected in specificities and advantages of an object- oriented
international standards for: language to develop a tool which will be:
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efficient,
stable,
evolutionary.

r-,hW

Computer architecture based on an object oriented
language also allows to guarantee an evolutionary and P.

corrective maintenance of the software application and
so, to anticipate the addition of new features.

DELPHI 7 is an environment of development
based on a well-known language: the Pascal Object.
This environment dedicated to the fast development of
graphical interfaces guarantees a good productivity in
the realization of the interfaces, while keeping the
quality inherent to an object-oriented development.
The main qualities of DELPHI 7 are summarized
below:

Fig. 1: Software architecture of CALICE v2.0

high quality of the Integrated Development
Interface ( IDE), It is composed of three main items:
high quality of the compiler, which does not
compromise the efficiency of the generated The user interface
executable code,

• the power of the programming language 0 The user front-end allows users to choose its
without useless increase of complexity, fissile and moderated media (homogeneous or

• flexibility and evolution potential of the heterogeneous), to take into account or not the
architecture combustion rate and finally to select the set of

• re-use of components allowed by the parameters necessary for the complete
infrastructure. definition of the chosen medium (density,

acidity, geometry ... ).

The use of this language has allowed to develop 0 The output interface allows users to consult
CALICE and to generate a setup file which allows to criticality parameters and to eventually do a
install it on any PC equipped with WNDOWS NT, post-treatment of the data (graphic output,
WINDOWS 2000 or 98. The version so installed will interpolation ... ).
require none of the software used for the development 0 The treatment modules are independent. Each
(DELPHI, ACCESS). module is a black box requiring input

CALICE should work under WINDOWS, without parameters and supplying output results by
real optics of installing it on any other platforms, there answering a particular elementary function.
is thus no necessity of implementing a multi-platforms
environment. However, DELPHI authorizes the The data
double compilation WINDOWS LINUX, from the
same file sources. Databases are structured according to the type of

Concerning databases, the number of data to be fissile media:
stored is very important and can exceed several
hundreds of thousand values to possibly reach a a homogeneous,
million data. The reserved solution consists in 0 heterogeneous.
structuring the data in ACCESS databases. A database
corresponding to a particular f issi le medium. They can only be modified by a limited number of

Besides, to guarantee a possible transfer of the data users (administrators).
in another database management system, one of the
features of CALICE allows to create ASCII files Depending on the preliminary choices of the user:
readable under EXCEL or with any other text editor.

0 fissile medium,
3. Architecture 0 moderated medium,

A simple way of representing the software a bum up credit,

architecture of CALICE is given in the following CALICE accesses a specific database and asks the
figure: user to completely define the medium by choosing a
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specific set of parameters among those stored in the
Tz. d. ,d- F-k ........... .. ........ N� . f4a.

database: density, acidity, poison ... r *.O. U I C U.N041Am

rPU r U.P..241A-W-.,��

Once the medium is defined, the user can execute
�Jyp- .Mdad-

his request. The output interface extracts the results of r Atk� a,

the relevant database and displays them on the screen. r P..241M
r 06I.W.

U M4
The output r S- pd. TC

IH20

A- d. TC C JAPOLL I DTF4V CEA86)
The outputs that can be produced by CALICE are

of three types:

a tables of results, Fig. 2 Window allowing to chose a fissile medium
4) Graphical results,
0 CSV documental The parameters of this window characterize

WORD documents. completely a database. The validation, leads to the
opening of a second window from which the user can

4. Three types of users choose the characteristic parameters of the fissile
medium (density, acidity, geometry ... ). The

Three types of users have been defined, according ergonomics of this second window depends on the
to their level of expertise and the nature of their needs: type and on the nature of the selected medium. The

following figures show two examples of windows:
Standard user ------------- -- 1- -- ------ - ---------
This profile corresponds to a user who, for the ... ..............

needs of a study, should make one or a set of k6m gj4 2

consultations from data stored in database. Te basic
features of CALICE are foreseen for this type of user

.... ...... ......
who can use directly the results of consultations.

Expert user
This profile is dedicated to users who, for the

needs of an expertise or a study of criticality, can be
NI",

brought to import one or several databases without /24W./24IN/24Z.

modifying their contents. Contrary to a standard user, T-.240P.M - 11 0 R2.$1 �FQ
the "expert" can also realize interpolation. To do it, ...... .. ....

C-� -MM6.

this type of user has access, via a login and a password,
A.A..1-241A.]Ii

to these functions. ... 7�-

- --------------------
The administrator ...... ......
The administrator guarantees the distribution of

CALICE to potential users. The administrator can also Fig. 3: Characteristics of a homogeneous fissile
create new databases, modify their contents as well as medium
the title of each field. To do it, the administrator has
access to a specific database management tool. This
profile is distributed to a very limited number of users.

5. CALICE functionalities

The choice, in the "File" menu, to consult
criticality parameters leads to the opening of a
window which allows to define completely the
database which will be opened and from which the
data will be extracted. The figure below represents this
window:
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Once the criticality parameters have been selected,
N.& iMd&

P.1 R'P� HX. users can easily find the minimum critical value and
TM liable

im H&S,.y- realise any post-treatment, such as requiring a
�-Omr-& A,

LUD 2:�M graphical display. The figure below, represent an....... ........ ......... ...... ........ .... ............................. .... ...... .... ..... .....
example of plot produced with CALICE:

....... ...... .. .. ..................................

j2�/Z3!RJ1M/230U,7

��]IIIUIMIU
lCh.4- �j

E..4- V`- Wqin

jCh=

JnW,123W.1240p. 41 Pu 242P.

T_.2.0PU(,4 Ai tH2

JR1 R2C 5hb. I rpt�-

D_ ............. ..........

.. ..... .. ...... .

Fig. 4 Characteristics of a heterogeneous fissile
medium

The validation via the button "Next" leads to the
screen of presentation of the criticality parameters.
This window consists of three zones: Fig. 6 Graphical output of CALICE v2.0

• a zone reminding the properties of the selected 6. Conclusion
fissile medium,

• a zone allowing to select te parameters to see CALICE v2.0 is thus an intuitive, user friendly,
(criticality parameters, neutronic constants and fast and effective analytic application which is
any other physical parameters), accessible at any time on the criticality engineer's

• a zone displaying the parameters selected as a personal computer.
function of the concentration and the Its helps nuclear criticality engineers, in their
moderation ratio. everyday tasks, to quickly access data usually used to

value the criticality risks on an installation.
The figure below represents the window of

consultation: RW rences
1) J.M. et al, "The Cristal. Criticality Safety

Package", ICNC'99
P.

........... ... .

V 44

.. ................. ................... ...............

Q.jj.ATj �� H�(.Z! d1l

1
2 9MW 000 zm'. this
3 316�� 9:M I.. 2.,089 �Umi

2 36917 MW �1:998 OU3
5124t� 20M 1.904 0,036
GMai MM ton 0 M4
7515.953 %DUO I.M 0 M AM fN
U3W973 7aDOO� 1A% 200
92G1 V2 100,000 I M B.031 N-
in M015 IMMO I am a 030 D

M.W M.000 IM 09
12 87 895 3M009 IM2 =8
_L3 65 94 400.000 1.,75 OU27 1W
14 M LWOW 1712 M4 chains d. -aw_
15 M. MMD 02
- ME 9M.Ow tw 'awl 1,00
17 M451 1 X000 1.5� 0019
La 2' Ns I ftiim i�50 6018

12DD.000 1�517' 0�64........ ... OM I -1 W 1-M I Fi�j

..... ..... .. .... .. ... ......

Fig. 5: Neutronic constants display of CALICE
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The Graphical User Interface for CRISTAL V1

L. HEULERS*, G. COURTOIS", F. FERNEX, J.M. GOMIT and E. LETANG
Institut de Radioprotection et de Sfiretj Nucliaire, BP] 7 92262 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex, France

t: G. COURTOIS died on January 2003.

This paper deals with the new Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the CRISTAL VI
package devoted to criticality studies including bum up calculations. The aim of this GU is
to offer users a high level of user-friendliness and flexibility in the data description and the
results analysis of codes of the package. The three main components of the GUI (CIGALES,
EJM and OPOSSUM) are presented. The different functionalities of the tools are explained
through some applications.

1. Introduction

The new Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the
CRISTAL VI package') has been developed by
IRSN to offer users a high level of user-friendliness
and flexibility, to propose an easier data description
of codes and an automatic selection of nuclear data
and computation options.

The three main components of the GUI are
CIGALES, EJM and OPPOSSUM. The CIGALES
computation code is a data generator used to
provide data files for te APOLLO2 assembly code
(Pij or Sn calculations). The CIGALES V3 version
benefits of a lot of improvements like a new record
method (based on the use of a database) to save and
call-back data (for a media panel or a whole Fig Main panel of CIGALES (V3)
calculation), new dilution laws to calculate isotopes
concentrations of fissile media, options for multi- 1) Creation of data file for the APOLL02
cell data file preparation and the possibility to link computation code, which produces, with the
the CRISTAL VI package with depletion codes for probability collision method (Pij method),
bum up calculations. The EJM and OPPOSSUM homogenised and self-shielded macroscopic cross
tools are graphical tools belonging to the pre- and sections for the MORET4 computation code and
post-processing Toolbox of the MORET4 neutronic parameters of the fissile materials;
computation code, respectively a text editor to 2) Creation of data file for the APOLL02
display the geometry construction and a tool to computation code for calculation of the effective
display and to analyse the results of the Monte multiplication factor Keff (ID or 2D calculations)
Carlo simulation. with S method;

2. The CIGALES computation code 3) Creation of data file for the APOLL02
computation code for calculation of standard worth

2.1 Overview (ID calculation with users defined reflectors) with
The CIGALES2) computation code, available on Sn method.

Windows NT or 2000 environment, is devoted to 2.2 Improvements in the new version:
the automatic generation of data files for the
APOLL02 3) computation code. Input data are CIGALES V3
provided in an interactive way, using the tree 2.2.1 Records
structure of panels with predefined fields. In the previous version, users were able to

display recorded simple information about
Through the main window FiR 1, users have materials on panels. This information was stored on

access to the three functions provided by CIGALES text-files. In this new version, the use of a database
(the same in all versions): replaced the simple previous system.

Thus, in each panel, a list appears at side of the
material description, Fig 2.

LoYc HEULERS, Tel. 33-1-58-35-87-91, Fax. 33-1-46-57-29-98, E-mail: loic.heulers�irsn.fr
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Fig 2 Material panel with data list Fig 3 Dilution law panel

This list allows calling back of information of a 2.2.3 Multi-cell calculation
selected material even if composed of several The main innovation of this new version of
media. Therefore, users can call back a cell CIGALES code is the implementation of the
calculation and change or add a moderating ratio multi-cell option. This option allows users to create
value for one fissile without rewriting anything else an APOLL02 data file for a multi-cell Pij
(density, list of elements for the media ... . This new calculation (based on the interface current method).
record method affords to users to do calculation
faster. The creation of a multi-cell data file consists of

Moreover, users can remove a selection from the three main steps:
list by pressing the delete key. a Description of the assembly geometry,

In addition, CIGALES allows recording the (Fig 4.

whole geometry of a simple or multi-cell a Cells regrouping for self-shielding
calculation. calculation, Pij calculation and

2.2.2 Density laws homogenised media definition, (Eig-5).
Criticality calculations need, as input data, the 0 Definition of reference cells used in the

atomic densities of fissile mixtures. Density lawS4) array, ig-6).
are used to calculate them in solution mixtures and
derive the water content, which rules the reactivity.
There are relationships between mixture density
and actinide concentration, acidity and temperature: TITREdt,*dRULTICELLUUE�

,o = f(C(X), H, T). CIGALES V3.0 provides these .... ............ ......................

atom densities. r -t-1. Q'.5r&

The main improvements added in the new
CIGALES version are the followings: ION

New nitrate density laws, �i .... ... ... .
S Y M E T R E , ...............................................I.............................. ...................... .... .............

• New oxide-nitrate density laws, t7 r y

Possibility to solve every mixture with the r r" C

volume addition law using the "solutds
g6ndralisds" (generalized aqueous ODEU&ATMN ... .. ........ ...........................

solution) density law, RESEW

Some changes in the water density and in
the HN03 density law which affect
slightly all the density laws, Fig 4 Multi-cell option front panel

0 Possibility to take into account other

moderators (CH2, plexiglas, etc..) in the The front-end panel (Fig 4) offers two
generalized aqueous solution density law. possibilities:

These innovations are underlined in Figure 3 0 Creation of a new assembly (symmetry
choice, dimension of the rods array ... ,
Access to the database through two
different options: either through the
qualified part of the base, which can not
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be removed and contains information panel, g_6. It allows users to define the geometry
on already calculated and qualified of the cell either square or rectangular and its
assemblies (particularly in terms of dimensions.
cells regrouping for self-shielding, PiJ a) The inner parts of the cell are concentric
calculation and homogenised media cylindrical zones. To model this, users have
definition) or through the personal part to give the radius, the number of points
of the base, which afford to users to where flux is calculated and the material of
store their own data. In addition, in this each zone.
panel, the main symmetry of the array is b) It's a homogenised cell and users have only
precised. to give the composition of the structure

media.

Once all of the reference cells have been defiried,
user comes back to the second panel, Fig 5, and can
launch the creation of the complex APOLL02 data
file (data are written in the Gibiane control
language using APROC CRISTAL library).

2.2.4 Link with CESAR and DARWIN codes
CESAR') and DARwrN') are depletion codes

that allow to compute isotopic concentrations on a
homogenised cell in relation to the bum up and the
radioactive decay.

ELL
Fig Cells regrouping panel

The second panel, Fig 5, concerns the geometry 8

and the regrouping of cells. On the one hand, users 4 q 0 6

can add or delete column and rows, precise the
symmetry of the cells situated on the edge of the
assembly and organizes the reference cells, on the
other hand, they define the most effective ell
regrouping for self-shielding calculation, for the PiJ

calculation and precise the number of homogenised Fig 7 Bum up credit panel in CIGALES V3
media provided by the APOLL02 calculation.

Results of APOLL02 calculation are
homogenised and self-shielded macroscopic To take into account the burn up credit') in an
cross-sections for the MORET4 computation code. assembly calculation, rods are axially sliced in
The different media (named MILIEU1, MILIEU2 different zones of bum up. CIGALES V3 allows to
and MILIEU3 in Fig 5) are then assigned to the read the concentrations from the output files of
different volumes of the 3D complex geometries either CESAR or DARWIN codes and to prepare
performed in the MORET4 Monte Carlo code. the corresponding APOLL02 calculations for the

CRISTAL VI package.

T e FIR 7 s ws the pane use to rea the
concentrations from a CESAR or DARWIN
calculation. In the first column, selected isotopes
are displayed depending on the user choice (radio

E.

rH71 buttons: 6 major Fission Products, 15 or more). A
set of corrective factors, applied to isotopic

-7- concentrations, is proposed to users who can
replace it by their own values. In relation to theiio;w�

Fig 6 Reference cell definition isotopes retained, a theoretical density of material is
proposed, however the user has to validate the

Each cell (fissile" or structure b media) is proposal. Then, in the right table, user chooses bum
described (creation or modification) through a third
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up value for each axial zone (number of zones is In the volume creation panel presented hereafter,
precised in the text field above). Fig 9 users give the position of the volume, the

number of the volume, which contains it, the
3. The EM text editor number of the chemistry and the kind of

interactions (topological operators) with other
3.1 Overview volumes (optional).

EJM is a new tool for the MORET4 Monte Carlo
code. EJM is available on all of environment
(Windows, Linux, Unix). The tool is written in

Wd6vililume.JAVA. It is a text editor which offers users the
possibility to display the construction of their
geometry at the same time as they write it. Its �Wum:e extkleur A Chim� 3

principal panel is cut into two parts: the left part is
used to write the modeling of the geometry and the Type� �80W n- I aJ Li
right one to visualize it by various cuts (in the three
directions) at various levels in real time, Fig 10.

3.2 Use
The text editor includes the usual functionalities:

• Undo/redo,
• Search/replace,
• Saving file,
• Keeping in memory the path of the last

saved files.
Specific functions dedicated to the geometry are
available:

• Keyword colorization (keywords can be
defined by users),

• Adding cuts in the visualisation panel. Fig 9 Volume creation panel in EM

Besides, from the toolbar, users can create new
types of volume, Fig 8, and new volumes, Fig 9 As it is shown on Fig 10, with a simple right-
The sentences corresponding to the new type and click of the mouse on a volume, a window appears
volume created are automatically written on the text with some information (number of the volume, type,
area. In the same way, each new volume is drawn in chemistry, position). In the same way, if you
each cut of the graphic area. double-left-click a colour-chooser panel appears,

.. .. ....... giving the possibility of changing the chemistry
colour, Ei I .

.............

M

iJ2hatdeur4c' 4"

Ajouter Annuler V

0
Fig 8 Type creation panel in EJM

In the type creation panel, Fig 8, users enter, Fig 10 EJM main panel
depending on the volume type desired, the values of

the main parameters (height, length, width for a box, Moreover, any change made in the text panel

radius for a sphere ... (modification of the chemistry number for a volume,
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suppression of a volume ... is reflected on the
graphic area.

E

T1011a

Ell
M

Australian," ii�fi ... ..... ......

Fig 12 OPOSSUM main panel

In a second step, users have access to three tab
o i I i panels: the first one to visualize keff, Fig 13, the

4
second for the reaction rate, Fig 14, and the cross
section and the last one, which allow users to

Fig 11 Chemistry colorchooser display the position of the source in the geometry.

4. The OPOSSUM post-processing tool

4.1 Overview W., ''M
OPOSSUM (Eig 12) is a post-processing tool for

the MORET4 Monte Carlo code. OPOSSUM is
available on all of environment (Windows, Linux,
Unix) thanks to the use of JAVA. It allows users to
see the results of their MORET4 calculation Strip �V,

through graphs and curves and to compare several
calculations results.

Developments performed in MORET4 code
allow archiving Flux during the calculation (at each
batch, 3 different estimated flux value are stored for
each volume and energy group) in a compressed Fig 13 Keff panel
file. At the end of calculation, all compressed file
are placed with a XML file (which contains data From the keff panel, thanks to a table legend,
about the geometry' batches keff, source ratio per curves can be added or removed by checking or not
volume at each energy group, macroscopic cross- the right box. We visualize here 6 different
section for each media) in a tar file. estimators: only one point per estimator if data are

Thanks to the collection of this huge quantity of coming from an average calculation or a curve (as
data, OPOSSUM will be also a statistic tool for plotted in Fig_ 13) if all the data are considered (all
MORET4. the calculation batches are taken into account).

4.2 Use
Two modes of use are available in OPOSSUM:

starting from the whole data resulting from
calculation or performing the average of these data
towards an opost file. This choice is done in the
"File menu" opening a file or creating an opost
file. Moreover, an iterative stationarity test is done
to remove the transient of the calculation In fact
Monte Carlo criticality calculations are widely
biased by sources initialization and thus need a
transient suppression process. This automated
suppression of the initial transient has been

... ...... ..validated firstly on a plan of experiments of
theoretical k-effective series, and secondly on a set
of practical cases. Fig 14 Reaction rate panel
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In the reaction rate panel, various macroscopic Criticality Safety, ICNC' 2003, Tok;aff Mura,
reaction rates can be displayed: production, Japan, Oct. 20-24, 2003.

absorption, excess, total, for each media of the 5) M. Sansom, J.P. Grouiller, J. Pavageau P.
geometry. In the same way, macroscopic cross Marimbeau, J. Pinel and J.M. Vidal, "CESAR: a
section can be displayed. More, the same parameter Simplified Evolution Code for Reprocessing
can be visualized for different media. Applications," Proc. Int. Nuclear Conf On

In the last panel, the geometry is displayed as in Recycling, Conditioning and Disposal, RECOD
the panel graphic of EJM, Fig 10, and users can 98, Nice, France, Sept. 25-28,111, 986 1998).

visualize, by choosing the parameter on a table 6) "DARWIN: an Evolution Code System for a
(source or reaction rate), the proportion of this Large Range of Application" - J. Nucl. Sci.
parameter in each volume of the geometry at the Technol., Supplement 1, p845-849, March 2003.

beginning or the end of the calculation. 7) J. Raby and al., "Current studies related to the

The last functionality is the possibility given to use of Bum up Credit in France", Proc. Int.
users to compare different cases of MORET4 Conf. On Nuclear Criticality Safety, ICNC'
calculations. In that case, the last panel (geometry 2003, TokaY Mura, Japan, Oct. 20-24, 2003

display) is not enabled. Besides, these comparisons 8) Y. Richet, 0. Jacquet and X. Bay, "Automated
are done only with the opost file, so with average Suppression of the Initial Transient in Monte
data. Carlo Calculations based on Stationarity

Detection using the Brownian Bridge Theory",
At least, a possibility is offered to create for a Proc. Int. Conf. On Nuclear Criticality Safety,

calculation its own output data file by selecting the ICNC' 2003, TokaY Mura, Japan, Oct. 20-24,
desired exits. 2003.

5. Conclusion

The new Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the
CRISTAL VI package offers a high level of
functionalities and flexibility to achieve data files
creation (through the CIGALES and EJM interface)
and to analyse and display the results (OPOSSUM).

This new generation of interface will prevent
users of making effors, such as syntax eor in the
input data files (CIGALES, EJM), will improve the
checking of the MORET4 calculation validation
and the analyse of the result (OPOSSUM). More, it
will allow users to exploit as well as possible the
high quantity of data contained in the listing and to
easily compare various calculations.
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The SMORES Capability for Minimum Critical Mass Determination
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The purpose of the present work is to illustrate the capability of SMORES - a nw
sequence incorporated in SCALE-5, for automated minimurn critical mass (MCM)
determination. The illustration Ls de by identilytrig the MCM of spherical systems of
"U, U or "Pu moderated and reflected with either D20 or a combination of
polyethylene and Be. he latta povide the lowest critical mm of, respectively, 151.7
g, 202.2 g and 119.0 g. These masses are close to a factor of 2 lower than the MCM of
the corresponding fissile material with D20 and close to a factor of 4 for the MCM 
H20. The fissile material concentration exhibit a spike rim the core outer boundary at
the interface between the poyethylene a Be. The SMORES sequence of SCALE 
could be useful fbr determining margins of subcriticality and for oer applications
encountered by tic criticality safety cmmunity.

KEYWORDS: SMORES; SCALE, Minimum Critical Mass; Maximum ke 233 U; 235 U; 239p"

1. Introduction search for the minimum crfical mass or for the
minimum mass that can provide a pecified k < .0.

A new prototypic analysis sequence, SMORES The ppose of the pesent work is to illustrate the
(Scale Material Optimizanori and REplacement capability of the new SCALE sequence fb mmum
Sequence), was - recently developed for critical mass MCM) determination.
incorpoation into the SCALE-5 code package'). The illustration is done by appyirig the SMORES
SMORES, provides for a semi-automatic search for sequence to determine the MCM of two types of
either the maximinn kff of a given amount of systems: (A) A system consisting of a single fissile
specified fissfle material, or the mmum critical material moderated and reflected by heavy-water and
mass. It is described in detail in reference 2 and also M A system consisting of a singje fissile material 
in references 3 4 and 5. combination with two moderating materials -

Very briefly, the search procedure proceeds as poyethylene (Poly) and berylliurn (Be).
fbllows: Befbre starting the optimization process, a Type A systems were found by previous researchers
rekrence system is defined This oxides the core to offer the lowest MW of a given fissile material
radio or thickness and cposition and reflector when in combination with a sgle rnoderating/reflecting
thickness and composition. Using firA order material. 7-9) T B systems were considered in a
perturbation theory Equal Volurne Replacement previous tu; r)bt considered only 29pU fissk isotope

Reactivity Worth (EVRRW) traverses are calculated and used infinit dution au& sections.
for a system consdacm the com on of wch The following illustrations pertain to problems
is a design variable. An EVRRW of material i with characterized by a sle fel aterial. Recently, the
respect to refmnce material I is the reactivity effect SMORES capability has been expanded4) to enable search
of rlacing a cubic centimetm of matenal I by the fbr maximum kr for Pstems with any number of fuel
same volume of material For minimurn critical and non-fuel constituents. he ew capability Ls riot
mm problems the EVRRW guide an automated incorporated, yet, within SCALE.
redistribution of the systern conskmts so as to
many= the fjel inventory while keeping k at or 2. Mustrations
very close to .0. The optimization process is
iterative, it proceeds until the EVRRW distribution 2.1 MCM in D20
of the fuel becomes flat Mass the core and is lower The systems considered are 240 cm i rius spherm
outside of the core. of D20 with several hundred gms of a fissile material.

SMORES can be used to determine margins of The fissile material is initially unilbrmly distributed
submticality by identilying the maximum value of over a central sphere that is 60 cm in drus. The sphere
the effective multiplication factor, km that can is divk1ed into 120 half-centimeter-thick zones he
result from a given mass of a given fissile aterial composition aoss a zone is constant The optimization
when combination with specified moderating ad variable is the concentration of the fissile material 
reflecting materials. The identification of kmdr is each of the zones.
accomplished sernimautornatically, using the Figure I illustrates the opfirrial ontration of J
optimization strategy of the SWAN Code4fi). in practically finft D medium. The MCM is found
Alternatively, SMORES can perform an automated to be 344.84 g 2� U. Te uranium occupies the

CorrespondingauthorTel. 001-510-643-9983,Fax. +001-510-643-9685,E-niail: gehud�nuc.berkeley.edu
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innermost 32 cm spherical region, and its 4.OE-0-4 -
concentration monotonously increases towards the
center. Figure 2 shows the EVRRW distribution 
two successive iterations contending to the 23.OE-04 -
optimal systern composition It is seen that do
effectiveness fiinctiori Ls practimfly flat across the U.
zones that contain 131 U and is lower in a o OE 2.OE-04

zones This distribution unplies that the arrived at .20
compositiori Ls the optimal; no shuffling of
constituents can finther increase kr 1.OE-04

C%1

4.OE-04
O.OE+00

0 10 20 30 40 50 60
c
2 3.OE-04 Radius (cm)

U. Optimal 3 diStnbUfion in D yielding
11 Fig. 3minimurn critical mass of 295.60 g.

R 4.DE-04
I.OE-04

....... 0 3.OE-04
O.OE+00

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 U.
Radius (cm) 0

E2.OE-04

1211Mg I Optima U dis:iribution in O yielding
minimum critical ass of 344.84 g. 1.OE-04

Of

0.022 -
O.OE+00 f......... ...... ........

0.018, 0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Radius (cm)
0.014 -

0.010 Fig. 4 Optimal 139pU distribution in D yielding
minimum critical mass of2O4.24 g.

0.006 .... .... 1
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 4.OE-04 -

Radius (cm) c
.2
'U 3.OE-04 -

Fig. 2 Equal Volume RepLacement Reactivity LL

Worth traverses in successive iterations 'El 2.OE-04 -
cotirsponding t the optimal composition of Fig. 1. .2

0

A similar analysis done for otha fissile materials IL 1.OE-04
for 2 g for 239pUresulted in 295.60 �J, 204.24

and 135.96 g for 41pLL Te geral shape of the

fissile rnaterial distribution Ls similar t that of O.OE+00
Figure I but the core radius and the peak 0 10 20 30 40 50 60
concentration are fissile nuiterial dependent Fgure Radius (cm)
3 shows the optimal composition of 233U in DD
while Figure 4 shows the optimal 239 Pu-1320 system Optimal 241pU distribution
and Figure shows the optimal 241 Pu-D20 system. Fi .g.5 in D20 yielding

minimum critical mass of 135.96 g.
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The esults for the 239pU - DP system can be Figur 9 shows the effect of zone thickness on the
compared with results orted by Yatdl. The optimal 2 &tnbUfiorL The mum Critical mass
minimum critical mass at roorn temperature was value s practically the same for both zone ducknesses
faind8 t be 390 g; it corrosponds to a thin shell of considered. Figures IO and I I show the corresponding
2N Pu flat Ls 50 cm in outer diameter and is polyethelene and berythurn optimal ffistribution.
immersed in a 240 cm cube of D20. Heavy water Whereas the optimization using 0. c thick zones
fiflS the 9pir Sphere interior a WeU. results in a complete separation between the two

From the close to a factor of two difference in moderators, the optimization using the 025 cm zones
the critical mass it appears that the optimal spatial results in a sght mixing of the two.
diStribirtion of 29pU identified by SMORES is

significantly more reactive than that of the spherical 6.OE-03 Al
shell of eference S. In or to verify this

hypothesis the SCALE sequence used for the 5.OE-03 -
SMORES analysis was applied for calculating ker .2
of 240 cm in dius helical systems comprising of 4.01E-03
a sgle 204.24 g of shell with inside and U.
outside the shelL Te maximum kr was found to r- 3.OE-03 -
be 0883 - lower thari for the SMORES defined .0
core kf = 1.0). It corresponds to a shell that is 50 > 2.OE-03 -
cm in outer diameter. Poly Be

In order to verify the SMORES minimurn critical C4 1.0E-03
mass calculations reported above MCNP was
applied to calculate k for the system compositions O. OE+00
reported in Figures I through 5. The MCNP 0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0
calcuhded kff is very close to unity for a fbur Radius (cm)
systems, as can be seen from Table .

Table I Comparison of MCNP Versus SMORES Fig. 6 Optimal 2sU distribution with polyethylene and
Calculated kE Values for MCM in D20 berylhum. moderaturs/reflectors yielding minimum

critical mass of 201.22 g.

Fissile SMORES MCNPkr
material ka 6.OE-03 A

- - -BT- 0.999999 0.99722±0.00092
= U 1.000000 0.99871±0.00085

1.000013 0.99765±0.00089 5.OE-03.2
PU 1.000048 1.00014±0.00096 4.OE-03 -

U.
2.2 MCM In Polyethylene and Beryllium r 3.01E-03 -

Figure 6 shows the optimal position of a 2 , - Poly Be0
Type spherical system composed of 23�J, Poly >m 2.OE-03
and Be. The system outer radius is 140 cm. The M
initial cposition was a uniform mixaurc of the 1.OE-03
three constituents over a central Sphere that is 20
cm in radius. This "core" was divided into 0. c O.OE+00 -
thick zones. The optimization process segregated 0.0 5.0 10.0 15. 0 20.0
the Poly and the Be; the Poly occupying the
innermost 8.5 cm and the Be the rest of the system. Radius (cm)
The critical mass is 201.22 g; significantly lower
thari with D20. The 2U concentration spikes at the Fig. 7 Optunal "-U drAnbution wth polyethylene and
interface between the Poly and the Be. A similar beryllium moderators/reflectors yielding minimum
phenomenon was observed w using infinite-
dillution cross sections. 6) critical mass of 151.66 g

Similar optimization calculations with SMORES
resulted in 151.66 g for ... U and 118.98 g for "'Pu
(see Figures 7 and 8). The latter value is orily
slightly larger m the 12 g obtained using the
infinitely duted cross Sections of the DABL69
librar)P.
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6.OE-03 1.0 

0.9 Poly .c 5.OE-03 25 cm
.2 0.8
Z - Be 025 cm
LE 4.OE-03 cr 0.7
L

'U 0.6
E In3.OE-03 LL 0.5

OE 0.42.OE-03 Z

CD Be >0.3
y

1.OE-03 0.2

0.1
O.OE+00

0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 0.0
0 5 10 15 20

Radius (cm) Radius (cm)

Fig. (Pfirnal 131pU diStnbUfiorl With pyethylene Fg. I Optirnal polyethylene and berylhun
and bery]hurn moderatorslieflectors yielding d=butn with 3 fissile using 025 wde zones

minimurn critical mass of II 898 g.

6.OE-03 Figure 12 shows the Equal olurne ReplaCenlent
Reactivity Worth (EVRRW) of polyeth versus

berylliurn in the optirrial .inun kd Poly-Be
5.OE-03 system The blue line dnotes positive EVRRW whereas

0

4.OE-03 the red line denotes a negative EVRRW- The systC1M ff
U. could have been mcreased if Be was to be replaced by
E 3.OE-03 Poly in the hineir 825 cm serical regain and if Ply

2 was t be replaced by Be in the R > 825 cm region.0
> 2.OE-03 However, in the optimal system there is no Be left i R

< 825 cm and no Poly left in the region R > 825 cm -Cl)
c4 1.OE-03 See Figures IO and I 

O.OE+00

0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0

Radius (cm) &E-05 -

POLY Be Positivel

Fig. 9 Effect of zone thickness on qyfimal 215Ij 6.E-05 - POL 'vs Be (negative)

distribution with poly&Wlene and beryllium

moderators/reflectom

19 4.E-05

.u

1.0

0.9 Poly 0.5 cm 2.E-05

0.8

Be 0. cm0 0.7 00
'U 0. E+
2 0.6 0 5 1 0 1 5 20

U. 0.5 Radius (cm)

E 0.4

0.3 Fig. 12 Equal Volume Replacernent Reactivity Wrth

0.2 (EVRRW) distribution ofPoly versus Be in the pal

0.1 .. . . . . 235 U system defined in Figures 9 and II 025 cn zones)

0.0

0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 The EVRRW of 231U versus Be is shown in Figure

Radius (cm) 13. The EVRRW of 231U is nearly flat in the region R -

Fig. 10 opfrial polyethylene and beryllium 11.5 cm and drops beyond that radius. Had there been

distribution with 235U fissile using 0.5 cm wide 235 Uin R > 1. c zones, we should have transferred it

zones to the higher EVRRW zones (R < 1. c). But a the
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Z5 U is already in the R < 1.5 region, and shuffling 3 of ... U, "U and 'FkL Also given in Table 2 are
235U fiorn one mm tc oer zones in this region will approximate values of the minimum critical mass
not increase k as the EVRRW i a these zones is reported in Reference 10. The latter correspond to
very nearly the same. Hence we are certain that the uniform spherical solutions in water that are surrounded
system is optimal. by an effectiv6y infinite water reflector These values

are approximate as they were irdened from the figures

0.030 - of reference 10. Table 3 gives the corresponding core
mdii

Table 2 Summary of Minimum Critical Masses
0.025 -

Fissile Minimum critical mass (g)

material H201U) D20 Poly Be
0.020 - LJJU

595 295.6 151.7
810 344.8 201.2

0.01 - 177p-u 525 204.2 119.0

Table 3 Core Radius Conresponding to Minimum
0.010 Critical Mass Sstems

0 5 10 Is 20

Radius (cm) Fissile Core radius m)
material H20` DP Poly Be
Lj�u 13.2 28.5 9.5

13 EVRRW distribution of 235U vsus Be in =U 15.6 32 11.5
the system of Figures 9 and II 0.25 an znes) -11F - 15.9 31 12

As whiff check on the validity of the minimum

critical mass calculations of SMORES we The above illustrations indicate that SMORES a new

reconfigured te optimal '"Pu-Poly-Be system of sequence of SCALE, is useftil for idendyn nunirnum

Figire to have a sgle spherical shell of '"Pu critical mass. As such it could elp the cnwz* sa&-ty

with Poly filling all its iriner space and Be community fr bounding the MCM or of k& and for

surrowding it from the outside. The Pu shell determining criticality safety margins.

radius ad thickness were varied bid the 239Pu mass The above reported studies also indicate that

was conserved at II 8.98 g. The most tive continuous distribution of fissile material m a cral

configuration was fWnd t be a shell i bween sphere in D20 modffatorheflector gives a hgher kr

6 5 and 7 c with Poly filling the extra volume dw the &Xete geor� suggested in the lite"hn

fiaction in the plutonium zone; its k is 07227 spherical shell made of te sum mm.

way below that corresponding to the optirrial Another usefil finding from the limited nuniber of

configuration identified by SMORES. SMORES optimization studies carried out so far is that

The spike in the concentration of fissile, fuel at a oombiriation of polyethylene and beryllium offers a

the boundary between the Poly and Be observed for smaller MCM dm attainable with D20. To the best of

all three fissile fiiels oritributes 6) to critical mass our knowledge, this is the minimum critical mass

minrinizatim in a couple of ways : " increases the identified so far for a given fissile malenal when at

probability that neutrons that leaked into the room temperature and at sandard pessure.

reflector w (a) get back to the core, and (b) be The space dependent distribution of the fissile

absorbed in the Pu rather thari in H. Notice that the material, polyethylene and beryUmm corresponding to

spike occurs at a radius that is approximately two- the mhmurn critical ass as identified by SMORES is

thirds of the core radius. Poly is the preferred very complex, it would be very difficult to arrive at such

moderator at the inner two fluids of the core radius, a composition using the pametric study approach at

whereas Be Ls the preferred moderator at the outer can be referred to also as a 'VW and erroe' approach in

thiid of the core (as measured by radius); that is at common use by the criticality safety community-, that is,

more than one half of the core volume. Beryllium is without a too] like SMORES.

also the preferred reflector.
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MCNP Based Calculation of Reactivity Loss due to Fuel Circulation in
Molten Salt Reactors
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In molten salt reactors, the delayed neutron precursors continuously change their position
in the reactor and primary loop due to the circulation of the fuel. Therefore, the influence of
the delayed neutrons on the reactivity differs from that of solid fuel reactors. The paper
describes a method, which is developed in order to modify the program MCNP so that it can
take into account the transport of the delayed neutron precursors, and therefore it is capable to
calculate the reactivity loss of reactors with circulating fuel. With the aid of the modified
version of MCNP, calculations were performed on a simple homogeneous reactor with
cylindrical core. The method was also applied to perform calculations on the reactivity loss of
the MSRE (Molten-Salt Reactor Experiment, Oak Ridge National Laboratories, 1960s). The
results obtained are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions and the measured
reactivity loss values.

KEYWORDS: molten salt, fluidfuel, fuel circulation, delayed neutrons, Monte Carlo
method, criticality calculation, reacdvhy loss

presented in 3-5) . Though the deterministic theories are
1. Introduction capable of describing the phenomena in full detail, they

The molten salt reactor (MSR) concept seems to be usually contain simplifications.

one of the most promising systems for the realization of The problem can be efficiently studied with the aid
transmutation and one of the proposed Generation IV of the Monte Carlo method since the motion of delayed
reactor types'). In molten salt reactors (or subcritical neutron precursor nuclei can easily be accounted for by
systems), the fuel circulates dissolved in some molten shifting the place of birth of the delayed neutrons. A
salt. The main advantage of this reactor type is the ftirther advantage of the Monte Carlo method is that
potential for continuous feed and on-line reprocessing. tasks involving complex geometries and a large

Due to the motion of the fuel, the precursor nuclei number of different materials can also be computed in
change their position between the fission and neutron an uncompromising manner. This is why it is
emission events and decay may even occur outside the reasonable to develop a method which enables certain
core. Therefore, the reactivity and effective delayed general Monte Carlo neutron transport codes to
neutron fraction of these reactors are lower than those perform criticality calculations on circulating fuel
of solid fuel systems. The extent of the reactivity loss is systems without any approximation.
primarily influenced by the velocity field of the fuel This paper present such a method and its
and the length of fuel recirculation cycle. implementation to the MCNP4C6) code. First, the

Since all of the presently operating power reactors applicability of the method is illustrated on a simple
utilize solid fuel, until recently little attention had been homogeneous reactor with cylindrical core. As a
paid to the calculation of the reactivity loss caused by second step, some capabilities of the method in
the circulation of the fuel. In the 1960s, measurements computing three-dimensional effects are presented in
were performed on the Molten-Salt Reactor connection with the modeling of the already mentioned
Experiment (MSRE) at the Oak Ridge National MSRE. Finally, the results of an MSRE calculational
Laboratory and a theory was developed to determine benchmark are presented, pointing out the effects and
the above mentioned reactivity IOSS2). When the interest differences caused by the use of different data libraries.

toward such type of reactors started to grow a few years 2. Method of calculation
ago, research in this field gained a great impetus again.

Efforts have been made to determine the reactivity loss The method developed is based on the determination
by deterministic methods, such as the point kinetics of the shift of the precursors from the velocity of the
theory and the one dimensional difftision model

Corresponding author, Tel. 36-1463-1633, Fax. 36-1-463-1954, E-mail: szieberth�reak.bme.hu
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fuel and the sampled lifetime of the nuclide. The (z-H)X

delayed neutron is bom in this new position. P(z = e v

The above method is realized in MCNP4C.
Although this is a highly flexible code and can handle where is the decay constant of the precursor, v is the
the delayed neutrons in every detail, it cannot account fuel velocity in the core, and H is the height of the
for the motion of delayed neutron emitters. Therefore, core. Assuming that the spatial distribution of the
modifications were introduced in to the code. With the precursors is uniform along the z axis (i.e. there is no
aid of the modified version the multiplication factor change in the flux), we can easily obtain the following
can be determined at different fuel velocities and formula by integrating (1) over the entire core:
different circulation cycle lengths.

The method can obviously be implemented for a 6

given geometry, thus newer and newer versions of the AP=l-_1P I_ (2)
program should be created when calculating reactors P = I XIH

with different geometries. This is due to the fact that where Ap is the reactivity loss in is the delayed
the motion of the neutron birth places should be
described according to the geometry in question. neutron fraction, Pi are the delayed neutron fractions,

Concerning the simulation of the precursor nuclei, and �, are the decay constants of the individual delayed

the simplest geometry is offered by a cylindrical neutron groups.

homogeneous core. The delayed neutron emitter is
born at the place of fission, where a corresponding 3. Calculations

decay time is sampled. By use of the velocity the length First, calculations were performed for a sple
of time is deten-nined in which the emitter nucleus homogeneous. cylindrical reactor, in which 100%
would reach the upper plane of the cylindrical core. If enfiched 235UF3 is dissolved in 32 mol% BeF 68
this time is longer tan that sampled for te emitter to MO,% 7 LiF molten salt with a concentration of 48
decay, the distance traveled until the decay is Mol%. The diameter and height of the reactor are 8 cm
calculated and the point of neutron creation is shifted and 100 cm, respectively. The change in reactivity was
with this distance parallel with the axis of the core. If investigated for cases of different velocities and
the sampled decay time is longer than that needed for recirculation times. The velocity was in the interval
the emitter to reach the cover plane, the simulation between and 100 cm/s, while the recirculation time
takes the emitter off the core and it enters the primary was changed between 2 s and infinity (which was in
(external) loop. In the next step it is determined fact modeled as 100000 s). The results are shown in
whether the emitter can re-enter the core before it Figures I and 2.
decays. If the sampled decay time is shorter than the
time the emitter needs to reach the lower plane and then
to re-enter the core, the neutron that would be 1.00 -
generated by the delayed neutron emitter is not tracked.

0.90 ------In the opposite case the emitter re-enters the core. The
entrance position along the base surface is sampled 0.80 ------------- I------
uniformly. From now on, the emitter moves upward 0.70 ------- T - - - - - -- - - - - -

parallel with the axis of the core and the decay position E !
can be modeled according to the algorithm described 0.60 ....... T------------- ----- -

above. The above steps are repeated as long as the 0.50 --------------- ------
decay position of the emitter is not determined. 0.40

In the case of a more complex geometry the details 0.30 --------- 13
of the algorithm are more complicated as well,
however, the basic principle is the same as that 0.20 ------- ----------- * TheoI I
described in the previous paragraph. 0 lo -------------- -------------

Two subroutines of the MCNP source code were 0.00

modified: COLIDK (which generates the fission 0 20 40 60 80 100
neutrons for the next cycle of the simulation) and Fuel Velocity [cm/9]

SOURCK (which starts the required number of fission
neutrons for the next cycle). Fig. Reactivity loss vs. fuel velocity, in the case of

In order to theoretically estimate what results can be infinitely long (100000 s) recirculation time
expected, a simple formula was derived in a one
dimensional model. During the operation of the reactor,
a precursor nucleus born at height z in the core starts to The results obtained using the modified MCNP meet
move parallel to the axis of the core. The probability the expectations based on theoretical considerations.
that it exits from the core is: As it can be seen in Figure 1, the trends of the results
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are similar but the calculated reactivity loss is higher, within the space occupied by fuel. Accordingly, the
especially at higher velocities. This fact agrees to the most substantial difference compared to the algorithm
expectations as the simple theory considers only the for the cylindrical homogeneous reactor is that for
neutron loss due to ex-core emissions assuming a flat nuclei entering the central graphite lattice from the
axial flux distribution while the reduction in the lower plenum one fuel channel should be selected. This
delayed neutron worth due to the change of the position is realized by taking the emitter nucleus to the closest
is neglected. However, the results show that the latter fuel channel, sampling an x-y position fi-om entire
effect is not negligible. cross section of the given channel uniformly. The x-y

position of a nucleus exiting a channel is sampled
uniformly over the whole area of the corresponding

1.00 unit cell. The emitter moves vertically in the two
plenums and inside the fuel channel.

0.90 -------------- ------

0.80 ------------

cw�
0.70 ------- ! - -T I - - - - - -- - - - - ---

A
r

WTLCT
E 0.60 -------- L - - - - - -- - - - - --- - - - - - - -

ME
0.50

> ------ ------

NTC--1000008
Jr V.'*V 7 _7 I

13Tc=5s

I *Tc=2s
0.30 ------ I *Tc=l 0.

0.20 ------ ------ ------

0.10 --------------------------
CT

0.00 C-E

0 20 40 60 80 100 K�w
Fuel Velocity rft] ICSSIL

Fig. 2 Reactivity loss calculated by modified MCNP STOWE"
for the homogeneous cylindrical reactor with different

recirculation times
IMEL �. W

In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the REACTOR VESSEL REACTOR MSRE

method in more complex geometry and to compare
calculational results to measured ones it was plausible Fig. 3 Scheme of the MSRE reactor
to set up a model and perform calculations for the
MSRE. Based on the incomplete and rather poor data

The MSRE was a graphite moderated reactor, at the available on the experiments performed in the 60s a
beginning fuelled with medium enriched 131U, Which model was worked out and implemented to the MCNP,
was replaced with 233U in the later experiments. The describing the MSRE more or less adequately in terms
scheme of the reactor is shown in Figure 3 7). The fuel of reactor physics. This model was not expected to
was circulating in channels formed between graphite reflect the measurement data at high accuracy.
blocks in the central part of the core, while the volumes However, it was suitable to investigate certain
closing the reactor on the bottom and top sides are three-dimensional effects.

homogeneous ftiel spaces, called plenums. Accordingly, with the aid of this model the influence

At te application of the above mentioned method of replacing the cylindrical plenums below and above
for the MSRE there was a point of great importance: the reactor core with a more realistic elliptical and
the simulation had to ensure that during the motion of spherical structure, respectively, has been examined.
the delayed neutron emitter nuclei they always stay The vertical section of the corresponding MCNP model
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is shown on Figure 4 plenum of 17.15 cm height filled only with fuel.

The reactivity losses obtained with the cylindrical

and rounded models were 141 ± 13 and 191 ± 22 pern, Double velocity area
respectively. By comparing the difference to the
measured reactivity loss, which was 212 pcm, it can be
concluded, that the shape of the regions surrounding
the core at the bottom and top sides does have a
significant impact on the calculated reactivity loss.

The other calculational experiment is related to the
fuel flow velocity profile. In this case, the flow rate was
doubled in some portion of the fuel channels situated a 
inside the graphite block (see Figure 5) such that the
total flow rate remained constant. The result obtained

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
was that in this case the reactivity loss increased from - - - - -
the earlier 141 ± 13 to 173 ± 13 pcm. From tis it I I I
follows that the low profile also has substantial
influence on the phenomenon to be calculated. - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - -

Fig. Horizontal section of the MSRE model used to
study the effect of the velocity profile

The flow velocity of the fuel in the lattice structure
is 19.67 cm./s, while that in the closing plenums is
5.07 cm/s.

Fig. 4 Vertical section of the MSRE model used to
study the effect of rounded plenums (spherical top,

elliptical bottom)

In view of the incompleteness of the data available
on the MSRE project, the participants of the MOST
project') defined a model for the MSRE in the frame of
a calculational benchmark. The third application of our Fig. 6 A horizontal section of the MSRE calculational
method was the calculation of this benchmark. benchmark model

Based on the data gathered within the MOST project, The composition of the fuel has also been set up
the model has been elaborated as follows. The reactor according to the MOST project (see Table 1). The
is approximated as a cylinder of 142.4 cm diameter and power of the reactor was assumed to be zero, so the
166.3 cm height, which is filled with te graphite temperature of both the fuel and graphite moderator is
lattice structure shown in Figure 6 The lattice pitch is taken to be 918 K, which was used in the experiment.
4.213 cm. The side lengths of the rectangular cross

section of the fuel channels formed inside the graphite It was decided to use two different delayed neutron
are 303 cm x 1. 1 5 cm. The cylindrical system fi I led data sets. Besides the recent values of JEF-2.29) the
with the lattice is covered on top and bottom sides by a original ORNL data (see Table 3 were used, as well, in
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the attempt to narrow down the discrepancy to the acceptable in view of the standard deviation of the
experiment. As delayed neutron spectra were not calculations and measurements and the uncertainty of
available from the ORNL, therefore we used the the fuel composition. The results obtained with ORNL
provided flff valueS2) and assumed prompt fission delayed neutron data show that method applied in the
spectrum for the delayed neutrons. This approximation lack of delayed neutron spectra is feasible, however,
actually corresponds to the definition of the fiff, and the modem data sets can be considered as superior.
should have the same effect as if we used the real 
values together with the proper delayed neutron Table 2 The calculated and measured reactivity loss of
spectra. the MSRE with two types of fuel

Table I Fuel composition of MSRE Ploss 1pcm1
Fuel keff Measure- Calc ation Standard

Isotope Atomic 1%] ment ORNL JEF- deviation
235U 233U 22

Li 2.64E-01 2.64E-0 I "'U 105980 212 224 244 13

9Be 1 I 8E-0 I 1 19E-0 I 213U 1,12714 10 ± 5% 131 85 3
Zr 2.03E-02 2.03E-02

F 5.94E-01 5.96E-01 4. Conclusion
U 0 4.44E-04

0 4.37E-05 In the work presented in this paper a Monte Carlo
�U 1.04E-03 9.27E-06 method based calculational procedure has been

2.21 E-03 1.86E-05 developed for the determination of the reactivity loss of
9pu 0 8.89E-06 reactors with circulating fuel. The calculational

technique has been implemented by introducing
The MCNP model of the reactor was worked out modifications to the MCNP4C code. The applicability

according to the above considerations. A horizontal of the technique was first demonstrated on a simple
and vertical section of the model is seen in Figures 6 geometry homogeneous reactor, for which the results
and 7 respectively. obtained agreed well with the expectations form

theoretical considerations.

----------------------------
Calculations were performed for the MSRE, as well,

in order to investigate more complicated,
three-dimensional effects and to be able to compare
with measured values. The results confirm that the
application of the Monte Carlo method can be very
important if the aim is the simulation of a real geometry
with the best approximation possible. The need for a
better approximation was demonstrated by showing
that the reactivity loss was significantly affected by
change of the ftiel velocity profile and the shape of the
core containment. The values obtained for the MSRE
benchmark in the framework of the MOST project
show that a reasonable estimation of the measured
values is achievable.
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Table 3 ORNL delayed neutron data

Fuel Tool Gn I GmW2 Cmxp3 QuW4 QuW5 Cmp6

211U p Stati [CMj 640.5 21.1 140.2 125.4 252.8 74.0 27
fl, .145.7 130.7 262.8 76.6

.F static [pcm] 666.1 22.3 28

decay data [s-'] 0.0124 0.0305 0.111 0.301 1.14 3.01

233U j8 static cm] 271.2 22.55 80.28 67.48 76.86 14.94 9.10

8,ff static [pcm] 289.38 23.76 85.76 71.9 82.14 15.79 10.03

decay data [s-'] 0.0126 0.0337 0.139 0.325 1.13 2.5
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Development of Direct Transmission Probability Method
for Criticality Safety Analysis

Tetsuo MATSUMURA'* and Takanori KAMEYAMA1
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11-1, Iwado Kita 2-Chome, Komae-Shi, Tokyo 201-8511, Japan

We have developed new deterministic Sn-type two dimensional transport calculation
method using direct transmission probabilities. The present method has advantage on
calculation accuracy for geometries with much void or neutron absorption regions, because
paths of neutron are calculated from generation to reaction without approximation.
Checking calculations are carried out for a criticality safety problem of fuel assemblies in a
spent fuel storage pool with neutron absorption materials, which show difference between
the present method and the conventional Sn methods of DOT3.5 on eigenvalues and flux
distributions. The other checking calculations for a neutron shielding problem show
advantage of the present method comparing with the conventional Sn methods from the
viewpoint of ray effects.

KEYWORDS. transport calculation, direct transmission probability, two dimension,
criticality safety, radiation shielding

1. Introduction 2. Direct Transmission Probability Method

Deterministic transport calculations are effective 2.1 Transport Equation
for criticality safety and radiation shielding problems. A transport calculation considers angular neutron
However conventional two and three dimension Sn flux (y). Boundary outgoing angular flux of a mesh
codes still have ray effect problems and less reliability (yim) is calculated with boundary income angular
in accuracy for geometries with much void or neutron neutron flux y,.), transmission probability jm),
absorption regions. We have developed new neutron source (S ) and escape probability (TSm of
deterministic Sn-type of two dimensional transport the mesh (ij) for angle (m) as:
calculation method using direct transmission
probabilities. The present method has advantage on yi. = yo�m T.+ S. TSM
calculation accuracy for geometries with much void or
neutron absorption regions, and it has similarity to T. = exp ( -Y-t 
Exponential Characteristics (EC) method ), Method
of Characteristics (MOC) 23) or Method of Transmission
Probabilities 4 These methods solve transport equation
along straight lines for discrete ordinates in basic. Where, Zt: Total cross section, 1: Length of
While the MOC and other methods mainly deal with neutron path within mesh (ij).
characteristics within each calculation cell or mesh, Vein
the present method of "Direct Transmission y
Probability Method (DTPM)" solves transport
equation along paths of neutron from generation to
reaction for the whole geometry of calculation without
approximation. Therefore the DTPM has advantage on
calculation accuracy for geometries with much void or
neutron absorption regions. Additionally the DTPM
uses FDM-like 5-points type differential equation to
accelerate transport calculation 5). In this paper, we
describe DTPM, and show the checking calculation
results comparing with the conventional Sn method of
the DT3.5 code 7), for a criticality safety and a Ysm

radiation shielding problems. Fig.1 Basic Concept of the Present Transport Method.

Corresponding author, Tel. 81-3-3480-21 1 1, Fax. 81-3-3480-2493, E-mail: matsu-tgcriepi.denken.orjp
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In the DTPM, transport calculation starts from 3. Checking Calculation for a Criticality Safety
boundary angular neutron flux (y,,m) and terminates at Problem
boundary angular neutron flux of other side y,,,,,)
with consideration of transmission probability of each 3.1 Calculation Geometry and Cross Sections
mesh (Fig. 1). This transport calculation process is A checking calculation is performed with the
repeated for all of proper starting points at geometry DTMP in order to examine the applicability to the
boundaries and all of proper angles. Because the critical safety problem. Calculation geometry is array
DTPM uses no approximation in calculation, correct of fuel assemblies in spent ftiel storage pool with
values of neutron transport equation can be expected neutron absorption materials (Fig. 2 The ftiel
without approximation, under condition of enough assemblies and the moderator are included in the fuel
starting points and enough neutron angles. region. Position of (c) is cpped comer of neutron absorbers

and is in the region ofmoderator.

2.2 Acceleration Method
(a)To accelerate calculation, the DTPM uses fite

differential method (FDM)-like 5-points type ;orber
differential equation.

Income neutron current 'ij) of mesh (ij) can be
calculated with angular neutron flux (yo,, by

loomm,summating for all of the angles and the starting points Water (I 0 mm)
at geometry boundaries as:

----------

j+ij Sum yo,. - P. (2) 113 mm

(in, starting points) Fig.2 Calculation Geometry of a Criticality Safety

Problem.
Where, V. is cosine of neutron angle ) to X (or

Y) direction. The cross sections of each region are listed in
5-points type differential coefficients for the mesh Table 1. The cross sections were calculated with

(ij) can be expressed with neutron current 'ij) and 1-dimensional transport calculation code ANISN
total neutron flux i-ij) of mesh (i-1j) as: with the neutron library based on ENDL3.2 9.

C1 (ij = Jij i-Ij (3) Table I Cross Sections used for a Criticality Safety

and Problem in Two Energy Groups (Unit: cm-
Region Et, Et, v I 2 Ys Y 2 FX

CO 0) = C (i+lj)+C2 (i-1,J)+C3 ij+l)+C4 (ij-1) Fuel 0278 0.893 0.011 0255 0253 0.757 0.013

+(Y-tj-y-sid A A (4) Water 0.730 2.199 0.0 0.0 0.721 2.186 0.007

Neutron 0.693 12.75 0.0 0.0 0397 0.886 0.0001

Where, Esij is scattering cross sections of mesh (ij), Absorber -
AXij and AY j are widths of mesh (ij) for X and Y
direction respectively. Total neutron flux (�) are 3.2 Calculated Results

calculated with the 5-points differential equation as: Calculation was carried out by the DTPM and the

Q�ij= Ci�ilj+Q�ilj+C-3�i,�,+C4�ij.,+Sij (5) conventional S method of DT3.5 code. Although

The schemes of the DTPM are: reactivity changes in mesh size, the present method
1. Calculation of angular neutron flux with and DOT3.5 show some difference (about 1% 8k/k in

transmission probabilities for all of the angles and the reactivity (Fig.3).
starting points at geometry boundaries. 0.83

2. Calculation of currents at each mesh boundaries 0.82

with above calculated angular fluxes. 0.81 DOT3.5
3. Calculation of differential coefficients such as C1, 0.80 UIPM

C2, etc. of each meshes with the currents values. 0.79

4. Calculation of total fluxes with diffusion like 0.78

differential calculation using the differential 0.77

coefficients to accelerate flux distribution calculation
(inner iterations). 0.76

5. Calculation of eigenvalues (kff) by repeating the 0 2 4 6 8 10 12

above 14 procedure (outer iterations). Number ofMesh Region

Fig.3 Reactivity's of the DTPM and the DT3.5.
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Comparison of fast neutron flux distributions from Table 2 Cross Sections used for a Neutron Duct
the point (a) to the point (b) of Fig. 2 is shown in Fig, Streaming Problem in Two Energy Groups
4. The reason of the difference at point (c) is that the (Unit: cm-
fast neutron passed through neutron absorbers is Region D, Et, Es, Es, ?X-
calculated from neutron source directly in the DTPM. Concrete 02706 03854 0.2678 03808 0:66�

When segment node was changed from S t S16,

reactivity and flux distributions differed little in the 4.2 Calculated Results
DTPM. Figures 6 to show fast and thennal neutron flux

0.40 distributions calculated with the DTPM and the
(a) - the DTPM DOT3.5 code. Fig. 6 and 7 show the distributions in

0.35 DOT3.5 the whole geometry. The places of the peak in the Fig.

'a 0.30 6 are the position of the neutron source in Fig. 5. Fig.
8 shows neutron flux distributions along the line of (d)�6 0.25

(c) to (e) in Fig. .
0.20 In the result of the DT3.5 code shown in Fig. 6

0.15 (b) and Fig. (a), wave phenomenon is clearer than
(b) that in the results of the DTPM shown in Fig.6 (a) and

2 0.10
4. Fuel Fig. (a). This is due to the ray effect of conventional

0.05 Sn methods. Therefore the DTMP has advantage on

0.00 ray effect in such duct streaming problems.

0 50 100 150 200 Differences of thermal neutron flux distribution are small
between the DTPM and the D013.5 code, since thermal

Distance from Center of Fuel Assembly (mm) neutrons come from the whole concrete wall (see Fig.

Fig.4 Fast Flux Distributions of the DTPM and the 7 and Fig. (b)).
DOT3.5 Code on the Criticality Safety
Problem.

4. Checking Calculation for a Radiation Shielding 5.0

Problem 4.0

4.1 Calculation Geometry and Cross Sections Fast Flux 3.0

In order to examine the applicability of the DTPM (Arb. unit) 2 

to a radiation shielding problem, a neutron duct
streaming problem was set up (Fig. 5), where a 1.0 S22

neutron source is located in void (no substance) region 0.0 S15

which is surrounded with the concrete walls. The S8

external boundaries of the problem were on vacuum
(no reflection) conditions. (a) the DTMP.

Vacuum

(e)
5.0

4.0

3.0Vacuum Vacuum Fsat Flux

(Arb. unit) 2.0

1.0
S22

5

(d) 0.0

Vacuum
Fig.5 Calculation Geometry of a Neutron Duct (b) DT3.5.

Streaming for Radiation Shielding Problem.

Fig.6 Fast Flux Distributions of the DTPM and the
Cross section of the concrete regions is listed in DOT3.5 code in the Duct Streaming

Table 2 which was also calculated with the ANISN Problem.
code and the neutron library based on JENDL3.2. S12

was used for both the DTMP and the DT3.5 code in
the neutron duct streaming problem.
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5. Conclusion
0.016

0.014 We have developed new deterministic Sn-type two
0.012 dimensional transport calculation method using direct

Thermal Flux 0.010 transmission probabilities. The present direct

(Arb. unit) '-00' transmission probability method (DTPM) has,
O..116 advantage on accuracy for geometries with much void
0.004 or neutron absorption regions, because paths of
0,002 22 neutron are calculated from generation to reaction
0.000 without approximation. The DTPM has possibility to

solve correctly neutron transport equation, on

(a) the DTPM. condition that starting points and neutron angles are
enough.

0.016 Checking calculations are carr ied out for array of
0.014 fuel assemblies in spent fuel storage pool with neutron
0.012 absorption materials, which show difference between

the DTPM and the conventional Sn method of
Thermal Flux 0.010 DOT3.5. Difference in eigenvalues is about 1 6k/k,

(Arb. unit) and flux distribution in the crevice portion of neutron

absorbers show remarkable difference between the0.004
S22 DTPM and the DT3.5 code.0.002

0.000 S15 The other checking calculations for neutron
S8 shielding problems show that the DTPM has caused

smaller ray effect in duct streaming problems. In this
(b) DT3.5. point, the DTPM has advantage in radiation shielding

Fig.7 Thermal Flux Distributions of the DTPM problems.
and the DT3.5 code in the Duct Streaming
Problem. Acknowtedgements
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Numerical Analysis of the Reactivity for the Dry Lattices

above the Water Level of the Critical Fuel Cores

Yasushi NAUCHI* and Takanori KAMEYAMA

Central Research Institute ofElectric Power Industry, 211-1, Iwado-Kita, Komae-shi, Tokyo 201-8511, JAPAN

* nauchi�criepi. denken. orjp

Criticality analysis has been per-formed for dozens of tank type cores in which fuel
lattices are loaded vertically and partially immersed in light water. The reactivity effect of dry
part of lattices stuck above the critical water level has been calculated using the continuous
energy Monte Carlo method. The reactivity effect exceeds 0.8% both for MOX and UOX fuel
lattices of large buckling (B �2>0 .0025CM,2). It is evaluated that at least 20cm length of fuel rods
above the critical water level has significant reactivity effect.

KEYWORDS: dry part of lattice, reactivity effect, critical water level, buckling

1. Introduction reactivity effect of the dry part of fuel lattices are
identified in relation to the vertical length of

Criticality data have been measured and moderated part and volurnetric ratio of fuel to
reported for light water moderated lattices in tank moderator.
type core facilities in which fuel rods are loaded
vertically and reactivity is controlled by level of 2. Reactivity Effect of Dry Lattice
moderator'). Since those cores normally include no
control rods or soluble boron, different size of critical 2.1 Critical Fuel Lattice
lattices can be mocked up easily. The data measured Criticality calculations were performed for
for such series of lattices are useful for the UOX and MOX fuel lattices in light water where y
verification of neutronics calculation methods and fuel rods stand above the critical water surface.
nuclear data libraries. The criticality data of UOX fuel lattices

Criticality of the cores is achieved when had been reported from Tank-type Critical assembly
parts of fuel rods are immersed in the moderator and (TCA) of Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
the rest parts are left in dry air. The reactivity effect (JAERI)". 26% 25 U enriched U02 fuel rods of
of the dry part is usually considered much smaller 144.15cm length were used. The fuel pellets were
than that of the moderated part. In the calculations enclosed in aluminum tube of 0.76mm thickness with
with deterministic methods, the geometry of the dry aluminum end plug of 16.8cm length on bottom side.
part of lattices is not modeled rigorously, but They were loaded in square shaped lattices of
modeled by the assumed boundary conditions such as 18.49nun, 19.56mm, 21.50mm or 22.93mm pitches,
extrapolated'Iength, buckling, albedo or somethings). which determine the volurnetric ratio of moderator to
On the other hand, in the calculations with the fuel (V�Nf) to be 1.50, 183, 248 or 300,
continuous energy Monte Carlo method, the total respectively Neutron was reflected in the water
length of fuel rods including the dry part is often region outside the lattices, since the width of the
modeled to predict the eigenvalue with high water region is 70cm horizontally and 16.8cm bellow
accuracy 3), because the three-dimensional transport the bottom. The lattice data used are summarized in
calculation is available with the method. Accordingly, Table .
it is indispensable to clarify the reactivity effect of The data of MOX fuel lattices of Critical
the dry part for the criticality calculations. Reactor Experiment facility (CRX) had been reported

In the present paper, criticality calculations by the Westinghouse Reactor Evaluation Center4).
were performed for UOX and MOX fuel lattices with The lattices were mocked up with MOX fuel rods of
the continuous energy Monte Carlo method. The 92.96cm length containing 6.6%PU02 in naturalUO2
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and 574% 235U enriched U02 fuel rods. Those rods the boundary up to 0.8% and were leveled off around

were loaded in square shaped lattices of several kinds the height of 20cm. The length is longer than the

of pitches. The (V .. [Vf) ratios of the lattices were extrapolated length X, of 11.5cm for 183u2l and

varied from 1.5 to 1 1. The region outside the lattice is 10.8cm for the CRX8, when X, were deduced by

in water of more than 30cm horizontally, and is filled fitting fission distribution F(z as

with water and aluminum below the bottom. The size, (Z ZO ) I
pitch and critical water level of the lattices are listed F(z) = F os�7r F cos(B. ( - Z('

in Table 2.
Here, B. is the square root of axial buckling and zo is

2.2 Criticality Calculation the loop of the cosine shaped distribution.

Criticality calculations were performed Recently, It has been pointed out the

with the continuous energy Monte Carlo code, influence of initial source distribution on calculated

MCNP4C5). The pointwise nuclear data set kff with the continuous energy Monte Carlo method8).

FSXJ3-R2 library based on JENDL-3.2 6) was applied The two lattices were checked using three kinds of

for the calculations. TMCCS library included in source distribution,

DLC-200 library set was also used for inelastic 1) the calculated vertical fission rate distribution,

scattering on H20 molecular7). 2) identical to 1) without the dry part,

Eigenvalue and vertical (axial) fission rate 3) point source on the center of moderated part of the

distributions were calculated for the 183U21 lattice lattice. The calculated eigenvalues are described in

and the CRX8 lattice, in which the long parts of fuels Table 3 The dependence of eigenvalue upon the

were dry out of water region. In the calculations, the initial source is limited to 0.05%. The reactivity

total length of fuel rods is modeled, while the region effect of the dry part of lattices was not so much

above the top of fuel rods was assumed to be vacuum. influenced by the initial source distribution.

The initial source point was selected at the middle of

moderated part of the central fuel rod. In the 3. Reactivity of the Dry Lattice in Relation to

calculation for the 183U21 lattice, 160000 histories Lattice Property

were sampled for each generation and the eigenvalue

estimators were accumulated for 150 generations For critical lattices of TCA and CRX

after skipping 100 generations. facility listed in Table I and 2 the reactivity effect of

The eigenvalue was calculated to be the dry part were identified by two kinds of modeling

1.00162 statistical error 0.00015) for the 183U21 of the whole fuel rods and the partial fuel rods below

and to be 100594 000022) for the CRX8. The the critical water level H,. The effect was deduced by

fission rate distribution F. along the vertical axis taking the difference of the two eigenvalues. In Fig. 3,

(z-axis) of the CRX8 lattice is shown in Fig. 1. In the reactivity effects are plotted to the axial buckling
2addition to general cosine shaped distribution and B, which were involved in the equation (1). The

reflector saving effect near the bottom part, the effect shows roughly linear relation to the B. 2 for

considerable aount of fission rate is observed in dry UOX lattices as well as MOX fuel lattices.

part. The ratios of the dry part for the total number of In this section, the reactivity effect is

neutron generation were 20% for the 183U21 and investigated in detail to clarify which parameters

2.2% for the CRX8. Those ratios were not negligible mainly influence the reactivity effect.

for the criticality calculations.

3.1 Neutron Gain in Dry Lattices

2.3 Reactivity of Dry Lattice Neutron gain in the dry part of lattices is

The reactivity effect of the dry part was defined by the sum of inward current and fission

investigated in series of eigenvalue calculations for neutron yield in each lattice. In square shaped lattices,

the lattices with varying the boundary position from the inward current consists of neutrons from

the criticality water level H, to the top of fuel. The moderated part of lattice and those from outer

calculated eigenvalue for the 183U21 and CRX8 are moderator (see Fig. 4 Each component of the

shown in Fig. 2 For both UOX and MOX fuel neutron gain for TCA 183Uxx lattices is listed in

lattices, the cigenvalue increased with the height of Table 4 The inward currents from the moderated part
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shared over 90% of the total one and they exceed the reactivity effect of the dry part associated with the

fission yield. In Fig. 5, the inward current of thermal (V,,,/Vf) in the moderated lattice.
2neutron of E < 0.14eV is plotted to the axial Since the same axial buckling B, and the same

2buckling B, and fission yield is also done. The both kind of fuel rods were needed to clarify the influence

thermal neutron currents from moderated lattices and of the (V Nf), the reactivity effects of CRX MOX

from outer moderator is significantly proportional to fuel lattices of (VnNf)=1.68 and 216 were evaluated
the B :2 , and as the results, the fission gain also shows for B �2=0.00 14cM,2 by the linear relation of the

2 2proportional relation to the reactivity effect to the 

For lattices of (VNf)=4.71, 567 and 10.75,

3.2 Multiplicity of Neutrons emitted from Dry simulated lattices were constructed by supplement of

Lattice a row of fuel rods and decrement of critical water

The reactivity effect of dry part is limited height to the experimental critical lattices with

to 0.8% for the TCA 183U21 lattice, although roughly conserving the sum of axial and horizontal

neutron yield in the lattice is almost 2. Thus the buckling. The reactivity effect of dry part of those

multiplicity of neutron yielded in the dry part was lattices were evaluated for the 2=0.00 14CM-2 using

surveyed. the data for experimental and simulated lattices.

In the MCNP-4C code, the eigenvalue kfr In Table 6 sum of inward thermal neutron

is defined by the ratio of fission neutron yield currents into the dry lattices are listed with neutron

between successive generations. Defining M(rE) as yield in them. In the lattices of small (VmNf), the

the expectation number of neutrons yielded by a ratio of neutron yield to the sum of inward current is

fission neutron of energy E radiated at position r, large owing to the small leakage probability. As the

here, the kff is expressed as follows. results, the evaluated reactivity of the dry lattices

Ital-fiel d V f dE [M f x vY f O'dE'j decreases as the (V,,,Nf) increase as shown in Fig. 6.

keff = I f VE f OVE'd V (2) 4. Reactivity Effect and Boundary Conditions

By taking the integration of the numerator of The dry part of lattice is commonly treated

equation 2) over any regions, we can evaluate the with some kinds of boundary conditions in

contribution of the regions to the eigenvalue. deterministic methods. Among them, a half of

The authors developed the new ftiriction extrapolated length, X2 is generally used to

calculating the contribution and attached it to the determine the calculation boundary outside a reactor.

MCNP4C code. Using them, the contributions of the Here we discussed the relation of calculated

dry part were calculated for 183Uxx lattices and are eigenvalues with the use of the extrapolating length

summarized in Table 5. On the right edge column of modeling the dry part of fiiel.
the Table, ratios of the contributions to the neutron For square shaped critical lattices, the

yield in the dry part of lattices are shown, which neutron flux distribution in them can be expressed by

means the multiplicity of neutrons emitted from the a cosine function as the equation (1) except for the

part. The multiplicity is limited to 038. Thus, the edge region. Hypothetical boundary between dry part

reactivity effect of 183U21 lattice did not exceed 1% and moderated part can be established by deduction

in spite of fission yield of 2% to the total. of Z where F(Z)=O. The Z values were calculated for

The multiplicity in dry lattice listed in TCA and CRX. Then we performed criticality
2Table is slightly increased with B. but rather calculations by raising the moderator surface level to

flatten for the lattices. Attribute to this tendency the Z and setting vacuum condition there. In Fig. 7,

together with the linear relation of the inward neutron the eigenvalues on the improved conditions are

current to the reactivity effect of the dry part, the compared with those by modeling the total length of
2reactivity effect roughly show linear relation to B. as fuel rods. The former were larger than the latter for

shown in Fig. 3 every lattice, though the difference of eigenvalues

depended on the axial buckling B 2

3.3 Reactivity Effect of Dry Lattice by (V.Nr)

Further investigation had been conducted on the
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5. Summary and conclusion Table Critical lattices of TCA
Lattice Lattice pitch Vm/Vf Critical Water

Criticality calculations had been perfon-ned Name Size (mm) Level(cm)
15OU21 21x2l 18.49 1.50 60.49

for dozens of tank type cores in which criticality is 183LJ17 17xl7 19.56 1.83 113.03
achieved by the moderated part of fuel rods and the 183U18 l8xl8 19.56 1.83 75.42
dry part of fuel rods above the critical water surface. 183LJ19 19xl9 19.56 1.83 60.21
This paper revealed that the reactivity effect of dry 183U20 2Ox2O 19.56 1.83 51.1

183U21 21 x2l 19.56 1.83 45.71
part was more than 0.8% both for MOX and UOX 248U17 17xl7 21.5 2.48 59.9
fuel lattices of larger buckling B,2>0.0025CM,2). It 30OU17 17x]7 22.93 3.00 53.11

was also evaluated that 20cm length of fuel rods

above the critical water level has significant Table 2 Critical lattices of CRX facility

reactivity effect. The reactivity effect was found Lattice Lattice size pitch VmfVf Critical Water
linearly increased with the axial buckling and Name & configuration (-) Lcvel(cm)
monotonously decreased with volumetric ratio of CRXI 22x23MOX 13.21 1.68 82.90
moderator to fuel of the lattices. CRX2 l9xl9M0X 14.22 2.16 80.75

CRX8 2lx2lMOX 14.22 2.16 50.38
As described, the reactivity effect of the CRX12 l3xl3MOX 18.68 4.71 68.41

dry part of fuel rods is indispensable in analysis of CRX13 l2xl2MOX 20.12 5.67 76.76
critical experiments. Caution should be taken to the CRX14 I lxl IMOX 26.42 10.75 79.50
effect when we compare the accuracy of criticality CRX15 19xl9UOX 14.22 2.16 81.94

CRX18 2x2lUOX 14.22 2.16 51.00
calculation methods. CRX21 ]9xl9UOX 14.22 2.16 89.43

central I I x I I MOX
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Table Contribution of dry lattice to the kff
2 0 1831.1271Lattice % fission neutron Contribution Contribution 1.008 CRX8
-2

cm yield to kff yield 1. 006 ------------------- 7

183U17 0.00063 3.47"3 1.21E-03 0.34823 V1. 004 ---
183LI18 0.00129 7.83E-03 2.76E-03 0.35255
183U19 0.00189 1 I 9E-02 4.34E-03 0.36587 1. 002 --- --- 14

183U20 0.00258 1.61E-02 6.16E-03 0.38328
183U21 0.00301 1.98E-02 7.89E-03 0.39809

0.998 ...... ..... ....

B 0. 996
Table 6 Sum of inward current to the dry part of 0.994

lattices and fission neutron yield in the part
0. 992 U lu z JV 4U Du buLattice (V,/Vf) B.' (a) (b) (b) Length of dryupart of fuel rods above

cm-2 Sum of fission (a) critical water level (cm]
thermal neutron Fig 2 Evaluated eigenvalue of 183U21 and CRX8

CRX32 1.68 0.001218current yield lattices in relation to the length of the dry part above.29E-04 2.35E-02 28.37
CRX40 1.68 0.00188 1.32E-03 5.24E-02 39.71 the water level in the calculation models.
CRX12 4.71 0.00158 1.86E-03 7.34E-03 3.95
Simulation 4.71 0.00230 2.63E-03 1.26E-02 4.79
CRX13 5.67 0.00129 1.74E-03 4.57E-03 2.62 11 Vm/Vf=1. 68. MOX
Simulation 5.67 0.00217 2.80E-03 1.02E-02 3.64 0 Vm/Vf=2.16.MOX
CRX14 10.75 0.00124 2.55E-03 3.57E-03 1.40 Vm/Vf=2.16. MOX-WX
Simulation 10.75 0.00186 4.02E-03 7.52E-03 1.87 0 Vm/Vf=2-16,5.7%EU-U

S Vm/Vf=1.83 2.6%EU-U
0
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Theoretical consideration is made for possibility to accelerate and judge convergence of a
conventional Monte Carlo iterative calculation when it is used for a weak neutron
interaction problem. And the clue for this consideration is rendered with some application
analyses using the OECD/NEA source convergence benchmark problems. Some practical
procedures are proposed to realize these acceleration and judgment methods in practical
application using a Monte Carlo code

KEYWORDS. source convergence, Monte Carlo, criticality analysis, source acceleration,
convergencejudgment, Dominance ratiofission matrix, eigen vector, eigen value

1. Introduction neutron histories accumulated over many cycles
pursued with Monte Carlo technique.

It seems that Monte Carlo (MC) method applied to On the other hand, each component of the fission
a criticality analysis is believed as already established. matrix Pij defined as, (Number of neutrons in cell j
However, neutron multiplication factor, k, namely, generated by fission reaction of neutrons transported
solution of a MC calculation, sometimes results in from cell i) divided by (Total number of source
unreliable in comparison with that of a deterministic neutrons generated in cell i), can be related directly
method. One might underestimate or sometimes with fssion neutrons in cell i and cell j, irrespective of
overestimate the k, value for a physical system those in other cells. Consequently, the components of
consisting of several fissile units, for example, as a fission matrix can be obtained relatively precisely
result of premature convergence attained to stop the even in early stages of MC calculation even if the
MC calculation cycles with seemingly converged state fission source neutron distribution is not converged to
because of a weak neutron interaction between these the final stable one. Hence, according to this fact, one
fissile units. can accelerate the convergence of MC calculation by

In this paper, theoretical consideration is made for a utilizing the eigen-vector calculated by solving the
methodology to accelerate convergence in MC fission matrix to correct the fission source neutron
calculation by using fission matrix eigen-vector, distribution obtained in the early stages of MC
which gives approximate fission source distribution. calculation cycles.
Consideration is also made for another methodology Here, some OECD[NEA/NSC source conversion
to judge convergence. And verification analyses are international benchmark problems') are analyzed to
made for these methodologies by applying illustrate the effectiveness of fission matrix eigen-
OECD/NEA Source Conversion benchmark problems. vector utilization to fission source distribution
Then the procedure is proposed to materialize these correction. The first benchmark problem is of one-
methodologies. dimensional infinite slab geometry, namely, a slab of

water separating two fissile units as shown in Fig. L
2. Consideration of clues for Acceleration and The thickness of slab is 35 cm for unit 1, 30cm for

Judgment of Convergence of MC Calculation unit 2 and 20 cm for water layer. Since the water is
thick enough to almost isolate fuel slabs from the

2.1 Application of Fission Matrix Eigen-vector viewpoint of neutron interaction, one might encounter
to Acceleration of Convergence convergence problem when criticality analysis is to e
It is possible to obtain Kff eigen-value and fission made by MC method. As shown in Fig.2, the trend of

source eigen-vector by solving fission matrix calculated k,'s without correction indicates rather
calculated for each MC iteration cycle. These values slow convergence in comparison with that of fission
obtained as such, however, are accompanied with matrix correction made, in which initial neutron
relatively large statistic error due to small number of source for MC iteration is artificially located in the
neutron histories assigned to each cycle, resulting in center of the unit 2 less reactive than unit 1. The aim
rather poor calculation precision for the K, Of this unrealistic location is to illustrate the
Accordingly, in general, fission source distribution effectiveness of adopting the correction to speed up
and neutron multiplication factor k, are to be the asymptotic change due to movement of neutron to
obtained by taking mean values of results with lots of conform convergence. The trend of another k's

calculated without correction is also shown in Fig.2
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2)for the reference case in which the initial neutron iterative cycles proceed
source is equally distributed between unit and unit 2 This difference is caused by different amount of
In this reference case, the convergence is attained fissile material, for example ... U, in the end regions of
rather fast because te initial neutron source
distribution is almost near to the converged one. (Vacuum)

Water
1.75 cm End plug

Reflective Cladding cm
cm

1.33cm4)
10cm

20 cm 0.4750

285.7 cm

E E
0 0 Fuel region
0 co (9 cells)
M >
>

1.15 cm End plug

Fig. 3 CIDNEANSC Benchmark
Reflective (Vacuum) Problem No.2 Model Geometry

35 cm __ Xcm ycm the two calculation cases. The enrichment in the
FIg.1 OECDINEA/NSC Source Convergence

Benchmark Problem No.3 Model Geometry end regions is 45 weight for the case of Fig.4 and
2.0 weight % for Fig.5. For these MC calculations, the
initial source neutrons were equally assigned for each

1.13 Reference case 9 axial regions. Because the length of region is shorter
1.12 the both ends of fuel pin, the profile of initial
1.11 towards
1.10 source neutrons is something like a horseshoe shape
1.09 f
1.08 t Without correction with higher neutron densities appeared towards the
1.07 ends of fuel pin. Since the fuel region at the end of pin

CO 106D contains more fissile material in the case of Fig.4 than
1.05
1.04 that of Fig.5, the converged axial profiles of source
1.03
1.02
1.01 1.360
1.00 Without correction

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 1.350

Iterative cycles 1.340 th correctionT3
d)

Fig.2 k-effective calculated for three thick one-dimensional r 1.330

slab geometry, 35cm fuel - 30cm water - 20cm fuel. MC Jlk

conditions; 10000 histories/cycle, 10 corrections/100 cycles. 1.320

1.310
The second benchmark problem is of infinite array

0 50 100 150 200 250 300
of spent fuel pin cell model as shown in Fig.3. The

fuel pin is divided into axially symmetrical 9 regions Iterative cyc ,les

with .2"U enrichment distributed so as to be higher Fig.4 Trend of k-effective calculated for infinite array of

towards the ends of fuel. For MC criticality spent fuel pin cell model geometry, with 45 Wt% 235U

calculations, the effect of applying fission matrix enriched end region. Monte Carto conditions; I 0000

eigen-vector correction is apparent for these two histories/cycle 3 corrections/90 cycles from 10 cycles

benchmark MC calculations as seen from Fig.'s 4 and

5. However, because the timing of correction is rather 1.090

late (from I 10 cycles into iteration), an erroneous

behavior can be observed in the trend of calculated k ff > "080

results as to suppress convergence when the correction a) 1.070
is made, This indicates that the timing of correction is

important for application of fission matrix eigen- 1.060 With corrections

vector to make an effective acceleration of Without correction

convergence. 1.050 . . . I I -

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

2.2 Differentiation of Asymptotic Nature of Iterative cycles

MC Power Iteration Fig.5 Trend of k-effective calculated for infinite array of

As the trends of calculated results are shown in spent fuel pin cell model geometry, with 25 equivalent wt%

Fig.'s 4 and 5, different asymptotic behaviors are 235U enriched end region. Monte Carlo conditions; 10000

discerned such as increasing or decreasing of kfr as histories/cycle, 3 corrections/90 cycles from 10 cycles

into iteration.
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for Batch 2 the final convergence judgment cycles. e
can be given to be 10-' as an appropriate value for

neutrons are different in accordance with different ordinal MC calculations, and h may be given by an
axial reactivity profiles. Therefore, calculated k,'s in engineering judgment. r is theoretically explained to
early stages of MC calculations are underestimated as indicate the degree of difficulty to attain convergence
shown in Fig.4, and overestimated as shown in Fig.5, due to weak neutron interaction of the physical system
thus leading to the different trends of calculated k,'s. ofconcern 3 .

This fact suggests a possibility to judge convergence
of calculated s by ensuring the same asymptotic 3.2 Procedure to Make Reverse Trend in Batch 2
behaviors between the reverse trends of iterative MC Calculation and Final Decision of Convergence
calculations for a particular problem. It can be expected that the final iterative cycles for

Batch I might give the converged neutron
3. Procedure of Acceleration and Judgment for multiplication or fission source distribution as the

convergence of MC Calculation unique solution for the given problem. But, due to
fluctuation of MC statistic calculation and influence of

Fig.6 depicts a procedure proposed to accelerate different seeds of random number sequence, one can
and judge the convergence of MC calculation. As seen not be confident to finish the MC calculation.
in this Fig.6, the proposition is composed of two Then, Batch 2 calculation goes with the reverse
stages, the former acceleration stage and the latter asymptotic convergence direction tried to check that
judgment stage. The latter one is further consisted of the tendency of MC calculated results is definitely
two steps (let's call them as Batch I and Batch 2 of closing to the seemingly converged one attptined by
MC iterative calculations. Batch 1. For example, if the trend of Batch I MC

calculation is asymptotic from underestimated k's,

keff me of k Tnd one must select a slightly overestimated initial fission
source distribution for Batch 2 MC calculation so that
the trend of Batch 2 MC calculation is asymptotic

:""� � �4 Allowed E., from overestimated k,'s. Theory goes that both trends
Convergence of Batch I and Batch 2 should come to the unique

solution of the given problem.
It is possible to realize the process, for example, by

0 N (=TllogF/logp) 2N Cycles setting the fission source neutron distribution for

F�.6 Scheniaticofoonvergencejudgenientmeffiod Batch 2 initialization as follows.

3.1 The Former Acceleration Stage and the f2' = f + V1 <fl >) (2)
Following Batch I Calculation

In the proposed method, acceleration is made in Here, f, is the fission source neutron distribution
early cycles of MC calculation by utilizing fission attained at the final cycle of Batch I and f,> can be
matrix eigen-vector for correction of fission neutron obtained by integratingf, over whole range of space to
source distribution. Then the fission neutron make an average. f, is the fission source neutron
distribution created as a final one in this acceleration distribution for Batch 2 initialization. And P is a
stage is used for initialization of Batch I MC relaxation coefficient to appropriately reverse the
calculation, which may be almost approximate to the trend of Batch2 MC calculation as shown in Fig.7.
converged one. In this Batch I MC iterative cycles,
the convergence is ftirther promoted without Fission

correction applied. In this case, it will be convenient Batchlffssionsoureagrestarthanaverag:

to predict how many MC cycles might be required to Is made mom Increased to reverse th

attain convergence. The answer to this inquiry may be trend for Batch 2.

given by the following equation", in which N is the Average C I I d result for batch 

number of MC cycles required for Batch 1. value
Batch I fission -rce lower than

N = h log (e) log (r) average is made more decreased
for Batch 2.

Here in the above Eq. , e is the relative error order Position

reduction desired for the convergence. And r is the Fig.7 Procedure to reverse trend of keff calculation

dominance ratio defined as k,/k,, in which k, is the

neutron multiplication eigen-value for the The final step of the proposed procedure is to

fundamental mode, and k, is that for the first higher determine the convergence of MC calculation. In this

harmonic mode. Finally h is the relaxation coefficient step, judgement of convergence is made by checking

which is determined as to spare necessary MC cycles the difference of the calculated k,,,, in the final cycle
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ofBatch I andthekff,2calculatedbythecurrentcycle
of Batch 2 to be less than the allowed preset value a
as shown in the following equation.

IK,I-k,,,21< a (3)

4. Conclusion

In this paper, the basic ideas and procedures are
explained to make acceleration and judgment of
convergence, which gives sometimes difficulty in
obtaining reliable kff's for a conventional MC iterative
calculation when it is applied to a problem with weak
neutron interaction. It might be expected to encounter
with other difficulties when the proposed procedure
has to be implemented for a practical use of MC
calculation. These encountered difficulties and their
measures are treated in application to the OECD/NEA
source convergence benchmark problems in another
paper by the same authors in ICNC2003.
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Automated Suppression of the Initial Transient in Monte Carlo Calculations
based on Stationarity Detection using the Brownian Bridge Theory
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The accuracy of a criticality Monte Carlo (MC) calculation requires the convergence of
the k-effective series. Once the convergence is reached, the estimation of the k-effective
eigenvalue must exclude the initial transient of the k-effective series. The present paper
deals with a post-processing algorithm to suppress the initial transient of a criticality MC
calculation, using the Brownian Bridge theory.

KEYWORDS: Monte Carlo calculation, Initial Transient, Stationarity Detection,
Brownian Bridge.

1. Introduction 2. Scalar series used to detect the initial transient

The initial transient of a criticality MC calculation The initial transient observed in the k-effective
induces a bias in the k-effective estimate. A "positive" series [k(i)j,,,, is obviously a consequence of the
transient corresponds to an initial overestimation and source distribution (or eigenvector) convergence
induces a positive bias, whereas a "negative" transient process from the initial guess to the fundamental
corresponds to an initial underestimation and induces a mode. Since it is much easier to study the convergence
negative bias. in a series of scalar values than in a series of Vectors,

For instance the fourth benchmark of the NEA and because the cycle k-effective series is used for the
Source Convergence Expert Group') is designed to estimation of the k-effective eigenvalue a first
produce a transient in the k-effective series due to a approach to suppress the initial transient - using the
bad initialization of the sources distribution (Fig. 1). Brownian bridge2) theory - focused on the stationarity

Estimation of the k-effective ( o-kffAb0.00240 detection of the cycle k-effective series.')
* 1.10327 without transient suppression However the apparent convergence of k-effective
* 1. 1682 with an empirical transient suppression of series does not strictly imply the convergence of the

170 observations source distribution. Recently, a stationarity diagnostic
I kfft i based on the Shannon entropy of source distribution,

4 using the two-sample F test, was proposed .4 An
i 3 advantage of this method lies in the use of a more

2 representative scalar value of sources distribution than
L k-effective.

Nevertheless the stationarity of Shannon entropy
IA does not rigorously imply sources distribution

stationarity and moreover stationarity, of sources
distribution does not guarantee the convergence

o.7 towards the fundamental mode. Finally, it should be
0.6 noticed that the transient suppression aims only at
0 obtaining a stationary series and cannot guarantee the

0.1.) II)) 200 0 '30(�. 40 500.0 t00.0 700.0 !�00 100 100 0convergence of the sources distribution in any way.
Fig. I Cycle k-effective series from NEA Source As a consequence, it is necessary to run a sufficient

convergence benchmark 4 number of generations to ensure that the MC powering

algorithm has converged to the true eigenvalue, or to
This example shows a bias of more than 001300 in use an improved powering method which guarantees

the k-effective estimate, and the k-effective MC that the most reactive parts of the system are correctly
uncertainty of 000240 is not sufficient to take into sampled after the transient.5)
account this bias. The post-processing algorithms Keeping these points in mind, the stationarity
detailed in this paper are designed to suppress this detection can be based on the cycle k-effective series
kind of transient and the induced k-effective bias. or on the cycle Shannon entropy series. So, let us

define a series XX(011ici,;N of N observations
standing for either a k-effective series or a Shannon
entropy series resulting from a MC calculation.

'Corresponding author, Tel. 33-1-58-35-88-84, Fax. 33-1-46-57-29-98, E-mail: yann.richet�irsn.fr
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3. Series and bridge processes In order to analyze the stationarity of the x series,

'Me underlying idea of the stationarity detection is G. Vassilacopoulos" suggests to work with the '�ank 
to consider a process revealing the stationarity or non- series" of x in place of the x eries. This ranLs series is
stationarity of the series. defined as .R� W I 5i,5N where Rx(i) is the rank of x(i),

I i.e' the ascending sort order of x(i) among all x values.
Let us consider x (j) XW. it can be proved that the (R,(i)l process is stationary

if the x series is stationary.
Basically, when the series x is stationary, the series In the same way that Tr(j) let us define

[jWj)-T(N))),,,,,, has small values and is
centered around (see Fig. 6. On the contrary, in the R, R, M . Another 'bridge" process can
case of a negative (resp. positive) initial bias in the
series x, the series [j(3�(j)-x(N))j is not centered thus be based on the 'fan ks series" such that:

around and has a negative resp. positive) peak (see BR� j (R, W - R, W ) ,
Fig. 7. N FN

Let us introduce the "series bridge" of X: for t<j<N, where -,FNN+IJ is the

• BS� j � = I i ( () -. � (N)) iT3
N T FN sample standard deviation of the R. series.

for I<j<NWith T=Iim N Var CT N)) BR, 0)=0 

• BS,(O)= .

x0)

El
7 7

0

0 01 G IX, D 31-I i00 11 500 1� 6L.( 71A J 80E, 11 :)00 C 1)", lljl El -,Wl U( 0 100 06, 0 0 1)

Fig. 3 A stationary series Fig. 2 A non stationary series

R.( 1____._�.-�-Z

All 11 el

071 I

CE
I 0C, 1,

3 -
0 El

0 �,�W 1) SOO 1,01� 0 7W, W'D '00 i 00(; 1A 0 Mr� 0 -1(1� 7(1

Fig. 5 Ranks of a stationary series Fig. 4 Ranks of a non stationary series

Fig. 6 Bridges of a stationary series Fig. 7 Bridges of a non stationary series
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Fig. 3 to 7 show respectively a stationary series, its - X. Bay shows that Srj. and Sr. both follow a
ranks series and its bridges and a non-stationary series, distribution having this cumulative density:

its ranks series and its bridges. Note that the bridges F,(,)= I - r I+r_ cot( - )�
ranges are very low for stationary series and reach (1+r)'� Tr I+r
high values in case of non stationary series.

All the statistics (denoted as S-) designed to
The terminology 'bridge" comes from the fact that characterize the minimum value of the bridges can

all the bridges processes equal when = and t = 1, only detect negative transients (for instance Sv.i. ,
thus the curves look like bridges between the points Ss.i., Sri.). In the same way, all the statistics (denoted
(0,O) and (1,O) (see Fig. 6 7 as ) designed to characterize the maximum value of

the bridges can only detect positive transients (for
It can be proved that bridges processes tend to the instance Sv- Ss-, Sr- ) A new kind of statistic

Brownian bridge, when the x series is weakly based on two symmetrical statistics and S' can be
dependent - i.e. when two xi) observations widely defined as maxtS-,S'J. This kind of statistic detects
separated from each other in the series are almost both positive and negative transients. We only tested
independent (in the sense of phi-mixing')) - and as N such statistics in our paper:
tends to infinity. Schruben statistic based on the series bridge):

4. Characterization of stationarity Ss(BS,)=max (Ss,,,(BS,), Ss_(BS,)l

The bridges processes defined previously can be This statistic is correctly estimated only if T' is well
useful to determine if a series is stationary or not. known, but festimation is very influenced by the non
Indeed it is possible to determine the distribution of stationarity of the series. One way suggested to
some characteristic values (called statistics and improve the T estimation accuracy is to estimate T'
denoted as S) of the bridges of stationary series. just on the last half of the series. The two following

Let us give some examples of such statistics used statistics avoid the estimation of this parameter.
in literature, B. being BS, or BR.:
Sv ,,(BJ=min(BJ B� (tif . Supremum ratios statistic based on the series

t.j (I - .,J bridge: Sr(BS,)=maxISr,,,(BS.),Sr_(BS,)I

Sv_(B.)�max(B.) Ss_(B�)= B. (t_)2 . Vassilacopoulos statistic based on the ranks
t- (I ) bridge6): Sv (BR.) = max I Sv .(BR.),Sv_(BR.)J

where t, (resp. t_ is the value at which the Nevertheless all the statistics distributions are
minimum (resp. maximum) of B,(1) occurs.

But other characteristic values of the bridges can established for theoretical Brownian bridges, and the
be mentioned: k-effective or Shannon entropy series are all the more

- Bx(tj.) - B,(t_) far from weakly dependent processes (see section 3 as
Sr (BJ = B,(t_) Sr-(B.)= Bx(t,,J the length of the series N is low. In fact the series

Ss.6,(BJ Ss. (B.) resulting of MC calculations have various finite
Ssr,., (B.) = Ss_(B.) Ssr_(Bx)= Ss,,,.(B.) lengths and are somewhat autocorrelated. In this paper,

2 the two main parameters considered as influencing the
B, j statistics and their distributions are the lngth N andN

mino!5,� Sad(B,)=Y the first autocorrelation coefficient p of the series (see
t(I-t) j-0 iL6 I - Fig. 8 9 The determination of theoretical statistics

N N
distributions versus N and p has to be achieved.

and Sfc(B.)=to where to is the first value strictly However an empirical estimation of each statistic
I I

greater than where B. (to - -) B� (to) < 0 distribution AN., is possible by estimating thisN N
statistic for a great number of series with the same

In fact, the characterizations of minimum and values of N and p. For the purpose of our study, a plan
maximum values of bridges are two symmetrical point of experiments has been defined to evaluate
of views. Thus, the distributions based either on distributions of the Sr(BS,), Ss(BS.), Sv(BR.) statistics
minimum or maximum are identical. for N E 25,100,500, 1 00 I and p E 0.0, 0. 1 02 

Note that when Bx is a Brownian bridge (i.e. bridge Practically, when an estimation of ,,, has to be
of a weakly dependent series): performed with N or p not included in the previous
• G. Vassilacopoulos shows that vi. and Sv. both plan of experiments, the distributions of the statistics

follow a Kolmogorov-Smimov distributiorfi) are linearly interpolated. This interpolation could be
• L. Schruben shows that Ss.i. and Ss. both follow improved using a more dense plan of experiments and

X2 7) a better model than a simple linear interpolation.a 3 distribution
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or - 6. Transientsuppress nprocedure

Let us define a series x of N observations from
which we want to remove the initial transient. Tests

Y are performed at first on the entire series. If te x
series is not considered as stationary, the series is
truncated (of a certain number of initial observations)
and the tests are performed again. This iterative

s long as the test h pothesis is
procedure is repeated a. y

ected and the number of remaining observations is
SIM rej

I 0 Q L i C II 1: 2.0 statistically sufficient." Another way to truncate the
Fig' 8 Cumulative density functions (edf) series at each iteration could be to suppress it = t.N

of Ss statistic for N 150. 500, 5000 p 0.0 observations, t being the value . or -) where the
Kul ('55111111) - - - I 1 ------ considered bridge B,(t) reaches its supremum.

Of course. the efficiency of this iterative procedure
atistic test erfo e& at each

depends on the st rM
iteration.

0.1
05 The methodology of truncation and various

statio, ty tests (not only basedon Brownian bridge
theo are imolerriented in the OPOSSUM) post-
processing tool of the MC code MORET 4).

I 7. Validation
Mln

0 1 2 6 0 7 R LO 11 12 

Fig. 9�Cumulatdve density functions of Ssj, statistic Jhe validation of this trans'len i Su ssion
fo p (0.0 02 04), N 1000 methodology and the comparison of underlYing

stationarily tests are performed , on a,,� plari of
experiments of artificial and although realisti s 'e

Stationarit pri m
'Me series are modeled (see Fig. II) s the sum of

Considering a series x, an extreme statisfic,�alue of a stationary , series and of a transient-
a bridge (BS, or BR,) points out te non stationarity of x W - x, W 4 T U) . where:
this sries. Thus, a simple statistical test can be based x, is a stationary Gaussian autoregressive process:
on each statistic previously defined: x,(i+ 0= X W+0+ 1) , where 00),

S being the statistic value obtained on the x series I P 1,,iN are
of length N and first autocor Irelation coefficient p, independent Gaussian random variables of mean 

and variance or' The parameter T (introduced in
ANp being the theoretical distribution of S for the series bridge definition in section 3 of the x,
series of length N land first autocorrelation series equals T = O, / ( I - P) 

coefficient p, T is a transient function defined as:
cc being the level of significance of the test (for

A, for L<i <a
instance I %), TWJ

the stationarity hypothesis is accepted if: A-(b-i)1(b-a), fora_<i<b
cdfj, ,(S(B,))< I -o( 10, . forb<i<N1

The series are chosen to reveal different transients.
where cdf A is the cumulative density function of A.1., different lengths and different ranges while the
distribution (see Fig. IO). stationarity tests have the same level of significance

Test level 10%,) (10%).
I 

(al 11W ily slalionatitv

M)lWis warhY v -I h 0,
acc led rejeA led

T 7

Fig. 10 Cumulative density function of test statistic N
_00 4m) L") "Ap, 0 k 1(j"

and stationarity hypothesis acceptance region Fig. 11 Series model
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ne parameters defining the series are ee Fig. I ): 0 1 frequency
• N E ( 100. 500. 1 000 11 0.16

a 0. i6• _E(0.0 025, 0.5 0751
N 0.14

nl�-

bE[O.25,0.5,035] (with ba), O'l - 111111 1111 IIIH
N I lill till IIIIi

T G f 0.0 1 002 0031 m ine 11111 I

PE 0.0, 0. 1, 0.2) O..4
02

TE(-0.00500,-0.01000,-0.02000) n/b0 
N b- 1 02 O? 01 0.1� 0.7 0.8 0.9 IC 1.1

where T _ T ) = A ' is the mean of the Fig. 13 nf) (truncation length over transient length)
Nj�j 2 N b

transient (equal to the induced bias). distributions for Schruben, supremum ratios and

Vassilacopoillos based truncations
The efficiency indicators used to compare the tests

are T,, andn where n is the number of Secondly an increasing series length seems to
T b improve the efficiency of the tests.

observations finally truncated and Thirdly, the suprernum ratios test becomes
I N inefficient when the transient length increases and

T,, - T(i) is the remaining bias- when the transient amplitude (A) is comparable to the
N-,z+ ;_� series dispersion (T) . On the contrary, the

Basically, is the remaining bias over the initial Vassilacopoulos test is the most robust in this extreme
case. For instance, the following series parameters:

bbias and is the truncation length over the transient 0.5, w=0.75, T=0.02. p=0.2,N-1000, . N

length. T=-0.00500 give a transient difficult to identify
For each series parameters set.. the truncation is with the naked eye (see Fig. 16) which although bises

performed on 1000 eries t obtain a statistical ,
distribution of the two efficiency indicators. Finally, the series mean estimation of -0.00500. The number of

observationssuppressed and the remaining bias rate
these distributions obtained with each stationarity test follow these distributions (Fig. 14, 15):
are corn ared..p

Note that Schruben test is performed with an exact uenCY
b

value Of T whereas it should be estimated. In the same -a
way, all the tests are performed with an exact value of

p whereas it should be estimated.
Firstly, regarding efficiency indicators means 2! n

distributions (see Fig. 12, 13), it appears that n
Schruben, suprernum ratios and Vassilacopoulos tests

give good results. However, it seems that Schruben

test generally tends to lightly more overestimate the -'JI'll
transient length than the two other tests, maybe due to
a bad estimation of empirical statistic distributions Fig. 14 Statistical distributions of the truncation

which alters the levels of significance. n using Schruben, suprernum ratios. and
Vassilacopoulos based tests

frequency
D3

- '] I I I 1 1 1 frequency1127
24
2 t

0,18

12
09

n0 U
111111111111lu', " -- I I 1 n0 J

U.C 01 b.1 03 04 O, 0.( 01 OL 0�9 la

Fig.12 TN (remainingbiasoverinitialbias) Fig.15Statisticaldistrib,utiions,�"of",ther'e"main'ingbias
T

distributions for Schruben, supremum ratios and T., using Schruben, supremum ratios and

Vassilacopoulos based truncations Vassilacopoulos based tests
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1983.
8. Conclusion and prospects 9) L. Heulers et al., "Me Graphical User Interface for

This study on bridges based statistical tests shows CRISTAL VI", ICNC 2003.
good results in terms of transient bias gains, and even IO) 0. Jacquet, J. Miss, G. Courtois 'MO RET: version
when transients are not visible to the naked eye. 43 a multigroup Monte Carlo criticality code",

This preliminary study on automated transient ICNC 2003.
suppression allowed to validate the iterative truncation
methodology and some stationarity tests. However, it
is necessary to perform an exhaustive study of all
statistics detailed in section 4 (on the series but also on
the ranks series). For instance, a Schruben statistic
performed on the rank series may combine the
efficiency of Schruben and Vassilacopoulos tests that
we noticed thanks to the plan of experiments. It will
also be necessary to build a more efficient model for
statistics distributions than the simple linear
interpolation used.

Finally this plan of experiments and a set of
practical cases could be used to compare and validate
all these improvements.
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Contribution of the Experimental Validation of the French Criticality-
Safety Package 'CRISTAL V1': APOLL02 SN Route

Christophe. VENARD'*, Bernard. CAMOUS', Stdphane MENGELLE 2and Hervd TOUBON 3
'Commissariat A I'Energie Atornique - Cadarache, 13108 Saint Paul-lez-Durance cedex, FRANCE

2Commissariat i Energie Atornique - Saclay, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette cedex, FRANCE
3AREVA/COGEMA 2 Paul Dautier, BP 4 78141 Vdlizy , France

Since 1995, the Commissariat A I'Energie Atomique (CEA) and the Institut de Radioprotection et de Sfiretd
Nucidaire (IRSN) in collaboration with the AREVA/GOGEMA Company have been developing a criticality-
safety package called'CRISTAL'. The CRISTAL system involves the newest accurate French codes, APOLLO2,
MORET4 and TRIPOL14 and uses the JEF2.2 European File. The experimental validation of the VO version of
CRISTAL has revealed some insufficiencies and some parts need to be added. For version VI, the existing
calculation schemes were improved and new ones were conceived. These recommended design calculation
routes were checked by reference code calculations. Then, they were validated against specific criticality
experiments.

1. Introduction a 99-group or 172-group structure and supports any
anisotropy degree development of the cross-sections.

The French criticality-safety package 'CRISTAL'I'l In the CRISTAL package the 172-group structure is
was developed within the framework of a joint project used.
between the CEA, the IRSN and the
AREVA/COGEMA company to respond to the needs DESIGN ROUTE REFERENCE ROUTF

of French nuclear industries reduction of their
operational margins, taking bum up credit into
account.

I Depletion calcul ons
The experimental validation of the first version of (DARWrN, CES

this package, CRISTAL VO, highlighted some
insufficiencies (strong under-evaluation of the UPS
multiplication factor k, in the cases of the metal EA93

mediums and the S/A storage configurations) and
some parts need to be added such as slabs S/A cases.
The purpose of the new version of CRISTAL, APOLL02

CRISTAL V[21, is to improve the prediction of the Sclf-shielding
Flux calculation, B.'

kff on the field aready covered by CRISTAL VO, and densation and homogenization

to extend it to other configurations found in the uel
cycle. r TRIPOL14

APOLL02 Monte-Carlo

Sn calculations �M.nle MCaroEmI4tigroup Continuous Energy
2. Presentation of the Criticality-Safety Package [ID, D Geomctri calculations 3D calculations

CRISTAL

The CRISTAL package presented in Figure I Fig. The CRISTAL criticality-safety package

includes two calculation routes an industrial or
design route (SN or multigroup Monte-Carlo route) The self-shielded and homogenized cross-sections
with the multiVoup cross section library CEA93 and from APOLL02 are used for Sn calculations or by the
the APOLL02 [31 and MORET4 141 codes, as wall as a multigroup Monte-Carlo code, MORET4, for 

reference route using the continuous energy Monte- calculations.
Carlo code, TRIPOLI 4t5l. Both routes are based on To take bum-up credit into account, the French fuel

161 depletion codes (CESAR['], DARWIN"") werethe Joint European nuclear data file JEF 22 .
The industrial route is based on APOLLO2 a user connected to the CRISTAL package.

oriented, modular code. APOLL02 solves the integral
form of the Boltzmann equation through the collision 3. Calculation schemes for the design route
probability method (Pij method), and/or the integro- 'APOLL02 - Sn'
differential transport equation, using the discrete
ordinates method. The Sn modules were developed to For the design route the calculation includes two
perform large 2D-geometry calculations methods steps 
such as the Sn-nodal technique, were implemented. creation of the self-shielded and homogenized
The APOLL02 library, called CEA93, can be used in cross-sections by APOLLO2, using the Pij

method,

Corresponding author, Tel. 33.4.42.25.45.63, Fax. 33.4.42.25.79.79, E-mail : christophe.venard�cea.fr
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- calculation of the keff on the studied 3.1.2 Homogenization strategy

configurations by APOLL02, using the Sn In order to homogenize arid/or collapse the self-
method. shielded cross-sections, the best weighting function

must be found.
These two steps require well-assessed calculation - Storage pools of PWR S/A

schemes adapted to each standard configuration of the The studies carried out for the former CRISTAL
nuclear fuel cycle. The development of these schemes version (VO) recommended a homogenization of the
is based on an optimization of the ratio calculation overall PWR S/A. It also highlighted a systematic
accuracy computing time. trend of 600 pcm in flux trap concept (absorber plate

Their definition and their validation are carried out surrounding the S/A) due to the homogenization at the
by using design calculation/reference calculation S/A boundary.
comparisons. The reference calculation is either the To correct this, the assembly is homogenized by
TRIPOL14 calculation, or the rigorous APOLL02 differentiating the peripheral cells from the central
calculation. cells. Then, the environmental influence on the S/A

peripheral cells is taken into account more effectively
3.1 Procedures for the Pij calculation (cf. Table 1).

The Sn and multigroup Monte-Carlo calculation Table 1 : Homogenization effect for storage pool of
accuracy greatly depends on the validity of the UOX S/A
homogenized, and potentially collapsed, cross sections.
Therefore, special attention is given to the elaboration k.
of these Pij procedures. CRISTAL VO CRISTAL V (Pcm)

In this paper, only the mdified and new Water blade 1.17645 1.18290 +548
calculation schemes compared to the former version of
CRISTAL 191 are presented: Borated steel 0.93784 0.94579 +848

-storage pools of PWR S/A, blade I

-storage pools of plate-type S/A, - Storage pools of plate-Me S/A
-metal medium. The multi-cells modeling used for LATR S/A is not

applicable to the plate-type S/A. The flux calculated
3.1.1 Self-shieldingcalculation by the Pij method on the S/A 2D geometry generates

The APOLL02 self-shielding formalism has been very significant computing times. In APOLL02 a
extensively validated in the area of reactor physics [101 module automatically determines a space
by comparison with Monte-Carlo or fine slowing- discretization of the 2D geometry. The analysis of the
down methods. Hence, this validation work is useful flux space variations resulting from a previous Sn
for criticality-safety. calculation automatically allows the collapse of the

- Storage pools of PATR S/A initial geometry meshes into flat flux meshes, with a
Special attention has been given to the impact of given accuracy. The computing time of the Pij

the Dancoff effect at the S/A-water blade boundary. calculation is decreased, while the geometry modeling
Validations studies have been carried out by remains in 2D. Table 2 shows the neutronic
comparison with a reference calculation where the parameters and computing time variation versus given
self-shielding of each ftiel pin of the S/A is accuracy on flux. This study was performed on a
differentiated. The main conclusion of these studies is SPERT-D S/Al"I infinite lattice.
that an "average self-shielding" model (unique type of
self-shielding pin) is a good approximation the Table 2 Flat flux criterion influence over the
discrepancy with the reference calculation is only +5 neutronic parameters and the co uting time
pcm for UOX and MOX S/A. E Meshes CoMp. A" AM2/M2 A.B2/B1 Ak"ff

- Storage pools of plate-jype S/A oog((Di/(Dj)<r) number time(s.) (pcm) (0/6) (pcm)
The self-shielding calculation of the plate-type S/A 0 1235 6327.4 - - -

0.025 177 457.9 219 -0.04 0.93 6
described by a D geometry requires significant 0.05 73 290.3 424 0.03 1.70 8
computing time. The self-shielding calculation on a 0.07 53 253.6 599 0.07 2.36 10
ID plane geometry, modeling the perpendicular axis 0.1 37 1 221.6 1554-FO 13 1 6.18 1 21
to the plate-type ftiel, very strongly decreases the

computing time without reducing the calculation The optimum accuracy is around 0.05 as shown in
accuracy the discrepancy is only +2 pcm. Figure 2.

- Metal Medium
For the metal mediums, the self-shielding of the

cross sections does not improve the calculation
accuracy in the case of small moderation ratios. The
neutron flux spectrum is fast it is located out of the
resonance field.
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0 (A Q (At/ t) (AtIt) compared to a reference calculation (a S. calculation).

-*-(AB2/M/ (At/t) -X-(AVI�,P WA) The extrapolation to S. is made using the formula of

0.30 ............. .. .. .. . ...... ................ .......... . K ato in ter s of k ff (1)

k�ff (S.) = [4.keff(S2n)-kff(Sn)1/3 (1)
0 2 5 ............ ........ .. ............ ................ ......... ..

However, for a very small configuration (radius <
L 020 ....... . ........ .... .. 10 cm for a sphere, radius < cm for a cylinder and

half thickness < cm for a plate), the S32 angular5 0.15
0rder is necessary to obtain a lower discrepancy than

0.10 3 0 pern compared to a S. calculation.R

0.05 3.2.3 Anisotropic scattering

0.00 The CRISTAL VO experimental validation
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 feedback had shown a kff under-prediction for metal

flatfiwaftMone mediums because of not taking into account the high
Fig. 2 Neutronic parameters sensitivity to energy anisotropy of the heavy nucleus.

the flat flux criterion Thus, the U and Pu isotopes with P9 expansion

The studies showed that it is necessary to were processed for the CEA93 library. As shown in
differentiate the S/A container, the ends of fuel plates Table 4 studies have led to 

_ the use of a P3 modeling of the anisotropic
and the peripheral fuel plate and the central fuel region scattering giving accurate results compared to the
(cf. Figure 3. P9 modeling.

- The discrepancy with the reference calculation
7T77777= (TFJPOL14) being reduced.

Table 4 Anisotropy degree effect for
121PU-NET-FAST-001 benchmark[

exact geometry homogenized geometry Anisotropy Ak/k(P9) Ak/k(TRIPOL14)

Fig. 3 Plate-type S/A homogenization order (pcm) (pcm)
PO +9679 +9545

The homogenization effect is about 400 pcm. pi -648 -769

P3 -1 -123
3.2 Procedures for the Sn route P5 O -122P9 122

In the S method, we have to treat space, angular

and energy variables through discretization. We must 3.2.4 Spatial discretization
also expand the scattering cross-sections in Legendre In order to respect the criteria (A/X)<2jgjj where A
polynomials. All these discretizations involve some is the mesh spacing, the mean free path and the
numerical inaccuracies that must be assessed against minimum value of 1g,,j in the quadrature set, we
reference calculations. recommend:

3.2.1 Energy collapsing - with the S16 quadrature : mesh of I centimeter in

To reduce computing time, the cross sections are the fuel and 0.5 cm at the fuel-reflector boundary,
_ with the S32 quadrature (metallic media) mesh

collapsed from 172 energy groups to 20 12 fast of 0.5 centimeter in the fuel and a few millimeters
energy groups, thermal energy groups). The energy at the fuel-reflector boundary.
collapsing effect on various configurations is

presented in Table 3 4. Numerical and experimental validation

Table 3 Energy collapsin effect 4.1 Validation database
Configuration AU (pc

Bare Pu metallic sphere +22 A large experimental database is used to validate
Highly enriched U solution sphere +103 these design route calculation schemes. Critical

UOX S/A storage pools +9 experiments are selected to investigate all the
with borated steel plates operations encountered in the nuclear fuel cycle.

These come from several different sources so as to

3.2.2 Angular discretization avoid systematic errors that might affect a whole
Studies have shown that accurate results can be experimental program provided by a single laboratory.

obtained with a S16 angular discretization. The kff The experiments used for the validation are taken
values are calculated within 30 pcm accuracy
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from the ICSBEP handbook 131 or carried out in calculation/experiment discrepancies for uranium and
French experimental facilities. plutonium configurations are respectively 401 ± 113

The validation database of the CRISTAL VI pcm and 713 ± 372 pcm using P3 anisotropy degree
package for the APOLL02-Sn route contains for the heavy nucleus against respectively 765 ± 161
approximately 850 experimental configurations with pcm and 1271 305 pcm, using the PI

- updating of the CRISTAL VO validation approximation.
database,

- additional data with experiments involving 200

slabs, arrays of UOX and MOX fuel rods, 0 T T
plate-type fuels, fuel-pin lattices in nitrate -200

solutions, fissile solutions, fissile powders,
fissile metal, 400

- specific programs with heterogeneous lattices, _-6W
E

- experimental programs dedicated to Bum U S.
Credit conducted by the CEA and the IRSNI 14F A-800

COOO

The validation database contains the following -1200 9

experiments classified by type T
-1400

- low enriched uranium solutions 33 cases) -1600
- high enriched uranium solutions (I 5 cases) Uj W W W
- plutonium solutions 121 cases) -18W M X

- mixed uranium and plutonium solutions M CRISTAL VO CRISTAL V1

(32 cases) Fig. 4: U, Pu metal systems - design
- high and low uranium powders 69 cases) route/experiment discrepancies
- mixed uranium and plutonium powders 33 cases)
- array of low enriched UOX pins (I 81 cases) 4.2.2 Storage pools of PWR S/A

- array of MOX pins 60 cases) The PWR S/A storage pool calculation scheme is
- array of high enriched uranium pins 9 cases) validated through the analysis of the CRIST02
- array of plutonium pins 3 cases) experimenti"3. This experiment is devoted to
- array of uranium plate-type fuels (I cases) subcritical high-density fuel storage with different
- array of UOX and MOX in fissile solution absorber plates.

(6 cases)
- high enriched uranium metallic systems - Numerical validation

(59 cases) Numerical validation is made with UOX and MOX
- intermediate enriched uranium metallic systems S/A.

(11 cases) For the UOX S/A case, the design route/reference
- plutonium metallic systems 27 cases) route discrepancy is reduced with the CRISTAL VI
- mixed uranium and plutonium metallic systems calculation scheme, compared to VO as shown in

(33 cases) Figure 5. There is a systematic bias between the
design and reference route of about 500 pm.

4.2 Validation results

In this paragraph, the first results of the validation
of the CRISTAL VI design route, 'APOLLO-SN'are
presented. These mainly concerns the configurations
in which the calculation schemes were updated or
created.

4.2.1 Uranium, plutonium metallic systems

Several configurations of plutonium and metal
uranium spheres with different reflectors were
studied 
- HEU-MET-FAST-001, 004, 018, and 020

[13]ICSBEP benchmarks
- PU-MET-FAST-001, 004, and 027 CSBEP

[131benchmarks
Taking the heavy nuclei high-energy anisotropy

into account clearly improves calculation accuracy,
(see the CRISTAL VI curve in Figure 4. The average
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600 4.2.3 Storage pools of plate-type S/A
Numerical validations were made on SPERT-D

400 SW"' infinite lattices with different water blade

200 thickness. Table shows a good agreement between
TRIPOLI4 (CRISTAL reference route) and
APOLLO2-Sn (CRISTAL design route) calculation
results.

-200

-400 Table 5 : Plate-type S/A storage pool

-600 desi route/reference route comparison

800 * CRISTAL VO Water blade kff ke AkA- Thickness ff
-1000 M CRISTAL VI (TRIPOL14) (APOLL02-Sn) (pcm)

1 1.67149 ± 000042 1.67415 +159
E

E E 3.175 1.31703 ± 000037 1.31971 +203
cr= _U� E EE

-E 5. Conclusion
The objective of the CRISTAL VIE21 package is to

Fig. 5: UOX storage pools improve the prediction of the k on the field already
design route/reference route discrepancies covered by CRISTAL VO, and to extend it to other

configurations found in the fuel cycle.

For the MOX storage pools, the numerical The existing calculation schemes were improved
validation highlights an average over-prediction of and new ones were developed. Numerical validation
about 450 pcm for the design route compared to the shows a reduction of design route/reference route

reference route. discrepancies.
Moreover, the validation database of the

- ELperimental validation APOLLO2-Sn design route was extended. The first
The LEU-CONT-THERM-041 benchmark[151 results of the experimental validation sow an

(UOX S/A storage) is studied with the CRISTAL VI improvement of calculation quality compared to the
design route. The calculation/experiment CRISTAL VO package.
discrepancies are coherent with the experimental
uncertainty margins. Tese discrepancies are lower References
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An Algorithm of a- and y-Mode Eigenvalue Calculations by Monte Carlo Method

Toshihiro YAMAMOTO", Yoshinori MIYOSHI1
'Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, baraki 319-1195, Japan

A new algorithm for Monte Carlo calculation was developed to obtain o and y-mode ei-
genvalues. The et is a prompt neutron time decay constant measured in subcritical experi-
ments, and the is a spatial decay constant measured in an exponential method for deter-
mining the subcriticality. This algorithm can be implemented into existing Monte Carlo ei-
genvalue calculation codes with minimum modifications. The algorithm was implemented
into MCNP code and the performance of calculating the both mode eigenvalues were veri-
fied through comparison of the calculated eigenvalues with the ones obtained by fixed
source calculations.

KEYWORDS. Monte Calro, eigenvalue calculation, prompt neutron time-decay constant,
exponential method, spatial decay constant, MCNP

1. Introduction Monte Carlo technique.' ) 2 In MCNP version 4C and
its later version, a function of calculating a constant

In subcriticality experiments such as pulsed neutron has already been implemented.')
method, reactor noise method, and exponential This paper describes the development of eigenvalue
method, measured values are a prompt neutron mode calculations for aand ywith a different approach
time-decay constant (i.e., cc) and a spatial neutron de- from the conventional techniques.

cay constant (i.e., y) and so on. For validation of a
criticality calculation method, the calculated kff val- 2. Methodology of Eigenvalue Calculation
ues are compared with experimental keff values if keff The algorithms for obtaining eigenvalues of et and y
is identified accurately. In most cases, the experimen- are almost te same as each other. At first, the y-mode
tal kff is measured in a fissionable system with its calculation techniques are explained and then the
critical state and the value is uniquely determined to et-mode later.
be unity. On the other hand, in a system that is always
subcritical, the experimental keff values cannot be 2.1 y-Mode Calculation
identified, and a direct comparison of kff values is not It is assumed that a subcritical multiplicative sys-
possible for validating.the criticality calculation tools. tem with an external neutron source has a uniform
An alternative method of validation is to compare a media in one direction, and that the horizontal buck-
constant measured in subcritical experiments. In the ling is larger than the material buckling. Then, the
field of criticality safety, kff values are usually calcu- asymptotic neutron flux distribution in the direction is
lated by Monte Carlo method. Thus, it follows that the given by exp(-yz), and the three-dimensional neutron
measured constants have to be calculated by Monte transport equation is rewritten in a two-dimensional
Carlo method for validating the calculation tool. Cal- form as
culations of these constants by Monte Carlo technique
are usually performed by neutron transport calcula- Q Vo(x, y, f2, E) + E, (x, y, E)O(x, y, 0, E)

tions with a fixed neutron source. These constants can fd1:2jdE'0(x, y, CY, E')Y., (x, y, CT-+ C1, E' E)
be obtained by simulations of the pulsed neutron + XE)
method or exponential experiment method. These dE'O(x, y, CY, E')vEf (x, y, E')
simulations, however, require long computating time 4;r f
and cumbersome variance reduction techniques. These + �yo(x, y, C2, E),

constants can alternatively be calculated by solving where is a directional cosine between te z-axis and
eigenvalue equations in which the eigenvalue is ct or y. the direction of neutron flight and other notations are
Solving eigenvalue equation is much easier than the standard. To take account of the last term in Eq.(l)
Monte Carlo simulations of subcritical experiments during the random walk of Monte Carlo calculation,
since the calculation techniques are fundamentally the weight of a neutron particle that flies by the length
identical to the criticality calculations for obtaining of ds is changed as
eigenvalue kff. dW = �y ds. (2)

There have been several attempts to develop ei-
genvalue calculation methods for a constant with Thus, after the flight of a length s, the initial weight

Corresponding author, Tel. +81-29-282-6743, Fax. +81-29-282-6798, E-mail: yamamoto,�me1odytokaijaerLgojp
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WO is changed to W y-mode calculation. The equation to be solve for

where W= WO exp(�),s) (3) a-mode calculation is written as

The y value is given fi7om the previous cycle. The C1 V O(r,!�I, E) E (r, E)O(r, 6, E)

track length TLj after the i-th flight of the length s is dE'O(r, CY, E')E, (r, CY-> C1, E'- E)
given by fA�l f (8)

TL = WO exp(�i ysi') dsi' + XP(E) fdC2JdE'O(r,!5', E')vpl;f (r, E')
fo (4) 4)r

= WO (exp(�j ysi) - (�iy). + a O(r, 0, E) / v(E),

If a neutron collides with a nuclide and fission is pos- where r is a three-dimensional position vector and
sible, n fission sites at each collision are stored for use v(E) is a neutron velocity with energy E. This equa-
as fission source in the next cycle, tion is very similar to Eq. (1) except that the geometry
where is three-dimensional and �y in the last term in Eq.(1 is

n = WF(Uf /,71) random number. (5) replaced by a/v(E). The algorithm shown in Sec. 21

As seen in Eq.(1), the second term in the right-hand can be utilized for cc-mode eigenvalue calculation by
side for fission reaction is not divided by kff unlike replacing 4y with a/v(E). Since the eigenvalue to be
criticality calculations. Thus, note that Eq.(5) is not solved is a prompt neutron time-decay constant, the
divided by keff, either. number of fission neutrons used in this calculation

All modifications to conventional Monte Carlo must be for a prompt fission. If MCNP is used for the
criticality calculation codes, which are required for the a-mode eigenvalue calculation, "totritt no" option has
random walk process in a -mode eigenvalue calcula- to be used.
tion, are Eqs.(3) and (5) only. All other procedures in

a criticality calculation can be utilized for a y-mode 2.3 Verification of Algorithm
eigenvalue calculation without any modifications. The algorithm of a- and y-mode eigenvalue calcu-

After all random walk processes in one cycle are lations developed in this paper is verified here. c ei-
terminated, y-eigenvalue are esimated as genvalues were calculated in a one-dimensional infi-

nite slab by Monte Carlo method and a deterministic
y = (N + Y, AW - 1, vEf TL )I, TLi -� 6 method for completely the same conditions, and the

where eigenvalues were compared with each other. 3-energy
i is summed over all track lengths in a cycle, group constants were used and an isotropic scattering
N= number of source histories per cycle, was assumed. The deterministic calculations were
AW= W(exp(�iysj)-l)1(�ir)-WO_ performed with ONENDANT code 4) with S24 angular

The y-eigenvalue calculated by Eq. 6) and the fission quadrature. The multi-group Monte Carlo calculations
sites determined by Eq. (5) are used for calculation in were performed with the same group constants as in
the next cycle. Like criticality calculations, the deterministic calculations. Both calculations were
y-eigenvalues are averaged over all active cycles after performed under the same conditions except that the
skipped cycles to determine a fal y-eigenvalue. approximations of angular and spatial discretizations

were taken in the deterministic calculations. In Table
However, using the y-eigenvalue calculated by Eq. 6). 1, the calculated cc eigenvalues by both methods are
in Eq.(3) causes unstable y-values for use of the next listed for different slab thicknesses. The Monte Carlo
cycle due to the large variations of y-eigenvalue cal- calculations used 7050 generations at 3000 neutrons
culated by Eq. 6). In some cases, too many fission per generations. Fifty generations were skipped before
sites are generated and the calculation is abnormally averaging, resulting in 21 million histories. The results
ten-ninated. Hence, it is recommended that the of the Monte Carlo method agree with the determinis-
y-eigenvalue for use in the next cycle be calculated by tic ones within the statistical uncertainties. The algo-

,Y = (N + Y,, A Wi vYf TLi + 1, TLi rithm of the Monte Carlo calculation for a and
y-mode eigenvalues is judged to give correct solutions

(7) for Eqs. (1) and (8).

where rp is the y-eigenvalue in the previous cycle.
Since Eq.(l) is a two-dimensional equation in terms of Table I Calculated a values by Monte Carlo method
geometry, the Monte Carlo calculation for solving a and deterministic method.
y-eigenvalue is performed for a system which is infi- Slab cc (/sec)

nite and uniform in the z-direction. thickness Monte Carlo ONEDANT
(cm)

2.2 a-mode Calculation 14 3564 7* 3574
The cc-mode eigenvalue calculation in Monte Carlo 16 1410 7 1423

technique can be performed in a way analogous to the *one standard deviation
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Ap = AAa, (9)

This algorithm of a and y-mode eigenvalues can the underestimation of a value is deemed to be 16 ± 
easily be implemented into existing Monte Carlo (/sec).
criticality calculation codes with minimum modifica-

tions. The capability to calculate a- and y-mode ei- Table 2 Measured and calculated cc values in STACY
genvalues was implemented into MCNP code. water-reflected core.

Solution Subcritic Measured Calculated
3. Application of a- and y-mode Eigenvalue Calcu- height ality
lations to Suberitical Experiments (cm) M a /sec) a (/sec)

46.70 0 122 4* 107 ± 20
3.1 x-mode Eigenvalue for STACY 42.23 2.4 392 7 374 ± 1

Prompt neutron time-decay constants were meas- 40.20 3.7 539 16 1 533 � 20
ured with pulsed neutron method in the subcritical *one standard deviation
experiments of the Static Experiment Critical Facility

(STACY) at Japan Atomic Energy Research Insti- Considering the bias of -16 5 (/sec) in the calculated
tute.') The experimental case used for the calculations a values and the statistical uncertainties, the agree-
in this paper is Run No. 29, and its core configuration ments of the calculated a values with the measured
is a water-reflected 60-cm-diamter cylindrical core ones are satisfactory. The standard deviations seem to
tank as shown in Fig. . This benchmark model is pub- be relatively large as compared to the a values. How-
lished in the International Handbook of Evaluated ever, for example, the uncertainty of a values of 20
Criticality Safety Benchmark Experiments of

6) The fuel is wt.% enriched uranyl (/sec) is equivalent to the uncertainty of k ofOECD/NEA . 0 I %Ak, which accounts for the uncertainty of the a
nitrate solution with uranium concentration of
290.4g/f. The critical solution height is 46.70 cm values. The calculation of a for subcriticality of

2.4$ was run by 4000 neutrons per cycle. The transi-
tion of a values in each generation up to 300-th cycle

no 25 is shown in Fig.2. The initial neutron sources were
Vftw distributed uniformly within the fuel solution.

M

*--300--o -3004 1500

1300 -------------------- -------Average value
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

IND 900 - - -

'a 700

500

M Z3 300

h.Wt
100

-100
T 20 -300 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Do- . T -J -500 1
0 50 100 150 200 250 300

Fig. I Benchmark model of 60-cm-diameter cylindrical Cycle [-]
core tank. Fig.2 Transition of calculated a vales in each cycle.

The fmal average value is 3 74 II (/sec).
The measured and calculated a values are shown in
Table 2 The calculated cc values were obtained by 3.2 y-mode Eigenvalue for STACY
a-mode eigenvalue calculations of the modified For verification of the y-mode eigenvalue calcula-
MCNP 4C with a continuous energy cross-section tion method, the y-mode eigenvalues were calculated
library based onJENDL-3.2. The cross section library for STACY's experimental conditions by the Monte
used for 235U, however, was based on JENDL-3.1 be- Carlo eigenvalue calculations and the fixed source
cause JENDL-3.2 gives too high kff's for homogene- calculations simulating exponential experiments The
ous enriched uranium systems. The calculated kff for calculations were performed for a 28-cm-thickness
the critical condition is 100096±0.00032, and the slab core tank of STACY without water-reflector. The
prompt neutron generation time is 6.2x 10-5 sec. Thus, horizontal cross sectional view of the tank is shown in
this calculation system slightly overestimates the real- Fig.3. Fixed source calculations were performed for a
istic experimental condition by 0.096%Ak. This over- system that is sufficiently long in the vertical direction.
estimation corresponds to the underestimation of A neutron source was placed at the bottom of the sys-
value. Using the relationship between Ap and Aa; tem and the exponential decay of neutron in the verti-

cal directions was calculated. The calculation system
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was divided into planar slices with the thickness of 1 2)
I _K�2 + B. (10)

cm. The neutron flux was represented by the accumu- k,,ff
lated track length within the slice. The calculated track where

length as a function of the vertical distance from the K (CM2) = buckling-reactivity conversion factor,
source is shown in Fig.4 for Run No. 199 in which the 2 2
uranium concentration was 268.7g/i. This condition of B, (cm- vertical buckling.
the uranium concentration and the horizontal geome- While the K value can be measured at a critical state
try makes the system subcritical even for an infinite from the differential reactivity worth with respect to
length in the vertical direction. Figure 4 shows that the the solution height, the K value has to be obtained by
effect of higher order mode fluxes is seen near the calculation for subcritical states. The calculation or.

y 7)
neutron source. The decay constant y was obtained b obtaining the K value requires an adjoint flux , mak
fitting the vertical neutron distribution in the region ing the Monte Carlo calculation for the K value diffi-
where the higher order mode fluxes apparently decay. cult. However, the K value can be calculated by

Monte Carlo techniques as

Tank wall'---, K = Ilk- _ Y,_2 (I )
eff

69.03 where

28.08 k' = kff value for a system which is infinite in the
2.53 eff

Fuel solution vertical direction,

Dimension in mm y= yvalue calculated by Monte Carlo eigenvalue
mode calculation.

Fig. 3 Horizontal cross sectional view of slab core Therefore, the eigenvalue mode calculation for y is
tank of STACY. The material of the tank is 304L usable for obtaining the K value by Monte Carlo tech-
stainless steel. niques. If a yvalue is measured experimentally, the kff

of the system would be obtained using Eq.(10) and

lo, the K value.

Table 3 Comparison of values by fixed source and
102 - ---------------------- igenvalue calculations.

Uranium Fixed Eigenvalue
Run concentra- source calculation

101 ---------------- it WE -------- No. tion calculation (/cm)
also" (9/0 y (/cm) y

199 268.7 338 + 12* 330±1
10.1 - 1 150 453±12 453 ± I

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 *one standard deviation
Distance from neutron source (cm)

4. Conclusion
Fig. 4 Vertical neutron flux distribution calculated by
simulation of exponential experiment for Run No. An algorithm in which a- and y-mode eigenvalues
199. can be calculated by Monte Carlo technique was de-

veloped in such a way that modifications to conven-
The verification calculation was also performed for tional Monte Carlo codes can be minimized. The al-

the STACY's slab core tank as shown in Fig.3 with gorithms for both eigenvalue mode calculations are
the uranium concentration of 150g/f. This is a hypo- very similar to each other. This algorithm was verified
thetical condition for verification work, and the ex- by comparing a-eigenvalues between the Monte Carlo
periments were not performed for this condition. The method and a deterministic method for an infinite
decay constant in the fixed source calculation was one-dimensional slab. This algorithm was imple-
obtained in the same manner as in Run No. 199. The y mented into a continuous energy Monte Carlo code
values calculated by the eigerivalue mode and fixed MCNP4C.
source calculations are given in Table 3 The y values Using the modified version of MCNP with the
obtained by both methods agree well within one stan- capability of the new eigenvalue calculation algorithm,

dard deviation. Consequently, the y-mode eigenvalue the a-mode eigenvalues for STACY experiments in a
calculation method developed here is considered to water-reflected 60-cm-diameter cylindrical core tank
accurately give fundamental mode decay constants in were calculated and compared with measured a values.
the exponential experiments. Taking into consideration the difference in kff be-

Once a ) value is determined, the kff of the system tween MCNP and experiment, the agreements be-
is given by tween the calculated eigenvalues and the measured
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values were satisfactory. celerated neutral particle transport code system,"
The y values obtained by the eigenvalue calcula- LA-12969-M 1995).

tions and the fixed source calculations of MCNP 5) K.Tonoike et al., "Kinetic parameter Pff/� meas-
agreed well with each other, and the y-mode eigen- urement on low enriched uranyl nitrate solution
value calculation of MCNP was also considered to be with single unit cores (600�, 280T, 800 � of
verified. The calculations of a buckling-reactivity con- STACY," J.Nucl.Sci.Technol., Vol.39, No.11,
version factor, which is difficult to obtain with Monte 1227 2002).
Carlo methods, can be facilitated by using a y-mode 6) T.Yamamoto et al., "Water-reflected 10% enriched
eigenvalue. uranium nitrate solution in a 60-cm-diameter cy-

lindrical tank," in nternational Handbook of
References Evaluated Criticality Safety Benchmark Experi-
1) D.Brockway et al., "Monte Carlo a calculation," ments,"LEU-SOL-THER-004,NEAINSC/DOC

LA-UR-85-1224 1985). (95)03, Organization for Economic Corporation
2) D.K.Parsons, "Alphalike calculations with and Development Nuclear Energy Agency.

MCNP," Trans.Am.Nucl.Soc.,84, xxx 2001). 7) T.Suzaki, "Subcriticality determination of
3) "MCNP-A General Monte Carlo N-particle trans- low-enriched U02 lattices in water by exponential

port code, version 4C," LA-13709-K J. F. Briesmeis- experiment," J.Nucl.Sci.Technol., Vol.28, No.12,
ter Ed. 2000). 1067 1991).

4) R.E.Alcouffe et al., "DANTSYS: A-diffusion ac-
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New Evaluation of ... U Neutron Resonance Parameters

Herve DERRIEN', Luiz C. LEAL and Nancy M. LARSON
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, 3 7831 TN, USA

The neutron resonance parameters of ... U were obtained in the energy range I keV to 20 keV
from a SAMMY Reich-Moore analysis of high resolution transmission measurements
per-formed at ORELA. In the energy range I keV to IO keV, the analysis used as prior values
the ENDF/B-V1 resonance parameters. The analysis in the energy range 10 keV to 20 keV
resulted in the creation of a set of resonance parameters for the representation of the cross
section in this energy range. The results are compared to the ENDFIB-VI evaluation. Some
statistical properties of the new resonance parameters are examined.

KEYWORDS: nuclear reaction, neutron, cross section, evaluation, statisticalproperfies

1. Introduction 2. The experimental data and the method of
analysis

Inconsistencies in the resonance parameters and in
the measured capture cross sections of "'U have been The results of the ... U high resolution neutron
a longstanding problem. In order to solve the transmission experiments of J.A. Harvey et al. were
discrepancies, a task force was set up by the Nuclear published at the Mito (Japan) conference in 1988.1)
Energy Agency (OECD, Paris, France) in 1982. The The measurements were performed in the energy range
results of the task force were published in 1992 by M. I keV to I 0 keV on the 200-m flight path with sample
G. Sowerby; a set of resonance parameters was thicknesses of 0 1748,0.0396 and 001235 atoms/barn
obtained in the energy range from thermal to 10 keV of 31U, with a very low experimental background.
and adopted by the most important evaluated data Several neutron monitors allowed the determination of
libraries. More recently, it was found, from the analysis the normalization coefficient with an accuracy of about
of various thermal reactor benchmarks, that the 2U 0.5%; the systematic error on the normalized
capture cross sections could still be overestimated 2) a transmission was smaller than 1.
reexamination of the resonance parameters in the low The analysis of the experimental transmission data
energy range should be made. On the other hand, the was performed with the computer code SAMMV)
high resolution neutron transmissions measured by This code uses the Reich-Moore formalism for the
J.A. Harvey et al.3) at ORELA (Oak Ridge Electron calculation of the cross sections. The fit to the
Linear Accelerator) should allow the determination of experimental data, taking into account the experimental
the resonance parameters in the energy range 10 keV effects (Doppler and resolution broadening, self
to 20 keV, for a better accuracy in the calculation of shielding, multiple scattering, background and
the self shielding factors and of the average value of normalization corrections, etc.), is obtained by Bayes
the capture cross section. method. A parameter covariance matrix is generated.

The aim of this paper is to present the results of the Several sets of experimental data can be analyzed
resonance analysis of the Harvey transmission data in successively, the output covariance matrix of one
the energy range from I keV to 20 keV. In Section 2 sequence being used as input in the next sequence.
of this paper, a short description of the experimental The average spacing of the "'U s-wave neutron
data and of the method of analysis is given. The resonances is about 21 eV. The current ENDF/B-VI
results of the analysis are given in Section 3 Some resonance file contains 473 s-wave resonances and
statistical properties of the parameters of the energy I 29 p-wave resonances for the description of the cross
range 10 keV to 20 keV are examined in Section 4 sections in the energy range eV to IO keV. Most of

the p-wave resonances are not seen in the low energy
range of the experimental data, due to the small value
of the penetration factor; the parameters of those small
resonances could only be guessed from the Wigner
distribution of the level spacings and the Porter-
Thomas distribution of the reduced neutron widths.
About 20% of the p-wave resonances are missing in the

Corresponding author, Tel. 865-574-7268, Fax: 865-576-3513, E-mail: derrienh�oml.gov
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ENDF/B-VI file. At higher energy more p-wave potential scattering cross section, 47rR", is found to be
resonances could be seen, and the number of constant over the energy range analyzed.
resonances needed for the representation of the A free gas model of the Doppler broadening with an
experimental data in the energy range 10 keV to 20 effective temperature of 300±5 K was used in the
keV should be larger. Moreover, at high energy the analysis of the transmission data. The experimental
contribution of the p-wave resonances to the capture resolution was approximated by a Gaussian function,
cross section increases rapidly and the identification of with an exponential tail to take into account the
most of these resonances becomes essential for an asymmetrical part due to the neutron moderator and to
accurate calculation of the capture cross section. the neutron detector. The parameter of the exponential

Because of the extremely large number of tail was adjusted to obtain the best fit of some isolated
resonances (and the consequent large amount of resonances or groups of resonances in the high energy
computer time required, especially for calculating part of the data.
multiple-scattering corrections for capture cross
sections), it was necessary to perforin the SAMMY 3. The results of the analysis
analysis in two separate pieces. In the energy range
from I keV to 10 keV the ENDF/B-VI parameters 3.1 The energy range from I keV to 10 keV
were used for starting values, and in the energy range The analysis of the Harvey transmission data was
from IO keV to 20 keV the priorvalues were obtained performed in the energy range I keV to I keV by
using the code RSAP.') The code RSAP creates a set using the ENDF/B-VI resonance parameters as prior
of parameters by searching the energies of the dips in values to SAMMY. In this energy range the ENDF/B-
the experimental transmission data and by attributing VI parameters were mainly obtained from analysis of
a neutron width value correlated to the area of the dips. the transmission data of Olsen et al.') by Sowerby )
The code is directly connected to SAMMY for a with the Harwell code REFIT." The data of Harvey
preliminary crude fit of the data. About 400 have better experimental resolution; hence better
resonances were identified by RSAP in the energy accuracy was obtained in the present work for the
range 10 keV to 20 kV, corresponding to the largest resonance parameters in the energy range above keV.
s-wave resonances and to some large p-wave The neutron widths of the two ENDF/B-VI fictitious
resonances. Small resonances were identified by eye resonances at 4400 eV and 14484 eV were readjusted
observation of the graphs of the thick sample at 129.35 keV and 204.36 keV, respectively, compared
transmission, and added to the RSAP set. to 108.55 keV and 196.83 keV in ENDF/B-V1, with an

Results of capture cross section measurements with effective scattering radius of 9.45 frn. This adjustment
experimental resolution comparable to the Harvey allowed the agreement between the calculated and the
transmission resolution were not available in the experimental average transmission to be within the 1%
energy range 10 keV to 20 keV. The data of de experimental accuracy. The values of the total and
Saussure et al.,') taken at ORELA in 1973 on a 40 m capture cross section at 00253 eV obtained with the
flight path, show fluctuations corresponding to new resonance parameters were 938 b and 269 b,
unresolved clusters of resonances in the high energy respectively, compared to 936 b and 272 b in
range. Nevertheless, the effective capture cross ENDF/B-V1. The thermal values were adjusted by
sections calculated by SAMMY with the resonance modifying the parameters of an additional fictitious
parameters obtained by fitting the Harvey transmission resonance at 7 eV.
could be compared to the de Saussure experimental The average values of the capture and elastic cross
data; from this comparison, a significant number of sections calculated from the present evaluation are
small p-wave resonances, not seen in the transmission compared to the ENDF/B-VI values in Table 1, in the
data, could be taken into account. energy range I keV to 10 kV. On the average, the

Because there are strong potential resonant capture cross section is 38% larger and the elastic
interference effects in even-even nuclei [analogous to cross section is 28% larger than the ENDF/B-VI
the X/ I +X2) function in the single level Breit-Wigner values.
formalism], the contribution of remote resonances is
important in the total cross section of 21U . Therefore
it is necessary to include in the R-matrix. calculation
not only those resonances lying within the energy
range currently being analyzed, but also the
contribution from resonances outside that energy range
(the external" resonances). A judicious choice of a
few fictitious external resonances provides a good
approximation to that contribution. Several methods
are available for the determination of the parameters of
these external resonances.',') A good set of fictitious
external resonances is obtained if the effective
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Table I Average 238 U neutron cross sections in the 10' -
energy range I keV to IO keV;

(a) ENDF/B-VI, (b) present evaluation. 0 103

Energy
Range Capture b Elastic b 102 - \,A,

keV (a) (b) (a) (b)
1 2 1 . 87 1 . 94 2 1 . 68 22 25 IO,
2- 3 1.36 1.41 21.57 22.12
3- 4 1.15 1.20 19.82 20.36
4- 5 0.88 0.89 14.79 15.03
5- 6 0.90 0 90 14.20 14 3 no13.5 13.6 13.7 '�.8 I3.9 14.0
6- 7 0.87 0.88 6 6 6 6 3 7 Energy I�v
7- 8 0.68 0.74 13.79 14.07
8- 9 0.63 0.65 15.03 15.71
9-10 0.65 0.71 3 7 13.89 Fig.1 The MU effective total cross section in
1 1 0 1 . 0 0 1 4 6 7 3 7 . 2 the neutron energy range 13.5 keV to 14.0

keV. The upper, middle and lower curves
represent the thin sample (multiplied by I 0),
the medium sample (multiplied by 10), and
the thick sample data, respectively. The

3.2 The energy range from 10 keV to 20 keV points are the experimental data. The solid
In this energy range, the cross sections were lines represent the data calculated by

calculated by using 457 s-wave resonances and 1228 p- SAMMY from the resonance parameters.
wave resonances obtained from the SAMMY fit of the
Harvey experimental transmission and by comparison
with the shape of the de Saussure effective capture
cross sections.

The largest resonances in the energy range from 99
keV to 10.0 keV and in the energy range from 20.0 1 4. . . . . . . .

keV to 20.1 keV were added to the resonance data set
in order to reproduce the shape of the cross sections 0,
just above 10 keV and just below 20 keV. The
contribution of the other external resonances was
obtained by fictitious large resonances below IO keV -,. lo'
(at 250, 650 and 901 keV) and above 20 keV (at
20.10,23.50 and 27.50); the parameters of these
resonan .0

ces, whose prior values were obtained with the
method of Ref.8, were adjusted by SAMMY and
allowed the calculation of the average transmission to lool . . . . . . . .
be in I% agreement with the experimental values, over 19.5 19.6 1 V. 19.8 19.9 20.0

the entire energy range. Examples of the SAMMY fits Energy cev
of the experimental effective total cross section are

given in Fig. and Fig.2. The calculated effective Fig.2 The 21% effective total cross section in
capture cross sections are compared to the de Saussure the energy range 19.5 keV to 20.0 keV. The
experimental data in the selected energy range 14 keV upper, middle and lower curves represent the
to 15 keV in Fig.3. The calculated average capture and thin sample (multiplied by 100), the medium
elastic cross sections are compared to the ENDF/B-VI sample (multiplied by 10), and the thick
values in Table 2 On the average, the capture cross sample data, respectively. The points are the
section is 07% larger and the elastic cross section is experimental data. The solid lines represent
3.1% larger than the corresponding ENDF/B-VI the data calculated by SAMMY from the
values.

resonance parameters.
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Table 2 Average ... U capture cross sections in the
101 energy range 10 kV to 20 keV;

(a) ENDF/B-VI, (b) present evaluation

2

Energy
Range Capture b Elastic b10' I A keV (a) (b) (a) (b)

�AO 10-11 0 71 0. 68 4 67 4 72
11-12 0. 68 0. 65 4 3 13 91
12-13 0.66 0.65 14.40 15.32
13-14 0.64 0.72 14.29 14.56
14-15 0.62 0.62 14.18 15,54

14.0 14.2 14.4 14.6 14.8 15.0 1 5 1 0. 60 0 . 5 8 4 9 4 60
Energy ,eV 1 6- 7 0. 5 8 0. 5 8 4 0 1 3 7 9

17-18 0.57 0.58 13.93 16.25
18-19 0.55 0.53 13.86 14.57

Fig. 3 The 2U effective capture cross 1 9 2 0 . 54 0 . 52 3 7 9 12 91

section in the neutron energy range from 14 10-20 0 . 1 . 1 4 1 4 62

keV to 15 keV. The eror bars represent the

experimental data of de Saussure et al. The According to the 2J+l law ofthe level density spin
solid line represents the results ofa SAMMY
calculation using the resonance parameters. dependence, the number of J 12 p-wave resonances

should be roughly the same as the number of the s-

wave resonances and the number of J=3/2 p-wave

resonances should be twice this number. Aside from

4. Statisticalpropertiesofresonanceparametersin this rule, spin assignments were made quite arbitrarily

the energy range 10 keV to 20 keV because the shape of the transmission data is not

sensitive to the spin assignment of the p-wave

4.1 The number of resonances and the spin resonances. However, in some cases the area ofthe p-

Th:ssignments wave resonances in the capture cross sections could

average level spacing of the mixed s-wave and depend strongly on the spin assignment; a small

p-wave resonances should be about 53 eV, if one number of spin assignments could be made using this

assumes that the average level spacing of the s-wave property from the de Saussure capture data in the

resonances is 21 eV. Ideally, the calculation of the energy range 10 keV to 20 keV. The final set of

cross section in an energy interval of 10 keV should resonances obtained in the present evaluation contains

use about 470 s-wave resonances and about 1400 p- 457 s-wave resonances, 403 p (J=1/2) resonances and

wave resonances. Below 10 keV there are 473 s-wave 825 p (J=3/2) resonances; this choice, while not

and 1129 p-wave resonances in the ENDF/B-VI unique, is consistent with the (2J+1) dependence.

evaluation; the 20% missing p-wave resonances are

small resonances not seen in the experimental

transmission data, nor in the experimental capture data, 4.2 The level spacing distribution

and have no effect on the accuracy of the calculated The distribution of the s-wave resonance spacings

cross sections. The set of resonances obtained in the in the energy range 10 keV to 20 keV is compared to

present evaluation in the energy range 10 keV to the Wigner distribution in Fig. 4 showing good

20 keV contains 457 s-wave and 1228 p-wave agreement between the experimental data (histogram)

resonances; 35% ofthe s-wave resonances and 14% of and the theoretical distribution (solid line). Figure 

the p-wave resonances could be missing; but those shows the spacing distribution corresponding to the

missing resonances are also small and have no effect mixed families of the p-wave resonances; the solid line

on the accuracy of the calculated cross sections. represents the superposition of two uncorrelated

The ... U resonances have spin and parity J=1/2' Wigner distributions in the ratio of the population of

for the s-waves and J= 1/2- or J=3/2- for the p-waves. the two spin states. The agreement between the

The identification of the largest s-wave resonances is experimental and the theoretical distribution is

possible from the asymmetry due to the potential- particularly good.

resonant interference effect. All of the resonances

which cannot be identified as s-wave resonances from

their shape had to be distributed among 3 families:

small s-wave resonances, 1/2- p-wave resonances and

3/2- p-wave resonances.
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Fig. 4 The distribution of the s-wavc level Fig. The distribution of the p-wave level
spacings in the energy range 10 keV to 20 spacings in the energy range 10 keV to 20
keV. The histogram represents the keV. The histogram is the experimental
experimental distribution. The solid line is the distribution. The solid line is the sum of two
Wigner distribution. uncorrelated Wigner distribution in the ratio

of the population of the two p-wave states.

4.3 The neutron strength functions and the
distribution of the neutron widths

The neutron strength function of angular The differential distributions of the reduced neutron
momentum I is usually calculated with the following widths gV. of the energy interval IO keV to 20 keV are
relation: compared with the Porter-Thomas distribution in Fig.6

Si 1/(21 1/ AE) YgF,, and Fig.7 for the s-waves and the p-waves,
respectively. The agreement between the experimental

where is the reduced neutron width of a resonance and the theoretical distribution of the s-wave values
of angular momentum The symbol means that all shows that the s-wave resonance set is nearly complete.
the reduced neutron widths are summed in the interval The distribution of the p-wave values shows a lack of
of energy AE. The reduced neutron widths for 10 (s small values, as expected.
waves) and for I =1 (p waves) are calculated with the
relations:

I,% = r. /E 112

r',= (r�E`2) (I +P) 0.4 

P= I k2a2and a 13 5A 1/3

where a is the nuclear radius, A the atomic mass, and 0.3

k the neutron wave number.
The s-wave and p-wave strength functions

calculated with the resonance parameters of the energy O.Z
interval 10 keV to 20 keV are, respectively:

S, = (L 120 ± 0074) x IO' 0.1
S = 1.693 ± 0068) x IO-

The values calculated from the ENDF/B-VI resonance
parameters in the energy range eV to I keV are
(0.947 ± 007) x IO' and 1.577 ± 006) x IO' for S, 1 2 3 4

and S, respectively. Our value of S, in the IO kV to x-W1dth/AvCraee dth

20 keV interval is significantly larger than the

ENDF/B-VI value. The difference could be due to the Fig. 6 The differential distribution of the
uncertainties in the resonance spin assignments; a reduced nutron widths of the s-wave
significant number of p-wave resonances could be mis- resonances in the energy range 10 keV to
assigned s-waves. These values for S, and can be 20 kcV. The histogram represents the
compared with results from an as-yet unpublished experimental distribution. The solid line is
statistical model fit of the average total cross section in the corresponding Porter-Thomas
the energy range 10 keV to 100 keV, in which the distribution.
authors of this paper obtained values of
S,=(1.077±0.016 x 104 and S,=(1.846±0.03 1) x 10-4.
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Unified Description of Neutron-, Proton- and Photon-induced

Fission Cross Sections in Intermediate Energy Region

Tokio FUKAHORI', Osamu IWAMOTO and Satoshi CHIBA
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, lbaraki-ken 39-1195 Japan

For an accelerator-driven nuclear waste transmutation system, it is very important to
estimate sub-criticality of core system for feasibility and design study of the system. The
fission cross section in the intermediate energy range has an important role. A program
FISCAL has been developed to calculate neutron-, proton- and photon-induced fission cross
sections in the energy region from several tens of MeV to 3 GeV. FISCAL adopts the
systematics considering experimental data for Ag- 243Am. It is found that unified description
of neutron-, proton- and photon-induced fission cross sections is available.

KEYWORDS: fission, cross section, intermediate energy, systematics, neutron, proton,
photon, nuclear data, un�fled description

1. Introduction If we adopt the description using fission probability
according to excitation energy of the first compound

For an accelerator-driven nuclear waste nucleus, same trend can be seen for neutron- and
transmutation system, it is very important to estimate photon-induced fission reactions. Therefore, we
sub-criticality of core system for feasibility and assumed that unified description of neutron-, proton-
design study of the system. Neutron spectra in the and photon-induced fission cross sections can be
system are similar to those of fast reactors with about used.
3% high energy tails. To estimate an effect of these For estimating intermediate energy fission cross
high energy neutrons, fission cross section in the section, a program FISCAL has been developed to
intermediate energy range has an important role as calculate neutron-, proton- and photon-induced
well as the emitted neutron number per fission fission cross sections in the energy region from
reaction and fission neutron spectrum. On the other several tens of MeV to 3 GeV. The FISCAL adopts
hand, experimental studies of fission cross section are the systematics considering experimental data of
recently available. However the experimental data neutron-, proton- and photon-induced fission cross
are not enough for actinide nuclei, especially for sections for "tA g_24'Am 29 isotopes).
minor actinides. In addition, non-actinide heavy
nuclei are also made fission reaction by intermediate High-Energy Fission Cross Seclion
energy neutrons and protons. For example, lead and p all
bismuth have fission threshold energies around 50 i 011:
Mev. Theoretical approaches have not been - 238u L
achieved to explain such fission cross sections in
intermediate energy region acc urate enough, . / / 232Th
unfortunately. In this paper, reported is a
semi-empirical approach of unified description for 20913-
neutron-, proton- and photon-induced fission cross
sections in the energy region from several tens of
MeV to 3 GeV. 10-2r

LL 208
Pb2. Systematic Trend of Fission Reaction

Intermediate energy fission probability, which is a 197 Au
n

ratio of fission cross section to total reaction cross atAg
section, has following trends, as shown in Fig.1 for Bi
proton-induced fission reaction. Ta

• The shapes of fission probability are similar 10-41 . - -- - - - . I -]
for wide mass range from Ag to U. 106 1 B I 010

• The shape has saturation plat home and the ExcRation Energy [eV]
value of heavier element is getting larger. Fig. I Energy Dependence of Fission Probability

• Threshold energy shape can be observed and (Fissility) by Intermediate Energy Protons
the value of heavier element is getting lower.

Corresponding author, Tel. 81-29-282-5907, Fax. +81-29-282-5766, E-mail: fukahori�ndc.tokaijaeri.gojp
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The systematics can be written by using following High-Energy Fission Cross Section
equations; p + Pb-206

10 0 I I IT fill I I T II Itt

Pf,,(ZA.E)= pj1-expt-p,(E-P2))1
lo-'

p =[I+ expli(q, - x) q,

pi = exp(qi I qi (i 2,3, X Z2 A) 10-2.2X) .0
2

C
.0 lo-3

where P1j,' is fission probability (=CTfdCYR), rIj., and CTR

are fission and total reaction cross sections, Z and A iz
are atomic and mass numbers of first compound 10-4

nucleus, E is excitation energy, and q, is fitting
parameters. The behavior of pi parameter is shown
in Fig.2. The systematics can reproduce the trend of 10-506, 1 II] 11L_ I I I I I "L_ I I I I I UI I I I I 11
pi parameter behavior. The obtained parameter 1 1 7 108 109 1010

systematics is summarized in Table 1. Excitation Energy [eV]
High-Energy Fission Cross Section

p + P-207
100

lo-,

0. -
10-2

0P+pE 0.6 - a.
co

U+n .2 10-3

0.4 - 209
Bi+p

195
0.2 - Pt+P 10-4

Systematics
Bpst it F�ararneter0 - 1 10-5

34 36 38 40 III UL_ I I I 'Iji- I I I I I 111'30 32 2 1061 10 7 106' lo,, 1010

Z /A Excitation Energy [eV]
Fig.2 Z21A dependence ofpi parameter

High-Energy Fission Cross Section
p + P-208

100

Table I Obtained Parameter Values
pi lo-, A0

qj., 34.9 32.3 -35 9
M.2 0.650 -0.861 0. 9 H7 10-2

0 Z

10-3
0

As seen from eq.(l), PI parameter shows
U_saturation value of fission probability and has a trend

10-4
that heavier elements are easier to occur fission
reaction. P2 parameter looks like threshold energy
of fission reaction and has the lower value for heavier 10-5 I Wit- I I I I

elements. This fact has no contradiction with PI 106 lo7 i 08 1 9 1 010

parameter. Excitation Energy [eV]

3. Results and Discussion Fig.3 Comparison of proton-induced
fission probabilities (solid line) for lead

The results calculated by above systematics are isotopes with experimental data
compared with experimental data of proton-, neutron- (symbol)
and photon induced fission reaction below.
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High-Energy Fission Cross Section High-Energy Fission Cross Section
p, + U-233 p, + Th-232

100 100 I W illi I 1 11114

lo-,

Z.

:5 10-2 10-2

M X
a.

a. .0 10-3 X
C10-30

LL

U. 10-4 10-4

X

X

''M ill I 1111111 10-5 U' -
lo-51 '�7 a 09 010 07' '"'ju�a' '1111109 1010

06 i 116 1 1 106 1

Excitation Energy [eV] Excitation Energy [eV]

High-Energy Fission Cross Section High-Energy Fission Cross Section

p + U-235 loo p + Np-237
100 I (file

Io-,

Z.

10-210-2 .0'O
0

a.a.
00 io-3

lo-4
10-4

I G5 di "jL-7 L%8

10-5 061 I IIJL_ i I IIIILJL� I I 11J. I I IIII I

1 le 10a 1 09 1010 Excitation Energy [e\ii"]

Excitation Energy [eV]

High-EnergY Fission Cross Section High-Energy Fission Cross Section
p, + U-238 p, + Pu-239

100 = I 11111111 I I I
100 -T-TTIIIIII _-M M ITI, I I I

-7

lo-, +
lo-,

.0

M10-2 .0
M

0.
2

0 CL
10-3 10,30

E
V
M

10-4 10-4

orl I ''I LIL_ JL_ 1 o-5 I m in I 10

10-5 71 I 11111108 1 1010
1 1 0 109 I or lo,

Excitation Energy [eV] Excitation Energy [eV]

Fig.4 Comparison of proton-induced fission probabilities (solid line) for actinide elements
with experimental data (symbol)
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3.1 Proton-induced Fission Reaction accelerator-driven system development. The
The calculated results for proton-induced fission calculated result using present systematics can be

probabilities of lead isotopes are compared with compared these recent data.
experimental data in Fig. 3 The systematics can Many of experimental data of neutron-induced
reproduce all experimental data well. Comparing fission reaction are measured as ratio to ... U(nf)
within the isotope, Z21A dependence can be observed reaction. So, 235U neutron-induced fission cross
and lighter isotope has larger fission probability and section is necessary as standard cross section to
lower threshold energy. convert experimental ratio into absolute cross section.

Comparison of proton-induced fission probabilities At first, this cross section has been evaluated as
for actinide elements with experimental data is shown shown in Fig.5. Though there are a lot of
in Fig.4. The calculated results have good experimental data below 20 MeV, only data measured
agreement with experimental data, except at the by Lisowsky') at Los Alamos National Laboratory
threshold energy region of a few nuclides. (LANL) are shown here, since these data were
Comparl within the uranium isotope (left half of measured in the widest neutron incident energy range.
Fig.4), ZIA dependence can be observed same as The evaluation adopted JENDL-3.3 data below 20
lead case (Fig.3), except 231U . General agreement MeV, standard cross section 2) evaluated by
with experimental data is better than experimental International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in the
data uncertainty. It is necessary to obtain more energy range between 20 and 90 MeV and
precise experimental data set. For 232 Th result, it is preliminary result calculated by FISCAL above 90
hard to conclude "good agreement" since MeV, respectively. The smooth cross section has
experimental data have discrepancy each other and been obtained in the wide incident energy region. 235U,

even some data exceed .O. However the calculated For other actinide nuclides than
result can reproduce most experimental data above 20 neutron-induced fission cross section is often
MeV. For Np and Pu, the calculated results are measured as ratio to 235U(nf) reaction as mentiond
agree with experimental data within enough accuracy, above. Recently those data were measured by
though experimental data is not enough and Shcherbakov3) at Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute
discrepant. (PNPI). These data are compared with the result

There are rather many experimental data for calculated by present systematics as well as LANL
proton-induced fission reaction of wide mass range measurements in Fig.6. For th 'e calculated results,
nuclides, though there is discrepant data for some the data obtained from Fig.5 were used to calculated
nuclides. However we conclude that the present fission cross section ratio. The present calculation
systematics can reproduce most of proton-induced can reproduce well the both experimental data of
fission experimental data with enough accuracy. actinide nuclides from 112 Th to 21'Np shown in Fig.6,

except 23'Np case. This is caused by that the
3.2 Neutron-induced Fission Reaction saturation values of fission probability of 21'Np is

Experimental data for neutron-induced fission about 10% larger. The maximum value of Pi in
reaction are much less than proton one. On the eq.(]) must be changed from unity.
other hand results of such measurements can be Though there are not enough data available for
obtained recently, in order to get fundamental data for neutron-induced fission reaction, the present

systematics can predict the experimental data within
10% accuracy, except higher actinide nuclides.

3.3 Photorission Reaction
2.5 I 235 Experimental data for photofission reaction are

JENDL-13 U(nj) sparse, except those of 235,238U, since photoabsorption
C Lisowsky LANL) et al.

- Present Evaluation cross section is 12 orders smaller than total
C 2 - nucleon-induced reaction cross section even in the

FISCAL giant resonace energy region. Here, only
of 235,231U

photofission cross sections calculated by
t e present systematics are compared with

I.- 1. - IAFA id experimental data.
U

20 MeV 90 MeV Figure 7 shows comparison photofission cross
sections between the present calculation,
experimental data 4-11) and JENDL Photonuclear Data

I 00 102 103 File, (JENDL-PD). In the present calculation,
I lo, photoabsorption cross section of JENDL-PD was

Incident Neutron Energy [MeV] used to derive absolute photofission cross section

Fig.5 Evaluated result of 235U(nfis) reaction from fission probability calculated by the present
cross section up to 3 GeV systematics. From Fig.7, Though overestimation

for 238U and underestimation for 235 U are observed at
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21 f)/21 233U(n,0/211U(nj)
0 'Th(n, 'U(no

0.5-

Shcherbakov' Shcherbakov
U 0 Lisowsky Lisowsky

- best fit p best fit param.
.---- Sys systematics

50 100 150' 200 50 I& . . . . 0' 20f 0
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Fig.6 Comparison of calculated neutron-induced fission ratio with experimental data

the peak energy, agreement of three data is good in experimental data within 10% accuracy, the
general. prediction accuracy of FISCAL calculation can be

Though compared results only for 235,239 U, it can assumed in the similar level. By this systematics,
be concluded that the present systematics can predict the prediction of fission cross sections in the
fission probability for photofission reaction with intermediate energy region can be evaluated and one
reasonable accuracy. of nuclear data useful for the sub-criticality

estimation will be available.
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Analysis of Evaluations of Neutron Cross-Sections for Structural and Technological Materials Nuclei
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Nicolai A. KRUT'KO, Gennadiy G. FARAFONTOV

Russian Federal Nuclear Center - All-Russian Scientific Research Institute of Experimental Physics
(RFNC-VNIIEF), Sarov, Nizhny Novgorod region, Russia

For 55 non-fissioning nuclei from hydrogen to bismuth there are presented results of analysis
of different evaluations of neutron cross-sections in an effort to find out their correspondence to
accumulated measurement results. The analysis makes it possible to specify the evaluation of
cross-sections (for a specific nucleus) that can be recommended for the use in practical
applications as the one that mostly agrees with measurement results. The results of analysis can be
taken into consideration with constants support of programs of numerical solution of applied
problems of atomic power.

1. Introduction used for specific nuclei with several available versions
For several decades in different countries there of any evaluation or several revisions of the fixed

were conducted works on measurements of cross- version.
sections of interactions of neutrons with nuclei from The latest data were used for a specific nucleus
material compositions which are applied or can be with several available versions of any evaluation or
applied in atomic power. The results of measurements several revisions of the fixed version.
were used when evaluating or calculating these cross- The experimental results corresponded to the
sections, in an effort to create as complete libraries of collection!) In the diagrams we used the results of
cross-sections as possible to be employed when measurements for the specific energy of the neutron
solving applied problems of atomic power. impacting a stationary nucleus-target in the form of

Nowadays the processes of experimental data two values:

accumulation and renewal of existing libraries CS.. = 07exp + 5cexp
noticeably slow down. This makes it possible to think
that the bases of experimental and evaluated neutron CSmm = Cexp go-exp
cross-sections have been practically filled.

Such conditions create a premise for analysis of The value yXP a published measured value, 8aXP
different evaluations of neutron cross-sections in an - an error of measurements. Values CS. and CS.,i,,
effort to fd out their correspondence to the limit the region of cross-section values agreeing with
accumulated measurement results. The expediency of measurement results. As a rule, there were taken into
analysis performance is conditioned by the fact that its consideration only those among the papers listed in [II
results can be taken into account with constants where the measurements eor was specified. Only in
support of programs of numerical solution of atomic rare cases we broke this rule due to the desire either to
power applied problems. avoid gaps in the measurement result array or to have

In the proposed paper the results of such an not one measurement results group but several groups
analysis for 55 non-fissioning nuclei from hydrogen to obtained in different laboratories. The error from
bismuth performed at RNFC-VNIIEF will be another work was ascribed to corresponding data
presented. where studied cross-sections were measured at close

2. Description of analysis procedure and its results energy interval or from the work fulfilled in the
The analysis of quality of different evaluations of similar period (years).

neutron cross-sections for stable nuclei with a number At availability of resonance structure and
of protons from Z=1 (hydrogen) up to Z=83 (bismuth) insufficiently low energy resolution AE for several
as well as tritium was carried out mainly through nuclei the evaluations of average cross-sections were
graphic comparison of energy dependencies compared to the measurement results. For the given
corresponding to them with the results of differential energy E the average cross-section was calculated by

the formulae:
measurements.

As evaluations there were considered evaluations E,

(or evaluation libraries) ENDL-78 and ENDL-82 fa(E)G(e, E, AE)dc
(USA), revision 2 and 3 of JENDL-3 (Japan)

E,
evaluation, versions 45 and 6 of ENDF\B (USA) C(E) - E2 (2)
evaluation and revisions 12,3 and 4 of version 6 of
the same evaluation, versions 2 and 3 of JEF fG(c, E, AE)dc
evaluation (European Union), evaluations CENDL-2 E,

(Korea) and BROND-2 (Russia). The latest data were
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where a(E - energy dependence of studied evaluation evaluations. A set of measurement results of total
of specific cross-section, G(e, E, AE - normal interaction cross-section was the most complete one

distribution of the value with expectation E and for each of nuclei.
standard error s related to E with a simple formulae. Comparison of evaluations of cross-sections of

different reactions on different nuclei with results of

AE differential measurements and with recommended
= - (3) values provided visual representation of the quality of

2VIn4) each of these evaluations in specific energy intervals.
This allowed specifying of the evaluation that can be

When obtaining this formulae it is assumed that recommended for the use in practical applications as
AE is width of normal distribution at its half-height. the one most consistent with measurement results and

The low limit of El integration equals the minimal with recommended values.
energy of impacting neutron in the considered We present the table I in which analyzed
evaluation, and the upper limit E2 equals the maximal evaluations of neutron cross-sections are listed and a
neutron energy in the same estimate. recommended evaluation is specified for every studied

For the specific nucleus there were studied all nucleus. The table I sums the results of the performed

processes for which the collection') contained the analysis.
results of measurements and whose cross-sections had

Table - List of analyzed and recommended evaluations of neutron cross-sections for nucleus from
hydrogen to bismuth

X2 Z nucleus*) analyzed evaluations of neutron cross- recommended evaluations
sections of neutron cross-sections

I ENDL-82, JENDL-3.3, ENDF/B-6.4, JEF- ENDF/13-6.4
3, CENDL-2, BROND-2

2 1 H (D) ENDL-78, JENDL-3.3, ENDF/B-6.3, JEF- ENDF/B-6.3

I 3, CENDL-2, BROND-2
3 1 H (T) ENDL-82, ENDF/13-6, JEF-3, BROND-2

CENDL-2, BROND-2
4 2 -- 'He ENDL-82, JENDL-3.3, ENDF/B-6.1, JEF- CENDL-2

3, CENDL-2, BROND-2
5 2 IH e ENDL-82, JENDL-3.3, ENDF/13-6, JEF-3, JENDL-3.3

CENDL-2, BROND-2
6 3 -- Ti ENDL-82, JENDL-3.3, ENDF/B-6.1, JEF- BROND-2

3, CENDL-2, BROND-2
7 3 -- Ti ENDL-82, JENDL-3.3, ENDF/13-6, JEF-3, ENDF/13-6

CENDL-2, BROND-2
8 4 ENDL-7 8, JENDL-3.3, ENDF/13-6. 1, JEF- ENDFiB-6.1

3, CENDL-2
9 5 ENDL-82, JENDL-3.3, ENDF/13-6. 1, JEF- ENDF/B-6.1

3, CENDL-2
10 5 __rrB ENDL-82, JENDL-3.3, ENDF/B-6. 1, JEF- ENDF/13-6.1

3, CENDL-2
I 1 6 C JENDL-3.3, ENDFIB-5, ENDF/13-6. 1, ENDF/13-6.1

BROND-2, JEF-3
12 7 ENDL-82, JENDL-3.3, BROND-2, JEF-3

ENDF/13-6. 1, JEF-3, CENDL-2
13 8 ENDL-82, JENDL-3.3, BROND-2, ENDF/13-6.2

ENDF/B-6.2, CENDL-2
14 9 F ENDL-82, JENDL-3.3, ENDF/B-6.1, JEF- JENDL-3.3

3, CENDL-2, BROND-2
15 1 1 __TFNa ENDL-82, JENDL-3.3, ENDF/13-6. 1, JEF- ENDF/13-6.1

3, CENDL-2
16 12 Mg ENDL-82, JENDL-3.2, ENDF/13-6, JEF-2, ENDF/13-6

JEF-3, CENDL-2
1 7 13 A I ENDL-82, JENDL-3.3, ENDF/13-6. 1, JEF- ENDF/13-6.1

2, CENDL-2
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18 14 Si ENDL-82, JENDL-3.2, ENDF/B-6, JEF-2, JENDL-3.2
CENDL-2

19 15 31P ENDL-82, J EN DL-3.3, ENDF/B-6. 1, CENDL-2
CENDL-2, BROND-2

20 16 s JENDL-3.2, ENDFIBA CENDL-2, JEF-3 CENDL-2
21 17 Cl ENDL-82, ENDF/B-6, JEF-3, CENDL-2, CENDL-2

BROND-2
40

22 18 Ar ENDL-82, JENDL-3.3, JEF-3 JENDL-3.3
23 19 K ENDL-82, JENDL-3.2, ENDFIB-6, JEF-2, CENDL-2

JEF-3, CENDL-2
24 20 4oCa JENDL-3.2, JENDL-3.3 JENDL-3.2
25 20 Ca ENDL-82, JENDL-3.2, ENDF/B-6, CENDL-2

ENDF/B-6. 1, JEF-2, JEF-3, CENDL-2
26 22 Ti ENDL-82, JENIDL-3.2, ENDF/B-6, JEF-2, JENDL-3.2

JEF-3, CENDL-2
27 23 v ENDL-82, JENDL-3.3, ENDF/B-6. 1, JEF- CENDL-2

3, CENDL-2
28 24 Cr ENDL-82, JENDL-3.2, ENDF/B-5, JENDL-3.2 HAK CENDL-2

CENDL-2
29 25 Mn ENDL-82, JENDL-3.3, ENDF/B-6.2, JEF- ENDF/B-6.2

2, JEF-3, CENDL-2
30 26 Fe ENDL-82, JENDL-3.2, ENDF/B-5, CENDL-2

CENDL-2
31 27 JENDL-3.2,ENDF/B-6.1,JEF-3,CENDL- CENDL-2

2
32 28 Ni ENDL-82, JENDL-3.2, ENIDF/B-5, CENDL-2

CENDL-2
33 29 Cu ENDL-82, JENDL-3.2, ENDF/B-5, JEF-2, JENDL-3.2

CENDL-2
34 30 Zn CENDL-2, BROND-2, JEF-3 CENDL-2
35 3 Ga ENDL-82, ENDL-3.2, ENDF/B-6, JEF-2, JENDL-3.2

JEF-3
36 40 Zr ENDL-82, ENDF/B-6. 1, EF-2, CENDL- CENDL-2

2, BROND-2
37 41 Nb ENDL-82, JENDL-3.3, ENDF/B-6.1, JEF- ENDF/B-6.1

3, CENDL-2, BROND-2
38 42 MO ENDL-82, ENDL-3.2, ENDF/B-6, EF-2, JENDL-3.2

CENDL-2
39 47 Ag JENDL-3.2, CENDL-2 JENDL-3.2
40 48 Cd ENDL-82, JENDL-3.2, ENDF/B-6, JEF-2, JENDL-3.2

CENDL-2
41 49 In ENDF/B-6, CENDL-2 ENDF/B-6
42 50 Sn ENDL-82, CENDL-2, BROND-2 ENDL-82
43 51 Sb JENDL-3.2, CENDL-2 CENDL-2
44 63 Eu ENDL-82, JENDL-3.2, ENDF/B-5 JENDL-3.2
45 63 D'Eu JENDL-3.3, ENDFIB-6, JEF-3 JENDL-3.3
46 63 JENDL-3.3, ENDF/B-6. 1, JENDL-3.3

BROND-2,JEF-3
47 64 Gd ENDL-82, ENDF/B-4, BROND-2 BROND-2
48 72 Hf ENDL-82, JENDL-3.2, ENDF/B-6, ENDF/B-6

CENDL-2
49 73 'x'Ta ENDL-82, JENDL-3.3, ENDF/B-6, JEF-2, CENDL-2

JEF-3, CENDL-2
50 74 w ENDL-82, JENDL-3.2, ENDF/B-6. 1, ENDF/B-6.1

CENDL-2
5 1 75 Re BROND-2 BROND-2
52 78 Pt ENDL-82, JEF-3 ENDL-82
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53 79 Au ENDL-82, BRON D-2, ENDF/B-6. 1, JEF- ENDF/13-6.1
2, JEF-3, CENDL-2

54 82 Ph ENDL-82, JENDL-3.2, ENDF/B-5 ' JEF-2, CENDL-2
CENDL-2, BROND-2

55 83 ENDL-82, JENDL-3.3, ENDF/13-6. 1, JEF- JENDL-3.3
2, JEF-3, BROND-2

Comment*) - the upper left-hand index indicates number of nucleons in a nucleus; at it absence the speech goes
about a natural mixture of stables isotopes.

Employment of the program - manager NDX - of version 6 of te same evaluation, versions 2 and 3
contributed to the analysis prompt performance. The of JEF evaluation, evaluations CENDL-2 and
user interface of the program NDX consists of the BROND-2. The latest data were used for specific
main window and special windows of data nuclei with several available versions of any
presentation. The main window is meant to provide a evaluation or several revisions of the fixed version.
convenient method of isotope selection and The conducted comparison of evaluations of
subsequent access to the available data. The button cross-sections of different reactions with results of
"Evaluated" matches the evaluated data in the main differential and integral measurements and with
window, and the button "Exfor" - the results of recommended values provided visual representation of
measurements. Besides, some common reference the quality of each from these evaluations in specific
information is displayed in the main window. A more energy intervals. This made it possible to specify the
detailed description of NDX possibilities can be found evaluation (for each sudied nucleus) that can be
in paper.') recommended for the use in practical applications as

the one most consistent with measurement results. The
4. Conclusion analyzed and recommended evaluations of neutron

For 55 non-fissioning nuclei from hydrogen to cross-sections are given in the table .
bismuth there are presented results of analysis of The results of this work can be taken into account
different evaluations of neutron cross-sections in an with constants support of programs of numerical
effort to firid out their correspondence to accumulated solution of atomic power applied problems.
measurement results. The analysis was performed
through comparison of evaluations with results of References
differential and integral measurements and with 1. EXFOR// LAEA (Vienna), NDS.Edit.May 2001.
recommended values. 2. AX Grebermikov, N.A. Krut'ko, G.G.

As evaluations there were considered evaluations Farafontov. "Nuclear Data Information-Reference
(or evaluation libraries) ENDL-78 and ENDL-82, System". Journal of Nuclear Science and
revisions 2 and 3 of JENDL-3 evaluation, versions 45 Technology-2002.-v.2.-pp 1464-1467
and 6 of ENDF\B evaluation and revisions 12,3 and 4
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A New Set of Parameters for Gaussian Fission Yields Systematics

Jun-ichi KATAKURA*

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

A new set of parameters for Gaussian-type fission yields systematics has been proposed for applying to high
energy neutron or proton fission and to various kinds of fissioning systems including minor actinides. The mass yields
calculated using the systematics were compared with various kinds of measured data including the fission with incident
energy higher than I 0 MeV and the fission of minor actinide nuclides. The comparisons showed rather good agreement
between the calculated values and measured ones for various kinds of fissioning systems.

KE YWORDS. fission yields, mass distribution, systematics, minor actinide, high energyfission

1. Introduction 11. Description of Gaussian mass yield sys-

When a nuclear criticality accident occurs, many ra- tematics

dioactive fission product (FP) nuclides are produced. Systematics has been developed based on the de-
These radioactive nuclides emit radiations which cause scription by Moriyama-Ohnishi.2) In the Moriyarna-
radiation exposure for personnel accessing the accident Ohnishi systematics, mass yields V(A) are expressed
place for after-accident treatment. As the energy and as follows:
the radiation type of the released radiations depend on
the FP nuclides produced, it is important to know what V)(A) = N,,O,,(A) + N.V).(A)
kinds of FP nuclides are produced after the fission. The = N, O., (A)
distribution of the FP nuclides produced depends on the +N. [0h (A) V51 (A)
kind of fissioning nuclide and the energy of incident + F V1h (A) 012 (A)J] ,
particle impinging on the fissioning nuclide.

The evaluation of the yields of Fl? nuclides has been where (A) and V) (A) are symmetric and asymmet-
traditionary performed for reactor and fusion applica- ric components respectively. The asymmetric compo-
tion where important fissioning nuclides are uranium nent, 0 (A), is then divided into heavy Oh (A) and light
and plutonium isotopes and the energy ranges of the in- V, (A) components with two further components (I and
cident neutrons are from thermal to 14 MeV Recently 2). Each component is assumed to be Gaussian fanc-
several programs are proposed to transmute long-lived tion.
radioactive nuclides produced in nuclear reactors into )2/2a2),
short-lived ones in order to reduce the burden manag- 0. (A) exp -(A - A X
ing radioactivity in a long term. In such a program
FP yields data of minor actinides by neutron and pro- where subscript x denotes s, hl, h2, 11 and 12. Then
ton with energies from thermal to higher energy than there are Gaussian functions in this systematics. The
100 MeV, which have attracted less attention than ma- heavy components ?Phl(A) and IPU(A), however, re-
jor actinides like uranium and plutonium, are needed late to the light components 1 I (A) and 012 (A) by re-
to access the feasibility of the system proposed and the flecting about symmetric axis A, = Af - P/2. This
safety related problems. relationship reduces the number of independent Gaus-

Fission yields data for fission of such minor actinides sian functions to 3 Each function has two parameters,
by high energy incident particles have not sufficiently A,, and a,,. Then there are 6 independent parameters.
measured. Then systematics to predict the fission yields Other parameters needed in the systematics are normal-
is required. From the examination of available mea- ization factors, N, and N,,, which determine the con-
sured mass distribution, the systematics with Gaus- tributions of symmetric and asymmetric components.
sian functions has been developed. ) The systematics They are given by:

is rather simple but has wide applicability to various N� � 200/(1 + 2R),
kinds of fissioning systems with incident energy from
thennal to higher than 100 MeV. In the present paper N. � 20OR/ (1 + F)(1 + 2R)),

fission yields systematics of 5 Gaussian functions with where R is the ratio of the asymmetric component to the
new parameters set is described. symmetric component and F the ratio of the asymmet-

ric component I to the asymmetric component 2 The
normalizations given above assure the total yield, T to
be 200 as follows:

Corresponding author, Tel. 81-29-282-5482, Fax. +8 1 -
29-282-5766, E-mail: katakura�ndc.tokaiJaeri.goJp T = N, N, 2 + 2F],
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200 20OR x 2(1 + F) of the R parameter. The solid circles are derived from
Y+ 2R + (1 + F)(1 + 2T)' the measured mass distribution of 21U fission by var-
200. ious kinds of incident neutron energy. 5) The measured

mass distribution was decomposed to Gaussian func-
In these expressions of the fission yields systemat- tions and the R value was calculated from the parame-

ics, there are parameters to be determined, that is, ters of the decomposed Gaussian functions. From the
P, R, F, O's, 7hl, 7h2, Ah, and Ah2- These values measured data the energy dependence seemed to be pro-
were determined by examining available measured data portional to I I Ec + C2) as seen in Fig. I and the pa-
excepting the value which is adopted from the pro- rameters C and C2 were determined by least-squares
posal by Wahl.3) The available experimental mass dis- fit. Figure 2 shows the shell factor dependence of the R
tributions were decomposed to Gaussian functions by parameter. The solid circles are derived from the mea-
least squares fit. The parameters mentioned above were sured data using the similar procedure to the above in-
calculated from the parameters of the decomposed cident energy dependence. The parameter derived from
Gaussian functions. The obtained parameters were ex- the measured data seemed to have sin function of the
amined by assuming various kinds of ftinctional form. shell factor. Then the coefficients of the sin function
In the examination, it was assumed that the parameters were determined by least squares fit.
depended on mass and charge of fissioning nuclide, in- Other examples of the examination are shown in
cident energy and binding energy of incident particle Figs. 3 and 4 Figure 3 shows the F parameter val-
and shell structure of the fissioning nuclide. In order to
take the shell structure into consideration, the shell fac- 102

tor given by Meyers and Swiatecki4) was used as in the
lo, En dependenceMoriyama-Ohnishi systematics. a Nf parameter

Examples of the examination are shown in Figs. I IGO
and 2 Figure I shows the incident energy dependence 9

1 lo-, ee

LL 10-2 0

Energy dependence of R parameter
10.3

lo, 10-4 Derived from measured data
4) 0 Derived from measured data3 fled result 1 10 100 1000

> Incident energy (MeV)
it

loO

Fig. 3 Energy dependence of F parameter.

l o -, . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0.0 100.0 200.0 300.0 400.0 500.0

Incident Energy (MeV) 4.00 . . . . . . . . . . . .
S dependence of F parameter

3.50
Fig. Energy dpendence of R parameter. 3.00

2.50

'a 2.00
103 U6 1.50

1.00S dependence of R parameter
a Derived from measured data %

0.50
Fitted resutts

o.ou . . . . .

10, 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0
shell Factor

4,111, �11

Fig. 4 Shell factor dependence of F parameter.
Derived from measured data
Fitted Results

l o , I . . I . . I . I I I . I

4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 ues derived from the mass distribution of 38 U neutron
Shell Factor induced fission by various incident energy. 5 ) It is diffi-

cult from this figure to suppose the clear energy depen-
Fig. 2 Shell factor dependence ofR parameter. dence of the F parameter. Then we assumed that there

is no energy dependence for the F parameter. The shell
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factor dependence, however, is clearly seen in Fig. 4 the paper by Dickens.6) The mass distribution of this
From this figure it was assumed that the F parameter case shows a typical asymmetric shape. The present
linearly depends on the shell factor S. Similar exami- result reproduces the asymmetric shape and shows good
nations were performed fr other parameters. By these agreement with the measured data. Even in the wing
examinations, the functional forms of the parameters part where yields are decreasing more than one order
were determined. of magnitude, the decreasing trend of the yields seems

The obtained parameters are listed below: to be reproduced. The scale of this figure, however,

P = 1.404 + 0.1067(Af - 236) is logarithmic and the difference between the measured
data and the calculated ones is not clearly seen. In order

+ 14.986 - 0.1067(Af - 236)] to make the difference clear, the difference is shown in

-[1.0 - exp(-0.00858E')] , Fig. 6 In this figure, percent differences, Pi, from the

R = ( 12.0 + 41.24 sin(3.675S)i measured values are shown as defined follows:

1.0 1.0 C - Ej

BNO.331 + 02067 TO-993+ 00951' P = Ej x 10'0'

F � 10.4 - 1.44S, where C is calculated value and E measured one.
or, = 12.6,

ahl = (-25.27 0.0345Af + 0.216Zf) 2" Crn(nl) E=Thermal
lo,.333)0.0864,

.(0.438 + E + 0333BNO

9h2 = (-30.73 0.0394Af + 0.285Zf)
.333)0.0864, 100

.(0.438 + E + 0.333BNO

Ahl = 0.5393(Af - P) + 0.01542Af
lo-,

Z2 )1/2,.(40.2 - lAf Tf

Ah2 = 0.5612(Af - FI) + 0.0191OAf 10-2
Present

)1/2' Dickens 1981)-(40.2 _ Z2 lAf
f

where E* is the excitation energy of fissioning nuclide 10-3

and is the sum of the incident energy E and the bind- 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

ing energy BN. Parameters Af and Zf are mass and Mass

charge offissioning nuclides. S is the shell factor men-

tioned above. The T/ value is that given by Wahl as Fig. 245CM thermal neutron induced fission.

mentioned before. As for Ah, and Ah2 values, we as-

sumed tat they have similar functional form used by

Moriyama-Ohnishi but the coefficients were newly de- 245 Cm(n.0 E =Thermal

termined by using newer data than those they employed.

As seen in the equations of A h I and A h2, they have the 40.00

term proportional to 40.2 - Z'lAf )1/2 which limits 00
f 20.00

the applicability of the present systematics. As the in-

side of the parentheses has to be positive, the condition 0.00

of Z2 lAf 40.2 has to be maintained when we use
f E -20.00

the systematics. Most of the minor actinides important 140

for nuclear technology fields, however, are in the range -40.00

ofthe limitation and the present systematics can be em-
ployed in practical use of nuclear technology fields. -60.00 (C-E)/E

Using the obtained systematics, comparisons with -80.00

measured data were performed for various kinds of fis- 60 80 100 120 140 160 180

sioning systems. The comparisons are shown in the Mass

next chapter. Fig. 6 Differences between measured values and calculated

111. Comparison with measured data ones for 245CM thermal neutron induced fission.

The systematics with new parameters set was used

to compare with measured mass distributions of various Maximum difference in this case is about 70 at

kinds of fissioning systems. Some of the comparisons A�� 1 15. Excepting this point te difference is stayed

are shown in this chapter. within about 40 in this case.

Figure shows mass distribution of ... Cm thermal As another example, mass distribution of 238U neu-

neutron induced fission. Measured data are taken from tron induced fission by 160 MeV neutron is shown in
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Fig. 7 Even for this kinds of high energy fission, mass Table I the average deviations from the measured val-
distribution by the present systematics seems to repro- ues for various kinds of fissioning systems are shown.
duce the measured data. The measured mass distribu- The average deviation is defined here as follows:
tion has no valley part and shows symmetric distribu-
tion. The calculated yields also shows symmetric shape C - E 1 N C - E,) 2

although a slight dip at the peak area is seen in the cal- E N Ej
culation. Figure shows percent difference between the

238 where Ci and Ej are calculated value and measured one
U(n, E 160 MV

lo, respectively As seen in Table I the average deviations

Table I Average Deviations for Various Fissiontoo

Fissioning System Incident Energy Deviation
1 0-' 233u + n Thermal 0.2528

Present 235u + n Thermal 0.6643
10-2 Z611er 1995) 8.1 MeV 0.2889

238U + n 1.6 MeV 0.2917
5.5 MeV 0.1900

10-3 8.0 MeV 0.2715
60 80 100 120 140 160 180

Mass 13 MeV 0.6197
21 MeV 0.7204

Fig. 7 238U fission by 160 MeV neutron. 50 MeV 0.7069
100 MeV 0.4358

160 MeV 0.1447

measured data and the calculated ones. The differences 238u + 55 MeV 0.3737

340 MeV 0.3377

238 U(n,� E.=160 MeV �Np n 5 MeV 0.6198

40.00 I I . . . . . . 239pu + n 7.9 MeV 0.4843

(C-E)/E 242pu + n 15.1 MeV 0.2303
30.00

24' Am 16 MeV 0.7910
243AM p20.00 15.6 MeV 0.1923
245CM + n Thermal 0.2084

10.00 248c + 20 MeV 0.8355

0.00

-10.00 do not exceed 1.0, that is, the deviation is less than 100

% on an average for various kinds of fissioning systems
-20.00 . . .

60 80 100 120 140 160 180 including proton-induced fission. Considering that the

Mass mass yields change from a few percents at the peak area

to less than I % at the wing or the valley area, the sys-

Fig. Differences between measured values and calculated tematics giving the deviation less than 100 % for vari-

ones for 238U fission by 160 MeV neutron. ous fissioning systems is regarded as a rather good one

for applying to minor actinide fission by high energy

incident particle.

seen in this figure scatters from 20 to 40 %. The IV. Summary

overall agreement between the measured data and the

calculated ones of this case seems to be as good as that The new parameters set of Fl? yields systematics

ofthe 211CM thermal neutron fission. with Gaussian functions has been developed. The sys-

From those comparisons the present systematics tematics is able to reproduce the measured mass distri-

seems to be applicable to both low energy fission and butions of various kinds of fissioning systems includ-

high energy fission with similar precision. In the above ing minor actinides with incident particle energy from

examples, the mass distributions by neutron-induced thermal to higher than 100 MeV. The systematics, how-

fission are shown. The mass distributions by proton- ever, has the limitation OfZ2 lAf < 40.2. Then it is not
f -

induced fission were also calculated and compared with used for the fissioning system having Zf and Af which

measured data. Even in the proton-induced fission sim- fulfill the condition of Z2 lAf > 40.2. The limitation,
f

ilar agreement with the measured data was obtained. In however, does not restrict practical use of the present
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systematics, because the range of the Z'lAf values off
minor actinides interested in nuclear technology fields
such as minor actinide incineration using ADS or re-
actor is stayed in the limitation. Then the present sys-
tematics will be used for the application fields like the
feasibility study of the minor actinide incineration sys-
tem.
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Critical Mass Calculations for 24'Am, 242mAm and 24'Am

Hemanth DIAS', Nigel TANCOCK and Angela CLAYTON
Atomic Weapons Establishment p1c, Aldermaston, Reading, Berkshire RG 7 4PP UK

Critical mass calculations are reported for 14 'Am, 14"Am and 243 Am using the MONK
and MCNP computer codes with the UKNDL, JEF-2.2, ENDF/B-VI and JENDL-3.2
nuclear data libraries. Results are reported for spheres of americium metal and dioxide in
bare, water reflected and steel reflected systems. Comparison of results led to the
identification of a serious inconsistency in the 24 'Am ENDF/B-VI DICE library used by
MONK - this demonstrates the importance of using different codes to verify critical mass
calculations. The 24 'Am critical mass estimates obtained using UKNDL and ENDF/B-VI
show good agreement with experimentally inferred data, whilst both JEF-2.2 and
JENDL-3.2 produce higher estimates of critical mass. The computed critical mass
estimates for 242'Am obtained using ENDF/B-VI are lower than the results roduced
using the other nuclear data libraries - the ENDF/B-VI fission cross-section for P42'Am is
significantly higher than the other evaluations in the fast region and is not supported by
recent experimental data. There is wide variation in the computed 243 Am critical mass
estimates suggesting that there is still considerable uncertainty in the 243 Am nuclear data.

KEYWORDS. critical mass, americium, MONK, MCNP, UKNDL, JEF-2.2,
ENDFIB- VI, JENDL-3.2

1. Introduction atomic weapons programme. MONK5, which was
developed in the late 1970's, combined the best

This paper reports critical mass calculations for features of the previous Aldermaston and Risley
241,&

.M, 242m,&,M and 243 Am using the MCNP and versions of the code.8) MONK6 was developed
MONK computer codes with various nuclear data during the early 1980's - a key feature of MONK6
libraries. 1.2) MCNP was developed at Los Alamos was the incorporation of the DICE collision
National Laboratory, New Mexico (USA) - this code processing package. The original version of DICE
is widely used in the field of criticality safety. was developed at Aidertnaston.9) Historically, the
MONK is the acknowledged standard criticality code DICE nuclear database was derived from the
in the UK. UKNDL and all the early versions of the MONK

The latest version of MONK - MONK8b - is criticality code utilised only this nuclear data set.
supplied with the UKNDL, JEF-2.2, ENDF/B-VI More recently, new development work on
and JENDL-3.2 continuous energy libraries.3-6) For MONK has been coordinated under the auspices of
comparison, calculations were performed with the NCD (Nuclear Code Development) collaboration
MCNP using the JEF-2.2, ENDF/B-VI and JENDL- - the formal members of this collaboration are Serco
3.2 point-wise nuclear data sets. The calculational Assurance and British Nuclear Fuels p1c.'0) MONK7
methodology in both MONK and MCNP is based on and MONK8 developments have been described
the continuous energy approach. Results are elsewhere. 11.12) The NJOY nuclear data processing
reported for spheres of americium metal and dioxide system was used, inter alia, in the generation of the
in bare, water reflected and steel reflected systems. additional JEF-2.2, ENDF/B-VI and JENDL-3.2
This work is part of the UK contribution to the DICE libraries issued with MONK8.")
Working Group for the revision of American
National Standard 8.15 - "Nuclear Criticality 3. Nuclear Data Libraries

7)Control of Special Actinide Elements" .

3.1 UKNDL
2. Historical Review of MONK The first UKNDL collation of data was produced

at Aldermaston in the early 1960 S.3) Subsequent
MONK replaced the GEM computer code, which evaluations and revisions were conducted within the

was developed during the 1960's at the United UKAEA until the library was frozen in the early
Kingdom Atomic Energy Agency (UKAEA) Health 1980's - no maintenance or updates to UKNDL have
and Safety Branch at Risley in support of the UK been made since then. In contrast to more modem

Corresponding author, Tel. 44-118-982-7685, Fax. 44-118-982-4813, E-mail: hemi.dias�awe.co.uk
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data evaluations, the UKNDL is "adjusted"; 3.4 JENDL-3.2
i.e.certain nuclear data were adjusted, based on The 24'Am and 243AM data for JENDL-2 were
experimental evidence, to ensure that computer evaluated by Kikuchi.'9) The 242mArn evaluation for
calculations show good agreement (or are JENDL-2 was by Nakagawa and Igarasi . These
pessimistic) when compared with experimental data. data were revised for JENDL-3.2 by Nakagawa. 21)

Although only the 24 'Am evaluation was formally
published, the last UKNDL americium evaluations 4. Results
were all produced at Harwell. 14) Details of the 243 Am

neutron data evaluation, parts of which were adopted Tables 13 give the computed minimum critical
in JEF-2.2, can be downloaded from the Los Alamos masses of 24'Arn , 242'Am and 243 Am, respectively.
T-2 Nuclear Information Service.") Results are reported for spheres of full density

americium metal and dioxide in bare, water reflected
3.2 JEF-2.2 (30cm) and 304 stainless steel reflected (20cm)

The JEF-2.2 nuclear data library is described in systems. The densities of americium metal and
4) 22)JEFF Report 17 . The JEF-2.2 DICE library was dioxide are based on the compilation by Haire.

frozen in 1996 to allow benclundrking studies. More Note that the ENDF/B-VI DICE library issued
2)specific details of the JEF-2.2 aericium evaluations with MONK is release 4 Consequently, the

can be downloaded from the T-2 Nuclear MONK ENDF/B-V1 DICE library should contain the
Information Service. 5) most recent evaluations for 241AM and 242mArn - but

not the latest (release 5) evaluation for 243 Am (see

3.3 ENDF/B-VI Section 33).
The ENDF/B-VI data evaluations have been The MCNP calculations for 241AM and 242mAM

periodically up-dated - the latest version available used the latest version of ENDF/B-VI available from
from the NEA is release 8. The T-2 Nuclear the NEA - release 8. So as to facilitate comparison
Information Service provides full details of the with the MONK results, the results presented in

Table 3 were obtained using the ENDF/B-VIrl
various evaluations in ENDF/B-V].") 243 Am evaluation. The 243 Am results obtained using

The CENDL-2 evaluation of the neutron nuclear
24 16 ENDF/B-Vlr8 (i.e. including the latest evaluation fordata for 'Am was adopted in release 2 This 243

evaluation was revised for issue as release 3 by Am - release 5) are shown in parentheses.

Young and Madland."s) The 24 'Am evaluation is
unchanged since ENDF/B-Vlr3. 5. Discussion

Apart from the addition of the delayed fission The results presented in Table I show significant
neutron spectrum in release 1, the ENDF/B-VI
242 differences between the MONK and MCNP

mArn evaluation is still unchanged from calculations for 24'Am using ENDF/13-VI. Oer
ENDF/B-V."-'7'

_V 243 workers have reported minimum critical mass
The ENDF/B Am evaluation was due to calculations for bare 24'Am metal - a value of

Mann et al.18) The cross section data were updated 57.01kg is quoted using ENDF/B-Vlr6.") This
for ENDF/B-V1rI by Weston.15) In 1996 a new
evaluation of the neutron data for 243 Am was issued reported value of the critical mass compares
as ENDF/B-VIr5 - this was prepared by Young and favourably with the MCNP calculation, but is

243 inconsistent with the MONK result given in Table .
Weston.'-') The Am evaluation is unchanged since This suggests that the MONK results for 24 'Am
ENDF/B-VIr5. using ENDF/B-VI may be in eror.

Table I Computed Minimum Critical Mass of 24'Am

Critical mass
Chemical Reflector MONK MCNP
form UKNDL JEF-2.2 ENDF/B- JENDL- JEF-2.2 ENDF/ JENDL-

VI 3.2 B-VI 3.2
Metal Bare 56.4 75.7 88.0, 76.1 73.3 57.7 73.7

= 3.66 Water 50.9 68.3 79.9' 69.2 65.8 52.0 66.7
g/cm, Steel 33.6 42.4 51.8' 45.4 40.9 33.8 43.6
Dioxide Bare 98.2 132 161- 135 129 94.6 131
p = 11.69 Water 92.0 124 15 I' 125 120 87.6 123
g/CM3 Steel 65.4 86.0 109' 91.4 83.9 62.4 89.0

MONK results for ENDF/B-VI are subject to error - see text.
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Table 2 Computed Minimum Critical Mass of 242mAm

Critical mass
Chemical Reflector MONK MCNP
form UKNDL JEF-2.2 ENDF/B- JENDL- JEF-2.2 ENDF/ JENDL-

VI 3.2 B-VI 3.2
Metal Bare 13.0 13.9 8.96 12.3 14.2 9.06 12.5
p = 13.72 Water 4.59 4.69 3.23 4.38 4.78 3.25 4.45
g/CM3 Steel 5.21 5.11 3.73 4.97 5.21 3.74 5.02

Dioxide Bare 14.1 14.8 9.96 13.4 15.0 10.0 13.6
p = 11.73 Water 5.23 5.34 3.74 5.04 5.39 3.74 5.08
g/CM3 Steel 6.04 5.86 4.42 5.79 6.03 4.44 5.85

Table 3 Computed Minimum Critical Mass Of243AM

Critical mass (kg)
Chemical Reflector MONK MCNP
form KNDL JEF-2.2 ENDF/B JENDL- JEF-2.2 ENDF/ JENDL-

-VI 3.2 B-VI 3.2
Metal Bare 181 217 222 296 206 211 (143)- 284
p = 13.77 Water 165 200 205 277 189 194 (132)- 262
g/cm 3 Steel III 133 144 193 127 135 (89.0)- 181
Dioxide Bare 473 616 618 926 578 572 3 00) 864
p = 11.77 Water 450 593 599 876 558 553 (282)- 822
g/CM3 Steel 342 456 467 698 429 438 (215)- 662

Results in parentheses are for the ENDF/B-VIr8 evaluation - see text.

Following discussions with Serco Assurance, it is the evidence presented in Fig. 1, it is clear that the
apparent that difficulties were encountered during JEF-2.2 fission spectrum for 24'Arn has been
the creation of the ENDF/B-VI DICE library for substituted for the ENDF/B-VIr3 evaluation in the
241AM.14) The ENDF/B-Vlr3 24'Am evaluation ENDF/B-VI DICE library. The ENDFIB-VI DICE
utilised the Madland-Nix fission spectrum library for 241 Am is subject to error and is therefore
representation .25) The version of NJOY then unsuitable for critical mass calculations - the MONK
available at Serco Assurance was unable to deal with results for ENDF/B-VI presented in Table I will not
this representation of the fission spectrum. [The be considered further in this analysis.
Madland-Nix fission spectrum representation is not
normalised to unity - the spectrum has to be re- �EE')

normalised prior to processing into a form suitable 4e-7-- Energydistributionsfor2flAm
for Monte Carlo analys iS.24)] MT=1 8: (zfission) (E=4.OMeA

Nuclear data sets may be readily compared using 3.5e-7 --
26 24 - MONKIDICE ENDF/B*the JANIS display program. ) The 'Am fission 3e-7 -- ----- ENDFIB-Vr3

neutron spectrum was abstracted from the ENDF/B-
S.24) -ENDFIPAQVI DICE library in a form compatible with JANI 2.5e-7 - JEF-2.2

Note that the fission spectrum held in DICE is 2e-7
simulated by a number of equiprobable ranges i.e.
the energy distribution is approximated by a 1.5e-7 -

histogram with intervals chosen so that there is an le-7
equal area under the histogram in each interval.9)

The 24 'Am fission neutron spectra from ENDF/B- 5e-8
VI DICE, ENDF/B-Vlr2, ENDF/B-VIr3 and JEF-2.2
were compared using JANIS - see Fig. 1. The
ENDF/B-VI DICE fission spectrum for 24 'Am is a 30 100 10DO 1e4 1e5 1e6 1 e7 3e7

good representation of the JEF-2.2 evaluation, but is E'
significantly different from the ENDF/B-VIr2 and 24 (in eV)
ENDF/B-Vlr3 evaluations - see Fig. 1. Based upon Fig. 'Am fission neutron spectra
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The 24 'Am minimum critical mass calculations There is wide variation in the computed
fall into two groups - the higher critical mass minimum critical mass estimates for 24'Arn - Table 3.
estimates are obtained using JEF-2.2 and JENDL-3.2, Calculations using the JEF-2.2 and ENDF/B-VIrI
whilst UKNDL and ENDF/B-VI yield lower critical data libraries compare favourably, whilst the
mass estimates (Table 1). The JEF-2.2 results for UKNDL gives lower estimates of the 24'Am critical
24 'Am metal in bare, water reflected and steel mass. The largest estimates of 243 Am critical mass
reflected systems show good agreement with are obtained using JENDL-3.2. The JEF-2.2 results

17) 243calculations reported by Dultic and Anno. The for Am metal in bare, water reflected ad steel
JENDL-3.2 results for 14 'Am metal and dioxide in reflected systems compare favourably with
bare and water reflected systems compare favourably computations reported by Duhic and Anno.27' The

21) -3.2 results for 24'Arn metal and dioxide in
with the data reported by Nojiri and Fukasaku. JENDL

Critical masses of 24 'Am have been inferred from bare and water reflected systems are in reasonable
reactivity coefficient measurements in fast critical agreement with the data reported by Nojiri and
assemblieS.29,30) The inferred critical mass estimates Fukasaku .28)

are as follows: 58k - bare system; 51k - water There are large differences between the 243 Am
reflected; and 34kg - steel reflected. The computed critical mass results obtained using the ENDF/B-
results obtained using UKNDL and ENDF/B-VI are VIrl evaluation and those obtained using ENDF/B-
in excellent agreement with the experimentally VIr -Table 3 For 243 Am metal the ENDF/B-Vlr8
inferred data - Table 1. Note that the UKNDL results are 33% lower than the ENDF/B-VIrI
nuclear data may have been adjusted" to ensure calculations. For 243 Am dioxide the ENDF/B-Vlr8
agreement with these experimental data (see Section results are 50% lower than those obtained using
3.1). ENDF/B-VIrl. The results presented in Table 3

There are differences between the results suggest that the nuclear data for 243 Am are still
presented in Table I and 24 'Am bare critical mass subject to considerable uncertainty.
calculations reported by Brewer et a3 ') However, As noted in Section 2 the DICE nuclear database
these workers assumed a density of 11.7 g/CM3 in was originally derived from the UKNDL. Secondary
their study which seems to correspond to that of neutron energy data were defined for different
AmO2, rather than americium metal. incident neutron energy ranges. In more modem

The 242'Arn calculations with the UKNDL, JEF- nuclear data libraries, the secondary data are
2.2 and JENDL-3.2 nuclear data libraries compare commonly defined at a series of incident energy
reasonably well, although the EF-2.2 and JENDL- points - data for intermediate incident neutron
3.2 critical mass estimates obtained using MONK energies are then obtained by linear interpolation.
are slightly lower than those computed using MCNP Interestingly, although MONK is now issued with
- Table 2 The JENDL-3.2 results for 242Am metal JEF-2.2, ENDF/B-VI and JENDL-3.2 DICE libraries,
in bare, water reflected and steel reflected systems DICE has not yet been updated to perform this
show good agreement with the data reported by interpolation.24) For most major actinides any effect

32)Okuno and Kawasaki . There are discrepancies will be insignificant because the secondary data are
between the results given in Table 2 and the data well characterised. For some minor actinides the
reported by Duluc and Anno. 27) In particular, these secondary data are occasionally more coarsely
authors claim that the critical mass of water reflected defined and errors may be introduced if the current
242'Am metal obtained using JEF-2.2 is -6.5kg - DICE representation of the secondary data is used.
this critical mass estimate is inconsistent with the For example, the ENDF/B-VI 242nAm fission
results presented in Table 2 and should be treated spectrum is defined at four incident energies:
with caution. WOW, 4MeV, 7MeV and 2MeV. The current

The ENDF/B_Vl 242,nAM critical mass version of DICE uses the thermal fission spectrum
calculations are significantly lower than the results up to 4MeV, the 4MeV spectrum up to 7MeV, and
obtained using the other nuclear data libraries - the 7MeV spectrum up to 15MeV. [The DICE
Table 2 For example, calculations using UKNDL, energy grid does not extend beyond 15MeV.9)] The
JEF-2.2 and JENDL-3.2 give bare 242'Am Minimum 242'Am fission spectra were abstracted from the
critical mass estimates in the range 12.3 - 14.2kg, ENDF/B-VI DICE library in a form compatible with
whereas the bare 242'Am critical mass obtained using JANI S.24) The JANIS display program was then
ENDF/B-VI is - 9kg. The ENDF/B_VI 242Am used to compare the fission spectra at these incident
fission cross section is significantly higher than the neutron energies - see Fig. 2 Close examination
UKNDL, JEF-2.2 and JENDL-3.2 evaluations in the reveals only barely discernible variations in the
fast energy region (by - 0% at I MeV) and is not fission spectra (Fig. 2 All the other americium
supported by recent experimental data.33,34) The evaluations considered herein are either well
24"'Am critical mass estimates calculated using characterised or show barely discernible variations in
ENDF/B-Vl should therefore be considered spurious. the fission spectra. It follows that the DICE
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Energy distribubons for 2"Arn

M NUDICE ENDF/B-V1 MT=18: zfission)
ENDF/B-M - --------- E=1X10-5eV

p(EE') - - -E--4 MeV
p(EE' 3.65e-7 - E=7 MeV

3.5 F;�] E=20 MeV -arms,
3.625e-7-

3 e-7

2.5e? 3.6e-7

3.575e-7

2e-7 - 3.55e- --

1.50 -- 3.525e-7 -

le-7 -- 3.5e-7-

5e,8 3.475e-7-

50 100 10DO W 1e5 1e6 1e7 5e7 3e5 4e5 6e5 8e5 1e6

F V
On eV) (in eV)

Fig. 2 242Arn fission neutron spectra
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Abstract
In order to avoid criticality risks, a large number of facilities using spent fuels have been designed

considering the fuel as fresh. This choice has obviously led to considerable safety margins.
In the early 80's a method was accepted by the French Safety Authorities allowing to consider the changes in

the fuel composition during the depletion with some very pessimistic hypothesis: only actinides were
considered and the amount of burnup used in the studies was equal to the mean burnup in the 50-least-irradiated
centimeters.

As many facilities still want to optimize their processes (e.g. transportation, storage, fuel reprocessing), the
main companies involved in the French nuclear industry, researchers and IRSN set up a Working Group in order
to study the way burnup could be taken into account in the criticality calculations, considering some fission
products and a more realistic axial profile of burnup.

The first part of this article introduces the current French method used to take burnup into account in the
criticality studies. The second part is devoted to the studies achieved by the Working Group to improve this
method, especially concerning the consideration of the neutron absorption of some fission products and of an
axial profile of burmip: for that purpose, some results are presented related to the steps of the process like the
depletion calculations, the definition of an axial profile and the criticality calculation. In the third part, some
results (keff) obtained with fission products and an axial profile are compared to those obtained with the current
one.

The conclusions presented are related to the present state of knowledge and may differ from the fal
conclusions of the Working Group.

KE YWORDS.- Burnup Credit, Axial profile, Fission products, French Working Group.

1. Introduction the depletion of 231U and 23"U during the
irradiation,

Up to the 80's, the nuclear facilities which were w the amount of burnup used in the criticality studies
dealing with spent fuel were designed with the was lower than the value reached in the
assumption of fresh fuel. This assumption led to 50-least-irradiated-centimeters,
considerable safety margins. - the value of the mean burnup in the 50-least

In the early 80's, in order to use the existing irradiated-centimeters was verified by a
devices at La Hague reprocessing plant for some measurement.
irradiated U02 fuel initially enriched at 44 (this The calculations were supported by the HTC
enrichment was higher than the highest enrichment of experiments which were achieved in Apparatus in
3.1 considered at the designing stage), a method VaIduc. Those subcritical experiments') involved fuel
was proposed by COGEMA to enable them to pins, representative of a fuel initially enriched at
consider a certain amount of burnup in the criticality 4.5 and irradiated at 37.5 GWd/t, manufactured
studies. However some pessimistic assumptions were only with actinides. The pins arrays were arranged in
made to guarantee some safety margins: different types of configurations which were

only uranium and plutonium were considered after representative of reprocessing, storage and transport.
This actinide-only method was accepted by the

Corresponding &idiom, Tel. 33 1 58 35 99 25, Fax. 33 46 57 29 98, E-mail: jerome.raby�irsnfr
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French Safety Authorities and was, afterwards, used the bumup is determined by the calculated ratio of
for the transport of irradiated fuel and, also, at the some isotopes concentrations (e.g. Nd); thus the
designing stage of the UP3 and UP2-800 at La Hague qualification of the method will be tightly linked to
reprocessing plant. the chosen "indicator of bumup".

But, since the initial enrichment is increasing and The conservatism of the depletion calculations
the needs of interim storage of irradiated ftiel is depends on:
growing, it is becoming necessary for the nuclear the conditions of irradiation nternal EDF studies);
industry to reduce the conservatisms due to the very the Group decided to quantify there effect
pessimistic hypotheses of this actinide-only method. considering (i) the spectrum hardening, (ii) the fuel

For that purpose, a Working Group was created in temperature variations (Doppler effect), (iii) the
1997, gathering most of the French nuclear companies, temporal variation of the flux level (variations of
to analyze different propositions of introduction of specific power), (iv) the cooling time,
some fission products plus a more realistic axial the qualification of the depletion codes which are
profile of bumup in criticality studies. used for the calculations i.e. CESAR 3) (industrial

code) or DARWIN 4) (reference code).
2. Work in Progress 2. 1.1 Irradiation history

The main parameters which are responsible for
The new points introduced by the method are changes in the fuel inventory (neutron spectrum, fuel

related to: temperature, specific power, cooling time) are
• the neutron absorption of some fission products discussed in this paragraph.

the method proposes to first take into account the 5ppq![= effect
6 following fission products 149SM, 152SM, 103Rh, It has already been shown 1) that, for a given
143 Nd, 133CS and 15'Gd, which are responsible for burnup, the fuel is more reactive when it is irradiated
50 % of the absorption of all fission products. This with a hardened neutron spectrum. Consequently, the
list can be extended to the 9 other fission products different conditions of irradiation that might harden
which are considered by the OECD BUC W. G. the spectrum have been sought.
(99Tc, 145Nd, 153 Eu, 95MO, 147SM, 150SM, 111SM, During the irradiation, the spectrum may be

109Ag and 101Ru), hardened when:
• a more realistic description of the axial profile of control rods are inserted; this situation leads (for

the burnup. U02 initially enriched at 45 and irradiated at
As those new considerations will reduce the 44 GWd/t) to a penalty up to k = 2 others

conservatisms, it seems necessary to guaranty the evaluations (with others configurations) 5) showed,
validity of the assumptions made to: that if control rods are inserted during I cycle the
• determine the composition of the iadiated fuel penalty becomes k = 0.5 (first cycle) to Ak

(especially for fission products), 2.1 (third cycle).
• define the axial profile of the bumup, an U02 assembly has been irradiated near some
• and compute the simulation (particularly regarding MOX assemblies; the penalty with a very

the knowledge of the cross-sections of the isotopes pessimistic assumption (the U02 ftiel is surrounded
that are being taken into account). by MOX assemblies during the entire irradiation)
For that purpose, the following paragraphs describe leads to a Ak of 12 for an infinite array of

all the assumptions made during (i) the depletion UOX assemblies irradiated up 40 GWj/t (others
calculations (ii) the definition of the axial profile of studie 2 give the same tendency when MOX
burmip in the studies, (iii) the criticality calculations; assemblies were present on the 4 sides of the U02

those assumptions have to ensure a global ftiel during 4 cycles),
conservatism of the method. Moreover, the amount of - the temperature of the water (moderator) is
burmip used in the method will have to be guaranteed increased (the temperature is set to its maximum
(e.g. by some measurements). Thus the safety of the value at the edge of the reactor core),
method will be assured. m the concentration of the boron during the cycle is

The objective of the French Working Group is to increased,
study all steps of the process to take ftiel burnup into - burnable poisons are present.
account in the calculations, the current studies are The Working Group considers as conservative, for

2)related t U02 PWR fuel . the depletion calculations, the presence of the control

rods, the maximum concentration of the boron, a
2.1 Depletion calculations step temperature of the water sets to its out-of-core value.

First of all, it seems necessary to guaranty in the PWler effect
process that, for a given amount of bumup, the The temperature of the ftiel used during the
depletion calculations lead to a conservative inventory depletion calculations has a slight effect on the
of the irradiated fuel. reactivity. Actually, it is conservative to consider a

It can be noticed that, in the depletion calculations, high value of the temperature as it leads to more
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absorptions on the 238U (and then to more productions Cooling time
Of 239pU). Consequently, the temperature of the fuel Many studies have shown that, after the
may be set to the maximum value of the effective irradiation and up to a cooling time of 100 years, the
temperature of the fuel. reactivity decreases. This decrease is mainly due to

TenVgg effect the decay of the 241pU (to 24 'Am) plus the increase of
The temporal effects are linked to the variation of "'Gd.

the specific power (SP). Actually, this effect is the After 100 years of cooling time, the reactivity starts
consequence of the competition between neutron to increase again (as the 24'Am decays) until around
absorptions (which are directly related to the value of 30 000 years.
the burnup) and decay reactions (related to the time The needs, in terms of cooling time, for the French
spent in the reactor). Working Group participants mainly concern some

Some studie 2 showed that an increase of the devices which are to be used for cooling times of less
specific power is conservative (when no cooling time than 50 years. For those applications, it should be
is considered) even if fission products are taken into acceptable to consider, in the criticality studies, the
account. The results obtained for a single assembly minimum of the cooling time that can be justified by
surrounded by 20 cm of water (initially enriched at the operators'.
4.5 % and irradiated at 44 GWd/t) are given below. However, for interim storage, this approach raises

the problem of how operators can guarantee that, after
Table I Single assembly (depleted with the 100 years of cooling time, a solution will exist to

control rods inserted - 15 Fissions products) move the fuel to some other adapted storage? For this
keff (a < 000095) type of storage and for cooling times greater than

100 years, some special studies will have to be done to
SP I I GWd/t 33 GWd/t determine the maximum of the reactivity when the

cooling time is growing. It should be decided not to
5 W/g 0.8639 0.7757 take into account the 24 'Am in those studies.

cooling time: 20 W/g 0.8648 0.7837 2.1.2 Qualification of the Depletion Codes
0 year 40 W/g 0.8664 0.7832 The depletion codes that have been used yet are

60 W/g 0.8668 0.7820 CESAR or DARWIN 4 Codes. They have been

5 W/g 0.8626 0.7603 qualified on an experimental basis.9) This qualification
cooling time: 20 W/g 0.8623 0.7637 rests on comparisons between calculated values of the

5 years 40 W/g 0.8589 0.7634 concentrations and measured ones. 10) Those
60 W/g 0.8587 0.7595 comparisons have been achieved, on both (i) punctual

analysis of irradiated fael (with initial enrichment of

It emerges from the table that, for a cooling time of 4.5 and burnup up to 60 GWd/t) (ii) global analysis
5 years, the highest specific power does not give the during the dissolution of irradiated assemblies (with
most reactive result. This has already been shown in initial enrichment comprised between 31 and 35 
some previous publication 6 and can be explained by and burnup up to 45 GWd/t).
the behavior of some isotope concentrations when the These comparisons will be used to determine
specific power varies. correction factors for the calculated concentrations of

While considering the isotope concentration each of the actinides and fission products which are
variations, the calculations pointed out that, when the considered in the method.
specific power increases, the concentrations of the
absorbent isotopes decrease and the fissile ones 2.2 Definition of an axial profile of burnup
increase, except for the following isotopes: Until now the value of the burnup, which was
• "9Sm and "'Sm which increase respectively by applied on the whole length of the assembly, was

52 and 5.5 % when the specific power grows equal to the mean value of the
from W/g to 60 W/g (at a burnup of 40 GWd/t), 50-least-irradiated-centimeters of the assembly.

• 242pU which slightly increases by 28 when the This assumption was very conservative for an
specific power grows from 5W/g to 40 W/g (at a actinide only methodology and the geometrical
burnup of 45 GWd/t), configurations studied, giving a reduction of 22 of

• "'Eu (father of "'Gd), which increases by 26 (at the mean burnup for a standard profile (e.g. 34 GWd/t
20 GWd/t) and 44 (at 44 GWd/t) when the will be applied to the whole length of the assembly
specific power grows from to 60 W/g. whereas the real mean burnup would be equal to

The different behaviors observed in the table have 44 GWd/t).
been published and analyzed in.') In order to consider a more realistic profile, it was

Then the assumption of a maximized specific
power, which leads, for no cooling time, to a

conservative value of the keff is no more conservative For no cooling time, the aount of 239Pu has to be increased
when a year cooling time is considered. with the amount of 29U and z9Np.
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decided to determine a profile for the criticality to perform automated criticality calculations using
studies by: burnup credit like in figure 1. This package uses the
m examining the profiles measured at La Hague depletion code CESAR or the DARWIN 20 system,

reprocessing plant (more than 3000 irradiated the APOLLO 2 12) computer code for cross sections
assemblies have been measured), calculations from 172 energy-groups libraries, and the
calculating different types of profiles to determine a multigroup Monte Carlo computer code MORET4. 13)

penalizing one. Next paragraphs will present the steps of the
Those two studies pointed out that: process described in figure 1, the fission product
the systematic use of a penalizing profile is very programs for qualification and the problem of loosely
pessimistic (the value of the keff can raise of 12 coupled units.
in Ak) ) and it is needed to ensure that the profile 2.3.1 Calculation process 15)

will always be penalizing for every possible reactor CRISTAL V.1 ") contains an interface , coupled
management, with the depletion code. It is designed to issue
As part of burnup axial profile study, 3000 profiles automatically data files for the criticality calculations.
have been measured at La Hague - COGEMA plant. It will allow choosing and automatically taking into
These measurements pointed out that most of the account:
profiles were quite similar. The statistical study of 11 correction factors (applied to the concentrations of
these profiles will allow us to determine a the actinides and the fission products chosen)
conservative axial profile (for "most of the determined by the qualification of the evolution
profiles" already measured). The conservatism of calculations and by the qualification of the
the axial profile used in the studies will have to be cross-sections,
demonstrated (e.g. checked by a measure of each the axial profile (flat profile, penalizing profile
assembly and the measured burnup will have to be without measurement verification, conservative
greater (at different points along the fuel assembly) profile with precise measurement guarantied 16)

than the one used in the criticality studies). The the number of axial zones chosen.
number of zones used for the profile model will be 2.3.2 Qualification of the Fission Products Cross
determined to give a value of the keff which is not Sections
too conservative if important margin exists for the . The fission product programs 17) are based on two
configuration studied, there is no need to consider a types of experimental data.
high number of zones (the keff will decrease as N IRSN carries out experiments in VaIduc 18,19) using
increases). different fission product isotopes to validate the

calculation scheme. The criticality calculation chain
2.3 Criticality calculation step has already been qualified in 1991 with 149SM.

The new French CRISTAL V. I package will allow

Profile of Qualification of he Qualification
Bumup depletion codes ofthe

criticality
calculation

A

P N
RZL�

CESA f0DAR
2

ONE

Depletion alculations with ESAL-- ftc criticality 641cuhwhR� ffi xmi� ffl

Fig.1 Steps of the process to take Burnup Credit into account in a criticality calculation with CRISTAL
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The following isotopes have been studied: 'O'Rh, 3. Gain Estimation
133cS, 143 Nd, 149SM, 112SM and "'Gd. It tests the

capacity of the codes to calculate some critical The comparisons between the keff value obtained
situations representative of dissolution and storage. with the actinide-only method and with a "new
The completion of the VaIduc program will make it approach 7 could be presented as: k = k(current
possible to determine whether some correction factors method) - k(new approach with control rods inserted).
have to be considered for the cross-sections (for that The values of k for different configurations of
purpose the corrections factors will be applied to the storage (e. g. interim storage at La Hague) and
concentrations in the criticality studies) of the fission transportation (e. g. TN17-2) are given below. For
products (possibly, in order to take into account an those calculations 17 axial zones were used. Some
over-estimation of the absorption of a given fission very pessimistic correction factors were used for the
product) or, eventually, if a margin must be added to fission products and for the actinides to take into
reduce the value of the keff limit in the criticality account, (i) the discrepancies observed between the
studies. results of the depletion calculations and the

Another program was led out at CEA/Cadarache, experimental data, (ii) the differences in the cross
divided into two parts. The former one is devoted to sections (condensate to I group of energy, for a given
fuel inventory validation by chemical analyses and spectrum) noticed during the MINERVE program.
microprobe measurements of PWR pins. The latter Moreover, the pessimistic assumptions, regarding the
one, involving oscillation experiments, is related to conditions of irradiation described in paragraph 2 LI.,
the reactivity effect of the different nuclei responsible were taken into account.
for the burnup credit. It validate the cross section of
every individual fission product for 3 different types Table 2 Comparisons between the keff value
of spectrum. This experiments performed at obtained with the actinide-only method and with
MINERVE 20) showed that the calculated cross the new method (cy < 0. I %)

sections were in good agreement with the measured BU and type of Ak = kcurrent method) -
ones or that the cross sections of thermal absorbers profile used in k(new method with control
tended to be underestimated (which is satisfactory in the new method rods inserted)
the point of vue of safety), except for the 133CS (the I I GWd/t
calculated value is up to 4 greater than the penalizing 1.8 % to 2.6 %
measured one), for the 103 Rh (the calculated value is Q profit
up to 13 % greater than the measured one), and for the .9 I I GWd/t
99Tc (the calculated value is up to 4 % greater than the CO 1.1 %to 1.5 %-Ei standard profil
measured one). 00 22 GWd/t
2.3.3 Loosely coupled units 0 standard profil 1.6 %to 2 %0

In the case of storage or transport of irradiated fuel, 33 GWd/t
1.1 %to 1.8 %

the level of the reactivity is mainly due to the edges of standard profil
the assemblies, which are the least irradiated areas 44 GWd/t 1.2 % to 1.5 %

It raises the problem of the calculations of loosely standard profit
coupled units with Monte Carlo codes; a special 22 GWd/t 2.9 % to 33 %
Working Group has been created at the OECD to standard profil

21study this problem. Meanwhile different statistical 33 GWd/t
methods have been implanted in the CRISTAL standard profil 3.3 % to 3.9 %
Package such as (i) the super history powering, (ii) the 0 44 GWd/t
fission matrix (kiJ matrix) method, (iii) the stratified standard profit 3.2 % to 3.9 %
sampling those methods are being studied 22) to solve
this particular type of problem. Finally, we can notice that, even if the correction

Until the completion of the studies in that field, the factors are pessimistic and the irradiation history is
R&D studies should be achieved with the following very conservative and no realistic, the new method
prescriptions: already gives a gain up to Ak = 39 %. This gain will
• at the beginning of the calculations a certain be increased if the presence of control rods during the

amount of neutron sources has to be distributed in whole irradiation can be excluded with no cooling
all of the different fissile units (the sources can be time, a standard profil and for a burnup of 44 GWd/t,
shared so that every fissile unit will include the the gain will be up to Ak = 6 %.
same amount of starters at the first stage of the
calculations), 4. Conclusion and Prospects

• at the beginning of the calculations, some
additional neutron sources will be placed at the top The objective of the Working Group is to study the
and the bottom of the fissile assemblies. conservatism of all steps of the process to take fel

burmip into account in the criticality-safety studies,
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considering fission products and axial burnup profile. Databa§e for the validation of depletion calculation
The next studies are performing on tools", Proc. nt. Conf. on Nuclear Criticality

• the possibility to exclude the addition of different Safety, ICNC'2003, Tokai Mura, Japan, Oct. 2003.
conservatisms, I )B. Roque et al., "Experimental validation of the
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ABSTRACT parameters, requiring review of the
development and basis of the correlations used

In the UK the Health and Safety Executive, to underpin the measurement process.
which incorporates the Nuclear Installations
Inspectorate N11), is responsible for regulation Overall, it was concluded that the case as
of safety on nuclear sites. presented was adequate. Gadoliniurn

reduction has been successfully implemented
This paper reports progress made in the as part of current operational procedures at
application and development of a Sellafield.
UK regulatory position for assessing licensee's
plant safety cases which invoke the use of Introduction
Bum-up Credit for criticality applications.
The N11's principles and strategy for the The safety of nuclear installations in the UK is
assessment of this technical area have been regulated by the Health and Safety
developed over a period of time following Executive (HSE). HM Nuclear Installations
expressions of interest from UK industry and Inspectorate N11) is the part of HSE which
subsequent involvement in the international regulates nuclear safety, including nuclear
collaborations and debate in this area. This criticality safety.
experience has now been applied to the first
main plant safety case application claiming The N11 has followed and participated in the
Bum-up Credit. This case covers the extensive international debate concerning the
BNFL Thermal Oxide Reprocessing possibility of taking credit for fissile fuel
Plant (THORP) dissolver at Sellafield, where depletion following in core irradiation. This
dissolved gadolinium neutron poison is used as methodology is known as "Bum-up Credit". It
a criticality control. The case argues for a is a complex technical issue involving many
reduction in gadolinium content by taking areas of nuclear criticality safety. The general
credit for the bum-up of input ftiel. trend internationally is an acceptance of the

principle, and a prudent and cautious move
The UK regulatory process, assessment towards progressive application. Until 2002
principles and criteria are briefly outlined, there were no commercial plant applications in
showing the regulatory framework used to the UK which invoked Bum-up Credit.
review the case. These issues include the
fundamental requirement in UK Health and The N11's regulatory pnciples and strategy in
Safety law to demonstrate that risks have been this area have been outlined previously (ref 1).
reduced to as low as reasonably practicable The main purpose of this paper is to discuss
(ALARP), the impact on safety margins, the progress made in the development and
compliance and operability procedures, and the application of this approach following the
need for continuing review. Novel features of submission of a safety case from a licensee.
methodology, using a "Residual Enrichment" The first such major application in the UK is
and "Domain Boundary" approach, were the proposal by British Nuclear Fuels, BNFL,
considered and accepted. The underlying to take Bum-up Credit for the THORP
validation, both of criticality methodology and dissolver (ref 2 and 3, allowing a consequent
isotopic determination, was also reviewed. reduction in the concentration of dissolved
Compliance was seen to rely heavily on local gadolinium neutron poison. A full description
in-situ measurements of spent fuel used to of the plant and process, the methodology for
determine "Residual Enrichment" and other deten-nining residual enrichment and domain
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boundaries and compliance measurements is UK Regulatory View of Burn-Up Credit
given elsewhere 4). N's regulatory review
identified several novel technical assessment NII's SAPs, include the need for a
issues which needed to be considered, demonstration of "defence in depth" and
including the impact on overall safety and adequate redundancy in safety features. A
measures to show that risks have been reduced "hierarchy of control" is preferred in licensees
to as low as reasonably practicable (ALARP). safety cases (SAP Principles 61 and 62) with
These are outlined and discussed below. The robust fail-safe engineered features taking
relative lack of operational experience in precedent, and reliance on operator control and
implementing this methodology suggested that administrative features being least favoured.
a prudent and cautious approach should be The use of Bum-up Credit has been recognised
followed reflecting existing regulatory at an early stage, in SAP 284, for possible
principles published in NII Safety Assessment inclusion in safety methodology. However,
Principles (ref 5) and the precautionary the principle of reducing risks to as low as
approach advocated (ref 6). The application reasonably practicable (ALARP) encourages
of this approach to the specific application conservative assumptions, such as assuming
required detailed review and assessment of the fuel to be unirradiated, and to change from this
novel areas of methodology, and resolution of position to taking credit for Bum-up may
technical issues. A similar detailed review of appear to run contrary to the ALARP principle.
related plant measurement, compliance and However, it can be justified if there are wider
operability issues was also required. safety gains to be made overall.

UK Regulatory /Process In general, NII would expect a prudent and
cautious approach to Bum-up Credit, in cases

In the UK, nuclear safety is regulated mainly where there is little or no operating experience
under two pieces of legislation. Firstly, the in many of the novel technical areas. A phased
Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974, approach, using "actinide only" assumptions,
which inter alia, imposes a general duty of care and concentrating first on well defined
and imposes a duty on employers to reduce PWR fuel designs is likely to attract the least
risks so far as is reasonably practicable regulatory attention. Once experience has
(ALARP). started to build up, extension of the application

to other fuel types may be considered.
Secondly, the Nuclear Installations Act as
amended (I 965) provides a permissioning Of key importance to any new application is
regulatory structure based on standard licence the underlying validation, of analytical models,
conditions attached to nuclear site licences. as reflected in SAP P87. For Bum-up Credit
This is a non-prescriptive regime, where, inter applications, this is a complex area which must
alia, the operator has the responsibility for include the validation of isotopic composition
developing case specific safety submissions. predictions, in addition to reactivity
This allows the flexibility to develop safety calculations. NII considers the international
cases suited to local applications. The comparison of codes and data to be of great
UK regulatory process centres around the value in this area - one example being the
agreement from the regulator to a proposed UK's participation in the OECD-NEA
activity which is supported by the submission benchmark programme. Licensees can gain
of detailed safety cases at various key stages regulatory confidence in their safety case by
throughout plant design, commissioning, and showing consistency with "state of the art"
operation. The regulator assesses the safety methods from international comparisons, and
case and may challenge the icensee in regard evidence that the applicant is fully conversant
to the adequacy of the case in demonstrating with methods and data used elsewhere ), and
ALARP and requiring a more detailed can make strong arguments to demonstrate that
justification. MI believe there are advantages methods and data of equivalent standing are
in adopting flexibility in its regulatory being applied.
approach, in contrast to setting prescriptive
rules and guidance. The NII SAPs (ref 5) UK Regulatory Assessment Criteria
complement this approach, by outlining the
underlying principles considered to reflect best N11's starting point in assessing the adequacy
practice. of a licensee's safety case is a comparison with

the Safety Assessment Principles (ref 5) In
the case of applying bum-up credit NII may
expect to see robust engineered controls
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consistent with SAPs P61/P62 wherever ALARP
possible and a minimisation of operator based
controls. From a regulatory standpoint, the commercial

benefits from Burn-up Credit carry little
The methods and data used in the safety case weight in terms of Nil's assessment priorities
would be expected to reflect current good compared to necessary improvements in safety.
practice in industry being equivalent to As taking credit for Bum-up for normal
international standards as demonstrated by operations may appear to be moving against
benchmark comparisons. Any specific the ALARP principle, consideration of the
applications must demonstrate consistency safety related benefits overall were considered.
with the known range of applicability and In this application the operator has argued that
validation of the methods and data. the reduction in gadolinium concentration

required to control the dissolver would lead to
Nil expects operators to have in place a robust significant reductions in high active waste
compliance regime which include operational arisings. This in turn is claimed to have
clear definitions of compliance check several knock-on safety related benefits arising
parameters linked to clear and simple from reductions in risk in storage and handling,
procedures with audit trails available. The and reductions in operator dose. The overall
system would be expected to be easy and clear effect was that the reduction of gadoliniurn
to use in a practical way on plant, with a high concentration did not significantly degrade
degree of "ownership" vested in the safety.
operational staff. Rigorous controls on fuel
identification and handling would be expected,
together with additional safeguards such as
engineered systems to prevent feed of out of Justification of Bum-up credit Methodgloa
specification fuel, eg mechanical interlocks
connected to monitoring instruments. These Nil carefully reviewed the methodology used
aspects have been reviewed as part of Nil's in the application to assist in forming a
assessment of these areas and included in a detailed view on its fitness for purpose. A
series of plant visits, which gave the operator number of independent calculational checks
opportunity to demonstrate the compliance were also performed. The Domain Line 
regime currently in place, and show how this Residual Enrichment (RE methodology
could be extended to meet the requirements for appears elegant and simple to apply in practice.
Bum-up Credit safety cases. It appears to fold in a wide range of variables

and seems to provide a robust "go/no go"
UK Regulatory View of THORP compliance check parameter. However, Nil
Application were aware that care was needed to ensure that

the elegance and superficial ease of the
UK Regulato1y "Case by Case" Approach RE method did not obscure underlying

uncertainties which may be buried in the detail
The application of Bum-up Credit to the of the method and Nil sought, and gained,
THORP dissolver at Sellafield represents an further assurance from the licensee on this
individual specific case. This is consistent point.
with the UK regulatory regime of a non-
prescriptive pertnissioning licensing system. An example of one of Nil's methodology
An operator has freedom to develop a specific concerns was the detailed definition and
case best suited to local conditions, but has the application of the "Residual Enrichment"
responsibility of justifying and demonstrating parameter. This was constructed by relating
adequacy to the regulator. the fissile Pu content of irradiated fuel to an

"equivalent" amount of U-235. Adding this to
For this first plant application of Bum-up the residual U-235 allows a "Residual
Credit in the UK, where credit is used for Enrichment" to be estimated, to be used in the
normal operations rather than to mitigate compliance check. Crucially, it is this
remote faults, the demonstration of the parameter, "Residual Enrichment" which is
adequacy of the safety case has no specific measured by the THORP Feed Pond Fuel
precedent. Therefore, Nil expected the Monitor, using a semi-empirical calibration
licensee to undertake a full analysis of the based on a database of correlated
proposed modification based upon the measurements. The Pu fissile - U-235
principles of prudence and caution. equivalence for these correlations assumes a

well thermalised neutron spectrum, which
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arguably is a good representation of the Out of this regulatory review NII has identified
measurement environment, and the a generic issue which is the ongoing need for
demonstrably good correlations obtained were methods and data validation, particularly for
argued to support this. However, using the isotopic compositions. This is one of a
same Pu fissile - U235 equivalence in the number of areas which needs to be kept under
dissolver is not strictly accurate, as the neutron review.
spectrum would be expected to be "harder"
due to the thermal absorptions in the dissolved Safety Margins
gadolinium. After due consideration, it was
argued by the licensee, and N11 accepted, that The criticality safety criterion used by the
this effect does not compromise the method, operator is of the general form:
but it illustrates how careftil and detailed the
examination must be to ensure there are no Kff + 3cr <1 - X - E)
unrevealed uncertainties.

Where Kff is the MONK prediction with
Further confidence was gained by N11 from uncertainty c, X a sub-critical margin (usually
plant operational evidence which was also 0.05 for normal operations) and E) is a sum
included. This showed that in practice the of various uncertainty terms relating to
observed dissolution rates were such that the program, data and modelling. An additional
arrangement of fuel assumed in the dissolver term, E3uc is included for the Bum-up Credit
as the worst credible hold-up configuration in case, made up of Bum-up related components
the safety case was in fact far from the representing fuel inventory, modelling and
operational norms and likely to be highly nuclear data uncertainties related to the
conservative. reduction in reactivity with Bum-up. These

uncertainties were subjected to a critical
Methods and Data Validation review, to ensure that due allowance was

being made consistent with the validation
Regulatory confidence can be gained by evidence and the sensitivity assessments. In
providing and reviewing strong validation particular, due to the novelty of the application,
evidence. The Licensee's review should seek it was expected that a prudent and cautious
evidence of good agreement with experiment, approach would be to some degree reflected in
and demonstrate that any biases will be a conservative choice by the operator of
conservative in applications, and/or folded into uncertainty values. N accepted BNFL's view
an appropriate treatment of uncertainties. that the value of E was adequate for this
Validation evidence for the criticality models particular application.
was supplied by the operator and reviewed.
This comprised of "general" validation data, Plant Measurements Validations
drawing on well recognised benchmarks, and

more specific data. As part of NII's regulatory The routine use of plant measurements as a
assessment it was felt necessary to seek 44 go/no go" safety compliance check was
additional specific evidence for considered to be an important feature of the
MOX/gadoliniurn systems, representative of licensee's safety case. As part of NII's review
irradiated fuel fissile compositions, since it to build confidence in the licensee's
was considered necessary to be convinced that arrangements detailed evidence was sought,
the methods and data were adequate for these and provided, to demonstrate the effectiveness
complex mixed systems with a specific heavy of this system. It was argued that this range of
thermal absorber, gadolinium. NII was data as enabled a robust determination of the
satisfied that agreement was acceptable, with raft of calibration data required, allowing
residual biases being conservative. representative measurements with a

The adequacy of validation evidence determined uncertainty.

supporting the calculation of isotopic NII's regulatory assessment included concerns
compositions was also assessed. These that the calibration data may be susceptible to
included results of WIMS predictions for a systematic error, if, for example, all reactor
range of CERES (ref 7 PIE analyses, which fuels used for calibration purposes used the
showed conservative biases in the fissile same isotopic or Bum-up calculation model
isotopes. The sensitivity of the criticality which may have an unrevealed systematic bias.
models to uncertainties in the isotopic It was demonstrated by the licensee that the
composition was also included as part of the range of fuel types used for calibration meant
safety case. that data was supplied from a wide variety of
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reactors which resulted in sufficient diversity Given the novelty of the application, it would
of methodology for there to be little risk of be expected that a cautious phased approach to
significant urevealed systematic errors. the application would be adopted,

concentrating first of all on PVrR fuel which is
It was noted that an important benefit from well characterised. Once operating experience
routine plant measurement is that the database has started to build up, later phases may be
is continually increasing. This allows periodic expected to consider other fuel types
review to continually test and refirie the system. dependent on the outcome of the formal
This aspect of the licensee's arrangements was reviews.
welcomed. It was also noted that there is a
need to be able to demonstrate that specific Summary
instrument systems may be compliant against
referenced national standards. The ALARP implications of the application

have been considered. It is argued by the
Compliance Arrangements operator that the reduction in high active waste

arisings; following a reduction in gadoliniurn
Taking credit for fuel Bum-up places a heavier concentration will have safety benefits in
burden on the need for robust means to be in reduced risk and radiation dose. This is argued
place to ensure that all fuel fed to the dissolver to offset the reduction in conservatism
complies with the restrictions required by the resulting from Bum-up Credit.
safety case. In this case this reduces to the
compliance check that the measures "Residual Extensive calculations have been carried out
Enrichmenf' is not greater than the defined by the operator and supplied for review.
limit. It was argued by the operator that Based on these calculations, the operator has
although credit has not previously been taken developed a simple compliance check based on
for fuel Bum-up, similar plant measurements the comparison of the "Residual Enrichment"
have been routinely applied since the plant of feed fuel, an estimate Of U235 equivalent,
started operations in 1994). It was argued that with a limiting safe enrichment. The
experience to date has been good, with no calculations were reviewed in detail,
significant discrepancies between declared and particularly to ensure that there were no
measured data. The significant difference with "hidden" uncertainties or unrevealed errors
Bum-up Credit of course would be that this which may be unknowingly propagated. Also,
measurement would now become a key safety the validation evidence for the criticality and
check, and the measuring device identified as isotopic calculations was reviewed.
an important safety mechanism. However, the
good experience to date gives some confidence The application of the compliance check
that a robust regime with rigorous controls on crucially depends on the measurement of the
fuel identification and handling has been "Residual Enrichmenf' by the Feed Pond Fuel
established. Monitor prior to fuel feed, forming a "go/no

go" test. The development of this monitor has
Application Reviews taken place over many years, and rests on a

semi-empirical data base of correlations. The
In line with a prudent and cautious approach to width and depth of this database was claimed
novel applications, it is expected that there will to provide a robust foundation to the
be a continuous review of the system as methodology, allowing measurements with a
experience builds up. In particular, NII would known precision to be undertaken on a routine
expect to see periodic formal reviews of basis.
compliance arrangements, the performance of
novel safety related engineering features and The operational aspects of the system were
operational control/administration features, reviewed by inspection, where attention was
results from measurements of fuel parameters particularly given to examining the fuel
used for compliance testing, and the handling and identification methods, the fuel
accumulation and application of calibration monitoring systernand the safety mechanisms
data. The results from such reviews, combined used to ensure correct fuel feed.
with the results from ongoing methods and
data validation work, would be expected to Overall, it was concluded that the case as
feedback into formal reviews of the Bum-up presented appeared well founded and robust.
Credit safety case. To date, no major issues have emerged which

NII feels would obviously undermine the
Bum-up Credit case. NII has granted formal
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consent, noting that a prudent and cautious
phased approach to commissioning will be
implemented, starting with well defined
PWR fuel. As operating experience and
evidence builds up, N1 would expect formal
reviews to take place.

Conclusions

The development of Bum-up Credit is now at
the stage in the UK where the principle is
established, and the first major plant
application has been implemented. This
application is the use of Bum-up Credit in the
BNFL THORP dissolver, where the operator
has reduced the concentration of the dissolved
gadolinium neutron poison used for criticality
control. NII has reviewed and accepted the
plant safety case.

The views expressed in this paper are those of
the authors and not necessarily the Health and
Safety Executive or RM Consultants.
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Specific Application of Burnup Credit for MOX PWR Fuels in the Rotary Dissolver
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In prospect of a Mixed Xide spent fuels processing in the rotary dissolver in
COGEMA/La Hague plant, it is interesting to quantify the criticality-safety margins from
the burnup credit. Using the current production computer codes and considering a minimal
fuel irradiation of 3 200 megawatt-day per ton, this paper shows the impact of burnup credit
on industrial parameters such as the permissible concentration in the dissolution solution or
the permissible oxide mass in the rotary dissolver. Moreover, the bumup credit is broken
down into five sequences in order to quantify the contribution of fissile nuclides decrease
and of minor actinides and fission products formation.

The implementation of the bumup credit in the criticality-safety analysis of the rotary
dissolver may lead to workable industrial conditions for the particular MOX fuel studied. It
can eventually be noticed that minor actinides contribution is negligible and that
considering only the six major fission products is sufficient, owing to the weak fuel
irradiation contemplated.

KEYWORDS: Burnup credit, spent MOX fuel, rotary dissolver, CRISTAL

1. Introduction Criticality studies about the rotary dissolver are
The current criticality-safety analysis regarding the peculiar because of the reference fissile material - an

processing Of U02 spent fuels in the rotary dissolver in heterogeneous system of oxide pellets in dissolution
COGEMA/La Hague plant, France, only considers the into a nitrate aqueous solution which is fissile and
decrease in fissile nuclides due to fuel irradiation in moderator in the same time. The purpose of these
reactor (actinide-only bumup credit). studies is to determine upper safety limits for fissile

In the perspective of a Mixed Xide (MOX) spent concentration in the nitrate solution and for oxide
ftiels application, COGEMA and SGN have studied mass in each bucket of the rotary dissolver.
criticality-safety conditions of the rotary dissolver The study described in this paper is conducted
using the entire burnup credit (BUC) method for a with the french computer codes currently used for
particular MOX P'R fuel application. This bmup production studies. Restricting hypotheses on fuel
credit method takes into account: bumup and fuel inventory are made. The aim is to
* the decrease in fissile nuclides and the presence of prove that using a minimal BUC for the criticality-

fission products (FPs) and minor actinides (mAs) safety analysis of the rotary dissolver may lead to
due to the fuel irradiation in reactor, workable industrial conditions for the particular MOX

* the decrease in fissile nuclides due to the spent PWR ftiel studied.
fuel cooling after irradiation.

In this study the BUC is broken down into five 2. Reference Fissile Materials
sequences thus highlighting their relative importance. 2.1 Main Hypotheses
These squences consider the following media: The reference fissile material in the buckets of the

I fresh MOX ftiel, rotary dissolver is an array of MOX pellets
2. MOX fel aged, (UO2+PU02) moderated by the dissolution solution.
3. spent MOX fuel without FPs, The dissolution solution can be:
4. spent MOX fuel with 6 FPs, An uranium VI and plutonium III nitrate aqueous
5. spent MOX fuel with 15 FPs. solution - U02(NO3)2 + Pu(NO3)3 - in which the

There are not yet qualified burnup measurements isotopic composition in uranium and plutonium is
implemented for MOX spent fuels, but the identical to the pellets' one. The free nitric acidity
measurement method already exists. So, only with a of the solution is put equal to zero so as to
qualitative bumup measurement, the MOX fuel minimize neutron absorption. The fissile
irradiation can be guaranteed and consequently we are concentration in the nitrate solution is maximized
allowed to take into account a minimum bumup of up to the upper safety limit in infinite system.
3 200 megawatt-day per ton. This value is An aqueous nitric acid solution - HN03 - which
representative of the 50-least-irradiated-centimeters of is the process starting solution. In that case, the
assembly rods irradiated during a single irradiation nitric acidity of th .e solution is estimated at the
cycle. lowest value of 3 N.

Corresponding author, Tel. 33-01-39-48-61-53, Fax. 33-01-39-48-97-98, E-mail: grcap1in�sgn.cogerna.fr
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In this study, it was established that the most Note: For the second sequence, the fuel inventory is
reactive configuration of the rotary dissolver is always not computed by depletion codes but is established
obtained with the uranium and plutonium nitrate from 14'Pu half-life which is 14.35 years.
solution. Thus, the only results presented in this paper
are obtained with the nitrate solution. Table 2 nuclides considered in the calculations for

Considering that pellets are in dissolution, their each BUC sequence: (a) are nuclides which balance is
radius can be lower than the nominal value. So the altered compared with the previous sequence, (b) are
pellets' radius is set in order to maximize the dissolver nuclides added compared with the previous sequence.
reactivity. Furthermore, the moderator-to-fuel ratio Nuclides with the same balance as the previous
(defined as the ratio between nitrate solution volume sequence are not repeated.
and MOX pellets' volume) is optimized. Finally, the sequence nuclides altered (a) and added (b)
pellets' clad is not considered. The initial fissile 1. initial U: 235,238
isotopic composition of the MOX pellets (thus for the sequence Pu: 239,240,241,242
nitric solution) is given in the Table 1. 241PU a Pu: 241

2.

Table initial mass isotopic composition of the decay b 241 Am
studied MOX fuel U: 235,238

235u / u 0.72 % a Pu: 239,240,241,242 '241AM

238u / u 99.28 % 3i.n-adiation U: 234,236
739P / PU 67.69 % b Pu: 238
140p / pU 21.02 % mAs: 242MArn 243AM 243cin 244CM 295CM

241p / pU 8.62 % 4. 6 FPs b 103n, 133CS, 143Nd, 149SM, 151sM, 155Gd

142pU / pU 2.67 % 95Mo, 99Tc, 111tu, 19Ag, 145Nd, 147sin,

Pu / (U+Pu) 4.05 % 5. 15 FPs b 150SIn, 152Sm, 153EU

2.2 Burnup Credit Hypotheses 3. Rotary Dissolver Modeling

The burnup credit is broken down into the five The rotary dissolver is made up of a fixed element
following sequences: - the tank - and of a rotary element - the wheel -

1. fresh MOX fuel (reference sequence), which comprises twelve buckets. The wheel is partly
2. MOX fuel aged, submerged in the dissolution solution. Each bucket is
3. spent MOX ftiel without FPs,
4. spent MOX fuel with 6 FPs, about I 10 liters volume. During the process, only four
5. spent MOX fuel with 15 FPs. consecutive buckets contain fuel rods in dissolution.

For each sequence, nuclides considered in the The others are empty or out of the dissolution solution
calculations are given in the Table 2 Major actinides (then the dissolution process is completed).
(MAs: U and Pu isotopes and 24'Am), minor actinides The rotary dissolver model on the Fig. I is built on
(mAs) and fission products (FPs) taken into account two buckets and a reflection to simulate two other
are those identified for MOX burnup credit buckets submerged in the dissolution solution. The
calculations.') The six FPs of the sequence 4 are the buckets are equally filled with the array of MOX
six most important in term of reactivity worth among pellets moderated by the dissolution solution. The
the fifteen usual FPs.1) filling level depends on the fissile mass per bucket and

The fuel bumup is reduced to the minimal value of on the moderator-to-fuel ratio. A reflection by the
3 200 megawatt-day per ton - MWd/t. This value is dissolution solution surrounds the buckets and a
representative of the least irradiated chopped rods (due reflection by water surrounds the dissolver tank.
to the axial profile burnup of fuel assemblies) and
needs no previous bumup measurement to be Dissolver .... .... ....

Tank N,guaranteed (only an irradiation confirmation). This ... .. .. ...
hypothesis about the fuel burnup is very conservative (nitrate rnitri aid)
for standard MOX fuels with average fuel assembly
burnup between 20 and 40 GWd/t. As the fuel bumup Pellets in
is minimized, the impact of the irradiation conditions X.
simulated in the depletion calculation on nuclides
balance is attenuated.

The MOX fuel studied here is supposed to be 
years old (irradiation and cooling time).

For sequences 2 to 5, the nitrate solution is an
uranium VI, plutonium III and americium III nitrate
a ueous solution - U02(NO3)2 + PU(NO3)3 +

241 Am(NO3)3 - with free FPs for sequence 4 and .
Fig.1 Schema of the rotary dissolver modeling
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4. Method 4.2.1 Study of the Nitrate Solution in Infinite System

4.1 Computer Codes Used The first stage of the calculation scheme is the
4. 1.1 Depletion Code study of the nitrate solution in infinite system. This

stage is represented in the Fig.2.
The fuel inventory after irradiation is computed by The atomic composition of the nitrate solution

the depletion code CESAR 436." This code needs a excluding FPs and mAs (thus only considering major
dedicated macroscopic cross-sections library which actinides MAs: U and Pu isotopes and 24'Am is
shall be created for any given MOX fuel and is computed by the CIGALES code with an isopiestic
thereafter built by the APOLLO1.33 and density law. CIGALES requirements include the
APOGENE 32 computer codes. APOLLO, associated relative composition of U, Pu and 24'Am and their
with the "CEA86" cross-section library, computes the initial concentration in the solution. Then, mAs aton-tic
neutronic parameters of fissile materials on a two- concentrations are added using the mAs / MAs atomic
dimensional mixed rod array. APOGEN then builds ratio from the depletion calculation. The FPs atomic
the CESAR library from APOLLO results. concentrations are likewise added using the FPs / MAs

This computer codes linking is the current way of atomic ratio. In that case, the MAs concentrations
depletion calculation for production studies used at provided by CIGALES are not altered.
SGN. The infinite multiplication factor (k.) of the nitrate

Two fuel assembly designs are processed. solution is computed by APOLL02 code and is then
Preliminary calculations show that the impact of the compared with the safety criterion: k.: 093. Then,
design on fiiel inventory is negligible because of the this whole stage is repeated with other fissile
low fuel burnup studied. concentrations in order to find the upper safety

4.1.2 Criticality Calculations concentration by interpolation.

The Calculations of the neutron multiplication ce o ss e coneritration �in
factor k. tion I

,ff) are performed with the standard way of the solution
criticality-safety package CRISTAL VO (CIGALES, depletion results:
APOLL02 and MORET 4 CodeS).11' 4) UpU,141 AM relative

CIGALES 20 computes the atomic densities of composition
Uy,,24'Arn atomic composition

the fissile mixtures with the density laws. For nitric mAs ±30% / MA�_ in the nitric solution (CIGALES

solutions, an "isopiestic" density law is used.5) Then, ratio isopiestic dnsity law)

CIGALES generates the calculation file for Fps 30% MAs ..............................

APOLL02 code. ratio - ...............................

APOLL02 associated with the "CEA93-V4"
cross-section library computes the neutronic entire composition of the r�o

2 dissolution solution
parameters - material buckling B . and k. - of the
reference fissile materials and generates, for all fissile

k,,,.i. of the solutionand non-fissile materials, 172-group macroscopic (APOLL02)

cross-sections usable by MORET code. The CEA93
6)library is based on JEF2.2 .

The MORET 4 code uses cross-sections from
APOLL02 to compute kff in a three-dimensional
geometry through a Monte-Carlo method. fety criterio -------

k 0.93

4.2 Calculation Sequence

The preliminary stage of the calculation sequence yes
is the determination of the MOX fuel inventory after
an irradiation of 3 200 MWd/t and a cooling time rotary dissolver calculation

making the MOX fuel 15 years old. Then, the material Fig.2 Calculation diagram of the nitrate solution's
balance for the 15 FPs used and for absorbing mAs study
(243 Am and 244CM) is reduced by 30 %. The material
balance for fissile mAs (242mAM, 243CM and 245CM) is 4.2.2 Rotary Dissolver Calculation

increased by 30 %. These conservative hypotheses, The second stage of the calculation sequence is the

which reduce the ratio non-fissile / fissile nuclides in rotary dissolver calculation. This stage aims at

the reference fissile materials used, are ventured so as determining:
to allow a margin for the implemented calculation * the permissible fissile mass in each bucket of the

scheme. rotary dissolver (mass control mode - MCM),

Then, for each of the five BUC sequence described * the k of the rotary dissolver in a geometry

in section 2.2, the calculation scheme is as displayed control mode - GCM (buckets are full of MOX

in the following subsections. pellets with an optimized moderator-to-fuel ratio).
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In these calculations, the fissile concentration in the 450

nitrate solution is the upper safety concentration from Critical

the previous stage rounded up to the superior value. Its 400 rinissib 393 400 400

composition is computed as presented in the Fig.2.
Moreover, the MOX pellets' composition from the 350 -

depletion calculation is maximized up to a 0.5 2" 3 0�8 309

density. 300 287

For a given fissile mass in the buckets (mass + Fill 269

control mode - MCM), the pellets' radius is chosen in +250

order to maximize the dissolver reactivity and the

moderator-to-fuel ratio is optimized the same way. 200 1. Initial 2. 241 PU 4. 5.
The filling level of the buckets is fitted for each value sequence decay 3. Irradiation 6 Ps 15 Ps
of the fissile mass and of the moderator-to-fuel ratio.
The usual permissive criterion for the rotary dissolver Fig.3 Permissible and critical fissile concentration in
in mass control mode is k + 3cr 097 (where cy is the nitrate solution for each BUC sequence.

the standard deviation). The permissible and critical 5.1.2 MOX Pellets in Dissolution
masses are determined by interpolation. The bumup credit for an infinite system of MOX

For the geometry control mode - GCM (buckets pellets in dissolution should first be considered, prior
full of MOX pellets), the pellets' radius is set in order to the examination of the rotary dissolver calculation
to maximize the dissolver reactivity and the results. The maximum k. (whatever the pellets' radius
moderator-to-fuel ratio is optimized the same way. and the moderator-to-fuel ratio are) of each BUC
Then, each value of the moderator-to-fuel ratio sequence is computed by the APOLL02 code. The
corresponds to a fissile mass per bucket. This results on the Table 3 show that the entire bumup
calculation is performed only when the fissile mass credit reaches almost 600 pcm. More than half of
per bucket in a mass control mode and the optimized credit comes from the second sequence (because of
moderator-to-fuel ratio associated lead to a filling the 15 year-old fuel) and only 16 % comes from FPs,
level near ftill. The transition from a MCM to a GCM of which the main 6 contribute nearly 90
usually happens for an oxide mass per bucket around
170 kg. Table 3 Infinite system of MOX pellets in

dissolution: cumulated credit and sequence share of
5. Results and Analysis each of the five BUC sequences. The maximal value

5.1 Infinite System of k. is always reached for a 04 cm pellets' radius
and a .0 moderator-to-ftiel ratio.

5. 1.1 Nitrate Solution sequence k. max. cumulated contribution
For each BUC sequence, the upper safety fissile credit (pcm) M

concentration and the critical fissile concentration in I initial
the nitrate solution are given in the Fig.3. sequence 1.33617 - -

It can be noticed that the bumup credit for the 2. 241pu

dissolution solution is rather significant (from 234 to decay 1.27085 4 890 57

309 g/I permissible and from 287 to 400 g/I critical). 3. irradiation 1.24063 7 150 26
The main credit comes from the second and the third
sequence. Since the FPs are taken into account, the 4 6 FPs 1.22281 8 480 16

margin is only about 10 g/I for the permissible 5. 15 FPs 1.22135 8 590 1
concentration, due to the restricting hypotheses

ventured about irradiation and FPs balance. Te 5.1.3 Minor Actinides Contribution
concentration credit between the sequences 4 and is
lower than I g/l, the whole FPs credit then comes Some calculations in infinite system for the
from the 6 FPs. dissolution solution and the pellets in dissolution have

In the case of the spent U02 fuels processing, the been made in order to quantify the niAs contribution
nominal fissile concentration in the nitrate solution is in the sequences 3 to .
around 200 g/I and the safety calculations are ade With regard to the dissolution solution, the
with a restricting maximal concentration of 400 g/l. In permissible and critical concentrations are not
our case, this concentration is not permissible een modified if the m-As are not taken into account, which
with the entire burnup credit (sequence 5), but it is just means that the concentration credit of mAs is lower
critical. Even so the MOX processing is still than g/I for the nitratelsolution.
conceivable because of a permissive concentration Considering the array of pellets in dissolution, the
around 300 g/l. difference in does not exceed 20 pcm whether the

mAs are taken into account or not (Table 4 and the
difference in Bn' is around 0.08 %. The reactivity
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worth is greatly included in the uncertainty in the dissolution is quite higher for the sequence than for
value of keff for the rotary dissolver application. the sequence 4 because of the number of nuclides

The mAs contribution to the burnup credit is processed. Considering the number of calculations
negligible because of the very low fuel bumup needed for one value of kff (about four pellets' radius
considered and their consequently weak balance in the and eight moderator-to-fuel ratio for each radius), the
fuel inventory. Thus, the mAs have not been taken sequence 4 study is sufficient.
into account for the rotary dissolver application
(section 52). 1.010

Table 4 Infinite system of MOX pellets in 1.000 5.2 Gem
dissolution: comparison between a model with minor 0.990
actinides (a) and a model without minor actinides (b).

b0.980 Z1 VICYk
The maximal value of k. is always reached for a

+ s.3 GCM-
0.4 cm pellets' radius and a 5.0 moderator-to-fuel le 0.970

ratio.
0.960

k. max. A" S.5 WM
sequence 0.950 � �

(a) (b) pcm 30 50 70 90 Ito 130 150 170

3. irradiation 1.24063 1.24088 -20 Oxide =ss, kg per bucket
Fig.4 maximal kfr+ 3cr values (whatever pellets'

4 6 FPs 1.22281 1.22304 -19 radius and moderator-to-ftiel ratio are) for MOX

5. 15 FPs 1.22135 1.22156 -17 pellets in dissolution into the rotary dissolver. "s.i is
relative to the BUC sequence number i. MCM and
GCM respectively mean "mass control mode" and

5.2 Rotary Dissolver Application "geometry control mode".

The application of the burnup credit to the rotary
dissolver geometry will be considered in this last Table Permissible and critical oxide mass per
section, so as to convert the infinite credit in pcm into bucket for a mass control mode - MCM - and
a concrete parameter such as the permissible oxide maximal value of keff + 3a) for the dissolver in a
mass in dissolver buckets. geometry control mode - GCM (whatever the oxide

The dissolver calculations' results in a MCM and mass per bucket is).
in a GCM are represented by the curves of the Fig.4. MCM GCM
The values of the permissible and critical masses
interpolated from these results are given in the sequence permissible critical kff + 3a
Table 5. For these calculations, the uncertainty cy in mass, kg mass, kg max.
the value of kff is less than or equal to 200 pcm. I initial

For the initial sequence (fresh MOX fuel), the sequence 41 62 >> I
permissible oxide mass per bucket is 41 kg and an 2. 241pu
added mass of 21 kg of oxide per bucket suffices to decay 82 n/a 0.996
lead to ctical conditions for the dissolver. Such a
constraint does not allow a workable industrial 3. irradiation 147 n/a 0.974

application because one fuel assembly should be 4 6 FPs n/a n/a 0.964

processed in 15 or more buckets. Then, the answer 5. 15 FPs n/a n/a 0.961
could be to poison the dissolution solution, with
gadolinium for instance.

In the following BUC sequences, the mass credit is 6- Conclusion
quite remarkable. Just from the second sequence, the From a criticality-safety view with the current
permissible mass is twice the first sequence's one and approach of safety analysis, the industrial processing,
the dissolver is sub-critical in GCM. Moreover, when in the rotary dissolver in COGEMA/La Hague plant,
taking into account FPs (sequences 4 and 5) the of the particular spent MOX fuel studied can not be
maximal kff + 3a value in GCM (whatever the oxide realized without poisoning the solution dissolution.
mass per bucket is) is slightly lower than the current The permissible concentration in the solution is only
acceptable criterion. So, the reactivity worth between equal to 234 g/I and the permissible oxide mass per
the sequences 3 and 4 is not sizeable but it allows the bucket is only equal to 41 kg.
transition between a MCM and a GCM in this case This study points out that the use of the burnup
study. credit method allows 'a 600 pcm margin benefit.

It can be noticed that the credit between the These credit corresponds to a pern-tissible fissile
sequences 4 and is negligible seeing that it is of the concentration in the solution equal to 309 g/I and
same order as calculations uncertainties. The cross- allows a geometry control mode for the dissolver.
sections calculation time, by APOLL02, for pellets in These conditions permit to envisage a processing
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without poisoning (as it is currently done for U02 Meeting on Bum-up Credit Applications, Madrid,
fuels) or at least permit to benefit by safety margin in Spain, April 22-26, 2002.
a poisoned process. These results are all the more 2) M.Samson, J.P.Grouiller, J.P.Pavageau, J.Pinel,
worthwhile because of the restricting hypotheses made P.Marimbeau, J.M.Vidal, "CESAR: a simplified
about fuel irradiation (minimized to 3 200 MWd/t), evolution code applied to reprocessing
FPs balance (minimized by 30 %) and mAs balance application", RECOD 98, Nice, France, October
(minimized by 30 for non-fissile mA nuclides and 25-28, 1998.

increased by 30 % for fissile mA nuclides). 3) CRISTAL hornepage, httj):Hwww.irsn.fr/cristal/
Considering these restricting hypotheses, it is also

shown that taking into account minor actinides is 4) B.Roque, A.Santamarina, C.Mattera, E.Lejeune,
negligible regarding their impact on reactivity. "Contribution to the experimental validation of the
Finally, the breakdown into five sequences of the new French criticality-safety package
bumup credit shows that the use of the fifteen FPs is 'CRISTAL"', Proc. Int. Conf. ICNC'99,
not more advantageous than using only the six more September 20-24, 1999, Versailles, France.
important FPs. 5) G.Poullot, J.Anno, G.Courtois and N.Leclaire

"Density laws of actinides nitric solutions and their
7. References mixtures: Uranium (VI), Uranium (IV),
1) B.Roque, A.Santamarina and N.Thiollay, "Bumup Plutonium (IV), Plutonium (111), Americium (III)

credit calculation route for PWR MOX assemblies and Thorium(W)", CRISTAL-VO/DT/03.01/A,
and experimental validation in MINERVE Rl- IRSN, Jan. 30, 2003.
MOX and SLBI P.I.E.", Technical Committee 6) JEFF Report 17 "The JEF2.2 Nuclear Data

Library", May 2000
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The REBUS Experimental Programme for Burn-up Credit

(2 (2)Peter Baeten(')*, Pierre Mond'), Leo Sarind'), Daniel Marloye ), Benoit Lance
(2) (2)Alfred Renard Jacques Basseller

(1) SCK*CEN, Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium
(2) Belgonuclkaire, Av. Arianelaan 4 B1200 Brussels, Belgium

An international programme called REBUS for the investigation of the bum-up credit has
been initiated by the Belgian Nuclear Research Centre SCK*CEN and Belgonucl6aire with
the support of EdF and IRSN from France and VGB, representing German nuclear utilities
and NUPEC, representing the Japanese industry. Recently also ORNL from the U.S. joined
the programme. The programme aims to establish a neutronic benchmark for reactor
physics codes in order to qualify the codes for calculations of the bum-up credit. The
benchmark exercise investigates the following fuel types with associated bum-up: reference
fresh 33% eriched U02 fuel, fresh commercial PWR U02 fuel and irradiated commercial
PWR U02 fuel 54 GW&M), fresh PWR MOX fuel and irradiated PWR MOX fuel 20
GWd/tM). The experiments on the three configurations with fresh fuel have been
completed. The experiments show a good agreement between calculation and experiments
for the different measured parameters: critical water level, reactivity effect of the water
level and fission-rate and flux distributions. In 2003 the iadiated BR3 MOX fuel bundle
was loaded into the VENUS reactor and the associated experimental programme was
carried out. The reactivity measurements in this configuration with irradiated fuel show a
good agreement between experimental and preliminary calculated values.

KEYWORDS: Burn-up Credit, VENUS, Criticality Experiment

1. Introduction bundle with a bum-up of 20 GWd/tM. Other fuel
types can be investigated in future extensions of the

Present criticality safety calculations of irradiated programme, like BWR fuel. At the same time we
fuel often have to model the fuel as fresh fuel, since will measure fission rate and flux distributions in
no precise experimental confirmation exists of the the different configurations.
decrease of reactivity due to accumulated bum-up.
In other occasions only actinide depletion is Since the commercial PWR U02 spent fuel rods
allowed to be taken into account and the influence have a length of 4 meter, these rods have to be
of fission products has to be disregarded. The fact refabricated into I meter rodlets. Afterwards the
that this so-called "bum-up credit" cannot rodlets will be cleaned thoroughly, since the
(completely) be taken into account has serious contamination level of the VENUS reactor has to
economical implications for transport, storage and remain very low. Also the BR3 spent fuel rods have
reprocessing of irradiated fuel. For long-term to be cleaned, but no refabrication is needed. After
geological storage it is almost imperative to apply cleaning the rodlets will be assembled in the
bum-up credit. experimental 7x7 bundle. This will be executed in

the SCK-CEN hot cell laboratory.
2. General description of the REBUS
programme Together with a precise measurement of the

reactivity effect, it is also indispensable to have a
The aim of the REBUS programme is to establish good characterization of the fuel. The
an experimental benchmark for validation of reactor characterization of the spent fuel is performed in
physics codes for the calculation of the loss of two steps.
reactivity due to bum-up, both for U02 and MOX
fuel bundles. The first step is non-destructive and is performed

before the reactivity measurements. All spent fuel
The reactivity effect of PWR U02 spent fuel will be rods will be measured by gross gamma-scanning in
measured in the. VENUS critical facility on a order to determine the distribution of total gamma
bundle of commercial spent fuel with a bum-up of activity in the fuel rods. One specific rod will be
54 GWd/tM. The same will be done on a MOX investigated by gamma-spectrometry, together with

Corresponding author: Tel 32 14 33 21 93, Fax 32 14 32 15 29, E-mail: pbaeten�)�sckcen.be
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a well-qualified calibration source, to determine the 0 Fresh PWR MOX fuel, originating from the
131CS content and in this way the bum-up of the rod. BR3, an experimental Belgian PWR
Via the gross gamma-scans this will give a good 0 Irradiated PWR MOX fuel 20 GWd/tM), also
picture of the bum-up of all rods. This first step is from the BR3 reactor
necessary to verify that the selected rods have a
similar bum-up and is necessary to account for the All test bundles will be loaded as a 70 fuel
bumup distribution of the rodlets for an accurate assembly in the centre of a 23x23 33% enriched
simulation with the computer codes. U02 fuel driver zone surrounded with two outer

rows of 4.0% enriched U02 fuel. The 0 assembly
The second step is destructive and is consequently is chosen because calculations show that such an
performed after the reactivity measurements. It assembly will result in a reactivity effect that is
aims at detem-lining both the actinides content, large enough for benchmark purposes 2000 pcm)
some bum-up indicators (Cs, Nd) and the 19 most and for practical reasons because VENUS has
important fission products with respect to neutron removable grids where this assembly fits in.
absorption (representing >80% of the neutron
absorption in the spent fuel). The sample for this The reference 33% enriched U02 fuel bundle
destructive, radiochemical assay is taken from the (figure 2a) consists of the same 33% enriched U02

same rod, on which gamma-spectrometry as been fuel as there is in the driver zone. Its purpose is to
performed. validate a keff calculation.

The fresh fuel content has been well-documented I T I I I t. 1 I

during fabrication. 11. I I 111. A .1

+
3. Short description of the VENUS reactor I A' I AI Ci

The VENUS critical facility is a water-moderated 1 1"t, A 4, V I. _=7
zero-power reactor. It consists of an open non- 1 AAA 11.11 i

It tA11 It I

pressurized) stainless-steel cylindrical vessel
JW7

including a set of grids which maintain fuel rods in
a vertical position. After a fuel configuration has RE .3 3X VO�'
been loaded, criticality is reached by raising the
water level in the vessel.

Fig. 2a: Reference U02 fel configuration design

The fresh commercial U02 fuel bundle (figure 2b)Raj
consists of a 5x5 fuel assembly, surrounded with
3.3% enriched U02 fuel. The central investigated
ftiel is 38% enriched U02 fel, fabricated at

I Framatorne ANP (formerly SIEMENS), Germany.
It is the original composition of the irradiated
commercial fuel.

The iadiated commercial fuel bundle has the same
configuration as the fresh bundle, as is obvious for
experimental reasons (clean comparison of the fresh

Fig. 1: Vertical cross-section of VENUS and irradiated bundle). The central investigated

4. Measurements performed at VENUS in the irradiated fuel is provided by GKN, the operator of
framework of REBUS the Neckarwestheim NPP in Germany.

Five fuel bundles or assemblies will be investigated
in the framework of the REBUS programme. These
five bundles are:
• Reference fresh 3.3% enriched U02 fuel
• Fresh commercial PWR U02 fuel, constructed EJ

by Framatome ANP formerly SIEMENS) EJ
• Irradiated commercial PWR U02 fuel 54

GWd/tM), originating from Neckarwestheim CJ

NPP, Germany Fig. 2b: Central 0 U02 bundle
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The fresh BR3 MOX fuel bundle (figure 2c)
consists of 24 ftiel rods (a 7x7 overmoderated
assembly). In this way the Mghest reactivity effect
could be obtained with the available rods. The fuel
is 69% enriched fissile MOX fuel, fabricated at
Beigonucldaire, Belgium. It is the original
composition of the irradiated BR3 fuel. The
irradiated PWR MOX fuel of intermediate bum-up
originates from the BR3 reactor, Belgium. The fuel
is provided by SCK*CEN. The bundle design of te
irradiated bundle is the sme as for the fresh bundle
(figure 2c). 74�T

a Afeazwv�n�t poxgwn ��al
JkSS%&n �ale disillbulla"

Afsasur�nv�a p"tfian .117, �aJ
,is.ria�z raie disfibufzan

m�ion flux 6:h

PvsAlradiated NOX Fig. 3 Measurement positions for horizontal
X si�ctu�* fission rate distribution

:_J IfZ0
Fig. 2c: Central 7x7 MOX bundle 5. Results

The reactivity effect will be measured by loading 5.1 Characterization of spent fuel rods
the different bundles in the centre of the driver zone
and measuring each time the critical water level and The fresh fuel rods originating from the VENUS
the reactivity effect of a change of the water level. and BR3 (driver zone, reference bundle and MOX
From these measurements the reactivity effect can fuel) have already been used in previous benchmark
be estimated. However, a more direct way of programmes and their characteristics are wll-
validating the reactor codes is simply calculating documented. Additionally, the VENUS rods have
the kfl- for the different configurations at the been elongated from 50 cm to I m and during this
measured critical water levels. This is a more direct elongation we took the pportunity to perform
comparison and more accurate, since the some extra measurements with respect to the
determination of the reactivity effect from the cladding inner and outer diameter and the position
measured parameters is subject to some of the lower end plug.
approximations.

The irradiated MOX fuel from the BR3 has been
In addition of the reactivity measurements the examined in the hot cell laboratory wit respect to
fission rate distribution and the flux distribution at gross-gamma scanning, bum-up by gamma-
the main axes will be measured (see figure 3 Due spectrometry, profilometry and ftiel column length.
to the impossibility of measuring this parameter in
the spent fuel assembly, wire activation
measurements will be performed in this assembly to
measure the thermal and epithermal neutron flux.
Table 1: Overview the measurements in the

.f Tip
different configuratio
Config Critical dp/dh Fission Flux

I level rale
Ref. U02 X X

Fresh U02 X X X X
JJT. UO, X X In driver X
Fresh MOX X X X X Fig. 3 Measurement f the gross-ganinia scan f
Iff. MX X X in driver X an irradiated MOXPWR rod

The gross-gamma scan (see figure 3 results show
for certain MOX rods a rather high degree of Cs
migration. indicating a high linear power during
irradiation.
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5.2 Experiments in the critical facility VENUS: depicts these measured and calculated fission-rate
fresh configurations distributions, which were normalized at fuel pin

location 7.
In 2002, the three configurations with only fresh
fuel, namely the reference configuration, the fresh
GKN U02 configuration and the fresh BR3 MOX
configuration were loaded in the VENUS critical X(MI

Xic)
facility. For all three configurations, the predefined Cr I a M) --- -- ---

experimental programme as laid out in paragraph 4
was executed.

Table 2 summarizes the results for the 0.5

determination of the critical height and makes a
comparison with calculations which were made for 6 8 11) 1, 14

the pre-deterniination of the cores. Two different HO On -fi..

calculation schemes, a 3-D Monte Carlo (WIMS-
KENO) scheme and a 3-D deterministic (WIMS- Fig. 4 Comparison of calculated (C) and measured
THREEDANT) scheme, were used to calculate the (M) fission-rate distributions for the fresh MOX
critical water level. In both calculation schemes the bundle along the X-axis and the X-Y diagonal

geometrical model was the same. Figure 4 shows that there is a good agreement

Table 2: Comparison of calculated and between the measured and calculated fission-rate
distributions along the two axes. In fi ure 5, theexperimental critical heights 9

(C-E) (-) Ref. Fresh Fresh measured and calculated fission-rate distributions
U02 U02 MOX for die fresh GKN U02 configuration are

WIMS-KENO (31)) - 354 - 326 - 450 illustrated.
WM- - 355 - 450
THREEDANT (3D)

2

ox _fm)

Table 2 shows that there is not only a good X ." W)
agreement between the two different calculation
schemes, but also between calculation and 4 XN"img(c

experiment. A small systematic bias of about 300 2

to 400 pcm is observed. A
'i6

For the comparison between measured and 0 4 6 8 I'l) 1'2 1

calculated water level reactivity variations, the 2-D F-1 pi. -1i-

deterministic WIMS scheme and the 3-D
deterministic WIMS - THREEDANT scheme was Fig. 5: Comparison between calculated (C) and
used (see table 3 The Monte Carlo KENO was not measured fffission-rate distributionsfir thefiresh
suited for this purpose due to the statistical U02 bundle along the X-axis andX- Y diagonal
uncertainty.

Figure points out that there is relative good
Table 3: Comparison of calculated and agreement between calculations and experiment,
experimental water level react ity variation but that one notices a discrepancy of about 7 % (C-
(C-EYE Ref Fresh Fresh E)/E in the central zone with GKN U02 fuel.

U0, U0, MM
WIMS (21)) + 14 + 16 + 12 5.3 Loading of irradiated fuel into the VENUS
vvqms- - 12 1 - 3 reactor
THREEDANT (3D)

As for every zero power reactor, the loading of
Table 3 shows that for the 3-D code calculation irradiated fuel coming from a nuclear power plant is
scheme the calculated and measured values not a standard operation, since in such ypes of
correspond very well, but for the 2-D calculation reactors only the manual loading of fresh fuel pins
scheme a systematic bias of about - IO% occurs. is foreseen. In order to achieve this goal, a specific

loading procedure and necessary equipment was
For the fi7esh BR3 MOX configuration and the fresh developed and constructed.
GKN U02 configuration, also the horizontal
fission-rate distribution was measured along two For the transport from the hot-cell laboratories to
axes, the X-axis and the X-Y diagonal. Figure 4 the VENUS facility, the REBUS container with the
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irradiated REBUS bundle is put in an additional distributions outside the bundle. Also Co activation
transport container to reduce the radiation level wires were inserted at several positions in the core
below 2 mSv/h in contact. In the reactor hall the and in te bundle around core midplane. The
covering plates of the transport container are analysis of the measurement data is ongoing, but
removed and the REBUS container is lifted out of already the critical height and the reactivity effect
its transport container and put in a vertical position were detennined. Te calculation results are based
(Figure 6 preliminary raw calculations corrected by axial

burnup profile, anisotropic cross sections effect
PO/PI and calculation bias.

By comparing the calculated value with the
experimental one, we see that for the critical water
level an underestimation of 3 is present and for
the reactivity coefficient te calculated value was
overestimated with 16%.

The reactivity effect of replacing the fresh MOX
bundle by the irradiated bundle yields a reactivity

Figure 6 ififing qf he REBUS container out ol he effect between - 1900 and 2200 pcm depending on
transport container the way that te reactivity effect is inferred from

the critical height and the reactivity coefficients.
Afterwards, the REBUS container is transferred Such a reactivity effect is anyway larger than te
into the bunker by means of the tackle and reactivity effect foreseen in the early phase of the
positioned in a uique location on top of the reactor programme (- 600 pcm).
(Figur 7 When the cable of the telescopic arm is
connected to the top of the irradiated bundle in the 6. Conclusions
REBUS container, the shielding doors of the bunker
are closed and the bundle is lowered remotely into The REBUS programme provides an experimental
the reactor from the control room. benchmark for burn-up credit, taking into account

both fissile isotopes depletion and the production of
neutron absorbing fission poducts.

With the results of the REBUS programme a
validation of reactor physics codes with respect to
bum-up credit of PWR UO, fuel with intermediate
and high bum-up is possible. Based on the results
of this validation., and the quoted uncertainties of
the experiment., safety margins can be determined
that have to be implemented for burn-up credit
calculations.

The REBUS programme is being executed
completely at SCK*CEN in its hot cell laboratory,
radiochemistry lab and the VENUS reactor.

Gamma scans, profilometry, length determination
and gamma-spectrometry measurements on the
MOX fuel have been performed. The experiments

Figure Positioning I e REBUS container o for the three fresh configurations show a good
the supporting structure over VENUS agreement between calculation and experiments for

the different measured parameters: critical water
5.4 Reactivity measurements of the irradiated level, reactivity effect of the water level and
BR3 MOX configuration fission-rate distributions.
The experimental progamme for the configuration

t� In 2003 the iadiated BR3 MOX bundle was
with the irradiated BR3 MOX bundle was loaded into the VENUS reactor. The eactivity
completed in June 2003. The critical water level effect of replacin a fesh MOX bundle by the same
and the eactivity effect of the water level were bundle after irradiation in a power reactor was
measured together with axial and radial fission-rate determined experimentally.
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Sensitivity Study Applied to the CB4 WER-440 Benchmark on Burnup Credit

Ludmi la Markova
Nuclear Research Institute at Rez, pic., Czech Republic

mar�nri.cz

Abstract

A brief overview of four completed portions (CBI, C132, CB3, CB3+, CB4) of the international VVER-440
benchmark focused on burnup credit and a sensitivity study as one of the fal views of the benchmark results
are presented in the paper.
Finally, the influence of real and conservative VVER440 ftiel assembly models taken for the isotopics
calculation by SCALE sas2 on the system kff is shown in the paper.

KEYWORDS: burnup credit, criticality safety calculations, multiplication factor, VVER reactor type

1. Introduction VVER spent fuel isotopics resulting from the CB2
calculations with different codes for an infinite array

In 1996, when the Czech Republic joined OECD of the VVER440 spent ftiel pin cells was performed
NEA, the Nuclear Research Institute at Rez (NRI) using MCNP code and published as an IAEA TCM
presented an international VVER Burnup Credit 2000 contribution.
Calculational Benchmark Proposal to participants of As in this previous study, the present paper assesses
the Atomic Energy Research (AER) research activity multiplication factors resulting from a series of
of the countries operating VVERs. The specification criticality calculations for a more complicated system
of the benchmark was based on the previous and - the conceptual cask of CB4 benchmark. Using
current work of the OECD/NEA/NSC` Burnup Credit KENO VI code and changing the isotopics input data
Criticality Benchmark Working Group. One of resulting from the CB2 calculations, the multiplication
benchmark goals was to start with performing the factors of the finite array of the VVER440 fuel pin
burnup credit studies in the VVER application area cells were calculated. The evaluation of the results
and compare the results with those obtained shows the sensitivity of the calculated finite system
previously for PWR under OECDNEA/NSC activity. reactivity to different calculational methodologies

Step by step, four phases (CB I, CB2, CB3 and used for the spent fuel inventory computation. The
C134) of the benchmark were specified, calculated and previously performed sensitivity study mentioned
completed. In the course of evaluations, the fel of above differs from these calculations just due to the
3.6 enrichment specified in the first benchmark and finite system of the CB4 conceptual cask. On the other
widely used in VVER-440 as well had to be changed hand, spent fuel of uniform burnup and 36 wt.% ... U
to prove that its 'end effect' could also be positive, as initial enrichment is used in this study in contrast with
in the case of the PWRs of the western type. The the original CB4 benchmark specification using 44
change of ftiel enrichment to 44 created a need to wt.% and axially profiled bumup.
specify a new, modified portion of the benchmark,
CB3+, similar to C133. Further, a modification of the
CB2, named CB2-S, centring on source calculations,
was specified additionally. The individual benchmark 2. Overview of the VVER Burnup
results were compared with one another and then Credit Calculational Benchmark
compared as a whole with the results of the adequate Portions
OECD/NEA/NSC benchmark phases for PWR.

After the CB2 benchmark completion, the study Table 1, below, provides a brief description of the
of multiplication factor sensitivity to the spread of individual phases of the VVER benchmark.
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Table I VVER Burnup Credit Benchmark: A Brief Description

Phase Primary Objective Specified/
Completed
Reference

CBI Criticality calculations of an infinite array of fresh and spent VVER-440 fuel 1996/1998
pins were aimed at the examination of calculational effects of major actinides
and major fission products on the multiplication factor and the methodology 1)
intercomparison.
lsotopics specified: initial enrichment of 36 ... U 030-40 GWd/tu burnup
and 1-5 y cooling time.

C132 Computation of nuclide concentrations for depletion in a simple VVER-440 1997/2000
pin cell followed by the methodology intercomparison .
Specification: fuel initial enrichment of 36 Wt % 23'U, 30-40 GWd/tu burnup 2)
andO-1-5 coolingtime.

sensitivity Using the MCNP 4B code and changing the isotopics input data as resulting 2000
study from CB2, the multiplication factor of an infinite array of the VVER440 fuel 3)

pin cells was calculated. The spread of the k-results relative to the mean was
found to be less than or about ± M

CB3 Criticality calculations of a radially infinite array of fresh and spent VVER440 1998/2000
fuel pins with axially distributed burnup were aimed at the examination of
effects of burnup profile as well as major actinides and major fission products. 2)
The methodology intercomparison followed.
Isotopics specified at 36 Wt % 115U, 0-10-3040 GWd/tu (Jaslovske Bohimice
NPP axial burnup profile) and 1-5 y cooling time.

CB3+ The same objectives as CB3 but isotopics specified at 44 Wt % 23-IU (Kola NPP 2000/2001
axial burnup profile). 4)

CB2-S Based on the CB2 specification, the portion is aimed at source calculation and 2000/2002
intercomparison. 5)

CB4 Criticality calculation of a conceptual WER-440 spent fuel cask, the 2001/2002
intercomparison followed.
Isotopics specified at 44 wt ... U, 010-3040 GWd/tu (Kola NPP axial 6)
b file) and 1-5 y cooling time.

sensitivity Using the KENO VI code and changing the isotopics input data, as resulting 2003
study from CB2, the multiplication factor of the conceptual VVER440 cask system,

as defined by CB4, was calculated. The spread of the k-results relative to the the present
mean can be seen in Table 2 work

contributors to the spent ftiel reactivity recommended
3. Sensitivity Study for the burnup credit calculations, were: U-235, 236,

238, Pu-238, 239, 240, 241, 242, Am-241, 243, Np-
The C132 benchmark results consist of 12, 10, 11 and 237, Mo-95, Tc-99, Ru-101, Rh-103, Ag-109, Cs-133,
10 sets of 26 nuclide concentrationS2) submitted by the Nd-143, Nd-145, Sm-147, Sm-149, Sm-150, Sm-151,
C132 benchmark participants for cases involving 30 Sm-152, Eu-153, Gd-155.
GWd/tu burnup and I year of cooling time 30 1), 30 The C132 evaluation 2) showed the spread of
GWd/tu burnup and years of cooling time (30_5), 40 nuclide concentrations calculated by the participants.
GWd/tu burnup and I year of cooling time 40_1), and If the estimated standard deviation of 10% was chosen
40 GWd/tu and years of cooling time 40_5) to define the difference between 'good' and 'poor'
respectively. Each set of nuclide concentrations agreement in the calculations of the nuclide
resulted from a calculation using a calculations[ concentration for a given isotope by the participants,
methodology specific to the given participant. The there were several more spread isotopes: Am-241
nuclides selected for CB2 evaluation consisted of I I (I I %), Ani-243 12%), Ag- 1 09 13%), Sm 149 12%),
actinides and 15 major fission products, the main Sm-151 (15%) and even Gd-155 52%). It should be
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noted that a similar spread resulted from the evaluated again and found to be distributed normally. The
results of the similar OECD benchmark (Pu-238 outliers and the mean and estimated standard
(14.78%), Ani-243 10.71%), Ag-109 10.62%), Sm- deviations are mentioned in the titles of the separate
149 (14.92%), Sm-151 22.15%) and Gd-155 figures.
(33.23%))').

Each set of original final CB2 resultS2) was

used as the input data for a reference criticality 4. Revised CB2 Calculations
calculation by KENO VI with the 44GROUPNDF5
library. Thus, in total, 12, 10, 11 and 10 sets of Before the KENO VI calculations and the evaluation
multiplication factors for the CB4 finite system described above, data for the SCALE sas2 calculations
(VVER440 conceptual cask loaded with spent ftiel of of the CZ- and SK- participants were changed to
3.6% ... U initial enrichment) were computed. As in model the VVER440 fuel assembly more exactly
the case of the previous sensitivity study for the than in their original CB2 calculations. Both isotopics
infinite system it was believed that the 3) -results resulting from the latest SCALE sas2 calculations and

should be normally distributed for each separate case the original CB2 results then entered the KENO VI
of a given burnup and cooling time if the calculational criticality calculations but only kff obtained for the
methodology was adequate and used appropriately. In revised isotopics represented the CZ- and SK-
order to either confirm or reject this hypothesis, all the participants in the statistical evaluation.
sets were statistically explored and tested (a=0.05). All the calculated values of keff are shown in Fig. 
The statistical evaluations found three outliers (see Fig. Fig. 4 and also can be found in Table 2 below. Since
I - Fig. 4 below); two of them were also indicated in the revised VVER-440 fuel assembly model used in
the previous sensitivity stud Y3) as being due to the use the new SCALE sas2 calculations is less conservative,
of a fixed (non-problem-dependent) library for the the multiplication factors resulting from the KENO VI
isotopic concentration calculations. After removing calculations using the revised isotopics data are lower,
the outliers, the sets of k-results were explored once which decreases the spread of the results.

Table 2 The CB2-CB4 kff results ±0.0004)

isotopics data2) 30-1 30-5 40-1 40-5

SCALE, Finland 0.8612* 0.8408* 0.8018* 0.7685*

Casmo4, Finland 0.8840 0.8615 0.8311 0.7945

Origen2, Cuba 0.8537* not calculated not calculated not calculated

HELIO 0.8780 0.8592 0.8209 0.7955
S1.5 CZ
SCALE, CZ - the original CB2 results*** 0.8919 0.8774 0.8456 0.824

SCALE, CZ - ftiel assembly corrected model 0.8804 0.8644 0.8274 0.8068

WIMS7, CZ 0.8900 0.8726 0.8391 0.8153

NUKO, Germany 0.8779 not calculated 0.8201 not calculated

WIMS7B, UK 0.8890 0.8713 0.8379 0.8141

MCU, Russia 0.8794 0.8629 0.8234 0.8012

SCALE, SK - the original C132 results*** 0.8866 0.8709 0.8397 0.8184

SCALE, SK- fuel assembly corrected model 0.8759 0.8605 0.8231 0.8011

SCALE4.4, Spain 0.8896 0.8742 0.8419* 0.8206

TVS-M, Russia 0.8834 0.8719 0.8286 0.8138

mean ** 0.8828 0.8665 0.8280 0.8070

estimated StD 0.6 0.7 0.8 1.2

recognized as an outlier in the course of the statistical evaluation
outliers excluded from the sample
not considered in the evaluation
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5. Conclusions 3) L. Markova, "Study of multiplication factor

sensitivity to the spread of VVER spent fuel
The calculations presented above were performed at isotopics calculated by different codes", UJV
the end of VVER-440 bumup credit benchmarking so 11470, TCM on the Evaluation and Review
that the influence of different methodologies for the of the Implementation of Burnup Credit in
isotopic concentration prediction on the multiplication Spent Fuel Management System, IAEA-
factor computation could be assessed in a fite case TECDOC-1241, IAEA Vienna, July 10-14,
similar to that of a real spent fuel system. 2000.
In agreement with the conclusions of the sensitivity 4) G. Hordosy, "Final evaluation of the CB3+
study previously performed for TCM 20003), it i burnup credit benchmark addition", Meeting

shown (see Tab. 2 above) that the relatively big of the OECD/NEAINSC WPNCS Expert
differences among the CB2 iSotopiCS2) leads to a Group on Burnup Credit, Paris, December

spread of less than or about 1 in the multiplication 3-6, 2001
factors for all the calculated cases of different burnups 5) V. Chrapciak, "The Numerical Benchmark
(30 and 40 MWd/kgU) and cooling times (I and CB2-S, Final Evaluation", Proc. 12'h AER
year) in this finite case of the conceptual VVER-440 Symposium, Sunny Beach, Bulgaria,
cask. In other words, hypothetic cask designers using September 22 - 28, 2002.
the different methodologies for isotopics prediction 6) L. Markova, "Final Evaluation of CB4
compute the loading curve by putting values that can VVER Benchmark", UV 11 785, 1 Vh

differ up to about 1% into criticality criteria. meeting of the OECD/NEA/NSC WPNCS
As far as the assessment of the conservativeness of the Expert Group on Burnup Credit Criticality

Safety of the Working Party on Nuclear
simplified model used in SCALE sas2 calculation (see Criticality Safety, Issy les Moulineaux, Paris,
Fig. I - 4 above) is concerned, the results support a France, Sept. 912, 2002.
recommendation for VVER SCALE users to model 7) M. D. DeHart, M. C. Brady, C. V. Parks,
the VVER440 fuel assembly in the SCALE sas2 "OECD/NEA Burnup Credit Calculational
input as follows Criticality Benchmark, Phase -B Results",
3 044 0.515 3 0640545 500 72185 3 73505 6 NEA/NSC/DOC(96)-06, ORNL-6901, June
7.56053 1996.
instead of the SCALE sas2 problem inputs in 8) which 8) L. Markova, "SCALE User's Manual for
could be considered to be only a rather conservative VVER-related Applications", LAEA Vienna,
simplification June 1998.
3 044 5 0.51 3 0640545 50 73505 6 756053 

The paper is available at ftp://nri.czJpub/OECD/BUC.
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Fig. 2 KENO VI keff sensitivity calculations for VVER conceptual cask with 36% fuel, 30 MWd/kg uniform
burnup, 5y cooling time (the mean of the original data: 0864, a=1.1%, the mean of the data without the
outlier: 0867, 7=0.7%)
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Source Convergence Problems in the Application of Burnup Credit for
WWER-440 Fuel

Gdbor Hord6sy'
KFK[Alomic Energy Research Institute, 112IBudapest, Konkoly-Thege u. 29-33, Hungary

The problems in Monte Carlo criticality calculations caused by the slow convergence of
the fission source are examined on an example. A spent ftiel storage cask designed for
WWER-440 ftiel used as a sample case. The influence of the main parameters of the
calculations is investigated including the initial fission source. A possible strategy is
proposed to overcome the difficulties associated by the slow source convergence. The
advantage of the proposed strategy that it can be implemented using the standard MCNP
features.

KEYWORDS: burnup credit, source convergence, WWER-440

1. Introduction diagnostic features incorporated in Monte Carlo codes
are not in every case sufficient to decide whether the

The slow convergence of the source in Monte Carlo convergence is achieved or not. The same holds for
criticality calculations of loosely coupled systems is a the fission distribution convergence.
widely known problem. Real-life examples of such It seems to be straightforward to use the role of the
systems occur in spent fuel storage. This effect has initial source in diagnosing the convergence. If we
particular importance in the application of burnup perform k.ff calculations with strongly different initial

credit, because an irradiated fuel assembly necessarily source, initially the calculated values of the
has higher burnup at its middle part and lower burnup multiplication factors will be different. When the
at the ends. In the case of high burnup the reactive fission ractions are apparently converged in the
parts of the assembly are separated by the strongly different calculations and the kff values resulting from
absorbing central part. This may result slow or even calculations with different initial source are equal
erroneously identified source convergence which can within the statistical error, it is reasonable to assume
lead to the underestimation of the multiplication that the convergence is achieved.
factor. According this strategy we suggest performing a

The source convergence will be investigated on the series of calculations with different number of neutron
example of a conceptual dual purpose cask designed per cycles, inactive and active cycles and with
for WWER-440 fuel. The axial length of such fuel is different initial sources. Beside, we define separate
244 cm, which is less then that of a typical PWR fuel. tallies for fission fraction in a number of layers and
This may result less difficulties in source convergence. during the individual calculations periodically make
However, the regular use of absorber rods during complete printout for the tallies by the MCNP. (These
normal WWER-440 reactor operation increases the periodic printouts will be referred as control steps.)
asymmetry of the axial burnup distribution, which Completing all the calculations
increases the source convergence difficulties 0 Discard the cases when MCNP doesn't print final
according the recent experiences. The purpose of this keff result because of normality check failure
paper is to develop a strategy which can help a 0 Discard the cases when MCNP give warning(s)
criticality analyst in the identification of the properly for keff
converged kff and to get an estimation of the 0 Check the periodic printout of the ten statistical
necessary number of neutrons and cycles. checks for tallies. Discard the cases, when there

is no at least a few control steps, when all the
2 A possible strategy for the investigation of the fission fraction tallies meet all the statistical
source convergence checks

0 Investigate the behavior of the statistical checks
In a Monte Carlo criticality calculation the basic as function of control steps. Select those cases

factors influencing the accuracy of the calculations is where all tallies meet all the checks during the
the number of neutron per cycle, the number of cycles last few control steps
skipped and the number of active cycles. Using 0 Investigate the fission fractions change in these
sufficiently large number of neutrons, the proper value control steps whether it is really so small as
of the keff can be calculated. However, the standard expected

CaTespondingauthorTel.+36-1-392=, Fax+36-1-395-9293,E-mafl:hordosy�sunservkiMhu
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Compare the fission fractions from those and the isotopic composition were given in these 0
calculations which are seemed to be converged nodes and were taken from the 3C133+ WWER-400
Compare the kff calculated from cases where the burnup credit benchmark addition ). The detail of the
fission fractions converged inside a calculation geometry and material composition of the cask as well
and the fission fractions from different as of the fuel is given in the benchmark
calculations are close to each other. specification 1,3). This problem has aready been used

4)
The advantage of this approach is that it can be for source convergence studies
implemented using the standard MCNP features. The
feasibility of the method will be investigated on a 3.2 Description of the calculations
sample case. To examine the source convergence on a system

with such characteristics, two sets of criticality
3. Investigation of the sample case calculations with different parameters were made for

the cask. In the first set relatively small number of
3.1 Description of the investigated system neutron was used: 5000, 10000 and 15000 neutron

The strategy described above was applied to a per generation, 50, 100 and 150 skipped and 800
conceptual storage cask designed by using the burnup active cycles were used. In the second set the
credit for WVVER-440 fuel. The investigated case was corresponding numbers were 20000, 40000 and 60000
taken from the CB4 burnup credit benchmark defined neutron per generation, 300, 500 and 700 skipped and
by Markova'). This benchmark is the last part of the 1000 active cycles. All calculated cases were
burnup credit benchmark series which was studied in investigated using four initial sources:
the AER collaboration of the WWER-440 reactor a, uni source along the total axial length of the
using countries and which corresponds to the burnup fuel
credit benchmark series organized by the b, source in the nodes at the top
OECD/NEA 2). In the C134 part of the benchmark c, source in the nodes at the bottom
series the influence of the axial burnup distribution on d, source in the nodes with highest burnup (third node
the criticality of a spent fuel cask was studied. In this from top). Loosely speaking this case will be referred
benchmark a cask filled with 84 spent fuel assemblies as middle.
was investigated. The horizontal cross section of the Altogether, both sets consist of 36 calculations. For
cask is shown on Fig. 1. the identification of the individual cases in a set the

k/n/z abbreviation will be used. Here k is the number
of neutron per generation in thousands, n is the
number of skipped cycles in hundreds, and z refers to
the initial source: U for uniform, T for top, for
bottom and M for highest burnup source. As an
example, 15/0,5/T refers to a calculation with 15000
neutrons per generation, 50 cycles skipped and source
is defined at the top.

The fission fraction was evaluated in ten layers
corresponding to the nodes of the assemblies. The
fission fraction in each layer was defined as a separate
tally and they were printed after each 50 active cycles.
The notation Fij will be used for the fission fractions
from a particular calculation. Here i is the number of
the control steps and j is the number of the node.(The
maximal value of i for the first set of parameters is 16,
for the second set is 20.) The meeting of the ten
statistical checks used by the MCNP is examined in

Fig.1 Horizontal cross section of the cask these control steps. (It should keep in mind that as the
result of a Monte Carlo calculation is subjected to

The initial enrichment of the assemblies was 44 statistical fluctuation, the same holds for the results of
and they had identical axial burnup distribution. In the the statistical checks.)
case selected for examining the source convergence, In the following in comparison of two calculated
the average burnup of the assemblies was 40 values, y and Y2 for example, their difference
MWd/kgU and the cooling time was years. 12 generally will be expressed as a relative quantity A=

actinides and 15 fission products were considered in (YI-Y2)1 01 where ---
= F2 2the calculations. The axial length of the active part of U 1 fl (1)

the ftiel assemblies is 244 cm. Here cy, and 72 are the variances of the two quantities
The assemblies were divided into ten axial nodes to be Compared. Loosely speaking the agreement is

with equal length. The axial distribution of the burnup
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acceptable if A is less about two. would be superior to the 15/l/T or 15/1.5/T. Based on
the statistical checks the case 15/0.5/T seems to be

3.3 Results of the calculations using the first set of best: the statistical criteria were met during the last
parameters nine control steps. This case will be considered as

Using the first parameter set, in five cases MCNP reference case for this set of calculations.
even did not print final kff because of the total lack of For these best cases the "inner" convergence of the
normal distribution of the individual kff values. In fission fraction distribution was examined during the
these cases the number of skipped cycles was 50 last control steps. The change of the difference F16 -

with bottom and middle initial source. Four other Fij with varying value of i was considered for the
cases were discarded because MCNP issued some different calculation. In several cases the difference
warning on kff.. In that cases also bottom and middle was significantly higher than the supposed A 2 In
initial source was used with 50 or 100 skipped some cases this difference was higher than two even
generation. Eight additional cases were excluded in the last two control steps. This is illustrated on the
because there were no control steps when all tallies example of 10/l/T shown on Table 2.
would have passed the 10 MCNP statistical tests. In
these cases bottom, middle and uniform initial source N NC=12 NC=13 NC=14 NC=15
was used with different combination of the two other 1 -2.81 -2.74 -2.47 -1.50
varying parameters. 2 -3.63 -4.60 -2.60 -2.05

The closer look of the remaining seventeen cases 3 -5.14 -4.86 -2.74 -2.18
shoes that the statistical tests shows quite random 4 -6.09 -5.15 -3.61 -2.28
behavior during the calculations. This illustrated on 5. -5.07 -4.44 -3.44 -1.14
the Table 1, where the number of tallies passed all 6 -1.65 -2.28 -2.28 -0.50
MCNP statistical checks is sown as the function of the 7 -0.53 -1.90 -2.33 -0.59
control steps for some sample cases. The total number 8 -0.27 -1.22 -0.61 0.39
of tallies is IO. 9 1.60 2.48 2.10 0.66

NC 5/0.5/T 15/0.5/T 5/1.5/M 10/1.5/U 101 2.75 3.84 .99 1.13

1 7 6 7 4 Table 2 Deviation of the fission fractions from the
2 7 10 7 8 finally calculated values for the last four control steps
3 10 9 8 6 in the case of 10/l/T. N is the node number from
4 8 10 6 9 bottom to top, NC is control step number. For these
5 10 9 6 10 four control steps all MCNP checks were met for all
6 10 10 10 10 of the nodes.
7 10 9 9 10 The source convergence seems to be even worse if
8 10 10 10 9 we compare the final fission fraction distributions
9 10 10 10 8 from different calculations with distribution from the

10 10 10 10 10 reference case. This is shown in Table 3 for some
I 7 10 8 8 sample cases. Examining the best six cases selected
12 10 10 8 9 above, the differences frequently are as high as about

3 10 10 9 8 A=10.
14 10 10 8 7
15 10 10 8 8 N 5/0.5/T 10/l/T 10/1.5/T 511.51U
16 10 10 8 8 1 6.77 2.17 4.74 9.14

2 0.07 2.98 5.64 4.73

Table 1 Number of tallies passed all statistical 3 -8.45 4.73 7.68 6.70
checks during the calculation for sample cases. NC is 4 -9.11 2.34 3.12 -1.69
the number of control step. 5 -10.84 -3.95 -1.00 -7.12

From these seventeen cases there were six, where 6 -7.87 -5.21 -3.93 -9.09
all the tallies passed all the MCNP statistical checks 7 -3.34 -5.14 -5.17 -5.25
during the last four or more control steps. This choice 8 -0.93 -6.68 -8.36 4.25
of the last four control steps is somewhat arbitrary. 9 3.24 3.66 2.99 2 7 3H
These cases are as follows: 5/0.5/T, 5/1.5/U, 10/0.5/T, I 4.77 7.67 7.86 7.20
10/l/T, 10/1.5/T and 15/0.5/T. These results are not

quite similar which one can expect. An observable Table 3 Difference among fission fractions
tendency is the good results with initial source at the calculated for different case compared to the reference
top. Here it should be reminded, that the meeting of case. N is the node number from bottom to top. For
the statistical criteria is subjected to statistical these cases all MCNP checks were met for all of the
fluctuation. There is no reason that the 15/0.5/T case nodes during at least for the last four control steps.
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This suggests that we reach quite poor source however, the "best" case according the MCNP
convergence, which is not very surprising because of statistical checks is the 60/3/T. In its case all the
the relatively low number of neutrons. statistical criteria are met during the last I I control

The reference value from the reference criticality steps. Now this case is considered as reference case.
calculation is keff = 085157 and a = 1.9xIO-4. If we Examination of the "inner" convergence now
examine the five other cases qualified as "good" on shows much better picture than in the previous point.
the base of the MCNP statistical criteria, the maximal The change of the fission fraction during the last steps
deviation from this reference case is A = 132, which when all statistical criteria are met for all tallies is
is fairly good agreement. If the seventeen cases mostly less than 2 However, in some cases there are
considered which were examined in details, the somewhat higher values of A than it is supposed. This
maximal deviation from this reference case is A= 258. is shown of Table 5. for the case of 60/3/T.
The overall agreement between the multiplication Comparison of the final fission fractions from
factors is not bad, however, the large number of different calculations also shows significantly better
discarded cases shows that these parameters were not picture, but in some cases still there are quite essential
sufficient for that problem. difference, as it is shown on Table 6.

3.3 Results of the calculations using the second set N NC=16 NC=17 NC=18 NC=19
of parameters 1 2.72 2.96 0.89 -0.39

Using the parameters of the second set, there was 2 2.89 3.29 0.04 -0.85
only one case where MCNP gave warning on kff. This 3 2.72 3.10 0.73 0.31
was the 20/3/M case which was discarded. No other 4 3.30 3.05 0.25 0.01
cases had to be excluded because of the MCNP 5 1.77 1.92 -0.30 0.13
statistical checks, so 35 cases were considered. 6 1.22 0.64 -0.23 0.10

Looking the statistical checks, a similar random 7 2.08 1.05 0.21 -0.66
behavior is found than in the previous calculations. 8 1.88 0.95 0.72 -0.29
This is illustrated on Table 4 for some sample cases. 9 -1.68 -1.49 -0.36 -0.03

NC 60/3/T 40/5/M 20/5/T 60/7/U 101 -3.30 -2.30 -0.60 0.78

1 10 10 I 0 10 Table Deviation of the fission fractions from the
2 10 8 10 10 finally calculated values for the last four control steps
3 8 7 10 10 in the case of 60/3/T. N is the node number from
4 10 6 8 10 bottom to top, NC is control step number. For these
5 10 6 7 10 four control steps all MCNP checks were met for all
6 9 7 7 8 of the nodes.
7 10 6 8 1 0

8 9 6 9 9 N 20/5/U 20/7/M 40/3/T 40/5/M
9 9 7 9 10 1 4.88 10.22 -1.95 -1.70

10 I 0 8 10 10 2 8.44 8.92 0.16 0.15
1 1 10 9 1 0 1 0 3 5.34 7.81 -1.31 -0.77
12 1 0 9 10 I 0 4 -6.87 3.07 -4.20 -2.89
13 1 0 9 10 10 5 -2.78 3.63 -0.55 1.61
14 10 10 10 10 6 -5.29 -0.13 -8.11 -2.54
1 5 1 0 1 0 1 0 9 7 1.23 -1.58 -4.80 -2.05
1 6 1 0 10 I 0 9 8 -0.56 -1.96 -1.14 -5.29
1 7 10 10 7 8 9 0.54 -2.12 3.46 0.10

10 1 7 8 1 0 1.75 -0.29 4.31 6.55
10 I 0 7 8
10 10 7 9 Table 6 Difference among fission fractions

calculated for different cases compared to the
Table 4 Number of tallies passed all statistical reference case. N is the node number from bottom to

checks during the calculation for sample cases. NC is top. For these cases all MCNP checks were met for all
the number of control step. of the nodes during at least for the last four control

Somewhat surprisingly, now also six cases were steps.
found, where all the tallies passed all the MCNP The reference value for the multiplication factor
statistical checks during the last four or more control from the case 60/3/T is kff = 085138 and a = 0.8x 10-4.

steps. These cases are as follows: 20/5/13, 20/5`U, Compared this value with cases qualified as "good" on
20/71M, 40/3/T, 40/5/M and 60/3/T. The tendency that the base of the MCNP statistical criteria, the maximal
the initial source at the top is effective is not present; deviation from the reference case is A = 205. If we
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consider the thirty five cases which were examined in
details, the maximal deviation from this reference case 2.50E03

is A= 248. 2.00603

The absolute value of the difference between the 1z�e 1.50603-
minimal and maximal values of kff for these 36
calculations is 5.8xlO-4. This spread seems rather
small compared that 3 different munbers of neutron 5.0015-04

per gneration 3 different number of inactive cycles 0 OO&OO
and 4 different initial sources were used. This 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 00 900 1000

probably can be explained by the large number of numbe, of the actiw cycles

neutrons used in any combinations. This number was
high nough that the kff values calculated by different
initial source converge close to each other. Ts Fig. 3 Change of the kff spread with active cycle
phenomenon is illustrated on Fig.2. number

Keff from diff erent initial sources for the 4. Conclusions
60000/300 cases The convergence of the fission source was

examined on the example of a WWER-440 spent fuel
0 525P storage cask. For the investigations standard MCNP

O.M I features were used only. The strong fluctuation of the

0.6515 number of passed statistical checks during the
calculations was observed. Using different initial
fission sources for diagnosing the convergence of the

3 multiplication factor was found to be useful. The

discrepancies in the fission source sometimes have
only minor influence on the mtiplication factor. It
was found that for this type of criticality problems a

2.805 few times ten thousand neutrons pr generation a few

hundred skipped cycles and 600-700 or more active
a Im 3W W M no no low cycles is necessary.

Nun-ber of active cycles
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Isotope composition of spent fuel is determined by not only of its burnup level, but also those conditions,
or, more exactly to say, by that neutron spectrum under which this burnup occurred. Spent nuclear fuel with the
same burnup value can have different isotope composition depending on neutron spectrum in which this burnup
took place. This work has analyzed the impact on VVER I 000 spent fuel isotope composition caused by the
different operational conditions, such as the presence or absence of absorber-rods in an assembly, oscillating the
concentration of boric acid, dissolved in the moderator (water) during the campaign, fuel and/or moderator
temperature, as well as changes in water amount at the periphery of an assembly due to its location in the central
or periphery part of the core and/or due to changes in inter-assembly gaps. Also, impact caused by technological
allowances applied while manufacturing fuel assembly (FA) was analyzed, being equal to 45 kg/FA by weight
of fuel, and 0.05% by its enrichment.

Calculations were made for reactor cell of fuel assemblies for VVER -1000. This was composed of the
fuel assemblies with the maximum multiplying purpose (enrichment of 4.4% aanged with pitch of 23.6 cm.

Concentration as function of burnup of ten isotopes which are the most usable in "burnup credit"
methodology, such as main ftiel isotopes U235, U236, U238, Pu239, Pu240, Pu241, as well as some actinides,
and fission products, such as Pu242, Am24 1, Sm 49, Sm 1 51 was analyzed.

KEYWORDS: spent fuel, isotope composition, burnup credit, VVER-1000

1. Introduction The more hard was neutron spectrum, the more U238
is involved into the burnup process (mainly, due to

Determination of isotope composition of spent fuel generation of Pu239), and the more U235 is remained
is necessary to solve the tasks related to: in spent fuel under the same burnup level. Therefore,

- Account and control of quantity of nuclear hazardous this work considers those operational parameters,
material; which changes are capable of influencing upon in-core

neutron spectrum hardening.
- Determination of source terms during analysis of Let us separate the main factors, which can affect
radiation safety; changes in the neutron spectra during the campaign,

- Using burnup as the nuclear safety parameter while along with the changes in spent fuel isotope
substantiating safety of spent ftiel management composition:

systems ("burnup credit" principle). 1) The presence of absorbers in an assembly, such

as rods of burnable absorbers or control rods (CR)
Assessment of spent fuel isotope composition can clusters.

be subdivided into the two main stages. These are 2) The change in the concentration of the boric
determination of fuel burnup and determination of fuel acid dissolved in the moderator (water) during the
isotope composition depending on its burnup. The
results presented here deals with the matters of the 2 nd reactor cmpaign.
stage. 3) Oscillations of fuel and/or moderator

The isotope composition of spent fuel depending temperature in different areas of the core during the
on its bumup is determined, as a rule, by means of the reactor campaign.
reactor cell programs, such as CASMO, HELIOS, 4) Oscillations of fuel assembly power density.

WIMS, NESSEL, KASSETA, etc., or by means of the 5) Changes in water amount at the assembly
specialized calculation programs for spent fuel isotope periphery fuel pins due to location of assembly in the
composition such as ORIGEN, NLJK0, etc. central or periphery part of the core during the fuel

As it is well known, isotope composition of spent campaign and/or due to changes in inter-assembly
fuel is determined by not only of its burnup level, but gaps.
also those conditions, or, more exactly to say, by that
neutron spectrum under which this burnup occurred.
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This work is continuation, and development of the
studies wich results were presented at the Technical
Committee Meeting on the requirements, practices
and development in burnup credit applications, held
by IAEA in Madrid, Spain, on April 22-26, 2002.
Isotope composition was analyzed taking into account
the results of this work demonstrated that VVER-1000
spent fuel assemblies with 44% iitial enrichment
have the maximum multiplying properties at the same . ........ . ...... .
level of burnup (ranged between and 60 GW*day/t),
provided that during the operation:

-N
- Absorber rods of CPS clusters are located in

assembly guide tubes; w:

- Fuel burnup occurs in the moderator with the
maximum boron acid concentration;

- Fuel bums up with the maximum intensity (rate Fig.1 VVER-1000reactoreell
of power density), and under maximum temperatures
of fuel, and moderator;

- Water layer around the assembly is of the 2. Multiplication properties of VVER-1000 spent
minimum thickness. fuel assemblies

This work analyzed changing concentration as Let us consider a question concerning summarised
function of burnup of ten isotopes wich are te most alteration of spent fuel neutron multiplication factor
usable in "burnup credit" methodology, such as main due to the possible discrepancy of reactor core
fuel isotopes U235, U236, U238, Pu239, Pu240, operational parameters from the rated values. Depend
Pu24 1, as well as some actinides., and fission products, upon burnup, neutron multiplication factor can be
such as Pu242, Am24 1, Sml 49, Sin 1 5 1. I considered as the integral property of te fuel isotope

Calculations were made for reactor cell of fue composition alteration.
assemblies for VVER- - 000 (see Figure 1). This Based on the calculations of VVER-1000 reactor
was composed of the FA with the maximum cell bumup under te rated reactor operation
multiplying purpose (enrichment of 44%) arranged parameters (Figure 1), the isotope composition of
with pitch of 23.6 cm. Also, impact caused by spent fuel has been determined. Based on this isotope
technological allowances applied wle manufacturing composition, the multiplication properties of the
fuel was analyzed, being equal to 45 kg/FA by weight reactor mesh under the storage conditions (Tf = Tmod
of fuel, and 0.05% by its enrichment. = 293 K, unborated water, no removable absorbers,

Isotope composition of spent fuel was determined such as burnable absorber rods or CR cluster) have
for the rated operational parameters of VVER -I 000: been calculated. The results of these calculations are

- Concentration of boron acid between 0 and given in Figure 2.
1050 ppm;

- Coolant temperature between 500 and 600 K, fuel
temperature -between 900 and II 00 K; 1.4 - -----

- Inter-assembly gap between and 4 nun.
1.3 --- ------ ---

All the calculations were perfornied by the reactor-
cell burnup code NESSEL developed by the

1.2 --- ---- j- --- ----
company K.A.B.GmbH, Germany, for calculating
VVER reactor fel cell,

NESSEL calculations are performed in 34 neutron
- fuelenergy group model (24 epithermal, 10 thermal). 4.4
- fuel 44Cross-sections for the most fuel nuclides are prepared 1.0 ---- ---------- -------

on te base of ENDF/B-4 data file. At the surface of
selected area of calculation wte boundary condition 0.,9
is assumed. The explicit treatment of 6 saturation 0 1 0 20 30 40 50 60

fission products (CdII3, XeI35, SmI49, SmI51, Burnup, MV\ft*d/kg

Eu155, GdI57) is realized. Te other fission products Fig.2 Multiplication Properties of VVER-1000
are considered as pseudo-fission products. Reactor Cell under Rated Reactor Operation

Parameter
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The two series of calculations were carried out.
During the process of neutron multiplication factor Table I - Operational parameters, which were used
determination, in the first series of calculations, all the while performing isotope composition calculation

isotopes (more than 100 ones), which were used in Set of parameters Av. Max. Min.
master-library for reactor-cell code NESSEL, were Enrichment, w&/o 4.4 4.45 4.35
taken into account, except for XeI35. During the Weight, kg/FA Av. +4.5 4.5
second series of calculations, in the process of the
multiplication factor determination, the concentration CR in guide tubes - + -

of only 10 isotopes (U235, U236, U238, Pu239, Boric acid 525 1050 0
Pu240, Pu241, Pu242, Am241, SmI49, Sml5l) was concentration, ppm
taken into account. Inter-assembly gap, 2 4 0

The solid lines correspond to the mean rated mm

operational conditions. The mean dashed lines were Coolant temp., 578 600 500
received conservatively taking into account ad K
manufactory tolerances for the fuel production
according to uranium enrichment and uranium �Fuel temp., grad K I 100

quantity. The above dashed curves corresponded to
the most conservative meaning of the nominal
operational parameters from the point of view on the The results of conducted calculations of nuclide
multiplying properties of spent fuel. concentration vs. burnup are presented below in

The results, which are shown in the Figure 2 Figures 3 - 12.
demonstrate that mentioned above 10 isotopes permit
to take into account from 60% to 70% of 0.05
multiplication properties variation of spent fuel
depending on the ftiel operational parameters chosen
for calculations. 0.04

The maximum multiplication properties have the
spent assemblies whose burnup took place under the 0.03 ..............
presence of CR clusters, in water with the maximum Ld

boron acid concentration (in our case - 1050 ppm), 0N 0.02
under the minimum water layer thickness around the D
assembly (in our case it is 2 mm as to the rated
value). 0.01

As the above results indicate, the operational
conditions have more serious influence on spent ftiel 0
multiplication properties than fuel manufactory 0 20 40 60

tolerances. Bumup GM d A
In fact, the dashed curves shown in the Figure 2

can be regarded as the most conservative assessment Fig.3 Concentration of U235 vs. burnup.
of VVER-1000 spent fuel multiplication properties vs.
burnup taking into account manufactory tolerances 0.0075
and operational conditions.

3. Isotope composition of WER-1000 spent fuel

0 .0 0 5 0 .................... ....... .......... ... ............................................

In correspondence with the generally accepted _0
rules, the calculations which results are presented in
this section have been conducted on an example of the
fuel assembly with the maximum multiplication 0 .0 0 2 5 ...... ........................
properties taking into account the manufactory
tolerances of VVER-1000 reactor fuel assembly 4.5
kg/FA by weight of fuel, and 0.05% by its
enrichment). 0

The isotope composition of spent fuel has been 0 20 40 60
determined for 3 sets of operational parameters in the Bumup, GM d A
frame of rated (or normal) operational conditions of

VVER I 000 reactor, Table 1. Fig.4 Concentration of U236 vs. bumup.
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Fig.5 Concentration of U238 vs. burnup. Fig.8 Concentration of Pu241 vs. burnup.
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Fig.6 Concentration of Pu239 vs. burnup. Fig.9 Concentration of Pu242 vs. burnup.
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Fig.7 Concentration of Pu240 vs. burnup. Fig.10 Concentration of Am241 vs. burnup.
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We (about 1%) depend on manufactory tolerances and
operational conditions'

Variation of Pu.242 (Figure 9 concentration shows
that the analyse conditions (Table 1) are not extreme

. ......... .... ....... ... in the view of this isotope concentration. So,
200' depending upon the fuel operational parameters,

V
d variation of Pu242 concentration needs the additional,
Nt more precise, examination.
E The structure of reactor-cell code NESSEL allows1xie

to print out only a part of burnup chains resulted in
Sm 49 (Figure I ) and Sm 1 51 (Figure 12). Partially,
SmI49 and SmI51 are accounted in code integrally
as the common pseudo-fission products. Because of

0
0 20 40 60 this, the results shown in the Figures II and 12 are

conservative (reduced) in respect to the absolute value
Dxnup, GW d /t of these isotopes concentration.

Other isotopes concentration varies within the
Fig. 1 1 Concentration of Sm I 49 vs. burnup. limits from 20.5 to 82.0 %%.

The isotope concentrations, that we determine for
1.0xio-, the average rated operational parameters, are not mean

ones for the most of the considered isotopes U235

..... ..................... .................................. (Figure 3), Pu239 (Figure 6), Pu24O (Figure 7), Pu24I
0.8xio,

(Figure 8), Am241 (Figure IO), Sm 149 (Figure II)
and Sm 1 51 (Figure 12). Their concentrations are more

0.6xie ................... correspond to the minimal possible operational

parameters. Such results are connected with the

E O.*107' presence of CR clusters in fuel assembly, which has
U) the significant influence on spent fuel isotope

composition.
0.2007' The 10 isotopes that were analyzed in this work

(report) allow to take into account from 60% to 70%
01 of multiplication properties variation of spent fuel

0 20 40 60 depending on the fuel operational parameters chosen

Burrup GM d /t for calculations.
The obtained results allow to define, in particular,

Fig.12 Concentration of Sml 51 vs. burnup. the conditions needed to calculate isotope composition
for its subsequent using under nuclear safety
assessment for the spent ftiel management systems

4. Conclusions taking into account the "burnup credit" principle.

The conducted studies demonstrated that VVER_ Acknowledgements
1000 spent assemblies with 44% enrichment at the
burnup level of 60 GWtd/t have the following ranges The authors are grateftil to the US Government for
of possible fluctuations of the isotope concentration: financial support in realization of this work.

for U235 - 96.0% of its average value,
for U236 - .0% and U238 - 12%,
for Pu23 - 85.0% and Pu24O - 20.5%,
for Pu24 - 67.0% and Pu24 - 12.3%,
for Am.24 - 82.0%,
for Srnl49 - 135.0% and Sml5l 80.0%.

correspondingly.

As the results of the sections 2 and 3 indicate, the
operational conditions have more serious influence on
spent fuel multiplication properties and isotope
composition than fuel manufactory tolerances. Only
for two isotopes U236 (Figure 4 and U238 (Figure 5),
the calculated concentration changes are negligible
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French Fission Products Experiments Performed in Cadarache and Valduc.
Results Comparison.

Dr. Jacques ANNO', Anne BARREAU2, Jean Pascal HUDELOT 2,

Emmanuel GIRAULT', Patrick FOUILLAUD', Herv6 TOUBON 4

1 IRSN, BP 17, 92262 Fontenay aux Roses Cedex, France
2 CMMiSSarial Li VEnergie Atomique, 13108 St Paul lez Durance Cidex, France

3Direction des Applications Militaires - CVA, 21120 Is sur Tille, France
4 ARE VAICogema 2 rue Paul Dautier, BP4, 78141 Vjlizy Cedex, France

Cofunded by Cogema, two complementary experimental programmes on bum up credit (BUC)
related to fission products (FPs) are perfon-ned by CEA & IRSN at Cadarache and Valduc. After
shortly recalling the main characteristics of each experiment, a first comparison of some results is
presented, especially the energy range in which most part of cross section absorption are
qualified. Both experiments exhibit great quality and accurate results, giving a high degree of
confidence to the whole experimental French process of qualification devoted to BUC.

1. Introduction obtained by taking into account the water holes
devoted for control and detection devices.

As theoretical studies have shown the economical
interest of using FPs in safety assessments at various To improve the 'dissolution' qualification (whose
stages of Fuel Cycle, France has been engaged since neutron spectrum is more thermal than the previous
many years in an extensive programme related to ones), a second series of experiments, named
BUC in order to qualify FPs absorption cross 'Elementary Dissolution' type, has been performed.
sections and calculation tools for criticality FPs are then in close interaction with the U, Pu Am
calculations in storage, transportation and dissolution isotopes of inner array Of U02 rods or HTC rods (with
of spent ftiels. Cofunded by Cogema, two a square pitch of 1272 cm) in the Zr tank. The U02

Wto/ 2U,experimental complementary programmes have been rods have an initial ftiel enrichment of 4738
separately performed in Valduc and in Cadarache ) and the HTC rods, so-called 'Haut Taux de
on six (chosen by IRSN) or better, fifteen (chosen by Combustion', simulates U, Pu & Am composition for a

0 3 WI% 235UCEA) main FPs, responsible for and 80% ) of U02 fuel with initial enrichment of 45 0
the total FPs absorption (see Table 1). This paper irradiated at 37.5 GWd/t, without FP. This second
presents a short overview of the two French series is itself divided in two cases: FPs in acid
programmes. After recalling the main aspects of each solutions (HN03 -IN) or FPs in Depleted Uranyl
programme, aready published in ICNC or ANS Nitrate Solution (DUN). All these cases are
meetings, some new results are given, completed by a completed.
comparison between the two experiments analysis. Other experiments were performed on natural Gd

solution, on 95Mo in thin slices of CH2/natural metallic
2 Vaiduc Experiments Mo, and on F as polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE) solid

block. In all, 156 experiments have been performed.
2.1 Description

The Valduc experiments are performed in three A third series of experiments, named 'Global or
gradual steps at Valduc 1,3) in so-called 'B Apparatus' Advanced Dissolution' type, is planned. It consists of
by using the sub-critical approach technique based on a large SS tank 70.4 x 70.4 cm) containing an 44 x
the rising of moderating and reflecting water of a 44 HTC rod array (square pitch 16 cm) steeping in a
driver array up to Keff = I P 10. In the centre of the DLN solution poisoned with 6 FPs. The 16 cm pitch
driver, FPs are in solution in a Zr tank, alone or mixed, leads to an even more thermal neutron spectrum, more
with or without interactions with U, Pu, & Am. convenient to 'dissolution' qualification if necessary.

The first series of experiments, called 'Physical' FP solutions are very carefully and accurately done
type experiments, is representative of storage and by dissolving known masses of FPs in known
transportation conditions: the square pitch of the driver quantities of nitric acid. A Saclay/CEA qualified
array 13 cm) leads to a thermal neutron spectrum, laboratory independently checks concentrations and
representative of the nominal square pitch 1.27 cm) of isotopic compositions of FPs. The adequacy and the
storage and transportation. The 13 cm square pitch is accuracy of the model are checked on critical

' Corresponding author IRSN, Tel. 33 1 58 35 81 15, Fax. 33 48 57 29 98, E-Mail: jacques.anno�irsn.fr
2Corresponding author CEA, Tel 33 4 42 25 33 49, Fax 33 4 42 25 79 79, E-Mail: barreaua�drncad.cea.fr
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experiments performed with slightly acid water Each sample is measured at least three times in
(without FP) solutions or with boron (well known order to avoid systematic errors. The fission products
cross sections) solutions. poisoning worth is directly derived by subtracting the

fission product sample reactivity from a reference
2.2 Experiments Analysis sample reactivity that differs just by its lack of fission

Description and analysis of experiments follows products.
ICSBEP methodology, with special effort for
uncertainty weight evaluation. Thus, clean benchmarks Two kinds of PWR-type samples were
are available. Calculations are performed using the manufactured:
standard CRISTAL route 4) with APOLL02-MORET4 - calibration samples: fresh U02 with increasing U
and its CEA93 library (a 172 group library using the enrichment and borated samples to relate
European JEF2.2 file )). TRIPOLI4.1, with pointwise experimental signal and calculated reactivity (215U

JEF2.2 or ENDF BVI cross-sections is also used to and 10B are well-known isotopes),
perform some calculations. Uncertainty weights are -separated fission product isotopes added with
obtained by keff difference of standard APOLL02 S different matrices (natural U02 or inert) to validate
results (on related cylindrical geometry of the model) every CBU fission product poisoning worth.
or by using MORET4 Perturbation 6 correlated
samples method), giving very accurate results. For each sample, 13 pellets were manufactured. 0

Note that calculations taking account of FP self of them constitute the sample, and the 3 others were
shielding were made to estimate its effect: this one is used for chemical or mass spectrometer analysis. Each
very small in Valduc experiments (being generally in mass of fission product isotope by sample was
the thermal range), except for 133CS (effect - 40 1 0-'). optimized in order to obtain a similar reactivity worth

corresponding to the maximum accuracy in
2.3 Results MINERVE worth measurements. For the most

Keff were calculated by APOLL02-MORET4. resonant absorbers, i.e. 133CS_103Rh_109Ag, several
The benchmark keff results are close to 1, with an samples have been manufactured with increasing
average reactivity weight of total uncertainty about fission product isotope amount, in order to investigate
50 10-5 . The most important uncertainty comes from the resonance self-shielding effect.
the outer clad diameter (on which we have done 300
measurements after the new cladding, following LEU`- 3.2 Experiments Analysis
COMP-THERM-50 experiments, put in ICSBEP The MINERVE reactivity worth measurements
Handbook 7)). were computed with the French criticality calculation

Table 2 (A) presents calculation-experiment package CRISTAL VI 4 using the APOLL02 code
comparison (C/E-1) (%) on FP reactivity worth, (version V2.5) and its CEA93 library (version V6).
depending on the reference (model or average Keff Neutron fluxes in the MINERVE RI-UO2 and 112-
water cases). U02 Test Zones were obtained by a D transport

calculation. The Pu method was used in APOLL02 in
3. Cadarache Experiments order to account for the exact heterogeneous geometry.

The resonance self-shielding is rigorously calculated,
3.1 Description for all fission products, through effective cross-section

The Cadarache experiments consist in measuring formalism.
the BUC nuclide reactivity worth by the oscillation
technique in the MINERVE experimental reactor. 3.3 Results

The oscillation technique consists in oscillating Calculation to experiment comparisons on 6 fission
periodically the central pin of the MELODIE lattice products (common to the VaIduc programme)
through the core, so the sple under study is reactivity worth in RI-UO2 and R2-UO2
alternatively in and out of the core. A rotating control configurations are summarized in Table 2 B): the
rod is automatically operated so as to maintain the thermal absorbers capture cross-section of 143 Nd,
count rate of a flux detector. The corrected rotation 149SM and 155Gd are underestimated. 103 Rh (ny) cross-
amplitude is in very close linear relationship with the section tends to be overestimated by approximatively
sample reactivity. 12 %. It could be due to chemical analysis problem,

investigation about it is in progress. The 133 Cs resonant
By using various specific appropriate lattices in the capture is overestimated by + 4 %, while the 152sM

test zone located at its centre, MINERVE can provide capture cross-section seems to be well known.
a large range of spectra. Two UOX configurations The final uncertainty combines three independent
were implemented. The first one, RI-UO2 (Figure 1), uncertainties corresponding to:
is devoted to storage and transportation. The second - The knowledge of the fission product mass
one, R2-UO2 (Figure 2), aims to mock-up the softer introduced in the sample,
spectrum corresponding to the optimum moderation- -The reactivity measurement itself,
ratio in a fuel dissolver. - The calibration of the signal.
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4. Comparison of Cadarache and Valduc CRISTAL route APOLL02 MOTET4 qualification.
Experiments They are complementary, both of a great quality, and

their accurate results give a high degree of confidence
4.1. Energy zone of absorption qualification to the whole qualification experimental French process

Table 3 gives the FP cumulative normalized devoted to BUC.
absorption ratio in the neutron flux of the experiment
cell for Cadarache and Valduc experiments, which are References
displayed in Figures 31, 32 and 33 for three PF,
103 Pth, 149SM and 152 Sm: the qualification energy zones 1) J. Ano, G. Poullot, E. Girault, P. fouillaud D.
are roughly the same, although the ratio values (q) Hynek & H. Toubon, "Status of the joint French
from Cadarache experiments seems to define different IPSN/COGEMA Qualification Programme of
energy zones. Fission Products,". ANS Winter Meeting, Reno,

Nov 200 )
4.2 Sensitivity 2) A. Santamarina, N. Thiollay, C. Heulin, J. P.

For comparing the VALDUC experiments Chauvin, "The French Experimental Programme
sensitivity against MINERVE's one, calculations with on Burnup Credit,"Criticality Safety Challenges in
MORET4 Perturbation 6) were made to obtain the the Next Decade", CSCND'97 Lake Chelan
impact of FPs concentration variation (10%), with a Sept.7-11, 1997).
standard deviation - 0. Table 4 points out that a low 3) J. Anno J. Krebs, "Estimation des marges de
overestimate or underestimate capture cross-section sdcuritd dues A 6 PF dans les combustibles irradids
(about 4 %), detected through MINERVE en transport et stockage sous eau ", Proc. Int.
experiments, will induce smaller differences k = 32 Conf. On Nuclear Criticality Safety, ICNC'91,
to 72 10'5). This shows the present sensitivity limits of Oxford, UK, Sept.9-13, 1991, I, II-58 1991).
VALDUC experiments in the field of nuclear data 4) J. M. Gomit, P. Cousinou, C. Diop, F. de Grado F.
validation. It can be stated that, all data being constant, Gantenbein, J. P. Grouiller, A. Marc, D. Mijuin, &
these experiments can surely detect absorption cross- H. Toubon , "CRISTAL VI: criticality package for
section variations of 12% for k = 20.10-5. This is burnup credit calculations", Int. Conf. on Nuclear
pessimistic, because theoretically, MORET4 Criticality Safety, ICNC'03, Tokai-mura, Japan,
Perturbation can detect a smaller variation about Oct. 20-24 2003).
Ak = 5. 1 0--. 5) JEFF Report 17, "The EF2.2 Nuclear Data

Library", May 2000

5. Conclusion 6) J. Ano, 0. Jacquet & J. Miss, Validation of
MORET4 Perturbation against 'Physical' Type' FP

Till now, only so called VALDUC 'Physical' type Experiments", Int. Conf. on Nuclear Criticality
experiments are evaluated, which are a little more in Safety, ICNC'03, Tokai-mura, Japan, Oct. 20-24
the thermal range than the MINERVE experiments. (2003)
We intend to continue the comparison with other set of 7) ICSBEP Handbook release 2002 - LEU COMP
VALDUC Experiments (so called 'Elementary' and T14ERM 050
'Advanced' Dissolution type, the first ones being now 8) R. Sanchez, J. Mondot, Z. Stankovski, A. Cossic &
completed and evaluated). 1. Zmijarevic, "APOLLO2 a User-Oriented,
Nevertheless, up to now, the comparison of the various Portable, Modular Code for Multigroup Transport
VALDUC and CADARACHE experimental results Assembly Calculations", Nuc. Sci. Eng. 100, 352-
gives a very high consistency of the whole 362, 1988.
complementary French qualification programmes on
fission products for Burnup Credit applications:
MfNERVE experiments are mainly devoted to nuclear
data validation, and VALDUC experiments to the
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Table I Fission products contribution to UOX spent fuel reactivity loss, AK/K (10-5)
WO/ 235UPWR 17x 1 7 - Initial enrichment = 35 0 Cooling Time = years

NO FP1 BU 20 40 60 FP BU 20 40 60 NO

I "'Sm 980 1030 1050 99Tc, T=2, 1 I 0 5a 240 440 610 8

103p2 'h * 1360 1700 145Nd 230 410 540 9

3 143 Nd * 530 900 1100 153 Eu 150 390 610 10 I

13 1Xe (g) 470 790 940 95mo 150 1290 400 1 1

4 133CS 420 750 1010 147 Sm 150 230 270 12

5 155 Gd 390 1550 2990 147 Pm, T=2,6a 120 140 130

6 '5'Sm, T=90a 350 500 600 150SM 120 270 380 13

7 152SM 250 1490 660 109Ag 100 250 360 14

10'Ru 100 220 330 15

15 FP K/K 10-') 4950 9080 12610 7 FP A" (10-') 3120 6370 8910

(%) (81) (79) (78) M (51) (55) (55)

200 FP 6120 11500 16200 

BU (GWd/t), (g)= gaseous, 7 = 6 initial IRSN choice + 9Mo, recently added. 15 = OECD/CEA choice

Table 2 FP reactivity worth (C-E)/E in %

A / Valduc Physical Type Experiments B / Minerve Experiments

Fission E = Model Exp. Keff W = Average Water RI-UO2 R2-UO2

Products (C/E)- I Keff (C/W)- I (C/E)- I 0/6) (C/E)- I

143
Nd 0. 155 (as Nd nat) 0.0 1 3 (as Nd nat) 4.5 ± 2.5 -10.0 ± 3.0

149sm. 0.182 - 0.013 -5.7 ± 2.1 -9.8 ± 2.5

152sm, 0.061 0.0135 -0.2 ± 3.2 -1.2 ± 4.2

103Rh 0.213 0.017 +13.3 ± 4.0 +11.9 ± 3.8

155Gd 0.182 0.014 -1.9 2.9 -11.0 ± 3.6

133 Cs 0.103 0.078 4.3 1.9 2.0 ± 2.0

Table 3 Normalized cumulative absorption ratio from Upper Energy Limit down to 0.625 eV

(Fast and Epithermal range)

CADARACHE VALDUC CADARACHE VALDUC

RI-UO2 R2-UO2 PFPHYS RI-UO2 R2-UO2 PFPHYS
103P 155 10-2 10-3,h 5.56 10-' 3.91 O-' 3.01 IO-' Gd 1.16 5.58 IO-' 2.80

152sm. 4.78 IO-' 3.28 IO-' 4.08 IO-' 149sM 1.41 10-2 7.73 10-3 5.04 10-3

143 Nd ,1.15 IO-' 6.10 10-2 , 2.99 10-2 133cS 7.24 IO-' 5.78 IO-' ,4.25 IO-'

Table 4 Example of MORET4 Perturbation Calculation Results

Exp nt Perturbation PF Experiment Perturbation PF

AC (/o) or cross section AC (%) or cross section
PF C PF (g/1) C+ 10% variation at C = constant PF CPF(gll C10% variationatC=constant

AKIO--' for2OlO--' for5 10-5 AK 10-5 for 20 10-5 for 5 10-5

103P
th -39,0 183 1,05 0,247 "'Sm -47,3 191 1,04 0,268

103 Rh -19,5 138 1,46 0,364 152SM -23,6 184 1,09 0,273

133cS -130 148 1,35 0,339 15'Gd, -0,214 157 1,28 0,320
133CS

-76,5 III 1,81 0,452 "'Gd A, 107 126 1,57 0,393

Ndnat -119,6 120 1,68 0,419 149SM -0,215 179 1,12 0,272

Average on 32 values 9) 1,2 0,3 14ISM _0.101 143 1,40 3 1
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Fig. 1 MINERVE Test Zone - R-UO2 lattice Fig. 2 MNERVE Test Zone - R2-UO2 lattice
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Fig. 31 - Variation of the Normalized Cumulative Absorption Rate from Upper Energy Limit
I

172 with a ai = absorption cross section in group i,

Ua,*n*�Oi

and n = atomic density of the fission product, o = neutron flux in group .
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Fig. 32 - Variation of the Normalized Cumulative Absorption Rate firorn Upper Energy Limit
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Fig. 33 - Variation of the Normalized Cumulative Absorption Rate from Upper Energy Limit
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Generation of Bounding Axial Burnup Profiles
as a Continuous Function of Average Burnup

Jens-Christian Neuber
Framatome-ANP GmbH, P.O. Box 101 063, 6301 0 Offenbach, Germany

jens-christian. neuber�framatome-anp. com

In the paper on hand a method is presented which makes it possible to generate a bounding axial burnup profile
the shape of which is a continuous function of the average bumup of the fuel. Application of this method results
in continuous loading curves, therefore. The method consists in an analysis of the characteristics of the shape of
real axial profiles. No restrictions are placed on the number or characteristics of the real profiles that could be
used in such an analys s. In the paper on hand the mathematical tools used this analysis are described, and it is
demonstrated that the bounding axial burnup profile generated is in fact bounding.

1. Introduction therefore. The variation in the end effect due to vary-

The shape of an axial burnup profile of an irradiated ing axial shapes has to be considered in a burnup
fuel assembly is usually asymmetric due to the lower credit criticality safety analysis. The objective of such
moderator density in the upper half of an operating an analysis usually consists in determining a loading
core (cf. Fig. 1). The asymmetric component is de- curve specifying the minimum average burnup neces-
pendent on the average burnup of the fel. assembly sary for a fuel assembly with a specific initial erich-
and is strongly affected by reload patterns applied, ment to be placed in the spent fuel management sys-
control rod movements during operating cycle, pres- tem of interest. The end effects due to axial burnup
ence of axial shaping rods or burnable poison rods, shapes have to be covered by the loading curve, there-
presence of integral burnable absorbers as well as fore. To attain sufficient confidence that the highest
extended low power operations. In other words, axial reactivity effect due to the operation strategies used is
burnup shapes are strongly affected by the operation covered by the loading curve it is necessary to evalu-
strategies used. They are plant specific, therefore. ate a huge number of profiles covering all the parame-

The impact of an axial burnup profile on the reactivity ters affecting the shape of the profiles.

of a spent fel management system is usually ex- 2. Method Used for Generating a Bounding Load-
pressed in the difference Ak between the system's ing Curve

neutron multiplication factor obtained with the profile In Ref 2 a method was introduced which makes it
and the system's neutron multiplication factor ob- possible to consider any number of axial burnup
tained by assuming a uniform distribution of the aver- shapes in the evaluation of the loading curve. This is
aged burnup of the profile. This difference is called accomplished by applying an appropriate statistical
"end effect". test procedure which consists in comparing the neu-

The end effect varies with the shape of the axial po- tron multiplication factor of any real axial shape with
files and depends on the operation strategies used, a curve called "calibration curve" giving the neutron
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Fig. 1: Typical axial burnup profiles from the axial profile database Reference /I/.
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Fig. 2 Evaluation of the end effect

multiplication factor under the hypothesis that the culate the neutron multiplication factor of hundreds of
burnup is uniformly distributed within the active axial bumup shapes under the conditions of the spent
zones of the fuel assemblies, cp. Fig. 2 The uniform fael management system of interest, and hence some
burnup which results in the same neutron multiplica- attempts were already made to generate an axial pro-
tion factor kff as the real axial shape is called "equiva- file which is bounding with respect to all end effects
lent uniform burnup". As follows from the definition to be considered. These attempts consisted in dividing
of the end effect, if there is any end effect k different the average burmip scale into a relatively small num-
fi-om zero the equivalent uniform bumup will differ ber of intervals and generating a bounding axial shape
from the average bumup of the shape, cf. Fig. 2 The for each of these intervals (cf. Ref. 3/ for instance).
end effect k can be expressed, therefore, in the dif- The outcome of these attempts is thus a set of discon-
ference AB between the average burnup (B.,.) and the tinuous shapes, and application of this set results in
equivalent uniform burnup(B..,J, discontinuous loading curves.

In the following section a method is presented which
AB = B., - 13�.,,.. (1) makes it possible to generate a bounding axial profile

Due to the fact that the calibration curve as well as the the shape of which is a continuous function of the
neutron multiplication factor of an axial shape are average bumup in such a way that the bounding curve
usually encumbered with statistical uncertainties (due equation 2) (as for example that one shown in Fig. 3)
to the fact that Monte Carlo codes are usually used for can be directly derived. This is demonstrated with the
calculating the kff values), the resultant difference AB aid of the axial profile database Ref. /1/, i.e., the
is usually given in form of a confidence interval, cf. shapes of the axial profiles compiled in this database
Ref. 2/. The 95% confidence intervals of AB obtained are evaluated to generate the bounding shape as a
for the 850 axial bumup shapes compiled in the axial continuous function of the average burnup.
profile database Ref. /I/ are shown in Fig. 3.

As illustrated in this figure, taking the whole set of AB 3- Description of the Method of Generating a
intervals obtained into account a curve is derived Bounding Axial Burnup Shape as a Continuous
which gives a bounding description of the end effect Function of the Average Burnup

as a function of the average bumup of the fuel assem- The axial profile database Ref. /I/ consists of 850
blies, axial burmip shapes received from Nuclear Power

= f (Bav.). (2) Plant (NPP) Neckarwestheirn IL All these shapes(ABL.d. belong to one and the same fuel assembly type, the

Once this bounding curve is established the determi- Siemens Convoy Series fuel assembly type FOCUSTM.

nation of the loading curve can be based on the as- For this type the shapes were gathered from the cycles
sumption of uniformly distributed bumups, because 5 through 12 of NPP Neckarwestheim IL

the loading curve thus obtained can be corrected with The shapes were derived from in-core 3D power den-
the aid of the bounding curve (AB)bo.d = fB.j. Due sity distribution measurements based on flux meas-
to this correction the final loading curve thus obtained urements. At 28 fuel assembly positions the flux data
covers the end effect. are monitored at 32 equidistant axial nodes. These

However, it is a considerable amount of work to measurements are performed every fourteenth day.
calculate the neutron multiplication factor of hundreds
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Fig. 3 Evaluation of the profile database Ref. /1/: End effect of the individual profiles and bounding AB curve.

The high spatial resolution and the high frequency of and

the measurement campaigns as well as the accuracy of cc(n = 32) = rx(l)) (6)
the measurement device cf. Ref. //) result in shapes
of outstanding quality. where r(a(i)) denotes the respective regression fimc-

To extract from these shapes the bounding shape tion resulting from the regression analysis of the data.
sought-after the following steps have to be taken: The solid line in Fig. 4 represents the regression fimc-

First of all the shapes are normalized by forming the tion obtained for i = 2 and the dotted line in this fig-
ratios ure gives the lower 950/o/95% tolerance limit of this

function (cf. Ref. 151).

aij = Bij n (n = 32) (3) The ratios aj obtained for the nodes through 31

Bi j N (N = 50) according to eq. 3) are evaluated in the following
way: The quotients (a,,I / aj) are plotted versus the

of the burnup Bj at node i of the j-th axial shape to the respective average burnup values Bj for i = 7 through
average burnup Bj of this shape. For n equidistant i = 30. As shown in Fig. for i = 7 for example, it is
nodes Bj is given by observed that

I 0 * the quotients (alj / cQ are virtually independent
B = -EBij (4) from the average burnup B, for i = 7 through

n ., i = 30.

As indicated in Fig. 1, in compliance with the nomen- As can be seen from Fig. 1, this was to be expected
clature used at NPP Neckarwestheim 11 i = I denotes due to the shape of the axial profiles.

the node at the top of the fuel zone (top node), and By means of linear regression analysis the following
i = n = 32 denotes the node at the bottom of the fuel recurrence formula can be extracted from the data:
zone (bottom node).

The ratios cilj of the (i+l)-th node are plotted versus a(i + 1 = a(i). rj' (B,,,.), i = 7.., 30, (7)

the ratios aj of the i-th node for i = 1,...,n-2, and the where r,,,i (B.,,.) denotes the respective regression
ratios ot.,,j of the bottom node are plotted versus the flinction resulting from the regression analysis of the
ratios aij of the top node. As shown in Fig. 4 for i = 2 quotients (aiij / aj). The solid line in Fig. repre-
for example, it is found that sents the regression fnction obtained for i = 7.

• the ratios Li+lj are strongly correlated to the ratios With the set of recurrence equations (5) through 7 a
aij for i = I through i = 6 and that set of model functions x(i) is given fori-ning an axial

• the ratios anj of the bottom node show a significant model shape. However, this set of equations can be
correlation to the ratios aij of the top node. solved only then, if one has a model

Therefore, by means of linear regression analysis (cf. a(]) = f, (Bav.) (8)
Ref, 151) the following recurrence formule can be
extracted from the data: for node 1. To get such a model the ratios a Ij obtained

a(i + 1) = ra(i)) for i 6, (5) for node I according to eq. 3) are plotted versus the
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Fig. 5: Evaluation of the profile database Ref /I/: (ccil / aj) versus Bj, , i = 7 j= 1,...,N (N = 50)

respective average burnups Bj. As can be seen from lower bound and is taken as model fttnction eq. (8),
Fig. 6 there is no correlation of xlj to Bj. This was to therefore. This function has the form
be expected due to all the different irradiation histories a

represented by the axial profiles of the database ct(l) + d [I - exp(- X (B.. c],
Ref. /I/. However, all the regression functions rcc(i)) b (Ba,. + CY I
obtained for i = I_. 6 (cp. equation (5)) lead to a de- a, b, c, d, X = const. E
crease of a(i+]) with decreasing c(i) cf. Fig. 4 for (9)

example). Therefore, the lower the value of a(l) is According to their definition eq. 3) the ratios aj are
assumed to be, the lower are the values obtained for bounded by
a(i), i = 2.. 7 i.e., the higher is the asymmetry of the
axial model shape. It is well-known that the higher the n
asymmetry of a shape is the higher is the end effect. Z cc = n . (10)
Therefore, due to the fact that one is looking for a i=1

bounding axial shape, only a model function eq. (8) Due to the fact that the model function eq. 9) repre-
for c(]) is needed which represents a lower bound of sents a lower bound and that the regression functions
all the ajj values observed. The curve named as in equations (5) through 7) do not necessarily con-
"Lower Bound" in Fig. 6 obviously represents such a serve te normalization condition (10), the values
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Fig. 7 Evaluation of the profile database Ref. /1/: End effect of the individual profiles and AB curves generated
with the aid of the a(l) model function named as "Lower Bound" in Fig. 6.

(x(i = f(B av.), i = n, obtained from equations (9) ... .. ....... .... .............. ..... .. ..... .....
and (5) through 7) have to be re-normalized. How-
ever, because of being defined as a lower bound
a(l) given by eq. 9) cannot be included in the re- -.. f th. Mph. (1)

M." Fur.IJ- Souncr Jet ft 5)

normalization. In addition, the regression functions in %.
Req. (5) reflect the strong correlations between the a

values of nodes I through 7 Therefore, these correla-
tions cannot be included in the re-normalization, since
a(l) has to be excluded from the re-normalization.

The re-normalization is therefore restricted to a cor- A..rqp Run,.p I MW&kg

rection of the cc values of nodes 14 through 28 in such Fig. 8: Evaluation of the axial database Ref Ct6j

a way that the asymmetry of the axial model shape is versus Bj 0=1,...,N = 50) and a(6) model
increased: The a(i) values of the nodes i = 14 through function obtained with the cc(l) model func-
i = 28 are multiplied with a node-dependent factor gi tion named as "Lower Bound" in Fig. 6
given by
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9i � S, (i - 13)+1 for i 14,..., 28, (I 1) words, the chosen a(l) model function is bounding

where s is given by with respect to the aij values observed for node 1, but
this function is contradictory to the strong correlations

28 n observed between the otij values of nodes I through 7.
S (i - 13). x(i n (12) The oc(l) model function has therefore to be revised

i=14 by making use of the inverse functions of the recur-

With the model function eq. 9), the set of recurrence sion functions eq. (5). The revised x(l) model func-
equations (5) through 7), and the subsequent applica- tion thus obtained by adjusting the parameters a, b, c,
tion of the correction factor eq. (I 1) to the cc values d, and in eq. 9) appropriately is presented in Fig. 6
obtained for the nodes 14 through 28 from equation too. The AB curve obtained with this revised model
(7 a normalized axial model shape is formed which is function was already shown in Fig. 3 and is in fact
a continuous function of the average bumup B,,.. It bounding. (The AB curve is given by a linear least
has to be checked now, whether or not this model squares ft of the AB confidence intervals obtained
shape is the bounding shape sought-after. with the axial burmip model shapes derived from the

normalized axial model shape as a function of the

4. Results Obtained and Revision of the Node average burnup.)
Model Function

5. Conclusions
As can be seen from Fig. 2 the procedure used to It was shown that bounding axial profiles can be gen-
express the end effect in terms of the difference AB erated as a continuous function of the average burnup.
between average burnup and equivalent uniform burn- The generation of such profiles can be based on any
up neither depends on the shape of the axial profiles number of real shapes, i.e., thousands of shapes can be
nor on the description of the shapes that has to be taken into account whereas the determination of the
chosen to be able to compute the keff values of the bounding AB curve can be based on a relatively small
profiles. The procedure to determine AB can be ap- set of bounding profiles derived from the normalized
plied to any profile, whatever its origin and shape axial model shape as a function of average burnup.
might be. In particular, it can be applied to axial burn- (The AB curve presented in Fig. 3 is based on 26 of
up model distributions derived from the normalized such profiles.)
axial model shape developed in the preceding section.

The AB curve generated thus with the aid of this The use of AB curves has the advantage that the de-
model shape is given by the solid line in Fig. 7 The termination of the loading curve can be based on the
AB curve represented by the dashed line is obtained assumption of uniformly distributed burnups. This is
when instead of the regression functions r(a(i)) the of particular interest for instance for transport or stor-
lower 951/o/95% tolerance limits of these functions (cp age casks used for different power plants. The end

' effect, wich may be plant specific as explained in the
Fig. 4 are applied in equation (5). The use of these first chapter, can be covered by correcting the loading
lower tolerance limits obviously results in an overly curve with the aid of the respective plant specific AB
conservative approach for burnups greater than curves.
20 MWd/kg U. However, for burnups less than
20 MWd/kg U neither this approach nor the AB curve The whole method described was checked by applying
given by the solid line are completely bounding. This it to different axial burnup profile databases. It was
is due to the fact that the "Lower Bound" cc(l) model found that x(l) model functions of the form given by
function (cp. Fig. 6 has its minimum value at equation 9 and correlations between the aj values of
15 MWd/kg U whereas the minimum values aj for the neighboring nodes are characteristic of axial burnup
nodes 2 through 7 are observed in the range of profiles.
I MWd/kg U (cf. Fig. 8, for example). In other
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Abstract

Conceptual design has been performed for a spent fuel transport cask with bumup credit and a
neutron-absorbing material to maximize transportation capacity. Both fresh and burned fuel are
assumed to be stored in the cask and boral and borated stainless steel are selected for the neutron-
absorbing materials. Three different sizes of cask with typical 14, 21 and 52 PWR fuel assemblies
are modeled and analyzed with the SCALE 44 code system. In this analysis, the biases and
uncertainties through validation calculations for both isotopic predictions and criticality
calculation for the spent fuel have been taken into account. All of the reactor operating parameters,
such as moderator density, soluble boron concentration, fuel temperature, specific power, and
operating history, have been selected in a conservative way for the criticality analysis. Two
different bumup credit loading curves are developed for boral and borated stainless steel absorbing
materials. It is concluded that the spent fuel transport cask design with bumup credit is feasible
and is expected to increase cask payloads.

Key Words: Cask, Burnup Credit, Criticality, Poison Material, Spent Fuel

1. Introduction cask and boral and borated stainless steel (BSS) are
selected for the neutron absorbing material. First of

The current standard practice in the criticality all, the pitch of fuel array of the conceptual design for
safety analysis for certification of light water reactor cask has been determined based on the criticality
spent-fuel shipping casks is to use a fresh uel analysis. Secondly, the loading curves, that is, the
assumption. This assumption ignores the decrease in minimum burnup required for a fuel assembly with a
reactivity as a result of burnup and results in specific initial enrichment, have been developed for
excessive conservatism in the calculated reactivity each of absorbing materials.
values. With the application of burnup credit methods, Section 2 briefly describes the conceptual design
it is possible to take credit for the reactivity reduction for cask. In Section 3 the calculational tools,
associated with fuel burnup, hence reducing the validation of calculational method and sensitivity
analysis conservatism while maintaining an adequate analysis for design parameters are provided. The
safety margin. Over the last decades, technical calculational results are provided in Section 4
feasibility and economic gains for allowing burnup followed by the conclusions in Section .
credit in spent fuel shipping cask applications have
been analyzed and resulted in substantial incentives 2. Conceptual Design for Cask
by increased cask payloads and the corresponding
decrease in total number of shipments. Also, a series The conceptual design for cask considered cask
of limited recommendations for burnup credit payloads and neutron absorbing material. In general,
approach in criticality safety analysis for PWR spent cask payloads of the existing cask are about 20 PVVR
fuel casks have been provided through various assemblies. In this analysis, three different cask
research programs and the validation analyses for models of payloads (I 4ea, 21 ea, 52ea) are considered
licensing of casks. to evaluate the effect of payloads on the criticality

The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the analysis. It is assumed that these casks simply consist
validity of applicable casks as the development of of a honeycombed fuel basket and carbon steel
advanced casks for transportation and storage of fuel cylindrical shell (1.5 inches in thickness) surrounding
assemblies is required in the immediate future. In this the basket.
paper, criticality safety analysis for conceptual design Two types of cask basket structure are considered
for cask has been performed with bumup credit. Both for criticality control. The basket using boral is a
fresh and burned fuels are assumed to be stored in the stainless steel honeycomb structure with rectangular
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ftiel load cells and poison (boral) plates attached to 3. Method of Criticality Safety Analysis
their outside surfaces. Boral as a neutron absorbing 3.1 Calculational Tools
material is mechanically attached to the cells such The computational tools used in this analysis are the
that the fuel assemblies are fully surrounded by the shielding analysis sequence SAS2H and the criticality
neutron absorbing material. The neutron absorbing safety analysis sequence CSAS from SCALE 44
material extends the full height of the active fuel. The computer code system. SAS2H module is used on the
B-10 content in boral is assumed as 0020 g/cm2. The spent fuel nuclide composition calculation with the
other type of basket uses borated stainless steel (BSS) core operating parameters, and the kff calculation of
as a basket structure material. This basket consists of the conceptual design for cask is performed using the
interlocking flat BSS plates which form square fuel CSAS module. The cross-section library used in this
load cells, and a loaded fuel shares the plate walls of study is the SCALE 44-neutron-group ENDF/B-V
basket fuel cell with adjacent fuels. The boron library (44GROUPNDF5).
content in BSS is assumed to be the maximum limit
of 20 wtO/o evaluated for the quality of material. A 3.2 Validation of Calculational. Methods
1/8 in. thickness of BSS plate is applied to the 3.2.1 Selected Nuclides for Criticality Analysis
analysis because it usually ranges between I/ 2 to 1/8 To make the analysis practical, a subset of
in. depending on the manufacturing company. The B- important nuclides that can adequately represent the
10 content in this BSS thickness (1/8 in.) is about a behavior of a spent fuel in criticality analysis models
half (0. I g/cm2) of that in boral. is selected. Isotopes to represent the spent fuel

The assumed basic data of poison material for the composition are selected under a conservative
conceptual cask are given in Table 1. Figure I shows consideration. A set of 12 actinide isotopes, 15 fission
the schematic geometry model of the conceptual products, and 016 is considered for this work as
design for cask. shown in Table 2.

Table Assumed Basic Data of Poison Material
Boral basket BSS basket

Boron content in boral 0020 g of B-IO/ cm2 BSS density: 8.0 g/cm 3
Boral thickness, width: 0075 in., 75 in. Boron wtO/o in BSS 20 wtl/o
S. Steel thickness: 0075 in. BSS wall thickness: 0 125 in.
Fastener thickness 0025 in.

k� s. (wbm Sh" rmdhn: 70 UX "J
sbwrbwl " 'SS

Inaw dken decks 1.51(3.81 *6: 9.0'(22M cm)
(carbm so"
bm WV%,
raa

.. ... .... .. .......... ...... ..

MM Vida

BSS

Fig. I The conceptual design for cask
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Table 2 Set of isotopes used in criticality calculations the lower power yields slightly higher kff than the
U-234, U-235, U-236, U-238, Np-237, Pu-238, higher one. A higher boron concentration in depletion
Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-241, Pu-242, Am-241, Am- calculation yields a higher reactivity of spent fuel
243 assembly for all operating conditions. A longer
Mo-95, Tc-99, Ru I 0 1, Rh- 1 03, Ag- 1 09, Cs- 33, cooling time after discharge of fuel yields a lower
Nd- 1 43, Nd- 1 45, Sm- 47, Sm- 1 49, Sm- 1 50, Sm- reactivity of spent ftiel assembly.
15 1, Sm- 52, Eu- 53, Gd- 1 55 To evaluate the effect of axial bumup profile of
0-16 spent fuel, a flat burnup and an actual axial burnup

3.2.2. Isotopic Prediction Validation distribution have been considered. Only the top half
The spent fuel material composition is calculated of fuel rods has been modeled for axial burnup

using the SAS2H module. For the validation of the distribution. The results show different trends with
SAS2H isotope calculation method, a deterministic the initial enrichment, discharge burnup, and cooling
CSASIX (XSDRNPM)') calculation has been time after discharge of fuel and are summarized as

performed. CSASIX calculates k. of the spent fuel follows:
pin array based on the calculated and the measured . For high initial enrichment and high burnup a flat
isotopic values. The 38 spent fuel samples from burnup distribution causes lower kff than actual
ORNL documents (2,3) have been used for this burnup distribution, which is more severe at a long

calculation. Evaluated bias and 95/95 uncertainty of cooling time.
ftiel depletion calculation by SAS21-1 are 000073 Ak . For a relatively low initial enrichment and a high

burnup, the flat burnup distribution yields lower kff
and 002689 Ak, respectively. than the actual burnup distribution, which is also

magnified with the long cooling time. However, the
3.2.3. Criticality Calculation Validation degree of difference is less than the high enrichment

A set of 95 critical experiments 48 U02 and 47 and high burnup case.
MOX experiments) data from reference 4 through . For a high initial enrichment and a relatively low
reference 12 has been benchinarked using CSAS burnup, the flat burnup distribution yields higher kff
module with 44GROUPNDF5 cross section library to than the actual burnup distribution at no cooling time
demonstrate its applicability to criticality analysis and and I-year cooling time. However, the lat burnup
to establish the bias and uncertainty. Calculated distribution gives lower k than the actual burnup
results are shown in Table 3. distribution at 5-year cooling time.

Table 3 The results of the validation calculation . In all 5-year cooling time cases, the flat burnup
distribution gives lower k.

Experiment Average Bias Deviation ff than the actual burnup
distribution.

k,,ff (average kff -I) ((Y In the conceptual design for cask, the typical
U0, 0.999921 -0.000079 0.003751 expected burnup and initial enrichment of spent fuel

Mox 1.000292 0.000292 0.004422 to be loaded are 36 G,,rD/MTU and 43 wtO/o with 
TOTAL 1.000104 0.000104 0.004101

yrs cooling time. For this case, the criticality

3.2.4. Sensitivity Analysis for Various Operating calculation with the actual axial burnup distribution is
Parameters more conservative than the flat burnup distribution.

Sensitivity analyses have been performed to Nevertheless, the flat burnup profile is assumed in the
determine the input parameters that have a significant criticality analysis of this conceptual design for cask
effect on the depletion and criticality analyses. The because the difference in the reactivity is small.

considered parameters are initial enrichment 1.7 30, 4. Criticality Analysis of the Conceptual Design
4.6 wt%), discharge bumup (I 8, 36, 54 GVrD/MTU), for Cask
core moderator temperature (T.,g, Th0j, core specific

power level (P,,g, qk MWt/MTU), boron 4.1 Criticality Calculation
concentration in the coolant (C.,9, C...,), cooling time The CSAS25 module and 44GROUPNDF5
(0, 1, 5 years), and axial burnup profile of spent fuel library of SCALE 44 have been used to calculate the
(actual, flat). The following effects and trends for kff for the conceptual design for cask under normal
operating parameters and axial burnup distribution and accident conditions. The SAS2H module was
are observed.

A higher moderator temperature in depletion used to determine the isotopic content of spent ftiel
calculation yields a higher reactivity of spent ftiel for those calculations involving burned ftiel. The
assembly for all other operating conditions such as accident case assumes a single fully loaded and
boron concentration, specific power level, cooling undamaged cask filled with water. But it is expected
time, initial enrichment and discharge burnup. There that the kff value would be very low in case of
is no significant difference in the calculated kff at maintaining the normal dry transport condition.
different power levels when no cooling time is Therefore, an appropriate pitch of ftiel array in cask
considered. However, for I and 5- year cooling time, has to be decided by the criticality analysis for
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accident case. The pitch size was decided according at least 10.2 in. (cask inner radius: above 80 cm) is
to the results of the criticality calculations for various required in order to load 5.0 wtO/o fresh fuel
distances among fuel assemblies. Following assemblies into the cask with 21 fuel assembly
operating parameters are used in this study. capacity without bumup credit. These results

represents that the cask volume can be reduced by
Fuel assembly: CE Plant type 16 x 16 fuel assembly about 13 as burruip credit be introduced in the
Initial fuel enrichment and bumup: criticality calculation. For these criticality
Maximum enriched fresh fuel: 50 Wt% U02 fuel calculations of fresh fuel, it should be noted that

(no burmip credit assumed) about 2% k is considered as a bias and uncertainty.
Low enriched fresh fuel: 1.8 wto/ U02 ftiel Meanwhile, in the case of BSS as a basket
Burned fuel istory parameters: structure material, the pitch size of 9 in. (cask inner

initial enrichment: 43 Wt% U02 fuel, radius: 70 cm) is calculated to safely load the 1.8
irradiation time: 2 cycles 450 days cycle) wt% fresh fuels. If the 43 wt% spent fuels are loaded
burnup: 36 GWD/MTU into the cask with 9 in. pitch, the calculated kff is less

(specific power: 40 MWt/MTU) than 09. In this case, therefore, the appropriate pitch
cooling time: yrs size is estimated to be 9 in.. Also, it is anticipated that
core cycle average boron concentration: 565 ppm the pitch which can load the 5.0 wtO/o fresh fuels is
core average coolant temp.: 580 OF very large and not practical in engineering sense. Not
axial burnup: uniform g/CM3 taking bumup credit, the volume and weight of the

Pellet stack density: 10. 14 (92.28% of cask will increases significantly more for 5.0 wt%
theoretical density) fresh fuels.
Water density in the cask: 1.0 g/CM3 (accident case) The BSS considered in this paper has lower boron
Fuel position in the cask cell center content than that of the boral and it is arrayed that the

structure of basket is less conservative relatively.
Calculated results are shown in Table 4 From Therefore, to use BSS without burnup credit, the

these results, the inimum cask cell pitch size that thickness should be increased considerably. It is also
satisfies the criticality safety limit of 095 kff can be found that under the same pitch sizes, as the
determined. payload capacity increases, the kff in cask increases.

For the cask using boral as a neutron absorbing This suggests that a more restrictive loading
material, it is possible to load 1.8 wtO/o fresh fuel and condition of fuel assembly needed for the larger
the 43 wtO/o burned fuels with the pitch size of 86 in., payload capacity. However, a larger payload capacity
which corresponds to 65 cm cask inner radius, cask would be preferable since the degree of increase
considering te sizes of fuel assembly and basket in keff is very small.
structure. Also, it was evaluated that the pitch size of

Table 4 kff for various pitch sizes
kff' (neutron absorber: Boral)

pitch 5.0 wt% fresh fuel 1.8 wtO/o fresh fuel 4.3 wt%, 36 MWD/MTU
(in.) (no burnup credit) (cooling time: yrs)

No. of fuel assembly No. of fuel assembly No. of fuel assembly
14 2 52 14 2 52 14 2 52

8.6 - 1.09400 1.12671 0.81429 0.83650 0.86069 0.78430 0.80405 0.82922
(0.35273)b (0.23481)b

10.0 0.93619 0.94959 0.96696 - - - - -
10.2 - 0.92760 0.94272 -
10.4 - 0.92001 - -

kff' (neutron absorber: BSS)

pitch 5.0 wt% fresh fuel 1.8 wt% fresh ftiel 4.3 wt%, 36 MWD/MTU
(in.) (no bumup credit) (cooling time: yrs)

No. of fuel assembly No. of fuel assembly No. of fuel assembly
14 21 52 14 21 52 14 21 52

9.0 1.15091 1.17687 1.20903 0.89288 0.91419 0.93692 0.85245 0.87009 0.89369
(0.23718)b

10.0 - 1.09437 - - - - - -
11.0 - 1.02987 -

a. The bias and uncertainty is not included.
b. The kff under nonnal condition (dry condition)
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Based on the above evaluated pitch sizes, the k,,ff The minimum allowable burnups for the maximum
has been calculated for various combinations of allowable initial enrichment (5.0 wtO/o U-235) are
initial fuel enrichments and burnups to determine the approximately 30 GVM/MTU for boral cask and 42
initial enrichment and burnup of a fuel assembly GWD/MTU for BSS cask. In general, the acceptable
which can be loaded into the cask. This calculation burnup and initial enrichment of the boral cask case
has been performed only for the 21 capacity cask. in Figure 2 corresponds to the typical spent fuel

Two cases of the kff were calculated on the condition of a PWR plant. Also, it should be noted
determined pitches (boral: 86 in., BSS: 90 in.) in that, in order to transport the fresh fuel with 5.0 w/o
order to estimate the loading allowable burnup for the U-235, the array interval (pitch) of fuel assembly
given initial fuel enrichments of a fuel assembly. The should be increased. In this case, the volume of the
following initial enrichments and burnups are used in cask would have to be increased by 1.5 times as
this case study. discussed in the previous subsection.

Initial fuel enrichment: 20 25 30 35 40 45,
5.0 wtO/o 5. Conclusions
Fuel burnup: 18, 36, 54 GWD/MTU

The criticality analysis of the conceptual design
In order to take into account the bias and for cask has been performed with burnup credit.

uncertainties on the criticality analysis, the following Three different sizes of cask with 14, 21 and 52 PWR
parameters have been considered: fuel assemblies are modeled and two different

Bias and uncertainty for burnup calculation absorbing material, boral and BSS, are considered for
Bias and uncertainty for criticality calculation the conceptual cask. A pitch of 86 in. was decided
Individual calculational uncertainty of Monte Carlo for the cask using boral as a neutron absorbing

method material by the criticality analysis for accident case.
- Tolerance and uncertainty due to the deviation from Likewise, a pitch of 9 in. was selected for the cask
nominal condition (temperature, fuel rack pitch, rack using BSS. Two different burnup credit loading
steel thickness, aount of poison material, most curves are also developed based on the determined
reactive position of fuel assembly in cells, etc.) pitches for boral and BSS absorbing materials.

Increased cask payloads and the corresponding
4.2 Calculation Results decrease in total number of shipments result in

CSAS25 has been run for various combinations substantial incentives by allowing burnup credit for
of initial fuel enrichments and burnups to determine PWR spent fuel cask applications. The cask designed
keff as a function of burnup for the given initial fuel with burnup credit can load about 1.5 times more fuel
enrichments. Figure 2 shows the minimum allowable assemblies than that without burnup, credit for the
burnup for a fuel assembly which could be loaded in case of 21 capacity cask using boral with the same
the 21 capacity cask. The minimum allowable burnup volume. Additional benefit could be expected by
is the value above which the criticality safety limit of considering that the potential accident risks and
0.95 kff is satisfied. Therefore, the spent fuel occupational exposure are decreased by means of
assemblies with burnup and initial enrichment above decreasing the total number of shipments.
the curve in Figure 2 are qualified for loading into the
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Evaluation of Burnup Credit for Accommodating PVVR Spent Nuclear Fuel in
fth-capacity Cask Designs

John C. WAGNER'
Oak Ridge National Laboratory� P. 0. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 3 7831-63 70, USA

This paper pesents an evaluation of the aount of burnup credit needed for high-density casks to
transport the current U.S. inventory of commercial spent nuclear fuel (SNF) assernblies. A prototypic
32-assembly cask and the current regulatory guidance were used as bases for this, evaluation.
By compariiig actual pressurized-water-reactor (PWR) discharge data (Le., ftiel burnup and itial
enrichment specifications for fuel assemblies discharged fiom U.S. PWRs) with actinide-only-based
loading curves, this evaluation finds that additional negative reactivity hrough eher increased credit for
ftiel bumup or cask design/utilization modifications) is ncessary to accommodate the majority of SNF
assemblies in high-capacity storage and tranTortation casks. Te impact of varying selected
calculational assumptions is also investigated, and considerable improvement in efrectiveriess, is shown
with the inclusion of the principal fission products (FPs) and minor actinides and the use of a bounding
best-estimate approach for sotopic validation. Given sufficient data for validation, the most significant
component oil would improve accuracy, and subsequently enhance the utilization of bumup credit, is the
inclusion ofFPs.

KEYWORDS. burnup credit, criticality safety, spent nuclearfuel, transportation

1. Introduction in some detail and considerable pgress has been made n
understanding the issues and developing approaches for a

Historicafly, citicality safi* analyses for commercial light sakty evaltration. Based on these sdies, the U.S. Nuclear
water reactor WR) spent fuel storage and transportation Regulatory Commission (NRC) issued Interim Staff
casks have assumed the spent ftiel to be fresh (unirradiated) Guidance8revisionloSG-8rl)inJulyl999.') Adiscussion
with uniform itopic compositions corresWriding to the of the technical considerations did helped form the
maximum aowable enrichment. Thisfivsh-fitel asmwphon development of ISG-8 can be found in Ref 2 Subsequently,
provides a smple bounding approach to the criticality analysis ISG-8 revsion 2 OSG-80) wch eminated or lessened
and elirrmates concerns related to the fuel operating history. several of the imitations in ISG-8rl, was issued in September

However because do assumption ignores the decrease in 2002.')
reactivity as a result of irradiation, it is very conservative and The initial issuance and subsequent evisions of ISG-8
can result in a significant reduction in spent nuclear fuel (SNF) have provided the impetus for mdustry to proceed with a new
capacity for a given cask volume. Numerous publications generation of high-capacity cask designs using burnup audit
have demonstrated that increases in SNF cask capacities fiom However, concenis have been rased dial additional credit for
the use of bumup =& can enable a reduction in the nmber fuel bumup, beyond that currently recommended in ISG-8,
of casks and shipments, ad thus have notable financial will be necessary to accommodate the ajority of SNF
benefits while poviding a risk-based approach to improving assemblies in high-capacity (Le., 32 assembly) casks.
safay The cncept of taking credit for the reduction in This paper summarizes recent effbie to evaluate the use
reactivity due to irradiation of nuclear fuel (i.e., fuel bumup) is of burnup credit to accommodate SNF in high-capacity
commonly eferred to as bwW credit. The reduction in storage and transportation casks. The evaluation is based on
reactivity that occurs with fuel burnup is due the cange in comparisons of PWR discharge data (Le., fuel bumup and
concentration (net reduction) of fissile nuclides and the initial erichment specifications for fael assemblies discharged
production of parasitic neutron-absorbing nucUdes [non-fissile from U.S. PWRs wh bumup-credit loading curves for the
aLtinides and fission products (FPs)]. prototypical high-capacity GBC-32 cask-) and determinations

The utilization of credit for fuel burnup in an of the percentage of assemblies id meet the loading criteria.
away-fi-om-reactor riticality safety evaluation necessitates Subsequently, vriations in the pncipal analysis asumptions
careful consideration of the fuel operating history, additional are considered to assess the potential for eanding the
validation of calculmonal methods (for prediction and use of percentage of assemblies dig may be accommodated 
SNF isotopic compositions), consideration of new conditions high-capacity casks.
and configurations for the licensing basis, and additional Bumul>-ci� loading curves (see Figure 1) define
measures to ensure proper cask loading. For pressurized assembly acceptability i trms of minimum required umup
water-reactor (PWR) firel, each of these arm has been sudied as a firriction of hitial assembly eichment. Each burtrup

Corresponding author, Tel. 865-241-3570, Fax. 865-576-3513, E-mail: wagnedc�oml.gov
Managed by UT-Battefle, LLC, for the U.S. Department of Energy under contract No. DE-AC05-00OR22725.
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and enrichment combination on the loading curve corresponds and skipped the first 100 generations before averaging; thus,
to a limiting value of the effective neutron multiplication brtor each calculated kf value is based on 2 illion neutrori
(k.f) for a given configurzition (eg., a cask). histor�ies. Te KENOVa calculations utilized the SCALE

238-group cross-section library.

60 The determination of burnup-erinchment combinations for
a bumup-avdit loading curve equires a senes ofdepleetion and

50 Acceptable cnficality (STARBUCS) calculations associated wh an
for cask �adin�� wave search andVor interpolation. This process is

Z 40 automated via an iterative sean;h capabW ) that aows

I repeated STARBUCS calculations to be perfmied, using aa 30 least-Auares analysis of the results to aomatically adjust
CL Una= 20 cceptable eimchment into a desh-ed kfvahie is obtained withi a desirW
E for cask loading tolerance for a user-suMlied series ofbumup steps. For this

lo work, loading curves were gnerated for a arget 4 valu of

0 0.94andconvergencecdterionof±0.002. Tusallbading

2 3 4 5 curves shown in this paper contspond to kf = 0.940 ± 0.002.

Enrichment [wt% 235q 3. Burnup-Credit Analyses

In a separate effort elated to bumup credit, a generic

Fig.1 Illustrative burnup-cnadit loading curve. Thevertical high-capacity (32-assembly) cask designated GBC-32, was

portion. ofthe loading curve at low burnup mesponds t a defined as a computational benchmark to provide a re&vrice

region in which the reduction in reactivity due to bumup Ls confipnitiori for the estimation ofreactivity margin available

smaller than the maease in reactivity associated with the from FPs ad mor actinides.) The GBC-32 cask is

conservatism in the burnw-credit evaluatiori. Hence, no representative of burritip-ctedit casks currently being

credit is taken for buimup in this rgion. considered by U.S. industry and is therefore a relevant and

appropriate configurtion for this evahiatiori.

2. Computational Methods The mplatoty gLudance for bumup credit (ISG-8r2)

mcomniends limiting the arriount of burnup ak to did

Bumup-credit analyses involve depletion calculations to available from atimde compositions in SNF with an

determine te SNF isotopic compositions, extrwtion of SNF assemb]ywaveraged burnup up 50 GW&MW and cooled

sotopic oomposidons from the depletion %got for use i a out-of-reactor for a time pwiod between I and 40 years. Te

cnticality model, and a mlicality calculation to detennine the computational mediodologres used for predicbrig the atitude

kf value. The rem* developed STARBUCS seWence� compositions and detennining the kf value are be property

which adomates buimup-� analyses by coupling the validated. Calculated isotopic predictions are t)pk*
7)depletion ad criticality modules of SCALE , was used for validated Against destructive chemical assay msurements

this analysis in particular, STARBUCS couples the from SNF samples, while criticality analysis methods are

following SCALE code nxxHes to achieve the automation: validated against applicable atical experiments. Thusthe

ARP, ORIGEN-S, CSASL WAY, and KENO Va. The ARP nuclides i a &*ty analysis am lh� pimai* by the

code prepm cross sections for each burnup step based on availability of measured/experinental data for validation.

intetpolatim for fuel ermchirvirt and nudcYcle burnuip from a Regmt1ing modeling asstiniltons, it s recommended that the

user-supplied ARP library dim contains problem-dependent applicant enstire dig the actinide compositions used 

cross sectiom The ORIGEN ARP methodology offers a analyzing the licensing safety basis are calculated using fbel

fiisw alternative to the SAS2H deplebm analysis sequence in design and m-reactor operating prameters selected to provide

SCALE, while maintaining calculational accuracy.8) conservative estimates ofthe kf value under cask cnditions.

Using an ARP-generated cruss-sectiori library ORIGEN-S Furthermorr, it is recommended dig the calculation ofthe 4

peribmis the depletion calculations to generate fuel value be perfmned using cask odels, appropdate analysis

compositions for all unique fel regions (e.&, different axial- assumptions, and code inputs do allow adequate

and/or horizontal-bumup regions). The CSASI module is representation of the physics of the snt fuel cask

used to automate esonance self-4melding calculations and environment

prepare macroscopic cross sections for each unique fuel region. Following the mcommendations embodied in the

Sequentially with CSASL the WAX odule is executed t regulatory guidance) loading rves were generated for the

append the cross sections into a sgle cross,-section library. GBC-32 cask for each of the following assemby tRes:

Finally, the STARBUCS module executes the Combustion Engineering (CE) 14 x 14, Babcock Wilcox

duw-dimensional O-D) KENO Va (or KENONO (B&W) 15 x 15, CE 16 x 16 a Westinghouse VVE)

Monte Carlo criticality code using the generated cross sections. 17 x 17. Unless specifically stated otherwise, the following

To ensure proper convergence and reduce substical calculallonal assumptions were used:

uncertainty the KENOVa calculations simulated principal actinides only (Le., 24U, 25U, zU, B8N "9R4

1 1 00 generations, with 2000 neutron hstories per generation, IIIk4 241PL4 242pL4 and "Arri);
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• onservative operating parameters for fuel teruperature absorbers, including BPRs, on the reactivity of PWR SNF is
(HOOK), moderator temperatureidensity (61OK/ discussed in Ref. 12. Additional calculational details are
0.63 g(cc), specific power continuous operation at available in Ref. 4. The discharge data"' used for ts
60 MW/MTIJ), and soluble b oron concentation evaluation corresponds to SNF assemblies dscharged from

(cycl"veragevalue of 1000ppm)-4) U.S. PWRs through the end of 1998 (see Figure 2).
• bumup-<lependent axial and horizontal burnup

dist6butions suggested in Ref. 10; 4. Results
• 5year cooling time, and

• isotopic correction factors OCFs), used to adjust predicted The loading curves for the four assembly types are
compositions for individual nuclides for bias and Provided in Figure 3 and the acceptability of the SNF
uncertairity (to a 95'/o(95% confidence level), as assemblies for each ftiel type is summarized in Table .
determined from comparisons of calculated and Consistent with the regulatory gdance, assemblies that
measirred isotopic compositions from Ref I . require bumup > 50 GWdVM are lassified as uacceptable

Bemuse BW and WE assemblies have used burnable Also, the determination of acceptability does not account for

poison rods (BPRs), those cases assumed BPR exposure for burnup uncertanily, which would reduce the percentage of
the ft 20 GWdWM of bump. The effect of fixed
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Fig, 2 U. S. PWR SNF discharge data through 1998 numerical values correspand to the number of assemblies).
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Fig. 3 Comparison of discharged SNY assemblies to actinide-only-based loading curves for the GBC-32 cask

Table Summary of SNF acceptability in the GBC-32 cask acceptable assemblies. The results indicate that,.,,hfle burnup
with actinide-only burnup credit for the four assembly ypes credit can enable loading a arge percentage of the CE
considered assemblies in a high-capacity cask, its effectiveness under the

Total in Number Number current regulatory guidance is minimal for the B&W and WE
Assembly discharge acceptable for unacceptable assembly designs considered.

type data loading for loading To evaluate the effect of selected calculational. assumptions

CE 14x 14 5453 4194 77%) 1259 23%) Figure 4 compares the reference case loading curve for the
WE 7 x 17 assembly with loading crves for the following

B&W l5x15 6439 190 3-/) 6249 97%) individual variations: (1) extended cooling time 20 years);
(2) inclusion of the pincipal Ps rMo, 9'-Fc, JOIR,4 103pj�

CE 16x 16 5809 3618 620%) 2191 380/.) 109Ag, 133CS, 147SM, 149sm, 150sm, 151sm, 152sm, 143 Nd, 145 Nd,

WE 17x 17 21569 2437 11%) 19132 (89%) 151E,,, 153EU, 155 Gd) and inor actinides C6u, 237 Np, 243 Am)
with ICFs based on comparisons") with available assay data;

Total 39270 10439 27%) 28831(73-/) (3) inclusion of the principal Ps and minor actinides based on

a best-estimate approach") for bounding isotopic validation;
and 4 inclusion of the principal FPs and minor atinides
without any correction for isotopic validation. Note that for a
few of the relevant FPs, no measured assay data are available.
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Thus, with the exception of the final case, no credit was taken high-capacity casks. The loading curves presented in this
for their presence in the SNE paper are such that a notable portion of the SNF inventory

From Figure 4, it is apparent did extended cooling time can would be unacceptable for loading because the burnup value is
be used efectively to incrementally increase the prcentage of too low for the initial enrichment Relatively srnall shifts in a
acceptable assemblies. (A more detailed discussion of the cask loading curve, which increase or decrease the minimurn
effects of cooling time is available in Ref. 14.) However, required bumup for a given enrichment� can have a significant
inclusion of FPs and/or the use of more realistic approaches for impact on the number of SNF assemblies that are acceptable
isotopic validation oers significantly larger potential benefits. for loading. Thus, as the uncertainties and corresponding
For the GBC-32 cask, the percentage of acceptable assemblies conservatisms in bumup credit analyses are better understood
increases from II to 58% with the inclusion of the principal and reduced, the population of SNF acceptable for loading in
FPs and minor actinicles (both cases at 5-year cooling), and high-capacity casks will increase. Therefore, firture work
from 58 to 94% with the use of a bounding best-estimate should focus on improving the accuracy associated with
approach for isotopic valiclation, as descl:)ed in Ref I . he estimates of subcritical margin ith bumup credit. Given
final case shown in Figure 4 corresponds to fiII credit for the appropriate data for validation, the most significant component
calculated acbnicle and pcipal FP compositions and that would improve accuracy, and subsequently enhance the
represents a limit in terms of the potentially available negative utilization of burnup credit is the inclusion of Ps.
reactivity. For the cases ith Ps included no explicit Consequently, an eective approach for validation of FPs is a
consideration of criticality validation with Ps is included. key element necessary for the expansion ofbumup credit
However, the loading curves are a based on an upper Because the CE assemblies am considerably less reactive
sub,critical imit of 0.94 (as opposed to 095), which inherently than the WE and BW assemblies considered herein, loading
allows I% Ak for criticality calLulational bias and uncertainty. curves for the CE assemblies are notably lower thart those for

WE and B&W assemblies. Assemblies w are not qualified

for loading in a given high-capacity cask (i.e., do riot meet the

Reference (accept 6�) minimurn burnup requirement for its irritial enrichment value)
must be stored or transported by oher means. These include

20-y cooling time (accept 26%) (1) high-c�acity casks ridi desigAitilization modifications

and 2) lower-capacity (e.g., 24-assembly) casks that dlize
IncludeFP,�8,,,Inorac,nideswlhlCFs(accept58%) flux traps and/or increased fixed-poison oncentrations In

previous section loading crves developed for atinicle-only

include FPs & minor actinides w ith best-estimate burnup credit with an established 24-assembly cask design are

isotopic validation (accept 94%) such dig all or very nearly all assemblies with initial
A Include Fs & inor actinides w ithout any isotopic

validation (accept 98%) entichments up to wt % 235U are acceptable. Also, loading
curves developed for the GBC-32 cask with selected design

60 (increased poison loading) and udlization (rods inserted into

50 the assembly guide tubes) moclifications� iustrate aternative
means for increasing the number of assemblies acceptable for

40 loading in high-capacity cask designs. Although the use of

rod inserts impacts operational procedures, te approach

0 30 01 (coupled with burnup credit consistent with current regulatory

gwdance) offers a great deal of flexibility to achieve needed
E 20

reductions in reactivity in an existing high-capacity cask

10 design.
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Investigation of Several Methods to Set Burnup for Criticality Safety
Assessment of Spent Fuel Transport Casks

Yasushi NOMURA
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, baraki 319-1195, Japan

Several currently available methods to set burnup for depletion calculation are reviewed
and discussed about its adequacy for criticality safety assessment of spent fuel (SF)
transport casks by taking bumup credit (BQ into accounts. Various errors associated with
BC criticality analyses are evaluated and converted to equivalent burnup to compare each
other. Methods are proposed to use some reduced burnups equivalent to compensation of
these associated errors. Effects of assumption of axial burnup distribution on criticality
calculation and irradiation history parameter variation on depletion calculation are
evaluated with OECD/NEA BC international benchmark data.

KEYWORDS: burnap credit, spentfuel transport cask, criticality safety assessment,
upper 50 cm averaged burnup, axial burnap distribution, correction factors, irradiation
history data variation, equivalent uniform urnap, equivalent initial burnap

1. Introduction example calculations by using a realistic model
proposed in OECD/NEA BC international benchmark.

The most important and basic amount for BC
criticality safety analyses of the SF facilities may be 2. Upper 50 cm Averaged Burnup
burnup of the fuel if BC is taken into account in
criticality safety design and control. Averaged burnup In European countries such as UK and France, an
of SF assembly is derived from heat output and upper 50 cm averaged bumup of SF is approved by
nuclear radiation measurement during reactor regulations') to be used for BC criticality safety
operation, and usually referred to reactor management assessment. This reduced burnup may be said to
data accompanying SF assembly itself Upper 50 cm compensate measurement errors accompanied with SF
averaged burnup, which is in practice used for BC assembly averaged bumup. In fact, it is said that there
criticality safety evaluation and control, should be is some difference between the assembly averaged
examined of its safety margin secured by this method. burnup obtained from reactor management data and
Systematic errors associated with burnup the urnup measure prior to F acceptance in storage
measurements, biases inherent to depletion calculation or transport facilities. Here, the upper 50 cm averaged
codes together with statistic errors associated with burnup is evaluated with axial burnup distribution data
input data of irradiation history parameter variation measured by the PIE (Post Irradiation Experiment) )
should be appropriately addressed. And deviation performed at JAERI using Takahama-3 PWR SF and
errors produced with burnup profile assumption for the other publicly available or recommended data to
criticality analysis, should be duly evaluated to give compare with the whole length averaged burnup. Fig. I
the maximum neutron multiplication factor, K,, of the shows one of 18 sets of gamma scan data acquired in
system to judge its criticality safety by comparing the PIE, which is an equivalent to the axially
with the safety criteria such as 095'). In fact, there are distributed burnup. As a result, the ratios of upper 0
several methods proposed and published to cm averaged burnup to whole length aeraged burnup
compensate these errors for BC criticality safety range from 074 and 084 for these PIE data. It seems
analysis on the conservative side such as application that there is no tendency in these ratios with regard to
of correction factors to isotopic composition burnup as shown in Fig.2. In order to justify this upper
calculated by depletion code, and usage of Equivalent 50 cm averaged burnup for use in SF criticality safety
Uniform Burnup (EUB), or Equivalent Initial assessment, burnup measurement error should be duly
Enrichment (EIE) to initiate depletion calculations for 1.80
SF transport or storage criticality safety assessment. 1.60

In this paper, some currently available methods to 1 140

set equivalent burnup compensated for the associated 'S,
errors are briefly reviewed and evaluated of their 00
adequacy for BC criticality safety assessment for SF
transport and storage facilities. And, a new method is
proposed to derive compensated bumup equivalent to
correction factor applications. In addition, safety
margin secured by these methods are evaluated with

0 so 1000 Im zew 2500 3000 3ND

Mt- ft- tp �W (-)
Fig.1 AMW bwn.p dd,1btk. f TAW�3 PWR f.W od unVb
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evaluated by performing direct measurement on the 0.95

error itself
0.9 A-g.d b-p 32GWd/t

0 86

Q� 0.84 0.85
E

0.82 9
0.8

0.8
LI

0.78 A�6,sgd b.4p 5GWd/�
0.75

E 0.76

0.74 0.7

0.72 -
20 25 30 35 40 45 50 0.65

0 2 4 6 8 10 12
whole length averaged burnup (GWd/t) Deflection of mial bun,up mfde M

Fig. 2 Upper 50 cm averaged bunnup ratio for Takahama-3 spent fuel. Fig. 4 Calculated keff as a function of eflection of axial burnup
profile with actinide and fission products considered.

3. Axial Burnup Distribution Assumption 4. Correction Factors Applied to Calculated
Made for Criticality Analyses Isotopic Composition

It is well known that results of criticality safety Correction factors have been derived from C/E
analyses for SF transport and storage system are valueS6), which are the ratios of calculated isotopic
sensitive to the assumption of axial burmip composition to corresponding PIE data, so as to get
distribution. Recent practice of the sensitivity kff values compensated on the conservative side for
analyseO) made with OECD/NEA BC benchmark criticality safety assessment. Here, the effect of the
Phase 110) indicate that change of unbalance of axial correction factors is examined in application to the
burnup distribution, namely asymmetry or deflection realistic cask model proposed by the OECD/NEA BC
of burnup profile along spent fuel rod axis, results in benchmark, and the compensated reactivity could be
significant variation of the calculated k,'s depending converted to burnup reduction from the assembly
on averaged burmip and degree of its asymmetry as averaged burnup as shown in Fig.5. It is turned out
shown in Fig.'s 3 and 4 In these figures, the axially that the maximum 30 % burnup reduction from the SF
symmetric burnup profile and the uniform bumup assembly averaged can be attributable to the effect
distribution have the same deflection of axial burnup made by the correction factors. It seems that the
profile with different calculated kff's apparently small current derivation method for correction factors could
enough compared with those for greater deflection of induce an excessive safety margin so that modification
the profile. If compensation is made on the should be made to the method for an appropriate BC
conservative side for the effect of difference of criticality safety assessment. Nevertheless, it is
assumed axial bumup dstribution in the case of apparent to be convenient in using this reduced
actinide only BC criticality safety analysis, this range equivalent bumup for criticality safety assessment
of kills variation can be converted to some 15% instead of applying correction factors to each
reduction from assembly averaged burnup in calculated isotopic composition because of its
application to a typical SF transport casks proposed in simplicity in usage.
the OECD/NEA BC benchmark.

Base case calculation
ied ooffecbon facto

A-n WWt
0.95

Calcu
-lated

0.
kew

es
0.85

-2 A-, W.d bun,up 5GWdJt

0.8

0.9
0.75

0.7 77 � ---- --- ------0 2 4 8 8 10 i2
D.A�m f.,ml � �fil. W

Fig,3 .I.,"t.d kff as a function of dflctin f ..W bu-p p,.fil. 0.10 20 30 40 50
,Mth .tinid. .* -id-d. Averaged Burnup (GWdA)

Fig-5 DiagramtoobtainEUBfromaveragedbumup
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is containing 21 PWR assemblies proposed by
5. Irradiation History Parameter Variation for OECD/NEA BC international benchmark activities').
Input Data of Depletion Calculation The difference of the two conversion curves is so

small as shown in Fig.6 that a common conservative
Nuclide isotopic composition calculated with a design curve to get EUB value might be deduced for a

depletion code such as ORIGEN2. V) could be affected given SF assembly averaged bumup irrespective of
by several input parameter variation of irradiation difference in number of SF assemblies and
history such as boron concentration in cooling water, specification of transport casks.
cooling water temperature, specific power of reactor On the other hand, EIE is further simple and
operation, periodic inspection interval and pattern of convenient for use in BC criticality safety assessment
reactor operations). Therefore, the effect of the without depletion calculation performed. By using the
parameter variation on calculated kff values should be value of EIE converted from a given assembly
duly evaluated and compensated on the conservative averaged burnup with aid of an appropriate conversion
side for BC criticality safety assessment. Here, the curve prepared beforehand, one can evaluate kff of the
compensation is made, as an example, by reducing the system directly from KENO-V.a criticality calculation
bumup from te SF assembly averaged for criticality assuming a uniform axial bumup profile of SF rod.
safety assessment in application to the realistic Moreover, EIE is almost insensitive to system
transport cask model proposed by OECD/NEA BC reactivity, structural material constitution and other
benchmark. It is turned out that some 15 reduction specifications of SF containers as shown in Fig.7, thus
of bumup at 5GWd/t can be attributable to the suggesting a possibility to prepare a universal design
irradiation parameter variation to obtain k,, values on curve to obtain appropriate EIE converted from
the conservative side in consideration of errors assembly averaged bumup.
produced by the depletion calculation code. Currently, these EUB and EIE are prepared for

specific PWR SF transport casks by using the PIE data.
6. "Equivalent Uniform Burnup" and "Equivalent It could be beneficial to establish general methods to
Initial Enrichment" derive EIE from EUB, which is evaluated by each

error components discussed herewith in comparison of
Two unique and each related methods have been calculated and experimental data.

developed so far to set up equivalent burnups for use
in simplified and synthetic depletion/criticality safety 3.3

analyses such as "Equivalent Uniform Bumup (EUB)"
and "Equivalent Initial Enrichment (EIE)').

EUB is set as a reduced burnup taking errors Is
associated with both depletion calculation and 7 - - -- :7� 14 SF -biy

2.3
criticality analysis into consideration. Errors F., 21 3F .- I* Wftd .k

associated with burnup measurement and irradiation
parameter variation are also considered in inducing
EUB for SF criticality safety assessment. After
acquiring the value of EUB from the given assembly Is 25 W N a a a W
averaged bumup with aid of an appropriate conversion
curve prepared beforehand, one can evaluate k, of the F19.7 C.,,4-h.. d ENE -- 6. Mw.M -k

system easily and reliably by ORIGEN2.1 depletion
calculation and K-ENO-V.a'O) criticality calculation 7. Conclusion

assuming a uniform axial bumup profile in SF rod. Several methods to set equivalent burnup values
Fig.6 shows the conversion curves of assembly for depletion calculation in consideration of
averaged bumup to EUB derived from PIE data') of calculation errors associated with BC criticality safety
Takahama-3 PWR for different SF transport cask evaluation have been examined and compared each
models, in which one is based on a realistic model other in application to some realistic PWR SF
containing 14 PWR assemblies') and the other model

transport cask models. Conservative safety margins
exerted by correction factors applied to calculated

30 isotopic composition have been evaluated, and

25 recommended to make modification to the present
20 F� method to derive new correction factors with

appropriate safety margin. It could be also
.1 F mosmis recommended to develop a general method to derive

EUB and ElE simplified and synthetic BC assessment
methods with duly evaluated calculation errors.

UA
10 is 20 25 30 35 40 45 so 56

Asembly Food bum.p (GWd1Q
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Parametric Studies of the Effect of MOx Environment and Control Rods
for PWR-UOx Burnup Credit Implementation
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The increase of PVrR-UOX fuel initial erichment and the extensive needs for spent fuel
storage or cask capacities reinforce the interest in taking burnup credit into account in criticality
calculations. However, this utilization of credit for fuel burnup requires the definition of a
methodology that ensures the conservatism of calculations. In order to guarantee the conservatism
of the spent fuel inventory calculation, a depletion calculation scheme for burnup credit is under
development.

This paper presents the studies on the main parameters which have an effect on nuclides
concentration: the presence of control rods during depletion and the fuel assembly environment,
particularly the presence of Mx fels around the U02 assembly. Reactivity effects which are
relevant to these parameters are then presented, and physics phenomena are identified.

Keywords: Credit burnup, MOx environment, control rods, DARWIN, CRISTAL

1. Introduction on the main parameters which have an effect on
nuclides concentration: the presence of control rods

Criticality and safety analyses have traditionally during depletion and the fuel assembly environment,
assumed that the spent nuclear fuel is fresh. This particularly the presence of Mx fuels around the
assumption is very conservative since the negative U02 assembly. Reactivity effects which are relevant to
reactivity of actinides and fission products is not taken these parameters are then presented, and physics
into account. phenomena are identified.

The concept of taking credit for this reduction in 2. Presentation of the calculation tools
the reactivity of nuclear fuel due to fuel burnup is
referred to as ((Burnup Credit)) (BUC). Allowing The studies have been carried out using the
reactivity credit for spent fuel offers many economic DARWIN package 3),4) to calculate isotopic
incentives. Various design studies pointed out that a concentrations in spent fuel and the criticality-safety
load increase in several fuel cycle devices (casks, package CRISTAL 5) to predict the Keff of a spent
storage pools, dissolvers) is possible when actinides nuclear fuel device. These are both based on the
and fission products are accounted for in criticality APOLL02 6) code.
studies". However, this utilization of credit for fuel
burnup requires the definition of a methodology that APOLL02 is a modular code which solves the
ensures the conservatism of calculations. A working Boltzmann equation either with the integral for by
group composed of French Nuclear industrialists and using the collision probability method or with the
researchers was created in 1997 to discuss this differential form by using the Sn method. The Neutron
methodology 2 Data Library used is the 'CEA93' library in a 172-

group structure. These multigroup cross-sections and
In this working group, the CEA (Commissariat A effective cross-sections were processed by NJOY

I'Energie Atomique) teams are involved in the from the JEF2.2 European File
development of a conservative depletion calculation
scheme for ]7x]7 UOX assemblies. In order to DARWIN is the French reference calculation
guarantee the conservatism of the spent fuel inventory package for the fuel cycle studies. It was developed by
calculation, we are looking in this paper at the impact the CEA and its French partners (COGEMA, EDF and
on UOx assemblies reactivity of some depletion FRAMATOME) to estimate the physical quantities
modelling parameters. This paper presents the studies characterizing the burnup ftiels from reactors: material

Corresponding author, Tel. 33 4 42 25 33 49, Fax. 33 42 25 79 79, E-mail: barreaua�dmcad.cea.fr
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balance, decay heat, activity, neutron, y, a, sources 3. Calculation models
and spectrum, radiotoxicity.
The simplified DARWIN structure, based on new 3.1 Depletion calculations
codes and libraries, is described in Fig. . The accuracy of the DARWIN results depends

mainly on the APOLL02 assembly calculation. This
calculation solves the integral form of the Boltzmann
equation through the collision probability method. The
calculation options used are mainly based on the
recommendations stemming from the APOLL02

"OLL02(PWR) cc-
I ONOS2 DWRLJ reference calculation route devoted to depletion

calculation of 17x 7 U02 and Mx PWR assemblies
8 9)

Muldgroup cftp.d

Date W The PEPIN2 evolution module then uses the
C7 - _= __ 11 Dplai lation results provided by APOLLO2, self-shielded cross-

rSMd& -ed._.___� sections and multigroup spectra, to make up the
'datz We"

D- bw, dift collapsed library with burnup dependent cross-
F sections, required to characterize the isotopes

Figure 1 the DARWIN package described in the depletion chains.

The PEPlN2 program calculates nuclide depletion. In order to study the effect of control rods (CRs)
Different libraries feed this module: and Mx environment on UOx assemblies reactivity,
- neutronic data provided by French assembly or five configurations were modelled in the depletion
transport codes, APOLL02 (for PWR and BWR calculation. These configurations are not strictly
studies), the ECCO-ERANOS system (for FBR representative of the real French PWR operating
studies) these data are self-shielded cross sections conditions, but enable us to obtain bounding values of

and neutron spectra, the studied effects.

- nuclear data (decay data, fission and (an) yields) I UOx assembly irradiated without CRs, surrounded
and evolution chains, by UOx assemblies, irradiated without CRs. This
- complementary cross-sections, missing from the configuration is used as a reference calculation,

transport codes libraries, especially for activation 2. UOx assembly irradiated without CRs, surrounded
products. They are included in the 'cycle library'. by Mx assemblies, irradiated without CRs This

The CRISTAL package is composed of: libraries configuration enables us to determine the effect of

containing basic information common to all the MOx environment,

calculations, procedures based on recommended 3. UOx assembly irradiated without CRs, surrounded
calculation schemes, specific calculation codes and by Mx assemblies irradiated with CRs in order
interface software. to evaluate the effect of Mx environment

Two calculation routes are available (see Fig.2): irradiated with CRs,
- a design route with the CEA93 multigroup cross-
sections and the APOLLO2/N4ORET4 codes, 4. UOx assembly irradiated with CRs, surrounded by
- a reference route using the continuous Monte-Carlo 8 UOx assemblies irradiated without CRs. This
code, TRIPOLI4. configuration gives the effect of CRs,

Both routes are based on the latest version of the Joint 5. UOx assembly irradiated with CRs, surrounded by
European nuclear data file JEF2.2. 8 Mx assemblies irradiated without CRs. In this

MU CRITICAUTY-SA"TV PACKAGE 'CIWTAL' case we evaluate the effect of both CRs and Mx
environment.

'DIESIGN'ROUTIE RZFERMCIE ROUTIE

In all these configurations, the central UOx assembly
initial fuel enrichment is of 45 wt% ... U, and the CR

LA-93 APO design is the 17xl7 B4C design. It consists of inserting
24 B4C CRs in the 24 guide tubes, as shown in Fig.3.

D Q n CA�[AnO

Hom� Only the central UOx assembly deplete, the
environment UOx or MOx is at fixed burnup.

APOLL
%CALC UP MNUOUS uu�

ID.WGKO 3DCA�L.TI.N. DCAIXULATIONI

Figure 2 the CRISTAL package
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The UOx assembly spent fuel inventory, calculated
using the DARWIN package (with no cooling time), is

- 77- injected as input data in the criticality calculation to
- -- - - - - - predict the Keff.

In order to separate the "end effect" problem and
the inventory calculation one, the calculations are
performed with a flat average bumup distribution.

The spent ftiel is composed of the following BUC

77 nuclides:

the fifteen fission products corresponding to the
most absorbing, stable and non volatile elements:
149sM, 103R-h, 143 Nd, 133CS, 155 Gd, 151SM, 152SM, 99Tc,

4 153 95mo, 147sM, 150sin, 1095Nd, Eu, Ag and 1Ru 11),

234u, 235u, 236u, 238u, 238PU, 239PU, 24OpU,actinides
241pU 242p S 237NP 24and u and also minor actinide 'Am

. . . . 243
and Am, whose contribution to the negative

tivity worth becomes significant for an average
UOx spent fel at about 40 GWd/t.

B4C control rods 4. Effect of MOx environment and control rods
Instrument tube
Fuel rod

4.1 Physics phenomena

Figure 3 17x 7 assembly lattice with control rods The presence of MOx environment or control rods
location during the depletion of an UOx assembly increases the

reactivity of burned fuel y hardening the neutron

The Mx fuel, surrounding the UOx assembly, is a spectrum (due to the removal of thermal neutrons by
17xl7 assembly with an initial Pu amount in the capture and the displacement of the moderator),

leading for a given burnup to:
central zone of 56 wt%, irradiated at 15 GWd/t. - an increase of235 U and Pu isotopes concentrations,
In the reference case, where the UOx assembly is due to a decrease in 235U fission and an increase in
surrounded by UOx assemblies, these last ones 238U capture,
consist of UOx with an initial enrichment of 35 wtO/o of 24 243

235U irradiated at 24 GWd/t. - an increase 'Am and Am concentration,
linked respectively to the 241pU and 242pU increase,

The other parameters used for the depletion - an increase of most fission product concentration,
calculations are summarized in Table 1. due to the decrease of neutron capture by fission

product, mainly those which are absorbing in the

Table 1 : Summary of parameters used for the thermal range (149SM, 151SM, 143 Nd and 155 Gd).

depletion calculations The following paragraphs present the impact of
Fuel temperature (K) 955 both control rods and Mx environment on the
Clad temperature (K) 673 reactivity of an infinite array of UOx assemblies under
Moderator temperature (K) 577
Power density (MW/t) 60 water.

Moderator boron concentration (ppm) 1200 4.2 Effect of MOX environment

These parameters are very conservative in relation to In France, the plutonium from the La Hague
reprocessing plant is recycled in PWRs. Currently

the reactivity itself. But we have checked that the Ap twenty-four 900 MWe PWRs are devoted to Pu
presented in the following paragraphs are not sensitive recycling in 30% mixed core loading. We are then
to variations of these parameters. interested by quantify the effect of MOx fuel around

an UOx assembly. However, the assumption of an
3.2 Criticality calculations UOx assembly completely srounded by Mx

The CRISTAL calculations are performed with the assemblies 4 on sides and 4 in comers) is very
design route, APOLL02 Pij and Sn '0). The conservative.
configuration represents a storage pool (i.e., 20'C with

no soluble bore present). We use then the reference Table 2 gives the impact of MOx environment on
calculation scheme that models an infinite array (XY reactivity (configuration 2.
calculation) of UOx assemblies under water.
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In this table A is the reactivity defined as This table shows that the spectrum hardening due
K (Mox env) to the Mx environment leads to a significant increase

eff
AP = (Moxen, - (Uoxenv = Ln K (UoX env) in reactivity 1250 pcm (10") for an infinite array of

eff UOx assemblies irradiated at 40 GWd/t and
and expressed in pcm (10-5). completely surrounded by MOx.

Table 2 Impact of MOx environment on an infinite We have also evaluated the impact on reactivity of
array of UOx assemblies the burnup of the Mx environment. Table 3 shows

UOx depletion that the reactivity of an UOx array irradiated with a
calculation BU P (MOxenv - p UOxenv) MOX environment at 30 GWd/t is lower than the

10 GWd/t +45 pcm reactivity with a MOX environment at 15 GWd/t. This
is due to the decrease of "9Pu concentration with

20 GWd/t +300 pcm increasing burnup in the MOX environment, leading

30 GWd/t +670 pcm to a softer neutron spectrum. Anyway, the impact of

40 GWd/t +1250 pcm the Mx environment burnup is very slight.

Table 3 Im ct of the MOx environment urnup

UOxdepletion p(MoxenvIOGWd/t)- p(Moxenv 20 GWd/t - P(Moxenv 30 GWd/t -
calculation BU p(Moxenv 15 GWd/t) p(Moxenv 15 GWd/t) p(Moxenv 15 GWd/t)

20 GWd/t -1 pcm -25 pcm -50 pcm

40 GWd/t +85 pcm -120 pcm -260 pcin

The last study devoted to the impact of a Mx Table 4 Impact of insertion of control rods in
environment on the reactivity of an array of UOx MOx environment
assemblies concerns the assumption that the Mx UOx depletion p (MOxenv CRs inserted) -
fuels surrounding the UOx assembly were irradiated at calculation BU p (MOxenv no CRs)
15 GWd/t with control rods inserted. This
configuration may enhance the hardening of the IO GWd/t -5 pcm
spectrum. However, this effect is quite small compare 20 GWd/t +5 pcm
to the effect due to the Mx environment itself. The 30 GWd/t +40 pcm
corresponding values are detailed in Table 4 40 GWd/t +30 pcm

4.3 Effect of CRs insertion The results are presented in Table 5. In this calculation
French PWR operations can involve periods of the central UOx assembly, with CRs inserted, is

partial CRs insertion. In order to bound the reactivity surrounded by UOx fuels depleted without CRs.
effect due to this insertion, we have considered a ftill The effects of a short insertion period corresponding
axial control rods insertion during the entire burnup. approximately to one cycle of irradiation, are also

given in Table .

Table 5 Impact of control rods insertion on UOx reactivity

p (UOx with CRs - p UOx without CRs), Oxenv

UOx depletion UOx with CRs Uox with CRs UOx with CRs Uox with CRs
calculation BU from to 40 GWd/t from to 12 GWd/t from 12 to 24 GWd/t from 24 to 40 GWd/t

IO GWd/t +270 pcm +270 pcm -

20 GWd/t + 070 pcm +470 pcm +420 pcm -

30 GWd/t +2260 pcm +440 pcm +810 pcm +480 pcm

40 GWd/t +4050 pcm +520 pcm +680 pcm +2090 pcm

Due to the spectrum hardening, the presence of However, in the previous calculations, we have
CRs in the UOx assembly leads to a significant considered a full axial CR insertion, whereas CRs are
increase in reactivity. This one is all the more not fully inserted during French power operations.
significant as CRs are inserted for a long time or when To quantify the effect of a partial insertion, we
it occurs later in the assembly burnup. The maximum have also modelled that CRs are inserted from to 40
value reaches 4000 pcm when the CRs are inserted GWd/t in the upper portion of the active fuel with a
during the entire burnup. depth of 70 cm, as shown in Fig.4.
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This study was performed using the CRISTAL The impact of the partial CR insertion for an
package in a RZ geometry. infinite array of UOx assemblies irradiated at 40

GWd/t is 1220 pcm.

4.4 Effect of both CR insertion and Mx

Axial Depletion environment
depth of isotopics based Table 7 gives the impact of both CR insertion and

CR on 134C CRs MOx environment on reactivity (configuration 5),
insertion present during considering a full axial CR insertion.

70 cm depletion

Depletion
Active ftiel isotopics without

region any CRs present
during depletion

(a) Partial CR insertion (b) Criticality model

Figure 4 Illustration of (a) partially inserted control
rods and (b a cross section of the criticality model

Tab 7 ct of both CR insertion and MOx environment

I p Ox with CRs, MOxenv - p (UOx without CRs, UOxenv)

UOx depletion UOx with CRs UOx with CRs
calculation BU from to 40 GWd/t from 24 to 40 GWd/t

IO GWd/t +410 pcm.

20 GWd/t + 1 500 pcm

30 GWd/t +3090 pcm -

40 GWd/t +5240 pcm +3280 pem

The effects of CR insertion and Mx environment (ii) CRs are not fully inserted during French power
are added, leading to an increase in reactivity of operations. This parametric studies will be carried
+5200 pcm at 40 GWd/t for the studied on in order to take into account the current French
configuration. This increase is all the more PWR operation.
significant that we have considered a full axial CR
insertion. Furthermore, we are looking at some others

depletion modelling parameters, such as ftiel
5. Conclusion temperature, moderator temperature, moderator

boron concentration and power density, whose
This paper has presented the reactivity effects of impacts in reactivity are less important than CR

the main parameters which have an impact on insertion or Mx environment, but have to be
miclides concentration: the presence of control rods considered for BUC implementation.
during depletion and the presence of Mx fuels
around an U02 assembly. Other studies are also planned such as the

determination of corrections factors on nuclides
The criticality calculations, carried out with the concentration deduced from the validation of the
CRISTAL package, have pointed out the significant DARWIN package 12) and fi-orn French experiments
impact in reactivity of a full axial CR insertion for the fission products capture cross-section
(+4000 pcm for an insertion from to 40 GWd/t) validation 13)

and of a Mx environment 1200 pcm for Mx
surrounding assemblies) for an infinite array of
UOx assemblies irradiated at 40 GWd/t. However,
these values are very conservative because (i an
UOx assembly is not completely surrounded by
MOx fuels in PWR 30% Mx - 70% UOx), and
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Testing the SAS2H SCALE Control Module on VVER Type Fuel

Yevgen BILODID, Maxim YEREMENKO, Yuriy KOVBASENKO
State Scientific and Technical Centre on Nuclear and Radiation Safety (SSTC NRS),

Radgospna st. 35-3 7 03142 Kyiv, Ukraine

Description and comments concerning validation control module SAS2H SCALE in
NPPs experiments and international VVER benchmarks are provided. While testing, the
experimental data from the NPP as well as calculation benchmarks CB-2 (VVER440) and
OECD/NEA (VVER-1000) were used. Here, the special attention was paid to isotopes,
which are important in respect to criticality analysis of spent nuclear fuel management
system. The results listed below show compliance of the received data and those from the
base. For the calculation of VVER reactor ftiel isotope composition it is recommended to
consider the fuel pins position in fuel assembly.

KEYWORDS. Nuclear Power Plant, VVER reactor, spentfuel, burnup credit, SCALE,
SAS2H, benchmark

1. Introduction use of additional programs included into the SCALE
package.

In the case of the bumup credit criticality The aim of this article is to analyze the
assessment as to the spent fuel management system applicability of the ORIGEN-S code 5) as a constituent
the methodology of bumup credit criticality of the SCALE code package to the calculation of
calculation should be checked up thoroughly, and changes in isotopic composition of VVER ftiel
safety margins studied. depending on its burnup. This was done in two parts:

This research became possible with the availability 0 modeling the content of individual isotopes in
of computer and experimental methods that permitted spent nuclear fuel of VVER-440 and VVER-1000 by
modeling and monitoring isotopic composition of means of the programs for reactor cell calculation with
spent nuclear fuel with high accuracy. subsequent comparison of its results with the results of

Due to specifics of the Western computer codes in SCALE-4.3 and SCALE-4.4a;
the Westem-reactor orientation, until now, insufficient
information was available concerning the applicability modeling the isotopic composition of VVER440
of the SCALE code package') to miclide inventory and VVER-1000 spent nuclear fuel by means of the
calculations of systems with fuel of VVER reactors. SCALE code package Control Modules SAS214 - to
Consequently, it was necessary to conduct testing analyze and compare the obtained results and to make
using experimental or operational results. the conclusions on the applicability and errors of the

This work is continuation of the comprehensive control module CSAS26 of the SCALE4.3 and
testing complex SCALE on VVER ftiel. SCALE4.4a code packages in the calculation of

The first stage consists of testing Control Module isotopic composition of VVER spent nuclear fuel.
of criticality calculations by means of code KENO-VI,
and has been made out as NUREG/CR-6736 . As the experimental data, the results of studying

The second stage provides testing isotopic isotopic content of VVER-440 and VVER I 000, SNF
calculations using SAS2H and ORIGEN-ARp 4 completed in different years were used.
complexes. This article presents the results of isotopic While testing Control Module SAS2H, the special
calculations using Control Module SAS2H. attention was paid to those isotopes which are

One of the best-known up-to-date computer suggested to be used while undertaking the work on
prograins for calculating isotopic composition of spent substantiation of nuclear safety taking spent fuel
nuclear fuel is the ORIGEN code. The disadvantage of burnup into account:
this code is that its input libraries of neutron-physical
constants are applicable to the Western types of - first of all, these are fuel isotopes, i.e. those
reactors - PWR, BWR, CANDU. The use of this participating in chain reaction:
program as a constituent of the SCALE code package 235 U, 236u, 238u, Ta 231pu, 240pu, 24 PU;

permits overcoming this disadvantage and preparing
the problem-oriented libraries of neutron-physical - secondly, actinides:
constants. 234u, 238PU, 242PU124 'Am , 243 Am , 237NP;

SCALE Control Module SAS2H is designed to
calculate changing isotopic composition of fuel as it
bums up. Control Module SAS2H prepares libraries of - as well as 18 main products of ftiel isotopes
the neutronic constants for each separate task with the fission caused by chain reaction:
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95 MO, 99Tc, 101RU, 103R-h, 105 Pd, 18Pd, 109Ag,
133cS, 135cS, 143 Nd, 145Nd, 147SM, 149SM, 150SM, 15ISM, 0 0 0

152SM, 153 Eu, 155W� 0 0 0 0 0 4

Here, the results of completed testing are presented.
Upon which base the conclusion is made concerning 0 0 0 0 0 0
possibility of using the control module SAS2H to 0 0
determine the isotopic content of VVER-440 and 000400 004 4 4
VVER-1000 fuel. Errors of identifying concentration 0 0 0 0 0 00000
of particular isotopes are being determined. 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0

The report was prepared within the framework of 0 0 0 (9 0 0 0

project Validation of ORIGEN-ARP and SCALE 0004D
0SAS2H for VVER and RBMK Fuel Designs)).

/__T
2. Analysis of data used for testing 127

2 I. Modeling VVER-440 Fuel Assembly I- central tube; 2- fuel rod; 3- fuel assembly shroud

The main technical parameters of the VVER-440 Fig. VVER-440 Fuel Assembly Lattice

fuel assembly (FA) are provided in reference 67).

The SAS2H control module is based on the
ORJGEN-S code modeling fuel in one-dimensional
approximation. A fuel assembly is described as
infinite lattice of fuel rods. For VVER, this lattice is
hexagonal. However, a number of elements disturbs
the regularity of this lattice. For VVER-440 fuel, the
components that disturb the regularity of the fuel rod
hexagonal lattice are central tube, water gap between
assemblies, and fuel assembly shroud (Figure 1).
These components essentially impact on the neutron
spectrum and fuel irradiation conditions, therefore, the
possibility of their modeling should be provided in
calculations.

The SAS2H capabilities allow consideration of
some differences between the actual fuel assembly
design and a standard one. This is done through the

INPLEVEL command permitting different options in Uranium-water mixture 4)
modeling a fuel assembly. For example, if a

completely regular fuel lattice is modeled, the Zirconium central tube 2) or assembly
command INPLEVEL = I is used. If we need to -shroud 6)
model deviations from this regular structure,
commands INPLEVEL=2 or 3 should be used. Water 1,3,5,7)

Possibility of modeling VVEk-440 fuel 0

components (Figure 2 that disturb the regularity of Fig. 2 Model of VVER-440 fuel for control module
the fuel rod hexagonal lattice should be provided in SAS2H
SAS211 calculations.

All the above-mentioned is related to the
conditions of modeling a fuel assembly as a whole, i.e. The VVER-440 fuel assembly can be conditionally
calculations of isotopic content averaged by FA are divided into three main zones:

concerned. Experimental data of isotopic content were 1. fuel rods located near the central tube
obtained for individual fuel rods; in so doing, location (conditions of their irradiation are resulted from
of these fuel rods in the FA lattice impacts on their additional impact of water in the tube);

isotopic composition. 2. fuel rods located in te FA central part (their

lattice is regular);

3. fuel rods located at the FA periphery
(conditions of their irradiation are resulted from
additional impact of water in the interassembly gap).
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In the above regard, experiments should be loading diagrams during the campaigns were
modeled taking into account actual location of the fuel determined with the DERAB code9) for modeling the
rod selected for the further analysis. reactor core with fine mesh. They have been

2.2. Modeling VVER I 000 Fuel Assembly successfully used for the recent six years to model fuel
campaigns of all VVER-440 and VVER-1000 reactors

VVER-1000 reactor fuel (Figure 3 is something operating at Ukrainian NPPs.
more difficult in comparison with VVER-440 fuel
from the point of view on geometrical model
development for the calculational sequence SAS2H.

The VVER-1000 assemblies are hexagonal in
design and consist of one central tube, 312 fuel pin
locations and 18 guide tubes. VVER-1000 assembly is
without shroud.

But, in general, the similar fuel pins separation
into groups according to their allocation in the
assembly as for VVER-440 Figure 4 is used.

3

Fuel with gadolinium (benchmark
NEA/OECD) or water (1)

Uranium-water mixture 4)

Zirconium, fuel pin cladding or central
-tube 2)

Water (3,5)s

I fuel pin; 2 - guide tube for control rod or burnable
absorber; 3 - central tube Fig. 4 Model of VVER-1000 fuel for control module

SAS2H
Fig. 3. VVER-1000 Fuel Assembly Lattice

All the above-mentioned is related to the These codes were used for determining loading
conditions of modeling a fuel assembly as a whole, ie. diagrams of VVER-440 fuel rods with 36% initial
calculations of isotopic content averaged by FA are enrichment, and then isotopic composition of
concerned. Experimental data of isotopic content were VVER-440 spent nuclear fuel was calculated for them.
obtained for individual fuel rods; in so doing, location The best results are obtained when the 27bumuplib
of these fuel rods in the FA lattice impacts on their library is used and the computer code is corrected to
isotopic composition. In the above regard, incorporate the fuel rod location in the assembly.
experiments sould be modeled taking into account Below (Table 1) the average errors in calculating
actual location of the fel rod selected for the arther concentrations of individual isotopes are presented.
analysis. The Table uses the following notions:

27burnupli - SCALE package standard library
without correction of the computer model to

3. Calculation results of experiments with SAS2H incorporate fuel rod position in the assembly.

control module 27burnuplib (correction) - SCALE package

3. 1. VVER-440 experiment standard library with correction of the computer
model to incorporate fuel rod position in the assembly.

For this part of work, fuel operation in the core of
Novovoronezh NPP VVER-440 during the three
initial campaigns was modeled. The reactor
performance was modeled with the PYTHIA code )
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As it can be seen from the Table 2 results, which
Table Errors in calculating concentrations of were received with the help of different libraries,

individual isotopes in VVER-440 spent fuel correlate good with each other in the majority of cases.

Isotope Effor(Calde r.-I)'100% Their difference is much less than the calculation and
44groupndfS 27bumuplib 238groupndf 27bumuplib experimental data difference. On that ground, it can be

"IT- 5 (correction) stated that the experimental data were insufficient or
U -9 I -7.3 -9.6 -5.9 were received with the considerable fallibility.

235U 5.0 5.1 6.7 -2.2

236U -2.1 -2.1 -2.5 -2.6 4. Results of Benchmark Calculations with SAS2H
MVU__ 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.4 Control Module
7"rPu _ 12.0 -5.9 -12.3 -9.8

7"'P- u 7.2 10.1 10.0 -4.6 4. 1. VVER-440 Reactor. AER CB-2 Benchmark
74'T-u- 4.9 0.9 6.8 -5.6 Calculations

'241PU 7.3 14.1 9.8 5.8 Works 11). 2) describe the calculational benchmark
N7Pu - 7.1 -3.3 7.8 -0. 1
TA-m- 67.9 54.4 68.5 34.8 prepared by the international research group AER
242cM -7.7 4.0 1 -5.4 1 -1.2 (Atomic Energy Research) that combines experts from
arm 121.4 82.2 1 137.5 1 78.2 the countries operating VVER. The benchmark was

developed for the purpose of exploring the possibility
to use different codes for determination of isotopic

3.2. VVER-1000 experiment composition of VVER-440 spent nuclear fuel and the

Isotope composition of VVER-1000 reactor ftiel further use of this information in criticality
assembly was calculated according to the materials of calculations of fuel storage systems (application of the
references). bum-up credit to VVER fuel). Taking into account

Referencelo) presents the results of isotopic content that there is the experimental information insufficient
measurement of spent fuel in WER- I 000 reactor. For or absent on the isotopic concentration in spent
.this measurement, one FA was used from VVER- I nuclear ftiel, comparison with the benchmark results
under operation at Zapori2hya NPP. Its in i permits us to conduct testing for the greater number of

enrichment was 392%. This was under ope nuclides.
during one campaign, and unloaded from the core The benchmark describes assembly selected, its
1999. Isotopic composition of three specimens with loading modes during operation, and the results
different bumup levels is presented. The obtained. During benchmark calculations with the
concentrations of the most important transuranium SAS2H control module, fuel design, loading modes
elements that have the most significant influence on during operation, and cooling modes were specified
spent fuel characteristics were analysed. according to the benchmark data.

Table 2 presents the main calculation results, Below, Table 3, the average errors are presented in
which were received with the different libraries of calculating concentrations of individual isotopes given
control module SAS2H. the use of the 27bumuplib library:

Accuracy of the relevant experimental data is
accepted as 5 %. Table 3 Deviation in calculating concentrations of

individual isotopes in VVER-440 spent fuel

Table 2 Deviation in calculating concentrations of Isotope Deviation
individual isotopes in VVER-1000 spent fuel Z.33U 0.8%

236U 1.3%
Isotope Deviatio (Calc/exper.- *100% 23SU -0.4%

44groupndf5 238groupndf5 27bumuplib 237 Np 13.2%
"'_ -13.37 -13.54 -12.04 zj5pu 6.1%
'7'-U -0.50 -0.11 -0.64 239PU 3.2%
"T__ -18.49 -19.07 -18.31 1 Z40pU

238u 0.09 0.08 0.08 241pu -1.0%

M-Pu -29.92 -30.56 -27.22 242PU 3.9%
... Pu -14.91 -13.84 -11.19 -24 -9.5%

'Am 4.3%
M"P-u- -7.76 -12.19 -17.95 __243 Am -2.1%
M-Pu -17.20 -8.11 -5.60 95mo
242PU -11.75 -3.98 -16.65 99 0.1 %

A m -91.41 -90.57 -90.51 Tc 0.7%
101Ru -1.0%

"7Am -33.08 -27.69 -36.92 103P

-11.89 1 -4.93 LEL86 h 0.9%
__J 109Ag 11.0%

I JJJCS 2.2%
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14JNd 0.4%
143Nd 0.9% Several calculation states were included into the
141sM -0.7% benchmark exercise. These states cover the
149sM 12.6% operational states, and cold conditions. The requested
150SM 4.7% results include ki,,f values, pin power distributions, and
DISM 16.5% isotopic concentrations.
1.5YSm 7.4% The benchmark is completely calculated, and

153Eu -8.8% uncertainties are indicated in comparison with the
l:'3Gd 89.7% calculation results of other participants.

The modeling of this benchmark is enough

In general, the calculational results satisfactory difficult because fuel assembly includes several types
correlate. However, the rather great discrepancy for fuel elements, which results in necessity of
155 Gd should be noted. simplification while modeling and in uncertainties

while results processing, Tables 4 and .

4.2. VVER- I 000 Reactor. OECD/NEA Benchmark
Calculations

Benchmark OECD was chosen for calculations 13). Table 4 Uncertainties in calculating concentrations of
individual isotopes in VVER-1000 spent fuel

It includes the calculations of uranium and MOX fuel (assembly averaged)
for the VVER reactors. Below, the calculation results
of uranium fuel only are presented. Isotope Error alc/exper.-I) 100%

The benchmark model consists of assemblies that 44groupndf5 238groupndf5 27bumuplib
are typical for the advanced designs that are under 2 35 U -1.10 -0.52 -0.49
active development in Russia for the VVER-1000 Tj6Q 3.36 2.89 3.74
reactors. The VVER-1000 assemblies are hexagonal TjgU 0.11 0.10 0.07
in design and consist of one central tube, 312 ftiel pin 239PU -3.43 -0.58 2.87
locations 12 of which are U/Gd rods), and 18 guide 240PU 1.12 4.02 -2.90
tubes. The clad and structural materials are composed 11-pu 0.03 2.69 9.58
of a Zr-Nb alloy. The UGD assembly is shown in 742pu- 8.12 9.85 -2.19
Figure 5, and consists of fuel rods with 37 wt.% T55G-d -22.40 -20.70 -

235
enrichment. The 12 U/Gd pins have a U enrichment TrGd -38.08 -36.98
of 3.6 wt.% and a Gd2O3 content of 4.0 wt.%.

Table Uncertainties in calculating concentrations of
individual isotopes in VVER-1000 spent ftiel
(comer fuel pin)

Error aic/exper.-I) 100%
Isotope +,+groupndf5 238grouvndf5 27bumuplib

U 0.73 1.63 0.58
7wU -3.78 -4.32 -3.59
7"U 0.23 0.18 0.22
239 Pu -14.98 -11.23 -13.19
240PU -13.44 -10.69 -18.09

7'r'. -24.27 -20.82 -20.39
79P� -22.52 -20.29 -29.78

5. Conclusions

Analysis of the results permits the following

Cell types: conclusions:
1. Central tube cell. 1. SCALE code package SAS2H control module
2. Fuel cell 3.7 wt.% LEU). permits sufficiently accurate determination of isotopic
3. Guide tube cell. composition of VVER spent nuclear fuel.

4. Fuel cell 3.6 wt.% LEU with 4.0 wt.% Gd2O3). 2. The most comprehensive testing based on

Fig. 5 UGD assembly configuration independent sources including both experimental

results and calculational benchmarks has been
conducted for 231U, 236u, 238u, 239PU, 240PU, 241PU,

242pU fuel isotopes.
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3. More accurate are results received during RBMK-1000 Reactors. Russian Scientific
calculation taking into account the disposition of Center "Kurchatov Institute", 2002 (in Russian).
experimental fuel pins, and their operational I 1) L.Markova. Calculation Burnup Credit
conditions. Benchmark No.2 (CB2). 7th AER

4. The SAS2H sequence using is more SYMPOSIUM on VVER Reactor Physics and
appropriate in comparison with ARP sequence Reactor Safety Hornitz near Zittau, Germany,
especially in difficult cases (presence of control or Sept. 23-26,1997.
burnable absorber rods, etc.) 12) L.Markova. CB2 Result Evaluation (VVER-440

Burnup Credit Benchmark). 7th AER
5. SCALE Libraries 27BURNUPLIB or Symposium on VVER Reactor Physics and

44GROUPNDF5 can be recommended for calculating Reactor, Slovakia, October 48, 1999.
isotopic composition of VVER spent nuclear fuel. 13 A VVER-1000 LEU and MOX Assembly

Computational Benchmark. Specification and
Results. OECD, 2002.
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Abstract

A new criticality safety assessment based on Actinide-Only Burnup Credit has been developed to cover op-
erations in BNFL's Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant (THORP). Reduction of the gadolinium concentration
leads to significant reduction in active waste volumes. Detailed description of the methodology was presented at
ICNC 1999 and the basic components of the approved safety case have remained unchanged from those proposed
then. This paper presents a brief summary of the new methodology, and describes further analyses carried out to
quantify additional safety margins. These additional margins are not credited in the derivation of the operating
limits, but provide further evidence of the fault tolerance inherent in the new regime.

As part of the arrangements to monitor the overall performance of the plant and instrumentation under the new
regime, various analyses of plant data are made, including 'on-line' cross checks of measured versus expected fuel
parameters (i.e. in addition to the checks on Residual Enrichment). Statistical analyses of data are made and
compared with similar data from earlier batches. A summary of analyses made on some of the early fuel batches is
presented here. A summary of the likely further development in the Burnup Credit methodology is given in this
paper.

KEYWORDS. Burnup Credit, Criticality Safety, Residual Enrichment,

1. Introduction compliance checks it is necessary to make suitable
allowance for uncertainties. These are derived from

The BNFL Sellafield Site provides facilities for the comparison of measured values with values derived
dissolution of sheared fuel, clarification and accoun- fi7om suppliers' data for individual fuel elements.
tancy of product liquor and buffer storage and condi-
tioning of this liquor, prior to transfer to the chemical Statistical analyses of data for batches of fuel ele-
separation stage of the Thermal Oxide Reprocessing ments are made and compared with similar data from
Plant (Thorp) earlier batches, to check that the performance of the

measurement system remains within required limits. A
A new criticality safety assessment based on Acti- summary of analyses made on some of the early fuel.

nide-Only Burnup Credit has been developed to cover batches is presented here.
operations in te head-end of Thorp. The original
criticality safety case was based on the 'fresh fuel' The implications of the permanent inclusion of ftiels
assumption, which resulted in a significant at increased initial enrichment and higher burnable
over-poisoning of the dissolver acid with gadolinium. poison loading in the permitted baseload, along with
Reduction of the gadoliniurn concentration leads to other non-standard fel elements, is currently being
significant reduction in active waste volumes. Fol- assessed. A summary of the likely further development
lowing Regulatory approval, the new operating regime in the Burnup Credit methodology is also given.
was introduced in June of 2002. Detailed description of
the methodology was presented at ICNC 1999 and the
basic components of the approved safety case have 2. Brief Description of Process
remained unchanged from those proposed then. This
paper presents a brief summary of the new methodol- Enriched uranium oxide ftiels are sheared into short
ogy, and describes further analyses carried out to lengths by a shearpack and this sheared fuel passes
quantify additional safety margins. These additional down the dissolver feed chute into a perforated steel
margins are not credited in the derivation of the oper- basket in one of three dissolver vessels. The dissolver
ating limits, but provide further evidence of the fault contains the required volume of a hot solution of nitric
tolerance inherent in the new regime. acid and gadolinium nitrate soluble neutron poison.

While fuel is being sheared into the dissolver basket,
Implementation of the new methodology involves steam may also be injected into the process side of an

measurements of the Residual Enrichment (RE) in the Off Gas Condenser.
spent fuel to demonstrate compliance with the safe
limits. In implementing this measurement as part of the
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When shearing has ceased and the required mass, up through comparison with a range of MOX benchmarks
to the peak batch inventory, has been transferred to the (including a case with gadolinium dissolved in the
dissolver, the feed chute is removed, the dissolver lid moderator). Further evidence of the accuracy of the
closed and the dissolver contents heated to leach tem- code scheme was provided by benchmarking against
perature. After leaching, full cooling is applied to the the CERES International experiments on spent fuel
dissolver jacket and the liquor allowed to cool. Nx reactivity
gases are then added to condition the liquor and fol-
lowing conditioning fines suspended in the product Both depletion and k-effective calculations were
liquor are allowed to settle to the base of the vessel. carried out in such a way as to provide conservative

estimates of safe conditions. Some key assumptions in
When the dissolver temperature is sufficiently low the depletion calculation include:

and after the quiescent period of fines settling, product a High soluble boron concentration (PWR fuel)
liquor is then transferred to the centrifuge feed tank * Low cooling time
prior to sentencing to downstream chemical separation 0 High power rating
processes. & High fuel-to-moderator (maximum rod diame-

The criticality assessment described here covers the ter, minimum pitch)

dissolution and settling process. Separate assessments For calculations of k-effective in the dissolver, two
are made for chemical separation. key assumptions are made:

No credit is taken for dissolution during ftiel
3. Summary of Methodology charging (reactivity is highest in the undissolved state)

Optimum packing fraction of the sheared ftiel pieces
The original criticality safety assessment for the in the acid.

Thorp Head-end plant was based on 'fresh-ftiel' as-
sumptions. This allowed a relatively simple, but very Having determined the appropriate criticality safety
conservative, safety justification, which included a criteria, the next stage of the project was to establish all
requirement to the inclusion of dissolved gadoliniurn in the combinations of Initial Enrichment (IE) and
the dissolver acid to achieve compliance with critical- Bum-up (BU) which satisfy these criteria during nor-
ity safety criteria. mal dissolver operations and under fault conditions,

known as the 'Safe Fuel Domain'.
The presence of the gadoliniurn in the liquors fed

forward to the rest of the process results in significant This concept is illustrated below in Figure 1. The
increases of waste volumes. Reduction in waste vl- domain boundary is formed from a series of IE/BU
umes provide reductions in both overall risk and cost of points which exactly satisfy the relevant criterion.
operations. It was recognised that burnup credit could
be used to establish a less conservative criticality as-
sessment and consequent reductions in gadolinium Dilution
concentration in the dissolution process. Normal Acid

Conditions
Detailed description of the methodology was pre-

E
sented at ICNC 1999') and the basic components of the
approved safety case have remained unchanged from
those proposed then. The methodology applies 'Acti-
nide-only' bumup credit, taking account of reactivity
losses associated with changes to the uranium and
plutonium content of fuel during irradiation. 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5

Initial Enrichment

Extensive calculations were performed using the Fig.l: Safe Region ofthe Initial Enrich-

reactor physics code WIMS7 in conjunction with the ment/Bum-up Domain

Monte Carlo Neutronics code MONK7. WIMS7 was

used to calculate fuel inventories at a range of initial As described previously, WIMS7 was used to cal-

enrichment and bum-up. Both WIMS7 and MONK7 culate the uranium and plutonium inventories at a range

were used to calculate k-effective or various spent fuel of fuel bum-ups. For each condition considered,

scenarios needed to justify the criticality safety as- WIMS7 was then also used in scoping calculations to

sessment. Calculations were also carried out to under- determine the approximate position of a domain

pin the validity of the methodology. Comparison with boundary. The calculations identified the maximum

Post Irradiation Experimental (PIE) data is used to fuel enrichment to satisfy the criterion at zero irradia-

establish the accuracy of the depletion calculations. tion and determined the bum-up required to satisfy the

Validation ofthe k-effective calculations is established criterion at higher pre-irradiation enrichments.
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At each bum-up/enrichment combination the pack- 5 Implementation
ing fraction of the fuel in the acid required
re-optimising; resulting in a large number of WIMS7 5.1 Residual Enrichment Measurement
calculations being required. Having determined the Before being passed to the shearing cell all elements
optimum packing fraction, MONK7 was then used to pass through the Thorp Fuel Pond Feed Monitors.
accurately calculate the system k-effective values and These carry out a range of measurements to confirm
demonstrate compliance with criteria. that the fuel is compliant with criticality and radio-

logical safety criteria. The measurements include;
Further checks were made to determine how Re- Cooling time, Burnup, Residual Enrichment (RE), and

sidual Enrichment varies along the domain boundary. Initial Enrichment (IE).
This parameter is measured for each element before
shearing. Since spent fuel Residual Enrichment (de- RE is derived from measurement of sub-critical
rived in U235-equivalent) is closely related to spent neutron multiplication, calibrated against data received
fuel reactivity, it provides a convenient way of verify- from the suppliers of the fuel. This data is used to form
ing compliance. It was demonstrated that Residual the equivalent U235 enrichment from the residual
Enrichment along the boundary is bounded (i.e. is a U235, Pu239 and Pu24I in the fuel. For Pu239 and
minimum) by the value at zero burnup. This is to be Pu241 factors are applied to create their equivalent (in
expected, since the presence of non-fissile plutonium reactivity) U235 mass. These factors are based on the
isotopes at higher burnup is balanced by higher fissile relative thermal fission cross-sections.
content (relative to the zero burnup case)

The values of RE derived from the suppliers data
4. Rationale for Applying Actinide-Only Credit may then be used to convert the measurements of neu-

tron multiplication into Residual Enrichment. This
Prior to applying burnup credit, consideration was calibration is carried out prior to each fuel campaign,

also given to possible alternative ways of achieving based on a selection of elements covering the appro-
reduction in gadolinium poison concentration. In prin- priate range of fuel parameters.
ciple it might have been possible to take credit for fuel
dissolution and/or 'real' packing fractions. It might 5.2 Performance Checks on Monitors
also be possible to batch the ftiel by initial enrichment As part of a programme of checks on plant, the
band, so that lower enriched elements might be dis- output of the Fuel Pond Feed Monitors is under con-
solved in lower gadoliniurn concentrations. stant review to ensure that these remain within required

performance limits. These checks include review of the
However, it was decided that Actinide-only credit original calibration settings, as more data become

offered the most practicable option. In particular the available, and on the level of agreement between de-
following issues are pertinent: clared and measured values for individual elements.

• Burnup is an intrinsic part of the fuel composi- Analysis of the differences between declared and
tion measured values provides an estimate of the uncer-

• Other candidates (e.g. fuel dissolution) might be tainties in the various parameters. For RE, which has
undermined by accident conditions (dilution) increased significance since the introduction of burnup

• Global packing fraction in the dissolver is rea- credit, detailed analysis of the monitor results has led to
sonably well known, but local variations are refinement in the calibration algorithms and to im-
difficult to quantify provements in the representation of uncertainty.

• Batching by initial enrichment would involve
variable safe limits on gadolinium, which The latter is illustrated in Figures 2a & 2b below,
would be complex to implement which compares frequency plots of observed differ-

ences using the old and the new algorithms. For the

It was decided that Actinide-Only credit offered a 'old' data the uncertainty in RE was assumed to be
reliable way of reducing gadolinium concentration (by independent of the RE value and it is seen that there is
a factor of about 2 in a way that could be readily im- evidence of non-normal distribution in the differences.
plemented on the plant. In particular, the use of meas- In the second plot the uncertainty has been derived as
ured Residual Enrichment provides a well-proven linear function of the RE (derived from analysis of the
method of demonstrating compliance with the Safe observed differences over the ftiel campaign). It is seen
Fuel Domain. that the distribution is very close to normal and with no

sign of significant bias.
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Fig.3. k-effective as a function of burnup (maximum
ftiel mass & IE, normal acid conditions)

Tolerance to overloading is illustrated in Figure 4.
This shows k-effective as a function of mass of fuel in
the dissolver. In this case the burnup & IE correspond

LL to an element right at the Safe Domain Boundary. As

before the fuel is considered to be undissolved and at
optimum packing fraction. In this case it is seen that the
system will remain sub-critical whatever the fuel
loading.Measured-Declared (Old)

Figs.2a&2b Statistical Analysis of Observed Dif- 0.95
ferences between Measured and Declared RE 0.94 -

r_ 0.93 ----------
6. Fault Tolerance and Additional Margins il

-IC 0.92

In addition to deriving the Safe Domain Boundary 0.91
for the fuel in the dissolver, calculations were also
made to demonstrate how criticality safety is tolerant to 0.9
process or plant faults. Criticality is controlled through 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2
limiting gadolinium concentration, burnup/initial en- Fuel Mass (rel. to normal full charge)

richment, and fuel mass. These are considered in turn Fig.4 k-effective as a function of fuel mass
below

Tolerance to loss of gadolinium was illustrated by It should be noted that the results shown above
deriving a second Safe Domain Boundary corre- correspond to optimised packing fractions of the fuel
sponding to a worst-case water dilution accident (see pieces in the dissolver. Measurement of the height of
Figure 1). Based on the current base-load for Thorp, it the stack of sheared fuel pin pieces actually achieved
is found that very few elements (much less than 1%) during charging allows quite precise monitoring of the
fall outside the safe domain for this very low probabil- real packing fractions. These data show that average
ity accident. packing fractions are well below the optimum assumed

in the criticality assessment. Calculations for fuel at the

Tolerance to low bumup is illustrated in Figure 3 'real' packing fraction yield a k-effective over 14%
which shows k-effective as a function of burnup for (Ak) lower than the optimised case. This is a substantial
fuel at the maximum allowable initial enrichment margin, sufficient such that were the dissolver to be
(4w/o). It is seen that the system becomes just critical at fully loaded with fresh fuel at the maximum permitted
zero burnup. It should be noted that this assumes no initial enrichment (4w/o U235) land with no dissolution,
dissolution and optimum packing fraction. Given the k-effective would be less than 09.

substantial margin (see below) that these assumptions
represent, it is concluded that even if fuel at maximum
IE and zero burnup were fed into the dissolver, the
system would remain sub-critical.
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Calculations were also made to assess the size of this dissolved gadolinium requirement of nearly 50%,
margin (packing fraction) relative to loss of gadolinium. which in turn permits a significant reduction in waste
These showed the reactivity effect is equivalent to a volumes.
dilution of the gadolinium by a factor of about 2 - well
above the bounding dilution accident identified by the In calculating the safe domain boundary some sig-
safety assessment. nificantly conservative assumptions were made, par-

ticularly with respect to packing faction and fuel dis-
7. Future Development of BUC Methodology solution during charging. Additional calculations have

shown that these assumptions represent a large addi-
Work is continuing to develop Bumup Credit to tional safety margin. It is shown that criticality safety is

cover anticipated requirements in Thorp. In particular highly fault tolerant, being capable of withstanding a
this is expected to involve processing of elements at full load of fresh fuel or a reduction of gadolinium
higher initial enrichment. Analyses of a wide range of concentration by more than the bounding dilution ac-
PIE data, show no significant trend in accuracy of cident.
depletion calculations with lE, but further work will be
presented to establish validation for any extension to Since implementation of the new regime, detailed
higher IE. In support of these efforts BNFL continues analysis of the Fuel Pond Fuel Monitor results has been
to participate in international programmes such as made to ensure that the system continues to perform
ARIANE and MALIBU, which provide spent fuel with the required accuracy. On the basis of data col-
isotopic data for different ftiel types and for a wide lected over several campaigns improvements to the
range of nuclides significant to bumup credit. These calibration and uncertainty algorithms have been iden-
include a set of fission products controlling about 75% tified.
of the total fission product reactivity contribution.

Studies on the effects of integral burnable poisons on
both the depletion and k-effective calculations are References
underway. To date the effects of this feature of ftiel I Neil Harris, Jane Edge and Fiona Ogilvie, "The
design has been accounted for on a case-by-case basis, Development of A Bum-Up Credit Criticality
but at some stage it may become more appropriate to Safety Case for the Thorp Reprocessing Plant",
establish some bounding approach. In support of these Proc.Intemational Conference on Nuclear Criti-
types of study BNFL continue to participate in the cality Safety, ICNC'99. Session D2. 1, Versailles,
OECD-NEA Experts Group on Burnup Credit. 1999.

8. Conclusion 2) A W Butement, "JEF Benchmarking for Reactor
Physics Applications: A - LWR and CAGR Fuel

Actinide-only burnup credit has been developed and Isotopics", AEA-TSD-0857. September 1995.
approved for application to criticality safety in the
Thorp Head-end plant. This allows a reduction in the
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Instead of the ftesh-fuel assumption, the application of gadolinia credit to cask
transportation of BWR SFAs is studied. Its efficacy for BWR-STEP2 SFAs had already
been estimated. This paper reports on the application of gadolinia credit to cask
transportation of BWR-STEP3 SFAs.

KEYWORDS. gadolinia credit, cask transportation, WR-STEP3 SFAs model bundle,
fuel design code, KENO- Va code

1. Introduction 2. Application Procedure

In the design for the cask transportation of pent- Firstly, the maximum value of the infinite
fuel assemblies (SFAs), it is assumed that the SFAs, multiplication factor in the cold stand-by system is
which include the maximum reactivity supposed, will determined for actual fuel assemblies. Next, the
be loaded in the cask. In the conventional design, the infinite multiplication factor in the basket (stainless
effects of bum-up and burnable neutron poison are not steel containing 1.0 w/o-boron) system is estimated
considered, and only the initial content of fissile for the selected assembly.
material is considered (fresh-fuel assumption). Based From the viewpoint of criticality management,
on this assumption, highly enriched fuel assemblies some TRU and FP nuclides, which are effective in
designed for high bum-up have been used to provide a restraining the reactivity of the SFAs, must be selected.
wide margin for criticality management. In the design For this selection, nuclides with the following
of BWR fuel assemblies, the initial reactivity excess attributes are rejected: (i) small effect of neutron
has been restrained by using gadolinia (Gd2OA which capture, (ii) short half-life, (iii) gaseous or volatile and
is a burnable neutron poison. Therefore, the approach (iv) comparatively volatile. Accordingly, 12 TRU and
using the restraining effect of gadolinia (Gadolinia 14 FP nuclides are selected. They are listed in Table 

2 3 4)Credit) is also available for criticality management of and Table 2
BWR SFAs. "Gadolinia Credit" means taking the
negative reactivity of gadolinia in fuels into account Table I Selected 12 TRU nuclides to be considered
during the criticality analysis. Its efficacy for in the gadolinia credit
BWR-STEP2 SFAs had already been estimated" U-234, U-235, U-236, U-238
After that, BWR-STEP3 ftiel assembly whose rod Pu-238, Pu239, Pu-240, Pu-241, Pu-242
arrangement is 9x9 lattice had been developed. In this Np-237
paper, the application of gadolinia credit to cask Am-241, Am-243
transportation of BWR-STEP3 (A type) SFAs is
reported. Table 2 Selected 14 FP nuclides to be considered in

The transuraniurn (TRU) and fission products (FP) the gadolinia credit
are accumulated in the SFAs and their effects restrain Mo-95
the reactivity of SFAs are significant. So, it is Tc-99
necessary to consider these effects of TRU and Fl? in Ru-101
the criticality management. In this application, the Rh-103
contributions of TRU and FP are considered. Cs-133

Furthermore, the accumulated amounts of TRU and Nd-143, Nd-145
FP depend on the specific power. So, the change of Sm- 47, Sm 149, Sm- 1 50, Sm- 1 5 1, Sm- 52
specific power is also considered in this application. Eu-153

Gd-155

Corresponding author, Tel. 81-34512-2593, Fax. 81-34512-2599, E-mail: ts.-kikuchi�nupec.orjp
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In comparison to the value for all nuclides, the
fractions of neutron capture are more than 99% for the Reflective Condition
12 TRU nuclides and about 70% for the 14 P
nuclides. In this application, the 12 TRU nuclides are
always considered. The FP nuclides are considered
under the following conditions: (i) all FP nuclides are
considered, (ii) 14 FP nuclides are considered and (iii)
no FP nuclide is considered. From the viewpoint of
criticality safety design, the conservatism is large for
the condition that no Fl? nuclide is considered, but the
merit of comparison with the fresh-fuel assumption is f
small in this case.

Furthermore, the accumulated aounts of TRU and
FP depend on the specific power. In this application
the estimation was performed under two specific LL
power condition, nmely, the standard and maximum
power conditions. The specific power and bum-up
calculation condition am shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Specific power in standard and maximum W.9ter (Cold Cndition
power condition and bum-up calculation
condition Assembly Pitch: 15.24cm

Specific Power
(Mw/t)

Standard Power 25 Fig.1 Calculation model of the cold stand-by system,
Condition using the nuclear design code of BVrR fuel
Maximum Power about 1.5 times
Condition of standard Reflective Condition

Void Fraction

Bum-up Calculation
Condition 0,40,70

Based on the above estimation of the infinite
multiplication factor, the model bundle, whose infinite
multiplication factor is larger than that of the whole
actual fuel assemblies is designed, from the viewpoint
of criticality safety. And the criticality safety is
estimated in the actual cask system storing this model
bundle.

3. Design of Model Bundle

3.1 Maximum Reactivity for Actual SFAs uel Assembly
One of the typical designs for BWR-STEP3 (A Water (Cold ConditioW

type), which is considered in this application, is tile asket Material qlainle- teel containing Boron)
adoption of partial length rods (PLRs). Therefore,
there are 66 active fuel rods in the upper region and * Inner Width of Basket: 15.3cm
there are 74 active fiiel rods in the lower region. The * Thickness of Basket Material: .cm
reload fuel assembly for which the infinite * Boron Concentration: .wt%
multiplication factor is the largest in the BWR-STEP3 (natural composition)
(A type) conventional design was selected for the
estimations, and the estimations were performed assembly
separately for the cross sections of the upper and
lower regions. Fig.2 Calculation model of the basket system, using

Considering the change of fuel composition with the nuclear design code of BWR fuel assembly
bum-up, the infinite multiplication factors in the cold
stand-by system and the basket system were estimated. factors, the nuclear design code of BWR fuel
In the calculation of these infinite multiplication assembly 5 ) is used. This calculation performed in
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two dimensional XY systems. The estimation between the condition that 14 FPs are considered and
procedure is as follows: (i) the bum-up calculation for the condition that no FP is considered is 35%.
the selected reload assembly is perforined and (ii) the Therefore, the reactivity restraining effect of the 14 Fl?
infinite multiplication factors in the cold stand-by nuclides is 70% of that of all Fl? nuclides.
system and the basket system are calculated by using Next, for the assembly whose maximum value of
the fuel composition of each bum-up calculation point. infinite multiplication factor in the cold stand-by
The calculation models for the cold stand-by system system was indicated, the infinite multiplication factor
and the basket system, using the nuclear design code in the basket system was estimated under the
of BWR fuel assembly, are shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2, condition of being filled water. As for the infinite
respectively. multiplication factor, the maximum value in the entire

The bum-up calculation using the nuclear design bum-up term appears at around the same bum-up in
code of BWR fuel assembly was performed for the the cold stand-by system. The maximum values of the
void fraction of 0%, 40% and 70%. The infinite infinite multiplication factor for each Fl? consideration
multiplication factors in the cold stand-by system condition are shown in Table 4 b). By storing SFAs
were estimated by using the fuel composition of each in the basket system, the infinite multiplication factors
bum- up calculation point. The behavior of the infinite become 04 to 045 smaller than those in the cold
multiplication factor with bum-up is as follows: the stand-by system.
initial reactivity is restrained by the burnable neutron
poison, gadolinia, and the reactivity increase by 3.2 Definition of Model Bundle
bum-up. Their maximum values appear at around the An example of criticality safety design adopting the
bum-up ranging from 10 to 15GWd/t. After that, the gadolinia credit is the management of in-site storage
infinite multiplication factor decreases due to bum-up. pool for SFAs in a nuclear power plant. In this
As for the infinite multiplication factor, the maximum procedure of criticality safety design, the value of the
value in the entire bum-up term appeared at around IO multiplication factor in the cold stand-by system is
GWd/t for the cross section of the upper region and at firstly set up, including a margin, and the model
around 15 GWd/t for that of the lower region. The bundle is designed such that the infinite multiplication
maximum values of infinite multiplication factor for factor in the cold stand-by system is the value set up.
each Fl? consideration condition are shown in Table 4 Conventionally, this value set up, including a margin,
(a). As shown in this table, the difference between the is 13. However, in the conventional design adopting

the gadolinia credit, the consideration condition for Fl?
Table 4 Estimation results on maximum infinite nuclides is that all Fl? nuclides are considered. From

multiplication factors the viewpoint of citicality safety, the most reasonable
(a) Cold stand-by system condition is that the 14 FPs are considered and it is

Maximum Remarks conservatively reasonable to adopt the condition that
K_ no Fl? is considered.

All FPs Upper Cross Section, The maximum value of the infinite multiplication
Condition 1.269 Void Fraction 40%, factor in the cold stand-by system, estimated in

and Standard Power section 31, has a margin of about 3% with respect to
14 FPs Upper Cross Section, the set-up value, 13, in the case of the condition that
Condition 1.284 Void Fraction 40%, all FPs are considered. However, the margin decreases

and Maximum Power to half that value, 1.5%, for the case that the 14 FPs
No FP Upper Cross Sction, are considered. Furthermore, the maximum value of

Condition 1.319 Void Fraction 40%, the infinite multiplication for the case that no Fl? is
and Maximum Power considered exceeds the value, 13.

(b) Basket system Further, regarding the requirement for the model
Maximum bundle, it is necessary to exceed the maximum value

K_ Remarks of the infinite multiplication factor of actual SFAs in
Upper Cross Section, the basket system. Based on the above, the set-up

All FPs 0.844 Void Fraction 40%, value of the infinite multiplication factor in the cold
Condition and Standard Power stand-by system and the target value of the infinite

14 FPs Upper Cross Section, multiplication factor in the basket system required for
Condition 0.853 Void Fraction 40%, the model bundle are decided. For example, Table 

and Maximum Power
No Fl? Upper Cross Section, shows the required infinite multiplication factor in the

0.873 Void Fraction 40% 70%, cold stand-by system. The infinite multiplication
Condition and Maximum Power factors in the cold stand-by system were set with a

N13: The power condition which appears maximum reactivity margin of about 3. And the infinite multiplication
depends on the FP consideration condition. factors in the basket system should be given as

condition that all FPs are considered and the condition exceeding the maximum value of actual SFAs.
that no Fl? is considered is 5%, and the difference The model bundle for the condition that all FPs are
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considered was made of two kinds of fresh fuel rods: The model bundle for the condition that the 14 FPs
the fuel rod of the maximum enrichment used in are considered was also made of two kinds of fresh
conventional BWR 4.9 wt%-U235) and the fuel rod fuel rods: the fuel rod of maximum enrichment used in
of lower enrichment. In the condition that the infinite conventional BWR 4.9 wt%-U235) and the fuel rod
multiplication factor in the cold stand-by system is set of lower enrichment. In the condition that the infinite
up to 130 and the enrichment of higher fuel rod is multiplication factor in the cold stand-by system is set
fixed to 49 wtO/o, simulating the actual distribution of up at 132 and the enrichment of higher fuel rod is
enrichment. The concept of fuel rod arrangement for fixed to 49 wtO/o, simulating the actual distribution of
the model bundle, summary of design and the infinite enrichment. The concept of fuel rod arrangement for
multiplication factor in the cold stand-by system and the model bundle, summary of design and the infmite
the basket system are shown in Fig.3. The infinite multiplication factors in the cold stand-by system and
multiplication factor in the cold stand-by system is the basket system are shown in Fig.4. The infinite
1.30, and the infinite multiplication factor in the multiplication factor in the cold stand-by system is
basket system is 0856 wich exceeds the target value 1.32, and the infinite multiplication factor in the
mentioned in section 31. basket system is 0862, which exceeds the target value

mentioned in section 31.
Table Required infinite multiplication factors for

model bundle in cold stand-by system

All FPs Condition 1.300 Lower enrichment region (about 2.OwtO/o)
..................................

14 FPs Condition 1.320 Higher enrichment
region (4.9vV/6)

No FP Condition 1.360

Lower enrichment region (about 1.5w&/) %..........................................................

Higher enrichment ..............................
region (4.9welo)

fraction of higher and lower
enrichment fuel rod is about
5 by 2,
higher enrichment fuel rods
are located at inner position,
and
enrichment of lower fuel rods
is about 2.Owt%.

fraction of higher and lower K-infinity
enrichment fuel rod is about
1 by 1, Cold Stand-by System 1.320

higher enrichment fuel rods Basket System 0.862
are located at inner position,
and

enrichment of lower fuel rods Fig.4 Fuel rod arrangement and k_ of model bundle
is about 1.5wt%. for the condition tat 14 FPs are considered

K-infinity The model bundle for the condition that no FP is

Cold Stand-by System 1.301 considered was made by adjusting the enrichment of
fuel rods, so that the infinite multiplication factor in

Basket System 0.856 the cold stand-by system should be 136. The set-up

condition is only the infinite multiplication factor,
1.36. The concept of fel rod arrangement for the

Fig.3 Fuel rod arrangement and k_ of model bundle model bundle, summary of design and the infinite
for the condition that all FPs are considered multiplication factors in the cold stand-by system and

the basket system are shown in Fig.5. The infinite
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multiplication factor in the cold stand-by system is considered and the model bundle for the condition that
1,36, and the infinite multiplication factor in the no FP is considered. The calculation model for the
basket system is 0889 wich exceeds the target value horizontal cross section of the NFT-38B cask system
mentioned in section 31. is shown in Fig.7.

As mentioned above, tree kinds of model bundle
were designed for each FP consideration condition.
The estimation of storage in the cask system is
performed for te model bundle for the condition that SCALE
all FPs are considered te infinite multiplication
factor in the cold stand-by system is 130), which is
the conventional estimation condition, and the model
bundle for the condition that no FP is considered (the BONAMI
infinite multiplication factor in t cold stand-by is NITAWL
1.36), which is the most conservative.

XSDRNPM

Uniform enrichment
region (about 3.OwM)

Homogenized
Group-ConstantWR)

(WR)

KENO-Va
(keff Cale.)

Fig.6 Calculation flow of keff by using the

use of one kind of fresh fuel KENO-Va code

rods, and,
enrichment of fuel rods is

about 3.Owt%. Reflective Condition

K-infinity

Cold Stand-by System 1.360 Vacuum
Vacuum

Basket System 0.889

)r
ERE' FamOR_

Fig.5 Fuel rod arrangement and k- of model bundle ls`U
for the condition that no FP is considered

4. Estimation of Criticality Safety

The criticality safety in the NFT-38B cask system,
which is used in the actual cask transportation, storing
the model bundles is estimated by calculating the
effective multiplication factor, using the KENO-Va
code') . The calculation of the KENO-Va code was
perforined for the homogenized assembly in ode],
using 238-group cross-section library in the SCALE Fig.7 Analysis condition for the NFT-38B cask
SySteM7 ). The calculation flow of the KENO-Va code, system
using the SCALE system, is shown in Fig.6.

The estimation of criticality safety is performed for
the NFT-38B cask system storing the model bundles The calculated results of the effective
whose selection is described in the previous chapter, multiplication factors in the NFT-38B cask system,
i.e. the model bundle for the condition that all FPs are using the KENO-Va code, are shown in Table 6 The
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calculated eective multiplication factor, kfys, the As for the estimation, the effective multiplication
standard deviation of Monte Carlo calculation, as, factors were calculated for the NFT-38B cask system,
and the values of kfr+3 u )s are shown in this table. using the KENO-Va code. The obtained effective
The value in the case that three times the standard multiplication factors were sufficiently lower than

deviation is added to the effective multiplication 0.95.
factor is about 082 in the cask system storing the According to the results of this study, it is available
model bundles for the condition that all FPs are to apply gadolinia credit to cask transportation of
considered, and about 0.85 in the cask system storing BWR-STEP3 (A type) SFAs.
the model bundles for the condition that no FP is
considered. These values are sufficiently lower than Acknowledgerrients
0.95, and so it is clear that the cask system storing This work was accomplished under the sponsorship
these model bundles is sub-critical. of Tokyo Electric Power Company, Tohoku Electric
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Table 6 kff of the NFT-38B cask system estimated Hokuriku Electric Power Company, The Chugoku
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Model Bundle k,�ff ± a kfr+3 a Company.
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Burn-up Credit Applications for U02 and MOX
Fuel Assemblies in AREVA/COGEMA
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COGEAM VELIZY 2 rue Paul Dautier 78141 VELIZY Cedex, France
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3COGEMA LA HAGUE, 50444 BEAUMONTHAGUE Cedex, France
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For the last seven years, AREVA/COGEMA has been implementing the second phase of its bum-up credit
program (the incorporation of fission products). Since the early nineties, major actinides have been taken into
account in criticality analyses first for reprocessing applications, then for transport and storage of fuel assemblies
Next year 2004) COGEMA will take into account the six main fission products (RhIO3, CsI33, NdI43, SmI49,
SmI52 and GdI55) that make up 50% of the anti-reactivity of all fission products. The experimental program
will soon be fmished. The new bum-up credit methodology is in progress.
After a brief overview of BUC R&D program and COGEMA's application of the BUC, this paper will focus on
the new bum-up measurement for U02 and MOX fuel assemblies. It details the measurement nstrumentation
and the measurement experiments on MOX fuels performed at La Hague in January 2003.

Keywords: R&D Program for BUC applications, Criticality experiment, code qualification,
burn-up measurement, spentfuel, UOx, MOx.

1. Context of Burn-Up Credit (BUC) used to interpret bum-up measurements which will be

For over ten years, burn-up credit (actinides only) has applied to both U02 and MOX fuel assemblies.

been used at the COGEMA plant in La Hague for
spent fuel transport, interim pool storage and 2 A brief history of allowance for BUC in
reprocessing applications. More than five years ago, COGEMA La Hague
an intensive research program was begun jointly with 2.1. 1980 1990
the French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) and
the French Institute for Radiological Protection and At this time, all criticality studies were done at the
Nuclear Safety (IRSN). This research program will optimum of moderation without BUC. No difficulties
make it possible to take the main Fission products were encountered in the design of the first plants UPI
(neutron absorbers) into account in criticality studies. (at Marcoule) or UP2400 (at La Hague) because the
These Fission products are listed in Figure I below. fuel assemblies were less enriched and the facilities

BU 20 GWd/tU 40 GWd/tU were smaller.
SmI49 980 1030 At the same time (in the mid-eighties) COGEMA
RhlO3 790 1360 began its first R&D program for qualification of U and
Nd 143 530 9W
0133 420 750 Pu (actinides only BUQ. This IRSN R&D program
GdI55 390 1550 was called the "HTC program" and it was conducted
Sm152 250 4" at VALDUC.
sm 151 350 500 1

Tc99 440 2.2.1990 - 2000
NdI45 2 410 1990 was the start-up of UP3. Since then, the BUC
Eu 153 150 3"

_M095 150 290 has been systematically applied for reprocessing
Sm 147 150 230 because, without the BUC, the dissolver wheel is
SM150 120 270 critical for enrichments higher than 25%. Likewise
AgIO9 100 250
RUM 100 we started UP2-800 in 1995. Consequently a burn-up
Total for 200 fission products 6120 measurement is systematically performed to ensure
Totalfor 6flssion products 3460 (.56%) the reprocessing times of both plants at La Hague

I Totalfor 15fission products 4950 (81 During this period, the increase of initial enrichment

Figure I of the fuels led to the necessity of BUC not only for

After a brief history of BUC implementation at La reprocessing but also for transportation and pool
Hague (chapter 2 the first part (chapter 3 of this storage at La Hague. The actinide-only BUC was then

article will describe the collaborative research used in Europe for:

program between COGEMA and CEA or RSN, transport of the fuels from Germany, Holland,
which is nearing completion. The second part of this Switzerland, and Belgium to France
article (chapter 4 gives details of the new method

Hervd TOUBON, Tel.33-1-39-26-43-63, E-mail: htoubon�cogema.fr
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storage of all fuels (French and foreign) at La 3.1 Minerve experimental and qualification
Hague pools. program

In conjunction with the use of UC we adopt less The aim of this program is to:
penalizing criticality hypotheses. For example in the I Measure the effective capture cross-sections of
case of fuel storage, one less penalizing hypothesis the 15 major fission products in the Minerve
consists mainly of taking into account a fixed number reactor operated by the French Atomic Energy
of rods (the criticality studies are no longer done at the Commission at Cadarache. These measurements
optimum of moderation). Obviously this number of are made by oscillations of individual samples of
rods has to be guarantied. the fission products in the reactor. Oscillations of

In parallel with this generalization of use of actinides- spent UOX and MOX fuel samples is also under
only BUC, COGEMA decided to begin a second way. These measurements are being carried out
extensive R&D program to take fission products into by the SPEX Department to qualify the
account. This program is detailed in chapter 3 APOLL02 S option of the CRISTAL package.

2.3. 2000 - 2010 2. Measure and analyse samples of spent fuel from
French and German pressurized water reactors

The complementary needs of BUC concern the which will allow the SPRC Department of the
extension of the range of acceptable fuels Atomic Energy Commission at Cadarache to

• MOX qualify the Darwin fuel cycle package and the

• U02 up to 5% enriched Cesar code (see respectively References 2] and
[31).

MTR Some results have been published (see Reference 4]).

The need to incorporate fission products in BUC can 3.2. VALDUC experiments and interpretation
b6 explained by the two levels by which the BUC can
be applied: The program involves experiments and qualification

• the first level results in little gain (a single and of the French criticality package CRISTAL.
minimum fuel cycle in the core) but with a little The experiments are carried out by IRSN at VaIduc.
constraint which consists only of a simple These experiments represent a sub-critical approach
irradiation check involving the raising of the water level. Various

configurations are studied, ranging from individual
• the second BUC level can give the bum-up in the fission products to more general experiments on

50 least irradiated centimeters of the ftiel. mixtures of products (see Reference [5]).

Nevertheless, this higher gain requires the The experiments are interpreted by the Criticality
implementation of a quantitative bum-up Study Department of IRSN at Fontenay-aux-Roses
measurement. with a goal of qualifying the industrial version

The incorporation of fission products is consequently (Apollo-Moret) of CRISTAL (see Reference [51).
particularly interesting when the bum-up measurement
is not easy to implement. The first level of BUC (with 3.3. CRISTAL, the French criticality package
incorporation of fission products) can sometimes be CRISTAL comprises three calculation routes:

enough. This is the case for EDF fuel storage at La 1. The Monte Carlo route with the Tripoli code
Hague, for which today no BU measurement has been developed by the CEA's Department for the Study
implemented, and also for the reprocessing of MOX of Reactors and Advanced Modeling (SERMA in
The paper in reference I gives a good example of the Saclay.

contribution of fission products for MOX In this 2. The APOLL 2 SN route used to make ID and D
particular case with only a first level of BUC (with calculations (calculations of standards); it is
fission products) no gadolinium has to be used for qualified by the CEA's Department of Reactor
reprocessing. Physics in Cadarache.

Another application of BUC (with fission products) is 3- The industrial route with coupling between the
the ability to guaranty some liquid tank transfers - APOLLO 2 code used to assess multi-group cross-
particularly liquids with high Pu concentrations. sections in infinite surface areas. And the MORET 4

code used to calculate complete 3D geometries
using the Monte Carlo method but with cross-
sections calculated by APOLLO, which requires a
considerably shorter calculation time than the

3. The finalising criticality R&D program direct Monte Carlo method. This route has been

This R&D which began in 1995 consists of two parts: qualified by the Criticality Study department of the
an extensive experimental program at VALDUC and CEA in Fontenay-aux-Roses.

CADARACHE sites, and a code development and Figure 3 below shows the various codes and
qualification program. The French criticality package sequences making up the CRISTAL package.
CRISTAL is the main result of this R&D.
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operate at room temperature. A considerable amount
of development work was required nonetheless to

CIGALES 21, �W optimize these detectors and the associated electronics
DIL�10N WNS

tam for this type of application, since they are crently
WM6v�NT'

APROC ROCEDUR F. 8 THEMISINJOY: THEM used almost exclusively in e e o nuc ear
medicine to measure low energy rays at low count
rates.

CESAR 4

INE V! n, The detectors were extended, making it possible to
measure all the gamma rays of interest 661 keV for

6 117C 134Cs, 796 keV for s and most importantly
Q MRIPWAS 154
0
X 1274 keV for Eu). The electronics were optimizedW 171A M :0 to handle count rates of 50,000 counts/second. Dual

4 4 i +
parameter analysis (energy and pulse shape) results in

on MM improved resolution and makes it possible to separate
the Eu peak from those of Co at 1173 keV and

Figure 3 1332 keV A resolution of the order of 1.5% has been
achieved i.e. 10 keV at 661 keV and 20 keV at

4. A new BU measurement for U02 and MOX fuels 1.4 MeV.

4.1. Industrial and development objectives 4.3. Interpretation of the measurements

COGEMA currently uses two methods for measuring A considerable amount of work has also been carried
bum-up, one based on gamma spectrometry and the out as regards analysis of the measurement results. A
other on passive neutron measurement. Both combined measurement analysis algorithm has been
measurement systems are located in the shearing and developed. It comprises four major stages that occur
dissolution facilities of both UP2 and UP3 after the fuel assemblies pass in front of the detector.

reprocessing plant at La Hague. I Blind nterpretation to be able to know with no

There is also a portable system known as Python data on the fael assembly measured if the fuel is a

which uses a single neutron measurement and a total MOX or an U02 fuel.
gamma measurement to obtain a bum-up profile along 2. Validation of the average bum-up of the file]
the axis of a ftiel assembly. This system has been assembly by analysis of neutron measurement (use
installed in various reactor spent fuel pools in Europe, of certain data such as irradiation history, burn-up
making it possible to use bum-up credit for the of fuel cycles, initial isotopic composition).

transport of spent fuel casks and their interim storage 3. Determination of bum-up at one end of fuel
in the COGEMA pools at La Hague. It does not assembly due to acquisition of the axial profile of
involve gamma spectrometry since the technique 137cS.

currently used at La Hague requires a germanium 4. Validation of data provided by reactor operator
detector with a liquid nitrogen cooling system that (use of gamma spectrometry ray ratio to detect any
cannot easily be installed underwater in a reactor pool. possible inconsistencies in the data provided).

These two systems can be used to measure the bum-up The first stage ensures that MOX fuel assemblies are
Of U02 fuel assemblies and are qualified by the French not mistaken for U02 assemblies. Indeed, for a given
Safety Authorities for such fuels but not for MOX fuel bum-up, a MOX ftiel assembly can have a far higher
assemblies. reactivity than a U02 fuel assembly. Likewise, the

The studies currently under way are therefore aimed at data validation module (Stage 4) guarantees that any
developing a system that could be used to measure the significant error regarding the initial enrichment (of
bum-up Of U02 and MOX fuel assemblies as simply pu content in the case of MOX fuel assemblies) will
as possible, without the need for a liquid nitrogen be detected. In addition to the average bum-up
cooling system. validation stage (Stage 2), Stage 3 makes it possible to

Furthermore, the combination of neutron set a minimum bum-up value which must be higher
measurements and gamma spectrometry would simply than the bum-up used for the criticality-safety study.

involve modifying the software of the existing All of these stages use laws of correlation between a
systems at La Hague, without any effect on the physical quantity (gamma peak ratio or neutron
hardware. measurement) and bum-up. An evolution code is

4.2. Measurement system therefore required and is used on-line. This code is
known as CESAR (see Reference 2]). A large amount

In view of the industrial objectives mentioned of research and development work has been carried
previously, preference was given to a system that out (especially for MOX fuel assemblies) to create
combined gamma spectrometry and neutron neutron effective cross-section libraries that are used
measurements and yet remained portable. There was to accurately characterize entire fuel assemblies.
no alternative but to use Cd-Zn-Te detectors which
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This new measurement system can be used to measure the bum-up credit of MOX fuel assemblies (actinides
both U02 and MOX fuel assembly bum-up and is far only to begin with). To this end, a new device for
more accurate than existing bum-up measurement measuring the bum-up Of U02 and MOX fuel
systems thanks to its data validation module. assemblies has been successfully developed. The

The system is developed by CANBERRA under CEA system is now at the qualification stage after real
specification. measurement on MOX fuels at La Hague.

All this R&D (in the fields of criticality and nuclear
4.4. Qualification Program measurements) should ensure that COGEMA will be

Since the R&D work is nearing completion, a program in a position to handle, in its La Hague facilities, the
has been devised for qualif��g the system. different types of fuel currently envisaged by

Hot testing on 20 MOX fuel assemblies has been electricity companies and fuel designers without any

performed at COGEMA La Hague in January 2003. major problems.

The bum-up of these 20 MOX fuels have measured. 6. References

Figure 4 below shows the positions of the detectors on
the bum-up measurement stations in the shearing and [1] Grdgory CAPLIN (SGN), Hervd TOUBON
dissolution facilities in COGEMA's UP2 and UP3 (COGEMA), Specific appplication of Bumup
plants at La Hague. credit for MOX PWR Fuels in the rotary dissolver

ICNC2003, TOKAI (JAPAN) October 20-24,
Tranevemal secUan of Me burn-W measurenvent vall 2003.

Neutmn detedor [2] M. Samson, J.P. Grouiller, J.P. Pavageau,

Gamma detedor P. Marimbeau, J.M. Vidal (CEA), J. Pinel
K, �4" ollimator (Ge or Cd-Zh-Te) (Cogema).

CESAR: a simplified evolution code applied to
reprocessing application.
RECOD 98, Nice (F) October 25-28, 1998.

7 plementary

[3] P. Marimbeau, V. Allais, C. Monier, B. Nimal,
My A. Tsilanizara, C. Garzenne.

The Darwin fuel cycle package - Procedures for
material balance calculation and qualification.

Figure 4 ENC'98, Nice (F) October 25-28, 1998.

The qualification note is under progress, but we can [4] N. Thiollay and al.
already give the following results: Bumup credit for fission product miclides in PWR

(UO2) spent fuels.
The system will be able to validate the burn-up ICNC'99 - Versailles (F - September 1999.
within +/-IO%.

[5] J. ANNO and al.
A mistake in one declared irradiation cycle will Status of the joint french IRSN and COGEMA
be detected even if it does not change the cooling qualification programme of fission products.
time of the ftiel (ex. for a given fuel a declared ANS Winter Meeting, RENO (NEVADA)
irradiation history during reactor cycles 2 3 and November 2001.
5, and real irradiation history during reactor
cycles 2 4 and can be detected)

The initial 235U enrichment or Pu content can be
validated within a variation of about 1% (ex: a
declared value of 5%Pu content can be
distinguished with a 6%Pu content value)

This should mean that, in 2004, it will be possible to
submit a report on the new U02 and MOX fuel
assembly measurement system to the French safety
authorities for approval.

5. Conclusion

The R&D work being carried out by COGEMA, CEA
and IRSN on the subject of bum-up credit is now
entering its second phase (with allowance being made
for the major fission products as well as major
actinides). It is also intended to make allowance for
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Preparation and Testing ORIGEN-ARP Library for VVIER Fuel Design

Maksym YEREMENKO, Yuriy KOVBASENKO, Yevgen BILODID

State Scientific and Technical Centre on Nuclear and Radiation Safety (SSTC NRS),
Radgospna st. 35-3 7, 03142 Kyiv, Ukraine

The main results of neutron-physical constant libraries preparing and testing for assessment
VVER reactors spent fuel isotope composition with the SCALE control module
ORIGEN-ARP are presented in this report.

The libraries were tested on the basis of the comparison between the calculation results
with the experimental data, and with the calculation benchmarks. It should be mentioned that
the particular attention was paid to iportant in the view of criticality analysis isotopes that
are contained in the spent nuclear fuel.

KEYWORDS. Nuclear Power Plant (NPP), reactor VVER, spentfuel, burnup credit,
SCALE, ORIGEN-ARP, benchmark

1. Introduction testing of code package SCALE for VVER reactors
fuel.

Improvement of NPP capabilities in terms of spent For the previous stage results as regards testing
nuclear ftiel (SNF) management and storage, SCALE criticality sequence calculation, see, for-reactor cooling ponds and shipping instance, refe 1) 2)upgrading near rences and
casks, construction of SNF storage facilities require the Now, the testing was carried out by comparison of
relevant nuclear safety substantiation. the results calculated by ORIGEN-ARP with the results

According to the existing normative base, nuclear of experiments, and calculations made by other
safety as to SNF management and storage system shall programs.
be analyzed without fuel burnup taking into account As the experimental data, the results of studying
(i.e. fuel shall be treated as fresh one). This is too much isotopic content of VVER-440, and VVER-1000 SNF
conservative, and does not meet state-of-the-art science completed in different years were used.
and technology. As the calculated data used for testing

Presently, there are researches undertaken both in ORIGEN-AR-P with libraries for fuel assemblies of
Ukraine and in many other countries, aimed at VVER440, and VVER-1000, the special calculated
substantiation, and development, of such normative benchmarks were used.
requirements allowing to use burnup credit while While testing libraries, the special attention was
analyzing criticality of SNF management and storage paid to those isotopes, which are suggested to be used
systems. One of these activity main components is to while undertaking the work on substantiation of
identify the isotopic content of ftiel spent in VVER440 nuclear safety taking the spent fuel burnup into
and VVER I 000 type reactors constituting the basis of account:
nuclear power in Ukraine. - first of all, these are fission isotopes, i.e. those

To determine isotopic content of VVER440 and participating in chain reaction:
VVER-1000 SNF, we use the package of computer
codes SCALE') and, in particular, code 235U, 236U, 238U, and 239Pu, 24OPu, 241Pu;
OFJGEN-ARp4) . This program is among the most
advanced ones with which help the isotopic content of - secondly, actinides:
SNF can be calculated. However, this program (its
neutronic constant libraries) is oriented, firstly, at using 234U, 238Pu, 242Pu, 24lAm, 243Am, 237Np;
for PWR, BWR, and CANDU reactors. That is why,
while using this code to calculate isotopic content of - as well as 18 main products of fuel isotopes fission
VVER SNF, one shall, first of all, prepare the libraries caused by chain reaction:
of neutronic constants for VVER fuel, test them, and
substantiate their applicability. 95Mo, 99Tc, 10IRu, 103Rh, 105Pd, 108Pd,

Here, the main results are presented as to testing 109Ag, 133Cs, 135Cs, 143Nd, 145Nd, 147Sm, 149Sm,
ORIGEN-ARP libraries of neutronic constants I50Srn, 15ISm, 152Sm, 153Eu, 155Gd.
prepared by the authors taking into account
geometrical structure, and material composition of ftiel Here, the results of completed testing are presented.
assemblies for VVER-440 and VVER I 000. Upon which base the conclusion is made concerning

This work is the continuation of our comprehensive possibility of using the libraries prepared for code
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ORIGEN-ARP to determine isotopic content of 2.1.3 Publications 10) and

VVER-440 and VVER I 00 fuel. Errors of identifying AER Calculational benchmark and ) is
concentration of particular isotopes are being developed to study possibility of using various codes to
determined. determine isotopic content of SNF, and subsequent

The report was prepared within the framework of using this information while calculating criticality of
project alidation of ORIGEN-ARP and SCALE fuel storage systems (using "bum-up credit" for VVER
SAS2H for VVER and RBMK Fuel Designs)>. fuel). It was developed in the framework of the

International Scientific Team AER (Atomic Energy
2. Analysis of the data used for testing. Research) gathered experts from many countries were

VVER reactors are now under operation (Bulgaria,
Hungary, Russia, Slovakia, Czechs Republic, Finland).

Let's consider in more detail the experimental This benchmark presents description of the used fuel
results and calculation benchmarks data used for assembly, operation modes, and the obtained results.
testing. Bumup of fuel, and concentration of isotopes were

2.1 Fuel for WER-440 Reactor determined by calculation. Error is not presented.
Benchmark was calculated by a number of

2. 1.1 Publication 6 and 7) organizations. The following codes were used:

7) CASMO4, WIMS 7 NUKO, HELIOS, MCU, and
Information presented in and is based upon the ORIGEN2. Fuel bumup and subsequent storage

results of measuring isotopic composition of SNF from conditions and, also, fuel structure are presented
VVER440. Bumup of fuel, and concentration of enough particularly.

isotopes were determined experimentally. Error is 2.2 Fuel for WER-1000
presented to each value of fuel bumup, and

concentration of isotope, and this equals to about 2.2.1 Publication 12)

5 7 %. Unfortunately, isotope concentration was
determined long time ago (more than 20 years ago) for Publication 12) presents the results of isotopic
obsolete types of fuel. During experiment, only content measurement as to the VVER-1000 spent fuel.
concentration of fuel isotopes, and actinides, was For this measurement, one FA was used from
measured. The data required for the detailed modeling VVER-1000 under operation at Zaporizhya NPP. Its
bumup conditions and for the subsequent storage of initial enrichment was 392%. This was under
fuel are presented insufficiend. Because of this, we've operation during one campaign, and unloaded from the
used the average parameters. Fuel structure is typical core in 1999. Isotopic composition of three speciments
for the reactors VVER440 (Figure 1). with different bumup levels is presented. This

assembly was operated over comparatively not so long

2.1.2 Publication ) time ago, and SSTC NRS has the information
necessary to calculate loading FA throughout the period

For measurement, four FA were used from of its operation inside the core (fuel pattern, and
VVER-440 of Novo-Voronezh NPP. Initial enrichment refueling, reactor power during operation of unit, etc.).
of fuel was 33% and 36%. Selected assemblies were Bumup of fuel, and concentration of isotopes were
used during 1 3 and campaigns. Totally, isotopic determined experimentally. Error is presented for each
content of 21 specimens with different bumup levels value of burnup, and isotope concentration, being equal
was determined. Reference 9 presents the data needed approximately to 1�7 %. Isotope concentrations were
to calculate loading FA during operation inside core: measured quite recently, and for the fuel of new type.
schemes of fueling and refueling, schedules of However, this assembly was operated for one campaign,
in-service loading, etc. Bumup of fuel, and and the achieved level of bumup is insufficient. During
concentration of isotopes were determined the experiment, only fuel isotopes, and actinides,
experimentally. Frror is presented to each value of fuel concentration was determined. Conditions of fuel
burnup, and concentration of isotope, and this equals to bumup, and subsequent cooling are described quite in
about 5 7%. Concentration of isotopes was measured detail. Fuel is of the known design.

quite long time ago, and for obsolete fuels. During 2.2.2 Publication 13)

experiment, only concentration of fuel isotopes, and
actinides, was measured. Conditions of bumup and Here, the calculation benchmark specification, is
subsequent storage of fuel are described enough presented which was developed for study of different
particularly. Fuel structure is typical for the reactors codes possibilities for the modeling of modem
VVER-440 (Figure 1). VVER-1000 reactor fuel types (fuel with gadolinium

burnable absorber, and MOX ftiel). The main attention
was paid to Ki,,f calculation and to determination of
spent ftiel isotope composition. Benchmark was
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prepared in the framework of NUCLEAR ENERGY INPLEVEL = I is used. If we need to model the
AGENCY ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC deviations from this regular structure, then the
CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT commands INPLEVEL=2 or 3 should be used.
(NEA/OECD). This benchmark presents spent SAS2H capacities of modeling fuel elements lattice
assemblies description, their operation conditions and irregularity was used. SAS2H control module
result of calculations for fuel burnup and isotopes calculational model for the VVER-440 reactor
concentration. Uncertainty isn't indicated. Several assembly is presented in the Figure 2 Provided the
organizations had carried out the benchmark material quantity is kept constant for the corresponding
calculation. The following codes were used: MCU, calculational zones, the following equivalent
TVS-M, WIMS8A, HELIOS and MULTICELL. dimensions (cm.): r=0.440; r2=0.515; r3=0.64054;
Burnup conditions and fuel structure are described r4=7.21858; r5=7.40303; r6=7.56054; r7=7.71805- were
enough particularly. calculated.

Below in this report only the data were used on
determination of isotope composition of fuel with
gadoliniurn burnable absorber.

�see���
3. Preparing of neutron-physical constant libraries
for ORIGEN-ARP.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
It should be mentioned that ORIGEN-ARP is the 0000000004

method of isotope content in spent fuel calculation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
based on the neutron-physical constant libraries 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
extrapolation. These libraries were received with te 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
help of control module SAS2H'). 4114,

Taking into account this fact, the ORIGEN-ARP 10
calculations were done after the required
ORIGEN-ARP libraries were calculated with the help
of control module SAS2H 5). After receiving the

17TI72.27-necessary libraries, the spent fuel isotope composition 1 2 -

was calculated for the comparison with the data of
experiments and benchmarks. While ORIGEN-ARP I- central tube; 2- fuel rod; 3- fuel assembly shroud

libraries calculating, SCALE standard library Fig. Scheme of Fuel Rod Lattice of VVER-440
44GROUPNDF5 was used. The choice of this library is Fuel Assembly
conditioned, firstly, by proposals of SCALE codes
package manuals and, secondly, by precence of the
particular gadolinium isotopes in the library.

3.1 Neutron-physical constant libraries for
VVER-440 fuel

The SAS2H control module is based on the
ORIGEN-S code modeling fuel in one-dimensional
approximation. A fuel assembly is described as infinite
lattice of fuel rods. For VVER, this lattice is hexagonal.
However, a number of fuel rods disturb the regularity
of this lattice. Central tube, inter-assembly water gap
and assembly shell are the elements that disturb
regularity of gexagonal fuel pins lattice (Figure 1) for
the VVER-440 fuel.

These components essentially impact on the neutron

spectrum and fuel irradiation conditions, therefore, the Uranium-water mixture 4)
possibility of their modeling should be provided in
calculations. Zirconium, central tube 2) or assembly

The SAS2H capabilities allow consideration of -shroud 6)

some differences between the actual fuel assembly 0 - Water 13,5,7)
design and the standard one. This is done through the

INPLEVEL command permitting different options in Fig. 2 Model of VVER-440 fuel for control
modeling a fuel assembly. For example, if a completely moduleSAS2H
regular fuel lattice is modeled, the command
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3.2 Neutron-physical constant libraries for account actual location of the fuel rod selected for the
VVER-440 fuel ftirther analysis.

The ORIGEN-ARP codes libraries for the fuel
VVER-1000 were calculated with the help of control
module SAS2H according to the same scheme as for
the fuel VVER-440. Fuel assembly sketching is
presented in the Figure 3 Position of fuel pins with
gadolinium refer only to fuel assembly from the

13)
benchmark NEA/OECD .In the other fuel, the usual
fuel pins are situated at these places.

1 2 4

ot, a 4 i A r- 

A C

RIM

Fuel with adoliniurn (NEA/OECDM 9
R W -benchmark or water (1)

Uranium-water mixture 4)

Zirconium, fuel pin cladding or centrala 0 2 A 64 9% ago
A Aw *0 0 *6 6 0 0 tube 2)

�w ,g j g,'R Q �9
0"ga OE M m Water 3,5)

0
AO 0� a a a 12.75

Fig. 4 Model of VVER-1000 fuel for control module
SAS2H

I - fuel pin; 2 - guide tube for control rod or burnable It's impossible to do this, in calculations with the
absorber; 3 - central tube; 4 - fuel pin with or without help of ORIGEN-ARP sequence because of the sotopes
gadolinium. concentration for the fuel assembly is determined in

Fig. 3 Scheme of Fuel Rod Lattice of VVER-1000 this calculations altogether. It is possible to take into
Fuel Assembly account the real fuel pins placement while isotope

concentration calculations with the help of SAS2H

For the modeling of fuel pins lattice irregularity of sequence (these results are presented in the report 14)).

VVER-1000 reactors assembly, the calculational
model (presented in the Figure 4 SAS2H control 4. Results of calculations

module capacities were used as in the previous case. Tables I and 2 present the mean uncertainties of the
Under the condition that the material quantity is kept particular isotopes concentration calculation for the
constant, the following equivalent dimensions for the spent fuel VVER-440 and VVER-1000, which were
calculational zones (cm) were calculated: received while calculating of experiments and

fuel with gadoliniurn (benchmark benchmarks.
NEA/OECD) rl=0.55; r2=0.65; r3=0.66942; In accordance with the experiments and benchmarks
r4=2.866; r=2.92056; data, the fuel was modeled, which burnup and storage

fuel without gadolinium rl=0.55; r2=0.65; time are presented in the Table 3.
r3=0.66942; r4=2.866; r5=2.92056. Generally, it can be mentioned that according to the

calculations carried out by ORIGEN-ARP, the

All the above-mentioned in sections 31 and 32 is correctness of the used models and libraries was
related to the conditions of modeling a fuel assembly as demonstrated. Results have negligible deviation from
a whole, i.e. calculations of isotopic content averaged the benchmark data. Coincidence with the experiment
by FA are concerned. Experimental data of isotopic data is worse, but one should remember that it's
content were obtained for individual fuel rods; in so impossible to take into account the real fuel pins
doing, location of these fuel rods in the FA lattice position in the assembly while experiment condition
impacts on their isotopic composition. In the above modeling with the help of ORIGEN-ARP. It can
regard, the experiments should be modeled taking into involve the additional deviations.
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Table Deviation of calculation results from Table 3 Experiments and benchmarks data in
experiment and benchmarks data for VVER-440 fuel reference to the bumup and the storage time of fuel.

Comparison with Comparison with Bumup, Cooling time, years
experiment benchmarks VVER MwtD 1-1

234u -10.2% Exp. Bench. ench.

235U 4.5% -0.8% 440 8.7-54.8 3040 0-5

236U -2.3% 4.0% 1000 16.1-17.2 0-40 0

238u -0.2% -1.6% It should be underlined that the available results of
237NP 3.2% experimental assessment of VVER spent fuel isotope

239PU -12.7% -0.9% composition and calculational benchmarks data don't

23'Pu 3.2% -3.2% allow to provide the full ORIGEN-ARP libraries
24OpU -1.6% -1.4% testing for all the isotopes chosen for the burmip credit
241 Pu while analysis of storage and transportation systems

18.9% 0.5% criticality. So, by the moment, the criticality
242pu 17.5% 7.2% assessment for VVER spent fuel management systems

241,4M - 4.1% with "bum-up credit" approach can be fulfilled only
243,4 taking the fissionable isotope concentration into

,M 79.4% 11.5% account.
95MO 0.4%

99TC 0.9% 5. Conclusion

10'Ru -0.8%
103F Analysis of the results permits the followingth 3.2% conclusions:

109Ag 12.5%
133cS 2.5% 1. ORIGEN-ARP sequence pen-nits sufficiently

accurate determination of isotopic
143 Nd 0.2% composition of VVER440 spent nuclear
145Nd 0.9% fuel.

147sM 3.0% 2. The most comprehensive testing based on

149sM -5.3% independent sources including both

150SM 13.6% experimental results and calculational

151SM 15.1% benchmarks has been conducted for 235U,

152SM 14.1% 236U, 238U, 239Pu, NON, 24IPu, 242Pu
fuel elements.

153Eu 0.3% 3. While experiment condition modeling with

155 Gd -35.8% the help of ORIGEN-ARP, it is impossible to
take into account the real fuel pins position in

Table 2 Deviation of calculation results from the assembly. That creates additional
experiment and benchmarks data for VVER I 000 fuel inaccuracy. SAS2H control module usage is

Comparison with Comparison with more reasonable for this purpose.
experiment benchmarks 4. The usage of control module SAS2H

234u -17.0 - altogether with the 44GROUPNDF5 library

235u -2.6 -0.9 can be recommended for the ORIGEN-ARP
236u library preparing for the further VVER-440
238u -19.5 17.9 and VVER-1000 spent ftiel composition

0.2 0.0 calculation.

238pu -31.3 -

239PU -11.9 -3.9 Acknowledgements
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Analyzing Criticality Accident Phenomena
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Aiming at understanding nuclear transients and thermal- and hydraulic-phenomena of the
criticality accident, a code named INCTAC has been newly developed at the Institute of
Nuclear Safety. The code is applicable to the analysis of criticality accident transients of
aqueous homogeneous fuel solution system. Neutronic transient model is composed of
equations for the kinetics and for the spatial distributions, which are deduced from the time
dependent multi-group transport equations with the quasi steady state assumption.
Thenno-hydraulic transient model is composed of a complete set of the mass, momentum
and energy equations together with the two-phase flow assumptions. Validation tests of
INCTAC were made using the data obtained at TRACY, a transient experiment criticality
facility of JAERL The calculated results with INCTAC showed a very good agreement with
the experiment data, except a slight discrepancy of the time when the peak of reactor power
was attained. But, the discrepancy was resolved with the use of an adequate model for
movement and transfer of the void in the fuel solution mostly generated by radiolysis. With
a simulation model for the transport of radioactive materials through ventilation systems to
the environment, INCTAC will be used as an overall safety evaluation code of the criticality
accident.

KEYWORDS. INCTA C, criticality accident, safety evaluation, aqueousfuel solution,
multi-group transport equations, validation test, radidlysis void, T,4CY

1. Introduction
2. Development of INCTAC

With the JCO criticality accident in 1999 a need for
studying criticality accident was greatly increased. 2.1 Basic Requirements
Particularly, from the view point of safety evaluation The code should be applied for analyzing the
of the fuel reprocessing plant, its commercial plant is nuclear transients and thermal- and hydraulic-
now under construction in Japan, the analysis of the phenomena of the criticality accident postulated for
nuclear transients and thermal- and hydraulic- the ftiel solution system. The transients will be very
phenomena of the criticality accident postulated for rapid and short in those cases generally postulated, but
fitel solution system has become one of important will continue for a couple of minutes or hours under
items to be studied. some uncommon conditions. For completing the

A study of the criticality and thermo-hydraulic safety assessment of the accident, the analysis of
phenomena of the JCO accident was made with a behavior and transport of radioactive materials
simplified model of the point reactor kinetics including fission products generated by the chain
including temperature and void reactivity coefficients reactions should be included too. But, analysis of
and models for void dissipation and heat removal.') A mechanical failure of components, which might be
couple of noteworthy study items were obtained from caused by the accident, will be excluded, and an
the study: behavior of radiolysis void and heat transfer extended change of the boundary conditions, such as
have important influences in determining the deformation of fuel solution vessel, relocation of fuel
neutronic kinetics in short and long ranges of the solution or additional heating up by any other cause,
transient respectively, use of reactivity coefficients is will not be considered.
not preferable because of complicated thermo-
hydraulic phenomena during the transient and 2.2 Model and Equations
difficulty of coefficient evaluations, and nuclear cross 2.2.1 Neutronic Model
sections and their changes in the system should be Two basic equations, the time-dependent transport
directly treated in the analysis. equation for the neutron flux (the Boltzmann transport

Corresponding author, Tel: 81-3-4512-2773, Fax: 81-3-4512-2799, E-mail: MITAKE�nupec.orjp.
On loan from TOSHIBA CORPORATION.
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equation) and the time-dependent equations for the models based on the quasi-steady state approximation.
delayed neutron precursor densities, are used. This module is based on two-dimensional discrete-

With the assumption that the time-dependent ordinate method code TWODANT developed at
4)neutron flux distribution is described as a product of LANL .

the amplitude and the shape functions, the numerical 2.3.3 Thermal- and Hydro-Dynarnics Module
solution method based on the quasi-steady state Numerical analysis of the thermo-hydraulic model
approximation is applied. The amplitude function is is embodied with TRAC code, which has been
determined with the equation for the point reactor developed at LANL and used widely in the
kinetics with appropriate coefficients, which are liquid-gaseous two-phase flow analyses. The senii-
deduced for each term in the basic transport equation. implicit method is applied for numerical integrations:
The time-dependent equation for the normalized value the pressure propagation and the liquid-gaseous phase
of the delayed neutron precursor density is also interactions which have a relatively short time scale in
obtained. The shape ftinction is determined with the their changes, are treated by the implicit method,
equation similar to the basic time-dependent transport whereas the propagations of mass, momentum and
equation under the normalization constraint. energy, or the convection terms, which have a
2.2.2 Thenno-Hydraulic Model relatively long time scale in their changes are treated

The two-phase flow model with two components, by the explicit method.
liquid and gaseous phases, is applied, and a set of the In the TRAC code, in addition to the evaporated
six differential equations for mass, momentum and vapor, incondensable gases can be treated in the
energy is prepared. An additional set of the equations gaseous phase, and this feature is very useful in the
to determine the momentum and energy transfer analysis of criticality accident, where a large amount
between the phases, and the laws to describe the of the radiolysis gases will be generated. Models for
friction loss and the heat transfer at wall surfaces is describing the radiolysis gas generation are
also used. Because a very wide change of two-phase additionally prepared.
conditions, from liquid to gaseous, is expected during 2.3.4 Cross-section Preparation Module
the transient, many different modes of the ffiction loss All neutron cross-sections to be used in the reactor
and the heat transfer for the two-phase flow should be dynamics module are prepared in the cross-section
considered in the thermo-hydraulic models. preparation module with fitting functions. Fuel

solution is the major component or material to be

2.3 Structure of INCTAC considered in the criticality accident analysis, and its
neutronic characteristics are generally dependent on

2.3.1 Overall Structure the temperature and the density, and additionally on

The INCTAC code is composed of a couple of the ftiel or fissionable nuclides concentration when
modules corresponding to the analytical models, and intense evaporation is expected.
these modules are connected and operated on a The neutron cross-sections of structure materials
Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) under the regulation and control rods are also prepared in the cross-section
of the master control module as shown in Figure 1. preparation module, but their dependencies on the

The PVM is developed at ORNL 2) and other thermal and hydraulic conditions are not considered.
institutes for realizing the parallel processing on a Preparation of the original cross-section data using
non-parallel computer, and is used in the INCTAC the SCALE4.4 systems , and generation of the
code for linkage of the analytical modules. fitting functions using the least square method is also

The master control module makes overall control, integrated into the module.
but the data necessary for calculations in each module 2.3.5 Fission Product Analysis Module
are directly transferred between the analytical modules. To evaluate the radiation source term to the
The calculated results are stored as database for later environment, the fission product analysis module is
output and retrieval. prepared to calculate the amounts of the fission
2.3.2 Reactor Dynamics Module products during the criticality accident. Widely used

The reactor dynamics module is composed of two point depletion code RIGEN 6 i used.
sub-modules: amplitude function module and shape 2.3.6 Overall Control
function module. As shown in Figure 1, the operation of the

In the amplitude function, or reactor kinetics, INCTAC code is regulated with the master control
module, the reactivity for whole reactor is evaluated module. The module has two key functions of
with the angular fluxes and the adjoint angular fluxes controlling the analytical steps: control of the
and then the power of reactor is calculated. This subordinate process modules and control of the event
module is developed based on the Kaganove's method time. The former control function includes the

3)
used in the TRAC-PF I code. selection of the analytical modules and the direction of

In the shape ftinction module, the angular fluxes, their start-and-stops, and the latter monitor the data
the reactor power distributions and the fission rates for generated by each analytical module and controls the
whole reactor are calculated with the analytical time progression.
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2.3.7 Database and the trend section to store the calculated results
The results calculated in the reactor dynamics during the transient.

module and in the thermal- and hydrodynamics The database can be handled similar to ordinary
module and the applied calculation conditions are used one, and the functions of 'add,' 'delete,' or
stored into the database. Member of the database 'retrieval' of the data is provided. Printing or plotting
corresponding to each calculation case is composed of of the data is also possible
the header section to store the calculation conditions

USER

INTERFACE

MASTER . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .

CONTROL ... . . . .
Foss-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . MODULE

. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . :::AAal. . . . . . . . . . .

.. . . . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .�A. . . . . . . . . Subordinate :DyirinWs:::::::. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . m odule:::::. - . . . . . . . . .. Fission.. . . . . . . . . 1� ::Process K044

Products
Control

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Void

Density,
Power Temper-

. . . . . . . . . . atureEvent. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . Tim e .. . . . . . . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . Control bai:....... . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . C. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Fig. Module structures and calculation flows of INCTAC code.

3. Validation Tests and observed results were available in the databook
published recently, and the validation tests of

3.1 TRACY Experiments INCTAC were made for a couple of experiments of

3. 1.1 Outline of Facility different experiment conditions.

TRACY is a JAERI's transient experiment critical 3.1.2 Data Preparation
facility, and is used for the study of transient The analytical model of TRACY is schematically
phenomena under the supercritical condition of uranyl shown in Figure 2 The reactor-tank is made of
nitrate solution: to confirm the safety margin included stainless steel (SS) and the absorption material of
in the safety evaluation of the critical accidents borated carbon (134C) is used in the transient-rod.
postulated in a fuel reprocessing plant. TRACY Cover gas of the fuel solution in the reactor-tank is air,
attained its first criticality in December 1995.The but is replaced with aluminum (Al) in the model for
reactor core of TRACY is an annular tank of 50 cm in preventing too slow convergence of the neutron

diameter and the aqueous solution of uranyl nitrate of fluxes.
IO enriched. At the central hole of 7 cm in diameter, To complete the transient calculation within an
a transient-rod is equipped. acceptable computation time, as small as nine neutron

energy groups were used, and the atomic number
Three different methods of reactivity inserting are densities of the fuel solution were calculated using the

provided: ramp or pulse withdrawal of the formula of Moeken.') Determination of the fitting
transient-rod and fuel solution feeding. functions and regeneration of the cross-section data

Details of the facility and the experiment conditions
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with the fitted functions were precisely examined and
their applicability were confirmed. lo,

RunI09The parameters for reactor kinetics, such as delayed
neutron fractions, decay con stants of the precursor lo, ....... .............. ...... ...... ..... ...................... .... ..... ......... ........ .... ..... ........ . .... ............. . ..............

nuclides and energy spectra of the delayed neutrons, INCTAC 2000)
were also prepared with appropriate calculation MCTAC (001)l o , . . ............ .. .. . ....... .. ... ... .... .................. ............... .... .... ........ ... ......... .....

models and data including fel conditions.
Observed

VI

lo-

Transie -61.9
Reactor-rod 4.9 "OV4"p 4 -06

1 0 , - - - ........................... .... ................. .. ............ ............ . ................. .

.0 tank

4 2 0
...... ........ . ..... . ...... . ....... ........ ... ..... .............. ............ ............ . .... ........................ ..... .

Air Air

(A l) (A l) 1000 ......... . ....... . ... ... ... ..... ............ - ........................ .....

100 . . . . . . . . .

0 2 4 6 8 10

Time in Sec

Fig. 3 Power transient of Run No. 109.

........... ............................ ... 80.0 3.3 Fuel Solution Feeding

. .. . . . . .. . ........ TRACY Run 163, one of the fuel solution feeding

6�3 experiments, was made at July 4th, 2000. The fuel
Iq-3 solution was fed at the rate of 60 liter/min, or the

500.0 ------ solution level rising at about mm/sec, for the
520.0 duration of about 34 seconds, and the inserted

Unit in mm (not in scale) reactivity was integrated to 125 .
The calculated result of the INCTAC 2001) code

Fig. 2 Analytical model for the TRACY was shown and compared with the observed result in
experiments: annular reactor-tank and transient-rod Figure 4 A very good agreement with the observed
at the center. transient for the shape and level of the power after the

initial short transient was obviously indicated.

3.2 Transient-rod Ramp Withdrawal
TRACY Run 109, one of the transient-rod ramp

withdrawal experiments, was conducted at November RunI63

10th, 1998. The rod was withdrawn at the speed of
lo , . ... . ..... . ..................... ............................... .. ..... .......... .... ...... ........ ..... .......

875 cm/min, and the integrated reactivity of 297 INCTAC 200 )
$ was inserted in 7 seconds. lo, . .... .......... ....... ......... .. ........... O b ser e d.... .... .. .................. .. ..... ..... ..........

The calculated results of the INCTAC code were
shown and compared with the observed one in Figure
3. Using the INCTAC code at the development stage Io, ................... .
of 2000 a relatively good agreement of the calculation - ------
an d th e o b servatio n w as con firm ed for th e o v erall 104 .. ... ... ........ ... .... ...... .................... ......... ..... .................. .... .......................................... ..... .

transient, except a slight discrepancy of the time when 0.4

the reactor pow er reached its peak and the sh ape by 1000 ........... ......... ..... ..... ..... .. .. ... ...... .......................... .. ... .. ............... ...............
which the power was declining after the peak. An
inadequate model for the hydraulics or the behavior of

1 0 0 .. ...... ..... .. .. ... .... .... ........... ... ............................. ........ .............
radiolysis voids was thought as a cause of the
discrepancy. And, the more precise model for the
thermo-hydraulics described in sections 2.2.2 and 10
2.3.3 was programmed. As sown in the figure, the 0 5 10 15 20 25 30

improved result with the INCTAC (2001) code Time in Sec
showed a very good agreement with the observed Fig. 4 Power transient of Run No. 163.
results for the timing of peak power and the shape of
transient.
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4. Further Development the environment, NCTAC will be used as an overall
safety evaluation code of the criticality accident in the

4.1 Long-sustained Transients near future.

Long-sustained transient experiments, up to five Acknowledgements
hours, were conducted for the ftiel solution feeding The authors would like to thank Tomohiro Sakai
cases. and Riichiro Okawa of Te Japan Research Institute

Simulation of theses experiments will be useful for for their extensive work in developing the INCTAC
validation study of the thenno-hydraulic models code.
including heat removal mechanisms and void transfer
behaviors under higher temperature and evaporation
conditions. And also to be studied in the simulation of References
the long-sustained experiments is the generation and 1) S. MITAKE, et al., "Analytical Study on the
accumulation of fission products in fuel solution, Criticality Accident at Uranium Processing Plant,
which might be a source of the radioactivity haza d (1) Analysis of Added Reactivity and Criticality
with criticality accidents. Transients," J. At. Energy Sc. Japan, 42, 1079

(2000).

4.2 Overall Safety Evaluation 2) PVM homepage,
http:Hwww.epm.ornl.gov/pvm./pvrn - home.htmi.

Safety evaluation of the criticality accidents is one 3) J. J. Kaganove, "Numerical Solution of the
of the important study items where the INCTAC code One-Group Space-Independent Reactor Kinetics
will be applied. For this purpose, physical and Equations for Neutron Density Given the Excess
chemical models of analyzing the radioactive material Reactivity," ANL-6132 1960).
and fission product transfer from fuel solution to 4) "DANTSYS3.0 I D, 2-D MultiGroup Discrete
upper covering space, and simulation models of Ordinate Method Transport," RISCC Computer
predicting radioactivity release to the environment Code Collection CCC-547 1997).
through cover gas treatment and ventilation systems 5) "SCALE: A Modular Code System for Performing
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thermal- and hydraulic-phenomena of the criticality 7) "TRACY TRANSIENT EXPERIMENT
accident, a numerical analysis code named INCTAC DATABOOK," JAERI-Data/Code 2002-005 to
was newly developed at the Institute of Nuclear -007 (2002).H. H. Ph. Moeken, Anal. Chim. Acta.,
Safety. 44, 225 1969).

The code is applicable to the analysis of criticality
accident transients of the aqueous homogeneous fuel
solution system. The neutronic transient model is
composed of the equations for the kinetics and for the
spatial distributions, which are deduced from the time
dependent multi-group transport equations with the
quasi steady state assumption. The thermo-hydraulic
transient model is composed of a complete set of the
mass, momentum and energy equations together with
the two-phase flow assumptions.

The validation tests of INCTAC were made using
the data obtained at TRACY. Both the transient-rod
ramp withdrawal at its nearly maximum speed and the
fuel solution feeding at a fixed rate were simulated
and studied. The calculated results with INCTAC
showed a very good agreement with the experiment
data. A slight discrepancy calculated with an earlier
version of the code for the time when the peak of
reactor power was attained was resolved with
application of the adequate model for movement and
transfer of the void in the fuel solution mostly
generated by the radiolysis process.

With simulation models for the transport of
radioactive materials through ventilation systems to
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Modelling Transient 3D Multi-phase Criticality in Fluidised
Granular Materials - The FETCH Code

CC Pain, J L. M. A. Gomes, M. D. Eaton, A. K. Ziver A. Umpleby, C R. E. de Oliveira, A. J. H. Goddard
Imperial College ofScience, Technology and Medicine, Computational Physics and Geophysics,

Earth Science and Engineering, Prince Consort Road, London, United Kingdom.

The development and application of a generic model for modelling criticality in fluidised granular materials is
described within the Finite Element Transient Cticality (FETCH) code - which models criticality transients in
spatial and temporal detail from fundamental principles, as far as is currently possible. The neutronics model in
FETCH solves the neutron transport in full phase space with a spherical harmonics angle of travel representation,
multi-group in nutron energy, Crank Nicholson based in time stepping, and finite elements in space. The fluids
representation coupled with the neutronics model is a two-fluid-granular-temperature model, also finite element
fased A separate fluid phase is used to represent the liquid/vapour/gas and the solid fuel particle phases, respcc-
tively. Particle-particle, particle-wall interactions are modelled using a kinetic theory approach based on an
analogy between the motion of gas molecules subject to binary collisions and granular flows. This model has
been extensively validated by comparison with fluidised bed experimental results. Gas-fluidised beds involve
particles that are often extremely agitated (measured by granular temperature) and can thus be viewed as a par-
ticularly demanding application of the two-fluid model. Liquid fluidised systems are of criticality interest, but
these can become demanding with the production of gases (e.g. radiolytic and water vapour) and large
fluid/particle velocities in energetic transients. We present results from a test transient model in which fissile
material (139pU) is presented as spherical granules subsiding in water, located in a tank initially at constant tem-
pemture and at two alternative over-pressures in order to verify the theoretical model implemented in FETCH.

KEYWORDS. Criticality, multi-phase; granular materials; coupledmodels;fluidised bed
reactors.

1. Introduction clear waste with traces of fissile materials.

Imperial College has developed a D modelling The aim of this paper is to present a summary of
capability in its FETCH' code to solve nuclear criti- the basis and applications of the fluidised granular
cality problems in fluidised granular materials. criticality model. In particular a representative test
FETCH has already been validated against transient transient model has been set up to verify the theoreti-
criticality experiments in multi-phase solutions. We cal model implemented. We have explored criticality
present a summary of the basis and applications of the transients due to solid granules taking into account
new fluidised granular criticality model, in particular their surroundings in a coupled neutronics/two-fluids
the fluids model, which has recently been imple- model'.
mented in FETCH. It has been found that the
multi-fluid approach to modelling of granular materi- The neutronics part of the granular fluidised tran-
als is often the only feasible approach2. The alternative sient criticality models is based on the solution of
'Discrete Element Method' may not treat sufficient seven-dimensional space using the second-order even
numbers of particles and for sufficient long time peri- parity form of the transport equation 4 A six-energy
ods and therefore it may not present a feasible option. group scheme was used in transient calculations,

which were derived from the cell code WtMS5 using
The granular criticality model implemented within the 69 group library, taking into account resonant self

FETCH is proving to be particularly flexible and use- shielding and particle (granules) spatial effects in-
ful as demonstrated by its application to a range of cluding neutronics properties of its surroundings. A set
problems from, modellin new nuclear reactors whose of cross sections were generated for various tempera-
fuel is in granular form modelling pebble bed nu- tures and these are used to obtain, using a temperature
clear reactors, to modelling the ingress of powder into interpolation procedure, the local cross section for
moderating water and the study of collapse of granular each element of the finite element spatial mesh.
material in water. The lattcr two scenarios may in-
volve the production of steam along with an increase In the two-fluid models (TFM) presented, both phases
in pressurisation of the system. Modelling of pressure have been represented with separate density, tempera-
is particularly important as this can provide useful ture and velocity fields. The interaction terms have
information about the integrity of containers of nu- been used to represent the coupling between phases.

Corresponding author, Tel. 44-20-7594-9321, Fax. 44-20-7594-9341, E-mail: c.pain�impefial.ac.uk
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The TFM requires additional closure laws to describe are neglected. The corresponding momentum equation
the rheology of the particulate phase, which are based is for again k=gas and k=liquid/gas phases:
on the assumptions of kinetic theory of granular
floWS6 . To avoid empirical correlations'-" being
used for the rheology of the granular phase, in the a a (Ekpkvkivkj)=proposed model the solid viscosity and the normal (Fkpkvki)+ ax.
stress are derived using an analogy between the parti-
cle-collision during the granular flows and the gas
kinetic theory. Hence, the concept of granular tem- 0
perature as a measure of the agitation of particles was 9 +
introduced. The granular temperature is therefore, a k ax. 'Vk6i
link between the kinetic theory and conventional fluid (2)
mechanics. The set of TFM conservative equations
that describes the gas-solid flow and additional clo- P(V v V
sure laws are given in Pain et a."O where more de- k'i ki kij k ki
tailed information is available. In this paper, we de-
scribe the granular fluids model developed, some of
the approximations made and present results from a In equation 2), the first and second terms are related
test transient criticality study. to buoyancy and gravitational forces and gi is the

component of gravity in the ith direction, k' denotes
2. The Two-Fluid Granular Model the opposite phase, p, is the shared pressure and is
2.1 Governing Equations the friction coefficient and is obtained from a modi-

fied form of the Ergun equation. The wall-particle
The governing equations 8solved here are the two fluid boundary conditions are applied as described in refer-
equations with separate phases for the gas and the ence 3 The third and fourth terms are, respectively,
particle (solid) phases. In each phase, conservation the interaction force representing the momentum
equations for continuity, namely mass, momentum, transfer between the fluid and the solid phases and the
energy and volume fraction are solved, which are stress tensor. The last term represents the frictional
coupled to suitable equations of state - ideal gas for force exerted by the phase k on the wall.
the gas phase, and incompressible for the particle
phase. In the solid phase, the particle-particle interac- The thermal energy equations are described as:
tions are modelled using a kinetic theory based on the
granular temperature, which represents the width of
the Maxwellian distribution of particle velocities. (Cf Ef pf T -p (F + (E 

Solid particles representing the fissile material are at f f a. f fi ax Si
associated with the solid phase and its neutronics
properties, like delayed neutron precursor concentra-
tions, are advected with the solid particle phase.,The Ifff
liquid phase (water) and gas are treated together. +- (E K - )+a(T -T )+L2ax. f f ax. S f wf

The continuity equations for phase k, where kg de- (3)
notes liquid/gas phases and ks denotes solid particles
are:

(3T
S +(CsFspsT S ( IC

0 at ax. S S ax
4a ('kpk ) ('kpkvki (1)9t ax.

ct(Tf - T S) + fl Ws
Where Pk and k are the density and volume fraction
of phase k, Vki is the velocity of phase k in the j1h di-
rection, t is the time and xi is the spatial coordinate in The last three terrns in the right hand side of equations
the i1h direction. The first term on the left-hand side of number 3) represent the thermal energy transferred
equation (1) which is written for k=solid and by conduction, convection and between phase k and
k=liquid/gas phases are related to the rate of mass the wall respectively.
accumulation per unit volume and the second term We have defined the solid fluctuation energy equation
represents the net rate of convective mass flux. In the for smooth slightly inelastic and spherical particles
formulations presented here mass and heat generation representing the granules as:
due to chemical reactions and radiative heat transfer
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2.2.2 Fluid Phase Dnsity
3 a
- - (6 0 + (E 0) The density of the water-steam system was obtained
2 6 t S S ex. S S Si through an empirical equation of state 9 for 0 IO ZPZ

9000 bars and 273.15 T 1273.15 K. For large
ov Si aqf (4) pressures and temperatures, a fitting curve based on a

+ T - - - _ - 3PO modified Redlich-Kwongio equation of state was used.
Sj ax ax 

i i 2.2.3 Stress Tensor

Where the granular terriperature is expressed as: The gas-phase turbulence has been neglected in the
model used in this work. This is due to the uncer-
tainty in the turbulence model closures and large gas
phase space turbulent suppression in densely packed

3 1 2 beds. Either a constant viscosity which equals the gas
0 C (5) viscosity is used or a larger viscosity to act as an eddy

2 2 viscosity. In densely packed beds, the solid stresses
are dominated by inter-particle friction rather than by
collision or fluctuation motion 3.

The second, third and fourth terms on the right
hand side of the equation 4) represent the diffusive 2.2.4 Solid Phase Pressure
flux of granular energy, the rate of granular energy
dissipation due to inelastic collisions, and the transfer The solid phase pressure, p,, represents the solid-phase
of granular energy between the fluid and solid phases. normal forces due to particle-particle interactions and
The granular temperature, 0, is proportional to the can be written in two parts representing (1 a kinetic
'granular energy' of the continuum, defined as the and 2) collisional contributions:
specific kinetic energy of the random fluctuation
component of the particle velocity. Here, C is the av- Ps = ESP 2
erage of the sum of the fluctuating granular particle SO 2vr PO(l + e PO (6)
velocity components.

2.2 Constitutive Equations and Empirical Correla- In 6), v is the radial distribution function and epp is
tions the particle collision coefficient. The kinetic part is

expressed by the first term on the right hand side of

The conservative equations described in the previ- the equation by the shear stress caused by the flow of
ous section comprise a number of variables that are granules (or particles). The second term is the colli-
defined by specific functions. These functions are es- sion contribution due to the momentum transferred
tablished either by fundamental equations or by em- between particle collisions.

pirical or experimental correlations. In this section, we 2.2.5 Solid Phase Shear Viscosity
briefly describe them below. Interested reader should
consult reference 3 for more detailed information. Several empirical correlations were developed to cal-

2.2.1 Drag Coefficient culate the solid shear viscosity, � , most of them are
suitable for densely packed beds, however they differ

The momentum transfer between the fluid and solid in dilute regions. We have used the relationship re-
phases, is usually obtained experimentally from ported by van Wachem ".

pressure drop experiments and there are several corre- 2.2.6 Solid Phase Bulk Viscosity
lations available in the literature, acquired from fixed
or fluidised beds operating with either gas-liquid, The solid bulk viscosity can be defined as the resis-
gas-solid, or solid-liquid systems. Many of these cor- tance of the particle suspension against compression.
relations are valid for a wide range of granular diame- 12
ter and porosity. In the present work, we have used a This relationship has been taken from Lun et al.

hybrid equation that applies to the Gidaspow's corre- 2.2.7 Inter-phase Heat Transfer
lation for a range of porosity, and a swarm-corrected
single particle drag law for volume fractions less than The inter-phase heat transfer is defined as the tem-
0.2, as suggested by Pain et al.' perature gradient between theoretical fluid-layer along

the surface and the surface itself. We have used the
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volumetric inter-phase heat transfer coefficient to rep- Group cross sections were then obtained for tempera-
resent uniformly sized granules. The fluid/particle tures ranging from 550K to 2000K by condensing to
heat transfer coefficient was represented by Gunn 314 six groups the standard WIMS 69 group library.
and used in this work. His expression represents the
Nusselt number as a function of the local flow dy- 4. Results
namics, represented by the granular Reynolds number.
The then-no physical properties of the fluid phase are 4.1 Test Problem Description
expressed by the Prandtl number. This model is accu-
rate for the large volumetric heat transfer coefficients A test case has been set up to illustrate the application
as the temperature differences between the phases of the coupled neutronics - granular two-fluid model
remain small. in FETCH. The test case is a cylindrical 'tank'

bounded by a solid material which does not interact
2.2.8 Thermal Conductivities neutronically. Fissile material in solid granules is al-

lowed to collapse under gravity in the water until
The conductive mechanism is concerned with the criticality is achieved somewhat above the 'fully' col-
thermal diffusion through a phase. In the fluid phase, lapse condition with the conditions chosen the initial
the conduction is a function of the thermo-physical temperature feedback of reactivity will be positive.
properties, whereas in the solid phase, the in-
ter-particle collisions and granular bulk formation 4. 1.1 Geometry and Materials
provide an additional effect. We have used the correla-
tion suggested by Hunt 1 5to represent thermal conduc- The cylinder has a radius of 20.0 cm and the a total
tivities. height of 200cm and is filled with water. The Pu-239

concentration in granules is chosen so that in the ide-
3. Neutronics alised fully slumped condition the excess reactivity

would be 2. The initial temperature is taken to be
The Boltzmann neutron transport equation is solved 40.0 degrees C. The tank is open at the top (fluids are
using finite elements in space, spherical harmonics allowed to escape freely). The spherical granular par-
(PN) in angle, multi-group in energy and implicit two ticles of uniform diameter 25 cm are represented as a
level time discretization methods. These methods have homogeneous mixture of Pu-239 fissile isotope in
been applied using the second-order even-parity varia- SiO - representing a medium which does not interact
tional principle in the EVENT4 computer code. Its neutronically.
lowest mode of angular resolution is equivalent to
diffusion theory.
At each time-step the interface module organizes the
feedback from FLUIDITY of spatial temperature,
density and delayed neutron precursor distributions
into the EVENT neutronics module and also, in the
light of these fields, updates the spatial distribution of
multi-group neutron ross-sections.- For a given ele-
ment of the finite element (FE) mesh, a cross-section
set is obtained by interpolating in temperature and gas
content a cross-section data-base. This database has
been group-condensed taking into account resonance
self shielding and thermal temperature effects, into six
groups using the WIMS8A code 16 and a representative
geometry. The neutronics module generates, for
FLUIDITY, spatial distributions of fission-power and
delayed neutron generation rates.

Material cross sections are generated as follows using
the lattice cell code WIMS8A. First the cross sections
were self-shielded using the equivalence theory
method in WHEAD (part of WIMS) which relates the
heterogeneous problem to an equivalent homogeneous Fig. I Schematic of the geometrical model showing
model. A subgroup resonance calculation was then the cylindrical tank and the volume fraction (right)
performed using the WPROC (part of WIMS) colli- solid temperature contours (left) after the transient
sion probability routine which calculates collision took place (0.2s) and for 60 bars over-pressure. Also
probabilities using a synthetic approximation for a shown is the inner and outer boundaries of the solid
system of spherical grains packed in annular geometry. material
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4.2 FETCH Predictions

Transients have been initiated at two over pressures of
I bar and 60 bars to illustrate the initial effect
over-pressure in suppressing boiling.

'2)0. D

4.

3. 1).+2t 4

2 N). M .. . ....... ............................................ . . .... ...... ....... .... ..

3. t4 D. 8 '.24

Fig. 4 Variation with time of the maximum
solid-phase temperature in the FETCH model for 60
bar and I bar over-pressure.

O.Ot 0.36 0.12 0.18 0.24

SCO.C

Fig. 2 Variation with time of fission rate in the
FETCH model for 60 bar and I bar over-pressure.

6COA

IL

40.0 F

ic.L

.. ... ...... .. ....... .. .. ..... ....... ...... ..... ..

C.K 0-�4 C.2 la

C.04 3 L2 C.--S 0.24

L- 11 Fig. 5. Variation with time of the maximum gas tem-
Fig. 3 Maximum deviation of pressure from hydro- perature in the FETCH model for 60 bar and I bar
static pressure in the FETCH model versus time for 60 over-pressure.
barand I barover-pressure.

In Table I below we surnmarise the maximum values
In Figs. 25 w show results, obtained from the two of the important parameters calculated:
numerical simulations, presenting fission rate, maxi-
mum pressure and solid and gas phase temperatures,
respectively. As the system becomes super-critical, Table 1. Calculated maximum values of significant
the release of energy (t > 0.10 s) raises the particle parameters during the criticality transient.
temperature, which rapidly vaporises water, and so
increases sharply the maximum gas pressure. Initial Max. Max. Max.
The simulation performed with the larger over pres- max.Press. Fissions Solid Gas Pressure
sure, i.e., 60 bars, has a larger yield and temperature. (bar) (flssions/s) Temp. Temp. (bar)
This is mainly due to negative feedback effect associ- CO (.C)
ated with the production of steam occurring at a 1.0 1.57E+20 858 609 115.3
higher temperature at the larger over pressure. The 60.0 4.23E+20 1690 774 5681
main factor in reaching a subcritical state is the pro-
duction of steam further which increases the neutron
leakage out of the system. The transients will sub-
sequently self-stabilise at a critical state where heat,
production and loses are in balance.
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Development of Criticality Accident Analysis Code AGNES

Yuichi YAMANE% Ken NAKAJIMA', Toshihiro YAMAMOTO and Yoshinori MIYOSHI
Japan Atomic Ener�y Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, baraki 39-1195, Japan

A one-point kinetics code, AGNES2, has been developed for the evaluation of the
criticality accident of nuclear solution fuel system. The code has been evaluated through the
simulation of TRACY experiments and used for the study of the condition of the JCO
criticality accident. A code, AGNES-P, for the criticality accident of nuclear powder system
has been developed based on AGNES2. It is expected that these codes be useful for the
evaluation of criticality safety for ftiel reprocessing and fabrication plants.

KEYWORDS. A GNES2,A GNES-P, One-point Kinetics, Criticality Accident, Solution
System, Powder System, JCO, TRACY

1. Introduction powder system. AGNES-P code has been developed
for general powder system, both uranium and

For the aim of the evaluation of criticality accident plutonium with the additive powder which may
for reprocessing plants, a numerical simulation code, contain hydrogen.
AGNES2'), has been developed at the Japan Atomic This paper presents the current status of the
Energy Research Institute, JAERL development of AGNES2 and AGNES-P codes. In the

The efforts to understand the unique character of next section, the outline of the AGNES2 code and the
the criticality accident of solution ftiel have yielded a examples of simulation using AGNES2 are described.
number of numerical codes such as CRITEX2), The description of AGNES-P is in section 3.
CREST'), SKINATH'), TRACE') and FETCH 6), and This work includes part of the research results
for such purpose experimental works have also been carried out under the contract with Ministry of
done using CRAC'), SHEBA'), SILENE9) and Economy, Trade and Industry.
TRACY 10,12) reactors. From the JCO criticality
accident in 1999, it was found that the heat loss from 2. Analysis of Solution System
the fuel by the cooling system sustained the high level
of the power and there was the requirement for the 2.1 Outline of AGNES2 code
method to evaluate quickly the effect of a 2. 1 I One-point kinetic equation
countermeasure on the accident. And the basic The calculation geometry consists of three regions
mechanism and effect of radiolyitc dissociation gas such as fuel, container and coolant. The calculation
voids are still not clear. The AGNES2 code has been regarding neutron is done in ftiel region only. The
developed for the evaluation of the criticality accident basic equation of AGNES2 is the one-point kinetics
of solution system and is expected to be useful for the equation as follows;
designing of a ftiel reprocessing plant, the quick dP p -6 1 dC+ YW + S _P_2C.
evaluation of the effect of a countermeasure against di A dt A
the accident and the study of the nature of the The following equation was derived from the above,
criticality accident of solution system. and is used to calculate the power density, P, and the

A numerical code, AGNES-P, for nuclear powder delayed neutron precursor densities, Q, in course of
system based on AGNES2 has been developed in time;
recent work. In this field, the numerical codes such as
POWDER 13) have been developed for uranium

Al G (Ik(-)-'k I

Pk., ewAA1 Pk I - (Pk.] -Pk +I &)Ck(.) e (M) At S e At
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Pk is the abbreviated form of P(td and At = tk - tk. materials. The cooling through this virtual region is
(m) denotes the number of the group of delayed modeled as the Newton's law of cooling;

neutron. q = k.4 t t-
Nuclear solution fuel region is assumed to be X

homogeneous and only cylindrical shape can be where q is conduction heat transfer rate, k, thermal
calculated by using R-Z coordinate. Total reactivity, conductivity, A, the area of heat exchange, t, the
p, is the sum of initial reactivity, po, added reactivity, temperature of the container, to, the temperature of
Ap., temperature feedback reactivity, AA, and the atmosphere and x, the distance between the
reactivity due to radiolytic dissociation gas voids, container and the atmosphere.
Ap,, and is represented as follows; The heat exchange between the container and

p = po Ap. +Ap, Ap�_ coolant regions is calculated using the model of the

As temperature reactivity feed back, many effects natural convection of air near vertical plane.
such as Doppler effect, scattering cross section effect, The conduction heat transfer rate q is denoted as

density effect, and volume expansion effect can be follows;
taken into account, if the reactivity coefficients of q = h.4(t� - t.
those are evaluated beforehand. where h is convection heat transfer coefficient, t2, the
2.1.2 Thermal Calculation temperature of the container, t. the temperature of

Temperature is considered in fuel, container and atmosphere. The symbol h is denoted as a fianction of
coolant region. The fuel and coolant regions connect Nusselt number as follows;
to only the container region, and the energy released h = Nu V
by fission in the fuel region goes to the coolant H
region through the container region. The where Nu is Nusselt number, k, the heat conductivity
temperatures denoted by T are calculated as follows; between the container and air, and H, the height of

ai = yPV+(hA),-,(T T the heat exchange area. For the expression of Nu, the
V (PC, ),a -, - M), (T - T, following model recommended by Churchill" is

where i denotes region number; I is fuel, 2 container used;
and 3 coolant region. The first term of the right hand 1 6 2

side is the energy released in the region i, and the Nu= 0825+ 0.387Ra'
second and third are the energy transferred from or to [I + 0.492 Pry'
the next region. In the coolant region, this equation is
written in the following form; where Ra is Rayleigh number and Pr, Prandtl number.

aT3 They are denoted as follows;
V (PC,), - = Y3PV1 + (hA)2 (T2 T) O)C11 (T. TJI 3

g,8e (T, - T. H V
where o) is the flow rate of the coolant and Cp3 is the Ra Pr=

specific heat of the coolant. T,,,,, and represent the g is gravitational acceleration, j8e, volumetric thermal
temperatures of the coolants at the outlet and inlet, expansion coefficient and y, the kinematic viscosity
respectively. The temperature T3 of the coolant of air. a is thermal diffusivity and is denoted as
region is assumed to be the average of T,,,, and T, as follows;
follows; k

T3 (T. + Ti� PC,
2 2.1.3 Radiolytic dissociation gas void

2.1.3 Cooling by Conduction and Natural Convection It is known for the criticality accident of solution
From the JCO accident, it was observed that the that at some level of the power, radiolytic gas voids

high power was sustained by the heat loss from are formed along the tracks of fission products and
solution by the cooling system. That implies the they grow enough to give some feedback effect to the
continuous removing of heat energy from the fuel criticality of the solution system. The feedback of
gives rise to large amount of radiation, which is such gas voids is treated as follows; the fuel region is
important parameter for the planning of the counter divided into some meshes in R-Z coordinate. The
action. Therefore cooling is important problem. balance equation of the void fraction Fjj in a mesh

Adding to the original cooling model described in (ij) is denoted as follows;
the previous section, a new model of cooling has
been implemented in recent development work. In V,.Yij.P_(Cw -COYO(ci, C.)_1�.j I
the new model, the heat energy is removed fi7om the at &Z
container region by the structural materials connected where v, is void-energy transfer coefficient, yj, power
directly to the container and by the natural fraction and Co, the saturation mol density of
convection of air. dissociation gas. Oo is Heviside function. Cj is the

A virtual structural material is considered to take mol density of dissociation gas, which satisfies the
into account the heat loss by many structural following equation;
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acw C", IF,, aw temperature plotted in Fig.2 is almost between two
at =G-y,,, -P- F,.j Vw az ar experimental values. The temperature increases like a

where G is gas production rate and r, the dissolution step, and each step corresponds to each peak in
time of dissociation gas. power profile. Experimental value measured at 45cm

from the bottom increases about 2 seconds after other

2.2 Examples of Simulation data at the first step. Since convectional flow of
2.2.1 Simulation of TRACY experiment solution arise at the first power peak, a hot part of the

From the view point of the analysis of the solution ascends to the solution surface. Such effect
criticality accident of nuclear fuel solution, there are seems small at the bottom.
two important time scales. The power profile during For another experiment, the power profile during
the fst several minutes affects the dose of workers much longer term was also measured and plotted in
until their evacuation. The power during the Fig.3. In this experiment, Uranium concentration was
following several hours is important parameter for 382.3 gU/Lit. Acid molarity was 062 mol/Lit. The
the planning of the counter action against the excess reactivity of 1.5$ was inserted by feeding
accident. In this section, two corresponding cases of solution with the rate of 0.15 $/sec. No external
TRACY experiments and the simulations using neutron source was used. The measurement was
AGNES2 code are presented. continued about hours after the reactivity insertion.

TRACY is a reactor which uses 10% enriched It was observed that a deep bottom in the power
uranyl nitrate solution as fuel. Its core tank has a profile at about 2000 seconds and the following
cylindrical shape. There is a transient rod for oscillation. In this time scale, the heat loss from the
reactivity insertion in the center of the core tank core tank is dominant for the change of the power.
which contains 134C inside it. The simulated value shows good agreement with

experiment until 4000 seconds. However, as shown
An example of the measured power profile of a in Fig.4, the simulated value of temperature is higher

TRACY experiment and the result of the simulation than the ex erimental value. Such difference may be
for it using AGNES2 code are shown in Fig. I. In the P
experiment, the fuel solution was pumped into the due to the problem of the new cooling model.
core tank from its bottom to insert 26S of total 2.2.2 JCO criticality accident

excess reactivity. Uranium concentration was 422 I.E+08
gU/Lit. Acid molarity was 077 mol/Lit. The feed rate
of the ftiel solution was 60 Lit./min, and ExperimentI.E+07 Simulation
corresponding average reactivity insertion rate was
0. 1 8 $/sec. No external neutron source was used. l.E+06

In Fig. , after the large first peak, small oscillation
due to some feedback effect due to radiolytic gas I.E+05
voids is observed in the power profile.

The result of the simulation shows good agreement 11+04
with the experiment until the second peak of the
power. After the second peak, the result of simulation I.E+03
is longer in the period of the oscillation than the 0 20 40 60 80 100 120
experimental result. For the simulation, a weight for Time (sec)

the reactivity temperature coefficient was used to Fig.1 Power profiles of a TRACY experiment and
take into account the temperature distribution due to simulation in the first 2 minutes.
the distribution of power at the first power peak. The
value of the weight was 1.5 at the first peak power,
then decreases exponentially to be 1.0 in five seconds 80
after the first peak, because the solution was stirred Final solution level = 53.5cm
by convectional flow due to temperature difference 70 Experiment Simulation (average value)
and radiolytic gas voids after the first power peak. 9 60 (at 45cm from the bottom)
Since the heat loss from the core tank during the first E
several minutes is negligibly small for this case, an 50
assumption is possible such that the surface of the E 40
tank is adiabatic.

For the same experiment, the temperature was also 30 ariment
measured and plotted in Fig.2. The figure shows the (at 5cm from the bottom)

values measured at two different levels in the 20 0 20 40 6.0 8.0 100 120
solution. The temperature measured near the surface Time (sec)
of the solution is higher than one near the bottom of
the core tank, because a hot part of the solution Fig.2 Temperature profiles of a TRACY experiment
moved up to the surface. Simulated value of average and simulation in the first 2 minutes.
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I.E+09 . . ... ... ...... LE+08

1 st Peak Power 0 Gamma-ray
Expa,��t / mutation

l.E+06 l.E+07 I OMW 0 . area monitor
17MW 3.0$)

E+03 11+06 3.0$
0

0
I.E+00 I.E+05

1.E+04 0I.E-03

0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000

Time (sac) I.E+03
0 50 100 150 200

Fig.3 Power profiles of a TRACY experiment and Time(sec)

simulation during 200 miuntes.

A criticality accident which occurred at a Fig.5 Simulated power profile and the record of a
precipitation tank in the JCO company Tokai-works gamma-ray area monitor during 200 seconds.

in 1999 was simulated using AGNES2 code for the 1.E+08

investigation of the condition which initiated the 1.E+07 Simulation
accident. In this section, an example of the
simulation is presented. I E+06 0 Garnma-ray area monitor

The geometry of the precipitation tank was very 9
14 ' 1,E+01complicated however, a cylindrical shape was 0

used for the simulation. It contained 18.8% enriched I.E+04

uranyl nitrate solution at that time. The uranium I.E+03

concentration was 37OgU/Lit. and the acid molarity
was 0.5mol/Lit. The solution was poured into the I.E+02 

tank using a bucket when the criticality achieved. 0 500 Time sac) 1000 1500

Since there were no information for tile inserted

reactivity and its insertion rate, parameter survey was Fig.6 Simulated power profile and the record of a
performed. The range of the parameters is as gamma-ray area monitor during 25 minutes.
follows; the excess reactivity between 1.5 and 45 ,
reactivity insertion rate between 15 and 70 $/sec and 1500seconds is shown in Fig.6. The value of total
total thermal conduction rate from the solution to the thermal conduction rate for the simulation was 344
coolant between 20 and 700 J/(s-m 2X). An example J/(s-m'-K) for this case. The result of simulation
of the result of such simulation is shown in Fig.5. shows good agreement with the value of the

Figure shows the two different reactivity gamma-ray area monitor. From this result, the total
insertion cases and the estimated value of the power thermal conduction rate is estimated close to such
based on the record of a gamma-ray area monitor of value. But further investigation is needed for much
the jCO14) . The simulated values show good better estimation.
agreement with the value of the gamma-ray area
monitor except the detail fluctuation. From this result, 3. Analysis of Powder System
the inserted reactivity is estimated to be close to 1. -
3.0$. 3.1 Development of AGNES-P code

Another example of the power profile during For the criticality accident of MOX powder system,
a one-point kinetics code, AGNES-P, has been

70 developed at JAERL
One of the main targets of AGNES-P is the

65 homogenizing process of oxide uranium and
Z., plutonium powders in a MOX fabrication plant.

Since the delayed neutron fraction of Pu-239 is
60 smaller than that of U-235, the margin for prompt

Experiment Simulation
E critical becomes smaller. The additive powder such(at 30cm from the bottom) (average value)

55 as zinc stearate, used as a lubricant, contains
Final solution level = 57.Ocm hydrogen and acts as a moderator. The behavior of

50 particles of MOX powder and additives at criticality
0 2000 4000 6000 8000 10000 12000 accident is not known well, because there is no

Time sac) experimental result. Zinc stearate is solid at room
temperature, melts at about 120-130'C, which is

Fig.4 Temperature profiles of a TRACY experiment higher than the boiling point of water, and dissociates
and simulation during 200 minutes.
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16-11)into gas at about 400-4200C Such character total reactivity decreases after the peak of the power
could give quite different result in a criticality due to the feedbacks of temperature and boiling.
accident from the wet powder system. 3.2.2 MOX Powder System

AGNES-P has the same feature in neutronic and The criticality accident with the homogeneous
thermal calculations as AGNES2, and it implies the mixture of MOX and zinc stearate powder was
assumption of homogeneity for fuel region. Part of considered and calculated using AGNES-P code to
radiolytic gas void calculation is omitted, while the evaluate the power, the number of fission and the
dissociation of additive powder is taken into account. achieved temperature. A typical result of preliminary

Dissociation is different phenomena from phase calculations is shown in this section.
change such as melt or vaporization. In AGNES-P, The calculation conditions were as follows; The
however, a simple assumption is adopted that the mixture of MOX and zinc stearate powder was
excess energy is consumed for a process such as melt, contained in a cylindrical vessel of which both of the
vaporization or dissociation at the specific radius and height was 40cm. The initial temperature
temperature point of the process. According to this of the mixture was 20'C and its density was 14 g/CM3.

assumption, the energy balance equation in the ftiet It was assumed that water flew into the mixture and
region introduced above is re-written in the following criticality was achieved. In this assumption, the rate
form; of reactivity insertion was 0.01$/sec, the duration

He = y, PV - hA)� (T - T time was IO sec and thus the total inserted reactivity
in ten seconds was 0. I$.

aT Figure 9 shows the result of the power, the number
V� (pCP at = He for He 0, of fission and the temperature calculated using

El =He -At for He 0, AGNES-P. Because of the smallness of the inserted
reactivity, the power increases slowly to the peak,

where El represents the latent heat. In this model, the which corresponds to the rise of temperature. It is
rate of phase change, or dissociation, is determined known that the density of zinc stearate is smaller than
by the combination of the rates of the fission release water, but there is no data of its specific heat. In this
and the cooling. The mass of each phase and the calculation, it is assumed that the specific heat of zinc
feedback reactivity are calculated from El. stearate is the same as water. This assumption gives

smaller value of heat capacity to zinc stearate than
3.2 Example of Simulation that of the water of the same volume. Thus zinc
3.2.1 Uranium Powder System stearate is easy to be warmed rather than water in this

A uranium powder system was calculated using calculation.
AGNES-P and PWDER code to evaluate the power, Figure 10 shows the reactivity change calculated
the number of fissions and the achieved temperature.
The calculation condition was as follows; The I.E+18 300

mixture of uranium oxide powder and water was ES

contained in a cylindrical vessel of which both of the POWDERI
11+15 200

radius and height was 40cm. The temperature of the
M3 Itmixture was 20'C and its density was 1.4g/c

was assumed that a small amount of water flew into E3: 11+12 100 1�
the mixture and it became critical. 0

The reactivity insertion continued until the .........

termination of the calculation. The insertion rate was 1.E+09 0

0.01 $/sec. This case was calculated using AGNES-P 60 70 80 90 100

and POWDER codes. Figure 7 shows the result of the Time (sec)

power, the number of fissions and the temperature of Fig.7 Power and temperature profiles calculated
the powder. In Fig.7, the temperature calculated using AGNES-P and POWDER codes.
using AGNES-P code is the average value of the fuel
region and the result of POWDER code is the value 2

of the center of the representative particle of the
powder. The power increases up to the order of 1017 0

fission/sec. The calculation by PWDER code
terminated at the beginning of nucleate boiling soon 2

after the peak of the power. The inserted reactivity Tt.1 ... tmty

until the peak power was about 09$. While no 4 F..&.ck reactivit

discrepancy is seen between the results of both codes, � -T.

the comparison to experimental results is needed for 60 70 80 90 100
the evaluation of AGNES-P code. Figure shows the Tim. ... )

reactivity change calculated using AGENS-P. The Fig.8 Reactivity profiles calculated using

AGNES-P code.
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less than 40'C, so zinc stearate keeps in solid state 3) R.Kato, et al., "The Code CREST to simulate
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Applicability of Simplified Methods to Evaluate Consequences of Criticality

Accident Using Past Accident Data

Ken NAKAJIMA'
Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University, Kumatori-cho, Sennan-gun, Osaka 590-0494, Japan

Applicability of four simplified methods to evaluate the consequences of criticality
accident was investigated. Fissions in the initial burst and total fissions were evaluated
using the simplified methods and those results were compared with the past accident data.

The simplified methods give the number of fissions in the initial burst as a function of
solution volume; however the accident data did not show such tendency. This would be
caused by the lack of accident data for the initial burst with high accuracy. For total
fissions, simplified methods almost reproduced the upper envelope of the accidents.
However several accidents, which were beyond the applicable conditions, resulted in the
larger total fissions than the evaluations. In particular, the Tokai-mura accident in 1999
gave in the largest total specific fissions, because the activation of cooling system brought
the relatively high power for a long time.

KEYWORDS. criticality accident, simplified method, accident evaluation, totalfilsions,
fissions in the initial burst, duration

1. Introduction The other 21 accidents were occurred with solution or
slurry systems. Total fission numbers were between

Several simplified methods to evaluate the 1xI0"and4xI0'9. Mostofthem(17cases)resulted
consequences of criticality accidents in fissile in IXI016 to 3x1018 fissions. Figure I shows the
solutions were proposed in the 1970s to the mid chronological record of the accidents.
1990SI-4). Those methods are very useful to estimate In the present paper, 21 accidents, except one with
the scale of the accident quickly using the limited Pu metal, were evaluated using the simplified methods,
information. Most of those methods are based on the because the proposed simplified methods were
experimental data using highly enriched uranium developed for solution systems.
(HEU) solutions, such as CRAC'), SILENE6), and
KEWB 7) . Although some of them were applied or 3. Simplified Methods
verified for the past criticality accidents occurred in
the US and UK, the number of the accidents was or We will investigate the applicability of four
less at that time and it was insufficient to examine the simplified methods, proposed by Tuck, Olsen, Barbry,
applicability of those methods to the real accident. and Nomura. In Table 2 the evaluation formulas

In the late 1990s, the Russian federation disclosed and the applicable conditions of each method are
the technical information about the past criticality described. The main features of each method are as
accidents, and two accidents were happened in the follows.
Russian federation 1997) and in Japan 1999).
Consequently, the number of the accident became 22, 3.1 Tuck's Method
which is more than twice as that of earlier. Thus, we This method is based on the past 6 accidents with
will examine the applicability of the proposed fissile solutions, which were occurred in the US and
simplified methods using all the available data of past UK until 1965, and experiments of CRAC and KEWB.
accidents in this study. The evaluated items are: maximum fissions in a 5-sec

interval, maximum specific fission rate in a 5-sec
2. Criticality Accidents interval, total fissions, maximum pressure, and

average power during boiling. Different formula was
Up to the present, twenty-two criticality accidents used for uranium system and plutonium system,

in nuclear fuel processing plants have been reported8). respectively, to evaluate the maximum fissions in a
Table I shows the main characteristics of the 5-sec interval. For the evaluation of total fissions,
accidents, which are quoted from Ref. 8. One of evaporation of all the solution with 20% heat loss is
them was occurred in handling of plutonium metal. assumed.

Corresponding author, Tel. 81-724-51-2457, Fax 81-724-51-2620, E-mail: nakajima�rri.kyoto-uacjp
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Table I Summary of criticality accidents in nuclear fuel pmcessing plants

Specific
Fissions - . SpecificFuel Vessel Fissions in Total

No. Sitel) Date Fueltype Fissile Volume Volume in linitial Initial Fissions Total Duration
Burst Burst Fissions

(1) (1) (fiss) (fiss/liter) (fiss) (fiss/liter)
I Mayak 1953/3/15 Solution PU 31 40 unknown unknown 2.Ox I 0 7 6.5x1O' 5 1 min 3)

2 Mayak 1957/4/21 Slurry U(90) 30 100 unknown unknown I.Ox I 0" 3.3x1O15 10min
3 Mayak 11958/11/2 Solution U(90) 58.4 442 2.Ox I 0 7 3.4xlO" 2.Ox I 0 7 3.4x1O15 I min 3)

16 14 IT 164 Y12 1958/6/16 Solution U(93) 56 208 1.OxIO 2.Ox 1 0 1.3x1O 2.3xI0 20min
5 LASL 1958/12/30 Solution(Org) Pu 160 982 1.5x 1017 9.4xlO" 1.5x 1017 9.4xI0 14 - TM 7
61CPP 1959/10/16 Solution U(91) 800 18900 1.OX1017 .OX1014 4.OxIO" 5.Ox 1 0" 20min

177Mayak 1960/12/5 Solution Pu 19 40 unknown unknown 2.5x1O 1.3x1O" I h5Omin
8 CPP 1961/11/25 Solution U(90) 40 461 6.Ox I O' 6 1.5xlO'5 E-110" 1.5xlO'T 3min 4)

9 Tomsk 1961/7/14 Solution(Org) U(22.6) 42.9 65 none none 1.2-x II 00" 78x -10-'r -Fi=n
10 Hanford 1962/4/7 Solution PU 45 69 I.Ox 1 O's 2.Ox 1014 8.2x1O' 7 1.8X1O,6 37.5h
1 1Mayak 1962/9/7 Solution PU 80 100 none none 2.Ox I 0" 2.5xIO"5 1 h4Omin
12 Tomsk 11963/11/30 Solution U(90) 35.5 49.9 unknown unknown 7.9x 1017 2.2xlO' 6 1 Oh2Omin
13 Tomsk 1963/12/2 Solution(Org) U(90) 64.8 100 none none 1.6xI0 16 2.5xIO 14 16h
14 Wood River 1964/7/24 Solution U(93) 51 103.7 I.OxlO" 2.4x 1 0'-' 1.3x 1017 2.5xlO" 1.5h
15 Electrostal 1965/11/3 Slurry U(6.5) 100 300 none none I.O 1 OIT 7-ox 1-01-r -TM-i.=
16 Mayak 1965/12/16 Solution U(90) 28.6 100 none none 5.5xIO 17 1.qx1O16 7h
17 Mayak 1968/12/10 Solution(Org) Pu 28.8 62.1 3.Ox I 0" I.OXIO11 .OX 7 3.5x 1015 15min

18 Windscale 1970/8/24 Solution(Org) Pu 40 156 none none 1.OxIO" 2.5xIO" los
19 ICPP 1978/10/17 Solution U(82) 315.5 315.5 unknown unknown 2.7x1O18 8.600" 1.5h
20 Tomsk 1978/12/13 Metal PU 0.54 3.2 3.OxIO" 5.6 x 1 O'5 3.Ox 1 O'5 5.6x1O15 -F-in-'F-
21 Novosibirsk 1997/5/15 ISlurry WO) 700 none none 5.5xlO' 5 27h5min

I 22ITokai-mura 1 1999/9/30 ISolution I U T 8 8-)T 45 100 5.Ox 1 5x1O'-j 56X10, 6 19h4Omin

1) Mayak: Mayak Production Association (Russia), Y12:Oak Ridge Y12 Plant USA), LASL: Los Alamos Science Laboratory (USA),
ICPP: Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (USA), Tomsk: Siberian Chemical Combine (Russia), Hanford: Hanford Works (USA),
Wood River: United Nuclear Fuel Recovery Plant (USA), Electrostal: Electrostal Machine Building Plant (Russia),
Windecale: Winscale Works (UK). Novosibirsk: Novosibirsk Chemical Concentration Plant (Russia),
Toksi-murs: JCO Fuel Fabrication Plant (Japan).

2) Number in parentheses shows nrichment of U. 3 Set I min for 'a short time' or 'single excursion.'
4) Set 3min for 'a few minutes.' 5) Set 15min for 5min alpha.'

IE+20

Russia(13)
IE+19 USAM

UK(1)
.0 1E+18 Japan(l)
(a

4-

- IE+17
co
4-J
0

I E 6

I E+1 5

IE+14 . . . . . . . . .
CD U') CD U,) 111�1 C> U-3 C> ul� C>
LO U) CD UD r- r- 00 00 C* M C>

Year of accident occurred

Fig.1 Chmnological record of criticality accidents in nuclear fuel processing plants
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Table 2 Shwhfied Mdhods

Items Evaluation formulas

15
Maximum fissions FB�2.4xlO V ... U system 70%,-90%)

in the initial burst 16 14 0.1 .(I - H)a
(Maximum FB=4.6x] a e.p[O.0177D- ... Pusystem (+100%,-70%)

fissions during a D I
5-sec interval) where V: tank volume (t), a: solution feed rate (t/s), D: tank diameter (cm), H: tank height(cm) if

H> 1 50, then use 150.

Maximum specific f = 7.7 x 1023 . k-a- (L) 1/2 (+110%,-70%)
fission rate in the H3D2 S

initial burst where k: source initiating parameter (U system: I - I 0, Pu system: 1), L longest dimcnsion(H or
(fission/t-s) D in cm), S: shortest dimension (H or D in cm), H = 0cm for D = 29-40cm, H = 0cm for D >

40cm.

Tuck Total fissions F = V 10" (*20%)

Fissions needed to evaporate the solution with about 20% heat loss.

1) Solution feed rate is the maximum design capacity of the system. It must be between 047 and
0.006 s.

2) Tank volume refers to the largest tank in the system. The diameter must be between 28 and 152
cm.

3) Fissile solution volume is the maximum one for normal operations plus that which could
Applicable credibly be inadvertently added.
conditions 4) The tank bottom is 30cm, or more above any reflecting material such as concrete.

5) The fuel concentration is that which will produce the worst accident for the conditions involved.
6) After a cticality alarm, any operating equipment, such as pumps or valves, is not shut off by the

operator.
7) The heat transfer from the tank to the environment must be not greater than a bare tank cooled
by room air. Little venting stearn will condense in the vent lines and drain back into the tank.

FB = 295 x 1 5 . 0.85
Fissions in the

initial burst where Vii solution volume at the time of the burst.
This model is mainly applicable to highly enriched uranium. For Pu systems, FB becomes half or
less. It is not estimated for slightly enriched uranium system.

Olsen Fissions in the Fp = 32 I 8 (I - t)-o- "

plateau where t: duration of the plateau.

Total fissions Fr = F13 + p

Applicable 1) Tank diameter must b between 30 and 80 cm.
conditions 2) Solution feed rate must be between 0027 and 052 s.

V-t
Total fissions 3.55x 10-15 638 x 10-17 

where V solution volume (t), t: duration (s) that should be less than 600 s.

Barbry 1) The model is valid for uranyl nitrate solutions in a homogeneous media with highly nriched
uranium, and having an appreciable nominal internal neutron Surce.

Applicable 2) The model should be applicable to Flu solutions.
conditions 3) Experimental data with the following conditions are used.

Fuel concentration: 20-36OgU/t, Tank: cylindrical shape with diameters of 30, 8 cm
(CRAQ and 36 cm (SILENE).

16Fr =2.6xlO V ... for non-boiling (Case 1).

Total fissions Fr = 6 1016 V ... for boiling (Case 2).

Nomura
where V solution volume (t).

Applicable 1) Excursion will terminate by the temperature rise ftom 20 to I I 9C for Case 1.
conditions 2) Excursion will terminate by the evaporation of 25 of solution volume during boiling for Case

#2.
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In these evaluations, vessel (tank) volume is used, the maximum solution feed rate of 047 liter/s was
and solution feed rate is also required for the employed.
evaluation of several items Although those formulas show the dependence on

the solution volume, the accident data have no
3.2 Olsen's Method significant relation with the volume. We can say that

Formulas to evaluate the fissions in the initial burst it is difficult to determine or evaluate the power
and the plateau are proposed. For the plateau, behavior in the initial burst of the past accidents, and
fissions as a function of duration are evaluated. This then the accuracy of the reported value is not enough.
method is developed based on the data of CRAC Therefore, we can not judge the applicability of the
experiments, thus the method is applicable for HEU simplified methods using the present results.
system. It is estimated that the fissions in the initial
burst for plutonium system will be half of that for 4.2 Total Fissions as a Function of Volume
HEU system. There is no estimation for slightly Figure 3 shows the evaluated total fissions as a
enriched uranium system. function of solution volume using Tuck's and

Nomura's formulas. Nomura's formula #1 (for
3.3 Barbry's Method non-boiling case) gives the upper envelope value

Formula gives the time change of fissions for the except two cases. These are the Tokai-mura accident
first 600 seconds of excursion. This method is based (No.22 in Table 1) and the ICPP one (No.6). In the
on the CRAC and SILENE experimental data. It is Tokai-mura accident, the cooling system was
applicable for the HEU solution having a significant activated and that resulted in the relatively high power
neutron source. It is estimated that the formula is level for long time. In the ICPP accident, half of the
also applicable for Pu solutions. solution was evaporated due to the violent boiling.

3.4 Nomura's Method i o2O UPP(No.§)
Two formulas to evaluate the total fissions for

non-boilin case and for boiling one are proposed. C9 1019
For non-boiling case, it is assumed that the ......
temperature rise of 90'C terminates the excursion. C
For boiling case, evaporation of 25% of solution .0 1018 ......................................... ...-co
volume is assumed. The formulas are verified for the 0
CRAC experiments and past accidents in the US and iZ A1017 0 ......... - Nomural
UK. Nomura24a

0 1016 0 ----- Tuck
4. Evaluation of Accidents Q o U-system

& Pu-system

4.1 Fissions in the Initial Burst W5 i

Figure 2 shows the evaluated fissions in the initial lo- 160 1000
burst using Tuck's and Olsen's formulas, in Volume (liter)
comparison with the past accidents. In Tuck's
formula for Pu system, the tank height was changed as Fig.3 Total fissiorts as a firriction of fuel
a parameter (for H > 50 cm, H = 50 cm), while the volume estimated by Tuck and Nomura

diameter was set to the maximum one 152 cm), and Both cases are beyond the applicable conditions for

4-1 1019 Nomura's formula #1. On the other hand, Nomura's
formula 2 (for boiling case) reproduces those two-Tuck for Usystem

Tuck for Pu-sysem accidents well. However, the Tokai-mura accident is
----- Olsen also beyond the conditions, thus we think that this

o U-system
Z 1018 - Pu-system agreement is caused by coincidence. Tuck's formula

overestimates all the accidents; this indicates that the
assumption of all volume evaporation is too

+J conservative.
loll After all, Nomura's two formulas give good results

for all the cases except the Tokai-mura accident.
C0 Figure 4 shows the evaluated total fissions as a
0 function of solution volume using Olsen's and
.2 io16U_ Barbry's formulas with infinitive duration. In

10 100 1000 Olsen's formula, fissions in plateau 3.2-10" for t
Volume(liter) --+00) are dominant, and hence the result becomes

Figl Fissions in the initial burst es� by almost constant. Barbry's formula gives the almost
Tuck and Olsen same result with Nomura's formula #1; however it
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underestimates the fissions for several cases. relatively high power for a long time. For the

i o2O ICPP(No.6) evaluation of the Tokai-mura accident, it is necessary
-- 7- to develop a new formula including the cooling effect.

1019 Tbkaiqnura(No22) W7 ICPP(No.6) Tdm-Lu*Non)

.e �_-
lo18 . ... .............. .- 0

.2 1016
LL. A 4-

lo17
A� OL

co 00

Barbry .2 1015
10 16 0 0 0 1 s e n co .. ............ ......... .... ........ .....

co
o Usystem

Pu-system U_ 0
lo15 D ..2 1014

10 100 1000 t 7 - Barbry
0 i o Usystem

Volume (liter) 0 0
OL & Pu-system

C/) lo13
Fig 4 Total fissions as a function of fuel

co 104 105 106
volume estimated by Olsen and Barbry 4� lo, lo, lo,

0

Duration 

4.3 Total Fissions as a Function of Duration

Figure shows the evaluated total fissions as a F)P6 Total specific fissions as a fimcdon ol

function of duration using Olsen's formula. As duration munated by BarbFy

previously mentioned, fissions in the plateau becomes

dominant with increasing duration in Olsen's formula. 5. Conclusions

The evaluation shows the upper envelope for the total

fissions except one case of the ICPP accident (No.6), Applicability of four simplified methods, proposed

in which the violent boiling was occurred and large by Tuck, Olsen, Barbry and Nomura, to evaluate the

numbers of fission yielded in a short time. consequences of criticality accident was investigated.

Figure 6 shows the evaluated total specific fissions Fissions in the initial burst and total fissions were

as a ftinction of duration using Barbry's formula- evaluated using those simplified methods and the

The evaluation almost reproduces the upper values results were compared with the past accident data.

with the difference of 50% except two cases, i.e., The following conclusions were obtained in the

Tokai-mura(No.22) and ICPP(No.6). It is found present study.

from the figure that these two accidents give the quite The simplified methods give the number of

larger total specific fissions than the others. In fissions in the initial burst as a function of solution

particular, Tokai-mura accident gives the largest total volume; however the accident data did not show

specific fissions in the past accidents. This is due to such tendency. This would be caused by the lack

the solution cooling effect, which brought the of accident data for the initial burst with high

accuracy.

io2O For the total fissions as a function of solution
01senflateau)

ID 0 Olsen(Total) volume, Nomura's formula reproduced the
ICPP(NO-6) o U-system upper envelope of the accidents for non-boiling1019

Pu-system
cases. Nomura's formula 2 predicted well the

total fissions of the boiling accident of ICPP(No.6).
.0 1018
co For the Tokai-mura accident, in which the coolingco 0 C)o A

iz system was activated, Nomura's formula 2

io17 t. showed good agreement, however it would be

caused by coincidence. Barbry's formula with

io16 infinitive duration showed the similar tendency

with the Nomura's formula # 1.

e For total fissions as a function of duration, Olsen's
1015

formula shows the upper envelope for the total
lo, 101 101 104 lo, 106 fissions except one case of the ICPP accident

Duration (s) (No.6), in which the violent boiling was occurred

and large numbers of fission yielded in a short

Fig.5 Total fissions as a function ofduration time. Barbry's formula amost reproduces the

estimated by Olsen upper values of total specific fissions with the
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difference of 50% except two cases, i.e.,
Tokai-mura(No.22) and ICPP(No.6). These two
accidents gave the quite larger total specific
fissions than the others. In particular,
Tokai-mura accident gave the largest total specific
fissions in the past accidents. This is due to the
solution cooling effect, which brought the
relatively high power for a long time. For the
evaluation of the Tokai-mura accident, it is
necessary to develop a new formula including the
cooling effect.
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Criticality Accident Studies and Methodology
Implemented at the CEA
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Based on the studies and results of experimental programs performed since 1967 in the
CRAC, then SILENE facilities, the CEA has devised a methodology for criticality accident
studies. This methodology integrates all the main focuses of its approach, from criticality
accident phenomenology to emergency planning and response, and thus includes aspects
such as criticality alarm detector triggering, airborne releases, and irradiation risk assessment.

KEYWORDS. criticality, accident, CRAC, SILENE

1. Introduction preparing possible actions for return to a subcritical
state.

As part of the organization it has set up to prevent Experiments conducted at the CEA's Valduc
risk of criticality [11, the CEA has developed a set of laboratory, first in the CRAC facility (from 1967
decisionmaking and assessment aids for criticality to 1972) 2] then in the SILENE reactor (from 1974 to
managers. These tools include written guides that present) 3 were designed to reproduce accidental
evoke regulatory principles and precautions relevant to criticality excursions resulting from divergence of a
criticality safety. highly enriched uranium solution. The key focuses of

A similar approach is now being applied to these programs were:
criticality accidents. It entails: 0 criticality accident physics and understanding

• proposing a methodology to provide suitable of accident behavior mechanisms, with the
input for safety assessments as part of criticality accompanying development of computerized
accident studies, safety assessment models;

• drawing on state-of-the-art knowhow to devise 0 accident detection capabilities, including timely
guides that review every aspect of a criticality triggering of criticality alarms for immediate
accident, evacuation of workers potentially exposed to

• improving the means available to managers for radiation;
emergency preparedness planning and 0 study of airborne releases, by measuring the
response, relevant fission gases and aerosols and

• ensuring ftirther training efforts and regular estimating their impact on human populations
drilling of emergency response teams, and the environment;

• sharing knowledge and pooling the resources at 0 "dosimetry," i.e. determination of doses due to
the international level. accident-induced neutron and gamma radiation

and of dose levels at different distances from
This approach amply relies on data from multiple the source, for irradiation risk assessment;

experiments conducted since 1967 on criticality 0 radiobiology as it applies to treatment of acute
accidents and their consequences, using CRAC and irradiation resulting from the complex radiation
SILENE test facilities. fields emitted by criticality accidents;

M emergency response, whose immediate
2. Recap of CRAC and SILENE program objectives concerns are evacuating personnel, rapidly

grouping exposed workers, training emergency
The purpose of studying criticality phenomena and teams to deal with emergencies and quenching

modeling them in dedicated computer codes is to the accident by return to subcritical conditions.
describe various accidents postulated to occur in a Such provisions must be incorporated into
given experimental or industrial process. This means onsite and offsite emergency response plans.
assessing radiation risks to operators, specif�ririg
accident detection capabilities, evaluating the long Figure I shows a summary of the topics covered by
term behavior of critical configurations, estimating CEA research programs.
their consequences in terms of radiological impact and

Corresponding author, Tel. 33-3-80-23-45-16, Fax. 33-3-80-23-52-14, E-mail : francis.barb!y(Mcea.
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accident studies proposes two. approaches, which are
illustrated in Figure 2 Choice of one or the other
depends on whether the goal is an order-of-magnitude
estimate of accident characteristics, obtainable from
simplified models, or the accurate calculations
resulting from a precise criticality scenario and
configuration.

FAW NYM ------------------------

Fig.1 Scope of criticality accident studies.

Auff.l.pftff

Results of CRAC and SILENE experiments have m
been brought to the attention of the international q�� - Stan" (KWVF;

community 41 [5] and widely used for modeling 6]. -i�i d.LI -77
3. Development of a guide to criticality accident
studies

The CEA has identified a need for assembling the
vast body of existing knowhow on criticality studies in
methodological-type synthesis documents or help
guides for performance of the studies required in safety
assessments of its own research facilities.

The information used in these documents is
compiled from results of both French studies and )ORION

research in other countries as well as the lessons
learned from criticality accidents recorded worldwide.

Recent synthesis efforts have centered on the EDAC
criticality detection system 7] developed by the CEA
and on studies of radionuclide releases [8].

Within three years, the guide currently in Fig.2 Flow diagram of a criticality accident study.

preparation should provide all the information needed
to define specifications or to perform for a criticality 4. Emergency preparedness, response and training
accident study, under the following headings: actions

Criticality accident phenomenology,
Current state-of-the-art, as exemplified by To supplement te work described above, the CEA
experimental results and criticality accident is currently placing emphasis on emergency
experience, preparedness planning and response.
Approach to criticality accidents This entails two types of actions specifically geared
methodology, to national and local response:

M devising synthesis documents known asAccident physics modeling (trends in power, It
energy and temperature over time), emergency checklists" that provide team
Risk of direct exposure to neutron and gamma leaders with essential crisis management
radiation, inforination. This may include, for each major
Contamination and exposure risks associated type of medium potentially involved in an
with fission gas releases: radiological impact, accident (powder, solution, metal, fuel rods in
Effects of biological shielding and other water, etc.), a recap of envelope scenarios and
materials present in nuclear facilities, their foreseeable outcomes, models for rapidly
Detection systems and related provisions for estimating accident consequences, and
these facilities, measuring devices used to predict accident

behavior;Emergency preparedness planning and
response measures, another more pragmatic focus concerns the
Training drills, training provided to the various possible players
Lessons learned from past accidents and in a criticality accident, and organization of
incidents, regular emergency drills.
etc. Personnel are then trained to know what

The chapter devoted to methodologies for criticality measures to take inside the facility (e.g.
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criticality alarms) and how to recover exposed on Physics abnd methods in Criticality Safety, 34,
workers (medical and other aspects). Sept. 19-23,1993 - Nashville, TN.
At the SILENE reactor facility, practical drills 4) P. LECORCHE, R.L. SEALE, Review of the
with reproduction of a criticality accident are Experiments Performed to Determine the
organized annually, to help train the health Radiological Consequences of a Criticality
physicists and radiobiologists responsible for Accident, Oak Ridge, TN, Y-CDC-12 1973).
worker dose estimates, using techniques such as 5) F. BARBRY, P. FOUILLAUD, "Criticality
neutron-activation of detectors, sodium or Accident Studies and Research Performed in the
integument activation or biological dosimetry. VaIduc Criticality Laboratory, France," IAEA

International Conference On Topical Issues in
5. International partnerships Nuclear Safety, nternational Atomic Energy

Agency, Vienna, Austria 3 -6 September 200 )
On two separate occasions, the SILENE reactor has 6) Y. NOMURA, "Theoretical Derivation of

been made available to the international community for Simplified Evaluation Models for the First Peak of
intercomparisons of criticality accident dosimetry a Criticality Accident in Nuclear Fuel Solution,"
data 9]. Nuclear Technology, Vol. 13 1, July 2000

Results of experiments performed in CRAC and 7) L. REVERDY, "CAAS - An Expert Working
SILENE are regularly forwarded to the OECD for use Group Revisits the Safety Files for the French
as benchmarks in qualifying computer codes. The CEA Nuclear Industry," Proc. Int. Conf. on Nuclear
also plans to participate in drafting ISO standards [IO] Criticality Safety, ICNC'03, Tokai-Mura, Japan,
on issues linked to criticality accident studies - yet Oct. 20-24, 2003
another way to share with others the fruit of its 8) L. REVERDY, P. FOUILLAUD, "Guide d'dtude
experience. d'impact radiologique en cas d'accident de criticitd",

CEA/DPSN, 2003
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Abstract
In Fnce the 1999' Tokai Mura criticality accident in Japan had a big impact on the nuclear fuel

manufacturing facility community Moreover this accident led to a arge public dscussion about a the
nuclear facilities. The French Safety Authorities made song requirements to the industrials to revisit
completely their safety analysis files mainly those concerning nuclear fuels treatments he
FRAMATOME-ANP production of its French low enriched (5 wo) U02 fuel fabrication plant
(FBFC/Rornans) exceeds 1000 metric tons a year Special aention was given to the emergency
evacuation plan that should be followed in case of a citicality accident If a criticality accident happens,
site internal and external radioprotection requirements need to have an emergency evacuation plan
showing the different routes where the absorbed doses will be as low as possible for people. The French
Safety Authorities require also an update of the old based neutron source term accounting for state of the
art methodology U02 blenders units contain a arge amourit of dry powder strictly controlled by
moderation a hypothetical water lakage inside one of these apparabas Ls simulated by increasing the
water content of the powder. The resulted reactivity inscr�tion is perfortned by several static alculations.
The French IRSN/CEA CRISTAL codes are used to perform these static calculations. The knetic
criticality code POWDER simulates the power excursion versus time and detemiines, the consequent total
energy source term. MNCP413 prrfmm the source term propagation (including neutrons and gmma)
used to determine the isodose curves needed to define the emergency evacuation plant

This paper deals with the approach FRAMATONIE ANP has taken to assess Safily Authorities
demands using the more up to date calculation tools and methodology

KEYWORDS: Criticality Accident, Kinetics, Neutron Source Term, Propagation, Isodose
curves.

1. Introduction operations. The accidental conditions accounted for in
criticality studies often overstep the double

The "Franco Belge de Fabrication de Combustible" contingency principle without breaching the criticality
(FBFC) Framatorne-ANP France' PWR fuel safety criteria. Nevertheless amazing and hypothetical
fabrication plant located in Romans (France) produces accidental conditions has been used to define the
around 1,500 assemblies a year. Fissile materials inside and outside emergency evacuation procedures
amounts in the factory are therefore important to allow an "as low as possible" people dose
regarding the criticality safety. Knowing that the inhalation.
minimal critical mass of well moderated and reflected
U02 is less than 50 Kg for an enrichment of 5% in 2. Calculation Codes and Methodology
U235, there is a big concern about the criticality safety
viewpoint. The 1999' JCO criticality accident The calculation methodology is divided into dim main
reinforces the French Safety Authorities to carefully steps:
revisit the criticality safety files of the ftiel fabrication a. neutron satic calculations,
and reprocessing plants. Till 1999 typical source term b. neutron kinetic calculations,
used for a criticality accident was based on an agreed c. neutron and photon propagation.
value of 1018 fissions. The JCO' criticality accident
has led to a power excursion releasing 25 1018 2.1 Neutron static calculations
fissions. As this value exceeds the agreed one, The neutron static alculations are performed with the
industrials have been required to revisit in depth "iKhistrial"routeoftheCRISTALpackage(Figurel)[1].This
scenarios of criticality accidents. package includes mainly the following odules: data

On the other hand the Safety Analysis Reports preparation, spectral alculation for cross sections generation
(SAR) account for normal, incidental and accidental and 3D Monte Carlo alculations.
conditions leading to agreements for industrial The goal of the stic calculations is performed to reach a
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nearly citical situation by addition of different water contents ICRP60.
in the U02 powder blender or mixe Tanks to the CRISTAL For the emergency evacuation plan we used the
package (Cigales-Apollo2-Moret4 codes), parametric studies following values:
are able to detern-iine a shape of increased reactivity vsus a Evacuation limit (plant) :50 mSv
water leaking inside a U02 blender and a U02 mixer m Preventive limit (population) 10 mSv
simulated by an increase of the powder humidity Those results
will be the basic input data for the kinetic alculations 3. Calculation results

2.2 Neutron dnefic calculations 3.1. Static calculations
These calculations are made to determine the 3. 1. 1 U02 blender case

source term being representing the released energy in The goal of these calculations is to increase the
fissions. Knowing the fissile materials and its volume reactivity to be as close as possible regarding the
there are empirical models which can evaluate the criticality. A set of calculations is performed with the
emitted neutrons value (Barbry - Olsen - Nomura - following hypothesis:
models). Nevertheless Framatome-ANP decided to The U02 blender is simulated by an unreflected
use a computational tool, called POWDER [2] cylinder,
developed by CEA/SRSC and AEA SRD based on the w Three tons of % enriched U02,
resolution of the following kinetic equation: w Powder mass densities: 1. - .5 - 25 g/cm3,

dn(t = (p(I))-,Y w H/U variation to reach Keff = 0999
n(t)+ A, C, (t) Results are given Table I

di A

dC,(Q A Table 
- - rr(l)-,�Cjl) U02 Powder Cylinder ynder

dt A dens' volume height radius K� K,
Where: = (cm) (cm) (,M) Apollo2 Moret4
0 is the delayed neutron fraction per neutron fission 2.5 12E-+6 173.45 46.93 3.04 133 0999
Oi is the delayed neutron fraction coming from 1.5 20E+6 215.62 5434 458 139 0999
preceding nuclides for group i r-1--0- 3.0E46 1 254.70 ,61.23 1 6.35 1.43 , 0999

Xi is the decay constant of the preceding nuclides.
for group i 3.1.2 U02 mixer case
Ci (t) is relative to the preceding nuclides The hypothesis for the U02 mixer case are the
concentration for group i concentration same as the U02 blender case ones excepted the mass
n(t) is the energy released (fission/s) inside the content which is in this case 800 Kg.
medium Results are given Table 2
A is the neutron generation lifetime
p(t) is the medium global reactivity Table 2

The global reactivity p (t) is K' I Kff being the U02 Powder Cylinder� Cylinder K- 4f
K density volume height radius

-ff (cm) (cm) Apollo2 Moret4
ff/U

effective neutron multiplication factor. Global 1.0 8.OE+5 156.76 4030 10.65 1.45
reactivity p (t) may be set to:

p(t = external p(t) + feedback p(t) 3.2. Kinetic calculations
With external p(t) being the reactivity coming from 3.2. 1 U02 blender case

the water leakage inside the U02 powder and The goal of these calculations is to determine the
feedback p(t) being the accounting for thermal neutron source term, integrated fission number over
expansion, 136pple effect, water temperature effect ... the accident time evolution.

More explanation on this methodology can be A set of POWDER calculations is performed with
found in 3]. the following hypothesis:

nCylinder dimensions similar to the static
2.3 Photons propagation calculations ones,

Neutron energy release calculated in section 22 is -Three tons of % enriched U02,
then used to normalize the propagation calculation 0"Wet" powder mass density corresponding to the
performed with the well known MCNP413 3D Monte H/U ratio leading to Keff = 0999,
Carlo code 4 Te different buildings in the mReactivity insertion simulated by a water leakage
neighbourhood of the potential accident workshop are inside the U02 blender.
roughly described to ensure a penalizing neutrons and A close relation exists between the water leakage
photons propagations inside the fuel plant as well as and the reactivity increase; in this case the equivalent
outside this latter one. Equivalent dose H for particles of a few litres of water/minute is taken as a 0.01 $/s
of energy E is derived from absorbed dose and the s reactivity insertion [5].
called quality factor Q taken from the updated
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Results are given Table 3 taken in the fuel fabrication plant such an accident is
not possible. Nevertheless the exercise presented in

Table 3 this paper show the capability of the
DryUO2 Wet U02 Accident Energy released FRAMATOME-ANP France codes and methodology
density density duration (fission number) to handle such a situation to determine the risks of
&cm) (g(cm) (S) dose inhalation for people inside and outside of the

2-5 2-753 392 9.9E+18 site
1.5 1.729 471 1.6E+19
1.0 1212 529 22E+19

3.2.2. U02 mixer case
The hypothesis and the goal of these calculations r

are the same as for the blender case ones excepted the Jo
mass content which is in this case 800 Kg. The ESAR4

OARV"penalizing case of the U02 blender case
corresponding to a "dry" powder mass density Of 1.0
g/crn3 is retained here.

Results are given Table 4 Noww6ft

Table 4
DryU02 Wet U02 Accident

densi density dunition Energy released WN51 B
(O(an) (S) (fission number) Figure 

1.0 1355 505 63E+18
References

4. Isodose curves 1) The New CRISTAL Criticality sa* Package - im.
Gomit and al. - ICNC` 1999.

The isodose curves are drawn accounting for the 2) Rapport AEA SRD R 549 - POWDER - A
accident energy released as well as the workshop computer code to model the transient criticality
positioning inside the fuel fabrication plant. For the behaviour of a bed of welled Uranium dioxide
higher energy release, i.e. 2.2E+19 fissions, the Table powder.
5 hereafter gives as a function of the four cardinal 3) Note technique SRSC n' 00-13 - Description des
directions the distances for typical dose values: mod6les physiques du code POWDER version 3

4) MCN - A General Monte Cado N particle Tnsport

Table Code - Version 4B - LA 12625-M
5M 100 50 10 5 1 5 Simulation of Hypothetical Cticality Accidents

n-Sv niSv mSv n-Sy mSv mSv Involving Homogeneous Damp Low-Enriched

North 55 110 145 260 325 500 U02 Powder Systems - B. Basoglu et al.
(n� Nuclear Technology Vol. 105 Jan. 1994.

South
(n� 140 255 315 480 560 760

East O 65 80 110 245 320 510

West (m) 33 65 90 165 Z!O 395

Keeping in mind those results we can draw the
following conclusions:
• The closest inhabitant area is 600 in far away from

the site and the dose limit of 10 mSv is always met
whatever the cardinal direction.

• For the dose limit of 50 mSv at the border of the
site, some breachings of the criterion appear.
Radioprotection improvements have been already
engaged to decrease the dose values to ensure the
criterion in the concerned cardinal directions.

5. Conclusion

Thanks to the various safety operational features
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"Oh, No It Isn't!" "Oh, Yes It Is!"
The Omission of Criticality Incident Detection Systems in the UK
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In the UK, the default position is that every process involving fissile material
should have a Criticality Incident Detection and Alarm System (CIDAS), unless
a robust argument is made that such a system can be omitted. Implementation
has been inconsistent and inefficient. In practice decisions appear to be
subjective and there are different views and opinions. This paper argues two
opposing points of view and presents some simple ground rules.

1. Introduction
In the paper, as a thought experiment, two

In the UK, the default position is that every extreme positions will be proposed. A strong
process involving fissile material should have a argument will firstly be made for a range of
Criticality Incident Detection and Alarm plants to show that a CIDAS should always be
System (CIDAS), unless a robust argument is fitted, followed, secondly, by a strong argument,
made that such a system can be omitted. The for the same plants, that a CIDAS need never be

most commonly accepted criteria for CIDAS fitted!
omission, which are still in use in the UK, were The paper will conclude by presenting a set of
formulated in the 1960's. The criteria were simple rules that should be followed to aid the
derived after a thoughtM and intelligent decision about installing or omitting a CIDAS.

consideration of the issues, but the
implementation of the criteria by different
organisations over the years has led to 2. Background
inconsistency and inefficiency. In the past some All plant, which handles fissile material, must
plants have had a CIDAS fitted simply because be shown to be safe from Nuclear Criticality
no attempt was made to make an omission incidents.
argument, In these cases, it is a complicated Sound engineering principles are followed at
ALARP issue as to whether it is possible at a the design stage, which gives some inherent
later date to downgrade or even disconnect the safety to the plant. Sometimes devices are
CIDAS. needed to protect against maloperations that

In this paper, the many issues associated with could potentially lead to a criticality incident
CIDAS omission arguments will be discussed and operators have to take actions under certain
fully and some solid ground rules will be circumstances to give comprehensive and
suggested. Many opinions that have been robust assurance that the occurrence of
expressed over the years will be examined and a criticality is incredible.
comparison will be made of the British So, in summary, a Criticality Safety Case
approach to the American approach. The demonstrates the incredible nature of an event,
authors have experienced various approaches to taking controls, protection systems and safety
writing CIDAS omission arguments by several measures into account.
different organisations and have had lengthy Meeting the 'Double Contingency' principle
discussions with the UK Regulator. This criterion and/or the achievement of a quantified
experience means that the paper will present risk target are equivalent to the demonstrations
and discuss several different ideas and of safety to that given above.
approaches, giving both the advantages and However, regardless of the way the safety case
disadvantages of each approach. is framed, there is a remaining concern that,
There are criteria based on low dose following an incident which may occur because
consequences, but these are not discussed here. of a fault sequence that has not been anticipated,

that the plant should remain under control and
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that doses should be reduced as far as possible reactivity or of the intrusion of material unlikely
by rapid evacuation. to be present. Also, the assessor should not
In order to address this concern, Criticality countenance abnormal accumulations of
Incident Detection and Alarm Systems material well beyond those which could be
(CIDAS) are installed in plant dealing with expected in the natural order of events or within
fissile material. The alarm systems are used to a period in which the control failure is bound to
evacuate personnel from the plant in the event be revealed.
of a criticality incident. So, in summary, the safest case has to
Sometimes arguments can be and have often demonstrate that an incident is incredible when
been made to omit a CIDAS from a particular all the controls are in place and the CIDAS
area. Several sets of omission criteria that have omission argument as to demonstrate that an
been used are described below. In some incident is "not reasonably expected' when all
organisations, if a CIDAS omission argument the controls have failed.
cannot be made, extra shielding is added to
confine problematic doses to an area that is All plant, which handles fissile material, must
amenable to control. have a robust safety case based on zero or low

risk and defence-in-depth with regard to safety
3. The Criteria measures. With that in place, a decision has to

be made about which plants can be operated

3.1 Aspinall and Daniels (A&D) with a CIDAS omitted and which ones cannot.
How do we decide when we can omit a

The criteria that are accepted by the majority of CIDAS? We believe that Aspinall and Daniels
the UK nuclear industry were formulated by tried to differentiate between plants that would
Aspinall and Daniels in 1965'). Their paper be expected to move towards a critical situation
included a review of the custom and practice at if the controls were removed and plants that
the time with regard to CIDAS systems, a would be expected to remain safe by the nature
discussion of the philosophy of Criticality of the material and the process involved.
Incident Detection some recommendations and An illustration we give of the two types of plant
some proposals for criteria. Their report is can be seen by comparing the steering wheel of
written in a non-prescriptive way and the a truck and the flood barrier on the river
authors have rightly adopted a pragmatic Thames in London. If the driver of a truck on a
approach so that several alternative routes may cliff road stopped controlling the direction of
be followed. They say that the enquiry into the truck with the steering wheel, there would
when alarm systems should and should not be soon be an accident. If the flood barrier on the
fitted was the most elusive part of the review. river Thames were removed from service for six
They said that it was commonly believed that months, then it would not be reasonable to
there was a real need for guidance as to when a expect floods in London during that time.

CIDAS could be omitted, but that it was 3.2 The HSE SAPs
doubtful that general definitive rules to this end

could be fi-amed. Their intention was that the The UK regulator of nuclear plants is the
criterion should be flexible and be based on Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (NII) of the
judgement. The criterion is: - Health and Safety Executive (HSE). The HSE

"Criticality detection and alarm systems shall produced a set of Safety Assessment Principles
be provided at all places where fissile material to be used by the NII in establishing whether a
may be used or stored unless it is confidently safety case is adequate.
judged that in the event of the failure of any or With regard to CIDAS they say: -

all of those criticality controls that rely on "Safety systems should be provided to deal with
human agency or on mechanical or electrical criticality incidents in line with the
devices, criticality would not be reasonably requirements of the principles presented above
expected having regard to the nature of the and they should be the primary defence against
particular operations andfacility concerned. such events. However, in many operating
They also say in support of the criterion that situations it is not possible to be confident that
having countenanced the failure of controls that all the potential criticality fault sequences have
further improbabilities should not be imported been foreseen and, therefore, that the safety
into the situation. For example, the assessor systems will be adequate. A CID system
should not countenance the deliberate and provides an additional layer of safety by
difficult manipulation of material into ingenious
but unnatural forms and shapes of extra
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causing prompt evacuation of personnel and b) Numerical valuefor reasonable expectation.
therefore limitation of consequential dose. The Safety Case demonstrates that an incident
Principle (P210): Adequate criticality incident is incredible. Probabilistic Risk Assessment can
detection (CID) systems should be provided at be used to quantify the frequency of a criticality
all places where fissile material is present, event and a value of 10-6 per year, say, is
unless an assessment shows that ... the predicted equivalent to 'incredibility'. When the A&D
frequency ofthe excursion is acceptably low criterion is being used, it would seem sensible

therefore to try to use PRA to demonstrate that
On the face of it this looks like a different a criticality event is 'not reasonably expected'
criterion to A&D. After all, there is no mention and to defirie an equivalent numerical target.
of failure of controls so the 'predicted Unfortunately the many attempts that have been
frequency' of the excursion could include made to do this have ended in failure and the
successful operation of safety measures and the conclusion was reached that the techniques of
criterion is suggesting that a numerical PRA are not compatible with Aspinall and
frequency should be predicted. Daniels. There are several reasons for this.
However, it is known that the NII think that the Firstly, PRA arguments are of necessity based

A&D approach is a valid one in principle and around and rely on components of the safety
can be considered to be broadly equivalent to case that can be given a numerical value. These
the SAPs Principle (P210). The NII would not components are often to do with the reliability
reject cases because they were not based on a of hardware systems. If the safety case is just
numerical calculation and they would look for a based on this type of component, and all the
judgement about the quantity and nature of the controls are then deemed to fail, the case
material and the nature of the process. For collapses and the indication is that criticality
example, in an area where there was a large would be expected. Many successful safety
inventory of fissile material and a lot of active cases are not quantified and do include factors
controls, particularly ones relying on human about the nature of the material that it is not
intervention then it would be likely in their necessary to quantify. Secondly, the usual way
view that a CIDAS could not be omitted. of performing PRA is to stop when the target

frequency has been reached. In reality the real
4. Implementation issues frequency of criticality may be slightly less than

the criterion or a lot less than the criterion. This
Implementation of the criterion in the UK has again means that when the failure of the
often resulted in disagreement and conflict, controls is assumed, the safety case collapses
inefficiency and inconsistency. It is usual in our and criticality looks likely.
experience that an assessor and a peer reviewer With regard to the numerical frequency that is
will not share the same opinion about whether a equivalent to 'unreasonable expectation', some
successful CIDAS omission case can be made. workers suggested a igure of 10" per year. No
The following issues have contributed to the consensus was reached on this, however, and
variation in opinion. suggestions from assessors varied widely.

a) Definition of Control. Some controls are c) Upstream plant. The controls in an upstream
clearly in place to help to prevent a criticality plant may have a significant affect on the safety
incident. There are other controls that are in of the area under consideration. The application
place to ensure that the process under of the A&D criterion must include a
consideration is carried out properly. For consideration of the controls in upstream plant;
example, in a fissile material dissolution but do the controls in that plant have to be
process it is important to know that that the assumed to have failed? Further, could it be
dissolution has been complete and the assumed that the presence of a CIDAS in an
undissolved residue is free from fissile material. upstream plant would protect the plant under
There would be a criticality control on the consideration from criticality?
fissile content of the residue using a direct
measurement. There would also be a d) Calibration. The guidance given by A&D
temperature control on the dissolver that would states that the failure should not be assumed to
be there to make sure that the temperature continue for a length of time beyond what is
needed for efficient dissolution was maintained. reasonable. Many instruments are calibrated or
The question would then arise as to whether the standardised at regular intervals and so it seems
latter control was a criticality control? unreasonable to assume that they are in a failed

state for a prolonged period. For example, if a
drum monitor is calibrated after every drum
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measurement, then is it acceptable to assume in our view, by assessors, approvers, peer
that only one drum could be incorrectly reviewers and regulators alike is to quickly
monitored? On the other hand, should the develop an almost instinctive feeling that a
calibration itself be assumed to have failed CIDAS is needed or can be omitted. Evidence is
because it relies on human agency? then quite naturally sought to bolster or

underpin the original 'gut feeling'. This has led
e) Reasonable duration. Many plants work a to omission arguments that are rigorously
shift system where the operators are replaced constructed using the A&D principles being
every eight hours, for example. When applying rejected by safety committees, peer reviewers
the A&D criterion it is often assumed that the and assessors. This point is continued below.
controls will only be failed for three shifts. This
length of time relates to our every day h) Lack of consistency. In our experience, it is
experience and our perception of multiple rare that a CIDAS omission argument is
failures to perform certain tasks. Is this accepted by all of the approvers, peer reviewers,
reasonable and would a slow deterioration of safety committees, independent nuclear
safety go unnoticed for longer? assessors and regulators that pass judgement on

it.
f) Magnitude offailure. This has proved to be Sometimes a CIDAS omission case is written
one of the most contentious points in making a strictly following the guidelines of Aspinall and
CIDAS Omission argument. The A&D Daniels but the reviewer still 'feels' that he
guidance says that all controls must be deemed would be much happier if a CIDAS system was
to have failed but that parameters that are the installed.
subject of these controls should not be assumed Sometimes, the reviewer is working to an
to attain values that are beyond what is alternative set of criteria that he personally feels
normally expected, taking into account the is valid.
nature of the material and the normal rate at On other occasions the reviewer agrees in
which it arises. To an extent, once the controls principle with A&D but feels that 'worst case
have been deemed to fail, there is an element of values' should be assumed for parameters.
judgement about how far a parameter should be Sometimes authors just repeat the 'safety case'
assumed to have varied following the failure. because they feel that to sanction the failure of
The values that could be assumed are: all the controls simultaneously is too onerous.

Typical levels Sometimes the arguments put forward have
Worst level ever seen nothing to do with the failure of controls but
Management process action levels rather are to do with the pessimism of the
Worst non-nal level in the Safety Case method used to demonstrate safety.
Worst foreseeable contingency level Sometimes the author will claim that operations
Worst iaginable level are so meticulously carried out and checked by

extremely conscientious and ighly trained

In our view the level that should normally be operators that they don't have to sanction the
chosen is the 'worst normal level in the Safety failure of those operations.
Case'. This level has been chosen in the safety We would like to point out that we have many
case to pessimistically bound all expected times been in the position of author and many
values, but will still comply with the spirit of times in the position of reviewer.

Aspinall & Daniels. The use of more optimistic 5. Comparison of UK and USA criteria.
values would need to be fully justified.

Obviously these are not parameters that are ANSI/ANS-8.3-1997" is the consensus
certain to get worse because the control has standard in the US that many regulators have
failed. An example would be the moisture adopted. In cases where the inventory of
content of plutonium oxide powder, which is "fissionable" material exceeds specified limits,
low because of the way it is produced and a Criticality Accident Alarm System (CAAS is
stored and not because it is monitored. required. Installation of an alarm implies a non-
Some assessors in the past have erroneously trivial risk of criticality. DOE 420.1 allows an
proposed that with all criticality controls failed exemption if it can be shown that a criticality
the worst imaginable parameter values should accident is incredible due to the physical form
be assumed. This is not in the spirit of Aspinall of the material or if the frequency is determined
& Daniels. to be less than 10-6 per year.

g) Subjective bias. The way that CIDAS This does not, at first glance, appear to be the
omission arguments are normally approached, same as the UK guidance.
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The omission argument in the US can be based 7. Extreme Position 2
on engineering judgement rather than a formal
PRA. This is in the same spirit as the A&D In this section we will adopt the position that a
guidance. CIDAS need never be installed.
The US Standard suggests that overall risk "Every plant must have a safety case that
should be evaluated. This not currently required demonstrates a sound engineering basis,
in the UK. defence in depth and a robust justified
The US policy allows for the physical form to assertion that a criticality event has a very low
be taken into account, which echoes the A&D frequency of occurrence. This means that all
guidance. plants are equally safe in theory. When a safety
The questions remaining are: - case is constructed, it is really the frequency of

• When all the caveats are included, how an event that is shown to be acceptable. The
different are the two methodologies? actual risk is not calculated although the

• Would the outcome be the same for assumption of a fatal dose does address risk to
identical plants in the UK and the US? an extent. The presence of a CIDAS is not

• Can a new safety measure be added in included in the demonstration of safety. It is not
either methodology to remove the need for referred to in the safety case. An acceptable
a CIDAS/CAAS? level of safety and an acceptably low frequency

• Could a new passive feature be added to is achieved without reference to the CIDAS.
remove the need for a CIDAS/CAAS? If we were going to calculate real risk saving,

• Is there as much disagreement in the US as we would have to
there is in the UK? a) Calculate a total yield that would result from

criticality in the specific system under

6. Extreme Position I consideration.
b) Determine the 'shape' of the excursion to see

In this section we will adopt the position that a if there is a single spike or repeated spikes and
CIDAS should always be installed. "The if there are repeated spikes, how far apart they
fundamental point is that the safety of the plant are in time.
must be demonstrated as a whole from c) Calculate the real frequency of criticality and
conception to implementation. There must be not just show that a target is achieved.
sound engineering and a robust deterministic d) Include an accurate location and shielding in
basis demonstrating defence-in-depth followed the dose calculation.
by an assessment probabilities and risk. Beyond e) Include the occupancy, the speed of
all that, if there is a criticality incident, we must evacuation and the path taken by the evacuees
know about it so that we can rapidly evacuate 0 Include the dose at the evacuation assembly

affected personnel to minimise the risk to them. point.
The CIDAS is an important part of the 'whole' g) Include in the calculation of risk the
safety case. likelihood of conditions necessary for criticality.
It is well known that many incidents and h) Include the reliability of the alarm system

potential near misses in the past have occurred itself
following sequences of events that had not been i) Include data on accidents arising from 'False

foreseen until they happened. One event in the Alarms'
UK resulted fom the presence of solvent in a j) Include resulting non-criticality related
vessel where it had not been expected and accident risk.
another resulted from the fact that plutonium It is unlikely that these calculations would be
nitrate solution fon-ned a solid accumulation undertaken and so the real risk saving, if any,
when it leaked from an evaporator vessel. We will never be known.
must guard against the unforeseen fault It is well known tat criticality incidents can
sequences and include a CIDAS as a final have a range of characteristics, including an
backstop to guard against them. A large number initial fission spike, a plateau of constant fission
of plants contain many critical masses and it is generation, repeating fission spikes or some
only carefully maintaining a specific combination of these. A CIDAS would not
configuration that prevents criticality. This is protect personnel from a single spike. A CIDAS
further evidence that it is only administrative would only save lives if the spike was not lethal,
procedures that are keeping the plant safe. but subsequent dose accumulation was lethal.
Moreover, consideration should be given to This narrows down the range of incidents that
adding shielding around those areas where there might be mitigated by a CIDAS.
is the highest likelihood of a criticality incident" It is not a requirement that personnel should be

behind shielding when they carry out tasks and
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the implication of this underpins the fact that f) Assume failure has gone on for three shifts
robust safety case is sufficient. Combining this g) Don't assume that an upstream CIDAS offers
fact with a single spike incident means that the protection but don't assume that upstream
maximum individual dose would not be reduced controls are completely absent.
by the evacuation. h) Try to construct a model that would result
Extra risk saving is supposed to be judged from the failure of the criticality controls.
against the ALARP Principle. This principle i) If this model is safely subcritical you have
states that risks should be As Low As achieved success
Reasonably Practicable and to comply with it, j) Make a judgement as to whether this is the
the risk saved by a measure, must be shown to type of plant that would move rapidly towards a
outweigh the cost of the measure. It follows critical configuration if the criticality controls
from the fact that no attempt is made to were removed.
calculate the risk saved that the installation of a k) Be extra cautious if there is a large fissile
CIDAS cannot be shown to meet the ALARP inventory and/or lots of operational control.
principle. The US Standard, by the way, 1) If there are no criticality controls; by
implies that overall risk should be reduced but definition a CIDAS will not be required.
again if the overall risk is not calculated or not in) Judge whether a CIDAS can be omitted.
calculated properly then how can a decision be
made? 8. Conclusions

In summary, The history of CIDAS omission arguments has
• Plants are shown to be adequately safe and been characterised, over many years, by

to meet low frequency targets. disagreement between authors and reviewers.
• Modem safety cases have pretty well got This has led to prolonged debate, extra human

all possible fault sequences covered. resource usage and delayed implementation.
• The frequency of criticality is probably a The ideal situation would be to have a national

lot less than quoted because most safety consensus on the formulation of CIDAS
cases contain a great deal of pessimism in omission criteria. Once this was in place,
the model. training could be given to all personnel

• This means that potentially the CIDAS is intending to author or review CIDAS omission
moving the risk from 'negligible' to cases. Only personnel who had been through
,extremely negligible'. the training would then be accredited to author

• The risk saving is not quantified and it or review cases.
would be very difficult to quantify it as Clearly this process would be managed by the
there are many factors influencing it. UK ndustry criticality forum with a significant

• A CIDAS would only reduce risk from input from the regulator.

dose in a narrow band of incidents where
there was frequent occupancy, little References

shielding, efficient evacuation and where 1) K.J.Aspinall and J.T.Daniels "Review of
the fission yield curve was such that the UKAEA Criticality Detection and Alarm
initial spike dose would not be fatal but the Systems 1963/64 Part 1: Provisions and Design
accumulated dose would be fatal. Principles, also Amendment of Proposals

For all these reasons it is clear that a CIDAS concerning Plutonium Systems, AHSB(S) R92,
can always be omitted and maloperations 1965.

detected in other less rigorous ways." 2) ANSI/ANS-8.3-1997 American National

8. Ground Rules For Successful Argument. Standard: Criticality Accident Alarm System
May 1997.

a) The CIDAS omission argument must start
with the safety case.
b) For each area the controls are identified.
These are the key criticality controls identified
and criticality controls arising from a
consideration of the ALARP principle.
c) Assume that these controls have failed.
d) Yes, You really do have to assume all the
controls have failed!
e) Allow other parameters to attain the worst
normal values quoted in the safety case.
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The safety justification of uranium and plutonium handling in nuclear plants can follow
simple rules which impose, for each criticality unit, fissile mass limits according to the
quantity of moderator likely to be in contact with the fissile material.

The study aims to formulate proposition of new practical recommendations to prevent
criticality hazards during the handling of fissile material masses. Its major objective is to
reformulate current rules to make them easy to apply, without any ambiguity in their
interpretation and to avoid any mistake in the practical use. Particularly, the effect of a
non-homogeneous repartition of moderation by water is studied. This proposition results
from a validation study using today's criticality calculations tools and nuclear data libraries.

KEYWORDS. mass limitations, non-homogeneous repartition of moderation

1. Introduction - when a double loading is impossible and
considering a minimum distance of 60 cm

In some nuclear facilities where plutonium or between two neighboring criticality units.
uranium are processed, nuclear criticality safety is
achieved by exercising control over the mass of fissile Table Usual recommended mass limits of
materials and by limiting the moderating media that plutonium.
can be added to it. *for Pu in y form (oxide, metallic a or 8).

For many of them, criticality safety disposals are Moderation H <2 2< H 20 H >20
based on recommendations established by the former area _Fii PU - Pu
French "Atomic plants safety commission (CSIA)". 10 kg of Pu
The aim of these recommendations, dating from years in oxide
1966 and 1968, was to provide practical easy rules to form
plant operators 1-2). These rules derived from data Impossible (maximum
obtained while using old calculation codes. double of density)

The aim of the present study is to perform new loading
calculations using recent criticality codes (standard 5.2 kg of 3.4 kg 350 g
route of CRISTAL VO package 3)) in order to propose (separated metallic Pu of Pu* ofPu*
new formulations of the former recommendations, by 60 cm (5 phase)edgeto
based on limits of fissile material mass and water edge)
volume, which are easier to apply by plant operators. 4 kg of
These fonnulations will take into account the impact metallic Pu
of a non-homogeneous repartition of water in the (a phase)

fissile material and the risk of a double loading during Double 6 kg of Pu in
the fissile material handling. Moreover, the increase of loading not oxide form
reactivity due to the presence of different reflectors totally (maximum

near fissile material has been assessed. excluded of density) 2 kg 200 g

2. Current French rules (separated 2.5 kg of Of Pu* ofPu*
by 30 cm metallic Pu

The recommendations presented in "Table I" and edgeto (a or 
"Table 2 deal with the maximum allowable mass of edge) phase)

fissile material per criticality unit, for plutonium and
high-enriched uranium and for three moderation ratio
areas:

when a double loading is not totally excluded
and considering a minimum distance of 30 cm
between two neighboring criticality units,

Corresponding author, Tel. 33-1-58-35-74-04, Fax. 33-1-46-57-29-98, E-mail: veronique.rouyer�irsn.fr
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Table 2 Usual recommended mass limits of uranium of water deduced from mass limits of fissile material
in any form. related to H/X limits. It seems to be more relevant to

Moderation H < 2 :2 < H < 20 H > 20 base the mass limits per criticality unit on values
area U U U defined as couples (fissile mass, volume of water or

Impossible equivalent).
double
loading 600 g 3. Calculation methods

(separated 16 kg of U 4 kg of U of U 3.1 The CRISTAL package 3)
by 60 cm
edgeto The calculations have been made with the
edge) CRISTAL criticality package VO.2 version developed

Double by the COGEMA Company, the Commissariat A
loading not I'Energie Atornique (CEA, France) and the Institut de

totally Radioprotection et de Sfiretd Nucidaire (IRSN,
excluded 350 g France). The CRISTAL package uses different
(separated 10kgofU 2.5kgofU of U computer codes (APOLL02, MORET4 and

by 30 cm TRIPOL14) with JEF2.2 and CEA93 cross-sections

edgeto libraries.
edge) The CRISTAL package is based on two calculation

schemes:

These recommendations are resulting from two - the "standard scheme" uses multi-group
4) cross-sections obtained by the APOLL02

studies published in 1966 and 1967 . The fissile computer code through condensation and
media retained are high-enriched metallic uranium
with water, metallic 239pU in a and phases with water homogenization of the CEA93 cross-sections
and oxide form 239PU02-H20. The calculations basis library (these library being established by the
considered are an homogeneous distribution of the NJOY processing of the EF2.2 evaluation). The
fissile material and an homogeneous distribution of scheme is also based on the collision probability
moderation by water. method Pij) and the resolution of the Boltzmann

The first step of the method used to establish these equation by the Monte Carlo computer code
recommendations consists in determining the MORET4 (using 172-group cross-sections
minimum critical mass of an isolated sphere of fissile previously calculated by APOLL02) or the Si
medium reflected by 20 cm of water (full reflection). modules of APOLL02 (after a 20-group
Then, by applying to this mass the safety coefficients cross-sections homogenization);
usually used in France5), namely 043 in case of a - the "reference scheme" is based on the
double loading risk and 07 if the risk of double Monte-Carlo continuous-energy computer code
loading is excluded, the corresponding safe masses are TRIPOL14 using point-wise cross-sections from

established. the EF2.2 evaluation.

In the second step, to prove that these safe masses The calculation scheme APOLL02 Sn also enables
can be acceptable limits in presence of several to determine the value of a geometrical parameter (the
criticality units, check calculations are made for an radius of a fissile material sphere for instance) giving
infinite plane array of fissile material spheres a predetermined ktT value: this method based on a
surrounded by a variable thickness of water and dichotomous calculation model has been used to
distant edge to edge of 30 or 60 cm. The conditions of establish the mass limits presented in the chapter 42.
reflection, equivalent to 20 cm of water, are

represented by a 60% optical reflection on the superior 3.2 Density of fissile material
and lower plans of the lattice array. As the former CSIA recommendations are based on

Several improvements can be brought to the old calculations codes, using nuclear data libraries and
method described above. First of all, the physical data that are mainly different from those
recommendations don't take into account the performed with CRISTAL package, the calculations
possibility of a non-homogeneous distribution of done for this study can give different results than the
moderation that could lead to a significant increase of previous ones.

reactivity. Secondly, these mass limits are not Another main difference between the calculations
established for more constraining conditions of done in this study and the former calculations is the
reflection than water such as concrete. density considered for the fissile material studied. The

Besides, the classification of the mass limits new calculations are done with the largest values
according to the moderation ratio H/X makes q found in different standards and handbooks in order to
difficult the use of these values. The applicatio be upper-bounded.

this classification may be confusing for The following table presents the densities taken
operators when implementing equivalent mass 1i
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into account in today's study and in the calculations 8

used to establish the CSIA results. -
7 -------

11�_ �Table 3 Density of the fissile material considered in
the study-

J) --------X dens ty (g/cm
Fissile material 4

Today's Former CSIA
M study study 3

metallic U 18.9 18.8 How

metallic Pu (cc phase) 19.86 19.6 or 19.26 Me

metallic Pu 5Thase) 15.65 1 65
Pu in oxide form I 0 I I J9 �� � 0 5 10 15 20 25 10

U mass (kg)

The previous table shows that the density Of P02 Fig. I Critical curves of high-enriched metallic
corresponding to the values supplied in the last line of uranium for an homogeneous repartition (dotted line)
the table is equal to 11.46 g/cm' in the today's study and a non-homogeneous (continuous) repartition of
and 10.5 g/CM3 in the former one. moderation by water.

The dilution laws linked to the fissile material

studied (U metal, Pu metal in cc or phase, Pu in For uranium, the non-homogeneous distribution of
oxide form) are based on the theoretical volume moderation (continuous line) is more restrictive than
addition law which states that the molar volume of the the homogeneous distribution of moderation (dotted
fissile material is constant through the all line). The maximum difference on the kff value
concentration range. between these two types of moderation is equal to 3.

For uranium, the non-homogeneous distribution of
4. Results moderation is selected for further calculations.

Moreover, for all the physic-chemical forms of
4.1 Effect of the distribution of moderation by plutonium, no significant difference appears between
water both types of moderation distribution. For plutonium,

The APOLL02 Sn model calculation taking into the homogeneous distribution of moderation is
account a non-homogeneous distribution Of selected for further calculations.
moderation by water is made up of three concentric

6)
spheres in order to be the most upper-bounded 4.2 Proposition of new limits

This model includes, from the center to the external For a sphere reflected by 20 cm of water,
area, a sphere of fissile material moderated by water, a calculations were performed to check the coherence
envelope of dry fissile material (H/X=O) of variable between the mass limits presented in "Table I" and
thickness and then 20 cm of water. "Table 2 with the following criteria:

For each thickness of dry fissile material, the radius (kff + validation bias) 095 in a normal situation and
of the central sphere leading to a predetermined kff (ice.ff + validation bias) 0975 when an abnormal
value is calculated with different H/X moderation double loading situation is not totally excluded.
ratio into this sphere. Validation biases are defined in the chapter .

Results are presented according to the two The 0975 criteria corresponding to an abnormal
interesting variables: mass of all the fissile material situation of double loading, which can't be completely
and the corresponding volume of water. excluded in spite of the implemented particular

"Figure I" presents results obtained for uranium. disposals, is justified by the margins taken into
Each curve is relative to a specific value of the dry account and because of high numbers of critical
envelope thickness (variable between 0.01 cm and experiments, which characteristics are very close to
3 cm). The tangent of the set of curves limits the calculations model.
domain inside which the predetermined kff value This check shows a good agreement between
can't be exceeded for any moderation distribution former and new calculations. The main difference
(upper-bounded curve). observed is relative to dry plutonium oxide and is due

to the choice of the density for this fissile medium.
The current mass limits for the P02 are 6 kg of Pu
(double loading not totally excluded) and 10 kg of Pu
(double loading excluded) for a realistic density of
10.5. New calculations indicate that the minimum
critical mass of the Pu in oxide form is equal to
11.96 kg, corresponding to a theoretical P02 density
of 11.46. For this density, the maximal allowable
masses of kg of Pu and kg of Pu can be proposed
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as new limits respectively when the double loading loading and 1.8 liters in case of double loading can be
cannot be totally excluded and when the double used for every fissile media.
loading is excluded. For dry metallic plutonium As an illustration of margins, the couples (mass,
(cc phase), the kff + validation bias) value for kg of volume) presented in "Table 4 are compared with
fissile material full reflected by water is slightly over values obtained for different kff as presented on
0.975, not enough to reduce the current mass limit of "Figures 2 3 and 4 in the last page. In the case of a
2.5 kg in the case of an abnormal situation of double possible double loading, the represented kff values are
loading. relative to 2M kg of fissile material moderated by

The envisaged recommendations are essentially 2V liters of water.
based on a couple of parameters ssile mass limit,
volume of water or equivalent limit) to be applied to 4.3 Validation of proposed limits in case of
every criticality units stored in a lattice array. The presence of different reflectors and effective double
main concern in this process is to preserve a loading of fissile material
maximum of coherence with the current The propositions of new mass limits presented in
recommendations and to maintain three moderation "Table 4 have been established so that the effective
areas by the definition of the three following multiplication factor including calculation bias, for an
categories: low moderation, limited moderation and isolated sphere of fissile material reflected by 20 cm
unlimited moderation. Particularly, for the limited of water, should be lower than 095 when the double
moderation category, a common volume of water is loading of fissile material is impossible and lower than
proposed for all types of fissile material. These 0.975 on abnormal double loading situation.
proposals are consistent with the CSIA limits defined It has been checked that the maximum allowable
by H/X=20. The notions of possible and impossible masses of fissile material and water per criticality unit
risk of double loading as well as the distances between respect the foresaid criteria for an infinite plane lattice
units 30 or 60 cm) are kept. The water volumes array of fissile spheres as presented in the chapter 2.
]igniting these three new areas are different if the risk The same model has been used with different
of double loading is possible or not. reflectors, installed at the same distance than the

All these new limits are compiled in "Table 4. former CSIA calculations 30 cm or 60 cm) or in
contact with fissile material on both sides: the

Table 4 Fissile mass limits versus the water volume reflectors studied are a 20 cm thickness of water and a
(or equivalent) in the fissile medium. 60 cm thickness of concrete.

*for U in any The calculations have been made with a variable
U* PU02 PU 8 PU a thickness of water around the fissile spheres. In case

d<18.9 d<10.11 d15.65 d19.86 of possible double loading, one of the spheres in the
lattice is considered as having a double mass.

Low 16 kg 8 kg The results given by the APOLL02-MORET4
Impossible moderation V.5'1.51 V.:52 I calculation route show that the different mass limits

double established for isolated spheres of fissile material are
loading 4 kg still valid when the double loading of one of the

(minimum Limited spheres is effective and with an optimization of the
60 cm moderation 7 kg 5.2 kg water envelope thickness.
edge to V< 3 liters The ipact on the reactivity due to the presence of

edge) -- concrete as reflector has been performed. The biggest
FUn!1imited 600 g 350 g difference on the kff values between this
I moderation configuration and an isolated sphere reaches 2% for

dry plutonium in oxide form. The maximum of kff
Low 10 kg value (including uncertainties) is equal to 098 for

Double moderation VSO.61 PU02 with a double loading. So, limits should be
loading reviewed if a concrete reflector in contact with fissile

not totally
excluded Limited material must be retain for criticality units.

(separated moderation 2.5 kg
by 30 cm V< 1.8 liters 5. Validation of the CRISTAL package
edgeto
edge) The complete validation of the CRISTAL VO.2

Unlimited 350 g 200 g package is detailed in an other paper presented during
moderation ICNC2003 conference. It contains about 540

experiments from the ICSBEP database and gathers a
The curves (mass, volume) show that, for the large variety of geometries, fissile material

limited moderation category, the values of water characteristics and moderation ratios. In order to
volume limits defined as 3 liters in case of simple determine the bias of calculation eventually due to the
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standard scheme of the CRISTAL package used to and the "reference scheme" has been performed for all
obtain the previous results, a comparison between the the results given in "Table 4 the discrepancies
fissile material taken into account in the study and the between the three calculation routes are lower than the
validation base has been realized. uncertainty 3a (with a equal to ±0.002) on the kff

The data relative to plutonium nitrate solutions and values given by the Monte-Carlo continuous-energy
highly enriched uranium have been chosen. These computer code TRIPOL14.
fissile material are moderated by water and reflected By considering the safety margins taken into
by polyethylene (CH2),,, water or are non reflected. account to set up the new mass limits in the study and

The "Tables and 6 show the discrepancies the low discrepancies on the kff values between the
between the CRISTAL calculations and the CRISTAL calculations codes and the experiments
experiments results for the selected benchmarks from results from the ICSBEP database, it can be said that
the validation data bank. the results given in the study are accurate enough and

validated.
Table "Calculation - Experiment" discrepancies

for Plutonium benchmarks. 6. Conclusion
Bench- Code Nb. of 24 H/Pu AJI'ff
mark exp. wt. This proposition of new practical recommendations

0.5 to 100 intends to prevent criticality hazards during the
PU A2-M4 67 19 to +0.61 handling of fissile material masses. Its major objective

SOL 2800 is to reformulate former rules to make them easy to
THERM 0.5 to 100 apply, without any ambiguity in their interpretation

A2 Sn 18 19 to +0.79 and to avoid any mistake in the practical use. These
2000 recommendations result from a validation study using

PU A2-M4 8 1.8 to 0 -0.68 today's criticality calculations tools and nuclear data
MET 20.1 libraries.

FAST A2 Sn 9 1.8 to 0 -1.13
20.1 References

1) CSIA recommendation N' 66-216, 1966).
Table 6 "Calculation - Experiment" discrepancies 2) CSIA recommendation N' 68-304, 1968).

for Uranium benchmarks. 3) J.M. Gornit (et al.), "The new CRISTAL
Bench- Nb. of 215U Ak�ff criticality-safety package", Proc. Int. Conf on
mark Code exp. wt. HIU (%) Nuclear Criticality Safety, ICNC'99, Versailles,

40 to France, Sept. 20-24, 1999, I, 308 1999).
HEU A2-M4 26 93.1 1000 +0.70 4) "Nonnes pouvant s'appliquer A des chaines de
SOL 64 to fabrication mettant en euvre du plutonium et dont

THERM A2 Sn 6 93.1 77 +0.23 la sdcuritd est assur6e par des limites de

90 to masse", note SCMC N'66-165, 1966), and
HEU A2-M4 6 97.7 0 -0.51 "Nonnes pouvant s'appliquer A des chaines de

MET 90 to fabrication mettant en ceuvre de l'uraniurn enrichi
FAST A2 Sn 5 97.7 0 -0.77 et dont la s6curM par une limite de masse", note

SEC N-67-125, 1967).

The benchmarks taken into account show a good 5) L. Maubert, "Standard de criticit - Masses
agreement between the CRISTAL "standard scheme" minimales critiques", note CEA-N-2051, 1978).
and the experiments results. Moreover, the 6) L. Aguiar, 1. Le Bars and M.Vertnuse, Original
APOLL02-MORET4 and APOLL02 Sn calculation method for determining maximum permissible or
routes give very close results. For highly moderated critical minimum (fissile material mass/ moderator
solutions, it can be seen that the two routes lead to a mass) pairs", Proc. Int. Conf. on Nuclear Criticality
slight over-estimation of the keff values, and for non Safety, ICNC'99, Versailles, France, Sept. 20-24,
moderated metallic material the CRISTAL VO.2 1999,1, 237 1999).

"standard scheme" give a little under-estimation of the
effective multiplication factor. In the study, except for
unlimited moderation cases, calculation bias of 0.5%
for uranium and 07% for plutonium are considered.

Then, a comparison between the "standard scheme"
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Irradiating Complex on BIGR Reactor for Simulation
Accidents of RIA Type

Vladimir N.BOGDANOV, Vladimir 1. IL'IN, Vladimir F.KOLESOV, Michail LKUVSHINOV,
Valery TYUNIN, Vladimir V.SAZHNOV, Igor G.SMIRNOV, Yury A. TRUTNEV, Vasily A.USTINENKO

Russian Federal Nuclear Center - All-Russian Scienrific Research Institute ofExperimental Physics
60 7188, Sarov, Nizhni Novgorod Region, Russia

There are adduced the description and characteristics of irradiating complex built on the pulse reactor BIGR for
simulation of emergencies with rise of reactivity.

The current condition and prospects for the inturnescense at fuel condition close to meltdown.
development of nuclear power needs the Such intumescense leads to overlapping of gaps
substantiation and safety increase of NPP and their between fuel elements and blocking coolant flow.
competitiveness in the power market. Thus, in the course of researches it turned out to

To solve these tasks it is necessary to ensure first be that it is necessary to carry out detailed researches
testing and licensing of existing and promising fitel of thresholds and mechanisms of fuel elements and
what is impossible without experimental their components failure depending on burnout,
investigations of nuclear ftiel characteristics. In duration and velocity of energy release in fuel, fuel
connection with the existing tendency of fuel burnout composition, material of cladding, etc. Moreover,
growth for the purpose of improving economic there takes place a gradual transfer to new materials of
indexes of NPP, of particular acuteness is the cladding, technology of ftiel production, types of fuel
definition of fuel burnout degree effect to the limits of elements, higher burnout of fuel (to 6MW-day/kg
its operability. Most representative are reactor in 4- and 5-year operational periods). All these aspects
investigations of ftiel that make it possible to simulate speak for the necessity of creation, perfection and
most completely the processes taking place in power development of reactor base needed to carry out ftiel
reactors. investigations. It should be mentioned that prior to the

One of significant aspects in this case is the early 90-s of the 20th centuy the experimental base for
determination of power thresholds of fuel failure with the carrying out of the corresponding researches was
fresh and burnt out fuel under the condition of missing in Russia while the one available in the USSR
reactivity accidents and the creation of database on had been actually lost.
fuel behavior under different modes of loading and Over several years there have been and are being
conditions of fuel and coolant. carried out on BGR reactor A/ in VNIIEF the works

Deep researches of fast dynamic processes on the creation and investigation of fuel elements
occurring as a result of neutron burst in the reactor behavior under the conditions simulating accidents
started in the seventies in the USA when there was with the reactivity growth.
established nuclear regulatory commission (NRC) The fast pulse reactor BIGR possesses the record
and enhanced license requirements. Then, there were values of fast neutron fluences in large volumes
elaborated the requirements to the designing of PWR accessible for irradiation, namely, - I - 1015 n/cM2 at the
and BWR reactors in predicting severe consequences external surface of the core -800mm in diameter.
caused by a possible accident of RIA type (RIA - One of BIGR reactor distinctions is the possibility
Reactivity Initiated Accident). The peak fuel enthalpy of generating two types of pulses:
(HPFE) was taken as a criterion; it must not be with half-width rj/2 - 210rns and T1/2 >0,4s. This
exceeded at any abnormal or any other situation for makes it possible:
any fuel element at any level of the core /I/. It was to compare the behavior of VVER fuel with PWR
assumed that at such level of enthalpy there should and BWR ftiels (in the most complete program on
take place no failures in the core leading to violation fuel testing that have been being realized in Japan
of heat removal capability sufficient for the core on NSRR reactor 56/ for more than 20 years
cooling. Initially HPFE was taken to be equal to with PWR and BWR fuels there can be used as a
280cal/g of fuel for PWR and 170cal/g - for BWR 2/. rule "short" pulses I/2-(3-15)ms);
These values were found basing on the results of - to analyze abnormal situations with duration
experiments performed with fresh fuel. (half-width) of pulse energy release TI/2-1-3s.

Further researches demonstrated that there exists The main goals of the works were as follows:
appreciable dependence of threshold HPFE values on - development and creation of irradiating device
the value of fuel burnout, degree of the shell oxidation, ensuring the levels of pulse energy input to the
its composition and other parameters. The character of models of NPP fuel elements (including those
failure may differ appreciably as well. For example, in with the burnt out fuel) achieving the thresholds
the experiments on PBF 3 in RA 1-1 experiment of their destruction;
there took place - through gas release - essential
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definition of fuel element operability boundaries
and getting of experimental results to provide for C.vi
ftiel testing and licensing;
creation of database for codes verification through
the calculation of ftiel elements behavior under FC -

abnormal situations.
Throughout the years passed there were

investigated several types of fuel elements, including
VVER 440 and VVER-1000.

The lack of reflector around the BIGR reactor
core makes it possible to irradiate models in large F..1 .d

irradiating facilities located near its surface. The last B.+gaphiL. F�+CH,

circumstance broadens essentially the potentialities of M-BIGR C-

the reactor because it practically lifts restrictions in Ca�i.g d C-

size and number of different additional devices (loop W.t.,+P.1YthY1-

facilities, breeders etc.) as compared to the reactors 7 777777"
using only internal channels for irradiation. Moreover,

the experiments with ftiel (especially irradiated) are Fig. I Scheme of experiment realization
much more safe when they are realized outside the
reactor core because of less probability of damaging The specialists of Russia Scientific Center
the reactor itself and due to the lack of strict "Kurchatov Institute" and INM also took a part in the
limitations in material composition, size and design of whole program of investigations.
objects and trial ampoules. Much attention was paid to the detailed

The irradiating devices on BIGR reactor are methodical substantiation of researches. Particular
produced in the form of blocks of reflector-moderators emphasis was given to calculation and experimental
(BRM) with the characteristic dimensions of -600mm techniques of defining energy release and fuel
placed imediately adjacent to the side surface of the enthalpy. There was performed a series of special
core. It has been already mentioned that the activities methodical experiments to verify and calibrate
outside the reactor core assists in increasing nuclear measuring techniques, substantiate the measured
and radiation safety at carrying out experiments and values and amplitude-time dependencies. Moreover,
allows as well variation in wide limits of configuration for the experiments with fresh fuel elements VVER-
and composition of experimental assemblies. 1000 there were elaborated the techniques of

There were performed the procedures of measuring pressure both in the capsule containing fuel
optimizing geometry, location and material element and inside fuel cladding, fuel cladding surface
composition of BRM itself and components used in temperature. Typical dependencies for the experiment
(trial ampoules, absorbing filters etc.) through with de-pressurization ftiel cladding are presented on
calculation and experiment. The realized goal of such figures 2 and 3.
optimization is as follows: the levels of energy input
and, correspondingly, peak mean radial enthalpy 1000 
sufficient to reduce to destruction fuel elements with ___T1 -C
fresh fuel and re-fabricated fuel elements with burnt 800 -- T2 -C

_T3 'Cout fuel (burnout - up to 6MW. day/kg) are achieved. _0.8

There were created two BRMs: on the base of O 60

graphite (BRM-1) and on the base of beryllium i

(BRM-2). They have multi-component composition 400
-04

(see fig. ) A scaled filled with water capsule with the
investigated shortened fuel rod is positioned inside 200 -0.2

BRM.
The fresh fuel samples had been produced at

Institute of Nonorganic Materials (INNI). 0 0.5 tIS 1.5 2

The burnt fuel elements had been fabricated and Fig. 2 The time profiles o power (dE/dt) and fuel
established in tight ampoules at Research Institute of cladding surface's temperature (TOC)
Atomic Reactors (RIAR), where after irradiation on T1,T2,T3 are the data of thermocouples
BIGR they were extracted and underwent placed along irradiating rod
investigations.

To close the entire technological chain of tests
there was developed and produced a transportation
package set (TPS) aimed at re-fabricated fuel elements
transportation from RIAR to BIGR and back. The
certificate - permission is received for TPS design and
itinerary; this TPS is included to the state register.
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30- - there are performed capsule experiments with

burnt out fuel elements burnout - up to 60
25- 6OMW- day/kg) at different levels of loading up

20 to failure;
P - there is elaborated the possibility of investigating

fuel elements of fast reactors (including reactor of
15 "BREST" type within the frames of president

10- initiative) in ampoules with the corresponding
heat-carrier (and temperature) to study their

5- behavior at different loading conditions, and fuel
elements of RBMK reactor;
there is developed a set of programs to calculate

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 the values and radial distributions of energy input
t s

Fig 3 The dependence of pressure inside fuel cladding to burnt out fuel and analyze the experimental
on time. results;

there is created a measuring complex to register

By today there have been done the following: reactor pulse shape and simulator parameters in
- created the measuring and methodical base of the course of experiment.

tests, As a whole there is obtained a large information
- elaborated the techniques of experiments with content that is of serious practical value, for the

ftiel element models under BIGR pulse, creation of database to verify codes by calculations of
techniques of defining energy release in fresh fuel, fuel elements behavior under possible abnormal
energy release and peak mean radial enthalpy conditions and to test and license fuel.

corresponding to the threshold of the cladding
depressurization, References

- compared the results of experiments to similar 1) Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Regulatory Guide
data obtained on IGR reactor (Semipalatinsk), 1,77, Assumptions Used for Evaluating a Control

- studied the effect of pulse duration and initial Rod Ejection Accident for Pressurized Water
condition in the capsule (pressure, temperature, Reactor, May 1974.
medium) to the behavior of ftiel element. 2) Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Fuel System
On the created irradiating complex there were Design, Sec.4,2 in U.S. Nuclear Commission

performed several series of experiments (about 65 Standard Review Plan. - NRC Report NREG-
work pulse reactor start-ups all in all (methodical not 75/087, 1975, Rev.l.
included)) with fuel elements having fresh fuel and re- 3) P.E.MacDonald "Assessment of Light Water
fabricated fuel elements burnt out up to 6MW. Reactor Fuel Damage During a Reactivity Initiated
day/kg)- Accident".-Nucl. Safety, vol.21, 25, Sept.-Oct.,

As a result of the works realized: 1980, p.582-601.
- there is created on the base of BIGR pulse nuclear 4) M.I.Kuvshinov, V.F.Kolesov, A.M.Voinov,

reactor the experimental complex (unique in I.G.Sinimov. "Aperiodic Self-Quenching BIGR
Russia) to test simulators of fuel elements of Reactor". in Proc. of Int., Embedded Topical Mtg
VVER type including those burnt out. The level on Physics, Safety and Application of Pulse
of energy release to the fresh ftiel of 44% Reactors., November 13-17, 1994, Washington
enrichment constitutes -2kJ per gram Of U02 t D.C., p 126-127.
burnt out fuel - I kJ per gram Of U02 50 MW. 5) M.Ishikawa, T.Inabe. The nuclear safety research
day/kg of U at 44% initial enrichment); reactor (NSRR) in Japan. Advance in nuclear

- there is performed a cycle of researches of fresh science and technology. New-York/London, 1979
6) K.Ishijima, S.Katanishi, S.Kobayashi, T.Fujishiro.

VVER fuel elements under different conditions "JAERI's Pulsing Research Reactor NSSR - Its
and for two cladding materials. The fuel rods Unique Performance and Wide Applications" in
were located inside the capsule in water medium Proc. of Int., Embedded Topical Mtg on Physics,
(at atmospheric pressure and pressure -150atm) Safety and Application of Pulse Reactors.,
or in air. The half-widths of pulses were regulated November 13-17, 1994, Washington D.C. p. 25-32.
in the range from -2rns to -Is;

- TPS is developed, produced and certified for
vehicle delivery of burnt out fuel;
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Analysis of Reactivity Effects in Reactors with Cavities

V.F.Kolesov, V.Kh.Khoruzhi

(Federal Nuclear Center of Russia - All-Russia Research Institute of
Experimental Physics)

E-mail: otd4(d)expd.vnHefru

Evaluations of ultimate energy releases in these events as well as information on the
absence of the dangerous autocatalysis effect display in the systems mentioned are of
importance when analyzing consequences of postulated incidents on reactors and critical
assemblies. In the report there are given results of calculation of fission bursts in super-critical
assemblies with large central cavities implemented at VNIIEF using multi-group neutron and
gas dynamic programs.

From calculations it follows that:
1. In the assemblies with empty cavities the effect of auto-catalysis is not observed.
2. The same assemblies, if one places some matter in their cavities, exhibit a very strong

auto-catalysis as a multi-time (up to 40 thousand times) increase of the nuclear burst energy
[1,2]. he effect is observed in the assemblies with neutron absorber on the periphery or in the
cavity volume, and it is increased at additional introduction of neutron moderator into the cavity.
The effect is most explicit in the event of fast systems and such fillers as boron IO and hydrogen.

KEYWORDS: reactor incidents, super-critical assembly, central cavity, neutron
absorber, boron-10, fission burst, autocatalysis

1. Introductory notes from earlier calculations it was traced in VNIIEF
activities that the effect to energy output in bursts of

When analyzing outcomes of postulated incidents not only central cavity itself but different fillers as
at the reactors and critical assemblies the estimations well.
of ultimate energy outputs in these events is of major At carrying out these activities there were
importance. In particular, of importance are calculated assemblies highly super-critical at the
conclusions on the availability of lack in abnormal initial time moment (shape of assemblies is as a rule
processes of positive reactivity effects often called spherically symmetric). In calculation model the
auto-catalytic effects. The works in this field have assemblies underwent nuclear explosion accompanied
been being published since the 50-s till today.'-6) In by melting and evaporation of the core material,
terms of autocatalysis there are investigated the scattering of material outside and its implosion to the
phenomena related both to geometric reconstruction of cavity. The reactivity feedback in these processes was
materials distribution in the reactor and to purely characterized almost wholly by the phenomena of
nuclear effects changing interaction cross-sections of assembly materials space re-distribution while the
fissile materials and neutrons. effects of nuclear cross-sections change with

In the papers on autocatalysis the problem of the temperature growth were not essential. The final break
effect to energy output in abnormal bursts of the of chain reactions in the assemblies was realized as a
internal cavity in the core is also tackled. The data result of the core material scattering.
available for that time moment testified to the fact that The initial super-criticality of assemblies Akeff(O)
under real conditions of fissile material shifts the kff(O) -1 was established within the range from 0.005
autocatalysis related to the availability of cavities in to 0.05 (keff(O - initial value of neutron multiplication
the core was most probably not revealed. The coefficient). It was assumed that the initial reactivity
developed and all-round investigation of this problem Ake 0) is introduced instantaneously.

7-9) �ff(is carried out in VNIIEF . The corresponding In the calculations there were compared the
calculations have been being performed in VNIIEF characteristics of fission bursts at one and the same
since 1994 with the aid of multi-group 26 groups) initial supercriticality in the systems with no cavity,
neutron-gas-dynamics programs ARCTUR and with empty cavity and with the cavity containing
NEPTUN and their predecessors. As differentiated unfissile material. The comparison of energy of bursts
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confirmed reasonability of prior notes concerning the cavity. These results point directly to the lack at
probable lack of autocatalysis in the assemblies with least in assemblies with enriched metal fuel of
empty cavities. Moreover, it turned out to be that manifestations of autocatalysis associated with the
some cavity fillers lead to the occurrence of a cavity in the core, - the core that is not filled or
momentary positive component in reactivity feedback contain material that is not a strong absorber of
and abrupt growth of the burst energy, i.e. to strong neutrons.
reveal of autocatalysis effect. The effect was observed
in the assemblies with neutron absorber in the cavity 3. Assemblies on fast neutrons with a cavity
and amplified when neutron moderator is added to the containing strong absorber of neutrons
cavity. The relative energy increase of the burst grows
with the increase of the cavity radius and when the There were fulfilled presented the calculation
assembly is equipped with a reflector of heavy results of fission bursts in 19 critical assemblies on
material. In any system with a reflector or without it fast neutrons with the core of metal highly enriched
the increase of the burst energy is most expressed in uranium, with a reflector of tungsten, iron, beryllium
case of 1013 and hydrogen fillers. or with no reflector. Many calculation versions refers

The mentioned above ARCTUR and NEPTUN to the systems with filler in the form of 13.
programs are the programs of one-dimensional The comparison of burst energies in the assemblies
calculation of neutron-gas-dynamics processes as well with the cavities of 12cm radius, wolfram reflector
as of (neutron multiplication constant) and kff and kff(O) =1.05 demonstrated that the positioning of
parameters of nuclear systems. 8) The fst program the layer of 1013 in the cavity of assembly leads to
put into operation in 1996 is mainly oriented to the approximately 1.5-fold growth of uranium mass in the
calculation of systems possessing high energy release. core and 37-fold increase of energy release in the burst
The NEPTUN program was created in 1995 especially at the same supercriticality. The introduction to the
to calculate the systems operating in the mode of non- cavity (in addition to boron) of a moderator of
explosive chain reaction. Nowadays one can calculate neutrons in the form of gaseous hydrogen or solid
with the aid of this program the systems possessing beryllium considerably raises energy release in burst.
low energy release as well. Both programs created as As a means of energy release increase hydrogen is
independent ones were combined in 1998 into a much more efficient than beryllium. The energy
unique complex and now. they differ only in modules release in assembly containing hydrogen and 1013 is
of gas dynamics calculation. The task of neutrons 230 times higher than the energy release in assembly
multiplication and distribution in both programs is that does not contain neutron moderator and absorber.
solved in a kinetic multi-group approximation in terms It was demonstrated a considerably higher
of scattering anisotropy and with the aid of DS,,- efficiency of tungsten as neutron reflecting material as
method in Lagrange system of coordinates. compared to iron and beryllium. The manifestations of

In the report there are presented: autocatalysis effects are essential also in assemblies
- the results of the carried out in VNIIEF without reflector, although the effect of the core

calculations of energy releases in different-type expansion competing the effect of autocatalysis turns
systems with no cavities, with empty cavities and out to be in this case more considerable. As a result of
cavities containing neutron absorber; placing moderator and boron to the cavity the increase

- the based on calculations conclusions on the lack of energy release in burst is in this case approximately
or presence of autocatalysis manifestation in 16-fold.
hollow assemblies on fast neutrons with the cores The calculation data testify also to the considerable
of metal uranium, in the assemblies of composite decrease of autocatalysis to energy release per burst
material with a moderated neutron spectrum as with the reduction of the cavity radius and to the
well as in pulse reactor models BR I and BR-K 1. equally essential increase of this effect at the reduction

of super-criticality level of the assembly A ke�ff(O in
2. Assemblies with empty cavities or those filled the second case the relative growth of energy output is
with low-absorbing material meant).

So in assembly with A kff(O) =0.05, tungsten
Such data were obtained for five couples of reflector and 12-cm cavity radius the autocatalysis

assemblies on fast neutrons with a core of metal effect leads as mentioned above to the 230-times
uranium of 90-% or 36-% enrichment by 135U, and growth of energy output while in the similar assembly
without cavity or with cavities different (from 915 to with the 5-cm cavity radius - only to 8-times growth.
18,1 cm) radii. In assembly differing from first system only in initial

From the calculation it follows that the energies of super-criticality Akfl(O) equal to 0.005 the energy
bursts in the assemblies with empty cavity and in the release per burst increases due to the autocatalysis
corresponding assemblies with no cavity do not effect 40 thousand times approximately.
practically differ. The other data show that the burst It should be mentioned that in the overwhelming
energy in the assembly with a cavity containing low- majority of the performed calculations relating to fast
absorbing inert material (for example mixture of systems at no moment of fission burst the value keff(t)
fluoride of natrium and zirconium) is even lower than does not exceed its initial value kfr(O).Thus, the
in equivalent assemblies with no cavity or with empty
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increase of energy release in this case occurs not due
to the system super-criticality rise but because of the
reduction of kff fall in burst, i.e. as a result of the
system longer occurrence in supercritical state.

The considered manifestations of autocatalysis in
the assemblies with cavities are explained by the fact
that at the cavity collapse there reveals reactivity
bound by boron in the initial geometry. Boron located
in a large central cavity in the core acts in the initial
geometry as a strong neutron absorber. The implosion
at the fission burst decreases many times the Fig. IConfiguration of assemblies with no
dimension of cavity and, in accord with the reduction neutron reflector (a) and with neutron reflector (b) I -
of solid angle of the shell visibility from the presented uranium polyethylene mixture; 2 - cavity; 3 -
points of uranium bulk its role of neutron absorber tungsten reflector.
decreases drastically.

It was demonstrated that besides 10B there can be
as well other materials with large capture cross- I's S

�- 4 Jsection of thermal and interim neutrons (of :Q
0,9 -gadolinium, samarium, europium) that are potentially

promising as materials coupling reactivity in 6 2 -

assemblies with cavities, though they are not so 0.3

efficient as 0B. In the system with cadmium the 0 % IOU Is 2 250 00 10 200 2SO

absorber effect is inconsiderable. 5 e
In paper 7 it was mentioned that the discussed 4

3 Aeffect of autocatalysis can potentially increase many :
times the scale of postulated accidents. This effect 2 20 -

should be taken into account while its sources should I 
be excluded if possible when designing research 0 100 200 40!0 100--c-0Z 0

reactors and setting up experiments on these facilities. 7 4 tj 4 6
The specified recommendations are particularly acute
as applied to reactors with neutron reflectors and large 7 0
internal cavities. The screening of the cavity with 6 -4 - .4

boron or other strong absorber should be excluded in :4 .8
this case.

4. Assemblies on moderated neutrons with a cavity
0 

containing strong neutrons absorber -2 0

4

Fast systems with a core of metallic uranium 0

were discussed above. There also were carried out the 100 200 300

calculations of fission bursts in assemblies with 1, RC
moderated neutron spectrum, namely, in spherical Fig. 2 Dependence on time of energy release
systems with the cores of homogeneous mixture of power dE/dt and neutron multiplication constant in
uranium 90% enrichment) and olyethylene with the tasks I (a) (assembly without boron; cavity radius
index of uranium dilution n(H/21 U) in the range from 5.5cm) 2 (b) (assembly with boron; cavity radius
5 to I 0 ) (Fig. ). The central cavity radius was either 5.5cm); 3(c) (assembly without boron; cavity radius
5.5 or 12cm, the thickness of tungsten reflector was 12cm); 4(d) (assembly with boron; cavity radius
equal to 5cm while the thickness ofi�B layer - 0.5cm. 12cm) calculated using ARCTUR -) and
In the calculations the index of uranium dilution NEPTUN (m).
(relation n=IV235U; n=5, 10, 20, 100), central cavity At analyzing the calculation results first of all we
diameter and initial value of kff.(kff(O = 103; 1.05; noticed a good agreement of independent results
1 IO) were varied. obtained with the use of ARCTUR and NEPTLIN

Fig.2 presents as an example the calculated programs (see Fig.2). The obtained data speak for the
dependencies of power and neutron multiplication considerable increase of energy release per burst when
constant on time in assemblies with reflector '�B is introduced to the cavity. The effect becomes
possessing small and large cavities. The data more expressed with the decrease of uranium dilution
presented on Fig. 2 are grouped for couples of coefficient n. The data obtained for assemblies with
assemblies under the condition that each of couples moderated neutron spectrum basically repeat the
contains assemblies similar by cavity size, n index and dependencies stated before for the assemblies on fast
kff(O) level with boron and without it. neutrons. The studied effect is as before more intense

in the assemblies with neutron reflector and
essentially grows with the increase of cavity radius.
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Moreover, there take place essential peculiarities cavity whose diameter in terms of covers is 10 and
in the manifestations of this effect in the assemblies height - l8cm. or in the output radiation flow outside
with moderated neutron spectrum. First, as compared the reactor core.
to the assemblies on fast neutrons the effect scale here
is considerably less. The second essential J i 4 5 6

peculiarity of the effect in assemblies with moderated
neutron spectrum is its evidence in this case consisting
in real for assemblies with absorbers and reflector
growth of (and keff) at the initial segment of this
parameter dependence on time (see Fig.2). The third
peculiarity of the effect in this case consists in its
comparatively weak dependence on the properties of
moderator in the cavity.

In terms of nuclear safety the investigated effect is
considerably less dangerous for reactors with
moderated neutron spectrum than for reactors on fast Fig.4. BR-K I core in axial section: I - container
neutrons. aimed at irradiated samples horizontal loading; 2 -

bronze regulating block; 3 - mobile block; 4 6 7 -
immobile blocks; - safety block; - pulse block and

5. Spherically-symmetric models of pulse reactors stop block (both of beryllium)
BR-1 and BR-K1

The BR-KI reactor core is also cylindrical but
As it has been mentioned above the investigated with horizontal orientation of axis. The alloy of

effect of autocatalysis can increase danger of the uranium (36-% enrichment b 235U) and 9 of
works on reactor facilities. In this connection there molybdenum by mass was the material of BR-K I core.
were calculated fission bursts in aperiodic pulse The total mass of uranium-molybdenum alloy in the
reactors of VNIIEF: BR-I and BR-K. 9 core is equal to 151 lkg. The length and maximum

The cores of BR-I and BR-KI reactors are external diameter of the BR-KI core by fuel are
presented in axial section on Fig.3 4 The core of correspondingly equal to 74.8 and 61.7 cm. )
BR-I has te form of hollow cylinder separated to In BR-KI there is available a cylindrical cavity of
four parts: immobile upper block, mobile lower block, -36cm diameter and depth by fuel to irradiate the
regulating and pulse blocks. The core size by fuel is as samples. To place the samples to the cavity there is
follows: height - 26.6, external diameter - 26.8, axial provided a container of horizontal loading whose
cavity diameter -1 1.6cm. An alloy of uranium 90-% housing is equipped with a screen bulk boron carbide
enrichment b 23-IU isotope) and 9 mass of of _ I g/CM2 thickness by 10B. The internal diameter
molybdenum is the material of the core. The total and height of the container are equal to 31 and 36cm,
mass of alloy is -I 76kg. 1) correspondingly.

7 7.8 8.54 R R-0.3

'L-4.0796
Fe-i�.W6 1�1-0 I I

2 0 IN 10.7 19., R K+ 3 R+3.(.
a f-14,93

f-7,8 f-1.8's
3 2 Fe Fe In,-

7 11"'45 'u-mal

C.O. 1 M WA. II 6 7
Fe-41.25

6 4 Fig.5 BR I (a) and BR-K I (b) at performing

calculations using a one-dimensional neutron-gas-
dynamics program. (The core radius R is selected

Fig.3 BR I core in axial section: 1 3 - fuel ring of according to the required values of Akff(O); the
the upper and lower block correspondingly; 2 - dimensions are given in centimeters, density - in

demountable cover; 4 - regulating block and pulse g/cm).
block correspondingly; 6 - non-demountable cover; 7

-screw constringing the demountable cover; - cavity In the calculation the real cylindrical
for samples irradiation. configurations of BRA and BR-KI reactors were

Each of four blocks of BR I core is enclosed to an reduced to their idealized spherically-symmetric
anticorrosion case of stainless steel. At the outward models (Fig.5). In the models the volumes of internal
surface of the core and at the cavity surface there are cavities serving for irradiation, composition and total
provided protective screens containing 10B. The mass of boron screens, composition and average
irradiation of samples is performed either in the axial
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densities of fissile materials, total mass of iron or reactors reliably. Neither BR-I nor BR-KI can be
thickness of the iron layer are taken to be equal to made critical at such loads under normal mode.
those available in real BRA, BR-KI reactors. It was shown 9 that in condition of limited

The specific calculations were performed for the resource, in worse situation autocatalysis on
presented in Table I evaluated kff(O) corresponding polyethylene load may result in the increase of
to the situations of maximum rated accident (MRA), abnormal burst energy by a factor of A:
maximum beyond-rate accident (MBRA) and ultimate
hypothetical accident (UHA) in BRA reactor and to (a) 3
situations of MBRA) and UHA in BR-K I reactor. AKeff AK(P)

A eff
AK (a)

Table Initial super-criticality values Akeff(O) of BR- eff
1, BR-K I reactors corresponding to different types of

accidents where AKeff(') - reactivity introduced during the

accident; AKeP - excessive reactivity resource.
Accident Reactor In terms of afore appointed AKP) and

type BRA BR-KI formula (1) it was obtained:
- under MRA, MBRA and UHA situations in

MRA 0,0075 (I'lAO) < 000096 reactor BRA the account of catalysis when
(0, 13,8�0) bringing small polyethylene loads in the cavity

MBRA the total effect of autocatalysis in terms of boron
0,0205 (3,8�0) 0,0221 31610) screen constitutes 50, 26 and 15%

correspondingly;

UHA 0,0864 02,7,9�,p) 0,0883 (12,8,,p) under MBRA and UHA situations in reactor BR-
KI the account of autocatalysis when bringing
small polyethylene loads in the cavity the total

Was obtained that the presence of boron in the effect of autocatalysis in terms of boron screen
reactor cavities under all considered abnormal will result in the increase of energy release in
situations leads approximately to 15-% (in BRA) and burst by a factor of 4.1 and 19.
30-% (in BR-K I) increase of abnormal energy release. Thus, though the effect of autocatalysis on the
Much more serious is the effect of loading consisting loads absorbing neutrons in the cores of BRA and
of boron and polyethylene. In this case in BRA at BR-KI reactors, especially BR-KI, can abruptly
NIRA, MEBRA and UHA the energy release per burst increase the scale of abnormal bursts, in reality this
is increased due to catalysis by a factor of 9 27 and hardly can be observed because of limited reactivity
2.3, correspondingly, while in BR-KI at MBRA and resources available. The abrupt rise of accident burst
URA - by a factor of 520 and 25, correspondingly. scale can occur only at a low-probable casual or

Some of the obtained calculated data look quite deliberate increase of the mentioned resource.
troublous if we directly introduce them to practice. Basing on what is said on the BRA and BR-KI
However, in reality if we take into account significant reactors safety of particular significance is the
circumstantial factors we may see that the realization available level of reactivity excessive resource. The
of specified dangerous growth of energy release in inhibition for the change of these reactors
abnormal bursts would improbable. configurations leading to the increase of reactivity

Large energy release values are obtained in the resource should be keeped with particular severity.
supposition that BRA and BR-KI can function in The analysis results presented in the given report
configuration with loads absorbing neutrons as usual in the aspect of statement of danger of presence in
pulse reactors, i.e. they can be initially (prior to pulse inter-reactor cavities of standard loads absorbing
generation and abnormal process development) made neutrons relate to every research reactors possessing
critical or supercritical at the required level for pulse cavities in the cores.
production. In this supposition the abnormal burst is
developed first with no participation of autocatalysis
and the autocatalysis makes it stronger then. In fact References
this condition is realized as applied only to boron
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ABSTRACT The process is Markovian.

It is known that the transport equation describes Let pi i, C2, v, t) be the probability that one neu-
the variation of the average neutron density and tron at position at time t with properties C2, V)
that stochastic neutronics can be used to study the will give i neutrons at final time T in the studied
fluctuations of the actual neutron population. system.
We show in this paper that if the fluctuations are During interval At, the neutron may have a colli-
very large, the average value loses most of its signi- sion with the probability Et v At and that collision
fication. may be:
Key Words: stochastic neutronics, criticality, neu-
tron transport codes. Capture: This collision contributes to the extinc-

tion so we will have a Dirac on i=O for the transi-
tion probability.

1 Introduction Elastic scattering, inelastic scattering inclu-

In some special problems, we can show that the ding (n,2n) (n,3n) ...

second moment of the transition probabilities in- Fission: We need to use the fission multiplicity
creases linearly with time for an exactly critical frequency fk. Let us recall that the classical fission
system that is the first moment of the transition neutrons yield is the first moment of fk. So there
probabilities does not change: birth and death ba- is a "loop" over the fission multiplicity frequency
lance. (k ranging from to K).

It means that for a long duration the probabi- The neutron may not have a collision with the pro-
lity to have a constant neutron population is very bability - Et v At.
weak: Such a case signifies that the critical state
may in some configurations be fictitious 2). We obtain the backward system of differential
In the following sections, we will recall some ele- equations written below 7)

ments of stochastic neutronics theory 1 3 4 and we
will show two examples: critical state with large Let pi (i, C2, v, t) be pi.
fluctuations with respect to the point model hy-

pothesis and with a more realistic test case using This system is to be solved with the conditions:
PANDA code 8).

We do the assumption that there is just one type For neutrons which are on the boundary with lea-
of neutrons (delayed neutrons are included with no kage direction, we have po (i, 15, v, t = and
treatment of their specificities). -Pi 1, 0, V, t = if 

2 Elements of theory And at the final time, the conditions are

2.1 Transition Probabilities Pi i, C2, v, t = T = for all (;F, 5, v)
and pi i, Q, v, t = T = for all i : I

The transition probabilities are important sto-
chastic neutronics tallies. We recall in this section
the main definitions and equations.
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(Scattering) A= E, if h, (C2, v; d, v)pi (i, d, VI, t)ddldv'

K 2n) B = E2 h2(C2, V; fy v)pj (i, a, VI, t)dSi'dv'
=0

I I h2 (C2, v; id', v)pi-j (i, d, VI, t)d!ffldv'

K 3n) C = E3 E h3(0, V) if', v)pj, (i, d, VI, t)ddldv'

h3 v; Si, v)pj, (i, d, VI, t) d!ffldv'

h3 V; a, V)Pj, (4 d, VI, t) d!ffldv'

K k
(Fission) D =f fk hf (V, VI) pj (idIv',t)dSiIdv'E II 47r

k=O jO+ +jk=iM=O

(Capture and other reactions) E = EJ(i - 0) +

The branching process is explicitly modeled in the above relations.

Finally we obtain the generic equation of the system:

1,9pi - -
't QVpi + Etp, z A B + C + D + E

V O
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2.2 Moments of the Neutron Num- multiplicative events in the fission term to make
ber Probability Distribution the equations more compact.

The first two moments are calculated using the We have shown equations for one source neutron
generating function methodology 5 6 8) but one can easily derive such equations with ge-

neral neutron source distribution.
00

Y�(Tl 1, i, iU, t) E ipi (i, �, v, t) In the next sections we will write
n=O
00

Ml (t) =_ �i(Tl 1, i, �r, t) and M2 (t) = W2 (TJ 1, i, iU, t).
n2 (TJ 1, i,,U, t) i2p, ;F, C2 V t)

The variance is defined by: 3 Point Model Test Case

- 2 We simplify the equations of the first two mo-
V(TJ1, i, 6,t = (W -- a )TJl'g't7't) ments with respect to the hypothesis of the point

We get the first moment or mean neutron number model, that is infinite and homogeneous medium
with monoenergetic neutrons.

equation. And we choose nuclear data in order to have a

1 system just critical. Neutrons can have only two
_V reactions: Capture and Fission (same probabilities

E,=Ef)withaneutronyieldequaltotwo(f2=1).

E, (i, iU, V)fi(TJ 1, i 1U, t) d3v' + In view of such assumptions the moments equa-

+ J TFEf (i, v, v)-f�(Tl 1, i, V, t)d3v' tions shown in the previous section reduce to the
following ones:

This equation is subject to terminal and outward First moment:
boundary conditions.

ff(TJ 1, i,,U, T = a + E,) Ml (t = 2 El Ml (t)
at

iT(T 1, i, 6, t = for iiB 0'> 0

One can verify that the mean neutron number is so- We obviously obtain:
lution of the classic linear adjoint Boltzmann neu- 1
tron transport equation. And we get the second --- Ml(t = 
moment equation. V t

1 0 - So we have verified that for such a critical system
NV N - ff"� + E ) n2 (T 1, i,,U, t) the first moment (or mean neutron number) does

not change and is equal to one (final time condi-
E, (i,,U, �;)W2 (TJ 1, i, 1U, t) d3v + tion)

+ I -vEf (i, v, v)W2 (TJ 1, i, 1U, t) dv + Second Moment:

. XW) 3VI 2 a
+V(V - 1)Ef (i, V) W(TI 1, i, i?, t)d - - + E)M2(t = 2 E M2(t) 2 E M'

47r V t (t)

This equation is subject to terminal and outward

boundary conditions. We finally have (final time condition one for the

second oment):

n2(TJIi,,FT = 

n2(TJliB, Vt = fr iiB- _ M2(t) = 2 v Eft + 1

The second moment equation is also an adjoint

transport equation coupled to the first moment We use an adj oint approach so the time moves " ba,

equation by an additional source term. ckward" from T to -oo, that means that the va,

riable t varies from zero to -oo. It is obvious that

In the above equations we have included all the for a large duration (t -� -oo) the second moment
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becomes very large (-+ oo) and so does the va- result. The additional terms for the second moment
riance. That eans that the "constant state" is an equation uses the fission multiplicity parameters
illusion, actually the fluctuations are so large that which are computed using the Terrell models.
the neutron population has a very weak probability
to remain constant 2).

4.3 Results

4 Critical Uranium Sphere PANDA was used with 16 and 48 groups and
gave very close results with the two multigroups

Test Case choices.

4.1 Description of the Problem We can see in the figure I that the first moment is
a constant and that the second moment increases

The studied system is a pure U235 sphere just cri- in a way very close to a straight line in function of
tical and the neutron source is a Dirac function in time duration.
time with an uniform distribution in volume and a The more the difference is large between initial and
fission spectrum energy distribution (Fission Watt final time and the more the second moment is large,
spectrum)- so the variance increases in the same way (the first

We calculate the first two moments at final time for moment is a constantY

a varying initial time. The code we use is PANDA'). This result shows clearly what has been written
Prompt and delayed neutrons are taken into ac- above: This system is just critical but the actual
count in the same way, this study is limited in that neutron population has a very low probability to
sense that it is special case. be close to the mean neutron population.

For this system the critical state is fictitious

4.2 PANDA code First and second ntoments

PANDA is a general purpose deterministic trans- 30 Uranium spherejust.critical

port code with stochastic neutronics options. The
transport equation is solved using standard dis-
crete ordinates and multigroup methods. One and
two dimensional geometries with artesian and cur- 25

vilinear coordinate systems are treated using or-
thogonal structured spatial grids and angular SN

discretization of the unit sphere. The time inde-
pendent transport equation is used for fixed source 20

and eigenvalue problems (a and k). In addition to
classic criticality applications PANDA is used for Mt
time dependent survival probabilities, mean and 15
variance of the neutron number and asymptotic ex-
tinction probability calculations. z

The single initial neutron mean number equation
is the time dependent homogeneous adjoint trans- 10
port linear equation. This equation is routinely sol-
ved by standard transport numerical methods like
the classic deterministic SN method. The second 5

moment equation satisfies transport equation with
the same kernel used for the adjoint linear trans- M,
port problem. Therefore, this equation should be
solved by the SN method devised for numerical 0 .......

0 1-08 2-08 3-08 4-08 5,-08
solution of the direct and adjoint linear transport T-, (�): fidfi-.,6-d..d.

equations.
The additional term of the second moment equa-

tion depends on the first moment, these equations
are coupled. The backward solution, starts form FIG. - First two moments, just critical "
the terminal time. On each time step the mean sphere
number equation is solved first, then the second
moment equation is solved using the first moment
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5 Conclusion
5) T. E. Harris, "The Theory of Branching Pro-

We have shown in this paper that in some cases cesses." Dover Publications, Inc., New York, 88,
the critical state can be fictitious. That is the ac- 1989.
tual state of the system fluctuates in a way that
the variance of the number of neutrons increases 6) M.M.R Williams "Random Processes in Nu-
linearly with the time. clear Reactors." Pergarnon Press 1974).

We have calculated the variance of the neutron po- 7) D. Verwaerde, "Une Approche Non D6termi-
pulation in function of the difference: final time - nist, de la Neutronique - Mod6lisation" CEA - N
initial time with varying initial time (backward or 2731 Sept. 1993.
adjoint approach).

8) Ph. Humbert, Stochastic Neutronics with PANDA
In practice, the fluctuations are limited by control Deterministic Code." Nuclear M&C Meeting April
rods and the source is never a Delta function but 2003- Gatlinburg, Tennessee.
such a paper may be interesting to show what can
be the contribution of stochastic neutronics for a 9) B. Wchitoua "Stochastic Neutronics - Monte
better understanding of criticality. For example neu- Carlo Estimation of Transition Probabilities." SMORN
tron noise theory equations are derived from sto- 8 Meeting May 2002 Goteborg (Sweden)
chastic neutronics.

10) J. Terrell, "Distributions of Fission Neutron
To speak more general, classical neutronics is a spe- Numbers," Phys. Rev., 108, pp. 783 1957).
cial case of stochastic neutronics that is stochastic
neutronics with very weak fluctuations. 11) R. E. Uhrig "Random Noise Techniques in

Nuclear Reactor Systems," Ronald Press Company.
The deterministic 2D SN code PANDA has been New York 1970).
adapted to solve adjoint time dependent linear and
nonlinear multigroup transport equations. These 12 T E. Valentine, "MCNP-DSP Users Ma-
stochastic developments of this code will be used nual," ORNL/TM-13334, R2 2001).
for nuclear safety applications.
It may be remarked that an other numerical me-
thod may be used, that is Monte Carlo method').

In the future, neutron noise measurements appli-
cations will also be considered.
And interesting comparisons with more classical
approaches of neutron noise applied to subcritical
measurements will be possiblell) 12).
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Measurement and Evaluation of Leakage Neutron Spectrum at TRACY

Takemi NAKAMURA', Kiyoshi SAKURAI and Yoshinori MIYOSHI

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, lbaraki 319-1195, Japan

The leakage neutron spectrum of the Transient Experiment Critical Facility (TRACY)
at the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute was measured. The experimental core is
composed of I wtO/o enriched uranyl nitrate solution in a 0cm inner diameter cylindrical tank.
As measuring methods, we used the recoil proton proportional counter method and the
multi-foil activation method. In order to evaluation a spectrum, the former unfolding code is
SPEC-4') and the latter is NEUPAC-JLOCx We had improved the NEUPAC-JLOG 2) in order
to use for the thermal reactor. In the case of measurement by the recoil proton proportional
counter, it was performed under the stationary state operating condition. The evaluated
neutron spectrum was in good agreement with the tendency of calculation using MCNP4B')
with JENDL3.2 4) library. For the multi-foil activation method, they were performed under the
stationary state and the transient state operating conditions. The neutron spectrum as a guess
spectnim was calculated using MCNP413 with JENDL3.2. The result of neutron spectrum
analyzed by MCNP is reliable for the steady state. In case of the transient state, the unfolding
spectrum of the fast neutron region was almost the same result as the initial spectrum. In the
thermal neutron region, the unfolding spectrum was somewhat greater than the initial
spectrum. This is considered to be caused by generation of void by the transient.

KEYWORDS: Proton Proportional Counter, NEUPAC, Neutron Spectrum, Unfolding, Covariance,
TRA CY, MCNP

1. Introduction TRACY is designed to obtain the data on
super-critical phenomena using IwtO/o enriched

The information of the neutron spectrum is uranyl nitrate solution. The concentration of uranium
fundamental characteristics for all reactor and in the solution can be varied up to 500 gU/L. Figure I
neutron irradiation field. Generally, it can be obtained show a photograph of TRACY core tank.
by experiment and calculation. At the moment, the TRACY is operated at first by feeding the uranyl
neutron spectrum with remarkable accuracy and nitrate solution with a pump into a cylindrical shaped
precision is calculated by using Monte Carlo code. core tank made of stainless steel. The diameter and

In this report, the evaluated method of the leakage height of the core tank are 50cm and 200cm,
neutron spectrum at TRACY is described. Until now, respectively. Delayed criticality is attained by the
the evaluation of the leakage neutron spectrum was feeding the solution. Then, transient operation is
not performed for TRACY. The experiment was initiated by either withdrawal of a unique control rod
conducted by two measuring methods. We used recoil inside the tank, named 'transient rod', or continuous
proton proportional counter method and multi-foil feed (max. 65L/min.) of the solution exceeding
activation method. The measurement of the recoil criticality. The transient rod can be driven by two
proton proportional counter was performed under the sorts of mechanisms, i.e. (1) rapid withdrawal by
stationary state operating condition that the compressed air (within 0.2 sec.), 2 ramped
temperature of the solution did not change. For the withdrawal with an electric motor (max. 900cm.min.).
multi-foil activation method, it was performed under The reactivity insertion is licensed up to 3 dollars for
the stationary state and the transient state operating the transient operation. Peak power and integrated
conditions. The temperature of solution was increased. power are also limited up to 5,OOOMW and 32MJ
The neutron spectrum was used unfolding code. The (equal to 1018 fissions), respectively. Table I shows
initial neutron spectrum was calculated using major specifications of TRACY.
MCNP413 with JENDL3.2.

2.2 Experimental System
2. Description of TRACY The multi-foil activation method was performed

with ramped withdrawal. Addition reactivity was
2.1 Core Tank 2.98$, and withdrawal speed was 875cm/min, and

Corresponding author, Tel.+81-29-282-5697, Fax. 81-29-282-6798, E-mail:nakamura�melody.tokaijaeri.gojp
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initial power was mW. Moreover, in the stationary a(E) are important and especially the former
state, the reactor power was kept at lkW, which influences a result. As most important one for the
produced 5MJ of integral power. On the other band, unfolding method, we have to adopt i(E) that is best
for the measurement of recoil proton proportional estimation using radiation transport code. Now,
counter, the reactor power was kept at 3niW, which continuous energy Monte Carlo code MCNP is
produced 408J of integral power. Details of the widely used in the world.
experimental conditions are shown in Table 2 A We used NEUPAC-JLOG unfolding code that is
reactor room arrangement is shown in Figure 2 improved for thermal reactor. The code is processing

the covariance data of i(E), ;(E), and reaction rate.
3. Measuring Method As a result to the adjusted spectrum, covariance data

is also given. The microscopic cross sections for
3.1 Recoil Proton Proportional Counter Method NEUPAC-JLOG are edited with MGCLI37 groups

The recoil proton spectrometers consists of four from JENDL Dosimetry File 6). The microscopic cross
spherical hydrogenous proportional counters. Each section for (ny) reaction was treated in consideration
proportional counter covers the following energy of the resonance self-shielding effect correction and
range. the self-shielding correction for the foil thickness.

SP2-1 : 2-inch inner diameter, hydrogen gas 4. Measurement and Evaluation
atmospheric pressure, (50keV-200keV)
SP24 : 2-inch inner diameter, hydrogen gas 4 4.1 Measurement and Evaluation with the Recoil
atmospheric pressure, (100keV-500keV) Proton Proportional Counter
SP2-10 : 2-inch inner diameter, hydrogen gas 10 The recoil proton spectrometer was installed 2 m
atmospheric pressure, (400keV - 1.5MeV) away from TRACY reactor core tank surface.
SP6: 6-inch inner diameter, Ar- methane gas Measurement was performed at the mW critical
atmospheric pressure, (l.0MeV-4.5MeV) state for 4 hours. The dose rate at the measurement

location was lmSv/h. The eor of adjustment for
Figure 3 show a photograph of the recoil proton recoil proton proportional counter in the range of
proportional counter. 50keV to 4.5MeV, when based on the result

The recoil proton proportional counter does not calibrated using the Cf-252 standard source calibrated
depend on the direction of the incidence of neutron, by NIST in Bubble Technology Industries, was about
because proportional counters have the sphere shape. 7% (I CF)7) of the integrated fluence value. For
These detectors are on a rotating platform. One fluence, dose, and neutron spectrum, errors are not
rotation time is about 20 seconds. The measurement shown about the results after adjustment. For this
energy range for the recoil proton proportional reason, the eor guaranteed by the maker is
counter is from the thermal energy to 4.5MeV. estimated to standard value.
However, the energy range for unfolding is from Unfolding results are shown in Figure 4 and Table
50keV to 4.5MeV. 3. For the neutron spectrum, a tendency which

From the result, the amount of differentiation is resembled well the result calculated by MCNP is
calculated using unfolding code SPEC4. The shown. There is a region where the ratio of MCNP/
maximum dose of these detectors is mSv/h. recoil proton proportional counter is greater than 20%
Therefore, accurate measurement of a neutron at below 500keV. However, this is due to the
spectrum demands long measurement time. influence by the end of the energy measurement

range of each globular form detector. For the neutron
3.2 Multi-Foil Activation Method fluence, the adjustment is less than 1% in the range of

The transient operation of TRACY is usually 50keV to 4.5MeV.
performed with several 100 MW power. Foil
activation/unfolding method is a general method in 4.2 Measurement and Evaluation with Multi-Foil
such the neutron and gamma ray mixed field in high Activation Method
dose rate. Foils used multi-foil activation method are

This method adjust from initial neutron and Au- 97, Au-Cd, Cu-63 for the thermal neutron region
several reaction rate to best estimate spectrum. The and In-115, and Ti-48 for the fast neutron region.
C/E's of all reaction rates set equal to 1.0; this Twelve kind reactions were prepared for the
compares CIE of calculated reaction rate iu (C) with multi-foil activation method. Less than half of them
measurement reaction rate (E). In this case, i(E) and were actually irradiated. This number is a limit when
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the irradiation environment of the present TRACY is The covariance of the diagonal element of the initial
considered. However, five kinds of foil, which can be spectrum was estimated about 20% for the thermal
measured, cover the neutron energy range of the and the fast region, and others were estimated as y
thermal and fast energy region. Details of each of FSD in the Monte Carlo calculation. The unfolding
activation foil are shown in Table 4 The gamma ray result is shown in Figure 7 As Monte Carlo
emitted from activation foil measured with the high calculation conditions, the eigenvalue calculation for
purity germanium detector (HPGe). the usual steady state was performed. The adjusted

In regards to the covariance for NEUPAC-JLOG� neutron spectrum is high about 3 in the thermal
only the diagonal element of each activation foil and neutron region, although the shape of the spectrum is
an initial spectrum were taken into consideration. All same as initial neutron spectrum. The C/E (see Table
of the off-diagonal elements were made into zero. 6) of the reaction rate is adjusted to .0; the change of

Au-Cd, Cu, and Ti after adjustment is 19%, 19%,
4.2.1 Stationary Sate and 02%, respectively. The difference is about 03%,

The value by the indicator with which the integral which has been disregarded. Here, the i(E is
power was proofread by FP analysis is 5MJ. The incalculable with sufficient accuracy because of
temperature of solution was about 35 'C. For such complicated conditions of the transient state.
operating conditions, unfolding was performed using
five kinds of activation foils, and the neutron 5. Summary
spectrum was evaluated. MCNP4B with JENDL3.2
were used for calculation of an initial neutron The information of the neutron spectru is
spectrum. As calculation conditions, eigenvalue fundamental characteristics for all reactor and
calculation of the usual steady state was performed. neutron irradiation field. Therefore, the leakage
The 3a of the statistical error (FSD) of each energy neutron spectrum was evaluated using the Transient
bin in MCNP calculation was used on the covariance Experiment Critical Facility (TRACY) at the Japan
in the diagonal element from the initial spectrum. The Atomic Energy Research Institute. As measuring
unfolding result is shown in Figure 5. The adjusted methods, we used the recoil proton proportional
neutron spectrum is overestimated about 1% in the counter method and the multi-foil activation method.
thermal neutron region, although it 'becomes the
almost same shape to an initial neutron spectrum. [Recoil Proton Proportional Counter Method]
Moreover, in near lMeV, the adjusted spectrum is When the measurement was performed by using
large about 5%. The C/E (see Table 5) of the reaction the recoil proton spectrometer, the reactor power was
rate of integration value is adjusted so that 1.0 may kept at 3mW, which produced 408J of integral
be approached; the amount of change of Au, In, and power. The measurement was performed for 4 hours.
Ti after adjustment is 0.5%, 03%, and 14%, For the neutron spectrum, a tendency which
respectively. However, this.result means that Au-Cd resembled well the result calculated by MCNP is
and Cu do not necessarily approach 1.0 from overall shown. For the neutron fluence, the value of the C/E
adjustment of five reaction rate values. The difference is in agreement by less than 1% in the range of 50keV
is about 04%, which has been disregarded. The C/E's to 4.5MeV.
of reaction rates were hardly changed after
adjustment. It means that the calculation of initial [Multi-Foil Activation Method - Stationary Sate]
neutron spectrum is best estimation. The integral power is 5MJ, and the temperature of

solution was about 35 C. Under such operating
4.2.2 Transient State conditions, reaction rate measurement was p erformed

The transient operation mode is ramped using five kinds of the activation foil, and the neutron
withdrawal. The power change of the operation is spectrum was adjusted. MCNP4B with JENDL3.2
shown in Figure 6 From the figure, the 2nd and 3rd were used for calculating of an initial neutron
peak are seen after the I st peak. The integral power is spectrum. As calculation conditions, eigenvalue
19.2MJ. The solution temperature was about 65 'C. calculation of the usual steady state was performed.
During this time, the radiolysis gas was generated, The adjusted neutron spectrum is high about 1 in
and change of a solution level was created by void. the thermal neutron region, although it becomes the
Although attached in the same radial as the foil for almost same shape to an initial neutron spectrum. The
thermal neutrons, large variation is conspicuous. In C/E's of reaction rates were hardly changed after
this time, the standard deviation that was calculated adjustment. It means that the calculation of initial
by the reaction rate of three Au foils was about ±7%. neutron spectrum is best estimation.
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[Multi-Foil Activation Method - Transient State] Table I Specification of TRACY

The transient operation mode is ramped Core tank Diameter Approx. 50cm
withdrawal. The integral power is 19.2MJ, and the Height Approx. 200cm

solution temperature was about 65 IC. During this Uraniu-235 Approx. 10%
time, radiolysis gas was generated, and change of a Solution fuel: enrichment

solution level was created by void. From the above U02(NO3)2 aq. Uranium up to 5OgU/L,
phenomenon, the standard deviation of thermal concentration currently 4OgU/L

neutron region was about ±7% that was calculated by Critical height 40 to 100cm,
the reaction rates of three Au foils. As calculation currently 50cm

conditions, eigenvalue calculation of the usual steady Excess reactivity for transient
state was performed. he adjusted neutron spectrum operation up to 3S
is high about 3 in the then-nal neutron region, Peak up to 500OMW

although it becomes the almost same shape to an Power up to 32MJ
initial neutron spectrum. Here, the reliability of i(E) Integrated (=10'8 fission)
is incalculable with sufficient accuracy because of the Room te perature,
complicated conditions of the transient state. in

Initial temperature Typically
26 C

References up to 40 'C
1) Radiation shielding information center, `RSIC

peripheral shielding routine collection -SPEC4 Table 2 Exp condition of TRACY
calculated recoil proton energy distributions Run I Operation Power Integral Measuring
from monoenergetic and continuous spectrum No. mode (W) power(J) Method
neutrons-, "PSR-99 1976).

2) K. Sakurai, Y. Miyoshi, T. Nakamura and 0. Sato, R148 Stationary 30m 408 Recoil
"Preparation of Dosimetry Code for Static state proton

Experiment Critical Facility Transient
STACY, "JAERI-Data/Code 99-021 1999). R175 State 19M Multi-foil

3) J. F. Briesmeister, Ed., MCNP-A General Monte (Ramped activation

Calro N-Particle Transport Code, Version withdrawal)
4A, "LA-12625-M 1997). RI 83 Stationary l0k 5M Multi-foil

4) K. Kosako, F. Maekawa, Y. Oyama, Y. Uno and state activation

H.Maekawa, "A continuous energy cross section
library for MCNP based on
JENDL-3.2, "JAERI-Data/Code 94-020 1994).

5) H. Ing, T. Clifford, T. McLean, W. Webb, T.
CousinsandJ.Dhermain, "ROSPEC-Asimple
reliable high resolution neutron spectrometer,
Radiat. Prot. Dosim. 70, Nos. 1-4,.273 1997).

6) M. Nakazawa, K. K obayashi, S. Iwasaki, T.
Iguchi, K. Sakurai, Y. Ikeda and T. Nakagawa,
"JENDL Dosimetry file, "JAER1 1325 1992).

7) Bubble Technology Industries, " ROSPEC 1
Calibration, private communication 1999).
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Table 3 ��� sonof neutron fluence

Energy range Proton MCNP C/E
(MCV) recoil (E) (C)

0.05 - 45 1 I 8E+07 1 I 7E+07 0.992
Units: (n/cM2)

Table 4 The details of each activation foil in NEUPAC-JLOG

Nuclear Half Ener range Cross section Resonance y ray
reaction life min. max. (bam) energy (keV)

197 Au(ny) 2.694d 2.44E-02 6.39E+00 98.65 4.906eV 412
197 Au(ny)-Cd 2.694d 6.90E-01 6.OOE+02 98.65 4.906eV 412

63 Cu(ny) 12.70h 2.03E-02 9.61E+03 4.51 58OeV 1346
115 ln(nn') 4.486h 1.07E+06 5.62E+O 170m l.2MeV 336
41 ITi(np) 43.68h 5.76E+06 I 1.23E+07 30.3m 7.6MeV 1312

*The energy range is decided by TRACY spectrum.
In and Ti is threshold value

Table C/E of the reaction rate in the analysis
result of NEUPAC-JLOG (Stationar sate)

Nuclear Before After
reaction unfolding unfolding

C/E C/E
197Au(ny) 0.984 0.989

'97Au(ny)-Cd 1.013 1.017
61Cu(ny) 1.000 1.004
115ln(nn') 1.037 1.034
4'Ti(np) 0.971 0.984

]!Miller

Table 6 C/E of the reaction rate in the analysis
result of NEUPAC-JLOG (Transient state)

Nuclear Before After
reaction unfolding unfolding

C/E C/E
197 Au(ny) 0.997 0.994
197 Au(ny)-Cd 1.028 1.009

61 Cu(ny) 0.971 0.989

115 In(nn') 0.999 1.001
4'Ti(np) 0.877 0.919

Fig. Overall view of TRACY
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Homogenized odinary oncrete and steel bars
0 500 (m)
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4
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Fig. 2 Installation requirements in TRACY reactor room
A brand name of recoil proton proportional counter is ROSPEC.
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Fig. 3 Recoil proton proportional counter overall Fig. 4 Comparison with recoil proton proportional
view counter and MCNP
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Fig. Unfolding result of NEUPAC-JLOG Fig. 7 Unfolding result of NEUPAC-JLOG in
stationary state transient state
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Fig. 6 Power change of transient state operation
on TRACY
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Transient Characteristics Observed in TRACY
Supercritical Experiments

2Yuichi YAMANE% Ken NAKAJIMA1, Kazuhiko OGAWA,
Eiju AIZAWA, Hiroshi YANAGISAWA 2 and Yoshinori MIYOSHI

Japan Atomic Ener�y Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

A series of supercritical experiments has been performed using the transient experiment
criticality facility, TRACY, and some transient characteristics of low-enriched uranyl nitrate
solution have been observed. The peak power and the number of fissions have been
measured with three types of reactivity insertion method. The data useftil for the evaluation
of criticality safety for reprocessing plants were obtained.

KEYWORDS. TRACY, Supercritical, Low-enriched, Uranyl nitrate solution, Criticality
Accident, NUCEF

1. Introduction SUS304L. It has a cylindrical shape with 50cm-
diameter and is placed in the center of the reactor

In order to investigate the criticality accident room as shown in Fig. 1. In the center of the core tank,
phenomena of solution fuel, an experiment program there is a guide tube with 76mm outer diameter for a
using the transient experiment criticality facility, transient rod, Tr-rod, as shown in Fig.2. Tr-rod
TRACY, has been conducted by Japan Atomic Energy contains B4C inside it and is used for reactivity
Research Institute. Since the first criticality was insertion. Reactivity is controlled by the level of fuel
achieved in 1995, more than 200 of the operations of solution or by the position of Tr-rod. The maximum
TRACY have been performed and many basic data for excess reactivity is 3 for any experiment. The fuel
low-enriched uranyl nitrate solution were obtained. solution is pumped into the tank from its bottom. A
Data such as power profile and the number of released number of neutron detectors are placed on the ceiling
fissions were measured under various experimental as shown in Fig.2. There are thermocouples and a
conditions. contact type level gauge inside the core tank and a

The obtained data are expected to be useful for the pressure gauge on the side wall of the core tank No
emergency planning for a reprocessing plant ' reflector was used during the series of experiments.
determining the action against an emergency situation
and te estimation of the fission yield released at a
criticality accident. The experiments using
highly-enriched uranium solution were also performed
with CRAC') and SILENE 2) reactors before, however,
there are little experimental data for low-enriched
uranium solution.

This paper presents the review of the preliminary
results of the TRACY experiments which were
recently published3-5). In the next section, the outline
of the experiment is explained. The main results are
presented in section 3.

2. Outline of TRACY Ex eriment

2.1 Facility
TRACY is a reactor which uses 10% enriched

uranyl nitrate aqueous solution as fuel. Its uranium
concentration was maintained to be in the range
between 350 and 450 gU/Lit. and acid molarity was in
the range between 0.5 and 1.0 mol/Lit. during the
series of experiments. The core tank is made of

Fig.1 TRACY core placed in the center of core room.

Corresponding author, Tel. 81-29-282-6743, Fax. 81-29-282-6798, E-inafl: yamane�melodytokaijaeri.gojp
'Present address: Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University, Kurnatori-cho, Sennen-gun, 0saka, 590-0494 Jpan
2Present address: S=etariat ofNuclear Safety Commission ofJapan, Kasumigaseld, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100-8970, Japan
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2.2 Condition of Experiment about 40 to 65cm. In most cases, no external neutron
2.2.1 Method of Reactivity Insertion source was used. The initial temperature of solution

There are three methods of inserting reactivity. fuel was about 25'C.
(1) Pulse withdrawal mode In the experiments, the power, temperature, and

At the pulse withdrawal, PW, mode, Tr-rod was pressure were measured to observe the transient
withdrawn pneumatically in about 02 sec. The characteristics of aqueous uranyl nitrate solution
inserted reactivity was in the rage of 025$ to 296$. during the supercritical experiments.
The effect of the inserted reactivity on the transient
power behavior was mainly measured. 3. Results
(2)Ramp withdrawal mode

At the ramp withdrawal, RW, mode, the reactivity 3.1 Effect of Excess Reactivity on Peak Power
was inserted by withdrawal of the transient rod in a In the PW experiments, a sharp peak and following
constant speed using a motor drive system. The small oscillation appear in power profile after the
inserted reactivity was in the range of 1.5$ to 3, and insertion of more than I reactivity. Three typical
the rate of transient rod withdrawal was 6 to 875 cases are plotted in Fig.3. For each case, Tr-rod was
cm/min. In these experiments, the effect of the withdrawn at second. It is seen that a smaller
initial power level on the transient power behavior amount of excess reactivity gives a smaller and
was also measured as well as that of the reactivity broader peak in power profile. In the experiments,
insertion conditions (i.e. the amount and rate of the radiolytic gas voids, which causes negative feedback,
inserted reactivity). was observed 6) after the power peak. The cases of less
(3)Ramp feed mode than 1$ reactivity insertion are plotted in Fig.4. Much

At the ramp feed, R, mode, the reactivity insertion broader and smaller peaks are seen, however, the
was conducted by feeding fuel solution in a constant dependence of the peak power on the excess reactivity
feed rate into the core tank, while the transient rod is the same as the higher reactivity cases.
was being fully withdrawn from the core. The Peak power is plotted in Fig. as a function of
inserted reactivity was in the range of 0.5$ to 27$, excess reactivity for the PW and R experiments of
and the solution feed rate was 20 to 60 liter/min. In more than 1$ insertion. The average reactivity
these experiments, the effect of the reactivity insertion insertion rate is about 0.15$/sec for each case of the
conditions on the transient power behavior was RF experiments. It seems that the peak power is very
measured.

1.E+102.2.2 Other Parameters and Obtained Data
2.97$

The solution level was determined to meet each 1.E+09 2 $

experimental requirement and its range was fom $
1.E+08

I.E+07

I.E+06

Transient Linear Ch.B Transient Linear Ch.A
i E+05

Transient Log Power C Transient Rod 1.E+04

11+03

0 1 2 3

Time (sec)

Fig.3 Examples of power profile for PW

Level Gauge experiments.
Thennocouples

l.E+06Guide Te 'A
7$

0.5$

Pressure Gauge 0.4$

!BONN 0.3$

MEMO 0

1 E04

Fuel Solution

Feed and Drain I I.E+03

0 100 200 300 400

Time (sec)

Fig.2 Schematic view of TRACY core tank and Fig.4 Examples of power profiles for smaller
equipments. reactivity insertion.
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sensitive to the excess reactivity. As the excess Tr-rod depends on its position and is not constant
reactivity increases, the peak power increases in the through withdrawing, the reactivity insertion rate is
range of two decades for the PW experiments, while not constant. In the R experiment, reactivity is
the peak power keeps in the range of less than one inserted by pumping the solution ftiel into the tank at a
decade for the R experiments. This can be explained constant rate. Since the differential reactivity worth
as following; since the reactivity insertion rate for the depends on the solution level, the reactivity insertion
RF experiment is much smaller than that for the PW rate is not constant. In this paper, the average
experiment, the effective excess reactivity inserted reactivity insertion rate is considered, which is defined
until the first power peak is almost for most cases as the ratio of total excess reactivity to the time for its
except those cases for which the reactivity insertion insertion.
rate is extremely large or small. The extra reactivity The peak power is plotted as a function of average
beyond gives rise to the change of the power reactivity insertion rate in Fig.7. The excess reactivity
profile after the first peak. n Fig.6, the oscillation is between 1.8 and 3 for the RW experiments and
with large amplitude is seen in the power profile after between 16 and 27$ for the R experiments. The
the first peak for the case of 264$. It is clear that a initial power is I W for the RW experiments, while the
smaller amount of reactivity insertion gives smaller initial state is subcritical for the R experiments. It is
amplitude and longer period of oscillation. found that the achieved peak power increases with the

I.E+10 reactivity insertion rate. While the peak power is very
sensitive to the rate for the cases in the range between

PW
0.01 and 0.3$/sec, it is not so sensitive in the range

=AR F
15+09 -------------------- --------- I between 0.5 and 0.8$/sec.

1.E+09

1.E+08 ---------------------------
EL

1.E+08 ---------------
O A A

15+07 --------------------------- I.E+07 -A--- --------------

0
CL

1.E+06 ---------------------- --------
I.E+06

1 2 3 L76RW
1.E+05 -------

WExcess Reactivity AA RF

Fig.5 Peak power as a function of excess
I.E+04

reactivity. 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Average Reactivity Insertion Rate ($/sec)

1.E+08
2.64$ Fig.7 Peak power as a function of average reactivity

1.8$
1.E+07 ...... . insertion rate.

.,.,1.25$

1.E+06 3.3 Effect of Initial Power to Peak Power

In rough explanation, for the case of slow reactivity
no 1.E+05 insertion, the first peak of power profile is dominated

by temperature effect, in other words, the temperature
I.E+04

of the solution increases so that the feedback reactivity

I.E+03 balances to the inserted reactivity. Since the higher
0 20 40 60 80 initial power causes the faster release of the energy,

Time (sec) the power reaches a peak faster and the height of the

Fig.6 Examples of power profile for RF peak becomes lower. In Fig.8, the first peak power is
experiments. plotted as a function of initial power for the RW

experiments. The excess reactivity is 298$ and the
insertion rate is 0.7$/sec for each experiment. The

3.2 Effect of Reactivity Insertion Rate to Peak figure shows that a larger amount of initial power
Power gives a smaller peak power. Figure 9 shows the

The rate of reactivity insertion is one of the most examples of the power profiles of the experiments
important parameters for the RW and RF experiments, corresponding to those in Fig.g.

however, it is difficult to take into account the actual 3.4 Relation between Inverse Period and Peak
insertion rate. In the RW experiment, reactivity is Power

inserted by withdrawing the Tr-rod at a constant According to the Nordheirn-Fuchs mode 17-1), which
velocity. Since the differential reactivity worth of
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2 0 0 .. .... ............................ 1 .E 10 . .. . .......
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Fig.8 The first peak power as a function of initial
I.E+07 - - - - - - - -power.

1.E+09
1mW

200WI.E+08 --- --- 1 W
1.E+06

I.E+00 1.E+01 I.E+02 1.E+0315+07

I.E+06 Inverse Period (1/sec)
0n

E+05 Fig. I 0 Peak power as a function of inverse period.

.E+04
the analysis of the criticality accident of solution fuel.

1.E+03F
1 2 3 4 5 3.5 Total Number of Fissions

Time (see) The total number of fissions was measured for the

Fig.9 Examples of power profile for different initial PW experiments and is plotted as a function of excess
reactivity in Fig. I As shown in the figure, the

powers. number of fissions is proportional to excess reactivity.

is based on the one-point kinetics theory, for the case The number of fissions was measured also for the
of much greater than 1$ reactivity insertion, the RW experiments and is plotted as a function of
relation between the inverse period and the peak average reactivity insertion rate in Fig. 12. For the
power is expressed as follows; experiments plotted in the figure, the excess reactivity

is about 295$, the initial state is critical with the

np power of 1W. No trivial dependence is seen for the
2aK RW experiment.

where np denotes the peak power, �, prompt neutron Here, the total number of fissions includes the
life time, o, inverse period, a, reactivity temperature fissions released at the first power peak and the
coefficient, and K, reciprocal heat capacity. The N-F fissions released during the following power
model neglects the delayed neutron and the external oscillation until the reactor's shutdown. And the
neutron source, takes into account only the feedback duration time of the experiment is in the range of
of temperature as p po - xT, and uses adiabatic several hundreds seconds. Figure 13 shows the details
model: of the number of fissions for a PW experiment and an

RW experiment. About 298$ was inserted for both

dT Kn, (2) experiments. For the RW experiment, the initial state
dt was critical with the power of mW and the average

where n denotes the reactor power. Equation (1) reactivity insertion rate was 0.69$/sec. In Fig. 13, the
implies that the logarithm of np is related to the linear fissions released during the first power peak is
function of logo) with factor 2 dominant for the PW experiment. However, it is not

In Fig. IO, the peak power is plotted as a function of true for the RW experiments. Because the first peak
inverse period for the PW and RW experiments. The power is not sensitive to the inserted reactivity as seen
black circles show the results for the PW experiments in Fig.5, the energy released after the peak power

i becomes dominant for large reactivity insertion to
white triangles for the RW experiments and the solid balance the excess reactivity.
line shows the line of factor 2 The experimental The number of fissions released during the first
results show good agreement wth the line of factor 2 peak is plotted as a function of reactivity insertion rate
and that supports the applicability of the N-F model to
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in Fig. 14. As mentioned in the section 3 , the 01.0 ---
effective excess reactivity given until the power peak E0.5 - - -

is about I$ for most of the RW experiments and thus z0.0
the number of fissions released in the first peak is also 1.E-02 1 E-01 1.E+00

close to each other. This result is consistent with the Reactivity Insertion Rate Wsee)

result shown in Fig. I . Fig.14 Number of fission released during the

3.6 Effect of Structural Material in Core to Power first peak as a function of reactivity insertion
Profile rate for RW experiment.

Figure 15 shows the results of two experiments, for conditions in which Tr-rod withdrawn, Tr-UP, or
which only the difference is that there is a cluster of Tr-rod inserted, Tr-DO" . During the measurement,
thermocouples in the solution for one experiment. the core tank had been surrounded with an insulator to
Periodic oscillation is seen in power profile for the keep the solution temperature at the desired point. The
experiment without a cluster of thermocouples, while corresponding reactivity to each solution level was
no periodic change is seen for the experiment with it. estimated by the solution level difference method").

The result implies the possibility such that the Figure 16 shows the result. The black and white
structural material prevents the natural convection of circles show the critical solution level and reactivity
the solution and that can change the power profile. change for the condition of Tr-UP. The triangles are

3.7 Reactivity Temperature Coefficient for the Tr-DOWN. From the experiments, the
The reactivity temperature coefficient was also preliminary value of the temperature coefficient is -5.0

cent/'C for both conditions, while the calculated value
measured for the uranium concentration of 402.0 using SRAC code SySteM12) with JENDL-3.2 13) cross
gU/Lit. as follows; the solution which had been heated section library is - 4.7 cent/'C.
beforehand was pumped into the core tank, then the
critical solution level was measured for both
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criticality accident of solution fuel, however, it may be
I.E+08 needed that further understanding of the feed back

mechanism by solution temperature, radiolytic gas
I.E+07 with a cluster of thermorupi voids and convection flow of fuel solution.
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Re-evaluation of Gamma-ray Exposure Rates during TRACY Power Burst
Experiments Based on the Latest ENDL Files

Hiroshi YANAGISAWA*, Hiroki SONO and Jun-ichi KATAKURA
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

Gamma-ray exposure rates during reactivity-initiated power burst experiments performed
in the Transient Experiment Critical Facility (TRACY) were re-evaluated for the purpose of
validation of the latest JENDL series nuclear structure data and nuclear data files. For the
exposure rates contributed by fission products (FPs), aggregate FP photon yields for l8s af-
ter the termination of the initial power burst were calculated by using the ORIGEN2 code
together with the updated photon and decay databases based on the latest nuclear structure
data file, JENDL FP Decay Data File 2000. As results of Monte Carlo photon transport cal-
culations using the photon yield as a fixed source, the calculated exposure rates were in
good agreement with the measurements. It was, therefore, confirmed that the updated data-
bases were valid for evaluating photon yields fi7om short-lived FP nuclides. The gamma-ray
exposure for the duration of the initial power burst contributed by neutron-induced reactions,
such as fission and neutron capture, was also re-evaluated using the latest nuclear data li-
brary, JENDL-3.3. The re-evaluation indicated that there is little difference in the exposure
by Monte Carlo neutron-photon combined transport calculations between the JENDL-3.3
library and the former version library, JENDL-3.2.

KEYWORDS. gamma-ray exposure rate, reactivity-Inidatedpower burst, TRACY, nu-
clear structure data, nuclear data, fission product, ORIGEN2, JENDL P Decay Data
File 2000, Monte Carlo calculation, ENDL-3.3

1. Introduction A new FP decay data file, the JENDL FP Decay
Data File 2000 (JENDLIFPD-00), has been available,

For the assessment of external radiations under which contains the photon spectra of such short-lived
criticality accident conditions, y-ray exposure rates nuclides based on theoretical estimations.8) By using
had been determined at the Transient Experiment JENDL/FPD-00, the ORIGEN2 database files were
Critical Facility') (TRACY) in the Japan Atomic En- updated.9) In the present work, the aggregate FP ex-
ergy Research Institute (JAERI) using an ionization posure rates were re-evaluated by computational
chamber system with fast time-response.2,3) In par- analyses using the updated databases for the ORI-
ticular, determination of the exposure rates from GEN2 code, and compared with the experimental re-
short-lived fission products (FPs) was one of impor- sults.
tant issues from the viewpoints of not only personal In addition, re-evaluation on the y-ray exposure
dosimetry but also discrimination between neutrons contributed by neutron-induced reactions for the dura-
and y rays for power monitors in TRACY . tion of the initial power burst was performed using the
purposes, aggregate y-ray exposure rates from latest nuclear data file, JENDL-3.3,10) results of which
short-lived FPs had been experimentally evaluated are also described in this paper.
within 18s after the termination of an initial power
burst as well as those contributed by neutron-induced 2. Review of Experiments
reactions, such as fission and neutron capture, for the
duration of the power burst, within I Oms. The experiments were performed in TRACY,

The computational analyses had been also per- which is a pulse-type reactor to simulate reactiv-
formed by using Monte Carlo particle transportation ity-initiated power bursts. In TRACY, 10% enriched
technique together with aggregate FP photon yields uranyl nitrate solution is used as fuel. The reactivity
varying with time calculated by the ORIGEN2 code .7) was inserted up to 293$ for the measurements of
It was, however, clarified that the calculated FP ex- y-ray exposure rates at the position being 2m away
posure rates were very smaller than those obtained in from the TRACY core tank. The concentration of ura-
the experiments. The underestimation was found to be nium, concentration of free nitric acid and initial solu-
due to the lack of data on photon spectra of short-lived tion temperature were in the range of 385 to 388g/f,
FP nuclides (half-life: -0.1 to -10s) in the photon 0.51 to 0.60mot/f and 25.6 to 26.20C, respectively.

2,3)database file attached to the ORIGEN2 code. Prior to the burst experiment, the solution level was

Conesponding author, Tel. 81-29-282-6024, Fax. 81-29-282-5937, E-mail: yanagisw�nuceftokaijaeri.gojp
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adjusted at 55.7 to 62.2cm in height, depending on the database although the original photon database con-
�9)

amount of inserted reactivity. The details of experi- tained 240 unstable FP nuclides. 
ment were described in the earlier report .2) The ex- The aggregate photon yields from FP nuclides af-
perimental results are briefly reviewed below. ter the termination of initial power burst were calcu-

Figure I shows 7-ray exposure rates for the dura- lated by using the ORIGEN2 code together with the
tion of the initial power burst. The exposure per fis- updated databases. Using the photon yield as a uni-
sion in the initial burst was evaluated to be form volumetric source in the TRACY core, the pho-
(7.l3±0.43)xl0_'9C/kg/fission, which was contributed ton flux for 35 energy-groups up to MeV was cal-
mainly by neutron-induced reactions, such as fission culated by the MCNP version 4C (MCNP4C) code.")
and neutron capture, because of very short durations The number of particle histories was I million. Figure
of the initial burst. Using the above value of exposure, 3 shows geometrical models of the MCNP calcula-
the measured 7-ray exposure rates after the termina- tions, in which major equipment in the TRACY reac-
tion of the initial power burst were discriminated be- tor room is taken into account as much as possible.
tween those contributed by FPs yielded in the initial Atomic number densities for the solution fuel were
burst and done by neutron-induced reactions. Conse- calculated using the density equation reported by Sa-
quently, the FP exposure rates were evaluated kurai et al.") For the materials except the solution,
experimentally, as shown in Fig.2. atomic number densities were determined using the

list of atomic compositions previously reported by one
X101 of the authors. 14) The photon and electron reaction

1.8 data attached to the MCNP code were used. The
1.6 ............. ............... .............................. ... ......... thick-target bremsstrahlung model") was applied for

7.............. ............... 7.............. ................ .....1A ;z I : the approximation of electron transportation. The ex-
p: inserted reactivity

2 1.2 ............ posure rates were obtained by the following conver-
1.0 ....... .......... . . ... ........ ............... .............. .............................. s io n fo rm u la .

0 . .........
0.3 ....... ........ .............................. .............. .............

0.6 ................ . ....... . ......... X 1.602 x I 0 0 3600 a x

lor
" OA E, O(E,, t)
E x
E ...............

0.2 ...........

0.0 where,
0. 16 0.20 0.25 0.30 OM OA0 OAS 0.60 , (t): exposure rate from FPs, (C/kg/h),

Lapse of time after insertion of reactivity ) (,u_ / pi photon mass energy-absorption

Fig.1 Exposure rates for the duration coefficients") of the i-th group for
of initial power burst .2) dry air, (CM2/g),

O(Ej): photon flux of the i-th group,
10 3 /CM 2/S),

's

p nerted activity E, photon energy of the i-th group,
E

0 . ....... I ............... ................................ ............................... (M e V ),
013 .8 raEl tio of exposure to collision

kerma 16), = 0.0294C/kg/Gy),................ . . ......lo ' ............ ........ ....... J . .....................

I lapse of time.

P=2.93$A p=2AO$l
10 0 a p=2.00$0 P ........... ..................... For the other purpose of re-evaluation, the 7-ray

ox P=1.60$
exposure for the duration of initial burst contributedS

E by neutron-induced reactions was also calculated us-
ing the JENDL-3.3 nuclear data library. Using thelo" lo' 101

Lapse of time after initial burst ) MCNP4C code, photon fluence for 35 energy-groups

Fig.2 Exposure rates from FPs after the termination up to MeV was obtained by neutron-photon com-
2) bined eigen-value calculations. In the calculation, twoof initial power burst.

sorts of eigen-value analyses, static (by KCODE

3. Calculation Methods for Re-evaluation card") and F, rompt-neutron dynamic modes (by
ACODE card' )), were applied for comparison. It is

The main purpose of re-evaluation is validation of considered that the prompt-neutron dynamic mode
the updated photon and decay databases for the ORI- may simulate exactly neutron behavior during the
GEN2 code. The updated databases were compiled power increase in the burst. Te number of fissions in
using the latest nuclear structure data file, the core was also calculated to obtain the exposure per
JENDL/FPD-00. In particular, 695 unstable FP nu- fission. The number of particle histories was I million
clides are taken into account in the updated photon (5,000 particles/cycle 200 cycles). The geometrical

models and atomic number densities were the same as
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described above. The exposure was obtained by means where, x,,.: exposure per fission, M g/fission),
of the similar conversion formula to Eq.(I), (D(E,): photon fluence of the i-th group,

11.602x 10-"' Y (p_ / p), Ej (D(Ej) (I /CM),
I I 1 (2) NF the number of fissions.
F NF
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Exposure rates from Fission Products After the Table FP nuclides in ORIGEN2 databases,
Termination of Initial Power Burst sixty short-lived FP nuchdcs having large contribution to

Figure 4 shows results of re-evaluation. The ex- total photon yieldjust after fission:
0.5382 photon/s/fission.

perimental data are averaged and divided by the num- D.t. fr.. JENDLJFPD-00 Status of ORIGEW2 database'

ber of fissions in the initial power burst. It is con- Ind.p.n- Photon yield Original Updated
finned that the re-evaluated exposure rates using the N-Ii , fi d-.nt Hell- E..h Cum

d _M life nuclide C.ntri Wm
yield. W photon/s b.ti.n ... in Decay Pholon Decay Ph.t.nf .".) b.ti

updated ORIGEN2 databases well reproduce the ex ission) 1%)

periments while the exposure rates based on the Sr-97 0.0197 0.43 0.0520 9.66 9.66 indclud.d N/A included included

original databases are very small. This is because S,-96 0.0370 1.06 0.0372 6.91 25.05 indcluded NIA included included

many FP nuclides havin large contribution to the I I C,Rb-95 O.OD81 3 0.0223 4.15 33.49 included NIA included included
Zr-99 0.0327 2 .0202 3.7: 37.25 inc:ud:d NIA inc:uded inc:ud:dphoton yield are newly added in the photon database, Rb-96 0.0020 0.120 0. 0159 2.9 40.20 inc ud d N/A ic ud:d I udd

1. nc, lu

as listed in Table 1. The updated databases are, there- Cs-142 0.0223 1.770 0.0156 2.91 43.11 included NIA included Inc ded
Y-99 0.0202 4 0.0148 2.76 45.87 included NIA Iud d nclud'd

fore, valid for evaluating photon yields ftom S,-99 0.0035 0.27 0. 01448 2,71 4:'62 included NIA 1.,,uded in dd
K,-92 0.0169 1. 84 0.012 2. 30 1 93 included included Iud.d in clud.d

short-lived FP nuclides. Y-98 0.0073 0. 55 0. oil '. 2. N12 included N/A included included
Rb-94 0.0157 2.70 0.0113 2.II0 55 .23 iZ.d:d included i..:ud:d inn.:uud:d
Sr-98 0.0068 0. 65 0.0109 2. 03 57,26 inc ud d N/A in ud d c d d
X.441 0.0131 1. 73 0.0094 1.75 2.07 inc:.d:d N/A included included

10-11 6 Rb-97 0.0008 0.17 0.0079 1.47 6 4 inc,ud.d N/A inc ud d innc:uded
Y-101 0.0040 0.45 0.0074 1.37 61.84 inc d d NIA I:u d:d I . ud.d
Zr-1101 0.0264 2.30 0.0066 1.23 63.07 included included included included

C B.446 0.0098 2.22 0.0064 1.20 64.27 included NIA included included
Kr-93 0.0052 1.29 0.0061 1.13 65.40 included N/A included included

U) 1 011 6 .... . ............................ ............................ C.443 0.0143 ,.77 0.0058 1.07 66.47 included N/A included included
2 Nb-1103 0.0162 1.50 0.0057 1.07 67.54 included N/A included included

M Kr-94 0.0022 0.21 0.0053 0.98 69.56 included N/A included included

Kr-91 0.0318 8.57 0.0052 0.97 70.54 included N/A included included
co 7 ................... In-130 0. 009 0,:052 0.97 71. 1inc:uddedd included in.:uded included

.......... ................................. ................... 0 022 2I 0-1 1-140 .86 .051 .94 72.54 1nc u N/A in.ud d included

EWA_
Br-90 0.0066 1.92 0.0040 0.88 75.16 included N/A included included
Zr-102 0.0208 2.90 0.0043 0.81 75.97 included NIA included included

1 o- Based on ORIGEN2 updated databas4 . .... .. Rb-93 0. 308 5.84 0.0043 0.79 76.76 included N/A included included
X 3s 04) Based on ORIGEN2 original database Ba-1145 0.0179 4.31 0.0042 0.78 77.54 included N/A included included
CL Xe-134m 0.0006 0.29 0.0039 0.72 78.26 included included included included

SILL O Experimental W
Y-102 0.0026 0.90 0.0036 0.67 79.63 included N/A included included

1 0- 9 J ZMOO 0.0524 7.10 0.0035 0.65 80.28 included N/A included included
-1 0 1 102 Y-100 0. 0013 0.74 0.0031 0.58 80.86 included NIA included included

10 10 10 Ba-1143 0.0381 14'33 0. 030 0.56 :1.42 innc:ud:dd N/A included included

Lapse of time after initial burst (s) La-148 0.0025 1.05 C, .: 030 0.56 .97 1 cud NIA inc:ud:dd inc:uded
Br-91 0.0024 0. '4 0.0027 0.49 82 .47 included N/A I.. ud inc ud d

.9 C,

Fig.4 Results of re-evaluation of exposure rates Xe-140 0.0357 113,60 0.0027 0.49 82 96 inc:udd:d NIA included inc,,d d
Cs-1144 0.0035 00 0.0026 0.47 83." I c u d NIA in d.d inc d'd

from FPs after the termination of initial power burst. Sb-1137 0.0005 0.14 O.:025 0.47 9. includ d NIA included InCI.d d
S.-88 0.0033 3 0. 024 45 4,35 Inel uded NIA i d.d i.Iud d
Br-89 0.0121 4.40 M024 0. 44 84.80 Included NIA In clud.d Included

However, there remains a problem found in the 62-87 0.0002 0.07 0.0023 0.43 85.67 included NIA included included

present re-evaluation. The re-evaluated exposure rates X.4412 0.0044 1.24 0.0023 0.43 86.10 included NIA included included

S.-87 0.0071 5 85 O.:02,1 0.40 86.92 included NIA inc:udded ic:udedare slightly smaller than those by experiments, as Nb-l 01 0.0188 7',0 0. 02 C.3 87.30 included M. inc d in uded

shown in Fig.4. This is because 33 isomers have not As-88 0.0003 0.16 0.0020 0.38 88.05 included NIA inc:ud:d in2ud:dd

been still taken into account in the databases although T.-135 0.0312 19.00 0.0020 0.37 88.43 included included I.. ud d i c ud
Nb.100m 0.0030 2.99 0.0020 0.36 88.79 included N/A included included

they are included in JENDL/FPD-00.9) In particular, 1-139 0.0097 2.29 0.0019 G.3S 89.14 included N/A included included
14 93.y, 96.y, 97my, 98my, 100my, 1-138 :.0153 6.49 0.0019 0.35 89.48 included included included included

such isomers as 'As, ,,Kr-90 . 448 32.32 0.0017 0.31 89.79 included included included included

102mNb, 104fflNb, 128mIn, 146mLa, have relatively large

contribution to the photon yield, as listed in Table 1. a. data from JNDC 2nd version.'7)
The contribution of them is about 18% of the total b. N/A: not available.
photon yield just after fission (zero cooling time). To
attain better accuracy, further modification is needed

on handling those isomers.

4.2Exposures for the Duration of Initial Power For the prompt-neutron dynamic eigen-value cal-

Burst culation (ACODE), the exposure is slightly smaller

than that by the KCODE calculation, but the differ-

Table 2 lists results of re-evaluation. It is found ence is in the range of the standard deviations of cal-

that there is little difference in the exposures by the culation. It had been confirmed that there were not

static eigen-value calculations (KCODE) between the significant differences in the neutron and photon en-

JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3.2 libraries. The discrepancy ergy spectra between the ACODE and KCODE calcu-

in the exposure between the calculation and measure- rations .3) The result of re-evaluation is consistent with

ment is 6, which is the same range of the experi- this point.

mental uncertainty described in Sec.2.
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Conf Nuclear Criticality Safety (ICNC'99),
Table 2 Results of re-evaluation of exposure for the Versailles, France, September 20-24, 1999,

duration of initial power burst. V01.11, .900 (1999).

JENDL Mode Exposure per fission C/E 2) H. Yanagisawa, A. Ohno, E. Aizawa,
version (C/kg/fission� "Determination of Gamma-Ray Exposure Rate

3.2a KCODE (6.70± 0.05)XjVv b 0.940 from Short-Lived Fission Products under

3.3 KCODE (6.68±0.Wx%�9 0.937 Criticality Accident Conditions," J Nucl. ScL
ACODE (6.64±0.05)x0"� 0.931 Technol., 39[5], 499 2002).

a. Ref 1 8. 3) H. Yanagisawa, Study on Evaluation of Power
b. cited from ReQ, Histories and Photon Exposure Rates during

calculated by the MCNP version 4B code. 19) Reactivity-Initiated Power Burst Experiments for
a Solution Fuel System, D. Eng. Dissertation,
Nagoya Univ., Grad. School of Eng., Japan

5. Conclusion (2002) [in Japanese].
4) H. Sono, H. Yanagisawa, A. Ohno, et a,

To validate the latest JENDL series nuclear struc- "Measurement of Neutron and Gamma-Ray Ab-
ture data and nuclear data files, the re-evaluation was sorbed Doses under Criticality Accident Condi-
carried out on the y-ray exposure rates during reactiv- tions at TRACY Using Tissue-Equivalent Do-
ity-initiated power burst experiments performed in the simeters," Nucl. ScL Eng., 139, 209 2001).
Transient Experiment Critical Facility. 5) H. Yanagisawa, K. Nakajima, A. Ohno, et al.,

For exposure rates contributed by fission products "Evaluation of Photon Shielding Capability for
(FPs), aggregate FP photon yields after the termina- Epithermal Neutron Detection during Reactiv-
tion of initial power burst were calculated by using the ity-Initiated Power Burst Experiments," J Nucl.
ORIGEN2 code together with updated decay and Sci. Technol., 39[7], 800 2002).
photon databases based on the JENDL FP Decay Data 6) K. Nakajima, H. Yanagisawa, Y. Miyoshi,
File 2000. As results of the photon transport calcula- Measurements of Power Profile in TRACY Su-
tions using the photon yield as a fixed source, the percritical Experiment by Detecting Epithermal
re-evaluated exposure rates were in good agreement Neutrons, JAERI-Tech 2003-028, Japan Atomic
with the measurements. It was also indicated that the Energy Research Institute 2003) [in Japanese].
further improvement on handling some isomers in the 7) A. G. Croff, "ORIGEN2 A Versatile Computer
ORIGEN2 calculation is needed for better accuracy. Code for Calculating the Nuclide Compositions

The y-ray exposure for the duration of initial burst and Characteristics of Nuclear Materials," Nucl.
contributed by neutron-induced reactions, such as fis- Technol., 62, 335 1983).
sion and neutron capture, was also re-evaluated using 8) J. Katakura, T. Yoshida, K. Oyamatsu, et al.,
the JENDL-3.3 nuclear data library. The re-evaluation JENDL P Decay Data File 2000, JAERI 1343,
indicated that there is little difference in the exposures Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute 200 1).
by the neutron-photon combined transport calculations 9) J. Katakura, H. Yanagisawa, Photon and Decay
between the JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3.2 libraries. Data Libraries for ORIGEN2 Code Based on
There is also found to be not significant difference in JENDL P Decay Data File 2000, JAERI-
the exposures between the static and prompt-neutron Data/Code 2002-021, Japan Atomic Energy Re-
dynamic eigen-value calculations. search Institute 2002).

10) K. Shibata, T. Kawano, T. Nakagawa, et al.,

Acknowledgernents "Japanese Evaluated Nuclear Data Library Ver-
sion 3 Revision-3: JENDL-3.3, J Nucl. Sci.

The authors would like to acknowledge Dr. Y. Technol., 39[11], 1125 2002).
Suzuki, Dept of Safety Research Technical Support, 11) J. F. Briesmeister ed., MCNPT" -A General
JAERI, for his encouragement to the present work. Monte Carlo N-Parlicle Transport Code Version
Thanks are also due to Dr. T. Fukahori, Nuclear Data 4C, LA-13709-M, Los Alamos National Labo-
Center, JAERI, for his support to the MCNP calcula- ratory, 2000).
tions using the JENDL-3.3 library. 12) Japanese Standards Association, JIS (Japanese

Industrial Standards) Handbook, 1997), [in
Japanese].
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IMermal-hydraulics Analysis of Thermal Mock up Test for JCO Precipitation Vessel

Using a -FLOW Code System

Shouichi WATANABE', Fjyoshi OKUBO, Ymhinori M[YOSIU
Japan A wnuc iterV Resea rch Inowe, Taka i-nutra, Naka -ffl� M rak 31 9-11 95 Japan

In the criticality accident occurred in the JCO Tokai plant, a significant power level in the plateau
part covering about 20-hour duration continued following the initial-burst power. In order to repro-
duce the thermal characteristics of the plateau part, a mock-up device was made. A series of
power-tracking tests had been performed to estimate the amount of water evaporation and the solution
temperature change by changing the power of electric heaters.

Based on the experimental data of the power-tracking test on the JCO precipitation vessel, a series
of thermal-hydraulics analyses in the plateau part was performed using a -FLOW code system. As-
suming a beat transfer coefficient at outer surface of te vessel, two-dimensional calculations were
performed, and the calculated solution temperatures and the outlet temperature of the cooling-water
were reproduced the measured value within 35 C

KEYWORDS: JCOprecpdoon ves* cnbcaldyawden4 platt=paA thennalchamdensfts, mook up,
pmvv4addng AA dwmw1-hy&mdics analysis, -FLOW

1. Introduction inner diameters of the hole and the funnel were 83
mm and 46 mm, respectively. The solution volume 43

In the criticality accident occurred in the uranium L was determined so that the heat capacity of the so-
processing plant, a significant power level in the pla- lution was the same as that of the JCO precipitation
teau period covering about 20-hour duration contin- vessel, considering a difference of specific heat be-
ued following the initial-burst power, as was ob-
served from the power recorded by the gamma-ray
area monitors in the JCO Tokai plant!) In order to 180
reproduce the thermal characteristics of the plateau-
period, a mock-up device was made. A series of 450
power-tracking tests was performed to estimate the
amount of water evaporation and the solution tem- Agitator

X
perature change by changing the power of electric
heaters based on the observed data of the JCO Xi..
gamma-ray area monitor.2) Based on the experimental Electric heater
data of the water flow rate of the cooling-water jacket,
initially equilibrium solution temperature, etc., a se-
ries of thermal-hydraulics analyses in the plateau A-A'Cross section
period was performed using thermal-hydraulics Funnel

3)analysis-code a-FLOW for general purpose use. Hand hole
Analysis results, such as heat balances, tempera- (83 LD.)
ture distributions, etc. were compared with the ex-
perimental values. 450 b 3

2. Mock-up Device Coolant outlet 22(innerwift)

Figure. I shows a major part of mock-up of the Posi tion

JCO precipitation vessel made of stainless steel. The 'High - ----------- X-vessel to which a cooling-water jacket and an agitator 4-,Middle ------- 4 X.
were attached, mocked up dimensions and configura- . 120
tions of the major part of the JCO precipitation vessel. Bottom - --------- LA--E AI T IF
The solution (water) in the vessel was heated by 3 X Thermocouple position , U,

i Dimensions mmelectric heaters with l5kW (5kW X 3 of maximum Coolant inlet

capacity. A funnel was inserted in a hand hole. The Fig. I Mock-up of JCO Precipitation Vessel

Corresponding author, Tel. 81-29-282-6742, Fax. 81-29-282-6798, E-mail: watanabe�melody.tokaijaeri.gojp
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tween water and uranyl-nitrate solution. The solution 2 kW and the solution temperature 90 was as-
dimensions were 45cm in diameter and 31 cm in sumed to be in equilibrium which corresponded to
height. Typical thermocouple positions in the solution initial reactivity, and following test was performed:
and the cooling- water were as follows: as shown in (1) The initial condition of the test was made. The
the figure, thermocouples located vertically at "high", solution was heated at a stretch by maximum
,'middle" and 'bottom" positions, and the three for heater power from room-temperature to the target
each vertical position were arranged to measure the solution temperature, then the heater power was
solution temperatures. Two thermocouples located at set to be 2 kW, and the steady state was attained by
"middle" position to measure the outer surface tem- adjusting the flow rate in which 45 hours were
peratures of the vessel. spent.

The heater power was controlled by a personal (2) Starting from the above condition (1) and using
computer. so as to reproduce the observed power pro- the power profile of the JCO gamma-ray area
file. Both solution temperature and solution height monitor, a power-tracking test in the plateau part
which was reduced by water evaporation flowing out was performed for 17 hours in order to measure
through the hand hole were measured continuously. the amount of water evaporation and the solution
Flow rate and inlet temperature of the cooling-water temperature change. Then, te test was continued
were fixed at constant values. The agitator was not for additional 3 hours after the cooling-water
operated in the experiment reported in this paper. circulation was stopped.

3. Power TracMng Test 3.3 Experimental Result
Figure 2 shows temperature changes with time for

3.1 Experimental Condition all the measurement positions in te solution and the
The experiment was performed based on following cooling-water. As shown in Fig. 1, three thermocou-

observed data by the JCO gamma-ray area monitor: ples were arranged for each vertical position. Tm-
beginning of the plateau part at 11:00 on September perature discrepancy among the three was found to
30, 1999, stop of the cooling water circulation at 330 be -0.5'C for the solution, and -0.2'C for the cool-
on the next day, and cease of the accident at 615 on ing-water. It was regarded that the temperature
the next day.') Based on the observed power profile change in circumferential direction of the vessel was
and other information of the accident, following ex- small, and two-dimensional geometry (R-Z) was ap-
perimental conditions were set up: plied in the analysis calculation mentioned later.

(1) The burst of the observed power became stable at 100
Water flow rate 024 Umin :OL/min11:00, and the power level was estimated to be

about 2kW. Therefore, equilibrium solution tem- 90 Solution at "High"

perature and the same power were assumed as ini- Solution at Middle-
80 Cooling water at "Hio"

tial condition of the experiment. Cooling water at"Middle"

(2) Although piping of the cooling-water system of , 70
the JCO precipitation vessel was fractured in order
to cease criticality at 330 on the next day, the a- 60

ter in the cooling-water jacket was not drained be-
E 50cause the piping had risen on the way. Therefore,

the cooling-water circulation was stopped without 40 - Solution at "Bottom"

draining water in the experiment Cooling water at"Bottom

(3) The condition of the cooling-water of the JCO 30

precipitation vessel was unknown. Therefore, the
cooling-water flow rate was determined paramet- 20 . . . . . . . ... .

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
rically and the inlet temperature was assumed to be Elapsed time in plateau part (hr)

about 25 T in the experiment. Fig. 2 Temperatures for each measurement point

3.2 Expeirimental Method Figure 3 shows the solution temperature changes
A series of simulation tests of thermal characteris- with time at the high, the middle and the bottom po-

tic bad been performed covering the plateau part by sitions and that of the outlet position of te cool-
changing electric-heater power based on one-point ing-water. Both the initial temperatures at the high

2)
approximation of nuclear kinetics equation It was and the middle position were 90 C, and reduced to
estimated that the initial reactivity of the precipitation -57 just before the cooling-water flow stopped.
vessel was about 25 dollars, which corresponded to On the other hand, the temperature at the bot-
the cooling-water flow rate of 024 L/min. Based on tom-position in the plateau part was kept at about 28
the result, the power-tracking test was performed for 'C. The amount of the water evaporation was about
the case of 25 dollars with the cooling-water flow 2.3 L.
rate. As an initial condition, power level was set to be
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100 5.0 vessel, Toom: room temperature(K), S: heat transfer
0.24 L/min OL/min (M).

area90 Soluton temp. at High- 4.5
Solution temp. at Middle! As for the value of S, the outer-surface area of the

80 Coolin"ater temp. 4.0 2 side wall 046 was used because the amount ofoutlet
70 3.5 heat transfer of the side wall was assumed to be much

60 3.0 greater than that of the bottom part. The heat transfer

50 2.5 coefficient H was given as time-dependent input for
the calculation mentioned later.

Hester power
40 2.0 Zo The temperature T, the heat removal by the room

30 Solution tem at Bottom 1.5 air circulation and the heat transfer coefficient H with

20 1.0 time are shown in Fig. 5. H value ranged from 25 to
(W/M2/y13

10 0.5
100 4.0

0 _J 0.0 0.24 min L/min -

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 f6 t8 20 90 3.5
Elapsed time in plateau part(hr)

80 emp. at outer

Fig. 3 Mmffed Thre e and Heater Power iddle'pos. 3.0
7

E 
Heat balance for the tracking test was estimated. 2.5S 60

The total heater power was balanced with heat
50 2.0

removals by the cooling-water, the room air circula- E

tion at outer surface of the vessel and the water .3 40 Heat transfer oef. 1.5

evaporation. he removal heat by the cooling water 30 Heat removal at outer

and the evaporation were estimated directly. As surface of 1.0

shown in Fig. 3 the heat removal at the surface was 20

significant due to the small flow rate of the cooling 10 0.5

water 0.24 Umin). In the beginning of plateau part, 0 . . . . . . . .... J 0.0
the percentages of the amounts of the heat removals 0 246810121416 1 20

Elapsed time in plateu part(hr)

by the cooling-water, the room air circulation and the
evaporation are estimated to be about 53, 35 and Fig 5 Heat trarider Coefficient at Outer Sur&ce of Vessel

2.5 Water flow rate 024 Umin 0 Umin 4. Thermal-hydraulics Analysis

2.0 A series of thermal-hydraulics analyses in the pla-I (Electric heater)
teau part was performed using thermal-hydraulics

analysis-code a -FLOW in which the incompressi-
1.5 ble-fluid analysis module coupled with the

heat-conduction analysis module of the code system
0 oo ng water was applied. Analysis results, such as heat balances,0-1.0

temperature distributions, etc. were compared with
the experimental values.

omarcrcuat n
0.5

orat o 4.1 Analytical Model
The geometry for the analytical calculation is

0.00 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 shown in Fig.6, and had following features:
Elapsed time in plateau part (hr) (1) A two-dimensional (R-Z) cylinder coordinate

Fig. 4 Measured Heat Balance system was considered, while one mesh for 030
deg. sector in the circumferential direction. The

12 for the total heater power, respectively. The mesh division numbers were 63 for radial direction
evaporation also continued at lower temperature, al- and 59 for axial direction.
though the amount was very small. (2) The cooling-water jacket, heaters and the solution

part of the precipitation vessel were considered in

It was assumed that the heat transferred the geometry. The inlet position of the cool-

quasi-static in the plateau part. As typical value, fol-
lowing beat transfer coefficient H (W/M2 /K) at the

outer surface of the vessel was defined: Concerning the temperature difference between upper

H=(Qh- Q�- Qdl(T..,- T.)IS (1) and iddle part of the vessel surface, the uncertainty
where, Qh: heater power (W), Qc: heat removal by of the H value was estimated to be - ±10%, which
cooling-water (W), Q,: heat removal by evaporation corresponded to the 12 'IC of the solution tempera-
(W) T, temperature (K) at the outer surface of the ture change.
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ing-water was set to be at the bottom of the vessel input data. Te beat removal by the cooling-water
for simplification. was evaluated from the inlet- and outlet- tempera-

(3) A ring-shaped heat source located at the heater tures, ad the flow rate of the cooling-water. The
position. The heat generation rate was determined heat removal at the outer surface of the vessel was
so as to balance with the total beater power. derived from the heat balance.

(4) The heat transfer coefficient at outer surface of The calculated heat removal by the cool-
the vessel was used in the model. ing-water was about 7 15 % smaller than te

(5) The heat removal by the water evaporation was measured at the beginning and the end of the
considered at the upper surface of the solution, and
the solution eight was kept constant. 2.5

Water flow rate 024 L/min 0 Urnin

2 2 
2 

k . .. . .. . ...... 2 .0
3 B. 9 T a I Electric heater)

112 I K 11 i Water
ouI et

Heat removal by
evaporation �i 1.5

3 3 9

...... ----- - oo ng water
0

.0

--- ---- Solu ion (water
Heat n

conduction 0.5
1111 I IIIIH

eater---
0.0

Heat 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
removal Elapsed time in plateau part (hr)

at outer
I HIM ---- surface Fig. 7 Comparison of Calculated

and Measured Heat Balance

plateau part. Similarly, the calculated heat removal
9. 

by the room air circulation was about 10-20 
larger than the measured at the beginning and the
end of the plateau part. On the other hand, the cal-

3 9 culated heat removals by the cooling-water and by
the room air circulation reproduced the measuredLEI
values at the middle of the plateau part.

Va t a r n I a t UnIt: co (2) Temperature changes with time

Fig. 6 Two-Dimensional Calculation Model Temperature changes of the solution at the high,

100
0.24 L/min DL/min

4.2 Calculation method and condition 90 Solution at "High" (calc)

The initial condition of the plateau part was made Solution at -Middle" (�alc)

after steady state calculation with constant inlet tem- 80

perature, heater power and cooling-water flow. Cal-
culation conditions of the plateau part are summa- 70

rized as follows:
Inlet temperature of cooling water; 23.5 C, 20 60 Cooling water a

01 (Ca1c.)
ECooling-water flow rate; 0.24 L/min, 0

Room temperature; 21.5 C, l- 50

Initial heater power; 2.0 kW. 40

Solution at "Bottom" (calc.)
: AZ

Inputs of the heater power and the heat removal by 30

water evaporation were given as time dependent val-
ues based on the measurement. 20

0 2 4 6 8 1 0 2 14 16 1 20

4.3 Analytical result Elapsed time in plateau part (hr)

(1) Heat balance Fig. Comparison of Calculated and
The heat generation and the amounts of the heat Measured Temperature
removals with time are shown in Fig. 7 Both the the middle and the bottom position and that of the
measured data of the heater power and the heat outlet position of the cooling-water are shown in Fig.
removal by the water evaporation were given as 8. The calculated temperatures of the high and the
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Average, 86.5 C Average, 53.6 C Average; 513'C

Fig. 9 Temperature and Flow-Velocity Distribution

middle position reproduced the measured values at mal-hydraulics analyses in the plateau part was per-
the beginning and the end of the plateau part, while formed using Ce -FLOW code. Calculated tempera-
they were 'larger about 3 T by the maximum than tures by the two-dimensional analysis of the test al-
that of the measured at the middle of the plateau part. most agreed with the measured value, and are sum-
The calculated solution temperature of the bottom marized as follows:
position reproduced the measured values. On the (1) The calculated solution temperature and the outlet
other hand, the calculated outlet-temperature of the temperature of the cooling-water were reproduced
cooling water was smaller about by the the measured value within 3'C and 5C, respec-
maximum at the beginning and the end of the plateau tively.
part, while it was almost the same as the measured at (2) The calculated temperatures changed with time
the middle of the plateau part. more gradually compared with the measured tem-

As a whole, the tendency was shown that the cal- peratures.
culated temperatures changed with time more gradu-
ally than the measured values. Further analysis is advanced on the basis of the
(3) Tmperature and flow-velocity distribution analytical result, considering the typical value of the

Figure. 9 shows the temperature and flow-velocity heat transfer coefficient at the surface of the vessel
distributions at the beginning of the plateau part, and and a three-dimensional calculation model.
before- and after- the cooling-water flow stop. The
low-temperature solution stagnated and caused the References
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Comparative Neutron and Gamma-ray Dosimetry of
JCO and SAROV Accidents Using FETCH

A. K Ziver, C. C Pain, M. D. Eaton, A. Umpleby, C. R. E. de Oliveira, A. J. H. Goddard and D. N. Simister+
Imperial College ofScience, Technology and Medicine, Computational Physics and Geophysics,

Earth Science and Engineering, Prince Consort Road, London, United Kingdom.
Health and Safety Executive, Nuclear Safety Directorate, St. Peter House,

Balliol Road, Bootle, Merseyside, L20 3LZ United Kingdom.

This research is aimed to assist UK's Health and Safety Executive (HSE) in interpreting the principles of radio-
logical protection for practical situations through the application of the transient criticality code FETCH. Two
particular 'measures' were taken for investigation, namely the neutron/gamma ray dose ratio in any resulting
field, and the impact of such a ratio on post-accident dosimetry (in particular the sensitivity of Na whole body
average activation to neutron/gamma ratio) - with corresponding yields from criticality accidents. These meas-
ures have been investigated with the aid of two criticality accidents; the JCO accident in which criticality was
achieved in a thermalised system, and the SAROV accident which represents criticality occurring in a fast sys-
tem, dominated by high energy neutrons. Modeling of both criticality accidents has been carried out using the
finite element deterministic models to represent the geometrical arrangements, which demonstrate the use of
novel numerical techniques to tackle this type of complex problems. The deterministic methods used are based
on the time-dependent solution of the particle transport equation coupled with the ray tracing method, which are
implemented in FETCH suite of codes in order to provide a rapid tool to calculate exposure rates. The coupling
of FETCH has been established with the European Activation Code System (EASY), FISPACT. Results from our
calculations are presented with comparisons against other work in order to highlight similarities and differences
in the framework of dosimetry data and methods used.

KEYWORDS. Transient Criticality Dosimetry, JCO and SARO VA ccidents, Deterministic
Methods, Neutron Activation Calculations

1. Introduction pletely different neutron spectra: the JCO having a
well moderated (thermalised) system, and the SAROV

Imperial College has obtained encouraging consis- having a fast spectrum dominated by high-energy
tency between worker dosimetry and doses inferred neutrons.
from FETCH modeling in association with ICRU flu- We have modeled both accidents using the fite
ence to dose data' for the jCO2 accident. The purpose element transport theory code FETCH and carried out
of the present paper is to compare and extend our pre- calculations to determine both neutron and gamma
vious findings to those obtained against the SAROV ray doses. Post-accident dosimetry calculations have
accidene. 4SE has supported this work in order to been performed to determine activations inside the
assist employers in developing their contingency plans body of workers due to neutron-induced reactions
in the event of radiation accident, in particular this using the FISPACT code. These are 24 Na in blood and
work provides guidance on estimating total fission 32p in urine. Additionally, gold and indiurn activations
yield and likely doses from workplace measurements arising from (ngamma) reaction have been calculated.
based upon activation of personal samples. Both neu- We have compared our results to those measured and
tron and gamma-ray dosimetry have been calculated calculated using other methods.
together with neutron-induced post-accident acti- Two particular 'indicators' are proposed for inves-
vations. The latter has been perfori-ned using the tigation, namely the neutron/gamma ray ratio in
FISPACT 4 code with the neutron spectra obtained any resulting field, and the impact of such a ratio on
from the FETCH code representing various part of the I? st-accident dosimetry (in particular the sensitivity of
body. The numerical modeling was performed using Na whole body average activation to neutron/gamma
finite element grids in R-Z geometry. ratio) - with corresponding yields from criticality ac-

The JCO criticality accident occurred in 1999 in cidents. These are investigated with the aid of the two
Japan, and the SAROV incident in Russia in 1997. criticality accidents, which can be used as bench-
Both accidents were due to violations of safety provi- marks.
sions by workers. The first took place in a fuel proc- In the remainder of this paper, we give an overview
essing plant and the second was at an experimental of the radiation transport and activation calculations
facility. We have chosen these two incidents to model performed followed by results and conclusions.
as they represent critical configurations having corn-

Corresponding author, Tel. 44-20-7594-932 1, Fax. 44-20-7594-934 1, E-mail: a.k.ziver�imperial.ac.uk
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2. Fluence Calculation Method it governs the reaction rate at r. The net neutron cur-

2.1 Theoretical Background rent in the direction n and at r is 2 fQ.n �- (rQEt)
dQ.

The numerical methods used to model the critical-
5 In calculating doses at the time of the criticality

ity accidents are based on the EVENT module of the event, steady-state neutron sources are used in the
FETCH code, which solves the coupled neutron and coupled neutron and gamma-ray formulation, which
gamma ray radiation transport problem using the finite can be defined when Kff equals to unity and the neu-
element formulation based on the second order tron flux is time-independent. The fission spectrum is
even-parity form of the Boltzmann transport equation. used to present the energy dependence of neutrons in
Neutron interactions 6 were represented using the the criticality incidents. Interested reader should refer
multi-group BUGLE cross section library in a 47 to reference (5) for a detailed description of the for-
neutron and 20 gamma-ray energy groups in which mulation of the neutron transport equation imple-
neutron scattering were represented in P5 spherical mented in EVENT.
harmonics approximation.

In the numerical models representing the critical 2.1.2 Calculation of Gamma-ray Fluxes
configurations used in FETCH, the neutron and The gamma-ray fluxes are calculated using the
gamma-ray fluxes have been approximated with a P5 same formulation of the transport equation formulated
angular (spherical harmonics) expansion. The spatial for neutrons but, replacing neutron interactions with
discretisation is based on four-node quadrilateral ele- those of gamma-rays. The sources are due to prompt
ments. In order to calculate radiation levels around the and secondary gamma-rays. The foriner are those
models (at workers positions), we have applied the which are emitted simultaneously during the fission

7
'Ray Tracing' technique ,which is implemented as a process and have been extensively studied for the ura-
separate module in EVENT. The pixels representing nium systems. For the purposes of this study, an em-
the position of various parts of the human body have pirical formula for the prompt gamma-ray spectrum
been modeled to calculate doses to various organs. In has been employed. The midpoint of the energy
summary, the steps below outline the basic work per- bounds for the gamma-ray cross-sections (taken from
formed: the BUGLE library) was used to calculate the prompt
- Determine neutron fluxes by solving gamma spectrum. The empirical formula is given be-

time-dependent transport equation for the two low:

over-critical systems representing the criticality 6.6 gamma-rays/fission-MeV O.I<E<0.6 MeV
accidents over a time interval. 2.0 exp(-1.78E) 0.6<E<1.5 MeV

- Determine gamma-ray fluxes arising from prompt 7.2 exp(-1.09E) 1.5<E<10.5 MeV
gammas (fission gamma-rays) and the secondary Contributions from secondary gamma rays are in-
gamma rays by performing transport calculations cluded by introducing an additional source term to
using a fixed source. take into account contributions arising from

- Use ray-tracing technique to determine neutron (ngamma) reactions. With this source term,
and gamma-ray fluxes at the pixels representing gamma-ray transport equations for each energy group
the various organs in the body. form a coupled system of equations, which are solved

- Convert the energy integrated fluxes to neutron using FETCH to determine fluxes at each finite ele-
and gamma-ray doses using the flux-to-dose con- ment grid points.
version factors.

2.1.1 Calculation of Neutron Fluxes 2.2 Dose Calculations Using the Ray Tracing
The neutron and gamma-ray fluences are calcu-

The time-dependent Bolzmann transport equation lated starting from an eigenvalue calculation repre-
for neutron angular flux T(r,.QEt) is determined from senting an over-critical system followed by a fixed
the canonical or parity form of the Boltzmann trans- source calculation. In the latter, contributions from the
port equation equations, which consists of the coupled secondary gamma-rays are included, which provide a
pair of first-order even and odd parity equations pre- framework for the coupled neutron/gamma calcula-
sented below. tions. About 2 excess reactivity is used in our models

I a4 + C S+- 0. W- of criticality accidents. To calculate exposures at the
V t- (1) positions of interest (Hands, Head, Upper torso,

-VO +GY =--Q.vy+ Lower torso, Upper legs and Lower legs) using the ray
v T- tracing method, each position is represented as a pixel

where y = WQ ± Q)]/2 , S± = S(Q ± for each part of the organ. For the purposes of present

S(-Q)]/2 and C and G are the even and odd-parity calculations pixels were filled with air. The ray tracing
components of the angular flux, the distributed source ' method is applied in the void surrounding the assem-
collision and leakage operators respectively. The neu- blies to determine the mean group flux values at each

tron scalar flux at position r is f y(rQEt) d12 and of the pixels. The flux values were divided by the total
fission rate at each position. This provided calibration
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of the results to match the fission rate F(t) of the acci- In order to show the physics differences in models,
dent. The scalar fluxes at position P and at a given we present firstly calculated neutron and gamma ray
time t into the transient is given by: spectra at two pixels (hands and lower torso) in Figs. 3

(DI(P) and 4 which show a thermalised (a soft) and not
(D(tP) = F(t) -. (2) thermalised (a hard) spectra neutrons. This property of

F neutron spectra is very important, which affects dose
where, and activation levels. The gamma-ray spectra pre-

sented in Figs and 6 also show differences between
F fdE fdP a f O P) - fdP CT f (p)(P (P) the two incidents the JCO had more high-energy

E P P 9 gmma-,ays compared to SAROV.
In this way, the time variation of neutron fluxes at In the JCO accident neutrons are moderated due to
each pixel position P can be calculated. The flux val- the presence of the water jacket of the tank and in the
ues are finally integrated over time to calculate the uranyl nitrate fissile solution itself inside the tank.
fluence at each point. The fluence at the start of acci- Fig.3 shows that neutrons seen by the lower torso are
dent up to time T is thus calculated from: of lower energies than for the hands. This is due to the

T presence of the water jacket. The calculated neutron
( P f D ( t, 11 ) dt (3) and gamma-ray spectra are similar to that shown in

0 reference 3).
The mthod of calibrating te time-dependent

fluxes is widely used as described in Hetricks. Con- 101,
version factors CF were used to calculate the physical
dose D in Grays (=J/kg) to various organs in the re- 10,�
gion of the pixels from these points using:

D fCF(DdE (4)
E 10'

---- h.1d.
The above equation is used doses from neutrons and
gammas using the conversion factors from ICRU 57. 107

Predictions have been made using the burst of
4.OE+ 16 for JCO and 2.OE+ 6 fissions for SAROV. lo, lo, 10, 10, lo,

E-gy (eV)

3. Results Fig. 3 The Neutron Spectra for the JCO at hands and

3.1 Neutron and Gamma-ray Spectra lower torso calculated using FETCH.

We present the principal results from dose and ac-
tivation calculations for JCO and SAROV accidents.
The finite element geometrical modeling of incidents
is shown in Figs. I and 2.

lo-

10'
1- tm

----hwids

:e

0

o
01

lo- 10 le lo' lo' W

E-rgy (V)

Fig. 4 The Neutron Spectra for the SAROV at hands
and lower torso calculated using FETCH.

3.2 Neutron and Gamma-ray Dose Predictions
The dose predictions have been performed for the

Fig.]. Schematic of JCO Fig.2. Schematic of six pixels namely hands, head, upper body, lower body,
showing the vessel mod- Sarov experimental as- upper legs, and lower legs. Tables I and 2 give neu-

eled using FETCH (R-Z sembly showing FETCH tron and gamma-ray doses in Grays for JCO and

Geometry Model) finite element model SAROV respectively. In the case of JCO neutron
doses are an order of magnitude smaller than those

calculated for SAROV. This is due to the spectral ef-

fects presented previously. In JCO less biological
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damage can be observed because of the thermalised Table 1. Calculated neutron and gamma doses for
neutron spectrum as compared to SAROV which jC0.
shows more biological damage due to its hard spec- Pixel Organ Neutron Gamma Dose
trum (dominated by high-energy neutrons). The fact Represented Dose Dose Ratio
that worker's hands were nearer to the uranium metal (Gy E) (Gy E)
sphere in the SAROV accident explains why neutron Hands Skin 7.49 2.11 3.5
fluence is larger compared to all other pixels. Head Skin 9.07 2.52 4.0

The presence of the water in the tank and the water Upper Skin 5.91 1.70 3.5
jacket of the JCO incident results in the release of body
gamma rays from neutron capture, which increases the Upper Lungs 4.91 1.78 2.7

ratio of gamma to neutron doses. The doses listed in body
Tables I and 2 are those for incident neutrons and Lower Stomach 6.47 2.02 3.2

body
gammas. Neutrons incident in the body will result in Lower Colon 4.51 1.84 2.7
the production inside the body of secondary gamma body
rays from neutron capture. Thus a large percentage of Lower Liver 5.28 1.83 2.9
doses for incident neutrons are from these gammas body
produced in the body. The larger the part of the body Lower Skin 5.23 1.69 3.1
the greater the production of gamma rays as neutrons body
are more likely to be scattered and have their energy Upper Skin 3.09 0.95 3.2
reduced and therefore captured and produce secondary egs
gamma rays. Lower skin 0.73 0.24 3.2

legs I

101, Table 2 Calculated neutron and gamma doses for
Sarov

Pixel Organ Neutron Gamma Dose
101. Represented Dose Dose Ratio

(Gy) (Gy)
Hands Skin 40.2 0.6 67
Head Skin 16.7 0.3 56
Upper Skin 30.9 0.5 62

kmer t�

2 lo' ---- halft body
Upper Lungs 23.4 0.5 47
body

le Lower Stomach 22.4 0.4 56
EmW (eV) ; 0, -1 body

Lower Colon 14.5 0.3 48
body

Fig. The photon spectra for the JCO at hands and Lower Liver 18.0 0.3 60
lower torso calculated using FETCH. body

Lower Skin 21.6 0.3 72
body
Upper Skin 14.7 0.2 74

10. legs

Lower Skin 3.6 0.1 3 6
legs

101.

E In the JCO incident the overall worker 'N dose in
i terms of Gy Eq (Gray equivalent in gamma-rays) was
115
EL estimated as 16 and 20 Gy Eq. The dose in Gy can be

converted to Gy Eq. by multiplying with the biologi-
lo' ------------ 1�rlomo cal effectiveness (RBE) factor. The RBE was taken as

---- harKis 1.7, but it depends on the tissue (or organ), the neutron

spectrum and therefore case dependent. This estimate

I 0� ;01 EneW(eV) lo' le is consistent with the neutron doses presented in Table
1. for the JCO accident.

Estimation of doses requires a convolution of the
Fig. 6 The photon spectra for the SAROV at hands conversion coefficients for each tissue type represent-
and lower torso calculated using FETCH. ing the biological target with the energy-dependence

fluence. The conversion coefficients were obtained by
interpolating in energy the factors listed in ICRU 57.
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Figures 7 and present skin doses for neutrons for activities have been measured and being used to esti-
both accidents. Dose profile for the SAROV incident mate neutron exposure levels to the workers. Table 3
is expected to peak nearest to the uranium sphere at gives Bq/Gy for 23Na(ngamma)24Na reaction. he
the upper torso and decrease roughly with the square mass of tissue iadiated was I kg with FISPACT code.
of the distance from the center. However, doses from 32 i generated by thermal neutron activation of3lp in
the JCO accident show the highest peak in the head the 3P(ngamma) 32 P reaction and also by fast neutron
region as this position is not selded from the activation 32S in the 32S(nP)32 P reaction in urine. An
high-energy neutrons by the water jacket. attempt has been made to calculate 32p by irradiating p

using FISPACT. Results from these calculations to-
Fether with 197Au(ngamma)'"Au and

10.0! 1'In(ngarnm,)116In are presented in Table 4 and .
The half-lives of 32p, '"Au and In are 14.3 27, and
14.2 seconds respectively.

6.0. Table 3 Ratio of induced activity of 24Na to lung dose

4.0 (Grays in tissue). The activity in Bq is the number of
24Na disintegrations per second just after the workers
irradiated.

2.0

(Bq/Gy) SAROV JCOOA - .. .. .. ......
MA -100.0 _50.0 OA 50.0 Activity

Dld�kmz -(on) "Na in Neutron 8.2E+5 1.6E+7

Blood Gamma-rays
Fig. 7 The neutron skin doses for the JCO accident 'Na in Neutron 1.7E+5 1.613+7
calculated using FETCH. Blood

OA Table 4 A comparison of measured 9o and calculated
(FETCH/FISPACT route) of Na activities in blood,

OA and 32 P activity in urine of the JCO accident. Note that
32p ativity i from 11p(n, ganuna�2 P reaction at the

0.3 time of the accident

02 Cm Measurements Cakabdons Meneremeaft Calculations
Stody Rk^a/g 1115NAk "*P In Urine "P In Urine

NA] 'Nal (1141014 (13q/wo
0.1 Worker 8.2413+04 1.62E+04 202 42

A
Worker 434E+04 12.2 -

MI 0.0 -10" :to 0.0 MA B
Di�Wmkm,- (cm) Worker 1.2313+04 3.3

C

Fig. 8 The neutron skin doses for the SAROV acci-

dent calculated using FETCH. Table 5. Thermal neutron induced activities calculated

33 Neutron-induced activations using FISPACT imediately after the incidents.

Neutron-induced activation calculations can be Neutron-induced SAROV JC0
used to determine doses received by various organs. In Reactions (Bq/kg) (Bq/kg)
order to calculate activations arising in a body a com- 3 P(n, gamma) 3:zP 1 I E+05 1.213+06
plex calculational route should be used, sarting from 1V7AAu(n, gamma) 1"Au 9.013+06 3.313+09
particle transport calculations to determine the spectra
followed by activity calculations. We have used the "-'In(n, gamma) "'In 1.3E+10 I 8.7E+ 12 _J
FISPACT code package from UKAEA Culham Labo-
ratory, which has been developed as part of the fusion
reactor (JET) research programme. The code is part of 3-4 Comparisons against measurements
the EASY (European Activation System) which in- and uncertainties
corporates all the necessary nuclear data libraries to be In this section an attempt has been made to identify
applied to various systems. major uncertainties associated in our calculations in

The neutron-induced activities such as Na in the prediction of exposure rates. It is not however,
blood and "P activity in urine have been calculated intended to assess the full set of uncertainties in cal-
for both accidents and are presented in Table 3 These culations or measurements. The dominating uncertain-
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ties are due to the exact positions of workers with re- This work has demonstrated that a calculational
spect to the critical assemblies and the total fissions route has been established and validated to estimate
that actually occurred during accidents. The calculated possible worker doses from biological samples fol-
exposure rates predicted are very sensitive to these lowing a criticality accident. The results from FETCH
two effects. This can be noticed in the case of SAROV and FETCH/FISPACT can be compared against
that the hand neutron doses are well below the meas- measurements to highlight areas (or fields of study)
ured value (calculated 4OGyEq and measured that need especial attention.
170OGyEq), which indicates that positioning of hands
should be closer to the experimental configuration Acknowledgements
than what has been modelled using FETCH. The av-
erage dose rate however, to the upper part of the body We would like to thank Alan Edwards and David
for SAROV was calculated as 3GyEq, which com- Lloyd of the National Radiological Protection Board,
pare well with the measured value of 4GyEq. The Chilton, UK, for providing invaluable advice during
gamma-ray doses however, do not compare well this work and HSE for funding this work.
2.5GyEq measured and 045 GyEq calculated. This The views expressed in this paper are those of the
difference may arise from gamma-ray source term authors and not necessarily the views of the Health
uncertainties (total source strength and spectrum). We and Safety Executive.
have to point out that in our FETCH models we have
not included the fission product gamma rays. References
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Remote Disassembly of an Abnormal Multiplication System

Valerii F. BASMANOV, Sergei V. VORONTSOV, Igor V. ZIfUKOV 'Vladimir.l. IL'YTN,
Mikhail 1. KUVSHINOV, Valerii T. PUNIN, Igor G. SMIRNOV, Elena.Yu. TARASOVA,

Vladimir.l. YUFEREV, Vladislav N. YANOVSKY
Russian Federal Nuclear Center - All-Russian Scientific Research Institute of Experimental Physics
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The method of abnormal multiplying systems remote disassembling is described. This method
was worked through in actual operations as response to the nuclear accident at the RFNC-VNIIEF
criticality test facility FKBN-2M on 17 June 1997. The abnormal assembly was a sphere of 235u

(90%), surrounded by a copper reflector. The detailed information on the multiplying system
disassembly operations could be of use to the experts at other institutions when they develop
emergency response plans.

1. Introduction
It is impossible in handling of multiplication an emergency signal goes and the table with the

systems (MS) totally to eliminate the likelihood of lower MS piece on it is dropped into the down
abnormal environments that involve self-sustained position.
chain reaction (SCR).')

There may be cases where personnel cannot
come up close to abnormal MS because of the high 6
radiation level around there or because of the 7
probability of repeated SCR bursts. 1) That is why an 2
important problem today is looking for the ways of 2
remotely operating on the abnormal MS to reduce 3
its reactivity.

There is one such method developed at RFNC- 4 CC 8
VNIIEF. It allows remote disassembly of an
abnormal MS made up of individual parts. This
method was worked through in actual operations as
response to the nuclear accident at the RFNC-
VNIIEF criticality test facility FKBN-2M on 17
June 1997 1.2)

FKBN-2M is a testbench to investigate into the
nuclear physics of simple critical assemblies. 1,2,I)

The facility is located in an experimental area of
12xlOx8m size. Schematically, it is shown in fig.l. V
A test assembly is made up by two pieces. The
lower MS piece is assembled on a table that is Fig. . Scheme of FKBN-2M testbench
movable vertically up and down. The upper MS 1. Lower MS piece. 2 Support. 3 Pipe. 4 Table
piece is assembled on a carriage that can be moved (lifting of lower MS piece). 5. Cart. 6 Upper MS
horizontally and into the position over the lower piece. 7 Ring. 8. Lower support. 9 Carriage
MS piece on the table. 'Me assembly process (moving of upper MS piece)
includes consecutive stacking of the hemispherical
shells of different materials into each other, as with The accident occurred during manual assembly
44 matryoshka" stacking doll. For various kinds of of a MS, which was a sphere of HEU with copper
experiments, there are sets of hemispheres using reflector. Detailed discussion of the accident is
different fissile (uranium, plutonium) and inert provided in reports. 1,2) The lower MS piece had
materials (steel, copper, polyethylene, etc.), whose been assembled on the testbench table and
dimensions are standardized. happened to be above-critical (reactivity p- 1.50ef,

Closing in of the upper and lower MS pieces see table 1). After the fission burst, the MS went
(by moving the carriage in and the table up) is into steady-state power condition at about 480W.
operated remotely from a control room behind the
shielding wall (-3m reinforced concrete). When the
leakage neutron flux exceeds some specified value,
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The abnormal MS (fig.2) was a sphere of 21U onto the inside of a concrete plug to close up
(90%) having 167mm outer diameter 9 shells of 2 entrance into the room).
hemispheres each), surrounded by a copper There was a task force of technical experts that
reflector whose outer diameter below was 258mm developed and discussed dozens of solution options
(4 hemispheres) and above - 183mm (I to the problem. These options involved a variety of
hemisphere). Also, the carriage at the time of approaches to operating on the assembly remotely
accident had been in the position over the table. (mechanical, chemical, precision explosive
And there was on the carriage itself a support ring technology, gas and plasma arc cutting, etc.). Thus
for positioning the upper MS piece. the most promising of them were selected to start

their laboratory scale testing immediately. In
tandem with these efforts, computations were made
to simulate contribution of any operation to the

2 3 system's criticality. They also included predictions
of neutron and thermal behaviors for different
scenarios of operating on the MS.

7 The experts eventually picked out "vacuum
cup" method. The operating tool in this method was
vacuum gripper ("suction cup"), and its vehicle
would be the overhead crane available in the
experimental room. To put the vacuum gripper in

10 place, a robotic device was used that had been

4 1 1 developed at the Bauman Technical University in
Moscow and brought in to VNIIEF by a team of the
Ministry for Emergency Management of Russia.

Thus, it was proposed to use this vacuum cup

Fig.2. Scheme of the failure assembly to remove the upper hemisphere of copper from the
1. Neutron source. 2 Core (HEU) 3 Reflector MS. This would change the assembly over to
(copper). 4 Support. 5. Ring. 6 MS. 7 Pipe. subcritical status at Kff--0.987 (see table 1) By

8. Lower support. 9 Table. IO. Carriage. I . Cart. moving the crane, the thin vacuum cup was put on
the top of the copper hemisphere. However, the

The total dose rate for neutrons and gammas at hemisphere was attached too tightly to the uranium
Im distance from the MS was 15000rad/hr and sphere. As a consequence, with the lifting operation
about 1 10rad/hr on the wall surface in the that was attempted the cup slipped off the vacuum

hose to remain on the MS. There was disturbance in
experimental room. reactivity then that caused about fourfold increase

Thus, what had to be done in this environment of the MS neutron flux and thermal power.
was searching out a way to terminate the SCR and Examination of the video record found out a
disassemble the MS into the known to be subcritical slight turning motion of the whole MS in the lower
parts. copper hemisphere. Therefore it was decided to

make another attempt to separate the MS. At that
2. SCR Termination point, the next cup was better secured to the

From engineering standpoint, the goal was any vacuum line. Again, a robot was used in the
way remotely to withdraw some material of the operation to mount the vacuum gripper onto the
assembly or change its geometry. Moreover, the crane. In addition, the robot put up a supplementary
following circumstances had to be considered: support for the MS.

-access of personnel to the facility area was This other attempt was successful with the
disallowed (due to high ionizing dose rate); vacuum gripper separating the major piece of the

-acting on the MS with the testbench's standard MS from the lower shell of copper reflector (fig.3)
controls was impossible; and removed to a support urther to be mentioned

-any item approaching the abnormal assembly as support 1) provided in the facility room (fig.4).
would immediately add to its reactivity (specifics of In this way, the SCR was discontinued around 120
a metal MS with thin reflector); a.m. on 24 June 1997.

-reactivity change of the MS being handled However, the neutron multiplication factor
must be predicted and controlled. (Kff) remained near I (see table 1), so that further

For the operations, it was only available to the MS operations were still hazardous.
experts an overhead crane that could be remotely
operated from the control room. Visual
observations could be conducted with a periscope
and a video camera (it was managed to fix the latter
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-the MS reflector in its lower part is made up
3. Further MS Disassembly to Safety Status by three hemispheres whose dimensions

(inner/outer diameter) are: 167/183mm,
3.1 Examination of the Experimental Room 183/205mm, 205/230mm;

On 15 July 1997, video films and photos were -the MS reflector shells of (205/230)mm and
made of the abnormal MS, and radiological survey (183/205)mm dimensions have pole plugs of
was performed for the experimental area. 070mm dropped out (they have been separated
Maximum gamma dose rate at about 2m distance together with the lower copper hemisphere
from the MS (limit of no-access zone in terms of (230/258) and stayed on the testbench;
nuclear safety) was 35mR/hr. The analysis showed I -an aluminum part of the vacuum cup remains
there were no radioactive aerosols in the air. on the MS;
Radioactive contamination of the room was not -the MS has steel support ring on w ic was
observed either. put on the MS at removing it from the testbench);

The MS had effective neutron multiplication
factor estimated to be Kff-0.995 (see table 1) in4

apply ��,k other words the MS was near critical. In order to

ensure safe operations, it had to be handled as a
critical system (see table 1).

The following considerations are essential for
developing subsequent operation steps:

-the MS disassembly operations must be
perfortned remotely (no people present in the
experimental room);

-preoperational procedures may be carried out
in the room at a safe distance from the MS;

-reliable monitoring of the MS status must be
provided (after the MS was removed to the support,
no reliable monitoring was any longer possible
using the FKBN-2M standard detecting systems).

Fig. 3 The instant of SCR termination (the main For the purpose of continuing operations
MS piece moving off the lower shell of copper around the MS, two "all-wave" detectors were
reflector). placed about 2.5m off this, their axes directed at the

MS center. The detectors were precalibrated An
additional TV camera was also provided in the
experimental room that allowed total coverage of
the performed operations. For primary operating
tool, it was decided to use an overhead- crane, and
vacuum cup approach remained the primary method.

Support I was set up on corrugated steel sheets
that covered the cable duct. Before starting the
operations, protection was made around the MS in
the manner of metal barriers, to prevent the MS
rolling out to the solid concrete floor if it
unexpectedly fell down.

3.2 Taking aluminum part of the vacuum cup off
the MS

Fig.4. View of the abnormal MS after removal from This part was removed remotely using a ftame
FKBN-2M testbench. suspended from the crane hook. Thus, the crane

moving, the frame impacted the cup's aluminum
The following observations were made from part and caused it to fall off the MS (fig.5).

inspection of the MS and components around the

testbench (fig.4): of 235 3.3 Removing Steel Ring from the MS
-the abnormal MS is a sphere U 90%) For removing steel ring from the MS, an

having outer diameter of 167mm, surrounded by a additional support was provided near support I
reflector of copper whose outer diameter below is (further mentioned as support 2 Support 2 had a
230mm 3 hemispheres) and above - 83mm (I structure mounted on it of the dimensions not to let
hemisphere); the steel ring slip through. With the vacuum cup,

the MS was remotely carried from support I over to
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support 2 with the steel ring remaining on the into a specific recovery unit, while the hemisphere
structure (fig.5). Afterwards, the steel ring was itself was no longer held by the vacuum cup (the
gripped by the vacuum cup withdrawing from the hemisphere had a hole of -070mm at te pole) and
MS and moved away. fell onto the recovery unit atop. Ten, the copper

hemisphere 183/205 was withdrawn and the MS
was moved over to support I (fig.8).

The above-described operations were all
performed remotely without people present in the
room, and as they proceeded the operations were
checked using a TV camera available in the
experimental area.

3.5 Separating the MS into Two Halves

Fig.5. View of the MS after the steel support ring
and copper reflector 205/230mm were withdrawn
(MS is on support 2 with a mount fixed onto it,
copper hemisphere 205/230mm remains on support
1, and on the floor is aluminum cup knocked down
from the MS).

Support 2 in the same way as support I was
placed on the steel sheets covering the cable duct.
Support 2 was secured onto a pallet that prevented

the MS rolling out to the solid concrete floor if it Fig.6. Turning the MS over with a specific
fell down unexpectedly. arrangement (vacuum gripper keeping the MS on

3.4 Removing Lower Copper Hemispheres from the the turning platform. The platform is moved by
hooked frame from the overhead crane.

MS
The hemisphere 205/230mm got separated

from the main MS by the steel ring removal
operation. When the vacuum cup was lifting the
MS to carry it over to support 2 the outer copper
hemisphere would come off to remain on support I
(fig.5). This hemisphere was remotely taken away
from the support using a suitable attachment the
crane was provided with.

For separating the hemisphere 183/205, it was
intended to turn the MS by 180' and try to make the
central part (uranium+ single copper reflector) fall
out either using a dropping weight or dropping the
MS itself from a small height on to the support.
Thus, a suitable device was designed and fabricated,
which was fixed on support 2 Using a vacuum cup,
the MS was placed on turning platform of this Fig.7. Separating the MS central part from the
device, and operation began to tam it over remotely. turning platform.
The movement was performed by a frame vertically
suspended from the crane hook and hitched on Operations for separating the MS into two
hooks of the turning platform (fig.6). The MS was halves were performed by a crew of personnel in
prevented from premature drop using a vacuum cup the experimental room. This was accomplished on
at the bottom of the turning platform. The system I I August 1997 using a specific expanding device -
having turned by over 90', the MS central part "tongs" (fig.9). The device was suspended from the
(uranium+ single copper reflector) went separate crane hook. Its jaws were put into side port of the
from the outer copper hemisphere (fig.7) and down copper reflector before they were pulled apart with
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an expanding screw, thereby making the MS gamma level has decreased substantially, i.e. by an
separate in the equatorial plane. The separating order, due to decay of the fission products.
device was removed and then a vacuum cup was
used to lift the upper MS piece (fig. IO) and put it
into plastic bag and onto the pallet of support 2.
The remaining MS piece on support I was also
covered by plastic.

Fig. IO. Separating one MS half from the other with
vacuum cup.

Fig.8. The MS on support I after removal of copper
hemisphere 183/205min from it.

Fig. I 1. Outside view of the MS parts with damage
of protective coating (a neutron source is in the
central hollow).

Fig.9. Separating the MS into two parts us a
special device ("tongs"). 4. Review of the Efforts

The primary objective of the accident response

Upon separation of the MS, a neutron source operations was to disassemble the MS into
was found out inside it (in the central hollow) individual components and units that would pose no
(fig.11). Visual inspection was done to see no threat in terms of potential SCR. The operations
damage of the source structure. The abnormal continued from 17 June through I I November 1997.
fission burst and long-term power operation have The operations were of long duration because
resulted in damage of the copper-nickel coating of disassembly of the multiplication system was
the parts (fig. II), as well as considerable gamma conducted remotely with tailored tooling. For each
radiation due to fission fragments (-5R/hr closely operation step, a procedure was developed together
to the equatorial plane). with the work specifications detailing each
3.6 Packaging the MS Pieces. operation used. These operations were supported by

On I I November 1997, operations on the computation of the MS properties, which were to
abnormal MS at FKBN-2M test facility were justify safe performance of the operations. The MS
completed. The abnormal MS parts were packaged parameters (Kff and reactivity) are given in table .
using nuclear safety containers with additional From table 1, the abnormal MS has Kff� 095
gamma shielding. The containers were placed into until it is separated into two hemispheres, This is
storage, where their holding was required until much in excess over the limit, KffmAx= 0.85 as

established for the manual operations on metal MS
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out of a specialized testbench. Moreover, if a hydric MS could not be approached at nearer than 2m.
reflector happened to surround the abnormal MS That is just why the expanding device ("tongs")
(such as with a man falling down on the assembly), was suspended from a crane hook (fig.9), which
this would change it into above-critical state. It is helped the personnel keep at the required distance.
just for this reason every disassembly operation was Based on computations, the abnormal assembly
remote, with the personnel being in control room pieces (hemispheres) have effective neutron
behind the shielding. multiplication of Kfr= 072. Surrounding such

The management authorized a team of experts hemisphere by infinite water reflector makes this
to be present in the experimental area but during effective neutron multiplication equal to Keff� 0904.
performance of the final operation - separating the This allows for personnel to ftirther operate on the
MS into two pieces hemispheres). Yet, safety MS components directly without remotely
distance requirement was strictly observed, that the controlled tools.

Table - characterization of the abnormal MS

MS components Keff p, Peff Note Presence of 20cm
thick water reflector

I MS at FKBN -2M (U-235 1.01070 -+1,51 Accident on 17 June 1997 K�ff p, Peff
28/167 (sphere) +copper
167/183 (upper) and 167/258
(lower)

2 MS as I without upper 0.98668 -+1.93 SCR shutdown attempt 21
copper hemisphere June 1997 (if successful)

3 MS on support I (U-235 0.99540 -466 SCR terminated
28/167 (sphere) copper 24. June 1997
167/183 (upper) and 167/230
(lower) without pole plugs 
aluminum cup steel ring)

4 MS as 3 without aluminum 0.99381 -489 Cup removal
cup 1

5 MS as 4 without steel ring 0.99103 -- l.29 Steel ring removal 1.0730 +9.72
6 MS: U-235 28/167 (sphere) 0.97379 -3.85 Removal of copper 1.0796 +10.54

copper 167/183 (upper) and hemisphere (205/230mm) -
167/205 (lower) without pole 24.July 1997

I plug 1
7 MS: U-235 28/167 (sphere) 095183 -- 7.23 Removal of copper 1.0941 +12.29

copper 167/183 (upper) and hemisphere (I 83/205mm) -
167/183 (lower) 3 I.July 1997

8 Hemisphere of uranium 0.71788 -56.1 Separation of MS into two 0.904 -15.17
28/167 copper 167/183 parts - I I ugust 1997
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The Organisation of Criticality Hazard Prevention at the CEA
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This paper deals with the organisation of criticality hazard prevention at the French
Atomic Energy Commission (CEA)

1. Introduction organised partly on a local "center" basis, and partly
on a global CEA basis.

In the middle of 1999, the French Atomic Energy As far as the field of criticality hazard prevention is
Commission (CEA) had decided to review its own concerned, the operational lines are fitted with
Organisation in regards of criticality hazard prevention. criticality experts, so that 
This review leaded, in 2000, to the definition of an carry out the safety assessments and define the
improved Organisation [11 whose running and criticality calculations needed for statements of
principles are described in the following paragraphs. criticality-safety when new installations are set up

or existing installations are modified create clear
2. Organisation of criticality hazard prevention and comprehensible operator orders and procedures

derived from the above, ensuring that the
The guide line for this improved organization was requirements regarding criticality-safety have been

to apply in the field of criticality hazard preventions appropriately translated,
the same principles that were already in place for ensure that the installations are being operated in
other aspects of safety the responsibilities are based line with the orders and procedures regarding
around the operational line, the control line and the criticality hazard prevention and check that changes
supports resources. in the installations and in their operating procedures

The operational line is in charge of designing, do not jeopardize their safety with respect to
operating and dismantling the nuclear research criticality hazard,

facilities this includes the managing of many safety re-examine, on a regular basis, the safety
related activities, and the technical checking of these assessments and check that the hypotheses,
activities.

The control line is in charge of reviewing the incorporated in the criticality-safety cases, are
procedures and practices of the operational line, to appropriated taking account of experience feedback
ensure that all activities and technical checking are when applicable, including analyzing incidents and
performed in accordance with the safety and quality every evolution of the research area in the
procedures this includes statistical checking of the laboratory,
results of these activities. organize and supervise the training of operators and

The support resources offer high level expertise to their supervisors with regard to criticality hazard
both lines, following the additional rule that an expert prevention.
who has contributed to the study or activity presently
controlled can not be consulted 2.2 Control function

The control function involves checking the respect,
2.1 Operational line the adequacy and efficiency of the measures taken by

Each stage of the operational line, by authority operational line managers and experts and their
from the stage above, is responsible for the nuclear technical checks, in the light of nuclear safety
safety of the activities, installations and materials objectives. These operations are carried out by a
under its supervision. Each executive organises Safety Structure, named the "safety team",
technical measures and control of these activities- independent of the operational line, reporting to each
These actions are reported to the CEA Center Director, CEA Center Director.
following the official channel. The operational and The safety team includes one individual with
control lines meet only at two levels in the CEA criticality expertise. For criticality hazard prevention,
Organisation the CEA Center Director and the CEA the expert in the Center Safety Structures has the
General Administrator. The support resources are following responsibilities

Corresponding author, Tel. 33 69 08 79 03, Fax. 33 69 08 79 13, E-mail: rnijuin�aquilon.cea.fr
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• checking that the installations are being operated in Organisation in order to list all the skills required and
line with the regulatory authorizations, with orders set up adapted training courses and nomination
and with procedures, by inspecting safety procedures.
documents, visiting installations, carrying out
technical and quality audits, This "profession study" is now completed, and the

• implementing lessons learrit from significant events results are synthesised in a profession file" for each
with regard to criticality-safety occurring in of the criticality expert occupation as described above.
installations inside or outside the Center, and Each file provides 
advising the Center Manager in the event of any 0 a precise reference of all activities relevant to the
abnormal situations arising in an installation which occupation considered,
jeopardize criticality hazard prevention, 0 identification of all skills useful, necessary or

• checking before they are approved the internal essential to correctly perform these activities,
procedures and the safety studies performed by the including scientific or technical skills on one
operational lines, hand, organisational and relationship skills on

• for important items, the authorization procedure the other,
includes consulting a formal multidisciplinary safety a definition of the "nomination procedure" to
commission chaired by the Center Director. choose, form and assign a criticality expert.

On the bases of these files, training courses have
2.3 Support resources been designed or improved.

At the Center lever, a high level expert (the Center 4. Providing adapted tools for the CEA nuclear
Criticality Expert) provides technical support as managers
regards criticality hazard expertise (advice and
assistance with analysis, with the definition of The CEA criticality skill tearn is providing tools
criticality-safety requirements, operating orders, to help CEA nuclear managers and local criticality
training, etc.) for the criticality qualified individuals experts to manage with their analyses and decisions.
within operational lines. This engineer ensures that Those tools, which are partly in use and partly under
knowledge of the installations is accumulated and that development, consist of 
criticality hazard prevention is correctly addressed 0 recommendations designed to help safety
throughout the center, by the mean of an active role in managers to discuss with criticality experts,
technical checking of procedures, and of a regular 0 safety guides designed to help criticality experts
support of the "criticality experts" of the operational in their job 
line. a "criticality guide files" collection summarizes

At CEA level, a criticality skill team provides the main notions and principals of criticality
• methodological and analytical assistance in safety (including neutronics rudiments,

drawing up the general principles of criticality controls, interpretation of the
criticality-safety and guidance documents, to help "fundamental safety rule" edited by the safety
the operational lines with criticality-safety analysis, authority, etc),
to build upon the full extent of knowledge a guide to define the hole technical process
concerning criticality and experience feedback it including criticality safety analyses, criticality
is also in charge of defining and supervising calculations, criticality safety assessment,
training, criticality operational conditions,

• carrying out criticality calculations and producing a guide to correctly specify criticality
preliminary criticality studies or, in the case of calculations,
subcontracted operations, in developing conditions a guide to correctly elaborate an improve
of contract and specifications, and supervising, operator procedures,
selecting and assessing contractors given the task of and so on, including elaboration of a guide
carrying out criticality calculations. about criticality accidents 2],
There is a strong operational connection between pedagogical tools including animation kits to

the support mechanisms at General Management level help the center criticality expert to heighten
and those at Center Management level. operational managers awareness of criticality

safety and to help the criticality experts of the
3. Defining the training process for criticality operational line to do the sme at the operators
professionals level,

computer tools including
At the same time, the CEA is involved in a study of - a database allowing a fast and reliable link to

the different professions defiried by the new all activity data concerning control of
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criticality hazards, named CALICE 3],
- calculation tools (most of which developed by

the CEA or the IRSN),
- an intranet CEA web site, dedicated to safety

and including a criticality chapter giving
access to all above cited tools.

5. Criticality qualified individuals network
The performance of safety organization is partly

dependent on the efficiency and vitality of safety
networks.

As concerns criticality experts, these networks are
organized at two levels 
• at CEA level, one person in the "criticality skill

team" is in charge of organizing periodic
meetings of all CEA "center criticality experts"
and a few non CEA experts. This meeting is used
to organize peer exchanges about criticality
safety experience (incidents, good practices and

- so on), to promote top down and bottom up
information, and to discuss the objectives and
the projects of the above quoted tools, etc.,

• at each CEA center level, the "center criticality
expert" is in charge of organizing the same type
of meetings between the criticality experts of the
operational line.

6. Conclusions
This new organization has been experimented since

the end of year 2000. During the first semester of year
2002, the CEA nuclear inspection team, who is in
charge of the control function at the CEA general
administration level, has performed an inquiry to
check the effectiveness of the new organization. The
conclusions of this inquiry are very positive a few
recommendations are now taken in to account to
ftirther improve the efficiency of this organization.
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workers involved in taking mitigating actions
to reduce the exposures of others, both on and

ABSTRACT off-site [Ref I]. However, advice has not yet
been provided on the protection of those on-

The National Radiological Protection Board site personnel who are not involved in
(NPRB) is responsible in the UK for advising mitigating actions (who would be likely to
Government and other responsible bodies on comprise the majority of those on-site). Such
the principles for responding to radiological people could include direct employees of the
emergencies. NRPB has published appropriate site operator, contractors and/or visitors to the

advice on the off-site protection of the public site.
and on the protection of workers involved in
taking mitigating actions to reduce the A: PROTECTION PRINCIPLES
exposure of others.

Dose-Response Relationship
This paper puts forward a suggested

framework for the protection of on-site There are two key exposure bands relevant to
personnel in the event of a radiological emergency response plans, namely those
emergency which might include a criticality where the doses and dose rates are sufficiently
accident. This famework both dovetails with high to lead directly to serious deterministic
existing planning for the protection of injuries, and those (lower) doses and dose rates
members of the public off-site, and also takes where serious deterministic harin will not
account of specific differences between the result, but the individual will have an increased
situations on and off-site. risk of developing some health problems, in

particular of developing cancer (stochastic
INTRODUCTION health effects).

The Health and Safety Executive (HSE), the For exposure in the lower band, it is generally
UK regulatory agency for controlling risks assumed that the size of the increase in
from work activities, has asked NRPB to (stochastic) radiation risk is directly
develop principles and guidance for the proportional to the size of the dose, and that
protection of on-site personnel in the event of a there is no threshold dose below which there is
radiation accident. The purpose of these no risk [Ref 2]. This means that for whole
principles is to bring all emergency planning body doses below about I Sv delivered during
within a common framework and to enable the first few days following an accident it is
licensees employers and others to plan to a not possible to identify a safe/unsafe boundary
common standard. This paper describes a of dose on which to base decisions on
suggested framework, which both dovetails countermeasures. It is recommended that
with existing planning for the protection of decisions on protective measures for reducing
other groups, and also takes account of specific these exposures should be based on an
differences between the situations on and off- evaluation of the relative levels of benefits and
site. harms expected to result from different courses

of action. [Ref I]

The National Radiological Protection Board
(NRPB) is responsible for advising UK Emergency Planning Thresholds for Serious
Government and other responsible bodies on Deterministic Injuries
the principles for responding to nuclear or
radiological emergencies involving ionising Unlike stochastic effects, serious deterministic
radiation. Such situations could include the injuries may be prevented entirely by
consequences of a criticality accident. In 1990, preventing doses from exceeding the relevant
NRPB published specific principles for the thresholds for these injuries. In order to
protection of the public, off-site, and also develop plans that address the prevention of
broad recommendations for the protection of such exposures, it is necessary to detennine
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appropriate dose thresholds against which monetary factors) the countenneasure should
exposure scenarios and mitigation measures be expected to do more good than harm (i.e. be
can be judged. justified) and it should be implemented in such

a way as to maximise the net benefit (i.e. be
It is recognised that a distinction should be optimised). Although it is unlikely that the
made between the actual dose thresholds for threshold doses for serious deterministic
serious deterministic injury (which vary injuries would be exceeded for members of the
according to many factors, including public off-site, NRPB also recommends that if
individual's aftercare, exact circumstances of it were judged that such doses might
the exposure [Ref 3) and those recommended reasonably occur, following an accident, then
for contingency (or emergency) planning every effort should be made to avoid them.
purposes. The latter need to be set at a (lower) NRPB's 3 principles of intervention for the
level that provides confidence that no protection of the public off-site are given
individual would be subject to serious formally in Table 2 Ref 6].
deterministic injury if exposed to this dose.
NRPB's advice is that the relevant threshold Table 1 Emergency Planning Threshold
exposures for contingency planning purposes Doses for Serious Deterministic Injuries
are acute doses of I Gy whole body and 23
Gy to the most radiosensitive organs, for low Type of Dose (Gy) Integration
LET radiation, and 0.5 Gy for acute exposure Radiation Period
to neutrons. In this context, acute doses are

those delivered over a period of between Low LET I Gy whole Fractions of a
fractions of a second and a few days. An body second up to a
appropriate threshold for an acute inhalation of few days
alpha-emitting radionuclides is more difficult 2-3 Gy
to specify. It is likely that the actual threshold radiosensitive
for deterministic injuries in the lung is in organs
excess of 10 Gy lifetime dose to the lung.

However, there is a very large uncertainty Neutron 0.5 Gy whole Fractions of a
associated with the models for serious body second up to a
deterministic injuries resulting from acute few days
intakes of alpha-emitting radionuclides.

Therefore, NRPB proposes the prudent Alpha I Gy lung Lifetime dose
adoption of a threshold of I Gy lifetime lung from acute
dose from an acute inhalation of alpha- inhalation
emitting radionuclides, for the purposes of
developing contingency plans. The proposed
whole body threshold doses are for adults. If

the risks to the foetus are to be considered then B: ISSUES FOR ON-SITE EMERGENCY
a further reduction of between and IO times PLANNING
may need to be considered [Ref 4 - this may

have iplications for the arrangements made In the UK there are a range of different types
between employers and women of of sites at which events leading to exposures of
reproductive capacity. he emergency on-site personnel could occur, including
planning threshold doses are summwised in nuclear licensed sites, hospitals, and industries
Table .

using radiography sources, each with their own

Existing Principles for the Protection of the particular features. Some of these sites have
Public Off-Site the potential for radiation accidents arising

from work with ionising radiation or fissile

The absence of a safe/unsafe boundary of dose materials with significant consequences, both
for the risk of stochastic health effects forms on-site and off-site which may expose on-site
the basis of the principles recommended by personnel to very high doses, well above the
both NRPB and the International Commission thresholds for serious deterministic injuries.
on Radiological Protection (ICRP) for the Such situations might include criticality
protection of the public off-site, following a accidents, large actinide or tritium releases
nuclear or radiological emergency [Ref 1, 51. within a confined space, accidents involving
These are that when all the consequences of large x-ray/ neutron generators, sealed sources
taking a countermeasure have been evaluated trapped outside their shielding, and a range of
(including social as well as health and more limited spills, exposures and releases.
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Table 2 NRPB Existing Principles for considered and can only be eliminated fi-om
Intervention for the Protection of the Public consideration on the basis of a specific case
Off-Site demonstrating that the measure is not justified

on grounds of reasonable practicability.

Justification Countermeasures should be
introduced if they are One clear basis for a measure not being
expected to achieve more justified would be where the severe risk of
good than harm. injury to those implementing the measure

(whether 'on the day' or in advance) was even
Optimisation The quantitative criteria used greater than that being protected against. A

for the introduction and second reason could be that implementing the
withdrawal of protective measure caused serious disruption
countermeasures should be to the routine operation of the business (e.g.
such that the protection of the carrying out frequent, routine operations in
public is optimised. fully airtight protective clothing might well be

considered impracticably disruptive). A
Avoidance of Serious deterministic injuries further reason that might be put forward is the
serious should be avoided by very low likelihood of a radiation accident
deterministic introducing countermeasures occurring. However, it is important to note
injuries to keep doses to individuals that, in general, the probability of a radiation

below the thresholds for these accident occurring is more relevant to the
injuries. decision on whether or not to develop a

contingency plan for that event than to
decisions on the justification of measures to
avoid serious deterministic injuries.

Principles for the protection of on-site
personnel It is recognised that the balance of benefits and

harms required for justification of a measure

NRPB recommends that the principles may be substantially different between an 'at
developed for the protection of the public off- time' measure and a prior measure requiring
site are adopted for the protection of on-site substantial investment before the radiation
personnel. There are obvious advantages in accident. The implementation of an 'at-time'
the adoption of a common set of principles for dose mitigation measure results in most of the
the protection of individuals both off-site and benefits and the harms being realised at the
on-site, and the reasoning underpinning their same time, i.e. after the event has occurred. In
development for the off-site situation applies considering the justification and reasonable
equally to the on-site situation. practicability of such measures, therefore, the

likelihood of the radiation accident occurring

A ma .or difference between the potential is not an important factor. For measures that
9 require substantial prior investment, most of

consequences of radiation accidents on-site the costs will be borne in advance of a
and off-site is the much increased potential for radiation accident happening, whilst most of
serious deterministic injury to result on-site the expected benefits would not be realised
from such events. In order to develop a unless the event actually occurred. For prior
framework for planning for the protection of measures that involve very significant 'up
on-site personnel in the event of a nuclear or front' cost it may sometimes be appropriate to
radiological emergency, it is therefore helpful take some account of the likelihood of the
to explore the application of NRPB's third event occurring when considering whether or
principle in more depth. not the measure is justified. In situations

The Avoidance of Serious Deterministic where much of the cost of implementing the
Injuries measure is only incurred at the time of the

radiation accident, then the presumption of

Whilst NRPB's third principle implies a justification is stronger than in situations
general presumption in favour of any measure where most of the cost is borne in advance of
that has the potential to reduce exposure to any such event occurring.

levels where serious deterministic injuries will As well, ALARP demands that account be
not occur, it is clear that there must be taken of good practice as applied to a
restrictions on this 'general presumption'. The particular situation and hence a deterministic
operation of the third principle is therefore to standard may require certain precautions.
require that all options are explicitly
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Additionally, consideration of the societal whose potential exposure would result solely
impact of a criticality accident may lead to in an increased stochastic risk. This would be
more rigorous design safeguards. done by balancing the expected benefits and

harms to exposed groups, with consideration
Annual Dose Limits of both individual and collective consequences.

It would be expected that greater resource

The annual dose limits recommended by ICRP would be expended on measures to mitigate
[Ref 7 and endorsed by NRPB [Ref 8] were the exposures of those potentially exposed at
developed on the basis of continuing exposure higher levels (i.e. who would be at higher
over a lifetime (or working lifetime). They do stochastic risk). Any planning of exposure
not consider the balance of harm and benefits mitigation measures for those not expected to
resulting from a one-off exposure resulting receive serious deterministic injuries should be
from a radiation accident. All employers are reviewed to ensure that it did not reduce the
required to comply with specified statutory effectiveness of the measures planned to avoid
dose limits in the event of an accident. The serious deterministic injuries. Although the
advice based upon the numerical values given optimum strategy for mitigating exposures that
in Table I is intended to assist employers with would result only in an increase of stochastic
the preparation and implementation of risk would almost certainly include some
contingency plans. expenditure of resource on prior support

measures, it is likely that most resource

FRAMEWORK FOR THE PROTECTION expenditure would not occur unless a radiation
OF ON-SITE PERSONNEL accident occurred. Table 3 summarises this

framework in the context of the range of

NRPB's principles for protection, taken measures likely to be justified for different
together with the discussion about their expected levels of risk.

application, suggests that contingency
planning for the protection of on-site personnel Conclusion
should be undertaken as a 2-stage process:
planning measures to protect those whose A framework for the protection of on-site
potential exposure in the event of an personnel following a radiation accident has
unplanned release of radioactivity might result been prepared which compliments the existing
in serious deterministic injury; and, panning principles established for off-site emergencies.
measures to protect those whose potential These principles are likely to assist licensees,
exposure would solely result in increased employers and others in developing emergency
stochastic risk. Priority should be afforded to arrangements on-site.
the development of those aspects of the plan
that aim to protect individuals from serious The views expressed in this paper are those of
deterministic injury. This requires: first, the authors and not necessarily the Health and
identification of those individuals at risk of Safety Executive or the National Radiological
such injury; second, identification of the range Protection Board.
of measures which have the potential to reduce
exposures below NRPB's emergency planning References
thresholds (Table 2; third, determination if
there is a case for demonstrating that some of 1. NRPB. Principles for the Protection of the
the planning measures are not justified; and Public and Workers in the Event of Accidental
fourth, development of the response strategy to Releases of Radioactive Materials into the
be implemented. This strategy will almost Environment and other Radiological
certainly comprise both prior support measures Emergencies. Doc NRPB 14) 1990 (Chilton).
and 'at-time' measures, with the 'at-time'
measures comprising reactive actions by the 2. NRPB. Risk of radiation-induced cancer at
individuals themselves and measures taken on low doses and low dose rates for radiation
their behalf by others. The focus of this protection purposes. Doc NRPB 6(l) 1995
planning is to reduce individual doses to levels (Chilton).
below the thresholds for serious deterministic
injuries. 3. NRPB. Risk from deterministic effects of

ionising radiation. Doc NRPB 73) 1996
The second phase, to be initiated after planning (Chilton).
the response strategy for those at risk of
serious deterministic injury, is planning for
measures to mitigate the exposures of those
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4. NRPB. Diagnostic medical exposures: Table 3 Framework for identifying
exposure to ionising radiation of pregnant Justified Measures for the Protection of On-
women. Doe NRPB 44) 1993 Chilton). Site Personnel

5. ICRP. Principles for intervention for Justified Measures
protection of the public in a radiological

emergency. ICRP Publication 63. 22(4) 1991 Consequence Planned Planned
(Pergamon Press). that planned responses responses for

6. NRPB. Intervention for recovery after response is requiring which most of
accidents. Doc NRPB 8(l) 1997 (Chilton). protecting substantial the cost is

against investment borne after a

7. ICRP. 1990 Recommendations of the ICRP. prior to a radiation
ICRP Publication 60, Annals of the ICRP radiation accident
21(1-3) 1991 (Pergamon Press). accident occurs

occurring

8. NRPB. Board statement on the 1990 Serious Most measures All measures
recommendations of ICRP. Doc NRPB 4(l) deterministic
1993 (Chilton). injury (prior costs

and
probability of
accident
occurring may
exclude
measures)

Exposure Some Most
resulting in measures measures
high individual
risk of (prior costs (protection of
stochastic and those at risk of
health effects probability of serious

accident deterministic
occurring are injury remains
important first priority)
factors in
justification)

Exposure Measures Some
resulting in unlikely to be measures
moderate/low j ustified
individual risk (protection of
of stochastic higher risk
health effects groupsis

priority;
averaging
harms/
benefits across
population

groups
appropriate)
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents analyses and applications of data from reactor and critical experiment
research on the dynamics of nuclear excursions in solution media. Available criticality
accident information is also discussed and shown to provide strong evidence of the
overwhelming likelihood of accidents in liquid media over other forms and to support the
measured data. These analyses are shown to provide valuable insights into key parameters
important to understanding solution excursion dynamics in general and in evaluating
practical upper bounds on criticality accident magnitudes. This understanding and these
upper bounds are directly applicable to the evaluation of the consequences of postulated
criticality accidents. These bounds are also essential in order to comply with national and
international consensus standards and regulatory requirements for emergency planning.

1. Introduction the realistic bounds on the magnitudes and time
durations, i.e., power histories, of potential

Evaluation of criticality accident risks in criticality accidents.
the processing of significant quantities of fissile Past experimental series, KEWB and
materials is both complex and subjective. It can only CRAC,3,4) and ongoing excursion studies, SILENE,
be properly accomplished by criticality specialists TRACY, and SHEBA' 6,7) provide a wealth of
working closely with operations staff to thoroughly information directly applicable to estimating
understand and then evaluate both the normal and accident power histories (i.e., source terms) and
the spectrum of credible off-normal or upset consequences from site-specific liquid process
conditions. With the recent publishing of previously operations. The data cover broad ranges of key
unreported process criticality accidents,') evidence is parameters such as solution volume, reactivity
becoming overwhelming that process criticality insertion rate, and solution concentration. Together
accidents are much more likely in solutions and these data also provide insights into physical
other liquid media (such as slurries) than in any dry phenomena that bound the practical upper limits of
forms. the specific fission yield in the first spike.

A previously reported article on the general Emergency planning considerations may
theme of this paper discussed a broad range of fissile also be founded on these data, as required or
materials and media. 2) This prior article argued that recommended by both national and international
criticality accidents in process operations with non- consensus standards. 8,9,10,11,12) Estimation of a lower
solution media were relatively easily preventable limit of the expected first spike yield is essential to
and that monies would generally be better spent in the judicious placement of criticality alarm
accident prevention rather than on criticality dosimetry as part of a CAS. In this regard, several of
accident alarms (CAS) and on emergency plans and the Russian process criticality accidents did not
procedures. The recently released accident reach prompt critical and had very slow time
information supports this contention. Thus this paper responses and thus very low peak fission rates. In
focuses on solution media, providing greater depth spite of these characteristics, CAS detector heads
of coverage in this regime than the previous article. were activated at large distances with typical

Much excursion data from past and on- threshold settings.1)
going reactor and critical experiment research with Conversely, an estimation of the upper
solution media is available, and still being reported. bound on the magnitude of possible continuing
This information is valuable for the criticality safety fission generation is valuable for selecting
specialist, safety analysts, facility management, and evacuation routes and initial muster locations as well
regulatory personnel as they attempt to understand as for estimating possible doses to the public and
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environment from airborne radioactivity. This latter 3. Magnitudes of Solution Criticality Accidents
excursion characteristic may be directly estimated
based on the available data from these experimental It has been common in the US to resort to
series. regulatory handbooks and guides for obtaining the

magnitudes of postulated process criticality
2. Likelihoods of Solution Criticality Accidents accidents for emergency planning purposes. 14,15) The

fission yields in these reports largely stemmed from
Risk is a combination of likelihood and the original work of Woodcock and are discussed in

consequence, with the former being much more some detail in Reference 2.
difficult to estimate and bound than the latter for An exception in both of these two
solution media, as will be shown. It is noted that of regulatory documents is a description of a solution
the 22 reported process criticality accidents, 21 were accident power history involving an initial spike of
in solution environments. References and 2 1.0x10'8 fissions followed by 47 bursts Of 1XI017

provide discussions and insights as to the reasons for at 10-minute intervals for a total fission yield of
this disparity. A historical took at the time evolution 1.0x1019. This accident sequence was described in
of these accidents shows that there was roughly one early Nuclear Regulatory Commission Guides (that
accident per year, for several years, in each of the are no longer officially endorsed by the NRC), but
two countries with very large-scale fissile material appears to not have a reported technical basis. 16,17)

production and handling operations. This accident Indeed, this scenario is inconsistent with all reported
frequency began in the 1950s and lasted about a accidents and all data from the reported excursion
decade. studies discussed and referenced herein. However,

At his time, the mid-1960s, the accident this anomalous power history is still recommended
frequency dropped precipitously to about one in the regulatory handbook and guide.
accident per decade or less and has remained there A recent US National Consensus Standard,
or possibly decreased even further. This drop is ANSI/ANS-8.23, speaks to the issue of accident
attributed to the recognition that large capacity, i.e., magnitudes and provides guidance for emergency
unfavorable geometry, process vessels should be plans and procedures.10) In particular it states:
avoided in areas where significant quantities of rich
fissile materials in liquid form are processed. Further 4.2 "Technical Staff Responsibilities
refining the current accident rate is impossible due
to the lack of data. Clearly these meager accident 4.2.1 Planning. The technical staff shall:
statistics only highlight the obvious - criticality (1) Identify potential criticality accident
accident likelihoods with fissile solutions have been locations.
reduced to an extremely low level and ones (2) Evaluate and characterize potential
involving non-solution forms such as dry powders criticality accidents, with this work to
and metals are even much less likely. include prediction of radiological dose.

Probabilistic methods have been recognized
as a possible avenue to estimate accident likelihoods. Following these two requirements, an estimate of a
They have recognized drawbacks, notably in reasonable upper limit of the excursion power
"hands-on" and one-of-a-kind operations where history must be determined. This determination is
failure rate data are very uncertain. Additionally, it readily facilitated by the reported excursion data, as
is argued that the large sums that would be spent (an discussed below.
estimate for the Los Alamos Plutonium Facility There is a relatively large volume of
several years back was a few million dollars) could available excursion data relevant to understanding
be better used on prevention measures such as more the magnitudes of potential or hypothetical process
criticality safety staff presence on the process criticality accidents. In particular, the CRAC
floor 13)- The author finds it noteworthy in this regard experimental series covered a wide range of the
that: 1) criticality specialists worldwide are in most important parameters that influence the
general agreement that results of probabilistic dynamics of a solution criticality accident. The two
analyses are likely to be misleading as to actual most important are the solution volume and the
accident frequencies and 2 in one of the reported reactivity insertion rate, with even the latter being
accidents (Windscale) experts were unable to relatively unimportant for estimating the first spike
ascertain the accident mechanism (prior to physical yield of excursions that exceed prompt critical. The
inspection and chemical analysis) even after it was KEWB data support the CRAC data for first-spike
determined in which vessel the accident had specific fission yields in spite of the fissile solution
occurred. being a different chemistry.
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The parameter ranges in the CRAC In addition, the specific yields of the
experiments included: solution volumes from 20 to reported solution criticality accidents, when
over 200 liters; uranium concentrations from 20 to available, support the information in Figure 1. The
360 grams per liter; reactivity insertions up to reported estimate of the first spike yield of the most
several dollars above prompt critical. In contrast to recent accident, that in Japan in 1999, was not a
these experiments where the fissile material was in measured value. It was generated from strong
nitric acid and in unreflected cylindrical geometries, circumstantial evidence pointing to a prompt critical
the KEWB series involved uranyl sulfate solution in excursion (Reference 1) combined with the
a reflected, 11.5-liter spherical geometry. information in Figure and the solution volume

Figure shows the variation in the specific involved in the accident.
yield of the first spike for prompt critical excursions SILENE data show that for eursions

in both CRAC and KEWB experiments. Clearly for much slower than I-second periods that the specific
all but very rapid excursions the specific fission fission yield will drop below 1xlO'5 fissions per
yield is about 1.0X1015 fissions per liter even for liter in the first power rise and fall, but it would be
relatively slow excursions. The very short period inappropriate to call such a power history a spike.
excursions result from very fast insertion rates that The available Russian accident experience also
may be unattainable accidentally. indicates this effect. These very slow excursions are

The basis for stating that excursions so ones that do not even approach prompt critical.
rapid that the specific yield exceeds a nominal
1.0x1015 "may be unattainable accidentally" is 4. Emergency Planning for Solution Criticality
simply that upon analyzing a postulated, process- Accidents
specific, accident sequence, the rate at which actual
events happen, e.g., gravity fall; movement of It would be rare that the specific yield of
hands; rate of flow of solution through pipes; will the first spike of a postulated, bounding solution
generally result in neutronic periods in the accident would be significantly less than the
horizontal part of the curve in Figure 1, or even less. 1.OxlO'5 value. Thus, this value, multiplied by the
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Fig. 1. Specific fissions in first spike as a function of reactor period.
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involved volume, would be the source term for fact that most evacuations lead first to a hallway and
estimating doses to workers from direct neutrons not circuitously through laboratories and among
and gamma rays, assuming that there is only one equipment.
spike, or that the alarm triggers the usual prompt Fourth, the dose rate at the muster location
evacuation and significant doses are limited largely would be reasonably constant, and, with
to a single spike. conservative analysis and muster location placement,

The characterization of a postulated, likely a low value, but still easily measurable. This
process-specific accident, as required by the would enable decisions about possible relocation of
ANSI/ANS-8.23 standard, may lead to the workers to proceed in an orderly manner. Fifth,
conclusion that the accident is most likely to be airborne radioactivity could be determined and
terminated after the first spike. If this is not the case, decisions made as to possible actions involving the
then the fission Tate subsequent to the first spike public. Sixth, and related to the fifth point, decisions
may be estimated from the CRAC data. Figure 2 could be made as to actions to terminate the
shows both total fission and fission rate histories for excursion. Generally it would seem that
one of the CRAC experiments, number 19. expeditiously draining the accident vessel or

For this prompt critical excursion, several poisoning the solution, but in a manner that did not
important points are observed. First, the oscillations put workers at any undue risk, would be the desired
extend only a few minutes; at that time steady-state courses of action. Expeditiously is stated due to the
boiling sets in. This time delay is obviously political sensitivity of airborne radiation, even if
dependent on the initial conditions at the time of the levels are deemed negligible from a health and
accident. That is, the CRAC experiments were environment viewpoint.
initiated at about 20'C. Second, the time between the The quasi-steady-state fission rate is needed
first and second spike is several seconds, sufficient to estimate direct dose rates as well as airborne dose
time for those who were near the accident location at rates at potential muster locations. In addition, these
the time of the accident to remove themselves from data permit the estimation of dose rates to the offsite
significant additional doses. This is the benefit of a public from airborne radionuclides. All of these dose
CAS. Third, subsequent spikes diminish in rates would, in fact, be experimentally determined
magnitude. Thus those evacuating, who happen to were an actual criticality accident to occur. As stated
be at a lesser distance from the accident at the time previously, the CRAC series of experiments
of a subsequent spike, are very unlikely to receive a investigated broad parameter ranges, which are of
life-threatening dose. This conclusion is based not great value in this regard.
only of the lesser magnitude spike but also on the
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Fig. 2 Power and energy histories for experiment CRAC 19.
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Figure 3 shows the bounding, integrated, would not be measurably impacted as this is
specific fission yield for the first ten minutes of a expected to be negligible for the first spike. For on-
solution excursion based on all the CRAC and going criticality accidents such as in Japan in 1999,
SILENE experiments. 18) This is valuable the time-integrated fissions always dominate the first
information for estimating practical upper bounds on spike fissions.
doses and dose rates for emergency planning
purposes. Note that the first spike value is shown as S Cnclusions
1.1X1015. It is acknowledged that for very fast
transients that this value can b exceeded, as shown Accident experience, supported by common
in Figure 1. The authors of the paper from which sense reasoning, supports the contention that non-
Figure 3 is extracted are the same researchers who solution process criticality accidents are inherently
per-formed the CRAC and SILENE experiments. much less likely than those that might occur in
They are indicating that, in general, the practical solution operations. Reference examines this issue
"maximum specific fission yield....." (Figure 3 in some detail. Given this seemingly negligible
caption) will not exceed this value; they are not accident rate in non-solution media, it would seem
making an absolute statement. to be difficult to justify emergency plans and

For emergency planning purposes, there is procedures, including a CAS, for operations with
little practical significance to a specific first spike fissile material only in dry forms. This conclusion is
yield that might be larger than the nominal 1OxIO11 based on both risk and cost issues, which themselves
value, even were it exceeded by as much as an order are always intertwined. The four inadvertent CAS
of magnitude. The CAS coverage is improved by a activations in the 25-year history of the current Los
larger first spike yield. Also, while the life- Alamos Plutonium Facility have each had at least a
threatening radius of the prompt radiation to the minor injury associated with the building evacuation.
worker would be increased, the dose to the public The monies otherwise spent on the CAS,
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Fig. 3 Maximum specific fission yields resulting from solution excursion experiments in CRAC and
SILENE.")
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its maintenance, and other emergency plans and men t," JAERI-Data/Code 2002-005, Japan
preparations might well be better spent on additional Atomic Energy Research Institute 2002).
accident prevention measures. 7) Charlene C. Cappiello, Ken B. Butterfield, Rene
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1. Introduction 2. Technical specifications
The presence of a large quantity of fissile materials The tool was developed using the Internet

in the recycling facilities of COGEMA La Hague technologies: HTML and Flash. It is well suited to the
UP2 800 and UP3, requires in-depth knowledge of need for an "easy-to-deploy" software while offering
nuclear criticality safety. This is obtained by the an additional set of advantages:
development of specific processes concerning the
conception of the installations, the definition of the 0 an intuitive way to navigate between different
exploitation rules, the rganisation of the exploitation pages by using hyperlink or interactive
and the training of the staff. summaries,

0 the possibility to develop a multi-level training
The feedback of the foreign criticality accidents with facultative stages enabling to fit to the

which have occurred in the purification and treatment audience,
plants of nuclear fuel showed that this can have a interactivity through questions and answers,
serious consequences for people located near the a a quick access to any relevant documentation:
accident. safety documents, unit diagrams and photos,

To control this risk, COGEMA La Hague based its 0 a coloured and pleasant interface through
efforts on a rigorous safety-criticality method, from interactive pictures and animations.

conception to exploitation, requiring the participation The tool is the main but not the only part of the
of the whole of its personnel. formation. The speech of the instructor must avoid

any redundancy with what is shown but must be a
Since 2002, the department of quality, safety and natural extent of it. Therefore a document intended to

environment (DQSSE) of COGEMA La Hague the instructor helps him building his speech in such a
undertook to develop an interactive platform for the way.
training of their executive staff and their operating

staff to consolidate the training knowledge in the field The tool is being kept perennial by a periodic
of the criticality risk gained throughout the years. This updating mainly consisting on taking into account the
platform included: changes of the underlying documentation.

• a module intended for the executive staff Of 3. Common content
COGEMA La Hague, having for objective to The criticality risk is one among other risks which
keep their competences in nuclear criticality exists in nuclear facilities. Generally speaking, this
safety, risk is introduced in the wider context of the nuclear

safety, therefore the first notion introduced are the in-
• a whole set of modules intended for the depth safety strategy and the nuclear safety, such as

operators of every installation, each having the presented in the following figure:
objective of teaching them the importance of
good practice and the greatest respect for the
written instructions and operating procedures
they follow during their daily work.
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Fig. 1: In-depth safety strategy I I I �1-lo-,"t ,

Fig. 4 Tables of diagrams

Each training platform includes a part devoted to the
physical phenomena underlying the criticality risk, A "quiz" is a way to check which notion has been
though it's more widely detailed when the targeted fully understood and which one should be recalled:

audience is the executive staff than for operators:

La fls" Oo bprp6oa " noutmos pot to nuifi6to
r' Un isque Orodiaton W itent*
r Vn Asqua 0 nvApkation noottordqvo iKer*616

a6p9ng
U. Examples de fractions de ifission

PH + PF2 + + 

=Pu + � PFt + PF2 + + E 'tout nouttan absorbs. no paut dom plus fiszioTmr.
L'absorption des reutmos tend par ons6querft 6 Witter le

��`Pu + � � PFt + PF2 + + E risque de cribcItC
Le risque d'irradiation tr*s intonse sous fionne de et de
neutrchs ast una coft6quonco de 1ajtcidvnt d cftith ow6s

Produit de NFOort Won est pas une
Rayonnerner? Le risque de citicibi so diiihnit commme une population

noubvnique fts ropidernerd croisserft et incontr6loWs Co
ph6nombrie e&t rendu possible du M de In multipficati des

Newons noubrons tars de le dacton de fission de corlains isotopss.

Neutron Alorne ciblo
incident (,-'!Pu) 1%

0*0

Produft de fission Fig. 5: Example of quizz

Fig. 2 Criticality principles A specific note is joined with the platform which

A table gathers every document quoted in the provides the instructor a set of explanation, keywords,
software and enables them to be opened directly: and timing for each frame of the training platform. An

example gives an idea to the instructor of the way to
build up a speech accordingly to what is shown:"WOOS

Rb&s Gdniirales crEwploikAon

tonsiVes de cikRd

Ponsigmer. de verrouillage

Consignes d'exploilAon en voie humide

tonsignes cl'exploWorr enwie s6che

Consignes d'expivitation uOtel.. r6arlib et eMuents

Prac6dwo FEWDAM

ProcdckEro do transfert de solutions activer erdre R2 at R4

Con&Ae A e&

.tOhduR tt o c%; d'incondio

.�CohdAe WO an cos do d4tection de fuiles

Actmns A of1rictuer encm; de d6clonchement d�uno Warme crlbc�o

Fig. 3 Documents related the criticality risks
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Fig. 8: Example of installation at COGEMA
La Hague

A chapter presents each criticality-related
instruction sorted by manufacturing unit and by risk.

Fig. 6 Example of document intended to help the The main purpose being to help the operator making
instructor in building up his speech the link between an instruction and a likely

consequence.
4. Specific content of the training platform

intended for the operators 1.3. LIAM 4240. canceRration at icup6ranan tracide non tire

A list of risks which might lead to criticality Wduk par ftyaporatkn dam un 6q*ennent
accidents is summarized in a specific chapter. For La concentnNion an p&mWm des cancertrats done

each of these risks a short description, several r&aponoba 40-2000 at In euva 4240-300D &A Ov

examples, an animation and a link towards the inrtneura a2w m9y .
Is tansfen �fts cancemsts de la cum 424040M van PanNmanufacturing units where this risk exists, is presented. 4120 ea ownr A Wafiseaon de to sll* de wndat de
rewwr R2,

FA cas de d6tafton tufte 6n*4%ft swubvniow
wwwWornant 61aw" done to two 4240-1000, pmvenk
k"M""Mnl to Cher Crinswahm *U to tap4santent.

ED
0 > D admissible Fig. 9 Instructions to be followed by any operator

when a criticality risk is being detected

Instructions mainly consist on the measurement of a
set of physical parameters, they are carefully written
into a specific document which is directly available
under the training platform:

........ ........ ........ ......... . ........Fig. 7 Example FLASH animation .. ..... .............. . ..... ...... ..... .. ...

.. .... ... .... ..... _ 4 _1__. - _' ' -:,- .. .... ........ .Each manufacturing unit is briefly introduced ....... ....... ... . ... ... .... .. ....
through its purpose, its mode of control, several ...... .... .. ......... L...... ... ..... ...

. ... ......

diagrams and photos.
-9. All A 4 ..... .. ...

..... ..... .... ..... ... ..
..... ..... ..... .... ..... ...... .... .... ... ..

..... ..........

Fig. 10: document to be filled by operators
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For each workshop, a criticality accident has been
chosen up to be illustrated. This accident should have
occurred in a more or less similar facility or at least
having involved the same kind of fissile materials.

Fig. 11: FLASH illustration of a potential criticality
accident

5. Conclusion
The training platform is thus an intuitive, user

friendly, effective tool which can be used to reinforce
the training knowledge in the field of the iticality
risk for both the executive staff and the operators.

,It is also, within a single interface, a quick access to
any relevant document formerly stored in different
locations.

It meets the need for an on-going learning tool,
which could be available on any terminal inside the
facility,
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In the United Kingdom, all nuclear facilities that handle, treat or store
fissile material require a Criticality Incident Detection and Alarm System
(CIDAS) to be installed, unless a case is made for the omission of such a
system. Where it is concluded that a CIDAS is required, the primary objective
is the reliable detection of criticality and the initiation of prompt evacuation of
plant workers from the vicinity of the incident.

This paper will examine and compare various methods that can be used to
demonstrate that a CIDAS will satisfy the detection criterion. The paper will
focus on fit-for-purpose and cost-effective methods for the assessment of
gamma-based systems. In the experience of the authors this is particularly
useful in demonstrating the efficacy of existing systems in operational plant.

KEYWORDS. Criticality Incident, Detection, CIDAS, Dose

1. Introduction function to reduce dose rates to acceptable levels.
This could be substantiated using direct dose

Given the potential consequences of a rate measurements, dose records or calculation.
criticality incident, the accepted design However, for a CIDAS, where the safety
standards for CIDAS within the UK are high. In function would be "to satisfy the criticality
many cases, assessing the optimum location for incident detection criterion", direct measurement
the detectors, or providing engineering to demonstrate this safety fnction (i.e. to detect
substantiation of existing systems can require a a criticality incident) is not realistically feasible.
rigorous assessment methodology. Hence, it is usual to provide a rigorous and

robust series of calculations to substantiate the
In new plant designs, the bulk of the cost CIDAS. This paper discusses appropriate

from the provision of a CIDAS stems from the methodology for gamma based criticality
decision to provide the system and the cost of detectors, which are the most commonly used in
additional detectors represents only a small the UK, although the basic principle would also
fraction of the total system cost. However, for apply to neutron based detectors.
existing plants, the costs associated with
modifying a CIDAS in order to meet modem 2. Detection criteria
accepted safety standards may be significant,

possibly including the movement or addition of The UK CIDAS detection criteria are based
detectors and prolonged operational downtime. upon the requirement to detect the minimum
In this case, there is often a considerable benefit incident of concern as follows:
in adopting a more rigorous assessment of the
CIDAS integrity. * For unshielded/lightly shielded systems the

minimum incident of concern is 1014 fissions

The methodology used in the UK nuclear for close working < 2m) or 1015 fissions for
industry to produce safety cases has recently non close working > 2m).

undergone significant changes. One of these * For heavily shielded systems (i.e. where an
changes is the introduction of formal incident of 1015 fissions would not be
Engineering Substantiation. This involves detected) the minimum incident of concer is
providing a rigorous demonstration that any that which could result in an operator
structure, system or component (SSC) that receiving the maximum acceptable
provides a safety function will per-form the emergency dose.
safety function with the required reliability. For
example: a shield wall may have a safety
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These detection criteria are discussed in For more heavily shielded plants, where the
more detail by Delafield and Clifton'), which simple range as a function of shield thickness
also includes recommended values of incident method is inappropriate, it is often necessary to
durations for various types of fissile systems. perform secondary gamma calculations as the

The maximum acceptable emergency dose secondary gamma component at the detector
currently assumed in the UK is mSv. may dominate. It is also often the case for
However, following a recent emergency heavily shielded plants that the second detection
planning review it is likely to change to criterion outlined above i.e. the maximum
5OOmGy, which re resents the threshold for acceptable emergency dose to an operator, must

CtS3 be adopted. In this case, the estimated dose to
deterministic effe & the operator must include all the significant

3. Radiation Characteristics of Criticality contributions, i.e. neutron, primary gamma
secondary gamma and fission product gamma.

Following a criticality incident, there are four A dose profile may be produced from which
sources of radiation of interest in CIDAS the maximum spacing of the detectors would be
assessments: derived. Clearly this would apply to an idealised

plant in which shielding was uniform but
• Prompt fission gamma - instantaneous nevertheless would be useful for scoping out

gamma emission following fission. potential detector positions. A detailed model
• Secondary gamma - arising from neutron taking in to account perturbations in the

interactions with shield materials. shielding, e.g. steel plugs and lead glass
• Prompt neutron - arising from the fission windows, would be required to finalise the

process. detector positions and confirm the detection
• Fission product decay gamma - arising from integrity-

the radioactive decay of fission products
formed as a result of fission. 4.2 Existing Plants

The gamma dose as a result of activation of For existing nuclear facilities being
materials due to neutron capture is not usually subjected to the Engineering Substantiation
considered, since the dose from this source is process, it is prudent to consider the following
generally insignificant compared to the four options as part of the CIDAS substantiation in
sources listed above. order to ensure that the most cost-effective and

fit-for-purpose solution is achieved.
4. Assessment Methodologies

Review the needfor the CDAS and

4.1 New Plants prepare a CIDAS omission argument.

For new plants, the cost of the provision of a The accepted criterion used to determine
CIDAS mainly stems from the decision to whether a CIDAS is required in a UK plant
provide a system. In this case, the assessment of handling fissile material is that proposed by
optimum detector positions need not be Aspinall and Daniels') as follows:

particularly refined assuming te detection "Criticality detection and alarm systems
criterion is satisfied. Here, for lightly shielded shall be provided at all places where fissile
facilities a method based on detector ranges as a material may be used or stored, unless it is
function of shield thickness can be used. confident judged that in the event of the
However, careful consideration of the y
attenuation provided by the intervening failure of any or all of those criticality controls
shielding between the detector and incident that rely on human agency or on mechanical or
position must be taken so as not to electrical devices, criticality would not be
underestimate the effect of the shielding and reasonably expected having regard to the nature
subsequently overestimate the efficacy of the of the particular operations and facility".

detection system. However, in older facilities that handle

In broad terins, this involves ensuring that fissile material, it was often the case that a
the thicknesses, densities and compositions of CIDAS was installed even without a formal
materials assumed in the calculations are chosen assessment determining the need for it. A
to minimise the gamma doses at the detector detailed review of the nature of the process and
positions. the criticality controls in place, and any

modifications that have been made during the
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operational lifetime of the plant, may show that It should be noted that the method of
a CIDAS is not actually required. revising the neutron component of the total dose

to the worker will be examined in particular
It should be noted that the use of this detail, as this is this where the largest refinement

approach would not be used to draw the is likely to be seen.
conclusion that a functioning CIDAS should be
switched off, since this would be inconsistent As mentioned before, the value of the
with the requirements of the ALARP principle. maximum acceptable emergency dose is likely
(Although not strictly required, the CIDAS may to change from mSv to OmGy in future.
provide some benefit). However, the assessment This change is likely to have a significant
would demonstrate that no modifications are impact for heavily shielded facilties. (Even
required to the existing system and that it need when the dose due to a criticality incident is
not be replaced when it reaches the end of its gamma dominated, this represents a five-fold
operational lifetime. improvement in detection efficiency).

Adventist,,,,
Install additional detectors gvX M ,J

Another approach could be to install Process
additional detectors to ensure that adequate Fissile C Orri dor
CIDAS coverage is provided. In principle, this cell INI'Mffl,

Nmay seem to be a relative simple option.
However, it may have a significant impact on 6,v
plant performance due to operational down time,
increased testing and maintenance requirements
for the augmented CIDAS and dose uptake
implications incurred during installation. aided,, �p

wg

if this approach is adopted, detailed
calculations would be required to ensure that the M

minimum number of additional detectors is
identified.

Remove pessimisms/refline calculation Fig.1 Typical elevation of plant geometry for a
shielded facility handling fissile material

In instances in which the CIDAS assessment Maximum acceptable emergency dose
identifies shortfalls in the detection integrity for

a particular working area of a plant, a review of It is usual that the calculated worker doses
the basic modelling assumptions used in the are "operational quantities", i.e. ambient dose
assessment may suggest that the CIDAS does in equivalent, denoted H*(d), where d is the tissue
fact meet the criterion without requiring any depth assumed in the calculations. The use of
modifications to the system. This is more likely this quantity generally ensures pessimism in
to be the case in situations where the criterion is design and dose estimation since it tends to
based on the maximum acceptable emergency overestimate the appropriate "protection
dose rather than the detectable number of
fissions. quantity", i.e. the true effective dose, denoted E.

For example, consider a scenario based upon For whole-body doses, a tissue depth of
the plant geometry shown in Figure 1 A l0mm. is usually chosen to estimate te dose to
operator is sielded from a fissile cell by a the internal organs. Hence, the whole-body
concrete wall and a lead glass window. As this ambient dose equivalent is denoted H*(10).

is a heavily shielded situation, the detection Figure 2 shows the ratio of the protection
criterion would probably be based on the quantity, effective dose, E, with the operational
maximum acceptable emergency dose. quantity W(10). The most probable energy of

Possible refinements might include the neutrons emitted during fission is around 2MeV.
adoption of more realistic (but still pessimistic) Hence, it can be seen that H*(10) overestimates
material compositions, incident locations and E over the majority of the neutron energy range

operator positions based on operational of interest.
experience, rather than the absolute worst cases.
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In addition, flux to dose conversion factors operator due to a criticality incident are unlikely
used to estimate H*(10) are based on simple to result in large savings. Hence, this approach
anthropomorphic phantoms, e.g. the ICRU is only likely to be of benefit when the detection
sphere. Calculating the H*(10) dose in front of criterion is breached by a relatively small
the lead glass windows will be pessimistic in margin.
comparison with the true dose, i.e. the primary
limit quantity of effective dose, E. 0 Justification of an alternative incident

detection criterion
This is because the radiation flux distribution

across the body will vary and will result in a In a CIDAS integrity assessment, in
lower whole body dose, due to the variation in addition to choosing an appropriate incident size,
flux at sensitive organs such as the gonads, and it is also necessary to choose an appropriate
the differing shielding effects of concrete and incident duration. The incident duration depends
lead glass. on the type of fissile system, and is significantly

longer for a solution type incident than for a
2�, metal type incident'). Since gamma based

E/h-(l0h(lCRP60) CIDAS detectors tfigger at a certain dose rate

19 threshold, this implies that solution type
incidents are more difficult to detect than metal
type incidents.

Historically, a CIDAS assessment may have
0.5 assumed a solution type incident in order to

ensure that the efficacy of the CIDAS is not

01 . . . overestimated. However, a more detailed review104 le le 1 lo, lo, 10 1 le lo, lo,
Neutron enerU (MeV) of the plant operations may show that a robust

case can be made for the assumption of a metal

Fig.2 Ratio of protection quantity and operation type incident in some or all plant areas.

quantity against neutron energy In such cases, it may then be possible to

By calculating the dose to different organs, demonstrate that the extant CIDAS does in fact
given that they may well be shielded by meet the incident detection criterion without
different materials, in this case concrete and lead requiring any modifications.
glass, and summing over all organs to give the
whole body total dose, will provide a better 9 Review alarm triggering logic

estimate than calculating the absorbed dose in
front of the lead glass window alone. The In the UK, a typical CIDAS system may
variation of the absorbed dose for the various consist of three independent circuits of detectors.
organs is shown in Figure 3 The incident detection logic is configured such

that, to trigger the alarm system, at least one
detector from any two of the three circuits is

lop breast required to satisfy the detection criterion. This
........... lungs

colon two-out-of-three logic approach is adopted to
red bon, rnAnro,1�rl testes minimise the number of spurious alarms.

E skin
lo,

For pessimism, CIDAS integrity
assessments usually aim to demonstrate that at

id, least one detector from all three circuits would
satisfy the detection criterion.

. . . . . . . . . . . .. However, it may be possible, based on a
lo-, to-' te to-' la' to-1 e twl o-' to-' id' o to'

Neutron energy (MeV) very detailed assessment, to justify an approach
based on demonstrating that (at east) one

Fig.3 Organ absorbed dose conversion (AP detector from any two of the three circuits
irradiation geometry) coefficients for would satisfy the detection criterion.

selected organs as a function of neutron Again, it may then be possible to
energy demonstrate that the extant CIDAS is in fact

In reality, these refinements in the method adequate without the need for any modifications.

used to calculate the dose received by an Use of a portable CIDAS
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As mentioned earlier, the installation of a
CIDAS represents a significant capital cost,
even for a new plant. For a plant that has been
operational for several years, this cost is likely
to be greatly increased.

Another option, which is particularly
relevant for a plant that is undergoing
decommissioning, is the introduction of a
portable CIDAS. The advantage of this approach
is that a full system covering the entire plant
need not be provided. Rather, a smaller mobile
system can be introduced and moved around the
plant as the various active areas are
decommissioned.

5. Conclusion

The standard CIDAS detection criteria used
in the UK have been described and the various
sources of radiation produced as a result of a
criticality incident have been outlined.

The demonstration of CIDAS integrity is
then discussed in some detail, both for plants at
the design stage and for operational plants.

For plants that are still at the design stage,
the ma or cost associated with a CIDAS is the
provision of a system. Additional detectors are
only a relatively minor additional cost. In these
cases, the assessment of detector positioning
need not be particularly refined and assessments
can be relatively simple.

However, for existing plants, modifications
are Rely to be dose intensive and time
consuming. Hence, it is prudent to carry out
much more detailed assessments. Several
options are discussed, which should be pursued
in order to ensure that the most cost-effective
and fit-for-purpose solution is achieved.
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1. Introduction site that can be used to assist the training of
newcomers to this important safety discipline.

Currently, a website dedicated to enhancing
communication and dissemination of criticality safety 2. Main Features of the Website
information is sponsored by the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) Nuclear Criticality Safety Program Before venturing into a discussion of various
(NCSP). This website was developed as part of the training ideas, it is beneficial to summarize the main
DOE response to the Defense Nuclear Facilities features of the website and the experience we have
Safety Board (DNFSB) Recommendation 97-2, which learned during the last few years regarding the
reflected the need to make criticality safety training module development and the needs of the
information available to a wide audience. The criticality safety community. The current website is
website is the focal point for DOE nuclear criticality built upon a frame-based navigational scheme. The
safety (NCS) activities, resources and references, website contents were organized under sixteen menu
including hyperlinks to other sites actively involved in buttons for ease of navigation. The data were
the collection and dissemination of criticality safety structured into several categories: general website
information. The website is maintained by the information (i.e., home page, website mission, DOE
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) NCSP plan, and registration); general guidance for
under auspices of the NCSP management. new users (i.e., basic NCS information, DOE Orders

and Regulations); technical information (i.e., training
One area of the website contains a series of and conferences, databases and references, NCS codes

Nuclear Criticality Safety Engineer Training and data, NCSET, and website archives); major
(NCSET) modules. During the past few years, many stakeholders and organizations (i.e., DOE NCS groups,
users worldwide have accessed the NCSET section of DNFSB Actions, other resources, and high level
the NCSP website and have downloaded the training links); and the user feedback page (i.e., a message
modules as an aid for their training programs. This board). The website provides a "one-stop" center
trend was remarkable in that it points out a continuing where a user can also link to other key NCS websites.
need of the criticality safety community across the This approach offers several advantages including
globe. unnecessary duplication of infonnation and allowing a

user to access up-to-date information from various
It has long been recognized that training of websites.

criticality safety professionals is a continuing process
involving both knowledge-based training and Among the features included in the NCSP
experience-based operations floor training. As more website are general help for new criticality safety
of the experienced criticality safety professionals practitioners, a discussion of computational methods
reach retirement age, the opportunities for mentoring and resources, a collection of bibliographic references,
programs are reduced. It is essential tat some and a collection of various technical and
method be provided to assist the training of young organizational information to help newcomers in this
criticality safety professionals to replenish this limited field. This website has been online since 1998.
human expert resource to support on-going and future Currently, the website provides two bibliographic
nuclear operations. databases (i.e., the LLNL database and the Hanford

database) with a data search engine to facilitate
The main objective of this paper is to present the utilization of the databases. The two databases in

features of the NCSP website, including its mission, combination have more than 10,000 bibliographical
contents, and most importantly its use for the references including brief abstracts of journal articles,
dissemination of training modules to the criticality technical reports, criticality experiments, and other
safety community. We will discuss lessons learned relevant criticality safety information from the last
and several ideas for future development in the area of forty years.
web-based training for criticality safety professionals.
Our effort is intended to stimulate a discussion of
ideas and solicit participation in the development of
the next generation of a web-based criticality training

Corresponding author, Tel. 925-422-6516, Fax. 925423-2854, E-mail: huang3a,1ril. v
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3. A Web-based Training Program The first eleven modules are similar in form to
chapters of a textbook and many have exercises with

Early in the development of the website, it was answers included. Recognizing te trend towards
recognized that, in addition to enhancing interacti ve web-based training, Module 1 2
communication and information dissemination, (Development of NCS Evaluations) was written in the
training should be a major emphasis to help the form of a web page that can be viewed through any
newcomers to criticality safety. New graduates from internet browser. The tutorial parts of the module
universities generally need substantial mentoring to contain internal links that take the reader to specific
gain insights into the subtleties of the field and to sections of an actual NCS evaluation to demonstrate
acquire job-Telated experience. This is particularly how the pinciples are put into practice. After
evident in te field of criticality safety, partially due reading the appropriate section of the example,
to the academic orientation of nuclear engineering another link returns the reader to the point fi7om which
curricula at most universities. the tutorial section was left. Figure I shows an

example that contains the description of the facility
During the last few years, substantial effort was being evaluated and the link that returns the reader to

spent towards development of the NCSET modules. the training section of the module.
The modules currently available, or to be posted soon,
are listed below: We expect that future modules will continue to

use this form, and incorporate even more interactive
Module 1: Introductory Nuclear Criticality features that take advantage of the developments in

Physics computer training technology.
Module 2 Neutron Interactions
Module 3 The Fission Chain Reaction 4. The Next Stage of Development
Module 4 Neutron Scattering and Moderation
Module 5: Criticality Safety Limits With the rapid progress of the internet
Module 6 Introduction to Diffusion Theory information age, a web-based training option offers
Module 7 Introduction to the Monte Carlo many advantages. It will allow new criticality safety

Method engineers to train at their own pace, and provide
Module 8: Hand Calculation Methods-Part I refresher courses for more experienced people.
Module 9 Hand Calculation Methods-Part 2 When such a training program is made available on an

(coming soon) easily accessible website that integrates the features
Module 10: Criticality Safety in Material described above, it can also provide a forum for

Processing Operations-Part I criticality safety professionals to share their
Module I : Criticality Safety in Material experiences and suggest improvements. Use of such

Processing Operations-Part 2 an interactive site offers a great opportunity for
Module 12: Development of Nuclear Criticality cooperation among the diverse organizations

Safety Evaluations interested in criticality safety, both domestically and
internationally.

Development of these training modules was a result of
the effort of many members of the NCS community. As we assessed the status of available NCS
Some of the training modules were developed from training aterials and the need to offer more
existing training materials used at various DOE sites "operations-based" support training, it was quite
that deal with handling of fissionable materials. obvious that text-based training modules, although
Generally speaking, the training modules are aimed at easy to write and implement on the web site, have
the practical application of neutron physics with the their limitations. First of all, a text-based training
goal of developing the necessary skills required to module is not the best approach to train people new to
support facility design and nuclear facility operations the area of criticality safety. A user needs to read
in the area of criticality safety. through the text just like reading a textbook without

the benefit of a teacher. Because of this, the NCSET
As mentioned earlier, the response from the section of the web site notes that the modules are

criticality safety community to the NCSP website is generally intended to be used as part of a training
truly remarkable. The training module section and program conducted by the appropriate training staff.
the bibliographic database section are the most
frequently accessed sections of the website by users Furthermore, completely text-based training
worldwide. Furthermore, there have been and materials are more suitable for teaching basic theory
continue to be substantial downloads of the NCSET and rule-based methodologies. Without pictures or
modules. This activity is beyond our initial diagrams, it is harder for a student to comprehend the
expectations and truly represents the need of relevant information related to a real work situation
individual NCS practitioners to obtain training such as a workstation, process equipment, or a storage
materials for their use. array. Most of the NCSET modules contain
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2.1 Facility Description

Building X is a multi-purpose laborato d
fill

office building. Among the many pr e in
progress is a long-standing study of p
metallurgical processes. One such project is
centered in the A-Wing laboratories, and in
particular room A-1. Electrorefining operations t
are conducted in an inert-atmosphere glove box
that has been used for many years of research
using depleted uranium material and will be
extended to U(20) materials. Material is passed
into the glove box through a small air lock and
processed by laboratory personnel at numerous
glove ports around the box.

VUi

The floor area of the glove box is approximately
2.4 rn wide and 49 in long (8 ft x 16 ft) A
cooling plenum is attached to one end through which a limited amount (approximately 12 gal) of a water/glycol
solution circulates through a heat exchanger. In addition to the coolant, only small quantities of lubricants and
cleaning solutions are present in the glove box.

Return to Module

Figure 1. Excerpt from Training Module Showing Return Hyperlink

diagrams and photos to help the students, but static In addition to multimedia content, development
images do not take advantage of current technology. of more interactive modules with immediate feedback

is planned. A student would be asked to select an
Our experience in classroom teaching on the answer to a question that would test the level of

fundamentals of criticality safety demonstrated time understanding of the subject matter. Such an
and again the effectiveness of using models and video interactive mode is a good way to break the boredom
clips to better portray a physical situation, and most of of simple text reading or standard examinations. It
all to keep students interested in the subject. This is also forces the student to process what he or she
particularly relevant given that a web-based training learns in real time by answering questions embedded
course is centered on the interaction of a student's in a training module.
visual span with the inforination portrayed on a
monitor screen. All of these training ideas are not new. As a

matter of fact, web-based training modules are
The use of multimedia presentations offers great currently widely used in many institutions. However,

advantages when compared with static or text-based the development of such multi-media training
training modules. For example, a training module modules for NCS training will need the contribution
with criticality alann sounds within a simulated of many criticality safety professionals. Although
criticality event description will produce a much quite challenging, such an undertaking is definitely
greater impression on the student than simply reading worthwhile considering the collective recognition of
a description of the alarm. Playing a videotape of a such a need by the whole criticality safety
classroom teaching session is far superior to having a community and is certainly attainable by calling on
student read a text. Next to actual hands-on training, the vision and resources of NCS professionals willing
a video clip to show an experimental set up with its to contribute to the effort of training ftiture NCS
associated fissile material configuration is the engineers. The NCSP website is a good example of
preferred method of presentation. Similarly, a one such collective effort.
videotape by experts in the NCS field can convey
more than simple words in a text. Projects at Los 5. Concluding Remarks
Alamos National Laboratory and Oak Ridge National
Laboratory have included videotaped interviews with Establishment of the NCSP website represents
pioneers in the field, and we expect to incorporate one attempt by the NCS community to meet the need
clips from these sessions into future NCSET modules. to enhance communication and disseminate NCS
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information to a wider audience. With the aging safety could easily be incorporated into training
work force in this important technical field, there is a modules. Obviously, the development of such a
common recognition of the need to capture the program depends largely upon the need and
corporate knowledge of these people and provide an participation of experts who share the same vision and
easily accessible, web-based training opportunity to enthusiasm of training the next generation of
those people just entering the field of criticality safety. criticality safety engineers.

A multimedia-based site can provide a wide The NCSP website is just one example of the
range of possibilities for criticality safety training. potential benefits that web-based training can offer.
Training modules could range from simple text-based You are encouraged to browse the NCSP website at
material, similar to the NCSET modules, to interactive http://ncsp.llnl.gov. We solicit your ideas in the
web-based training classes, to video lecture series. training of future NCS engineers and welcome your
For example, the Los Alamos National Laboratory participation with us in developing future multimedia
video series of interviews with pioneers of criticality training modules.
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To Stay or to Go? Balancing the Risk of Reprocessing Plant Control Room
Evacuation Following a Criticality Alarm

Suzanne LOVE", David McCRINDLE1, Neil HARRIS', Justin HAWORTH2
'British Nuclear Fuels p1c, Safety and Environmental Risk Management, Research and Technology,

Sellafield Seascale, Cumbria CA20 IPG, United Kingdom
'British Nuclear Fuels p1c, Criticality Dose Shielding Assessment, Research and Technology,

Risley, Warrington, Cheshire, W43 6AS, United Kingdom

Following a criticality alarin within the Magnox Separation Plant at Sellafield, there is a
conflict of interest between the risks associated with complete evacuation versus continued
manning of the control room. The historic emergency response policy would be to
completely evacuate the control room upon a criticality alarm. If, however, the alarm was
found to be false, the inevitable loss in control over the plant could have environmental,
operational and radiological release consequences. Maintaining control room manning
following a genuine alarm might, however, result in an avoidable high dose to an operator.
Based upon the estimated dose equivalent to a control room operator for a range of criticality
incident morphologies a risk analysis was undertaken. The results indicate that the
differential risk between an operator who evacuates immediately and an operator who remains
for a short time to complete diagnostic checks is very small. As a consequence a new
emergency policy was therefore developed on plant which results in a relatively low risk to
control room operators, but still allows control over the plant to be retained following a false
criticality alarm.

KEYWORDS. Criticality Incident Detection and Alarm System, CIDAS, Operator Dose,
Control Room Evacuation, Balancing Risk, Emergency Procedure

1. Introduction The options of re-siting the control room,
installing additional bulk shielding to the control

The Magnox Separation Plant (MSP) at room or constructing an additional remote control
Sellafield reprocesses Magnox fuel using a room have been dismissed due to the risks and
solvent extraction process. It is a relatively old the cost-benefit associated with such major
plant and relies heavily on operator intervention modifications and the limited remaining lifetime
to control the process. Although the plant is of the plant. Therefore a detailed reassessment of
intrinsically stable and not susceptible to rapid the operator response to a CIDAS alarm was
fluctuations from normal conditions, the risk of a carried out based on estimated dose equivalent
criticality is such that it warrants the installation following a criticality incident. The analysis was
of a Criticality Incident Detection and Alarm aimed at achieving an optimised response that
System (CIDAS). properly balances the risks between the different

The purpose of this system is to alert operator responses.
operators to a criticality incident and to initiate a
rapid evacuation of the affected area. The plant 2. Magnox Separation Plant
control room is located within the area that would
be affected by a criticality incident. Historically, Following dissolution of the Magnox fuel,
the control room has remained manned following within the MSP, plutonium (Pu) and uranium (U)
alarms. If the plant is left unattended there could are chemically separated from the fission
be a risk of an arborne release which would have products via a solvent extraction process within
the potential for a dose to the public, or there mixer settler vessels. Both the U stream and
could be the risk of a criticality (either the first fission products are forward fed to different
genuine incident if it had been a false alarm, or a plants for further purification, however, the Pu
further incident) or the risk of a contained stream is purified and finally concentrated by
incident which could require a clean up and evaporation within the MSP.
subsequent plant outage. These risks must be Criticality safety is principally maintained by
considered against the review of the plant's controlling the fissile concentration of the liquors
emergency procedures which highlighted that and by the use of geometrically safe vessels.
continued manning of the control room may be Operators continually monitor the plant both in
exposing operators to undue risk. the control room and on the plant, hence there is a

wealth of operational experience, which has

*Corresponding author, Tel. 44-19467-79146, Fax. 44-19467-79007, E-mail:suzanne-love�bnfl.com
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shown that the plant is intrinsically stable and not The analysis therefore considered the risks
susceptible to rapid fluctuations from non-nal associated with the following operator responses:
conditions. Indeed there have been very few
transients which could be regarded as precursors (1) All control room operators evacuate
to a criticality incident. immediately; or

The main process vessels in the plant are (2) Most senior person remains to carry out
located within shielded cells. The control room is quick confirmatory checks on whether the
remote from, and shielded from, most of the incident was genuine; or
potential criticality sites. However, the shielding (3) No evacuation of control room.
was not designed for criticality shielding, but
rather was designed as a shield against gamma 4. Criticality Incident Morphologies
emissions from fission products and actinides.

The first part of this analysis was therefore to Based on a review of historical incidents,
calculate the dose equivalent to an operator three different types of criticality incident
within the control room following a criticality morphology are examined. Single spike,
incident. The dose was an estimation (taking into continuous and repeated spike incidents have
account the shielding present) following a previously been reported in criticality
criticality incident in the following cells: incidents/experiments which involve thermal

liquid systems (i.e. those systems expected in the
Low Active (LA) Cell MSP). Based on a review of historic criticality
Medium Active (MA) Cell incidents, it is assumed that the criticality
Highly Active (HA) Cell incident will have one of the following broad
Dissolver Cell characteristics, which are represented

schematically in Figures I to 4.

The other cell areas within the MSP were
considered to give a negligible dose equivalent to
control room operators due to their shielding
and/or proximity from the control room or had a
relatively low potential for criticality.

3. Operator Response to a CIDAS Alarm

The control room in the Magnox Separation
Plant is equipped with instnimentation which
allows continual monitoring of the plant. In the
event of a CIDAS alarm some systems would
also permit a rapid indication of whether a Fig. I Schematic of dose equivalent and fission
criticality truly had occurred or whether the alarm yield for a plateau type criticality incident
was false. with the fissions occurring over a period of

To minimise the potential dose to control I hour at a constant rate (type I incident).
room operators, complete evacuation of the
control room would be necessary. However, such
an evacuation of the control room following a
false alarm would result in a loss in control over Yi.1d ...........

the plant. This may have environmental, D..c

operational and radiological release consequences.
On the other hand if the alarm was genuine and
operators remained in the control room, this ..........
might result in an avoidable high dose to the
operator.

A possible compromise could be for just one
operator to remain in the control room for a short

period of time to carry out diagnostic check. If Fig. 2 Schematic of dose equivalent and fission
the alarm was confirmed to be genuine indicating yield for a twin spike type criticality
a criticality incident had indeed occurred in the incident with half the fissions occurring
plant they would then evacuate, If the alarm was immediately and half the fissions occurring
found to be false, they would remain and carry one hour later (Type 2 incident)
out the normal supervisory checks while awaiting
returning support.
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yie dose in a Type 2 3 or 4 incident, the second
-Dow spike dose of a Type 3 incident and 

minutes of Type .
0 Staff who remain in the control room to

monitor the plant will receive the entire dose
from all 4 incidents (i.e. the dose due to the
10'8 fissions regardless of the nature of the
event).

Ti.. 5. Estimation of Dose Equivalent to B205

Fig. 3 Schematic of dose and fission yield for a Control Room Operators
twin spike type criticality incident with half
the fissions occurring immediately and half Based on a fission yield, the cell
the fissions occurring five minutes later shielding and the distance of the cell from the
(Type 3 incident). control room, a estimate of the possible

approximate dose equivalent to operators within
the control room following a criticality within

32 either of the four cell areas was obtained. This.2 ----------------------
>- data is summarised in Table .
.2

Table I Estimate of Dose Equivalent to a Control
Room Operator following a Criticality

.e Yield incident of 1018 Fissions in Various Cells of
D the Magnox Separation Plant

LU 7-10!�-J

0

Dose Equivalent to a
Time Cell Control Room Operator

(mSv)
Fig. 4 Schematic of dose equivalent and fission Low Active 58

yield for a single spike criticality incident Medium Active 23
with the vast majority of the fissions High Active 4
occurring before any action can be taken Dissolver 4
(Type 4 incident).

The dose equivalents to the control room
It is likely that any real incident will exhibit operator were then specifically calculated for

more complex behaviour, however, these each type of criticality incident type. Given all
characteristics are believed to be reasonably four types of incident are considered to be
representative and they permit discrimination equally probable, the mean dose equivalent to the
between the various evacuation strategies. operator was then determined. This data is

Given that a criticality would be expected to summarised in Table 2 and the estimated dose
arise as a result of an 'unpredicted' fault there is equivalents for each type of criticality scenario
no reason to assume that criticality incidents are are plotted for each type of operator response.
more likely in one area. The probability Of This is shown schematically in Figures 5 to 7.
criticality incidents in the MSP is split between
the LA, MA, HA and dissolver cells. It is also 60

assumed that any criticality will result in a total
of 1018 fissions. Considering the four types of 50 - LA Cell 13 MA Cell

incident and the three operator responses, the 0 HA Cell
40

following assumptions are made:
30

• Staff who evacuate the control room
LU

immediately will be out of range of the 4, 20

incident within 5 minutes. They will receive
the initial spike dose in a Type 2, 3 or 4 10
incident and 5 minutes worth of the 0 7=

continuous Type I incident dose. Type 1 TWe 2 Type 3 Type 4

• Staff who evacuate the control room Fig. 5 Schematic of the dose equivalent to a
following a quick diagnostic check will be control room operator following a
out of range of the incident within 10 prompt evacuation for each type of
minutes. They will receive the initial spike criticality incident
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Table 2 Dose Equivalent to a Control Room Operator following each Type of Criticality Incident and
Overall Mean Dose Equivalent for all Incident Types

Dose Equivalent to Dose Equivalent to Dose Equivalent to

Cell Operator who operator who remains operator who remains
evacuates quickly for diagnostic checks

(MSV) then evacuates (mSv) In control room (mSv)

Type I (Plateau) Criticality Incident
Low Active 5 10 58

Medium Active 2 4 23
Highly Active 0.3 0.6 4

Dissolver 0.3 0.6 4
Mean 2 4 22.2

Type 2 (Second Spike after an Hour)
Low Active 29 29 58

Medium Active 12 12 23
Highly Active 2 2 4

Dissolver 2 2 4
Mean 11.1 11.1 22.2

Type 3 (Second Spike after minutes)
Low Active 29 58 58

Medium Active 12 23 23
Highly Active 2 4 4

Dissolver 2 4 4
Mean 11.1 22.2 22.2

Type 4 (Single Spike)
Low Active 58 58 58

Medium Active 23 23 23
Highly Active 4 4 4

Dissolver 4 4 4
Mean 22.2 22.2 22.2

Overall Mean for all 4 11.6 14.9 22.2
types of incident

60 60

M LA Cell
50 M NA Cell so 0 LA Cell

U) El HA Cell 0) El MA Cell
E40 40

ID Dissolvers El HA Cell

(030 - 30 UM Dissolvers2 >
Cr

LU U1
a)20 a) 20
00

1 0 1 0

0 01
Type Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 Type I Type 2 Type 3 Type 4

Fig. 6 Schematic of the dose equivalent to a Fig. 7 Schematic of the dose equivalent to a
control room operator following a delayed control room operator following no
evacuation for each type of criticality evacuation after each type of criticality
incident incident
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6. Discussion and Conclusions reveals the incident to be genuine, then the area
should be completely evacuated.

Subject to the assumptions of the analysis, it Balancing control room risks is complex and
is apparent from Table 2 that the average therefore this analysis has taken a pragmatic and
detriment to an operator who remains in the simplified approach. With the assumptions
control room to carry out diagnostic checks already discussed, the results indicate that the
following a criticality event (Operator differential risk between Operator Responses (1)
Response2) is 3.3mSv when compared to an and 2) is very small. As the detriment associated
operator who evacuates immediately (Operator with abandoning the control room is genuine, this
Response 1). This is a relatively small dose allowed a new policy to be adopted whereby:
equivalent and carries a stochastic risk of
1.7 x 0-4 per criticality using a dose risk factor of * All but the most senior person present should
0.05Sv.') Given the expected low frequency of evacuate the control room immediately upon
criticality incidents compared with false CIDAS hearing the CIDAS alarm.
alarms, this low risk supports a recommendation * The remaining person carries out
that a minimum level of staff remain in the predetermined confirmatory checks. If these
control room following an alarm to carry out a indicate definitely that the CIDAS alarm is
quick deterministic check, provided there is a false, he/she remains in the control room to
benefit in them doing so (see below) and carry out normal supervisory tasks.
provided the relevant staff are informed and give If it is not obvious from the confirmatory
consent to the risk. checks that the alarm is false, then the

Subject to the assumptions of the analysis, it remaining person also evacuates the control
is also apparent from Table 2 that the average room.
detriment to an operator who remains in the
control room indefinitely following a criticality This policy has now been incorporated into
incident (Operator Response 3 is I mSv emergency procedure adopted in the Magnox
compared to an operator who evacuates Separation Plant to be used in the event of a
immediately (Operator Response 1). This is a CIDAS alarm.
more significant dose equivalent (although still
recognised as being small under emergency Acknowledgernents
conditions) and carries a stochastic risk of The authors wish to thank the Magnox
5.5 x 10-4 per criticality, using a dose factor of Separation Plant control room operators for their
0.05/Sv. ) valuable discussions and feedback following the

Before any additional risk can be sanctioned, criticality emergency exercise which initiated this
it is necessary to demonstrate that there is a analysis.
benefit to be gained from doing so (under the 'As
Low As is Reasonably Practicable' or ALARP References
principle). In this case the benefit to be gained 1) PW Ball and EJ Polmear, "Radiological
from not evacuating the control room, is that Accident Risk Criteria for Sellafield
should the alarm prove to be false, control over Reprocessing Divisions and Drigg." BNFL
the plant will have been retained. Loss of control SSNSC 93) 09 1993).
may have other detriments associated with it such
as potential environmental releases, increased
risk of maloperations etc. Thus the competing
issues of possible radioactive release into the
pubic domain versus potential operator dose
equivalent from a criticality incident must be
considered. It should be noted that the majority
of CIDAS alarm occurrences prove to be false.

Under BNFL policy it is considered that as
the most rigorous precautions are taken to prevent
a criticality incident, even an excursion of the
size of the minimum incident of concer is
symptomatic of a situation so abnormal and
unpredictable that lives ought not to be staked
against the chance that a sizeable incident will
not follow. Thus in keeping with the existing
standard emergency response, if the CIDAS
alarm sounds and a quick diagnostic check
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Present Status of Monte Carlo Seminar for Sub-criticality Safety Analysis
in Japan

Kiyoshi SAKURAI*' and Ichiro NOJIRI2
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This paper provides overview of the methods and results of a series of sub-criticality
safety analysis seminars for nuclear fuel cycle facility with the Monte Carlo method held in
Japan from July 2000 to July 2003. In these seminars, MCNP4C2 system (MS-DOS
version) was installed in note-type personal computers for participants. Fundamental
theory of reactor physics and Monte Carlo simulation as well as the contents of the MCNP
manual were lectured. Effective neutron multiplication factors and neutron spectra were
calculated for some examples such as JCO deposit tank, JNC uranium solution storage tank,
JNC plutonium solution storage tank and JAERI TCA core. Management for safety of
nuclear fuel cycle facilities was discussed in order to prevent criticality accidents in some
of the seminars.

KEYWORDS. Monte Carlo, seminar, sub-criticality, nuclearfuel cyclefacility,
MCNP-4C2, personal computer, JCO deposit tank, JNC uranium solution storage tank,
JNCplutonlum solution storage tank, AERI TCA core

1. Introduction 2. Provision prior to Monte Carlo simulation

To promote the radiation transport calculation with 2.1 Basic theory for the Monte Carlo calculation
the Monte Carlo method in the field of the nuclear Before starting the Monte Carlo calculation,
energy research, Monte Carlo seminars') have been following contents were lectured as a basic theory 
held since July 2000 at the Japan Atomic Energy (1) continuous energy Monte Carlo codes, 2) nuclear
Research Institute (JAERI). They are (1) data files, 3 point-wise neutron cross section
fundamental theory seminars, 2) sub-criticality safety compilation systems, 4 multi-purpose point-wise
analysis seminars for nuclear fuel cycle facilities, 3) neutron cross section libraries, (5) Monte Carlo
shielding safety analysis seminars, 4 neutron and simulation method, (6) evaluation for calculation
photon streaming safety analysis seminars and (5) results, 7 forward and adjoint integral emergent
high energy shielding safety analysis seminars. In particle density equations, (8) pseudorandom number,
each seminar, the maximum number of participants is (9) random walk, (10) variance reduction technique,
limited to five aiming at man-to-man discussion, and (I 1) weight window method, 12) weight window
the total lecture time is six hours. Participants to generator, 13) estimators, 14) MCNP4C input
these seminars are engineers and researchers from manual, (15) calculation exsamples in the research
universities, research institutes and enterprises. field of criticality, shielding, reactor, exposure, fusion,

This paper provides overview of the methods and high energy and space.
results of a series of sub-criticality safety analysis
seminars for nuclear fuel cycle facility with the Monte 2.2 Installation of MCNP-4C2 system in each PC
Carlo method held from July 2001 to July 2003. The dominant factor limiting the utilization of the

The objective of these seminars was a presentation Monte Carlo codes is complex installation procedure.
of a reliable analysis method with the Monte Carlo To solve this problem, the following simple
method for beginners by using note-type personal installation method was prepared for these seminars:
computers (PCs). The MCNP4C2 MS-DOS version system was

As a continuous energy Monte Carlo code, the installed to each PC by using an auto-installer for the
MCNP-4C2') MS-DOS version was used. Wl-NDOW'S-95,-98,-ME,-2000 and -XP.

Since the JCO criticality accident occurred in 30 The system consists of (1) compiled MCNP4C2
Sept. 1999 at Tokai-mura in Japan, management for program, 2 cross section directory, 3 340 nuclei
safety of nuclear fuel cycle facilities was discussed neutron cross section library edited from JENDL-3.2
among the lecturer and participants in the seminars at 293K (:52OMeV) 4 thermal neutron scattering
in order to prevent criticality accident. table S( , 8 2), (5) photon interaction cross section

library (lkeV-l00GeV)2), (6) electron interaction
cross section library (l0keV-100GeV)2), (7) MCNP

ConrTonding author, E-mail: sakumi�me1odytokaiJaeri.goJp sample inputs.
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Data of 2) and 7) are card image, but other data 12.5cm, height 50cm and thickness 2.5mm, the kff
are binary. As a result, the installed total memory was calculated. It is about 0.80, because the neutron
size is below 28OMbytes. This size is not large on leakage is increased on the model. This is a general
present PCs. Speeds of the used PC were fi7om idea of geometry management for sub-criticality in
15OMHz to 2.3GHz. This speed is enough for nuclear fuel cycle facility. In these seminars, the
sub-criticality safety analysis. condition for sub-criticality was considered in detail.

3. Sample calculation of kff and neutron spectrum 3.3 JNC uranium solution storage tank
3.1 Sphere model The uranium solution storage tank at JNC Tokai

As a first step, the most simple calculation model reprocessing plant was modeled by SUS304L cylinder
suitable for Monte Carlo beginners was provied. It is geometry with outer radius 115cm, height 120cm and
a sphere with uranium and hydrogen mixture located wall thickness 5mm. The calculation condition is
at coordinate XYZ origin. The radius is R Cm. The same as the JCO deposit tank. The kff and (D.,(E)
density of the mixture is 18.7 g/CM3 . The atomic were calculated with solution surface levels from zero
fraction is 0 I for hydrogen 0 I for uranium-23 5 and to 120cm. As a final step, when the tank was
0.8 for uranium-238. Ctrum2) immersed for conservative evaluation, the kfr was

The point source with Watt-type neutron spe calculated.
was set at coordinate XYZ origin. The neutron For all calculation conditions, the kfr is below 061.
importance is I and -1 for the inside and outside of

the sphere, respectively. The a, of fight water 3.4 JNC plutonium solution storage tank
wfth3OOK2)wasused. Theneutronnumberpercycleis The plutonium solution storage tank at NC Tokai
1000 and the total cycle number is 110. But, 10 reprocessing plant was modeled by SUS304 hollow
cycles were skipped for the eigenvalue calculation circle ring cylinder geometry with the fst wall outer
(effective neutron multiplication factor kF) with the radius 245.5cm, the second wall outer radius 235cm,
covariance-weighted combined estimator that height 240cm and wall thickness 5mm. The outside
consisted of collision estimators, absorption of No.2 wall is covered with cadmium plate with
estimators and track-length estimator(TLE)2). thickness Imm. The calculation condition is same as

Then, the critical radius R, was calculated, and the the JCO deposit tank except for the parameter of

average neutron spectrum(D.,(E) of the inside of the Watt-type neutron spectnim. The kff and (D.ve(E)
sphere was also calculated with the TLE. were calculated with solution surface levels from zero

There were calculated with the different atomic to 240cm. As a final step, when the tank was
fraction of hydrogen, and the each (D ... (E) was immersed for conservative evaluation, the kff was
compared with Watt-type neutron spectrum. calculated.

The R, and ) ,e(E) were also calculated on For all calculation conditions, the kff is below 082.

condition with beryllium reflector of thickness 5cm.
Then, Sa,3) of beryllium metal with 30OK2) was also 3,5 JAERI TCA benchmark experiment core
used. JAERI TCA is a light water critical assembly with

light water ftiel rod array4). Fuel rod pitch is

3.2 JCO deposit tank 1.956cm. In this seminar, the information of 18 X18
The JCO deposit tank was modeled by SUS304L square array core was used. The MCNP input is

cylinder geometry with outer radius 25cm, height not here, because of very complex description. It is
50cm and wall thickness 2.5mm shown in Ref.5. The volume source with Watt-type

The volume source with Watt-type neutron neutron spectrum was set in all ftiel pellets. The
spectruM2) was set in uranium solution. The neutron critical water level is 75.Ocm. The keff were
importance is I and -1 for the inside and outside of calculated with water levels from zero to 75.Ocm.

the tank, respectively. The a, of light water with The(D.,(E) in the pellet, cladding and water were
300K 2) was used The neutron number per cycle is also calculated at the different core positions.

1000 and the total cycle number is I 0. But, 10 4. Discussion

cycles are skipped for the kff. 4.113iscussion on credibility of Monte Carlo cal.
As well as the above sphere model, the kff was Recently, PCs have been used in many scientific

calculated, and the 4) ... (E) in the uranium solution and fields. The WINDOW'S is an excellent operation
tank wall was also calculated with TLE. There were software. PCs with the WNDOW'S are suitable for
calculated on the condition with different solution the Monte Carlo calculation because of simple
surface levels from zero to critical solution level. operation by using the WINDOW'S, high speed

As a final step, water jacket was modeled for strict (2GHz) and large memory capacity(IOGbytes). If
calculation. installation of MCNP system is simple and easy by

When the uranium solution with critical condition use of an auto-installer and CD package, the Monte
was put in SUS304L cylinder tank with outer radius Carlo method come into wide use in nuclear energy
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research. For the seminars, one-touch installation 4.2 Discussion to prevent citicality accidents
method within one minute is prepared by using simple The criticality accident occurs by many flictors.
program, CD package and an auto-installer for Representative tors are the ethics of the management policy
WfNDOW'S-95,-98 -ME, 2000, -XP. the ethics of the employees, the engineering aity of

The CPU time is shorter than five minutes with engineers and the knowledge and aftention of workers in the
100,000 histories for the sphere model, the JOC plant Engineers and workers of the enterprise will not do to
deposit tank, the INC uranium solution storage tank mistake such as the estimation of the sub-criticality at least, if
and the NC plutonium solution storage tank, and they are able to carry out freely the Monte Carlo
about 30 minutes for JAERI TCA. Benchmark calculation wh the note-type PC. We believe that it was
experiment core. able to prevent the JCO criticality acident, if these serninars

The kff ± Akff of the JAERI TCA benchmark were carried Ott for the persons concerned of the nuclear fuel
experiment core with a critical condition is 100238 cycle facilities fi-orn before ofthe JCO criticality ccident

± 0.00088 by using the pointwise neutron cross
section library edited from JENDL-3.2. The References
accuracy and precision are acceptable enough. - 1) A. Sakurai, et al., "Contribution to the Monte

For JAERI TCA cores, sub-criticality evaluated Carlo Seminars," Trans. At. Energy Soc. Japan, 2,
with the exponential experiment and the Monte Carlo 196 (2003)(in Japanese).
calculation was compared for range from 063 to just 2) F-Briesmeister, Ed., MCNP-A General Monte
under critical ity6). The C/E's are 0985 for Carlo N-Particle Transport Code Version 4C,"
sub-criticality 063 andl.004 forjust under criticality. LA-12645(2000).

However, for the uranium solution and the 3) H.G.Hughes, et al., "Status of the MCNPTm/
plutonium solution, deep sub-criticality data from 065 LCSTM Merger Project, LA-UR-98-559(1998).
to 090 with the some experimental method did not 4) H-Tsuruta, et al., "Critical Sizes of Light-Water
exist. Therefore, the accuracy evaluation method of Moderated U02 and PuO2-UO2 Lattices,"
the deep sub-criticality with the Monte Carlo method JAERI 1254(1977).
for the JCO deposit tank, JNC uranium solution 5) K.Sakurai, et al., Estimation of Sub-criticality
storage tank and the JNC plutonium solution storage with the Computed Values II JAERI I -Res.
tank is not established in the world yet. But, the 96-008(1996)(in Japanese).
realistic estimation is possible on comparison with the 6) K.Sakurai and T.Yamamoto, "Comparison of
JAERI TCA results 6). Sub-criticality Evaluated with Exponential

For this reason, the result of the Monte Carlo Experiment and Monte Carlo Calculation,"
calculation is reliable. The Monte Carlo Method is J.At.Enegy Soc. Japan, 4 304(1998)(in Japanese).
applicable with high reliability to sub-criticality safety
analysis of nuclear fuel cycle facility.
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Study on the Detection of the Criticality Accident Alarm Systems
and Area Monitors

Yoshio SHIMIZU*, Tsutomu OKA

Tokai works, Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute JNQ, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki, 319-1194, JAPAN

Criticality Accident Alarm Systems (CASs) are important for the rapid evacuation and the reduction
of the operators' exposure. Though some methods shown in ANSI/ANS-8.3 etc., the relation btween
fissions and dose were evaluated for some source materials and shields under criticality accident. The
connection of the criticality calculation for the decision of the source spectrum and the shielding
calculation for the evaluation of the dose at the detectors were executed. MCNP4C and ENDF/B-VI
cross-section library were used for criticality calculation and ANISN and DLC-23E cross-section library
were used for shielding calculation. As the sources of the criticality accident, the uranyl nitrate solution,
plutonium nitrate solution, and PU02 powder were considered. The concrete and iron were considered for
the shielding material of the facilities. The distance from the accident points to the detectors of CAS was
constant for simplification. The possibility of the detection of the CAS and area monitors was studied
numerically. The effectiveness of area monitors for the detection of the slow excursion was also
evaluated numerically.

KEYWORDS: CriticaftlyAccident, Criticality AccidentAlarm System (CAS), Area Monitor
Detection, MCNP4, A NISN

1. Introduction appears many times on normal operation.
On the other hand, DOE Order 420. 1 A (4) said "To

Criticality Accident Alarm Systems (CAS) are aid in protecting workers against the consequences of
important for the rapid evacuation and the reduction slow criticality accidents in facilities where analysis
of the operators' exposure. The examples of the has shown that slow criticality accidents are credible,
detector placement are shown in ANSI/ANS-8.3(') CASs should be supplemented by warning devices
Appendix and the closely handling cases (ex. glove such as audible personnel dosimeters (e.g., pocket
box etc.) were considered. When the nuclear materials chirpers/flashers, or their equivalents), area radiation
are treated in the cell, it is also necessary to consider monitors, area dosimeters, or integrating CASs."
the placement of CAS for the facilities design. The There are usually many area monitors in the
simple equations, which were originated by the nuclear facilities and the possibility of the detection of
criticality accidents or experiments, have been used the slow delayed criticality accident is likely. The
for the decision of the placement. The detection of the supports of the neutron or gamma-ray area monitors
CAS, however, depends on the neutron/gamma-ray were also considered about its effectiveness for
(n/y) ratio, the energy spectrum etc. It is also related to detection of the slow excursion.
the physical and chemical conditions of the nuclear In this report, the effectiveness of area monitors
materials and the shielding material of the facility. for the detection of the slow excursion was studied

ICRP recommendation (2) says that dose limit for numerically.
the workers, should be 2mSv/year (averaged by 
year) for radiation protection. The detection of a 2. Purpose
prompt criticality accident is generally easier than a

slow excursion by CAS. When a slow excursion The purpose of this study were as follows;
occurs, operators may expose more than 2mSv (1) The possibility of the detecton by CASs for
before the CAS have detected it. various condition was studied numerially, without

The report 3) indicated that the accident, which large radiation exposure. The detection absorbed
integrated doses may excess to OmGy at 2m from dose for the directly operation was OmGy at m
the source, may not be detected by criticality accident from source according to ANSFANS-8.3 and the
alarm detectors. If the detection level is set lower, dose with shield was 20 rnSv at the outside surface
CAS will be able to detect the slow excursion. It is of the shield.
problem that single failure caused b (2) The effectiveness of the detection by area monitor

*CorrespondingauthorTel. 81-29-282-1111, Fax. ;+81-29-282-96i9, E-maii: shimizu�tokaijnc.gojp
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for slow excursion was studied numerically. The For the evaluation of the detection of the CAS and
detection dose for slow excursion was mSv at Area monitor, the only prompt neutron and gamma,
2m from source or at the outside surface of the which were obtained by criticality calculation, were
shield. considered. The evaluation of the radiation exposure,

prompt neutron, prompt gamma, and the gamma from
3. Evaluation Method short-lived fission products (10) were considered.

The connection of the criticality calculation for the 3.2 Shielding Calculation
decision of the leakage spectrum and the ratio, and the The calculation model is one dimensional sphere
shielding calculation for the evaluation of the dose at model and the outside of the shield 5m. from source
the detectors were executed. MCNP4C(5) and center. The source was set in the small void region.
ENDF/B-VI cross-section library were used for The cross section libraries are DLC23E.
criticality calculation and ANISN (6) and DLC-23E (7)

cross-section library were used for shielding 3.2.1 Shielding Materials
calculation. Calculation flow is shown in Fig. . The concrete (25cm, 50cm, 100cm and 150 cm)

This evaluation method was compared with the and iron (10cm, 20cin and 30cm) were considered for
Nuclear Criticality Slide Rule(g) about prompt neutron the shielding material of the facilities. Concrete
and gamma-ray and the results were corresponded(9). density was 23 g/CM3 and iron's was 787 g/CM3 11).

ri cality Calculatio 3.2.2 Dose Conversion Factors

- MCNP4C-ENDF/B-VI Three conversion factors were considered as
- keff is about I without reflector follows;
- Leakage spectrum and ratio from source materials
- Fission rate, Mean v (1) The dose for average soft tissue of adult in ICRU

CShielding Calculatio 33 (12),(13) was applied to the detector of CAS and

-ANLSN-DLC23E radiation dose when rapid fission spike.
- Sphere model, Small void volume source (2) The effective dose, AP (Anterior-Posterior)
-Concete: 25, 50, 100, 150crn direction to the Anthropomorphic Phantom in
- Iron: 10, 20, 30 cm ICRP pub.74( 14) was applied to the dose for

Fig.1 Calculation Flow personnel for slow excursion and outside of

shields. This conversion factor has been adopted
3.1 Criticality Calculation for Source Spectrum by the Japanese law.

and Strength (3) The lcm depth equivalent dose (15) was applied to
As the sources of the criticality accident, the the area monitor because of its response fariction.

uranyl nitrate solution (enrichment: 4, WOOL,

54O.OgU/L), 30L plutonium nitrate solution [1] ('"Pu: 4. Results and Precondition for the Study
24Op = 95: 5, 40.OgPu/L), 300L plutonium nitrate

solution 2 239pU: 24OpU = 95: 5, 1 .OgPu/L) and The evaluation results are shown in Table 3 to 
PU02 powder (I 146 g/CM3 , 28.2 kgPu, 0.0 water (unmodereted system) and 6 to 9 (solution systems),
content) were considered. kff of each case is about I under the precondition as below;
without reflector.

In MCNP criticality calculation, tallies were (1) The position of CAS was 10 in from the source
normalized by one fission neutron. Mean v of each center and its detection level was set in 20 mGy/h.
source was evaluated in Table 1. The source strength In this report the gamma rate meter was only
for I fission was given as follows; considered.

(2) The positions of area monitor were 10 and 20 n
Source Strength for fission=F1 Tally value Mean from source center and the alarm set to trip 0
V pSv/h.

(3) About the radiation exposure for personnel, tissue
Table I Mean v for Each Source dose was 200 mGy at the 2m from source center.

Criticality s urce System Mean v The effective dose was 20 mSv for the outside
Uranyl Nitrate Solution 2.44 surface of the shield (at 5m) for fission spike of a

Pu Nitrate Solution 1] 2.88 criticality accident or a slow excursion.
Pu Nitrate Solution 2] 2.87 (4) the shielding condition of CAS, area monitor and

PU02 Powder 3.13 radiation exposure were same.
(5) The dose evaluation point for the directly
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operation was 2m from source center. The dose
evaluation point with shield was at 5m from 4.3 Slow Excursion for moderated System
source center, ie. the outside surface of the As a slow excursion, doubling time was 18 [s] and

(16)shielding materials. fission rate became 10 times for 60 seconds . the
(6) Minimum dose for detection considered in this integral of the fissions from t to t60 [s] was 09 times

report shown in Table 2 the fissions of the detection dose for the consideration
of exposure before t [s]. The example for the 1.5E+15

Table 2 Minimum dose for detection fissions was shown in Fig. 2.
Fission Spike Slow Excursion If this agnitude were equivalent 200 Gy,

Without With Without Wi th 5.7E+12 fissions/sec at I [s] should be detected for
Shield" Shield" Shield*' Shield*' reducing the personnels radiation exposure.

Unmoderated 200 mGy 20 mSv Slow excursion was considered for only moderated
System systems.

Moderated 200 mGy 20 mSv 20 mSv 20 mSv
System I I [fissions/see]

*I at m *2 At 5m, the outside surface of shield � L

(7) In this report, three solution source were 5.7 E13 ........................

considered, for the effect of self-shielding of
source materials and mean v, the dose of 30 L
plutonium nitrate solution 1] systems were the
largest and 1000L uranyl nitrate solution systems
were the smallest. In this study, the 30L plutonium
nitrate solution [1] resutls applied to the fissions
estimation for the dose, and 1000L uranyl nitrate 15
solution results applied to the fission rate
estimation for the detection CASs and area 5.7 E12 t+ time [s]

monitors. Fig. 2 Relation of the total fission and fissions rate

for the slow excursion (example)

4.1 Fission Spike for Unmoderated System 5. Conclusion
The evaluation results are sown in Table 3 to 5.1 Unmoderated System

(unniodereted system). The unmoderated system of the condition in this
For urnmoderated System, it is assumed the fission report was P02 powder. From Table 3 to 5, CAS was

spike was within 0.5 [S](16). able to detect criticality accident for every case.

4.2 Fission Spike for moderated system 5.2 Moderated Sysyem for Fission Spike
The evaluation results are shown in Table 6,to 9 From Table 6 and 9 CAS was able to detect

(solution systems). criticality accident for no shield and concrete sield.
The spike peak power was estimated by the For iron shield, in Table 9 was difficult to detect as

equation of report ( 7 fr mo 'derated system. expected.
There were the relation between F [fissions] and P

[fissions/sec] as follows; 5.3 Moderated Sysyem for Slow Excursion

From table 7 to 9 CAS was not able to detect
((o/2) F [fissions]=P[fissions/sec] criticality accident at I [s] and area monitors are

effective. Both neutron and garnma area monitors for
o) was Inverse Period. F [fissions] was the no shield or concrete shield were effective. The

magnitute of minimum criticality accident for effectiveness of neutron area monitors for iron shield
detection by the dose evaluation. The was 0.1 as were evaluated numerically. After the alarm of area
conservative value referred to CRAC experiments monitor turn on, personnel evacuated within I minute,
In addition, mnimum fission rates of 30L plutonium they have less than 20 rSv radiation exposure.
nitrate solution estimated from Nomura's formula was

estimated 2.46E+14 [fissions/sec] for co = 0. 1. These considerations will be able to be applied to
On the other hand, in Table 3 the spike peak the design of nuclear fuel cycle facilities although

power for 200 rnGy at 2m and - 01 was 7.7E+13 actual facilities' conditions (the distance from the
[fissions/sec]. Therefore, the spike peak power was accident points to the detectors, shielding thickness
conservative. etc.) arc more complex, ad expect to more rational
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Table 3 Unnioderated Sy em (1102) Without Shield
2OOmGy at m 2rnGy, 0.5 Is] Detectable.1

Detectable! fissions/sec by Detectable fissions/sec by
from source Spike Peak fissions/sec by Area Monitor at I Om'2 Area Monitor at 2M'2

center Power CAS at 10m
IfNeutron Gamma-ray Neutron Gamma-ray

[fissions] [fissions/seci [fissions/see] Issions/sec I [fissions/secl fissions/secl [fissions/

No shield 1.6E+15 3.1E+15 -F 1.9E+12 2.5E+08 4.5E+10 9.6E+08 1.8E+11

*I Detection level 20 mGy/h, 2 the values of area monitor for reference

Table 4 Unmod rated Syste (PuO2) with Concrete Shield

Concrete 2OmSv at 5m'l 20rnSv, 0.5 s] Detectable'2 Detectable fissions/sec by Detectable fissions/sec by
Thickness from source Spike Peak fissions/see by Area Monitor at I Orn" Area Monitor at 20m'3

center Power CAS at 10m

[cm] [fissions] [fissions/secl [fissions/seci Neutron Gamma-ray Neutron Gamma-ray
[fissions/sec] [fissions/secl [fissions/secl

25.0 3.OE+14 6.IE+14 1.8E+12 1.2E+09 4.3E+10 4.8E+09 1.8E+1 1

50.0 2.OE+15 4.IE+15 3.lE+12 8.6E+09 7.6E+10 3.5E+10 3.2E I I

100.0 8.5E+16 1.7E+17 3.6E+13 4.7E+ I I 8.8E+ I I 1.9E+12 3.6E 1 2

150.0 3.IE+18 6.lE+18 6.8E+14 2.7E+13 I 1.7E+13 LIE+14 I 6.9E+ 1 3

*1 Theoutsidesurfaccoftheshield,*2Detectionlevel:2.OmGy/h,*3thevaluesofareamonitorforreference
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Table5 Unm deratedSystem(PU02)withlronShield
2OmSv at 5m" 2OmSv, 0.5 [s] Detectable '2Iron Detectable fissions/sec by Detectable fissions/sec by

Thickness from source Spike Peak fissions/sec by Area Monitor at IOM'3 Area Monitor at 20m'3
center Power CAS at 10m

Neutron Gamma-ray Neutron Gamma-ray
[cm] [fissions] [fissions/sec] [fissions/see] [fissions/sec] [fissions/secl [fissions/secl [fissions/secl

10.0 I.OE+14 2.OE+14 6.2E+12 3.4E+08 I.5E+ I I 1.4E+09 6.2E I 

20.0 1.8E+14 3.5E+14 I.IE+13 5.8E+08 2.713+11 2.3E+09 LIE+12

30.0 3.313+14 6.5E+14 1.6E+13 I.OE+09 4.OE I 4. 1 E+09 1.7E+12

*I The outside surface of the shield, 2 Detection level: 20 mGy/h, 3 the values of area monitor for reference

Table 6 Moderated Sys em without Shield, for Fission Spike

2OOmGy at 2OOmGy, co=O 2OmSv, for slow De.tectable" Detectable fissions/see by Detectable fissions/sec By
2m from .1 Spike Peak excursion at t . Uions/sec by Area Monitor at I Om Area Monitor at 20m

source center" Power" CAS at I.Om

[fissions] Ifissions/secl [fissions/sec) [fissions/sec] Neutron Gamma-ray Neutron Gamma-ray
_ _ELs�ns/sccl [fissions/se [fissions/secl

No shield I 1.5E+15 I 7.7E+13 1.6E+12 I 4.6E+09 3.8E+10 I 3.8E I 0
*1 The minimum number of fission during the first peak power of 30 [L] was estimated 4.92E+15[fissions], and minimum
fission rates fbrco=O.I was estimated 2.46E+14 [fissions/sl with theNomura's formula.
*2 t was shown in Fig 4 1, 3 Detection level 20 mGy/h

Table 7 Moderated Syst m without Shield, for Slow Excursion

2OmSv, at m 2OmSv, 0=O I 20mSv, for so DejeCjabje'2 Detectable fissions/sec Detectable flssions/sec
from source Spike Peak excursion at t 7, fissionsIsec by by Area Monitor at 10m by Area Monitor at 20m

center Power CAS at OM

[fissions] [fissions/sec] [ssions/sec] LOssionsIseel Neutron Gamma-ray Neutron Gamma-ray
Ifissions/secl Ifissions/seel rissions/seel ifissions/secl

No shield 3.4E 3 I.3E+11 I 1.6E+12 4.6E+09 3.8E+10 I 1.8E+10 1.5E+11
*I t was shown in Fig4. 1, 2 Detection level: 20 mGy/h

Table 8 Moderat System with Concrete Shield

Concrete 2OmSv, at 2OmSv, to=0.1 20mSv, for slow Detectable" Detectable fissions/sec Detectable fissions/sec
Thickness 5m" from Spike Peak excursion at t *2 fissions/sec by byAreaMonitoratlOm byAreaMonitoratUmi

source center Power CASatlOm
Neutron Gamma-ray Neutron Gamma-ray

[cm] [fissions] Ifissions/seel [fissions/secl Ifissions/sec] [fissions/seci Ifissions/seel fissions/secl

25.0 ,7.2E+14 3.6E+13 2.7E+ 2 6.8E+12 2.1E+1O 1.6E+11 8.5E+10 6.71E+11
50.0 4.6E 1 5 2.3E+14 1.8E+13 2.6E+13 1.5E+11 6.3E+11 6.0E+11 2.6E+12
100.0 1.9E 7 1.9E+15 7.IE+14 4.6E+14 7.8E+ 2 LIE+13 3.2E+13 4.6E+13
150.0 6.5E+18 3.3E+17 2.5E+16 9.2E+15 4.3E+14 2.2E+14 1.7E+15 9.3E+14

*I The outside surface of the shield, 2 t was shown in Fig4. 1, 3 Detection level: 20 mGy/h

Table 9 Moderated System ith Iron Shield

Iron 2OmSv, at 2OmSv, o=O.l 2OmSv, for slow Detectable" Detectable fissions/sec Detectable fissions/sec
Thickness 5m" from Spike Peak excursion at 2 S/sec by byAreaMonitoratlOm byAreaMonitorat2Om

source center Power t 1 Om

[cm] [fissions] [fissions/secl [fissions/sec] [fissions/see] Neutron Gamma-ray Neutron Gamma-ray
1fissions/secl 1fissions/seel [rissions/secl Ifissions/seel

10.0 2.7E+14 1.3E+13 LOE+12 1.5E+13 6.4E+09 3.6E+ll 2.6E+10 1.5E+1
20.0 4.9E 4 2.4E+13 1.9E+12 9.3E+ 1 3 LIE+10 2.2E+12 4.4E+10 9.4E+12
30.0 9.OE+14 4.5E+13 3.4E+12 2.4E+14 2.OE+10 5.9E+12 7.9E+10 2.5E+13

I The outside surface of the shield, 2 t was shown in Fig4. 1, 3 Detection level: 20 mGy/h
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The French Post Irradiation Examination Database
for the validation of depletion calculation tools
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This paper presents the experimental programmes conducted in France by the Commissariat � I'Energie
Atornique (CEA) in order to validate spent fuel inventory calculations fr core studies as well as fuel cycle
studies. This large experimental programme was obtained in collaboration with our French partners, Electricit6
de France (EDF), FRAMATOME-ANP and COGEMA. The experimental data are based on chemical analysis
measurements from fuel rod cuts irradiated in French reactors for PWR-UOx and Mx fuels, then dissolved in
CEA laboratories, and from full assembly dissolutions at the COGEMA/La Hague reprocessing plants for UOx
fuels. This enables us to cover a large range of UOx fuels with various enrichments in 231 U 31% to 45%,
associated with burnups from 10 GWd/t to 60 GWd/t. Recently, Mx fuels have also been investigated, with an
initial Pu amount in the central zone of 56 and a maximum burnup of 45 GWd/t. Uranium, Plutonium,
Americium, Curium isotopes and some fission products were analysed. Furthermore, Fission Products involved
in Burn up Credit studies were measured.

The experimental database contains also data for Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) with irradiated samples of
BWR 9X9 and full BWR assemblies dissolutions. Furthermore some data exist for Fast Breeder Reactor (FBR)
with small samples irradiated in the PHENIX reactor.

An overview of ongoing programmes is also presented.
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1. Introduction We describe here the experimental programmes

In order to validate French neutronic codes for fuel carried out on irradiated UOX and Mx PWR fuels
inventory calculations, a large experimental and used currently for code system validation.
programme based on spent fuel chemical analysis has The experimental information can be classified
been caff ied out in France since 1993. into two groups 

Uranium, plutonium, neptunium, americium and - small fuel pin samples, irradiated in French
curium isotopes as well as some caesium and reactors, with positions in the assembly well
neodyinium isotopes have been analysed in PWR and characterized. The analysed samples are obtained
BWR samples. Furthermore the 15 fission products from cuts of extracted pins. In order to investigate
used in Burnup Credit (BUC) criticality calculations the local irradiation effect, various axial locations of
have been measured for this two types of reactor. The cuts are selected with always a sample cut in the
available experimental information consists of middle of the pin (height = 1900 mm). These time-
chemical assays from fuel rod cuts irradiated in consuming and expensive experiments provide very
reactors and of solution samples derived from full accurate results for a limited number of samples.
assembly dissolutions at the COGEMA/La Hague - dissolution aliquots of entire assembly sets
reprocessing plants. obtained from reprocessing plant (COGEMA/La

For Fast Breeder Reactor the database contains Hague). A lot of these measurements have been
also the results of measurements of actinide samples performed. However the irradiation histories of the
transmutation made in the PROFIL and TRAPU assemblies are not very well known and the fact that
irradiation programme in the PHENIX reactor. dissolutions are performed over batches of several

assemblies limits the usefulness of these data for

This paper describes this large experimental code validation. This type of data is nevertheless
database, provides some comments on chemical used to extend the validation range in a statistical
process and an overview of ongoing programmes. sense.

2.1 The UOx fuels experimental database

2. The experimental database of irradiated PWR Four main programmes related to UOx fuel
fuels samples are used for the experimental validation of
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actinides and fission products inventory " 1,1,4) . They The initial U02 fuel enrichment is 45%.
are named: BUGEY3, FESSENHEIM 11, This experimental programme on a 900 MWe
GRAVELINES, and CRUAS. PWR is the most important being carried out in France

up to now.
The experimental programme derived from the Two assemblies named FF06E2BV and

BUGEY3 reactor was the first representative of the FF06E3BV containing each 20 removable fuel pins
French nuclear power reactors. It involves standard were irradiated for 4 cycles in the Gravelines 3 reactor
PWR fuel, the assembly consists of 17X17 pins clad then in the Gravelines 2 reactor for the fifth cycle. On
in zircaloy 4 The programme covers two assemblies these twenty pins, for the FF06E2BV assembly, 2 pins
with removable pins. One assembly, with 21% initial were extracted at the end of te second cycle of the
enrichment was irradiated for the start cycle, the other reactor, one pin at the end of the 3rd cycle and two
with 31% enrichment was irradiated for 3 cycles. The pins at the end at the fourth cycle but only one was
maximum burnup in this programme is 40 GWd/t. analysed. For the FF06E3BV, two fuel rods have been

The FESSENHEIM 11 programme 4 and cycle extracted after fourth cycles, one was analysed, then 4
irradiations) allows the study of UOx fuel with higher pins were extracted after the fifth cycle, three were

burnup than in BUGEY3. Using an U02 fuel with an analysed.
enrichment of 3 1% 235U, samples with burnup in the Figures and 2 show that we have prioritised the
45 GWd/t to 60 GWd/t range were analysed. Among choice of pins located at the corner of a guide tube
the extracted fuel pins, the following ones have been (filled with water the most part of the irradiation),
selected four pins from the FEC57 assembly after position more representative of an "asymptotic" pin 
four cycles of irradiation and one pin from the FEC52 however a fuel pin with irradiation cycles was
assembly after cycles selected facing a guide tube.

The programme performed with the fuel The CRUAS programme is devoted to the
originating from the GRAVELINES reactor is validation of the URE (Reprocessed Uranium) fuel,

ing reprocessed then enriched uranium. It permitsdevoted to the validation of the calculation schemes us e 236U
validation of th capture cross-section. This

for high burnup fuel and high cycle length operation. programme is characterized by a 3.5 % 235U

enrichment with an initial amount of 12% of 26U.
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Fig.1 Extracted rods in the FF06E2BV assembly
after 2 3 and 4 irradiation cycles Fig.2 Extracted rods in the FF06E3BV assembly

after 5 irradiation cycles

From full assembly dissolutions at COGEMA/La assemblies, therefore we must select sets with very
Hague reprocessing plants, we get uranium and close irradiation histories and burnups.
plutonium chemical analyses. The involved
assemblies are 900 MWe 17X17 PWR with 31%,
3.25% or 345% enrichments and with burnups
between 25 to 45 GWd/t. One can notice that the
dissolution process involves batches of several
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2.2 The MOx fuels experimental database zone is characterized by a high Pu content 5.6%) and
Currently, in France, twenty-four 900 MWe PWRs the peripheral zone by a small Pu content 2.9%).

are devoted to the Pu recycling in 30% mixed core Two Mx fuel assemblies were selected for the
loading. This increase of French MOX fuel cycle SLB1 programme. The extracted and analysed Mx
emphasizes the need for enlarge the experimental rods were irradiated for 1 2 and 3 cycles, with
database to plutonium-fuclled assemblies. burnups ranging from about 10 GWd/t to 45 GWd/t.

The experimental PIE programme devoted to MOx
fuels is described hereafter. Figure 3 shows the position of the rods extracted

from the Mx assembly. The associated number
The first French reactor using Mx assemblies is indicates the irradiation cycle length (the rods

the so-called SAINT-LAURENT reactor. The PIE extracted after I cycle comes from another assembly
analyses are carried out on fuel cuts coming from this but for simplification we put them on the same figure).
reactor 45). On this figure, we represent the Mx surrounded by

UOx assemblies, in order to point out that in the
The standard Mx assemblies, used in Saint- neutronic calculation this environment must be

Laurent 131 include three zones with different modelized to represent the thermal neutron current
plutonium enrichments to flatten the within assembly from the UOx toward the Mx assembly.
power distribution and to attenuate fission rate
discontinuities at the MOx-UOX interface. The central
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U02 fuel rods (3.25w/o U-235/1.1 Enrichment)

Fig. 3 Position of the rods extracted from the Mx assembly (SLB1 programme)

The extraction and analysis of Mx pins fom te validation for the first fuel pins irradiated for 4 cycles.
reactor GRAVELINES 4 enables us to have a We dispose of analyses for two fuel rods extracted
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after 3 et 4 cycles in two different assemblies. The

central zone is characterized by a high Pu content of NUA = Major Actinides : 234 U, 235 U, 236u, 238PU, 239pU,

6.0% and the peripheral zone by a Pu content of 3.1%- 24OpU, 241PU, 242PU

MA = Minor Actinides 237 Np, 241AM, 242M Am,
Table 1 summarises the various programmes for 243,4jn, 243CM, 244cM, 245cM, 246CM, 247CM

PWR UOx and Mx fuel all these programmes are BUC = B-nup Credit 147sM, 149sru, 150sM, 151SM,

completed. The chemical analyses performed for each 152SM, 95Mo, 99Tc, 101 Ru, 03 Rh, 153 Eu, 19Ag, 155Gd
programme are also indicated. Uranium, plutonium, (plus 155 Eu, 154 Eu and 114 Gd to check 155 Gd build up)
americium and curium nuclides are always analysed. Nd : neodymium isotopes :143 Nd, 144 Nd, 145Nd, 146 Nd,
Additionally for a few experiments (BUGEY, 148Nd, 15ONd
GRAVELINES and Saint Laurent 131) fission product Cs caesium isotopes : '33cS, 134cS, 135cS, 137cS

chemical analyses (elements Sm, Rh, Nd, Cs, Mo, E, y spectrometry: 154 Eu/ 137CS' 'Ru/ 137cS, 134cS/1 ",Cs,

Gd, Ag, Ru), have been performed to measure their 144Ce/ 137cS
to 23 composition relative U, as well as their absolute

isotopic composition. These fission products are
involved in French Burnup Credit studies 67).

In this table 1, the following abbreviations are used
and the corresponding analysed isotopes are listed 

Table The experimental database for PWR-UOx and MOx fuels

PROGRAMME Fuel Enrichment Burnup range Experimental data
name I I

Bugey 3 REP 17x17 2.10% MjA, MA, Nd, Cs,
1 to 3 cycles UOX 3.10% 19 to 38 GWd/t BUC

Fessenheirn. 2 REP 17x17 MjA MA, Nd
2 cycles UOX 2.60% 27 to 30 GWd/t

Fessenheim 2 REP 17x17 MjA, MA, Nd, Cs,
4 & cycles UOx 3.10% 45 to 60 GWdA

Gravelines 32 REP 17x17 MjA, MA, Nd, Cs, BUC,
2 to cycles UOX 4.50% 25 to 62 GWd/t Y pectro

Cruas 4 URE REP 17x17 3.61% 1 1 to 34 GWd/t MjA, MA, Nd
1 to 3 cycles UOx coming from U6 / = 12%

URT

Saint Laurent BI REP 17x17 U app 022% MjA MA, Nd Cs
I to 3 cycles Mox Pu 4.5% 10 to 45 GWd/t BUC

3 zones 3 Pu content U + PU

Gravelines 4 REP 17x17 U app 022%

3 4 cycles Mox Pu 4.5% 40 to 50 GWd/t MjA, Nd
central zone U + PU

intermediate zone I

La Hague REP 17X17 3. 1 % 325 3.45 % 25 to 45 GWd/t MiA

Fuel dissolution UOx

3. The experimental database of irradiated BWR enrichments and burnups ranging between 20000 to
fuels 40000 MWd/t. The amounts of depleted U and Pu

The experimental database for BWR contains are only available.
chemical analysis results coming from samples An important experimental programme was
irradiated in reactor then dissolved, and from full launched concerning chemical analyses of samples
dissolution of various assemblies. of fuel rods irradiated in the GUNDREMMINGEN
In the full assembly dissolutions at COGEMA/La reactor. Table 2 summarises the chemical analyses
Hague reprocessing plants, the involved assemblies performed in this programme.
are 7X7, 8X8 and 9X9 BWR with various
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Table 2 Summa of analys s for the BWR GUNDREMMINGEN jaramme

Sample Estimate Estimated y Spectro
Fuel position Analyses
rod /bottom of d Burnup Void and Other

fraction neutron
furl emission analyses

(mm (GWd/t) M -UTPul Nd Am Cm Np .. (Jabs

A 200 26.5 1.5 X X X X X X

600 45.4 15.9 X. X X X X X

845 47.2 1 24.2 X X X X X X

B 200 26.3 1.5 X. X X X X X X X

600 45.0 15.9 X X X X X X X X

685 46.0 18.7 Z X X Cs

F815 46.9 23.2 X X X X X X X X BUC

B 1170 46.3 34.5 X X X X X X X X

1440 46.3 42.0 X X X X X X X X

1680 45.0 47.2 X X Cs

1815 45.0 50.1 X X X X X X X X BUC

2300 43.8 57.9 X X X X X X X X

B 2780 41.9 63.3 X X X X X X X X

3290 35.4 67.3 X X

j 3420 j 32.0 j 68.2 j X j X j X j X j X j X j X j X j

*BUC = Bumup Credit isotopes (see page 4)

4 The experimental database for Fast Breeder In the PROFIL-1 experiment, the irradiated
Reactors isotopes were : 235,238U, 38,239,240,241,242pU, 241,6,m.

: 232 233,234,235,238u, 237Two types of irradiation experiments have been In PROFIL-2 they were Th , Np,
carried out in the French PHENIX reactor� : fuel rod 231,239,240,241,242pu, 241,243 Am, 244 Cm.

irradiations (the TRAPU experiment) and irradiations
of pure isotopic samples (the PROFIL and 2 5 Some comments on chemical analyses
experiments). After irradiations, chemical analyses are After being cut in the CEA/CADARACHE/LECA
carried out for cuts of fuel rods and for the irradiations laboratory, the samples of irradiated fuel rods are
samples. The irradiation of pure samples is more dissolved in nitric acid by the CEA in the COMIR or
devoted to giving information concerning capture and ATLANTE aboratories. The dissolved solutions are
(n,2n) cross-sections. sent to CEA/SACLAY in order to be analysed.

The TRAPU experiment was a six-cycle Uranium and plutonium are first separated with an
irradiation of mixed oxide fuel pins containing ion exchange resin and are then ready for isotopic
plutonium of three different isotopic compositions. characterization by mass spectrometry. The remaining
These compositions are detailed in Table 3 TRAPU1 fraction of the solution is used in order to separate by
and TRAPU2 are quite similar in isotopic liquid chromatography the minor actinides Americium
composition, TRAPU3 contains a higher Proportion of and Curium (interaction between masses 242 and
240pti . The chemical analyses focused on Uranium and 243), the Nodymium, Cerium, Promethium and
Plutonium isotopes. Sainarium (interaction between masses 142, 144, 147,

148 and 150) and Caesium and Barium (interaction
Table 3 Pit is topic composit on of the T U pins between masses 134,135 and 137).

238PU 239PU 24GpU 241pit 241pit The isotopic content of the various fractions and

TRAPU-1 0.1 73.3 21.9 4.0 0.7 their amounts are then measured by isotopic dilution
TRAPU-2 0.8 71.4 18.5 7.4 1.9 mass-spectrometry using a thermo-ionization-type
TRAPU-3 0.2 34.0 49.4 10.0 6.4 mass spectrometer (TIMS). For Am, Cm and Cs

isotopes a specific method of 'total consumption' in
TIMS has been developed and give very accurate
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results. The isotopic dilution uses double or triple ICPMS (Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass
isotopic spikes such as 242PU/233u/145Nd, 133CS/233U, Spectrometry) and the 242 Cm by alpha spectrometry.
243 Am/ 233 U, 241CM/233U (used for the determination of Some percentage uncertainties of the analytical
Cm/U ratios). The 23'N P/23'U ratio is measured by value, depending on the nuclides, are given in

maximum values in the Table 4.

Table 4 Uncertai ties of analytical values for some actinides and FPs
234u, 236u 2!!� �P 239,240,241,242 Pu Np Am Cm(243 t. 246) Nd Cs

Uncert I - 1% < 02% < % < 04% <4% <3% < 2 0.5% < %

6 Ongoing programmes 7 Conclusion
Four main programmes are currently in progress. The French PIE experimental database presented

in this paper offers valuable data with very low
For metallic BUC fission products such as 95 Mo, experimental uncertainties. These data are currently

99Tc, 1Ru, 103 Rh and 19Ag the chemical dissolution used in the validation of nuclear data and French
process in the COMIR laboratory is not yet optimised depletion calculation tools.
and our first calculation-experiment comparisons have In order to take up new nuclear challenges the
shown inconsistency due to the experimental results. experimental database is always in progress.
In fact, for these metallic fission products, the
dissolution is not total and non-soluble deposits yield
to inaccurate analyses. New results should be obtained References
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Recent Activity on the Post-irradiation Analyses of Nuclear Fuels and Actinide
Samples at JAERI

Nobuo SHINOHARA', Yoshinori NAKAHARA, Nobuaki KOHNO and Kazufumi TSUJIMOTO
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, lbaraki 319-1195, Japan

Radiochernical analyses of spent fuels have been carried out at JAERI for contributing to
the development of nuclear technologies, where several samples from research reactors and
nuclear power plants were analyzed to obtain isotopic compositions and burnups. The
history and procedures of the radiochemical analyses are depicted and some recent results
are given in this paper.

KEYWORDS: Post-irradiation Experiment, Spent Fuel, Radiochemical Analysis, Burnup,
FIMA, Nd-148 method, Actinides, ORIGEN Depletion Code, Nuclear Data

1. Introduction the burnup value obtained finally.
Later, spent fuels of nuclear power reactors,

Post-irradiation experiments (PIE) of spent fuel Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) and Boiling Water
assemblies unloaded from several research reactor Reactor (BWR), have been analyzed as PIE to
facilities and nuclear power plants have been carried determine their burnups in view of safety and
out at Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute economy to know the characteristics of nuclear fuel
(JAERI). In the PIE, gamma-ray scanning burning. Several fission products like 37 Cs and
measurements on the fuel rods were performed and neodymium isotopes, uranium and other actinides
some fuel samples were cut from the rods for produced by the neutron capture reactions have been
radiochernical analysis (destructive analysis). One of analyzed to obtain the precise burnup values, instead
the objectives of the radiochernical analyses is to of the use of the estimated a5 values.
measure isotopic composition and burnup, in order to
test the fuel reliability and obtain a set of data to be 2.2 Measurement of Isotopic Ratio and Burnup
used for evaluating the accuracy of nuclear code From 1970 to 1985, 328 samples were analyzed at
calculation. JAERI to determine their bunup values as PIE.') On

The history of PIE at JAERT, the procedures of the June of 1972, precise measurements were carried out
radiochernical analysis and recent PIE experiments are by means of chemical analysis and gamma
depicted in this paper, where reliability of the spectrometry on spent fuel of the Japan Power
measured values is emphasized for the purpose of Demonstration Reactor (JPDR-1), which was a
utilizing the PIE data for development of nuclear BWR.') A non-destructive gamma spectrometry
technologies. technique was also applied to 72 spent fuel assemblies

discharged from the JPDR-1. The assemblies were
2. PIE at JAERI dissolved at the Tokai Reprocessing Plant, and 19

batch-samples taken out of the dissolver vessels were
2.1 History subjected to detailed chemical analySiS.4) The

During the 60s, JAERI started the analyses of spent depletion and production of uranium, plutonium,
fuels from the Japan Research Reactors (JRR-1, transplutonium isotopes and fission products in a
JRR-2 and JRR-3). In the case of the Japan's first BWR was evaluated using the measured values for the
nuclear reactor JRR-1 which utilized 20%-enriched JPDR-I fuel 5)

uranium solution as fuel, radiochernical analysis was The PWR spent fuels (Genkai, Miliarria, Ohi,
performed by measuring the isotopic compositions of Takahama and Tsuruga), the BWR spent fuel
molybdenum and neodymium as fission 1� roduct (Fukushima) and the fuels of the research reactors
monitors and uranium as fuel material.' In (JMTR, NSRR and ATR) were the specimens for PIE

6-1 0)determining the burnup value, contribution of fission up to date. As an example of the PlEs, Fig. 
Of 239pU produced by the neutron capture of 238U was shows a flow diagram for analysis of WR spent
neglected because of its low bunup value. Estimated fuel.") A sample of sliced pellet was dissolved in
(x5 value which is the ratio of thermal-neutron capture nitric acid solution. After addition of spikes (15ONd,
cross section cc to fission cross section (yf On 235 U was 213 U and 244pU) into the solution for isotopic dilution
used for calculating the burnup value and the analyses (IDA) by mass spectrometry and alpha
uncertainty of the estimated CC5 value affected that of spectrometry, ion exchanges were performed to

Corresponding author, Tel. 81-29-284-3794, Fax. 81-29-282-5545, E-mail: shino�popsvrtokaijaeri.goJp
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separate neodymiurn, uranium, neptunium, plutonium, values for neodymiurn, uranium and plutonium
americium and curium.'2) Gamma spectrometry was isotopes are estimated from the uncertainties
also carried out to measure the amounts of some propagated through the statistical uncertainties of the
fission products. Amounts of these isotopes seen in activities and mass-spectrometric measurements and
Fig. were measured by IDA as regards their ratios to the systematic uncertainty of the standard materials
uranium in the sample. used as spikes. For the analysis of 232 U by alpha

The burnup in Fission per Initial Metallic Atom spectrometry, the uncertainties are large 2%) because
(FIMA) was.evaluated by the "'Nd method.") The the activity is weak. The uncertainty of 234 U (1% is

FIMA in percent (%FIMA) is derived from the due to its small abundance. The amounts Of 236pU

following equation: and 238pU could not be determined readily by mass
NF x 100 spectrometry; the former because the yield Of 136pU 

Burnup Pu Np Am Cm low and the latter because of interference from 238u.

1+-+-+- +- +NF The uncertainties are therefore 3 for 236pU and %
and U U U U for 238pU.

148 Nd 1 Table Measured isotopic compositions of
NF =- x- (1) actinides and their analytical uncertainties in a

U Y148

where 148 Nd/U, NpjU, Pu/U, Am/U and Cm/U are te PWR spent fuel 3.06 %FIMA)
measured atom ratios and Y148 the effective fission Isotope Isotopic Analytical
yield of 14'Nd. composition uncertainty

(atoms/IMA) M

Sliced pellet -"U 1.81 x 10-9 2
234u 7.6 x 10-' 1

Mixed spikes 0" Dissolution 235u 3.69 x 10-3 <0.5
Nd-150 U233 Aliquoting 236u 10-3

and Pu-242 2.25 x <0.5
Sample solutio 238u 0.9523 <0.1

1 237 Np 2.8 x 10-4 5
iSpiked sample Non-spiked sample 236 Pu 7.2 x IWO 3

231PU 1.213 x 10-4 1

231PU 5.48 x 10-3 <0.5
Chemical separation 240 Pu 2.58 x 10-3 <0.5

241PU 1.528 x 10-3 <0.5
242pU 10-4

m 7.44 x <0.5
241 Am 3.6 x 10-5 8.5

spectrometry a spectrometry Gammaspectromety� 242mAM 7.9 x 10-7 1.5
243,4,M 1.44 x 10-4 1

242CMNon spiked Spiked Np: 237 Cs-134, Cs-] 37, 1.96 x 10-' 1
Nd: 142 - 50 148/150 Pu: 238, 239+240 Ce- 44, Eu- 52, 243 Cm 4.8 x 10-7 20
U: 234 - 238 238/233 Am: 241, 243 etc. 2442 Cm 5.56 x 10 <1
Pu 238 -242 239/242 Cmi 24 -244 1 245 10-6
Am: 241 - 243 Cm 2.80 x 1
Cm: 242 -247 246cM 3.55 x 10-7 1

f 1 247 Cm 4.7 x 10 20
Amounts of the isotopes in terms of atoms/U-atorn

Fig.1 Flow diagram for analysis of spent fuel sample The uncertainties of the observed data on
at JAERI.') neptunium, americium and curium isotopes measured

2.3 Reliability of Measured Data by alpha spectrometry depend on (i) statistical
uncertainties, (ii) tailing corrections in alpha spectra,

Our analytical techniques are based on the and (iii) uncertainties in the nuclear data for half lives
measurements of the isotopic compositions relative to and alpha emission probabilities. Estimated
the amount of uranium by IDA as explained in Eq. (1)
and the 148Nd method as a measure of burnup. These uncertainties are 5%, 1-8.5% and 120% for the
methods depend on relative determination which has neptunium, americium and curium isotopes,
advantage to obtain Mre precise results than absolute respectively, as given in Table 1. These analytical
determination. The uncertainties of the data data and their uncertainties can be used as benchmark

measured by our methods, therefore, became more information

traceable: measured isotopic compositions of actinides 2.4 Application of Burnup Credit for Spent LWR
and their analytical uncertainties in a PWR spent fuel Fuels

(3.06 %FIMA) are given in Table 1. Technical development on burnup credit for spent
Maximum uncertainties <0.5%) of the measured Light Water Reactor (LWR) fuel has been performed
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at JAERI since 1990.9,10) Main purpose of this work Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) were
is to obtain the experimental data on criticality encapsulated in a high-purity vanadium material.
properties and isotopic compositions of spent WR These capsules were then placed in four fuel pins. In
fuels and to verify burnup and criticality calculation this paper, we will discuss the results for one of the
codes. The 16 samples from three kinds of PWR four fuel pins 35 capsules consisting 9 dosimeter
fuel rods and the 18 samples from two BWR fuel rods samples and 26 actinide physics samples). The
were examined for measuring more than 40 isotopes ordering of the samples and dosimeters is shown in
of actinides and fission products and burnup. Fig. 3 At final discharge, the cumulative total

A result is shown in Fig. 2 where the relation irradiation for the fuel pin amounted to 492 EFPD.
between the burnup and the yield Of 37CS in the spent The total exposure and the total fluence were 295,483
LWR fuels is drawn. The burnup correlates well MWd and 2 x 1023 n/cM2 , respectively.
with the 137CS yield and the result can be useful for
evaluating the axial profiles on burnup in spent WR
fuel rods. The obtained data in this work as wel as
the related iadiation condition data are very much I Do& (U-235. U-238)
useful as a complete benchmark data set. 9 Elm Pu-239, Np-237)

3 Do& (Cu. Co)
PWR4.1%U-235 4 Cm-2"

W02) a CM-2A6
PWR-2.6%U-235 8 Cm-2487 WW

35 (UOTGd2O3) a CM-2"
PVrR4.1% U-235 2 CM-2"

30 (UO2) la CWfl-M
BWR-3-90/U-235 11 U-238

(UO2) 12 Anv.24325 BVrR-3.4% U-23 13 Arn-PA3
(UO2-Gd2O3) 14 Am-241

20 15 Ano-ftl Cam WW

0" 16 Pm-242
15 17 Oa& (UMS, U

V 18 DaL Pu-230. Np-237)
is DM. (Cu, CO)10 
20 Pu444

5 0. 62879x Rm 9965 21 Pu-W
22 Pu-M
23 PUMP

0 24 PU-24i
0 10 20 30 40 50 2a Th-232

Bu--p (GWd/t) 28 U-236

Fig.2 Yields Of 37CS in the spent LWR fuels as a 27 LJ-234 0

function of burnup. 20 U-235 8
90 Pa-231
30 PU"

3. Analysis of Actinide Samples Irradiated in the 31 Th-00
32 U-M3

Dounreay Prototype Fast Reactor 33 Dw. (U433, U-230)

34 Om. u.=. Np-237)

Enriched isotopes of thorium, protactinium, 35 0go. (CU, CO)

uranium, neptunium, plutonium, americium and

curium were irradiated for 492 effective full power

days (EFPD) in the 600-MW Dounreay Prototype Fast Fig.3 Sample locations for actinide samples and

Reactor (PFR) in Scotland. 14) These samples were dosimeters (Dos.) in fuel pin irradiated in PFR.

analyzed using the techniques mentioned in Sec. 22 to

compare the validated data with calculations based on 3.2 Isotopic Composition and Burnup

evaluated data files. This information is valuable in As an example, analyzed isotopic compositions of

clarifying several features of the nuclear transmutation the americium samples irradiated in PFR are listed in

of minor actinides and in verifying the reliability Of Table 2 where atoms/IMA are tabulated together with

burnup calculation codes. The detailed compositions the total numbers of actinide atoms after irradiation

of the irradiated samples were determined by alpha and the values of burnup (%FIMA) determined by the

measurements, gamma-ray measurements and mass 148 Nd ethod. Other data are reported in Ref. 15.

spectrometry. From the measured yields of the We compare the ORNL and JAERI values for the

fission products, we can estimate the burnup of the amount of primary actinide present in each

sample. post-irradiated sample to assess the overall reliability

of the data. The ORNL results are based on direct

3.1 Actinide Samples and Irradiation weight measurements while the JAERI results ae

The actinide samples and dosimeters prepared b based on the 148Nd method. The two sets of data are
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consistent with each other at the level of about 7. suggest that the JAERI and ORNL data sets are
This level of agreement persists concerning all consistent with an accuracy of t14%. The agreement
actinides because the isotopic results obtained at was better ±7%) while dealing with the actinides.
ORNL and JAERI are virtually te same for all
analyzed samples. Conversely, the good agreement 3.3 Burnup Calculations
between the ORNL and JAERI data sets implies that We used the ORIGEN depletion code") for the
the 148Nd method is reliable also for the americium calculational analysis of the irradiated samples. The
and curium isotopes. nuclear data were supplied by the JENDL-3.2

library.'8) The power history, cross sections and
Table 2 Analyzed isotopic compositions of the neutron fluxes used in this calculation are presented in

americium samples irradiated in PFR a separate paper in details.'9)
Principal 241,,%M 243,AM In Table 3, we present the calculated-to-

isotope experimental C/E) values on %FIMA for 17 actinide
Isotope Post-irradiation atorns/FIMA samples. As an indicator of te agreement between
142 Nd 1.67, X 10-4 1.43, X 10-4 theory and experiment, the C/E values for the burned
143 Nd 3.89, x 10-3 2.21 x 10 amount of each principal actinide is more significant
144 Nd 3.65 x 10-3 2.12 x 10-3 than the C/E value for the amount of the residual
145 Nd 2.85, x 10 1.65, X 10-3 principal actinide itself Therefore, in addition to the
146 Nd 2.63, X 10-3 1.57, x 10 FIMA results, we present more detailed results
148 Nd 1.68, x 10 1.06, x 10-' concerning the changes in the composition of
15ONd 1.12, x 10-' 7.38, x 10-4 principal isotopes in each actinide sample in Table 3.
Nd (total) 1.60, X 1-2 9.48, x 1 O' These changes are expressed in terms of the loss of

material divided by the number of initial metallic
238PUa 2.05 x 10-1 atoms. In Fig. 4 the C/E values for FIMA fr

239PUa 1.22, X 1-2 1.34, x 10-3 percent change of the primary nuclide with mass
24GpUa 9-993 X 10-4 1.11 x lo-, number A and for the percent change of the AI
241PUa 10-4 nuclide are presented for each sample. In the case of3.212 X 10 5.453 X 24
242PUa 10-2 the 'Am sample, for example, the primary nuclide is4.972 X 7.334 X 10 24

Pu (total) 2.68, x 10-' 1.13, x 10-' 99.95%-enriched 'Am before irradiation. The
nuclides of the primary nuclide + one nucleon are

241AMa 6.026 X 10-1 5.255 x 10-4 242m Am as a result of the neutron capture Of 241AM,

242m,,�.a 3.15, x 10-2 1.972 X 10-' 238p u as a result of the P- decay of 2429Am (produced
243Ana 4.144 X 10 6.56, x 10-1 also by the neutron capture of 241 Am) to 242 Cm and the

Am(total) 6.386 X O_' 6.57, x 10-' subsequent alpha decay, and 242 Pu as a result of the
electron-capture decay of 2429Am to 242pU.

242cMa 7.19, x I0_'

243cma 3.82, x 10-' 2.162 X I0_' Table 3 Results on the calculations for %FIMA and
244cMa 4.885 X 10 1.612 X 10-' the percent changes for principal isotopes
245cMa 3.113 X 10-5 1.762 X 10-2 Sample %FIMA Percent change
246cMa 8.839 x 10-' 5.576 X 10-4 Exp. C/E Ca1c.' C/E
247cMa

1.26, x 0 -"U 45.26 0.95 -49.55 0.95
248cma 5.035 X 10-7 234U 8.63138 1-00 -19.25 0.91

Cm(total) 4.41 4 X IO 1. 802 X IO-' 235U 32.22 1.00 -42.43 0.97
236U 5.4443 1.05 -7.5640 1.06

Actinides 9-106 X 10-1 9.49, x 10-' 238U 1.99, 0.93 -7.4130 0.89
(total) 237 Np 8.0769 1.16 -33.620 0.98
17Kff M 1.867219 2.065330 231PU 16.333 1.28 -39.513 1-11

of 14'Nd 231PU 30.52 1.02 -40.424 0.98

%FIMA 8.991, 5.1282 241PU 9.6115 1.07 -18.42 1.06
aDate of the measurements was April 15, 2000. 241 Pu 25.17 1.09 -81-17 1.00

242 Pu 5.70,0 1.03 -13.13 1.14
The measured data for the fission product 241 Am 8-99144 1-09 -39.4, 0.90

concentration of neodymium measured in this study 243,AM 5.1282 1.04 -34.4, 0.93
and those Of 137CS obtained at ORNL are also 243cM 26.234 1.13 -37.812 0.95
compared to verify the measured data. According to 244cM 8.75158 1.26 -52.39 0.98
Ref. 16, the expected average value of Nd/117CS fm 246cM 6.81102 1.17 -8.7061 0.92
fission is 298±0.38. Our experimental value for the 248 Cm 5.681o8 1.28 -9.4181 1.05
same quantity is 288±0.39. The agreement is A negative value indicates burnup.
excellent. The fluctuations in the Nd/ 137Cs ratios
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We showed in Sec. 32 that the ORNL and JAERI AD
results for the weights of the principal actinides agree .- (a) FEMA
to within ±7%. This level of agreement is also what
we would expect given the difficulties of the
experiment and the proven performance of the
methods employed. At present, there are three major
nuclear data libraries (JENDL-3.2, ENDF/B-VI and
JEF-2.2) containing actinide data and several less 0.0 ............. ...

I...... ...................
extensive evaluations.20) There are considerable

differences among these libraries concerning the 0.70
cross-section values recommended for reactions of
interest in this work. For the purpose of validating . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
the JENDL-3.2 file, the calculated values were
considered exactly. We then set the acceptable range 2 Q 0

of the C/E values at -1-7%(la). We show this range
(gray bands in the figures) and the limits (broken
lines) in Fig. 4 (b) PdmKy mzH&

We find that we can obtain reliable FIMA values im 
by using the 148Nd method except that the
uncertainties in the FIMA values are large for 234U,

238pu, Am isotopes and Cm isotopes because the 148Nd T

yields are known poorly for these isotopes and are
probably overestimated. For these isotopes,
measurements to improve te fission-yield data are
needed. We also find that, in general, the (L70

JENDL-3.2 nuclear data for the minor actinides are OJO
adequate for the conceptual design study of
transmutation systems. But, tere are some isotopes
(especially 238pu and 242pU) for which new

measurements are needed particularly if the minor IM
actinides constitute a major part of the nuclear fuel. W pd=7 ncilde + one wJem

1.30 -

4. Conclusion
--- -------------

Several types of spent fuels from research reactor 1.10
and nuclear power plants ave been analyzed at 9

OJO -JAERI by radiochernical m ethods to measure the ------- .. .............................. . ....................... .. ........... ....... .... .. ......I

isotopic compositions of the fission products (Mo, Zr,
and Nd isotopes) and of the actinides (U, Np, Pu, Am 0.70 
Cm, and Cf isotopes). In this paper, procedures used
for the chemical analyses and the analyzed data were
presented. Recent results on actinide samples
irradiated in the Dounreay Prototype Fast Reactor for
492 effective full power days were also given here. Fig.4 Summary of CIE value for (a) FIMA, (b)
It was found that these analytical results could serve primary nuclide and (c) primary nuclide + one
as a benchmark for future calculations and validation nucleon.
of nuclear data libraries.
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FBR MOX Fuel
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Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute (JNQ is now totally promoting the
development of commercialized fast reactors to realize stable supply of energy in future.
One of the important items is to develop high-performance fuel. For this purpose, it is
essential to carry out post-irradiation examinations (PIE) for evaluation of irradiated fuel
performance and also to establish the PIE technology. This paper describes the current status
of PIE results including its technology in O-arai Engineering Center of JNC. The facilities
have been operating safely and successfully since the 1960's. Obtained PIE data were
reflected to the design and operation of the experimental fast reactor JOYO, the prototype
fast reactor MONJU and future fast reactors. The core modification from the breeding core
(MK-1) to the irradiation core (MK-11) of JOYO was performed in 1982. Irradiation tests of
fuels and materials in MK-11 core started in 1982. At PIE facilities in OEC, 65 of driver
fuels, fuel irradiation test rigs, material irradiation test rigs and several other components
were examined related to JOYO MK-11 core operation, and thus a lot of aspects were
accumulated for irradiated uel behaviors. As topical activities of these PIE techniques,
bumup measurement and analytical technique for Minor Actinides (MA, such as neptunium
and americium were described here.

KEYWORDS: mxed oxide fuel, PIE, experimental fast reactor, JOYO, burnup
measurement, ion exchange, neptunium, americium, MAGI, ESPRITV

1. Introduction subassemblies have been irradiated in all. The MK-11
core operation was completed at June 2000. Until

In fast reactors, core components are used in severe now, 65 of driver fuels, fuel irradiation test rigs,
environment, compared with thermal reactors. material irradiation test rigs and several other
Therefore, it is required to further the development of components were examined. In addition, another
fuels and materials relating to core components, irradiated fuel components from overseas reactor,
checking their irradiation performances. Since the PFR, Rapsodie, Phenix and FFTF have been examined
inauguration 1968) of Power Reactor and Nuclear especially as a high bumup fuel and materials.The
Fuel Development Corporation (past of JNQ, total number of subassemblies examined in the PIE
irradiation experiments on core components have been facilities of OEC is amounted to 214. Maximum
performed in oversea reactors and Japan material bumup achieved is 143.9 GWd/t.
testing reactor (JMTR), while the construction of post After MK-II core operation was completed, JOYO
irradiation examination (PIE) facilities in O-arai has been modified to improve the irradiation
Engineering Center (OEQ had also been promoted. capability, and the operation of modified core (MK-111

The Alpha-Gamma Facility (AGF)') for fuel core) will be expected in 2004. The prototype fast
destructive examinations, the Material Monitoring breeder reactor "MONJU" achieved its fast cticality
Facility (MMF)2) for material testing and the Fuel in 1994. In INC, it has been planned to develop the
Monitoring Facility (FMF)3-6) for non-destructive Advanced Nuclear Fuel Recycle System, which aims
examinations of core components irradiated in the to reduce the burden of radioactive waste disposal by
experimental fast reactor JOYO were constructed and separating long-life radioactive nuclides such as
started the operation in 1971, 1973 and 1978, neptunium, americium and curiurn, which are called
respectively. The core modification from the breeding Minor Actinides (MA) in spent fuel and burning them
core (MK-1) to the irradiation core (MK-11) was in fast reactors. MA containing fuel has high
performed in 1982. Irradiation tests of fuels and radioactivity, therefore it is necessary to fabricate it
materials in MK-11 core started in 1983. For the remotely. In order to realize remote fuel fabrication, it
irradiation, special test rigs, which could be loaded was planned to install the fael fabrication apparatus in

7) -11 core, 362 the hot cells of AGF.
again, were developed In JOYO MK
driver fels (core fuel subassemblies) with mixed This paper presents the current status of PIE
oxide (MOX) fuel and 69 irradiation test activities. One of topical activities is analytical result

Corresponding author, Tel. 81-29-267-414 1, Fax. 81-29-266-3714, E-mail: koyamas�oecjnc.gojp
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on burnup measurement that has been obtained for the
fuel pins irradiated in JOYO MK-11 core. In addition,
experimentally analytical results of MA were also
described about applying a new isolation technique.

2. Overview of PIE Results concerning fuel
component

Since the first criticality of JOYO, the examination
of irradiated fuels and materials have been performed
mainly in the hot cell complex of three PIE facilities. 93%TD* Fuel Density 92%TD
Schematic flow-sheet at the core of it-radiated fuel 65 GWd/t Bumup 144 GWd/t
between JOYO and the PIE facilities ae shown in 39 kW/m LHR 38 kW/m
Figure 1. *TD: Theoretical Density

Fuel subassembly Fig.2 Dependence of burnup by compaareing two
Visual inspection MOX fuels.
Plofflometry

st cl in 3. Burnup measurement and related actinides
ug MMF analysis

n
C. C. 3.1 Objective of burnup measurement and

.moaa c Melt ng po nt treatment actinides analysis

Weighing Thermal In order to improve the economy of fast reactors, it
X-ray readiography ectumin conductivity needs indispensably to develop long life fuel. A

crucial factor in achieving this end is to correctly
estimate neutron distribution in a reactor core and to
make use of the result in the design, operation and
maintenance of reactors as well as in fuel

Fig. I Schematic flow-sheet of PIE for ftiel. management. The estimation is normally made from

Firstly non-destructive examinations of fuel calculations using the neutron diffusion equation
subassembly were carried out in FMF. After solved under prescribed conditions.

Correctness of such calculations on neutron
disassembling to each fuel pin, detailed destructive distribution can be verified by comparison between
examination was also carried out in FMF. At the same calculated and measured values of fuel burnup derived
time, sectioning fuel pin was transferred to AGF for using the neutron distribution data. The measurement
the measurement of physical properties and chemical of butnup is performed by isotope dilution analysis for
analysis. determining the isotopic compositions of neodymium,

After the components from JOYO are transferred to uranium and plutonium. This analysis is based on the
FMF, at first, sodium attached to the components s ASTM E-321 standard method for monitoring
removed to carry out non-destructive examinations neodymium9). The importance of measured bumup
following it. data for verifying the validity of neutron distribution

After non-destructive examinations, the calculations increased with progress of burnup beyond
subassembly is dismantled and the fuel elements are the nominal level of 75 GWd/t, since in this range of
sectioned to small segments for transferring to other bumup, fission products accumulated thickly in the
PIE facilities. The results of PIE were contributed to fuel to disturb the neutron distribution.
the fuel design and operation of JOYO, MONJU and On the other hand, NC is now promoting the
future fast reactor concepts evaluated in the feasibility development of low decontamination factor (DF)
study. Evaluation for the restructuring and pellet- MOX fuel including minor actinides as well as fission
cladding interaction of high burnup MOX fuel pellet products for the purpose of contribution to low
was performed by optical microscope, EMPA and environmental impact by fuel recycling and to more
SEM, and sometimes by Ion micro analyzer (IMA). economical operation. The experimental study as well

The large central void, equi-axis region and as- as the development of analytical method on the
fabricated grain structure are observed in typical transmutation of actinides, especially neptunium,
ceramograph of fuel pellet irradiated up to 144 GWd/t americium and curiurn, is now in progress.
relative to the fuel irradiated to 65 GWd/t shown in
Figure 2 Pu re-distribution was observed in both 3.2 Burnup measurement and the results of
fuels. analyzed isotopic composition

3.2.1 Experimental
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The JOYO MK-11 core comprises 69 fuel The data indicate agreement within between
subassemblies and 6 control rods, surrounded by 240 averaged values of calculated and measured data,
stainless steel reflectors. The positions radially placed which would appear to be excellent, but further
beyond the 4h row are in the reflector region. detailed insight of relevant data would appear to call

The driver fuels and irradiation test subassemblies for some qualification. Shown in Figure 3 are the data
were distributed in the core according to pre- presented separately for different original locations in
determined conditions in the core region. The basic reactor core of the fuel pins. The plots for pins in the
plutonium content and uranium enrichment of the 41h row - outermost fuel close to the reflector region -
drover fuel were around 30 wt% and until 18 wt%, indicate calculated data falling as much as 15 % below
respectively. calculation.

Runs at nominal 100 MWt output of MK-11 core
was performed in cycles of 70 days. At full power, the 10.0
maximum fast neutron flux and maximum total flux 9.0

were 3.6x1015 n/(c M2 -sec) and 4.9xIO15 n/(CM2.SeC), 8 O

7.0 0 Centerrespectively. 6.0

In the first step, uranium and plutonium were
5.0 06Mindividually separated from the solution by anion 2nd m
4.0exchange chromatography. The second step of anion Et 3,dw
3.0

exchange separated pure neodymium from An(III)
2 0 0 4th,-

i.e. trivalent actinides- and other fission products. I,0
Finally the isotopic compositions of the three elements 0.0 -
thus separated were measured by mass-spectrometric 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0

analysis. C.I.I.ted bunup (/.FIMA)

Detailed conditions, such as specification of
analytical devices, spike solution, the way of bumup Fig.3 Loading position dependence for
determination and the specified several nuclear data calculated/measured value in the core.
are cited in reference 9.
3.2.2 Results of burnup measurement and the
estimation by calculation codes The above discrepancy is explainable from the

Experimental error, not exceeding 4 %, as been effect of neutron spectrum softening by the presence
attained in bumup measurements undertaken on 75 of stainless steel in the adjacent reflector region, but
specimens of fuel pins from driver fuels and on 54 this is not reflected in the calculation with MAGI and
from iadiation test subassemblies. The measured ESPRIT-J, which are based on neutron diffusion
values of burnup extended in range from 0003 to theory assuming hexagonal-Z geometry, and would
13.28 %FIMA. not account for the modification of neutron flux in the

Errors could arise for instance from inaccuracies in transitional region of fuel close to reflector.
spike solution weighing and in the values adopted for To evaluate the discrepancy, the advanced code
fission cross-section and fission yield. It is estimated MCNP-4A 12) was adopted to account for the
that the aggregate experimental error will have modification of neutron spectrum and the resulting
reached about 4 %. effect on bumup distribution in the transitional region.

The measured bumup derived above is compared This advanced code applies Monte Carlo treatment,
with the results of calculation by 3-dimensional and calculates neutron distribution in 3 dimensions
neutron diff-usion code, MAGI"'). The MAGI code has using the continuous neutron energy cross-section
been developed for the purposes of core and ftiel library.
managements in JOYO MK-11 core, which can The MCNP-4A was applied to calculate the neutron
calculate the core characteristics by coupling the spectrum in the specimen from any subassembly
neutronic and thermo-hydraulic properties. surrounded on three sides by stainless steel reflectors.

The neutron flux and the burnup of each fuel pin The calculation was performed in fixed neutron source
are then obtained by ESPRIT411) code. In ESPRIT-J mode. For properly evaluating the neutron flux
code, the neutron flux distribution within the distribution within the subassembly, its internal
subassembly is calculated using the diffusion theory structure was simulated in 3-dimensional
with one neutron energy group. The diffusion equation configuration. The FSXLIB-J3R2 cross-section

3) -3.2, wasis solved analytically using the Green function. The library' which was processed from JENDL
one group neutron flux at the boundary of hexagonal- used. The resulting neutron flux was non-nalized using
Z calculation mesh is obtained by the MAGI the number of neutron sources at full reactor power, as
calculation result, and is used as the boundary calculated by MAGI code.
condition of diffusion equation. The neutron flux thus calculated served as basis for

The calculated and measured bumup data obtained determining the fission rates of individual fissile
on driver fuels are presented graphically in Figure 3 materials at each position in the subassembly. In the
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case of low burnuip fel, the changes of fuel were corrected, compared with the evolution when the
composition during irradiation were considered to reactor was shut down. In order to adjust a total fissile
have been negligible, and the number of fission content, higher 235U content fuel has a low 239pU. In
reactions of each nuclide was derived by integrating addition, a small amount Of 241pU was included in
the fission rate through the duration of irradiation. MOX fuel as a fissile material, and the tendency of

The burnup was calculated applying the equation. both plutonium nuclides is almost the same as 131U

BU(%FIMA = (NF) / NDBOL (1) case.
where
ND13OL: Density of heavy metal atoms at BOL 4. Analysis of minor actinides in MOX fuels
NF : Number of fission reactions of heavy metals irradiated in JOVO
during irradiation

The calculated burnup values were compared with Above mentioned, the low DF fuel is initially
measurement data on three fuel pins irradiated in including fission products that are somewhat similar
JOYO. The MCNP-4A code proves to be better suited to irradiated one. In addition, the existence of MA
than MAGI and ESPRIT-J for calculating the neutron (minor actinides) is not negligible. To evaluate the
flux spectrum in the transition region close to design feasibility and perfon-nance of the fuel
reflector. As a result, the Monte Carlo calculation including MA, many aspects of irradiation behavior
showed the validity of measured bumup distribution at are required, however, there are not so many data to
the 4h row of fuel subassembly. cover such kind of requirements.
3.2.3 Isotopic composition of uranium and plutonium The isotopic composition of MA is essential
based on the measurement of fuel burnup information to evaluate the transmutation behavior. In

It is necessary to establish a technology of order to achieve such experimental analysis, our
geological storage including safety and criticality research group is concerned with a development of
design of facility for high bumup U02 and MOX analytical methods for MA contained in MOX fuel
spent fuels that were expected to accumulate in the irradiated in the experimental fast reactor JOYO.
future. In particular, a concept was discussed to Therefore it is necessary to develop the isolation
rationalize the design by considering degradation of method of each element for isotopic analysis.
fuel reactivity according to iadiation, namely bumup
credit. herefore verified estimation tools as well as 4.1 Experimental
experimental data of spent fuel were required to For neptunium analysis, MOX fuels with 29.97
introduce the burnup credit successfully. wt% plutonium (231pU : 3pU 2pU 2pU : 242p =

As described above, the isotopic composition of 0. 15 76.04 20.01 319 06 1) in 83 or 12.1 wt%
uranium, plutonium and neodymium for irradiated enriched uranium were prepared. These fuels were
MOX fuel in a fast reactor were analyzed on the fabricated in fuel pins at the Tokai Works of NC, and
process of burnup measurement. It is expected that the irradiated up to 120 GWd/t in the 2nd and 3rd row of
data will be attributed to the evaluation for the sake of JOYO MK-H core. For the MOX fuels before
bumup credit. irradiation, it was confirmed to contain no 237 Np by

In the case of driver fuels, three types of fuel currently developed analytical method.
specification were irradiated by mainly difference of The bumup was calculated by using computer code
235 U enrichment, 12.5 %, 13.6 and 18.5 %, ESPRIT-J and the calculated burnup was confin-ned by
respectively. The ... U content (231U/lj+pU) of fuel measuring the isotopic ratio of neodymium. The
was linearly decreased with burnup shown in Figure 4 burnup and the isotopic ratio of uranium and

plutonium of each piece are shown in Table 1. The
al U 2 - - data for samples from No.6 to No.10 include- 15.0 0 Initi - 35: 12.5 %

calculated value.
E 14.0- A Initial U-235: 13.6 %
2 1 Next, for isolation of americium, MOX fels with
013.0 a Initial U-235: 18.5 % 29.97 wt% plutonium ... Pu : 29pU 241pU : 241PU 

Z 2.0 242pU = 087 58.13 22.05 583 312) in 21.5 wt%
+ 11.0 -- - enriched uranium were prepared. These fuels were

10.0 also fabricated in fuel pins at the Tokai Works of NC,
9.0 and irradiated up to 26 GWd/t in the 3rd row of theC�
a JOYO MARK-11 core. These MOX fuels contained
7.0 0.9 Wt% 24 'Am before irradiation.

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 4. 1.1 Neptunium separation method
Bumup The flow sheet for neptunium separation processes

Fig.4 Content of U-235 as a function of bumup. is cited in reference 14.
The decontamination factor for plutonium from the

It is assumed that the extent of degradation is neptunium fraction was much higher than 106 . The use
proportional to initial content. These analytical data of 239Np as a yield tracer made b 243Am standard
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sample is essential to know accurate content of 237 Np precipitate trivalent curium. After the filtration, the
in each sample solution of MOX fuel. Thirty to eighty precipitates, Cm-fraction, were washed with a 40 ml
percent of the initial neptunium was mounted as an of fresh water and the precipitates were dissolved in
alpha counting sample. 15 ml of 0.5 M HN03. The filtrates and the washing
4.1.2 Mutual separation method between americium water were taken as Am-fraction.
and curium

The flow sheet of mutual separation procedures 4.2 Analytical results of 237 Np in MOX Fuels
between americium and curium is cited in reference The results of isotopic composition based on the
15. As the first step, americium, curiurn and FP's were analysis of Np-fraction are shown in Table .
separated from uranium, plutonium and neptunium by According to a result of alpha spectrometry, the alpha
means of the same method as neptunium separation. peaks of plutonium, much smaller than those of 237 Np,

was observed even in the neptunium fraction obtained.

Table Isotopic compositions of uranium, The recovery of neptuniurn is about 30 wt% as an
plutonium and neptunium-237 content. overall chemical yield. MOX fuels analyzed in this
Spec work did not contain neptunium before irradiation.

This means that we succeeded in detecting between I 
imen Burnup U isotopic ratio (at%) Np-237 (wt%) and I 00 PPM Of 237 Np in irradiated MOX fuels. The

No. GWd/t U-234U-235 U-236 U-238 measured technique developed in the present study is applicable
1 119 0.1 5.45** 0.7 93.8 0.066 +0.0176 to the future analysis of MOX fuels that will be
2 113 0.1 5.56** 0.7 93.7 0.06 ±0.0039 impregnated with neptunium.

The results of neptunium analysis are shown in
3 105 0.1 5.7** 0.7 93.6 0.059 +0.0297 Figure 5. The 23 7Np content slightly increased with
4 82.4 0.1 5.96** 0.6 93.3 0.041 +0.0096 burnup. The contents of neptunium are plotted as a
5 66.4 0.1 6.56** 0.5 92.9 0.008 ±0.0022 function of burnup and compared with the calculation
6* 45 0.1 7.12** 0.3 92.5 0.002 ±0.0013 by ORIGEN-2. The calculation was performed by
7* 34 0.1 7.34** 0.3 92.3 0.003 ±0.0014 taking the initial content of 237 Np(Npo:wt%) as a
8* 35 0.1 I 1 I ** 03 88.5 0.015 +0.0080 parameter. The nuclear data for these calculations

were taken from the standard ORIGEN-2 data set for
9* 28.1 0.1 11.3** 03 88.4 0.018 ±0.0033 Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor 16).

10* 16.7 0.1 11.6** 02 88.2 0.016 ±0.0037 The observed values of the contents of neptunium
I I 0 0 12.1 *** 0 87.9 agreed well with the calculation at Np0=0. No marked
Spec the accumulation of neptunium in the MOX fuels is
imen Burnup Pu isotopic ratio (at%) observed as shown in Table I and in Figure 5. The

content of neptuniurn does not exceed 0.08 wt% in 30
No. GWd/t Pu-238 Pu-239 Pu-240 Pu-241 Pu-242 wt% MOX fuels, which were fabricated by using 83
1 119 0.3 69.3 26.8 2.6 0.9 wt% enriched uranium and were irradiated up to about

2 113 0.3 69.6 26.6 2.6 0.9 120 GWd/t in a fast reactor. The content is comparable
3 105 0.3 69.9 26.3 2.6 0.9 to that estimated for light water commercial reactor
4 82.4 0.3 70.1 26.1 2.6 0.9 fuel of 33 GWd/t"). This conclusion is clearly
5 66.4 0.3 72.4 24.3 2.3 0.8 underscored by this experiment and confirmed with

prototype model calculation. Thus, we have proved
6* 45 0.2 73.7 22.6 2.8 0.7 through the experimental analysis that the fast reactor
7* 34 0.1 73.4 22 2.9 0.7 is much more suitable as a burner of MOX fuels with
8* 35 0.2 73.9 22.5 2.7 0.8 respect to the accumulation of highly radiotoxic 237 Np.
9* 28.1 0.2 74.1 22.1 2.8 0.7 The accumulation of 237 Np is not so sensitive to the

enrichment of uranium while it shows a small second
10* 16.7 0.1 74.5 21.6 3 0.7 order dependency to burnup, which indicates the
I I 0 0.1 75.2 20.6 3.3 0.7 contribution of double neutron capture from 21 'U, as is

calculated value ** initial U enrichment 83% shown in Figure 5. The calculation assuming the (n,
initial U enrichment 12.1 2n) cross-section of 238U to be zero shows to

reproduce 23-3/4 of the observed fori-nation of 237 Np
at about 100-12OGWd/t. Thus, we have to say that

Ten mg of sodium bismuthate (NaBiO3) was added formation of 237 Np from 238U is not so small in
into the Arn-Cm-F!'-fraction as the oxidizing reagent comparison with that from 235U . The calculation
for americium. The solution was mixed with solid shows that the consumption of 23"Np will be expected
NaBiO3 by stirring for 50 min. at 'C. Then, 10 ml for the MOX fuels of Npo>0.25 and that the
(80 mg/ml) of disodium hydrogen-phosphate production and transmutation of 237 Np are roughly
(Na2HP04) was added into the solution to form the balanced at about Npo�0.25. This information will
precipitates of BiPO4, which was expected to co- give a guideline when a fast reactor will be utilized as
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a burner of23'Np. 241, 242, and 243 were observed clearly but no peaks
were observed at 239, 240 and 244.

4.3 Isotopic analysis of americium in irradiated The bumup of the presently analyzed specimens
MOX fuel were below about 27 GWd/t. Thus, isotopic ratio of

Regardless of incomplete oxidation, the chemical 242'Am was less than 062 at% and that of 243 Am was
purity of isolated americium was good enough to less than 082 at%. In these low burnup region, the
make mass spectroscopic analysis for determining contents of 242mAm and 243 Am increased almost
isotopic composition by using the isolated Am- linearly with bumup, as is shown in Figure. 6.
fraction. In all mass spectra observed, mass peaks at

100.0
NP mcatnt

p =tmt (,M%) 99.0 00 %Xb

0.6 0* Ob-d 0
(initial U-235: 8.3m%) 98.0 ( 2Am

13 Ob.-.d In. 97.0
0.4 MitialNlicwt-t (initia U235: I .1 WI.)

1. 0.50.1% 1.5
2. 0.25m% op-Y.b.]:

014%
------------------------- tp.,bt(..Mili..fpi.

0.2 7
Z Ck.ltd by ORIGEN-2 Emiti.113-235:8.3m%

mitt.]U-233:12.1,�ft 0.5

0 50 100 150

Bum-up GWd/t 0.0
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0

Bump GWd/t

Fig. 5 Np-237 content as a function of bum-up. Fig. 6 Am isotopic composition change with bumup.

It is not proper to say about the transmutation program and the contribution to feasibility study on
behavior from 24 'Am on the basis of the JNC.
information presently obtained. However at least
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Characterization of Spent Nuclear Fuels by an Online Combination of
Chromatographic and Mass Spectrometric Techniques

Ines GONTHER-LEOPOLD', Beat WERNLI and Zlatko KOPAJTIC
Laboratory for Materials Behavior, Paul Scherrer Institute, 5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland

The determination of the burn-up is one of the essential parts in post-irradiation
examinations on nuclear fuel samples. In the frame of national and international research
programs the analysis of the isotopic vectors of uranium, plutonium, neodymiurn and some
other fission products and actinides was carried out in the Hot lab of the Paul Scherrer
Institute in the last years by using high-performance liquid chromatography coupled online
with an inductively coupled plasma quadrupole mass spectrometer. In the meantime a
multicollector ICP-MS, suitable for igh precision isotope ratio measurements, was installed
within the Hot lab and has been used now in combination with a chromatographic separation
system for the first time for burn-up determinations of nuclear fuel samples. The results of
these investigations, a comparison of both methods with the classical technique for burn-up
analyses (thermal ionization mass spectrometry), the advantages and limitations of the
methods and the accuracy and precision of this type of analyses are presented in the paper.

KEYWORDS: nuclearfuels, burn-up, HPLC, ICP-MS, isotopic vectors, isotope dilution

1. Introduction Therefore, the experimental determination of the
burn-up in an irradiated nuclear fuel is carried out by

The objective of different international programs analyzing the number of U and Pu atoms and the
dealing with post-irradiation examinations (PIE) of number of one fission product that can be used as
nuclear fuels is to im rove the knowledge of the burn-up monitor. The accepted and mostly usedp 148
inventories of actinides, fission and neutron activation method for bum-up determination is based on Nd as
products in MOX and/or U02 spent fuel elements. The burn-up monitor since Nd has several advantages
prediction of the source term of these nuclides is of compared with other fission products.
major importance in numerous nuclear fields, such as 0 Nd is not volatile and does not move in the fuel rod.
• definition of basic licensing data for U02 and Therefore, local burn-up determinations are

MOX fuel possible.
• increase of fuel enrichment for power reactors 0 Nd is not a component of the non-irradiated fuel

with a possible reevaluation of iticality licenses material.
• improvement of waste source term codes for high 148Nd is not radioactive. Consequently, the method

burn-up fuel conditions and for MOX fuel is not influenced by a decay time.
recycling scenarios. The fission yield of 148 Nd is nearly independent

The mass spectrometric determination of trace from the neutron energy and from the fissionable
amounts of actinides, activation and fission products in isotope.
spent fuel provides a relevant data base f the Consequently, the characterization of the burn-up of
validation of the theoretical models and represents an a nuclear fuel includes the mass spectrometric analysis
experimental basis for the minimization of the of the isotopic vectors of U, Pu and Nd and the
uncertainty in the prediction models. determination of the concentration of these elements.

The burn-up of a nuclear fuel as one of the important The quantification is normally carried out by isotope
parameters that has to be determined for PIE is dilution, which is known as the most precise
proportional to the quotient of the number of fissions quantification method for mass spectrometric analyses.
NF and the number of heavy metal atoms Nom (uranium Since numerous isobaric overlaps restrict the direct
and plutonium) which were present in the fuel before determination of most actinides and fission products by
irradiation. The burn-up is given in FIMA (fissions mass spectrometry, conventional methods for burn-up
per initial metal atoms) determination require a careful and often time-

consuming chemical separation of the analytes. U and

NF Pu show isobaric interferences with each other and
01bFIM4 100 (1) with other actinides (e g. 238U/231lpU, 241PU/24IAnl),

N Om whereas Nd is interfered by other lanthanides (142 Ce,

CamTmdingautlu�Tel. +41-56-310-M6,FwL.+41-56-3104438,E4ral-gxdha(�
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147PM, 147Sm, 148SM, 11OSM). For the characterization of U, Pu and Nd the

In order to combine the chemical separation with the following standard materials were used:
mass spectrometric detection into one analytical step a 0 IRMM-073, NBS-UO10 and NBS-UlOO
high-performance liquid chromatographic system uranium standards
(HPLC) was online connected to an inductively 0 NBS948 plutonium sulfate
coupled plasma quadrupole mass spectrometer 0 Nd La Jolla reference material
(Q-ICP-MS) within the Hot lab of the Paul Scherrer
Institute (PSI). This hyphenated technique was used 2.3 Instrumentation
within the last years routinely for bum-UP 2.3.1 HPLC
determinations of MOX and U02 fuel samples in our A DX300 HPLC system (Dionex, Switzerland)
lab. equipped with an lonPac CG5 or CG10 4 mm x

However, the analytical figures of merit of a 50 mm) as guard and IonPac CS5 resp. CS10 4 mm x
quadrupole based mass spectrometer measuring the 250 mm) as analytical column was used in combination
different isotopes sequentially were shown to be not with te Q-ICP-MS. The flow rate of this HPLC is I
comparable to the perforinance of the classical ml/min and the injection valve is equipped with a I ml
technique (thermal ionization mass spectrometry, sample loop.
TIMS). Therefore, end of 2001 a multicollector ICP For online coupling to the MC-ICP-MS a modern
mass spectrometer MC-ICP-MS) measuring up to nine DX-600 GS50 HPLC system (Dionex, Switzerland)
isotopes simultaneously was installed within our lab equipped with a CG5A 2 mm x 50 mm) as guard and a
and has been used in combination with a HPLC CS5A 2 mm x 250 mm) as analytical column was
separation system for first bum-up determinations. The installed. Because of the smaller column dimensions
general advantages and limitations of both techniques the flow rate of this system is restricted to 025 nil/min
as well as first comparative results will be discussed. and the injection valve has a sample loop of only 0025

ml.
2. Experimental The chromatographic separations of U, Pu and Nd

were performed according to the methods described
2.1 Sample Preparation earlier'). U was eluted with M HCI, Pu with 04 M

Irradiated MOX and U02 fuel samples from light HNO, and Nd was separated from other lanthanides
water reactors were dissolved using a HN03/HF with a linear gradient of a-hydroxyisobutyric acid
(Merck, Suprapur) mixture in a high pressure digestion (HIBA).
equipment at 150 'C for three hours. Mother solutions The coupling of the HPLC systems to the
were prepared by dilution with M HN03 up to a corresponding ICP-MS is achieved by passing the
concentration of about 0.5 mg fuel per ml solution. effluent of the chromatographic column to a 4-way

For isotope dilution aliquots of the mother solutions valve. All sample components separated on the
were mixed with enriched isotopic spike standards chromatographic column can be either sent directly to
(... U (IRMM-040a), "Pu (IRMM-049c) or 244pU the ICP-MS for analysis or to waste in order to keep the
(IRMM-042a), "Nd (ORNL)) and diluted with sample loading into the mass spectrometer to a
1 % HN03 A further set of aliquots was directly minimum.
diluted with I HN03 without spike addition. Pu can 2.3.2 ICPMS
be found in fuel solutions in different oxidation stages, Inductively coupled plasmas are used since more
of which the most stable is pU41 . Because the than 25 years as excitation source for the optical
chromatographic separation of Pu and U is based on emission spectrometry. Te possibility to analyse the
PU02 2+ HC104 was added to all aliquots in order to ions that are produced in an argon plasma by a mass

2+
oxidise the PU t P02 spectrometric detector was first described in the

Aliquots of the spiked and unspiked sample eightie 2.

solutions were injected three to five times into the In a Q-ICP-MS the ions entering the mass
HPLC-ICP-MS (quadrupole or multicollector) systems spectrometer are separated according to their
for the determination of the isotopic composition of the mass-to-charge ratio in a quadrupole mass filter and the
different elements. detection of the ions is carried out with an electron

multiplier in a fast but sequential mode. Since the
2.2 Correction of Mass Bias Effects entire mass range can be measured with a QICP-MS in

Mass discrimination represents a limitation to the less than one second, these instruments are suitable for
accuracy of isotope ratio measurements in all mass multielemental analyses. However, the precision of
spectrometric methods. Ions entering the ICP-MS isotope ratio measurements is not comparable to the
experience so called mass bias effects, and this bias classical TIMS technique, because of the sequential
favors the transmission of the heavier isotope into the detection mode.
mass spectrometer. In order to correct for these effects In a MC-ICP-MS the ions are normally separated in
standard materials with a known isotopic composition a magnetic sector field and the detection is carried out
were analyzed together with the samples. by a set of 9 to 12 Faraday cups that allow the
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simultaneous detection of different isotopes over a from the separation column with 04 M HN03-

restricted mass range of about 15 %. Therefore, isotope Afterwards M HO is used as mobile phase in order to
ratio measurements of MC-ICP-MS can provide elute U. This separation is efficient enough on both
precision as low as 0002 RSD for different chromatographic systems 2 nun and 4 mm column
elementS34). These results are in the range of or even diameter) to prevent any isobaric interference between
superior to TIMS, which has been the preferred method 2311pu, which is present at trace concentrations and 238 U
so far for highly precise isotope ratio measurements for as the main component of U02 and MOX fuel.
elements with relatively low first ionization potentials, In principle, both elements could be determined in
such as U, Pu and Nd. one chromatographic run. However, the concentration

The Hot lab of the PSI is equipped with a PQ2+ of U is much igher than the Pu concentration i fuel
Q-ICP-MS (ThermoElemental, UK) and a Neptune samples. Therefore, two different dilutions of the
MC-ICP-MS (hennoFinnigaii, Germany) with nine samples have to be analysed: a higher concentrated fuel
Faraday cups. solution for the Pu determination and a more duted

For handling and analyzing highly toxic radioactive sample for U. Furthermore, using MC-ICP-MS it is not
nuclear fuel samples pails of the respective HPLC ssible to analyze the entire mass range from 233 to

system as well as the sample introduction part of the 40 Pu r even 244pU within one single measurement
ICP mass spectrometers are encapsulated within procedure. Two different Faraday cup configurations
glove-boxes. have to be determined: one from mass 233 to 239 for

the U measurements and one from mass 238 to 242 or
3. Results and Discussion 244 for Pu analyses.

Figure I shows the chromatographic separation of U
3.1 Determination of U and Pu and Pu in an unspiked UO, fuel sample. he

Due 'to isobaric overlaps between U and Pu a measurements were performed on the
separation of these two elements is necessary for BPLC-MC-ICP-MS system.
bum-up determinations. Pu can be eluted. as PU02 2-1

1.2 -

PU U

1.0

0.8
---*--238

>1 --9-239
'Ri 0.6 - 240

241

0.4 242

0.2

0.0

0 2 4 6 8 10

Time (min)

Fig. I Separation of Pu and U in an U02 fuel sample (I s integration time of the MC-ICP-MS, HPLC injection
volume: 25 RI, concentration of the analyzed solution: 15 Rg fuel/rnI solution)

3.2 Determination of Nd However, the selectivity of the separation can be
In aqueous solutions, the group of lanthanides is increased with the use of appropriate chelating

present as strongly hydrated trivalent cations. agents such as HIBA or oxalic acid. Lanthanides that
Because their ionic properties are very similar, they form the most stable complexes with HIBA, such as
cannot be separated easily by cation exchange. lutetium. will elute first from the separationcoluinn.
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U and Pu as the main matrix elements can be eluted Figure 2 shows a typical chromatographic
with HO resp. HN03 before the separation of the separation of Nd and the interfering element Sm in
lanthanides. This is very important because the high an unspiked MOX fuel sample. These measurements
concentration of these elements may decrease the were performed on the BPLC-Q-ICP-MS system.
sensitivity of ICP-MS for trace elements like Nd.

400000

300000 ------- -- o- 42

--9-- 143

Nd 6 144

200000 145L Sm
0
C )K 146
B

--6-148

100000 --+--150

0
26 27 28 29 30 31

Time (min)

Fig. 2 Separation of Sm and Nd in a MOX fiiel sample (10 ms dwell time per mass of te Q-ICP-MS, BPLC

injection volume: I l, concentration of the analyzed solution: 20 �tg fhel/ml solution)

3.3 Precision and Accuracy of the Isotope Ratio The data in Table 2 clearly indicate the high

Measurements accuracy for MC-ICP-MS and even for the online

Typical relative standard deviations (RSD, in %) coupled I-IPLC-MC4CP-MS where the deviation

for the determination of isotopic vectors for the from the corresponding reference value for U and

investigated elements U, Pu and Nd are listed in Nd is only slightly higher.

Table I for both techniques.

Table 2 Accuracy of isotope ratio measurements for

Table I Precision of isotope ratio measurements for Nd (aJolla) and U (NBS-U500) reference

BPLC-Q-ICP-MS and BPLC-MC-ICP-MS materials (the number in brackets corresponds to

determined for U, Pu and Nd the absolute standard deviation (I s)- the accuracy

is calculated as te deviation from the reference

Isotope HPLC- HPLC- value)

abundance Q-ICP-MS MC-ICP-MS

(At. %) Ratio Reference MC-lCP- ffi�L--C-M

< 0.1 2 - 0 % RSD about I RSD value Ms C-

0. I 2-5%RSD < I RSD -ICP-MS

I 10 1-2%RSD <0. % 143 Nd/ 144Nd 0.511858(4) 0.511844(9) 0.511921(38)

> 10 < I RSD < 0.05 % RSD accuracy -0003 % 0.012 %

234u/23gu 0.010422(4) 0.010443(2) 0.010462(66)

In order to evaluate the accuracy of an analytical I accuracy + 02 + 04 

method it is necessary to measure certified reference

standards with the same procedure as te samples

and to compare the results with the published 3.4 Comparison with TIMS

reference values. The comparison between the A general advantage of t classical TMS

reference values for isotope ratios of U and Nd and technique compared to plasina based methods is the

the measured results for MC-ICP-MS and very stable ionization process leading to minor

HPLC-MC-ICP-MS is shown in Table 2 instabilities of the signal. Since TIMS is
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characterized by bad ionization efficiency for can be developed. Online coupled HPLC-ICP-MS
elements with a higher ionization potential, the systems have a further benefit: the separation of the
method is restricted in its applications to only a few sample matrix from the analyte elements.
elements of the periodic table. Mass bias effects are Particularly for the determination of trace elements
approximately an order of magnitude larger in in a high concentrated matrix, the online separation
ICP-MS systems than the mass discrimination of matrix elements may lead to significantly lower
observed during TIMS measuremeniss). However, detection limits, because signal suppression due to
since these effects can be properly corrected by high concentrated matrix elements is avoided.
using reference materials this is not a drawback of
ICP-MS methods. Appendix: Review about PIE activities at PSI

Major advantages of online coupled
HPLC-ICP-MS techniques are the simplified sample Finally, Table 3 summarizes the PIE activities of
preparation procedure, which is very important the Paul Scherrer Institute. End of 1999 the
especially for radioactive samples with a high dose international ARIANE program (organized by
rate, the speed of the analysis and the better Belgonucl�aire) was finished, where ITU (Karlsruhe,
ionization efficiency for elements with high D), SCK (Mol, B) and PSI took part as reference
ionization potentials. At least the quadrupole and laboratories. Further ongoing and future projects for
sectorfield ICP-MS systems are real multielemental PIE and the corresponding fuel characteristics are
techniques compared to TIMS (or MC-ICP-MS) also included in the table.
were only a restricted mass range can be detected The aim of the ARIANE poject was to provide
simultaneously. improved knowledge of the inventories of actinides

The precision and accuracy demonstrated for the and fission products in U02 and MOX fuels
MC-ICP-MS technique so far is absolutely irradiated at various bum-up levels for both PWRs
comparable to the classical TIMS method. However, and BWRS7). The ARIANE project has been
most of these data are based on measurements using launched end of 1994 with the participation of 5
steady-state signals of several minutes or even organizations and was focused on two objectives:
longer. Since the online combination of a 0 provide a large experimental data set regarding
chromatographic separation system like HPLC with fuel selection for examination and the number
an ICP-MS leads to transient signals with a signal of measured isotopes, some of them in very low
length of only about 30 to 60 seconds, the precision concentrations,
of the isotope ratio measurements is slightly reduced 0 emphasize the accuracy of measurements by
by less than one order of magnitude 6) . However, the using various methods of analysis and by
analytical performance of an online coupled exchanging aliquots between laboratories for
HPLC-MC-ICP-MS system is still comparable with cross-checking.
the classical TIMS technique. PROTEUS is a zero-power research reactor

operated at PSI in the Laboratory of Reactor Physics
4. Conclusion and Systems Behavior. The PROTEUS program is a

joint effort by PSI and the Swiss Nuclear utilities
With the online combination of a HPLC and an with particular phases receiving additional support

ICP-MS system it is possible to separate interfering from other partners. The ongoing second phase of
elements and to determine the isotopic composition the WR-PROTEUS experimental program is
of tese elements in a single analytical procedure. dedicated to the reactor physics investigation of well

The comparison of the results from QICP-MS characterized highly burnt fuel samples from Swiss
and MC-ICP-MS after HPLC separation shows a nuclear power plants by means of reactivity
significant improvement in the analytical precision measurements and chemical assays. The chemical
of the transient data with multicollector detection. assays define the nuclide compositions of the

Whereas the analytical performance of a samples and the measurements in the PROTEUS
HPLC-Q-ICP-MS system is reduced for isotope reactor provide information on the reactivity
ratio measurements because of the sequential reduction with the fuel burn-up. The results will be
detection mode, the HPLC-MC-ICP-MS allows the used to validate theoretical methods for predicting
simultaneous composition and reactivity of fuel with bum-up,
detection of up to nine isotopes and provides with special emphasis on the validation of high

8)therefore highly precise isotope ratio data. bum-up physics modeling
Due to the high diversity of chromatographic

resins and eluents of the HPLC (inorganic acids,
organic solvents and chelating agents) a separation
method for most of the elements of the periodic table
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Table 3 PIE activities at PSI

Prqgmn PNpwn Fbd Burn-up h*W
*610SI narne Orwhokadan type (GWdt) Readw enricinnent*
mdhW M

MM 40-60 Bez=4CH 59
(PWR)

IHPLC-Q- ARLANE B*mui6pie LJO2 32-60 G6sgm�Gi 3.4-4.1

ICPMS NM Do&waa4NL

U02 33-56 (13WR) 6.4

NM 20-80 GdsgpnCH 33-5.5 
]HPLCMC- PROTELJS, PSI LJO, (PWR)
1CF-MS Omen MOX 50-75 Letx4a*CH 4.7 %

FuWir NM 70 CASgA cli 43-55%
M (PWR)

IHPW�MC, MALIBU Belg� MOX
ICPLMS i 75 3.75-55%

U02 AD(BWR)
*hifolmidm-otin%ddmedas""'UAJforUOfi4Ptt4J+PuforMOX

The planned 4,LIBU project (also organized by determination of trace elements", Anal. Chem.
Belgonucl6aire) is an extension to the ARIANE 52, 2283 1980).
program with a burn-up level of the U02 and MOX 3) S. Ehrlich, Z. Karpas, L. Ben-Dor, L. Halicz,
fuel samples of about 75 GWd/tM from BWRs and "High precision lead isotope ratio
PWRs. Because of a shorter cooling time compared measurements by multicollector-ICP-MS in
to the ARIANE program the accuracies for the variable matrices", J Anal. At. Spectrom. 16,
measurement of short lived isotopes should be 975 2001).
improved). Supplementary to the ARIANE program 4) J.S. Becker, H.J. Dietze, "Precise and accurate
a fourth reference laboratory (CEA, France) will isotope ratio measurements by ICP-MS",
take part in the MALIBU project. Fresenius J. Anal. Chem. 368, 23 2000).

During the ARIANE program the 5) M. Rehkdmper, M. Sch6nbachler, C.H. Stirling,
HPLC-Q-ICP-MS method was used for burn-up "Multiple Collector ICP-MS: Introduction to
characterization within the Hot lab of PSI, whereas instrumentation, measurement techniques and
for te ongoing PROTEUS and future projects the analytical capabilities", Geostandards
new HPLC-MC-ICP-MS technique is applied for Newsletter 25, 23 2001).
PIE measurements. This will allow a direct 6) 1. Giinther-Leopold, B. Werrili, Z. Kopajtic D.
comparison of the accuracy of the data on real fuel Giinther, ,Measurement of isotope ratios on
samples for both techniques with the results of the transient signals by MC-ICP-MS", Anal.
classical TIMS technique that is used in other Bioanal. Chem. (submitted 2003).
reference labs. 7) D. Boulanger, M. Lippens,,,ARIANE

International Programme, Final Report",
References Report AR 2000/15, BN Ref. 0000253/221

(confidential), Belgonucl6aire 2000).
1) S. R11in, Z. Kopajtic, B. Wernli, B. Magyar, 8) PROTEUS homepage,

"Determination of lanthanides and actinides in http://proteus.web.psi.ch
uranium materials by high-performance liquid 9) D. Marloye, ,MALIBU Program, Minutes of
chromatography with inductively coupled the Introductory Meeting", Report MA 2002/03,
plasma mass spectrometric detection", J. BN Ref. 0201886/221 (confidential),
Chromatogr A 739, 139 1996). Belgonucidaire 2002).

2) R.S. Houk, V.A. Fassel, G.D. Flesch, H.J. Svec,
A.L. Gray, C.E. Taylor, "Inductively coupled
plasma as an ion source for mass spectrometric
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Improvements to SFCOMPO - a Database on
Isotopic Composition of Spent Nuclear Fuel

Kenya SUYAMA", Ali NOURI , Hirold MOCHIZUK, 2 and Yasushi NOMURA 3
OECDINEA, Le Seine St-Germain, 12, Boulevard des iles, 92130, Issy-les-Moulineaux, France

2The Japan Research Institute, Limited, 14-17 Misaki-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 101-0061, Japan
3Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki 39-1195, Japan

Isotopic composition is one of the most relevant data to be used in the calculation of
burnup of irradiated nuclear fuel. Since autumn 2002, the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development/Nuclear Energy Agency (OECD/NEA) has operated a
database of isotopic composition - SFCOMPO, initially developed in Japan Atomic Energy
research Institute. This paper describes the latest version of SFCOMPO and the future
development plan in OECD/NEA.

KEYWORDS: SFCOMP0, JAERI, NF,4, Post Irradiation Examination, Isotopic
Composition, Database

1. Introduction EGBUC treats issues related to burnup credit. From the
beginning of development of SFCOMPO in JAERI,

Isotopic composition of spent nuclear fuel (SNF), there was a general consensus in EGBUC to support
obtained in post irradiation experiments (PIE) is one of SFCOMPO project.
the important components required in the validation of Considering the requirement to gather new PIE data
burnup credit methodologies. This led the Japan from many countries and input them into the database,
Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) in 1993 to it seems natural to operate SFCOMPO in an
start developing, SFCOMPO a database for isotopic international organization such as the NEA.
composition of SNF. 1,2) Data were collected from the Based on this idea, the transfer was done in the first
open literature and at first compiled on a database half of 2001. The transfer of the database from JAERI
management system on a personal computer. to NEA was straightforward, as SFCOMPO had been

In the mid-1990's, the World Wide Web started to developed using common software. Since autumn 2002,
be widely used by the scientific community and SFCOMPO is being operated on the NEA web site, and
interfaces between Web-based services and relational the database can be freely accessed at the URL:
databases became available. SFCOMPO was then http:Hwww.nea.fr/html/science/wpncs/sfcompo/.
upgraded to use this new technology for the collection
and display of data, using the freely available relational 2.2 Status of SFCOMPO

3,4) 2.2.1 Outlinedatabase system PostgreSQL .
In order to provide an international framework for Table 15) summarizes the current status of the

the collection, dissemination and further development database. It contains measured isotopic composition
of the database, SFCOMPO was migrated from JAERI data from 14 reactors 7 PWRs and 7 BWRs) in 4
to the NEA Web server in autumn 2002. countries. Data from 246 samples are available,

In this paper, the outline of the SFCOMPO database including 30 samples from fuels using burnable
as operated on the web site of the Organisation for absorbers (UO2-Gd2O3). The database provides the
Economic Co-operation and Development/Nuclear composition for U, Pu, Am, Cm and several fission
Energy Agency (OECD/NEA), will be presented and products (Nd, Cs, Sr). Since not only measured data
the plans for its future development will be discussed. but also ratios of the measured data are included, more

than 10,000 data points are registered.

2. Current Status of SFCOMPO 2.2.2 General Description of PIE data
The latest version of SFCOMPO provides general

2.1 Operation of SFCOMPO in NEA information on all PIE data in HTML format.') The
The Expert Group on Burnup Credit Criticality position of the sample in fuel assemblies and within the

Safety (EGBUC) is a technical group of the Workin fuel rods are also given as clickable maps whenever9 4
Party on Nuclear Criticality Safety (WPNCS) under this data are available. ) Some PIE data contain the
Nuclear Science Committee of OECD/NEA. The history of fuel assembly shuffling and reactor operation.

Current affiliation: Department of Fuel Cycle Safety Research, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute,
Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, lbaraki-ken, 319-1195, Japan. Tel. 81-29-282-5834, Fax. 81-29-282-6479,
E-mail: kenya�cyclone.tokaijaeri.gojp
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These data are important both for understanding and is because it was not possible to perform isotope
for conducting the analysis of PIE. dependent decay corrections. To reflect this situation,

the database table was extended to input the cooling
time for each measured data point. The cooling time is

Table List of data in current SFCOMpO5) shown in the table of retrieved data and in the

Reactor Country Type Fuel NB1 viewgraph in Figure .
Type U-235

Obrigheim Germany P 14x14 23 4

Gundre-mini Germany B 4 6x6 12
ngen 35 -

Trino Italy P 15x15 39
Vercellese
JPDR Japan B 6x6 30 30

Tsuruga-1 Japan B 7x7 10
aFukushima- 36 25 -

Japan B 8x8 (10)2
Daiichi-3 I
Fukushirna- 18

Japan B M �M 20 - 7
Daini-2 (10) a',

Mihama-3 Japan p 15x15 9

Genkai-1 Japan P 14x14 2 Vs

Takahama-3 Japan P 17x17 16(5)

Cooper USA B 7x7 6 10 
XMonticello USA B M 30(5)

N
Calvert USA P 14x14 9 5-
Cliffs-1

H.B. USA P 1 5 x �15�[� 0 L
Robinson 2 1 1 .1 "O is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

1- Total Number of Sample, 2- Numbers in are number of 8urnup[GWDfTlHM1

U02-Gd2O3 fuel sample, 3 - MR 4 - BWR -_Cololl�n after S:S.28: years 
. 2� Coo after 0: years-

Gundrernmingen_ Cool fter 0: years 
Calvert-Cliffs I -Cooling after 67:5.08:6.5 yanr

Genkal-1 -Cooling after years a
H.B.Robinson-2 -Cooling after 4.86:9.9: years

2.3 New Function of SFCOMPO Mlhama-3 -Cooling after 5: years 
0brighelm -Cooling after 0: years 

At the occasion of transferring SFCOMPO, we TrZakaharna-3 -Cooling after 0: years 0 Vercellese Coolln a

added several functions for further utilization of data.
2.3.1 Preparation of figures Fig.1 An example of viewgraph generated by

One of the useful functions of SFCOMPO is to SFCOMPO - 23'U weight (kg/initial heavy metal)
generate viewgraph displaying the variation of selected
composition data against measured bum-up. In the 3. Further development
current version, the format of the figures was changed

from GIF to PNG, since we found that some versions of Recent technical development has made it possible
the plotting tool, used in SFCOMPO, cannot produce to provide direct access to the SFCOMPO database
GIF formatted files because of copyright problems. through the Internet.
Besides, SFCOMPO can also produce PostScript To further develop the usefulness of SFCOMPO it
formatted files, providing a higher quality than PNG is required to add new data into the database. As
files, and thus more suitable for inclusion in a initially intended, it is hoped that, using the framework
document. Figure is an example. of OECD/NEA, would facilitate the collection of new
2.3.2 Numerical data in text file data from international community, even though

Numerical data used for generating the viewgraphs several PIE data are commercially restricted.
can be obtained in text format. SFCOMPO also makes If other, already published, PIE data are found in the
tables of numerical data in HTML formatted files. open literature, they should also be included. For
However, this format is not suitable for further data example, PIE data measured in JAERI had not been
treatment and it is therefore recommended to use the included in the SFCOMPO since the name of reactor
simple text formatted files for further treatment of the had not been revealed in the report. 6 It is thus
numerical data. necessary to receive information and feedback from
2.3.3 Expansion of data table users in international community to point out if there

In previous versions of SFCOMPO, the cooling time are open PIE data, which are not included in
was fixed for each PIE data set. However, for some PIE SFCOMPO.
samples, each isotope has a different cooling time. This In addition, there are more resources needed to
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compile data from opened reports regarding the Energy Research Institute 1993) (in Japanese).
description of PIE and possibly regarding the 2) M. Kurosawa, Y. Naito, H. Sakamoto, and T.
evaluation of PIE data. Kaneko, "The Isotopic Compositions Database

In order to improve and facilitate the management of System on Spent Fuels in Light Water Reactors
the SFCOMPO database, the NEA will develop a too] (SFCOMPO)," JAERI-Data/Code 96-036, Japan
to edit the data through web browser. Atomic Energy Research Institute (1997)(in

Japanese).
4. Conclusion 3) K. Suyama, "Spent Fuel Isotopic Composition Data

Base System on WWW -SFCOMPO on W3 -,

The SFCOMPO database is successfully operating JAERI-Data/Code 97-045, Japan Atomic Energy
on the NEA web server. This is the only freely Research Institute (1997)(in Japanese).
accessible database on PIE data. Input of new data will 4) H. Mochizuki, K. Suyama, Y. Nomura, and H.
be performed under the international framework of Okuno, "Spent Fuel Composition Database System
OECD/NEA. on WWW - SFCOMPO on WWW Ver.2 -,"

JAERI-Data/Code 2001-020, Japan Atomic Energy
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